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PREFACE
SECOND
EDITION

This work concentrates upon the history and analysis of a strand of constitutional thought which attempts to balance the freedom of the individual
citizen with the necessary exercise of governmental power-a

dilemma

facing us as much today as at any time in our history. I believe that the
study of the ways in which this problem has been approached in the past
can provide invaluable lessons for today.
In this new edition, appearing thirty years after the first, I have not attempted to revise the text of the original. This is due in part to the fact that
so much has been published in the interim and in part because I have since
come across a great deal of which I was previously unaware. Thus, any attempt to take all this into account would mean writing a completely new
work. At the same time, although I could easily add more matenal, I do
not believe that doing so would necessarily alter the broad outlmes of the
book, nor would it alter the argument it presents. I have, however, taken
the opportunity to add an Epilogue in which the major developments of
the past thirty years in Britain and the United States are surveyed, and an
attempt has been made to carry the essence of the theory of the separation of powers forward to meet the conditions of government at the end of
the twentieth century. I have also added a bibliography, a serious omission
from the first edition. Although it can hardly claim to be comprehensive,
this bibliography includes many works which were not referred to in the
text but which will perhaps assist students who wish to pursue the subject
further.
XI
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I have the undeserved good fortune to have had the support of my
sons, John and Richard, to whom this edition is dedicated, and of my wife,
Nancy. For more years than either of us cares to remember, my friend
Derek Crabtree has provided advice, criticism, and, above all, bonhomie.
Canterbury
June 1997
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The Doctrine of the Separation of Powers
and Institutional Theory

T

HIS TOR Y 0 F Western political thought portrays the development and elaboration of a set of values - justice, liberty,

HE

equality, and the sanctity of property-the

implications of

which have been examined and debated down through the

centuries; but just as important is the history of the debates about the
institutional structures and procedures which are necessary if these values
are to be realized in practice, and reconciled with each other. For the values
that characterize Western thought are not self-executing. They have never
been universally accepted in the societies most closely identified with them,
nor are their implications by any means so clear and unambiguous that the
course to be followed in particular situations is self-evident. On the contrary, these values are potentially contradictory, and the clash of interests
to be found in the real world is so sharp that the nature of the governmental structures through which decisions are arrived at is critically important
for the actual content of these decisions. There has therefore been, since
earliest times, a continuous concern with the articulation of the institutions
of the political system, and with the extent to which they have promoted
those values that are considered central to the "polity."
1
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theorists have concerned themselves with the

problem of ensuring that the exercise of governmental power, which is
essential to the realization of the values of their societies, should be controlled in order that it should not itself be destructive of the values it was
intended to promote. The great theme of the advocates of constitutionalism, in contrast either to theorists of utopianism, or of absolutism, of the
right or of the left, has been the frank acknowledgment of the role of government in society, linked with the determination to bring that government under control and to place limits on the exercise of its power. Of the
theories of government which have attempted to provide a solution to this
dilemma, the doctrine of the separation of powers has, in modern times,
been the most significant, both intellectually and in terms of its influence
upon institutional structures. It stands alongside that other great pillar of
Western political thought-the

concept of representative government-as

the major support for systems of government which are labelled "constitutional." For even at a time when the doctrine of the separation of powers
as a guide to the proper organization of government is rejected by a great
body of opinion, it remains, in some form or other, the most useful tool
for the analysis of Western systems of government, and the most effective
embodiment of the spirit which lies behind those systems. Such a claim,
of course, requires qualification as well as justification. The "doctrine of
the separation of powers" is by no means a simple and immediately recognizable, unambiguous set of concepts. On the contrary it represents an
area of political thought in which there has been an extraordinary confusion in the definition and use of terms. Furthermore, much of the specific
content of the writings of earlier centuries is quite inappropriate to the
problems of the mid twentieth century. The doctrine of the separation of
powers, standing alone as a theory of government, has, as will be demonstrated later, uniformly failed to provide an adequate basis for an effective,
stable political system. It has therefore been combined with other political
ideas, the theory of mixed government, the idea of balance, the concept of
checks and balances, to form the complex constitutional theories that provided the basis of modern Western political systems. Nevertheless, when
all the necessary qualifications have been made, the essential ideas behind
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political thought,
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its significance in the past

Yet if we define the

below, it was in seventeenth-century

En-

gland that it emerged for the first time as a coherent theory of government,
explicitly set out, and urged as the "grand secret of liberty and good government."!

In the upheaval of civil war the doctrine emerged as a response

to the need for a new constitutional
based upon a "mixture"

theory, when a system of government

of King, Lords, and Commons

seemed no longer

relevant. Growing out of the more ancient theory, the doctrine of the separation of powers became both a rival to it, and also a means of broadening
and developing
stitution.

it into the eighteenth-century

Thus began the complex interaction

powers and other constitutional
century.

theory of the balanced con-

In England,
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repulsion between related yet potentially incompatible theories of government provided the fabric into which was woven the varied combinations
of institutional theories that characterized the thought of these countries
in that eventful century. The revolutionary potentialities of the doctrine of
the separation of powers in the hands of the opponents of aristocratic privilege and monarchical power were fully realized in America and France, and
its viability as a theory of government was tested in those countries in a
way which all too clearly revealed its weaknesses. Nevertheless, the separation of powers, although rejected in its extreme form, remained in all three
countries an essential element in constitutional thought, and a useful, if
vague, guide for institutional development. That this once revolutionary
idea could also become in the course of time a bulwark of conservatism, is
understandable, for this is the fate of many political ideas.
As the nineteenth century developed the social environment became
less and less favourable for the ideas which had been embodied in the pure
doctrine of the separation of powers. The attack upon the doctrine came in
two waves. First, the group which in earlier years had most fervently supported the separation of powers, the middle class, now saw within its reach
the control of political power through the extension of the franchise, and
the need for a theory that was essentially a challenge to the power of an
aristocracy diminished. However, the lessened enthusiasm for the doctrine
took the form, in the period up until the Second Reform Act in England, of
a re-examination and reformulation of the doctrine rather than an outright
rejection of it. Any suggestion of an extreme separation of powers had to
be denied, but the importance of the idea as a part of the newly emerging
theory of parliamentary government was readily acknowledged. The idea
of balance, which was now transferred from the earlier theory of the balanced constitution to become an integral part of the new theory, required
still a separation of organs and functions, but with a different set of concepts that had to be fitted into the framework of constitutional theory. The
second wave of attack upon the doctrine of the separation of powers came
with what Dicey labelled "the age of collectivism." Yet paradoxically it was
the middle-class defenders of the mid-nineteenth-century

status quo who,

for reasons which will become apparent at a later stage, laid the ground
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for the virtual eclipse of the separation of powers as a coherent doctrine in
England. The rise and fall of the classical theory of parliamentary government is, therefore, an integral part of the story of the separation of powers.
At the centre of this development stands the figure of Walter Bagehot,
whose work represents a turning-point in the history of English constitutional thought.
Changing ideas about the role of government and Its structure were
accompanied by a changing emphasis in ideas about the nature of sovereignty. In earlier centuries the stress upon the neceSSIty of a single, omnipotent source of power was in general the resort of theorists of absolutism, strongly rejected by liberal constitutionalists. The defenders of liberty
against arbitrary government stressed the division of power, and the limitations upon power imposed by the constitution or by a higher law. Rousseau's association of the idea of unlimited sovereignty with the people,
rather than with a monarch, led, however, to a reorientation of ideas. If
absolute power were in the hands of the people, or their representatives,
then it could be stripped of its associations WIth arbitrary government and
formed into an instrument of democratic power. If the franchise could be
restricted to those with a stake in the community then the idea of an unlimited, indivisible sovereign power became for the liberal individualist not
a threat, but a safeguard. It became, in the hands of Bentham and Austin,
not a means of arbitrary rule but an instrument for the reform of government which would increase the freedom of the individual. That it could
equally well become the instrument of another class, and of a different philosophy of government, was a possibility that, if they acknowledged it, did
not prevent them from attacking the earlier ideas of the division and limitation of power. It is one of the great Ironies of intellectual history that
those who were most concerned to establish laissez-faire busied themselves
with the fashioning of those weapons which were to be used most powerfully to destroy it.
The general context of political development dunng the nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries provided, therefore, the framework for a sharp
reappraisal of the doctrine of the separation of powers, but there were
other equally important, and related, intellectual challenges to the doc5
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trine. The desire for a unified system of government, whether to achieve
reform or for purposes of positive State action, led to a rediscovery of the
role of discretion and prerogative in government. The idea of a "mere executive power" which had never been wholly accepted in England, except
by extreme radicals, was now specifically rejected. The attack upon the
Montesquieu formulation of the triad of government powers, initiated by
Bentham and Austin, was taken up by the writers on parliamentary government, and further developed in Germany, France, and America, so that
by the early decades of the twentieth century the beautiful Simplicity of
the eighteenth-century view of the functions of government lay mangled
and shattered. And yet, although the attack seemed overwhelming, it was
so far a merely negative criticism that no coherent formulation of the
structure of government and the articulation of its parts rose up to take
the place of the earlier theory. As a result the vocabulary of an earlier age
continued in use faute de mieux. It was much more than a problem merely
of usage, however, for the persistence of the concepts and terminology of
an earlier age reflected the fact that Western society in the mid twentieth century continued to value the ideas which had been an integral part
of constitutionalism for three centuries, but wished to modify them in the
light of new conditions, and new needs. The result of this critical onslaught
was, therefore, to leave unrelated fragments of earlier constitutional theories without a new synthesis to fill the gap.
The realization that the functional concepts of the doctrine of the separation of powers were inadequate to describe and explain the operations
of government was heightened by the emerging awareness of the nature
of bureaucracy. The impact of Prussian bureaucracy upon the nineteenthcentury writers, the establishment of a non-political civil service in England, the dissatisfaction with the spoils system in the United States, and
the development of the Weberian theory of bureaucracy, led to a complete
reassessment of the "executive" function. Thus the demand for the establishment of "harmony" between legislature and government, which characterized the theory of parliamentary government in Britain and France,
and the Progressive movement in the United States, was accompanied by a
new "separation of powers" -that

between the "political" branches of gov6
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ernment and the bureaucracy. The distinction between "Regterung" and

"Verwaltung," or between "politics" and "administration" was, paradoxically, to open a new chapter in the establishment of semi-autonomous
branches of government in an age which stressed unity and cohesion.
The credibility of the doctrine of the separation of powers, particularly
in the extreme forms that had characterized the Constitution of Pennsylvania in 1776, or the Constitution of France in 1791,2 already diminished
by these social and institutional developments, was further undermined by
the new approaches to the study of politics which characterized the twentieth century. If not everyone was prepared to relegate the study of political
institutions to the sphere of mere "superstructure" that Marxist thought
seemed to demand, the new concentration upon the "real forces" of politics, upon economics and class interest, led to a discounting of theories
that seemed concerned only with constitutional and legal considerations.
The now discarded theory of mixed government had at least had a social
basis for its view of a desirable governmental system, whereas the separation of powers had, quite deliberately, been formulated as a constitutional
theory devoid of class bias. There was a diminution of belief in the efficacy
of constitutional barriers to the exercise of power, and students of politics
demonstrated how legal rules could be evaded or employed to produce an
effect directly opposite to that intended. A concentration upon the facts of
"politics" rather than of law, leading to a concern with political parties and
pressure-groups, directed attention away from the role of constitutions in
the political system. The general attack upon "political theory," which suggested that it was merely the expression of opinion or prejudice, tended
to depreciate those theories that historically had been strongly empirical
in content, along with more metaphysical philosophizing. It was suggested
that it was not possible to deduce from a general theory of politics specific unequivocal solutions to particular problems, and that therefore it was
probably more fruitful to adopt a pragmatic approach to these individual
problems, rather than to attempt wide-ranging generalizations.
The weight of the attack upon the doctrine of the separation of powers
2

The role of the separatIOn of powers

In these

7
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was thus seemingly overwhelming. Yet the examination of the history of
the doctrine is not merely an academic exercise, of historical interest only.
In spite of the attacks upon the form, and upon the content, of the doctrine
there is a sense in which the problems the theorists of the separation of
powers set out to solve are more than ever critical today. The recognition of
the fact that modem society must meet demands unknown in earlier centuries may make the form of the earlier doctrine irrelevant, but the values
it represented are still an essential part of the content of "Western democracy." An examination of the history of the past centuries reveals that for all
its inadequacy there is a stubborn quality about the doctrine of the separation of powers. It persistently reappears in differing forms, often in the very
work of those who see themselves as its most bitter critics. As will be suggested at a later stage, this is no mere coincidence; it is a recognition of the
fact that in some form, a division of power, and a separation of function, lie
at the very heart of our systems of government. An idea that finds its roots
in ancient constitutionalism, and which in the seventeenth century became
a central feature of a system of limited government, has obviously to be
reformulated if it is to serve as an instrument of modem political thought,
but it can only be rejected altogether if we are prepared to discard also the
values that called it into being. The study of the history of constitutional
theory can show us, therefore, the extent to which the doctrine remains
important, and the extent to which the concepts upon which it rests have
become outmoded. The importance of such an investigation hardly needs
to be stressed, when we recall that the current institutional structures of
two of the three countries with which we are here concerned are overtly
based upon the acceptance of the doctrine of the separation of powers; and
it will be argued that an approach to the study of British government that
rules out all reference to the "separation of powers" is an inadequate one.
But what is "constitutional theory"? It is at once both more than and less
than the study of political institutions. It is based upon the assumption that
not all States are "constitutional regimes," for in the constitutional State
there must be a set of rules which effectively restrains the exercise of govconsists in the advocacy of certain

ernmental power. "Constitutionalism"

types of institutional arrangement, on the grounds that certain ends will be
8
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achieved in this way, and there is therefore introduced into the discussion
a normative element; but it is a normative element based upon the belief
that there are certain demonstrable relationships between given types of
institutional arrangement and the safeguarding of important values. Thus
on the one hand constitutional theory has to grapple with the problems of
the existence of nominal or facade constitutions, and on the other with the
assumptions implicit in the extreme versions of the modern behaviourist
approach, which, with its emphasis upon informal processes, tends to suggest that formal structures have little or no significance.' It is therefore
a type of political theory that is essentially empirical, yet which overtly
recognizes the importance of certain values and of the means by which
they can be safeguarded. Yet in this respect perhaps constitutionalism and
constitutional theory are not so far removed from the general stream of
political science as might at first be supposed. In the twentieth century the
study of politics has become more empirically oriented, less overtly concerned with the justification of particular patterns of values. Nevertheless,
the close relationship between the description and explanation of political
institutions and of the justification of the values they reflect is an inescapable one. However strong the urge towards objectivity on the part of the
student of politics, it is impossible for his work to be wholly detached from
the problem of what is a "just," "desirable," or "efficient" political system,
for the work must inevitably reveal the values that infuse the politics of the
countries he studies and the results which their political systems produce.
The more theoretical and general his approach the more likely he is, even
if only through the means of classification he adopts, to take up a stance
of approval or disapproval. This can be seen very clearly in many modern
American works on political science.' There is, m fact, a complex interrelationship between the study of political institutions and the justification
of particular types of governmental systems.
The doctrine of the separation of powers was for centuries the main
J. See the diSCUSSIOnby Giovanru Sartori, "Consntunonahsm
A Prelmunary DISCUSSIOn,"
A.P S.R., Vol LVI, NO.4, Dec 1962
4. See the discussion of Almond and Coleman, The PolItICS of the Developing Areas, In Ch
10 below.
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constitutional theory which claimed to be able to distinguish the institutional structures of free societies from those of non-free societies. It was by
no means a value-free or neutral theory of politics, but it did claim to be
based upon a demonstrable empirical proof. In the mid twentieth century,
however, the doctrine has largely been rejected, either as a prescription for
the creation of an efficient, free system of government suited to modern
circumstances, or as a set of concepts which provides a useful vocabulary for the investigation and description of systems of government. Yet
little has been offered in place of this relatively coherent body of political
doctrine as a framework for the analysis of political systems. Indeed, the
modem attempts to provide generalized statements about the articulation
of the parts of government depend very heavily upon just those concepts
of function and balance which characterized earlier constitutional theories.
Clearly, however, the extent to which these earlier constitutional theories
concentrated attention upon the formal structures of government, especially upon the formal relationships between executive, legislature, and
judiciary, made it impossible to handle effectively the problems of distinguishing nominal from effective constitutions, and failed to give a complete
picture of "constitutional government" in operation. A discussion of the
nature of a limited government must encompass parties and groups, and
the results of behavioural studies, as well as the operation of those structures which have traditionally occupied political theorists. At the same time
we must not minimize the importance of these political institutions. The
emphasis upon the study of certain aspects of behaviour has been taken, at
the extreme, to suggest that "institutions" are merely formal and insignificant pieces of window-dressing, whereas in fact political institutions are
the framework of rules within which the actors in political situations must
normally operate and which students of behaviour tend to take for granted.
The history of the doctrine of the separation of powers provides a panorama of the complex evolution of an idea, and of the role it has played,
and continues

to

play, in the political systems of Western countries; but,

equally important, it helps us better to understand the concepts still in
use today in the discussion of government, even though many of the assumptions which originally gave rise to these concepts have changed. We
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still talk of the legislative function or of the relation between legislation
and execution, although the meaning we attach to such concepts is very
different from that of earlier ages. To understand the way in which these
concepts developed is an essential prerequisite for a critical reappraisal of
them, in order more dearly to understand how we can best approach the
analysis of political systems. Thus the idea of "function," an essential element in the doctrine, has given rise to considerable confusion in the past,
and has been bitterly attacked, yet it still plays a part in our everyday vocabulary of political analysis. The apparent rejection of the doctnne of the
separation of powers cannot hide the fact that many practical problems
of twentieth-century

government are essentially problems with which the

doctrine claimed to deal, and we have seen the emergence of terms such as
"quasi-judicial," "delegated legislation," or "administrative justice," which
represent attempts to adapt the older categories to new problems. The truth
is that we face today serious problems, both in political analysis, and in matters of practical significance in the field of government functions and their
division among the agencies of government, as well as in terms of the relationships between these agencies. We are not prepared to accept that government can become, on the grounds of "efficiency," or for any other reason, a single undifferentiated monolithic structure, nor can we assume that
government can be allowed to become simply an accidental agglomeration
of purely pragmatic relationships. Some broad ideas about "structure" must
guide us in determining what is a "desirable" organization for government.
Yet it is not simply the need to attain an academic "understandmg" of
the ideas and institutions of contemporary Western society that may lead
us to explore the history, and analyse the content, of the doctrine of the
separation of powers. For today there are practical problems of the control
of government every bit as important and difficult as in the days of Locke,
Montesquieu, or the Founding Fathers. Although we may be much more
sceptical than they were of constitutional theories which claim to be able
to set limits to the exercise of governmental power, nevertheless we cannot
merely accept without question the view that the continued concentration
of power into the hands of cabinets and presidents is inevitable and cannot be restrained. The concentration of more power into such hands, or
11
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of certain sorts of power, may be "inevitable," given certain assumptions
about the military, social, and economic needs of modern societies, but
which powers, how much of them, and how they can be effectively limited, are the questions we should be asking. The detail of the theories of
constitutionalism may be rejected as no longer applicable, but the ethos of
constitutionalism remains; we still believe in "limited government," but we
do not yet see how the limits are to be applied in modern circumstances.
In some ways the modern problems of limiting government power are
much more subtle and difficult than those of earlier centuries, when liberal
constitutionalists took up the cause of freedom from the exercise of arbitrary power. Today, in the West at least, there are no absolute monarchs
wielding an oppressive personal power for their own aggrandizement. If
there is a danger, it is rather from a process of erosion than from a direct
assault upon liberty. There is no conspiracy of power-hungry men attempting to usurp our governmental systems, and the reaction that is called for
from us is not the hysterical denunciation of tyranny. The instruments
of the extension of government power, both politicians and civil servants,
are sincere men who see merely complex practical problems that have

to

be solved, and which require strong and efficient government action for
their solution. A protagonist of "constitutional government" cannot simply
adopt the attitude that such problems must remain unsolved in the cause of
"liberty"; indeed the modern liberal constitutionalist is likely to be much
embarrassed by the support of many who wish to use the banner of "constitutionalliberty" to restrain government action that conflicts with their
own programmes, yet who are only too ready to use such governmental
power, when they themselves control it, for their own ends. Yet the problem of the control of government remains.
In this work, then, the intention is to examine one great current of
constitutional thought, the doctrine of the separation of powers, together
with its associated theories of mixed government and checks and balances.
The history of the doctrine, fascinating in itself, can tell us much about
the forces that gave it birth and shape, and by tracing its various formulations light can be thrown upon the problems with which it has attempted
to grapple over the years. Following upon the history of the doctrine, an
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to do certain acts, the "function"

ing, the agencies or branches

of the

to attain certain ends, the legal auof legislating,

of government,

executing,

or judg-

or the persons who compose

these agencies. A word that is used in at least five different ways within one
context is clearly more of a liability than an asset in any attempt to achieve
clear thinking,

so that we shall as far as possible avoid its use. Wherever

possible in the discussion of the ideas of political writers we shall substitute
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for the word "power" the appropriate synonym of person, agency, or function, according to the context but, of course, when reporting their views
we shall by no means be able to do away with the term altogether. It is also
difficult to avoid the use of the word in the sense of an ability, through
force or influence, to achieve certain ends, and we shall use it in this sense.
A "pure doctrine" of the separation of powers might be formulated in
the following way: It is essential for the establishment and maintenance
of political liberty that the government be divided into three branches or
departments, the legislature, the executive, and the judiciary. To each of
these three branches there is a corresponding identifiable function of government, legislative, executive, or judicial. Each branch of the government
must be confined to the exercise of its own function and not allowed to encroach upon the functions of the other branches. Furthermore, the persons
who compose these three agencies of government must be kept separate
and distinct, no individual being allowed to be at the same time a member
of more than one branch. In this way each of the branches will be a check
to the others and no single group of people will be able to control the machinery of the State.
This stark, extreme doctrine we shall then label the "pure doctrine," and
other aspects of the thought of individual writers will be seen as modifications of, or deviations from, it. It is true, of course, that the doctrine has
rarely been held in this extreme form, and even more rarely been put into
practice, but it does represent a "bench-mark," or an "ideal-type," which
will enable us to observe the changing development of the historical doctrine, with all its ramifications and modifications, by referring to this constant "pure doctrine." We shall not go as far as to say that only a thinker
who fully subscribes to the above formulation is a "separation of powers
theorist," for this would exclude most of those who have written on the
subject and whose intentions were closely in line with the general ethos of
the doctrine, but clearly all these elements must be present to some extent
for a writer

to

be considered in this category. Many writers have of course

contributed to the development of the theory by evolving one or more elements of it, without being separation of powers theorists - indeed, whilst
rejecting the doctrine. Thus the idea of the functions of government has
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been evolved in large part by the theorists who implicitly or explicitly rejected other essential elements of the doctrine.
The first problem presented by the theory outlined above is Its commitment to "political liberty," or the exclusion of "arbitrary power." Clearly
the viability of the whole approach may turn upon the definition of liberty
chosen. Thus perhaps one of the most persuasive general criticisms of the
doctrine is that it has been associated with an essentially negative view of
political liberty, one too concerned with the view of freedom as absence of
restraint, rather than with a more positive approach to freedom. The concern to prevent the government from encroaching upon individual liberty
leads to measures which weaken it to the point where It is unable

to

act in

order to provide those prerequisites of social and economic life which are
essential if an individual is to be able to make proper use of his faculties.
The decline in the popularity of the doctrine in the twentieth century, both
in the United States and in Britain,

IS

closely related to the recognition of

the need for "collectivist" activities on the part of government, which require a co-ordinated programme of action by all parts of the government
machine. The doctrine of the separation of powers is clearly committed to
a view of political liberty an essential part of which is the restramt of governmental power, and that this can best be achieved by setting up drvisions
within the government to prevent the concentration of such power in the
hands of a single group of men. Restraints upon government are an essential part of the view of political liberty enshrined in this approach, but we
shall have to consider the extent to which the proponents of the doctrme
also recognized that a minimum degree of "strong government" was also
necessary to political liberty, and the possible ways in which the tenets of
the doctrine are compatible with the minimum needs of government action
in the twentieth century. Indeed it will be assumed that the recognition of
the need for government action to provide the necessary environment for
individual growth and development is complementary to, not incompatible
with, the view that restraints upon government are an essential part of a
theory of political liberty.
The first element of the doctrine is the assertion of a division of the agencies of government into three categories: the legislature, the executive, and
15
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the judiciary. The earliest versions of the doctrine were, in fact, based upon
a twofold division of government, or at any rate upon a twofold division
of government functions, but since the mid eighteenth century the threefold division has been generally accepted as the basic necessity for constitutional government.' We may not today take the scriptural authority
that John Sadler in :1649 propounded as the basis for a threefold division"And why may not the Sacred Trinity be shaddowed out in Bodies Politick, as well as in Naturall?"6-but

something of a mystical quality seems

still to surround this method of organizing the agencies of government.
In the eighteenth century the idea of a balance or equilibrium in the system of government which depended upon the ability of any two of King,
Lords, and Commons being able to prevent the third from exceeding the
proper limits of its power, provided a basis for the idea, at any rate, of an
odd number, rather than an even number, of governmental agencies, but
today such a justification seems to have disappeared entirely/ and in fact it
is often difficult to force the manifold agencies of a modem system of government into these three categories. Nevertheless this division does reflect
important, continuing elements in liberal democratic theory. The growth
of three separate branches of the government system in Britain reflected
in part the needs of the division of labour and specialization, and partly
the demand for different sets of values to be embodied in the procedures of
the different agencies, and in the representation of varying interests in the
separate branches. This aspect of the doctrine, although usually assumed
by political theorists rather than explicitly developed, is clearly central to
the whole pattern of Western constitutionalism. The diffusion of authority
among different centres of decision-making is the antithesis of totalitarianism or absolutism. Thus in the totalitarian State every aspect of the State
machine is seen merely as an extension of the party apparatus, and subor5 As far as the actual
threefold

structure

msnrunonal

had been laid

In

development

IS

Consututional History of England, Cambridge, 1961, p
Geuialtentetlungslehre hiS zu Montesquleu, Berlin, 1927.
6 Rights of the Kingdom, London, 1649, P: 86
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it. A continuous effort has to be made to prevent any division of

the machine from developing its own interest, or from creating a degree of
autonomy in the taking of decisions. In practice the pressures which operate against this attempt to maintain a single monolithic structure are too
strong, for the price in inefficiency which has to be paid IS too high, and
of necessity rival centres emerge in the bureaucracy and in industry or
elsewhere. But the "ideal" of the totalitarian state is that of a single allembracing agency of government.
The "separation of agencies," therefore, is an essential element in a
theory which assumes that the government must be checked mternally by
the creation of autonomous centres of power that WIll develop an mstitutional interest. Without the other elements of the doctrine of the separation of powers being present we might still expect some limitation on the
ability of a single group to dominate the government If separate agencies
are established. Even if the personnel of the agencies overlap, powerful influences may arise to create divergences of interest within the government.
Differing procedures introduce differing values and different restraints; the
emergence of an "institutional interest," the development of professionalism, the influence of colleagues and traditions, all provide the possibility,
at least, of internal checks. Separate agencies, composed of distmct bodies
of men even where functions are shared can be made representative of
different groups in the community, and so, as with bicameral legislatures,
provide the basis of a check upon the activities of each of them.
The second element in the doctrine is the assertion that there are three
specific "functions" of government. Unlike the first element, which recommends that there should be three branches of government, this second
part of the doctrine asserts a sociological

truth or "law," that there are

in all governmental situations three necessary functions to be performed,
whether or not they are in fact all performed by one person or group, or
whether there is a division of these functions among two or more agencies
of government. All government acts, It is claimed, can be classified as an
exercise of the legislative, executive, or judicial functions. The recommendation then follows that each of these functions should be entrusted solely
to the appropriate, or "proper," branch of the government. ThIS view of the
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in distinct hands if freedom is to be assured. This is the most dramatic
characteristic of the pure doctrine, and is often in a loose way equated with
the separation of powers. The final element in the doctnne is the idea that
if the recommendations with regard to agencies, functions, and persons are
followed then each branch of the government will act as a check to the
exercise of arbitrary power by the others, and that each branch, because it
is restricted to the exercise of its own function will be unable to exercise an
undue control or influence over the others. Thus there will be a check to the
exercise of the power of government over "the people" because attempts by
one branch to exercise an undue degree of power will be bound to fail. This
is, of course, the whole aim and purpose of the doctrine, but it

IS

Just here

that the greatest theoretical difficulty is to be found; and as a result what we
have termed the pure doctrine has therefore been modified by combining it
with some rather different doctrine to produce a complex amalgam of ideas
about the limitations to be placed upon government authorities. The pure
doctrine as we have described it embodies what might be called a "negative"
approach to the checking of the power of the agencies of government. The
mere existence of several autonomous decision-taking bodies with specific
functions is considered to be a sufficient brake upon the concentration of
power. Nothing more is needed. They do not actively exercise checks upon
each other, for to do so would be to "interfere" in the functions of another
branch. However, the theory does not indicate how an agency, or the group
of persons who wields its authority, are to be restrained if they do attempt
to exercise power improperly by encroaching upon the functions of another
branch. The inadequacy of the controls which this negative approach to the
checking of arbitrary rule provides, leads on to the adaptation of other ideas
to complement the doctrine of the separation of powers and so to modify it.
The most important of these modifications lies in the amalgamation of
the doctrine with the theory of mixed government, or with its later form,
the theory of checks and balances. The connections between these theories
will be examined more fully in the ensuing chapters; from an analytical
point of view the main consideration is that these theories were used to
import the idea of a set of positive checks to the exercise of power into the
doctrine of the separation of powers. That is to say that each branch was
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given the power to exercise a degree of direct control over the others by
authorizing it to playa part, although only a limited part, in the exercise
of the other's functions. Thus the executive branch was given a veto power
over legislation, or the legislative branch was given the power of impeachment. The important point is that this power to "interfere" was only a limited one, so that the basic idea of a division of functions remained, modified
by the view that each of the branches could exercise some authority in the
field of all three functions. This is the amalgam of the doctrine of the separation of powers with the theory of checks and balances which formed the
basis of the United States Constitution. Related to this, and to its predecessor in time, is an amalgam of the doctrine of the separation of powers with
the theory of mixed government to produce a partial separation of func-

tions. That is to say that one function, the legislative, was to be shared, but
other functions were to be kept strictly separate. This was a basic element
in eighteenth-century

English constitutionalism,

the theory of balanced

government. These modifications of the doctrine have of course been much
more influential than the doctrine in its pure form.
The idea of a partial separation of functions is an important one, for
It

does not cease to be significant simply because it is partial. We shall

consider the objections made against Montesquieu, for example, on the
grounds that he did not believe in the separation of powers because he
gave to the branches of government certain powers over each other which
amounted to a participation in the exercise of the functions of another
branch. But Montesquieu did not give each branch an equal part to play in
the exercise of each function of government - far from it; he set up a basic
division of functions and then imposed certain control mechanisms upon
this fundamental division. A similar modification of the pure doctrine can
be seen in the area of the separation of persons. The pure doctrine demands the complete separation of the personnel of the three branches of
government, but this can be modified to introduce a partial separation of
persons. That is to say that some people may be allowed to be members
of more than one branch of the government, although a complete identity
of personnel in the various branches will be forbidden. Again, as with the
separation of functions, such an approach does not mean that the idea of
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the separation of powers has been wholly jettisoned. The degree of separation will become important. How many people are to be allowed to be
members of more than one branch, who will they be, and what will be
their function and authority? The answers given to these questions in the
mid nineteenth century provided the basis of the parliamentary system of
government. Thus we can see the pure doctrine as an ideal for an extreme
separation of "powers," but we can then introduce various modifications
and discuss their effects, and try to determine the points at which the doctrine no longer plays a significant part in the resulting amalgam.
Two further concepts must be mentioned which have not figured to any
great extent in the literature on the separation of powers, but whose relation to the doctrine is of great importance. The first, an extremely ancient
concept, is the idea of procedure as a check to the exercise of power. The
belief that "due process" is an essential part of constitutional government is
of great antiquity, and it runs parallel with ideas of rruxed government and
the separation of powers, but has relatively rarely been explicitly linked
with those ideas and made an integral part of those theories. The second
notion, a much more modern one, is the idea of process in government.
This term, although used in different ways, indicates an awareness that
government and politics do not consist in the automatic operation of formal
procedures, but that there is a whole complex of activities around these
procedures which determines the exact way in which they will be operated,
sometimes in fact bringing about through the medium of the procedure
exactly the reverse of what the procedure was intended to achieve. The
concern of political studies with the role which political parties and groups
play in the processes of government makes it impossible any longer to discuss a theory like that of the separation of powers purely in terms of the
more formal, legal institutions of government. If the theory has anything
to offer it must be able to cope with the complexities of "politics" as well as
the structure of governments.
The long history of the doctrine of the separation of powers reflects the
developing aspirations of men over the centuries for a system of government in which the exercise of governmental power is subject to control. It
illustrates how this basic aspiration towards limited government has had to
21
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be modified and adapted to changing circumstances and needs. It offers a
rich mass of material, of human thought and experience, on a subject which
remains today a matter of vital importance. To follow the course of this
history should be of interest in itself, but it is also an essential step towards
the understanding of the ideas of the past which have helped to shape our
own, and towards the reformulation of these ideas into a more coherent
theoretical approach to the nature of modern constitutional government.
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that there are three functions of government, legislative, executive, and judicial, evolved slowly over

HE

MOD

ERN

V lEW

many centuries, and it is important to realize that the categories
which today form the basis for much of our dunking about

the structure of government and its operation are the result of a gradual
development of ideas that reflects problems concerning the nature of government, first clearly perceived in seventeenth-century

England, and still

today in process of being worked out. These "functions" of government
reflect the response to particular problems in Western societies, and the
demand for particular sets of values to be embodied in institutional structures and procedures. The roots of these ideas are to be found in the ancient
world, where thinkers wrestled with similar problems, although not unnaturally their responses were somewhat different. Nevertheless the ideas
of the ancients about the nature of law, and about the means of controlling power in civil societies, provided much of the basic matenal to which
writers in later ages were to tum for ammunition in the great battles over
the control of the machinery of the State.
There is an essential connection between the notion of government according to law and the concept of the functions of government. This con-
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nection forms the basis of the concern with function down through the
ages, and is the explanation of the persistence of this concept in spite of the
many attacks made upon it. Government according to law presupposes at
least two distinct operations, the making of law, and putting it into effect.
Otherwise we are left with a formless and unstable set of events which gives
no baSISfor a constitution, or in the Greek context, for a moderate government. Thus Aristotle divided political science into two parts: legislative
science, which is the concern of the law-giver, and politics, which is a matter of action and deliberation, or policy; the second part he subdivided into
deliberative and juridical science.' The major division here between legislation and action was not the modern distinction between legislative and
executive, for the Greeks did not envisage the continuous or even frequent
creation of new law which is implicit in the modern view of the legislative
function. The work of a divinely-inspired legislator who set the foundations
of a legal system might need to be amended from time to time to meet new
conditions, but this must be done only infrequently and with great caution,
for frequent change could lead to the undermining of the general respect
for law.2 When he distinguished the three elements in every constitution
which the good legislator must consider, Aristotle described them as the
deliberative element, the element of the magistracies, and the judicial element.' The function of the deliberative element here did have some relation
to the modern notion of the legislative function, for Aristotle described it
as being dominant in the enacting of laws, and being concerned with common affairs, but this must be seen within the general view of the nature
of legislation mentioned above. Furthermore, the deliberative element was
also concerned with what we should call judicial and executive functions.
When we turn from the idea of distinct functions to the view that these
should be entrusted to distinct groups of people, we find little to support it
in Aristotle. It is true that in the Constitution of Athens, attributed to him,
the impropriety was stressed of the execution by the council of a citizen

vt. 8, translation

by J A K Thomson, London, 1955,p 181
8, ed by Sir Ernest Barker, New York, 1958, p 73, and Plato's Laws, Book VII.
3 IbId, IV, 14, p. 189.
1
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who had not been tried in a law-court.' but this was a matter of attributing certain tasks to the proper agency, a matter of due process, rather than
the assertion of a doctrine of the separation of persons. In fact the guiding principle of the Athenian Constitution, the direct participation of all
citizens in all functions of government," was directly opposed to any such
doctrine. Thus Aristotle asserted that "Whether these functions-war,

jus-

tice and deliberation - belong to separate groups, or to a single group, is
a matter which makes no difference to the argument. It often falls to the
same persons both to serve in the army and to till the fields"; and more
specifically, "The same persons, for example, may serve as soldiers, farmers
and craftsmen; the same persons again, may act both as a deliberative
council and a judicial court/" Thus the major concern of ancient theorists
of constitutionalism was to attain a balance between the various classes of
society and so to emphasize that the different interests in the community,
reflected in the organs of the government, should each have a part to play
in the exercise of the deliberative, magisterial, and judicial functions alike.
The characteristic theory of Greece and Rome was that of mixed government, not the separation of powers?
The greatest contribution of ancient thought in the sphere in which we
are concerned, was its emphasis upon the rule of law, upon the sovereignty
of law over the ruler. It emphasized the necessity of settled rules of law
which would govern the life of the State, give it stability and assure "justice
for equals." "He who commands that law should rule may thus be regarded
as commanding that God and reason alone should rule; he who commands
that a man should rule adds the character of the beast/" This emphasis
upon law, upon the importance of settled rules, was essential to the thought
4 The ConstItutIOn

of Athens, Ch 45, ed. by K von Fntz and E Kapp, New York, 1950,

p.n8
5. G. M Calhoun, lntroducium

to Greek Legal SCIence, Oxford, 1944, pp )2-)3
6 POlItICS,IV, 6, P 166, see also Plato's Laws See, however, the dISCUSSionby Aristotle of the
division of functions among different groups on the grounds of the division of labour Polmcs, VII,
9, pp. )00-)
7 See Kurt von Fntz, The Theory of the Mrxed Constttutzon
p 205, and SIT Paul Vmogradoff,

rn AntrqUlty, New York, 1954,
Outlrnes of Htstoncal [unsprudence, Oxford, 1922, Vol II, P 128

8. Politics, III, 16, p. 146.
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of the Greeks, for they were deeply convinced of the importance
proper arrangements
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was subordinated

to the view that law was a fixed unchanging

divinely-inspired

custom, which could be applied and interpreted

but not

pattern

of

by man,

changed by him. In so far as men were concerned with "legislation"

they were in fact declaring the law, clarifying what the law really was, not
creating it. Legislation was in fact part of the judicial procedure."
seen as the embodiment

Law was

of the law of God in the custom of the community,
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decision, and declared the law as a court declares it, but in a more formal
way, and usually, but not always, in general terms.P Of course, this is not
to say that there was a medieval or early modern view of a "judicial function" equivalent

to our modern view of that function.
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However, Professor Plucknett points out that as early as the first half of the
fourteenth century the English judges frankly faced the fact that law was
being made by statute, and that their decisions created generally applicable
rules. There was, however, no clear distinction drawn between legislative
and judicial activities, nor did they work out anything which resembled a
theory of law or legislation," Certainly the idea of the creation of new law
by Parliament was well understood in the seventeenth century, although
the vocabulary of an earlier age persisted. A manual of parliamentary practice of 1628 stated the position thus:" "In this Court of Parliament, they
doe make new positive Laws or Statutes, and sometimes they inlarge some
of them." The author then observed that "the Judges doe say that they may
not make any interpretation against the express words of the Statute." 18
By the time of the English Civil War it is clear that one of the things
which is being contended for is a "legislative power" to make or unmake
the positive laws of England. Nevertheless, the fundamental conception of
the government as an instrument for distributing justice persisted, for this
was in fact still the major aspect of government from the point of view of
the citizens. Thus when in the seventeenth century the distinction between
the legislative and executive "powers" was more clearly formulated in the
context of the battle between King and Parliament, it was as subdivisions
of the basic judicial function of government that these two "powers" were
seen. Even in 1655 Sir Henry Vane still saw the legislative and executive
powers as elements of the "supreme judicature or visible sovereignty."19
The impulse for the emergence of a "legislative power" was given by
the development of the command theory of law, the view that law is essentially the expression of an order or prohibition rather than an unchanging
pattern of custom, a view that was reinforced by the emergence of the
modem notion of sovereignty as the repository of the power to issue final
commands. The basis for the idea of a division of functions existed in medi16 T. F T Plucknett, Statutes and their lnterpretatum m the First Half of the Fourteenth Century, Cambridge, 1922, PP 22-25 and 31
17 The Prunledges and Practice of Parliaments m England, 1628, P 42
18. Ibid., P 43
19 A Healing Question ... , London, 1655, In Somers Tracts, Vol VI, PP 310-12.
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eval thought, for the idea of function played an important part in the papal
theory of the division of labour among the offices of the Church." and the
foundation for a twofold division of government function was to be found
in the division of royal power into gubernaculum and juridictio, the powers
of government and jurisdiction." In the exercise of the former the King
was unrestrained, but in the latter he had to abide by the law. The problem
of the exact articulation of these aspects of the royal power, and the desire
to limit the monarch by subjecting him to a law which he did not himself
make, provided the basis for the evolution of a "legislative power" independent of the will of the King. As a corollary, there emerged the idea of
an executive power in the King, by virtue of which he ensured that the law
was put into effect. The doctrine of popular sovereignty, which finds its
roots deep in the medieval period, provided the stimulus for the progressive clarification of the idea of a legislative function, the function of delineating that law by which the ruler will be bound. The enunciation of the
doctrine of sovereignty by Bodin sharpened the image of the power which
was being contended. Reacting against the medieval view of the King as
essentially a judge interpreting an unchanging law, a view which was still
dominant in France in the sixteenth century, among lawyers at any rate,22
Bodin asserted that the monarch had the authority to give new laws to his
people, and that this was the first and chief mark of sovereignty." Thus
the stage was set for a seventeenth-century contest for the control of the
"legislative power."
The work of Marsilius of Padua in the fourteenth century shows clearly
this connection between the emergence of the concept of the legislative and
executive functions and the ending of the medieval approach to the nature
of law. A little earlier, Aquinas had used the distinction, taken from Aristotle and Cicero, between the ruler's functions of laying down the law and

20 W. Ullmann, Pnnaples of Government and Politics In the Middle Ages, London, 1961, pp
66-67·
21 C. H. McIlwam, Constitutionalism, AnCient and Modem, Ithaca, 1947, PP 77-82
22. W F. Church, Constitutional Thought In Sixteenth-Century France, Harvard, 1941, Ch IV
23 Jean Bodin, The SIX Bookes of a Commonweale, the Knolles edmon of 1606, ed. by K D
McRae, Harvard, 1962, P 159.
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but Marsilius went much fur-

ther by placing the legislative power clearly in the people, and by rejecting
the view that positive law must conform to a higher law. The legislative
power thus becomes a genuine power to make laws, laws which are seen
as the commands of the law-making authority. "The primary and proper
efficient cause of the law," said Marsilius, "is the people ... commanding
or determining that something be done or omitted with regard to human
civil acts, under a temporal pain or punishment.t " This power to command
meant that, by authority of the people, the laws must "undergo addition,
subtraction, complete change, interpretation or suspension, in so far as the
exigencies of time or place or other circumstances make any such action
opportune for the common benefit." 26 This essentially modern view of law
led Marsilius to make a distinction between the legislator and the ruler,
but a distinction which was still cast in a medieval mould. For Marsilius
still saw the over-all function of government as judicial, the settlement of
disputes." but he distinguished the "parts" of the State in a way that was
quite different from that of earlier writers. Marsilius in fact provided a
transition, from the classification of the parts of the State by a mere echoing of Aristotle, to a classification of government functions which forms
the basis of modern thought, and which remained essentially intact until
the time of Montesquieu."
Initially Marsilius restated Aristotle's "parts of the State"-the

agricul-

tural, the artisan, the military, the financial, the priestly, and the judicial
or deliberative, and emphasized the distinction between the priestly, the
warrior, and the judicial parts and the others, the former being parts of the
24 T Guby, Pnnclpality and PolIty, London, 1958, p 292.
25 Defensor Pacts, translated by A Gewrrth, Marsl/zus of Padua The Defender of Peace, New
York, 1951, Vol II, P 45
26. ibid
27. Gewrrth, Vol I, p 17). Note that It IS Marsihus' ongin In the Itahan repubhc of Padua
wluch gives him the background for the development of a Viewwluch IS so In advance of the rest
of European thought See C. W. Previte-Orton, "Marsiglio of Padua, Part II Doctrines," EnglIsh
Hisumcal Review, Vol XXXVIII, No 149, Jan 192), PP.14-15, and Gewrrth, Vol I, p 229
28 For Marsihus' Influence on later thought see Previte-Orton, op. cit., PP.14-15, and Gewirrh,
Vol. I,pp. )0)-5
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State "in the strict sense."29 But then, having clarified his view of law and
the role of the people as the effective legislative body, Marsilius switched
to a classification of government functions, although one still related to
Aristotle's analysis of political science in the Ethics.30 "The pnmary efficient cause [which establishes and determines the other parts or offices of
the State] is the legislator; the secondary, as it were the instrumental or executive cause, we say is the ruler through the
this purpose by the legislator." The execution
more conveniently by the ruler than by the
said Marsilius, "since in this function one or

authority granted to him for
of legal provisions is effected
entire multitude of citizens,
a few rulers suffice."3! Mar-

silius had a clear distinction of functions in mind, and he placed them in
distinct hands, but his concern was with the division of labour on grounds
of efficiency, not with an attempt to limit the power of government by setting up internal divisions; he was not, therefore, directly concerned with
the "separation of powers" as we have defined it.32
An essential point about the use of the term executive by Marsilius, and
its use by most writers until the end of the seventeenth century, is that
Marsilius meant by this essentially what we should describe as the judicial function, the function of the courts headed by the ruler, which put
the law into effect. He did not distinguish between the judicial and the executive functions, and indeed the idea of a separate executive function is
a relatively modem notion, not being fully developed until the end of the
eighteenth century. Marsilius saw the legislative and "executive" functions
as branches of the over-all judicial function. This usage becomes extremely
important in the seventeenth century, when the Idea emerged of placing
distinct functions in separate hands for the purpose of limiting the government. Although, as we shall see, the roots of the idea of a judicial=power"
distinct from the executive go a long way back into seventeenth-century
England, nevertheless the dominant view of the division of government
29 PO/ttICS,VII, 8, P 299, Defensor, l, 5
30 For a full dISCUSSionof this pomt see Gewirth, Vol I, pp 229-33
31 Defensor, 1,15.
32. See Gewirth, Vol. I, p. 235
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functions remained a twofold division into "legislative" and "executive."
The modem notion of an executive power distinct from the machinery of
law enforcement through the courts, could hardly be envisaged in an age
when almost the only impact of government upon the ordinary citizen
was through the courts and the law-enforcement officers. The "executive
power" meant, then, either the function of administering justice under the
law, or the machinery by which the law was put into effect. Bishop John
Poynet, in 1554, expressed this conception very clearly in his Short Trea-

tise of Politicke Power. Writing of the authority to make laws and of the
power of the magistrates to execute them, he commented that "lawes without execution, be no more profitable, than belles without clappers." James
Harrington in 1656 defined the "executive order" as that part of the science of government which is styled "of the frame, and course of courts or
judicatories,"

33

and Algernon Sidney, writing as late as 1680, defined the

executive function in terms which we should today consider purely judicial. He divided government between "the sword of war" and "the sword of
Justice." "The Sword of Justice comprehends the legislative and executive
Power: the one is exercised in making Laws, the other in judging controversies according to such as are made." 34 Milton wrote of the need for the
execution of law by local county courts so that the people "shall have Justice in their own hands, Law executed fully and finally in their own counties and precincts," 35 and in 1656 Marchamont Nedham defined those who
held the executive power as the constant administrators and dispensers of
law and justice."
It is not clear how far seventeenth-century

writers included in the "ex-

ecutive power" aspects of the government machine other than the courts,
or included ideas about those functions of government which we should
today label "executive" or "administrative," rather than "judicial." Certainly
many writers mention non-judicial officials and non-judicial functions of
33. The Commonwealth of Oceana, London, 1656, p. 27
34 DIscourses Concermng Government, London, 1698, III, 10, p. 295·
35 The Ready and Easy Way to EstablIsh a Free Commonwealth,
Vol. II, p 795.
36 The Excellenae of a Free State, London, 1656, p 212.
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the prince. In 1576 Bodin had listed nine major "powers of sovereignty," including the power to declare war or peace, to coin money, and to tax," and
in ensuing years similar lists were provided by other writers. Sir Walter
Ralegh in producing his list made a distinction between judges and other
"magistrates," such as "lieutenants of shires, marshals, masters of horse,
admirals, etc." 38 However, the only consistent, abstract formulation of the
"powers of government" was the same basic legislative-executive division
that Marsilius had made. These lists produced by Bodin, Ralegh, Hobbes,
and Pufendorf, among others, provided perhaps a more realistic and practical approach to the listing of the functions of government than the more
abstract categories which finally triumphed under the Influence of Locke
and Montesquieu, but it was clearly an essential step in the development
of the doctrine of the separation of powers for the "powers of government" to be consolidated into a few categories rather than to comprise an
extensive list which would also include what we have called the "tasks" of
government. Broadly speaking, then, we must see the seventeenth-century
abstraction of the functions of government as a twofold one In which "executive" was generally synonymous with our use of "judicial," and In fact In
the latter part of the century the two words were used synonymously." Let
us then turn, appropriately enough, to John Milton to sum up the dominant seventeenth-century

view of the functions of government: "In all

wise Nations the Legislative power, and the judicial execution of that power
have bin most commonly distinct, and in several hands. . . . If then the
King be only set up to execute the Law, which is indeed the highest of his
Office, he ought no more to make or forbidd the making of any law agreed
upon in Parliament; then other inferior Judges, who are his Deputies." 40
This is essentially a hierarchical view of government functions in which
the over-all judicial function is divided into the legislative and "executive" functions. Such a view naturally tends to inhibit the development
of the idea of a threefold division, with a judicial "power" and an execu37.

SIX

Bookes, I, 10

of State, In Somers Tracts, Vol III, p 286
39. See for example Sidney'S use of the terms, Discourses, III, 10, P 296
40. Eikonoklastes, London, 1649, p. 57
38 The Pnnce, or Maxims
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tive "power" ranged alongside a legislative "power," because in one sense
judicial and executive are virtually synonymous, and in another sense the
executive function is derived from and subordinate to the fundamental
judicial power. It took a century, from the English Civil War until the mid
eighteenth century, for a threefold division to emerge fully and to take over
from the earlier twofold division. However, the notion of an independent
"judicial power," at any rate in the sense of the independence of the judges,
goes back beyond the seventeenth century, and during the English Civil
War the basis was laid for a threefold division which never quite managed
fully to materialize. The need for independent judges had, of course, been
emphasized in the sixteenth century, by George Buchanan in 1579,41 and
by Richard Hooker who asserted that the King ought not to be the judge in
cases of felony or treason, because in such cases he is himself a party to the
suit.42In the seventeenth century both Philip Hunton and Sidney, among
others, asserted the need for an independent judiciary, but the view that
there were three distinct "powers" of government seems to have emerged
during the English Civil War.
At this time there was a great deal of discussion both about the position of the judges, and (rather more) about the judicial powers of the two
Houses of Parliament. Thus in 1647 Henry Ireton argued that "the two
great powers of this kingdom are divided betwixt the Lords and the Commons, and it is most probable to me that it was so that the judicial power
was in the Lords principally . . . the legislative power principally in the
Commons." 43A tract of 1654 demanded a form of government in which
Parliament would refrain from the exercise of that "jurisdictive power"
which they had taken upon themselves or their committees for "the judgement of particular causes concerning mens persons and estates," 44 and the
Humble Petition and Advice of 1657 placed limits upon the exercise of judi41. De Jure Regm apud Scotos, Enghsh edn of 1680,

p. 50.

42 The Laws of Ecclesiasncal Polity, VIII, 7, ed. by B. Hanbury, London, 1830, Vol. III, p. 317.

43. In the Putney Debates; see Puntamsm

and LIberty, ed by A. 5 P. Woodhouse, London,

1950,P 119
44 The Declaratum of the Free and-Well-Affected

glIsh AffaIrs, 1682, p 601
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cial power by the "other House."4S The problem of the "judicial power"
clearly agitated

men's minds, and the well-known

division of legal writs

into original, judicial, and executive provided some sort of analogy for the
situation

which faced them. In 1649 John Sadler used the analogy of the

writs to develop a threefold

category of government

functions,

legislative

or original, judicial, and executive:

"If I may not grant, yet I cannot deny,

Originall

[udiciall to the Lords; Executive to the

King."

46

Power to the Commons,

In 1657 the most effective use of the analogy was made by George

Lawson who also formulated
tive division of functions

the threefold

legislative, judicial, and execu-

and argued it out to a much greater extent than

Sadler," The use of these terms by Sadler and Lawson was, however, far
from the modern usage. They saw the judicial and executive functions, respectively,

m terms of judgement,

the Court, and in this connection

and the carrymg out of the sentence of
it is interestmg

before the executive, as is only logical,

son both placed the judicial function
whereas in the later threefold

to note that for this rea-

division of the functions of government

it is

usual to arrange them with the executive second and the judicial last.
A rather more remarkable

attempt

about the functions of government

to refashion

the pattern

of thought

was made in a work dated 1648, entitled

The Royalists Defence, and attributed to Charles Dalhson, Recorder of Lincoln, and a moderate
"soveraigne

royalist. Dallison made a clear disnncnon

power of government,"

between the

which is in the King. and the authority

to judge the law. "The Judges of the Realme declare by what Law the Kmg
governs, and so both King and people [are] regulated

by a known law," 48

and he justified this division of functions on the ground that the judges are
"unconcerned."

Dallison avoided the use of the term "executive power," for

45 Article 5 S. R. Gardiner, Constuunonal

Documents

of the Puntan

Revolution,

Oxford,

1906, p 452
46. Rights of the Kingdom, London, 1649, p 86 F D Wormuth descnbes this as a "political
sport," but in View of the context in which It occurs and the other wntmgs wluch occur at this
time It ISdifficult to see It qUite m this light See The Ongms of Modem Constttuttonaltsm, New
York,1949,PP 60-61
47. An Exammahon of the Poluical Part of Mr Hobbs his Leviathan, London, 1657,p 8 This
work IS more fully discussed m Ch ).
48. The Royalists Defence, p A2
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executive function into

two parts, the functions of governing and of judging. In addition, Parliament had the function of making the law, so he arrived at a threefold division of government functions very close to that which came to be generally
accepted a century later. lilt is one thing to have power to make Lawes,
another to expound the Law, and to governe the people is different from
both." 49 We shall return to this work when we come to look more closely
at the other elements in the development of the doctrine of the separation
of powers, but for the moment it is sufficient to note that the cauldron of
the Civil War had hastened the evolution of the ideas of the functions of
government and formed them into two main streams. The dominant conception was still the twofold division of executive and legislative which
reflected an older tradition about the functions of government, but the first
elements of a new basis for ideas about these functions were being developed. Although after the Restoration Locke adhered to the older tradition,
it was with modifications, and the ideas of the Civil War were not lost, for
the elements in Sadler, Lawson, and Dallison all reappear in the theory of
the balanced constitution at the opening of the eighteenth century.
By the time of the English Civil War one of the fundamental elements
in the doctrine of the separation of powers, an abstract classification of
the functions of government into two or three categories, had been developed to a high degree under the impact of the contest between King and
Parliament. However, something more was needed before the doctrine of
the separation of powers could be fully developed, that is to say the idea
that these functions must be placed in distinct hands, in those of separate
people or groups of people. This idea did not spring into men's minds from
nowhere; they were led into it through the process of adapting the familiar, age-old theory of mixed government

to

the problems they faced, and

finally, when they found this theory to be no longer relevant to their situation, they replaced it with the new ideas it had fathered. It is therefore to
the theory of mixed government that we shall now tum our attention.
The theory of mixed government is logically quite distinct from the doc-
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of powers, yet these two theones

have been closely

connected with each other over much of their history. The theory of mixed
government

is much the older of the two, as old as political theory Itself,

and it remained

a part of English political thought well into the mneteenth

century. The two doctrines

are not merely logically distinct, but to a con-

siderable extent they conflict with each other. The theory
ernment

of mixed gov-

was based upon the belief that the major interests in sOCIety must

be allowed to take part Jointly in the functions of government,
ing anyone
whereas

interest

the theory

the functions

of the separation

of government

of powers, in its pure form, divides

among the parts of the government

stricts each of them to the exercise of its appropriate
the class basis of the theory
the doctrine

so prevent-

from being able to impose its will upon the others,

of mixed government

of the separation

and re-

Funcnon. Furthermore
is overtly lacking from

of powers. But it would be quite untrue

to

say that the latter does not have any class bias. The theory of mixed government

had as its central theme a blending of monarchy,

aristocracy,

and

democracy, and, as we shall see, there is a tendency to equate these, in some
stages of the development
spectively
doctrine

of the doctrine of the separation

assumes that the legislature

by the democratic

element,

outside the legislature.
ereignty,"

the legislative

of the government

power, may be won by the proponents
of ensuring

the decentralization

of the bicameral

of the government

tion, and the third the separation

of popular

that this power is subjected

one of them being the maintenance

that movements

largely or wholly

The battle for the control of the "chief mark of sov-

rule, but there are methods
limitations,

will, or may, be taken over entirely

and that checks upon "mob rule" will there-

fore have to be applied by branches

another

of powers, re-

with the executive, judicial, and legislative "powers." The latter

of funcnons

to

system,

under a federal constituamong different agencies so

of popular opinion in the legislature

can be slowed down

by the other branches of government.
This is the "shift" which took place between
of course it was not achieved overnight.

the two doctrines,

The succession was effected ex-

tremely slowly, as slowly in fact as the success of "democracy"
up of the legislature

was recognized.

In mid-seventeenth-century
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the later doctrine was quickly born and adopted in the revolutionary conditions which temporarily destroyed the monarchy and the House of Lords,
but this was a situation too far ahead of its time to be maintained. The
Restoration introduced a long period in which the two doctrines were combined in an amalgam which recognized the class element in the control of
the legislative power. When democratic movements gained the ascendency
the theory of mixed government dropped out, and the theory of the separation of powers became the major theory of constitutional government, but
only rarely in its pure form. In the Constitution of the United States we find
it combined with the idea of "checks and balances," the old theory of mixed
government stripped of its class connotations, and now in a subordinate
role. The later history of the relationship between the doctrine and democratic theory became more and more involved as the twentieth century accepted the principle of democracy, only to find that the centre of power had
again moved away from legislative bodies towards the executive branch.
Though the theory of mixed government is not logically connected with
the theory of the separation of powers, the former theory provided suggestive ideas which formed the basis of the new doctrine. Both theories
are concerned with the limitation of power by instituting internal checks
within the government. The terminology of the "powers" of government
came to be applied both to the representative organs of mixed government,
and to the functionally divided agencies of the separation of powers. The
threefold mixture of monarchy, aristocracy, and democracy was a particular case of a general theory of limited government, in which the people
exercised a check upon the monarch, or some other combination of powers
prevented the dominance of a single person or group.so In the ancient world
the theory of mixed government figured principally in the work of Aristotle, Plato, and Polybius. Plato emphasized the belief in moderation and
compromise which is the basis of the theory. Too much power concentrated
in one place, either in nature or in the State, leads to the "wantonness of
50 See Otto von Gierke, Natural Law and the Theory of SOCiety, ed. by Sir Ernest Barker,
Boston, 1957, PP 2}8-9, C M Walsh. The Poutical SCience of John Adams, New York, 1915, PP

25-26, and M. L Levin, The Political Doctrine of MontesqUleu's Esprit des LOIS:Its Classical Background, New York, 19}6, PP 127-}0.
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excess"; only in the observance of the mean can arbitrary rule be avoided."
The preservation of Sparta was the consequence of its constitution, which
consisted of a dual kingship, a council of Elders, and the Ephors elected
by lot, and was thus "compounded of the right elements and duly moderated."52 Later Plato asserted that democracy and monarchy are the "two
mother forms of states from which the rest may be truly said to be derived." Both forms of these are required in some measure." He emphasized
the basic element of the theory of mixed government-its frank recognition of the class basis of society. But the classes, with their potentially conflicting interests, must be harmonized through a constitutional structure
ensuring that each class can playa part in the control of those decisions in
which its interests will be affected.54
Aristotle criticized Plato's formulation of the theory by insisting that we
shall "come nearer the truth" if we seek to combine more than two of the
basic forms in a State, for "a constitution is better when it is composed of
more numerous elements,"55 although Aristotle himself wrote elsewhere
of the best form of State as a combination of democracy and oligarchy,"
He placed even more emphasis than Plato upon the value of the mean in
politics, and upon the need for each part of the State to have a proportionate share in government: "Proportion is as necessary to a constitution as it
is (let us say) to a nose."57 Indeed it is a criterion of a proper rruxture of
democracy and oligarchy that it should be capable of being described indifferently as either," Aristotle also made a closer examination of the class
basis of the mixed constitution, stressing the moderating influence of a
middle class, and equating the feasibility of establishing a successful rruxed
constitution with the existence of an extensive middle class in the State."
51. Laws, III, The Dialogues of Plato, translated

52 Ibid, V, 73
53· Ibid., V, 75.
54 Laws, IV; ibid, V, 98
55 Politics, II, 6, pp 60-61
56. Ibid, IV, 9, P 178
57 Ibid., V, 9, p. 232
58. Ibid., IV, 9, P 17759. Ibid., IV, 11, PP 180-4.
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Polybius, in his analysis of the Roman Republic, developed the theory to a
greater degree than his predecessors, and, by adapting the theory to encompass the elected consuls of Rome as the "monarchical" element, he provided
the pattern for the transformation of the theory of mixed government
into a theory of checks and balances, in which the agencies of government
might not all have a distinct "class" to represent, but might, of themselves,
provide an institutional check within the government structure/?
The importance of the ancient theory of mixed government for our
theme, therefore, is its insistence upon the necessity for a number of
separate branches of government if arbitrary rule is to be avoided. This
view of the "separation of agencies" was not based upon the efficiency to
be achieved by the division of labour, nor upon the functions which are
"proper" to different branches of the government. The various branches
were expected to playa part in all the tasks of government, but their representative character enabled them to prevent the use of that power in ways
which would be prejudicial to the interests they represented. As we have
seen, this "separation of agencies" is an essential part also of the doctrine
of the separation of powers. The theory of mixed government opposed
absolutism by the prevention of the concentration of power in one organ
of the State, and the doctrine of the separation of powers starts from the
same assumption. The vitally important step in the emergence of the latter
doctrine is the attribution of distinct functions to the agencies of government, and in this respect the critical difficulty of the transition from one to
the other is that the three agencies of the mixed government, King, aristocratic assembly, and popular assembly, do not correspond to the executive,
legislature, and judiciary in the doctrine of the separation of powers. The
transition takes a long while in the development of the theory, and is the
explanation of much of the confusion about the nature of the functions of
government that we have to some extent already observed.
There are, therefore, two major steps to be noted in the transformation
of this ancient theory into the modem doctrine of the separation of powers.
60. For a full dIsCUSSIOnof Polybius see K von Fntz, The Theory of the Mixed Constitution In
AntiqUity, New York, 1954. Von Fritz pomts out that it IS impossible to separate the interests of
the consuls from those of the anstocracy

at the time With which Polybius

IS

concerned.
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FIrSt, the insistence that particular agencies should be restricted to partIcular functions. Second, the emergence of a recognition of an independent
judicial branch, which will take its place alongside King, Lords, and Commons. The first of these is achieved in the seventeenth century, the second
is fully attained only in the eighteenth. It ISthese developments we must
now trace.
The ancient tradition of mixed government was transmitted to medieval
Europe, was echoed and restated, and was used to support the view that
royal power should be subjected to feudal and popular restraints. In the
thirteenth century Aquinas reproduced the Aristotelian concept of mixed
government as a regimen bene commixtum of monarchy, aristocracy, and
democracy. He did so, however, in a very formal way, and the medieval
references to the theory seem to have little depth or reality until in England the institutional and political developments provided a factual baSIS
for the theory to work upon/" With the development of representative institutions in England, however, the idea of the best system of government
as a combination in which King, Lords, and Commons shared the power
of government developed, until the theory of mixed government became,
in seventeenth-century

England, the dominant political theory of the age.

In the late fifteenth century Sir John Fortescue saw three kinds of government: dominium regale, absolute monarchy, dominium politicum, republican government, and dominium politicum et regale, a rruxed form, which
was the pattern of English government." Bishop Poynet, in 1.556,asserted
that men had long judged "a mixte state" to be the best of all, and that
where it had been established it had been the most stable form of government/" Sir Thomas Smith, a few years later, saw the English system as a
threefold mixture. The Commonwealth of England is "governed, administered, and manured by three sortes of persons"-the Prince, the gentle61. In this connection
ernment

note Janet's remark that Aqumas reproduces the theory of mixed gov-

"sans la bien comprendre"

p )76) Wormuth

(Janet, Histone de la science poltttque, Pans, 1887, Vol II,

descnbes the doctrme durmg the medieval period as "a hterary rradinon winch

only occasronally .

touched the polincal life of the time" (Op Cit, pp )0-)1)
62 The Governance of England The Difference between Absolute and Limited Monarchy, ed

by C Plummer, Oxford, 1885
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men, and the yeomanry/" However, neither Fortescue, Poynet, nor Smith
was fired by the desire to limit the power of the monarch to the exercise
of only one specific function of government. For it is this demand, the requirement that the monarch be limited to the execution of the law, which
is the beginning of the doctrine of the separation of powers, and at the
same time the beginning of the end for the doctrine of mixed government.
At the end of the sixteenth century it was in France rather than in England that this demand seemed to be on the point of being formulated, for
in France the extreme difficulties of the Huguenots were such as to stimulate such an approach. Francois Hotman, writing in 1573, insisted that the
French system had historically been a mixed government, that the power
of making laws had, till a century earlier, been entrusted to a "public annual council of the nation," later called the three estates, and he seemed to
be on the verge of demanding that the King be limited to the "administration of the Kingdom." 65The authors of the Vindiciae contra Tyrannos were
also striving towards a similar position,"
In mid-seventeenth-century
England the theory of mixed government
became a commonplace of political writers, until, indeed, in 1648 Sir Robert
Filmer, himself the strongest opponent of the theory, could write: "There
is scarce the meanest man of the multitude but can now in these daies
tell us that the government of the Kingdome of England is a Limited and
Mixed Monarchy."67 Charles I made an acknowledgment of the doctrine in
his reply to the Nineteen Propositions of 1642. It was at the height of the
theory's popularity that the attempt to make it fit the circumstances after
1641 brought forth a new and different theory, the separation of powers.
The theory of mixed government was from the earliest times intended to
64 De RepublIca Anglorum,

ed. by L Alston, Cambridge,

book m the 1560'S but It was first published posthumously

of Poluical Thought

In

1906, pp 46-47. Snuth wrote the

in 1583. See also J W Allen, A HIstory

the SIxteenth Century, Part II, Ch. X, especially the references to SIr John

Hayward and SIr Thomas Craig

65. Franco-Galha, znd Enghsh edn , London, 1721, pp. 64-65 and 7766. See G. P Gooch, Englzsh Democratic Ideas In the Seventeenth Century, New York, 1959,
p 17·
•
67. The Anarchy of a Limned or MIxed Monarchy, London, 1648, P: 1. On the Importance of
the theory m this penod see Z. S Fink, The ClaSSIcal Republicans, Evanston, 1945·
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provide a check to the exercise of arbitrary

power by the balancmg of the

"powers of government"

But before the intense politi-

cal activity

in a constitution.

of the mid seventeenth

elements

of a system

outbreak

of open hostilities

tempts by the protagonists
the elements

between

of conditions

the exact articulation

of the

had not been explored. The

King and Parliament

prompted

at-

of the theory to define the relanve functions of

of the government.

tics of the attempt

century,

of mixed government

The failure in the sphere of practical poli-

to find a workable compromise

in which mixed government

resulted in the creation

seemed irrelevant,

and the way

was clear for the new doctrine.
The impact upon constitutional
and Parliament
government,

can be seen in the way in

of the dispute between

which two major theories of

were formulated

schools of thought.

m the 1640's and rapidly developed
The theory

of mixed government,

earlier had been rather vague and lacking in articulation,
in Charles

Kmg

which were to act and react upon each other for the next

two centuries,
impressive

thought

I's Answer to the Nineteen Propositions

later theory of the balanced constitution.
before hostilities

actually started,

mixed government

into
which

was refashioned

into the basis of the

Published in 1642, some months

the Answer presented

a combination

and a division of the tasks of government

of

among its

parts in such a way that they might each check the power of the others." At
the same time Parliament's

supporters

were evolving a theory of govern-

ment that placed less stress upon mixed government,
heavily upon an abstract formulation
allocation

of these functions,

and which depended

of the powers of government

and the

in fact the basis of the theory of the separa-

tion of powers.
The starting point in a discussion of the "transition"
mixed government

to the doctrine of the separation

with the work of Charles Herle, a supporter

from the theory of
of powers may begin

of the Parliamentary

cause.

Writing in 1642, Herle made quite explicit the scattered suggestions

in the

earlier hterature

King,

that the three elements

of the mixed constitution,

68 On the Answer see Connne Comstock Weston, EnglIsh ConstItutIonal Theory and the
House of Lords, 1556-1832, London, 1965, pp. 2) ff
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Lords, and Commons, had a co-ordinate status." But did this mean that all
three were co-ordinate in the exercise of all the functions of government?
Dr. H. Feme, Herle's opponent, asked if Herle was asserting that the two
Houses were co-ordinate in both the enacting and the execution of law/?
In reply Herle took the position that whilst the two Houses had a status
superior to the King's in the exercise of the legislative power, and the representative character of the Commons gave it the "largest share" of this
power, it was above all in the execution of the laws that the Houses had
a status co-ordinate with the King's. Of what use, Herle asked, is the coordinate status of the Houses in the making of law, if they have not the
power to ensure the execution of the lawsFl Herle, of course, was not proposing a division of functions into distinct hands; quite the reverse. He was
using the ancient idea of a fusion of the functions of government, rather
than their separation, in order to justify the action of Parliament in taking
up arms against the King. However, the emphasis he placed upon the coordinate status of King, Lords, and Commons, was to be reflected in later
writing, where the problem was to ensure that the person entrusted with
the executive power was not merely a subordinate official but had a position and autonomy of his own. He was also one of the first to raise the
basic problem of any theory which divides functions among agencies: if
the legislature were restricted solely to passing legislation, what guarantee
would it have that its commands would be properly carried out?
In 1643 one of the most competent of Parliament's supporters, Philip
Hunton, undertook in his Treatise of Monarchy to clarify the theory of
mixed government and the relationships between the parts of the mixed
State. Hunton was the most sophisticated and systematic of the supporters of mixed government in this period, working out in detail its differing
categories, although it should be mentioned that he started from a belief
in the indivisibility of the "power of magistracie."72 Hunton took a rather
different line from Herle's, a line which led him much closer to a theory
A Fuller Answer to a Treatise Wntten by Dr. Feme
70 Conscience Satisfied ... , Oxford, 164.3, PP 1.3-14.
71. An Answer to Dr Feme's Reply, London, 164.3, PP 29-.30 and .35.
72. A Treatise of Monarchy, London, 164.3, p. 5.

69 CHerie,
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divided agencies of government.

between

"mixed government"

First, he established

and a "mixed monarchy."

the
Gov-

can be simple or mixed, limited or absolute. Mixed governments

are always limited governments,

although

the reverse is not true. The gen-

eral term "a mixed State" is, however, only appropriate
command

in a state by the first constitution

all three of the elements

nant element

However,

a more stable State is likely if one

is "predorrunant,"

and where this is so the predorru-

"gives the denomination

to the whole." Thus England is a

"mixed monarchy."74 In such a mixed monarchy
be originally

in

of the government." This, then, is broadly what

Herle had been describing.
of the three elements

when "the highest

of it is equally seated"

in all three elements,

for this

IS

the sovereign power must
the reason for the rruxture,

that "they might confine each other from exhorbitance."75

Nevertheless,

if

it is to be a stable mixed monarchy, then there cannot be full equality in
the three estates. "A power then must be sought wherewith
must be invested,

the Monarch

which is not so great as to destroy the mixture;

nor so

titular as to destroy the Monarchy." 76
Hunton's

answer to this problem

was to suggest a number

of powers

which, vested in the King, would give him this position of limited dominance. The first of these, and the most important,
The "power of magistracie,"
theticall or Architectonicall

said Hunton,
and Gubernative

be made "head and fountain
established

has two degrees; it
or Executive."?

IS

"Nomo-

The King can

of the power which governs and executes the

laws, so that both the other States ...

and owe obedience

was the executive power.

to his commands,

be his sworn subjects,

which are according to established

lawes."78 The King is, then, to be the executive, but what of the legislative
power? Hunton

argued that

10

England the legislative (as well as the taxing)

power is "mixed," and that all three agencies of government
in the "making and authentick

expounding

must take part

of lawes,"?? but he did suggest

that the King should suspend the use of his "negative voice" in legislation."
Herle had made a similar demand,
73 Ibid, p. 25
76. Ibid., PP 25-26
79 Ibid, p. 46.

but this taken together

74 Ibid
77 Ibid, P 5
80. Ibid, P 79
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investing the King with the sole executive function, leads to a theory of
the separation of powers and is the end of mixed government as formerly
understood. Hunton intended this as a purely temporary measure, for elsewhere he was quite definite about the legislative role of the monarch, but
this antagonism to the royal veto power was soon to swell into a demand
for the abolition of all participation by the King in the process of legislation.
Hunton experienced difficulty with just those problems which were also
to perplex later ages; for here we see emerging the first attempts to evolve
that peculiarly English approach to the idea of sovereignty which has so
often been misunderstood. In England the acceptance of the idea of a single
source of sovereign power led to the concept of parliamentary supremacy,
but this did not mean, and never has meant except during the reign of the
Long Parliament, that the representative element of Parliament exercised
an unrestrained power to carry out all the tasks of government. Parliamentary supremacy is not the same as gouvernement d'assemblee, for the
"King-in-Parliament"

has always been composed of a number of distinct

elements with certain autonomous powers. There is a real sense in which,
even today, the spirit of "mixed government" lives on in the British system
of government, through the recognition of the autonomous position of the
government in relation to the elected representatIves of the people or of the
political parties. In the seventeenth century Hunton attempted to formulate his own reconciliation between the idea of a single source of sovereign
power and the need to divide authority between the King and the members
of the legislature. He argued that the supreme power is either "the Legislative or the Gubernative," but that the legislative is the chief of the twO.81
The title of supremacy attaching to the King, he asserted, is fully justified
by his being the sale fountain of executive power, whilst retaining a share
of the legislative." Four years later Filmer was to maintain that by requiring the King to govern according to the law Hunton relegated him "from
the legislative to the executive power only."83 The argument that Hunton
formulated, however, confused though it may be, is one of the basic ele81 Ibid, P 26.

82 A VmdlCatIon of the Treatise of Monarchy, London, 1644,pp. )8-)9·
8) Op. cit -P 24.
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theory wluch became firmly established
Locke and the theorists

after

of the early eighteenth

century faced exactly the same problem that Hunton had tackled, and basically their solution
upon the supremacy

was the same as his, except that their emphasis
of Parliament,

whereas Hunton

was

had looked for a for-

mula to satisfy a "supreme monarch."
Herle and Hunton were writing during the early stages of the Civil War,
when it was thought

that some such formula could be found; a formula

which would leave the basic constitutional

position of the monarchy

un-

altered. The emphasis upon the executive role of the monarch was intended
to make sure that the law was supreme, an empire of laws and not of men,
as Harrington

was later to express it. But as time went on Charles's intran-

sigence gave rise to the demands

for greater restraints

upon royal power,

and ever more insistent came the demand that the royal veto should be restrained, suspended,

or abolished. In 1647 the House of Commons resolved

that the King was bound "for the time being ... by the duty of his office,
to give his assent to all such laws as by the Lords and Commons assembled
in Parliament,

shall be adjudged to be for the good of the kingdom."84 The

Levellers and others put forward the View that the King's coronation
bound him to execute the law, and that his participation
legislation

oath

in the passage of

was a breach of this oath," Milton put it more strongly

still.

"We may conclude that the Kings negative voice was never any law, but an
absurd and reasonless

Custom, begott'n

tery of basest times, or the usurpation

and grown up either from the flatof immoderat

Princes."

demand that the King be the sole executive was transformed

86

Thus the

into the very

different demand that he be solely concerned with execution.
The idea that the King should be limited to the exercise of the executive function

was now well understood.

of 1648 and 1649 introduced

However,

the momentous

years

ideas which were to ensure that it was not

84 S. R Gardmer, History of the Great Cunl War. 1642-1649, London, 1901, Vol IV, P 9
85. Wildman in the Putney debates of 1647 see Puntamsm and Liberty, p 109, also John
Selden, An Histoncal and Political Discourse of the Laws and Government of England, edn of
1688/9, p 53
86. Elkonoklastes,

London, 1649, p. 53
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merely a doctrine of undiluted legislative supremacy which was to emerge
from the Revolution. It was no longer possible to see the problems of
England as simply King versus Parliament. The divisions within the parliamentary camp were deep and serious. Presbyterians, Independents, and
Levellers, were deeply hostile to each other, and other sectarian divisions
loomed ominously. The use of the power of Parliament by one group of
its supporters to threaten other groups had shown to men who had previously seen only the royal power as a danger, that a parliament could be
as tyrannical as a king. Men who had previously been Parliament's strongest supporters became its strongest critics. Milton in his Character of the

Long Parliament, probably written in the late 1640'S but not published
until 1681, expressed bitter disappointment with the rule of the Presbyterians who dominated the Long Parliamentr" that Parliament governed the
country by appointing a host of committees dealing with all the affairs of
state, confiscating property, summoning people before them, and dealing
with them in a summary fashion,"
The second stage in this development, therefore, was the realization that
legislatures must also be subjected to restriction if individual freedom was
not to be invaded; restricted not so much in the exercise of a genuinely
legislative function, but in their attempts to govern and so to interfere with
the lives and property of individuals who displeased the members of the
legislature. Ireton expressed this distrust of legislatures in the Whitehall
debates of 1649,89 and, from a different point of view, the authors of the

Agreement of the People of 1648 demanded that the "Representatives intermeddle not with the execution of laws, nor give judgement upon any mans
person or estate, where no law hath been before provided,"?" One bitter
opponent of this aspect of Parliament's activities was the Leveller leader,
John Lilburne, who had come personally into conflict with Parliament and
its committees. In a tract aimed at the Commons he proposed that "whereas
87. For a dISCUSSIonof the authennaty
dIX B, pp 193-4
88 See E. Jenks, The Constitutional

and danng of this short work see FInk, op cit., Appen-

Experiments of the Commonwealth, Cambridge, 1890, pp.
4 and ll-ll
89. Puntanism and LIberty, p. 172..
90. Foundations of Freedom: or an Agreement of the People, London, 1648, arncle VI, 6.
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there are multitudes of complaints of oppression, by committees of this
House, determining particular matters, which properly appertains to the
cognizance of the ordinary Courts of Justice ... therefore henceforth, no
particular cause, whether criminal or other, which comes under the cognizance of the ordinary Courts of Justice, may be determined by this House
or any Committee thereof .... "91 In a later pamphlet directed against the
Council of State he asserted that "the House itself was never (neither now,
nor in any age before) betrusted with a Law executing power, but only with
a Law making power." 92 It was true that Parliament had the power to set up
courts of justice, but only "provided that the Judges consist of persons that
are not members of their House, and provided that the power they give
them be universal," not a power directed at particular individuals." This is
a new and vitally important element, which resulted from the experience
of the Long Parliament during the Civil War. The assertion of the generality of law is thousands of years old, but this was something more. Not
only was law to be couched in general terms, but also the legislature must
be restricted to the making of law, and not itself meddle with particular
cases. This was indeed a major step in the development of the separation
of powers. The Levellers also made the same demand for the exclusion of
placemen from the legislature which was to characterize the eighteenth
century, and which is an essential aspect of the doctrine.
All the elements of the pure doctrine of the separation of powers were
now present in the minds of the men who witnessed the struggle between
King and Parliament, and who had come to fear the arbitrary rule of either.
The idea of two or three abstractly-defined, inclusive functions of government was well known; the desire

to

place limits

to

the power of both King

and Parliament was strong in the minds of men of very different points of
view. All that was needed for the doctrine was the idea that the agencies
of government should be restrained by each being confined to the exercise
of its own appropriate function. We have already quoted Milton's remark
91 The Ernest Petitum of Many Free-born People, repnnted
Ing~ London, 1648,PP

28-29
92 The Picture of the Councel of State, 1649, p 6.
93 Ibid., p. 8.
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in the Eikonoklastes that in all wise nations the legislative and executive
powers "have bin most commonly distinct and in several hands,"94 and in

The Rights of the Kingdom John Sadler, later Master of Magdalene College, Cambridge, argued that the three Estates should be "more exactly
bounded in their severall sphers."95 The three powers of government, legislative, judicial, and executive, "should be in Distinct Subjects; by the Law
of Nature, for if Lawmakers be judges, of those that break their Laws; they
seem to be Judge in their own cause: which our Law, and Nature it self, so
much avoideth and abhorreth, so it seemeth also

to

forbid, both the Law-

maker, and the Judge to Execute .... "96Sadler's view of the executive function was, as we have seen, not our modem one, but in other respects his
grasp of the principles of the doctrine of the separation of powers was clear.
However, important as are the sources of the ideas we have examined,
so far all of them are fragmentary, with little coherent theoretical development or elaboration. Probably the first person to undertake an extended
treatment of this kind was Charles Dallison, if he is indeed the author of
the remarkable work The Royalists Defence of 1648. Dallison not only had a
threefold division of functions in mind, but the whole of this work was devoted to the argument that a satisfactory system of government can result
only from the placing of these distinct functions of government in separate
hands so that "every one is limited, and kept within his owne bounds,":"
His work may be seen as an attempt to combine the theory of mixed
government as it had been set out in Charles I's Answer to the Nineteen

Propositions, with the emphasis upon the more abstract and thoroughgoing separation of functions which had been stressed by parliamentary
writers. It represented perhaps the clearest and most comprehensive statement that had then been made of the relationship between separating the
functions of government, placing them in different hands, and balancing
the parts of government. Dallison argued that the King must retain the
"sovereign power of government" but he must not have the authority to
judge the laws. "The Judges of the Realme declare by what law the King
94· Op. cit., p 57
96 Ibid., P 87.

95. Op cit., p. 86
97. The RoyalIsts Defence, p. 126.
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governs, and so both King and people [are] regulated by a known law."98
Neither does Parliament have the power to determine individual points of
law. It is neither fit for such work, nor was it instituted for that purpose.
"Those things ... are the office of the Judges of the Realme."99Parliament's
function is "only to make new laws,"loo whilst the King is "our onely Supream Governour."lOl Dallison echoed Hunton's argument that the King's
supremacy is assured by his having the sole executive authority, using the
rather strange argument that "neither the making, declaring or expounding the Law, is any part of Sovereignty." 102
There are thus three agencies of government, each with its appropriate function. Furthermore, it is because the branches of government retain
"their own proper authority without clashing with, or encroaching each
upon other" that both King and subjects are preserved

In

their just rights.'?'

"Whilst the Supremacy, the Power to Judge the Law, and the Authority to
make new Lawes, are kept in severall hands, the known Law is preserved,
but united it is vanished, instantly thereupon, and Arbitrary and Tyrannicall power is introduced."l04 Dallison's objection to the concentration of
power in the hands of Parliament was just as strong as his objection to
the King's governing outside the known law. Attempts by Parliament to
govern are as inefficient as they are improper.P' The Parliament has established a tyrannical regime by attempting to govern, and to judge individual
causes. The only remedy is to restore the King, and the "foresaid Authorities are returned into their proper places, and againe divided into severall
hands." At once "every Court, Assembly and person, not only enjoyes its
own Authority, but is limited within Its own bounds; no man then is permitted to be both Judge and Party."106
The Royalists Defence was, then, a lengthy and well-developed plea for
the separation of powers, but it was not the pure doctrine as we have
defined it, for in one major respect it adhered to the theory of mixed government. The King was to retain the authority WIth the assent of the two
98. Ibid., P A2..
101
104.

Ibid., P 60
Ibid., p. 80

99 Ibid, PP 47-48
102. Ibid, P 70
105. Ibid, pp 84-85

100. Ibid., P 56
1O}

Ibid, P 6}

106 Ibid, P 1}6
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Houses, to alter the law and to make new laws.107 The King, therefore,
played an essential part in the exercise of the legislative function, although
Dallison for the most part, but not consistently, wrote of him as if he were
outside, and separate from the Parliament. In this respect Dallison's book is
closely related to the theory of the balanced constitution of the eighteenth
century, except that he had a clear view of the independence of the judges,
exercising a quite distinct function of government, whereas the later writings are much less clear upon this point.
By the year of the execution of Charles I, then, the doctrine of the
separation of powers, in one form or another, had emerged in England,
but as yet it was still closely related to the theory of mixed government.
It had been born of the latter theory but had not yet torn itself away to
live an independent life. For a short time, in the years of the Protectorate, it did achieve this independent existence, although in an atmosphere
so rarified and unreal that it soon returned to its parent for succour. The
execution of the King, and the abolition of the House of Lords, destroyed
the Institutional basis of the theory of mixed government, and any justification of the new constitution which was to be framed for England would
have to rest upon a different theoretical basis. In 1653 the Instrument of
Government instituted England's first written Constitution, and in the official defence of this constitution, entitled A True State of the Case of the
Commonwealth, we find the doctrine of the separation of powers standing on its own feet, claiming to be the only true basis for a constitutional
government. The Cromwellian Constitution embodied, on paper at least,
a separation of persons and functions. The supreme legislative authority
was vested in a Lord Protector and the people assembled in Parliament.F"
but although this seemed to echo the old theory of mixed government in
relation to the legislative function, the role of the Protector in legislation
was limited to a suspensive veto of twenty days. If after that period the
Lord Protector "hath not consented nor given satisfaction," then, upon a
declaration of Parliament, bills became law without his consent.P? Thus,

.

formally, the legislative function was placed squarely in the hands of Par-
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liament. However, the Protector was given the power to pass ordinances
between the sittings of Parliament, and in practice this gave him the power
to rule without Parliament's prior consent. Article II of the Instrument provided that "the exercise of the chief magistracy and the administration of
the government ... shall be in the Lord Protector, assisted with a council."
The Protector was given only a limited power of dissolution, provision was
made for the automatic calling of Parliaments every three years, even if the
Protector failed to issue the summonses, the great officers of state were to
be chosen with the approbation of Parliament, and the Parliament did not
have the power to alter the fundamental structure of the Constitution.
The broad outlines of the Instrument reflect, therefore, the earlier dissatisfaction with both a tyrannical King and a tyrannical Parliament, and
set up a legislature and an executive, each with a degree of mdependence
of the other, each with its proper function. The major aspect of the Instrument that clashed with the doctrine of the separation of powers was the
position of the Council of State, for this body was entrusted with a part in
the exercise of the executive "power," but there was nothing to prevent its
members being drawn from among the members of the legislature. MajorGeneral John Lambert, who is usually credited with being the foremost
author of the Instrument, was both a member of the first Parliament of the
Protectorate, and of the Council of State. This reflects a general tendency
during the seventeenth century and the early eighteenth century to concentrate upon the head of the executive in discussions of the separation of
functions, and to pay less attention to the people who served him.
The defence of the Instrument, published in 1654, no doubt had official
backing, for Cromwell shortly afterwards made an approving reference to
it in a speech before Parliament.P'' Although the title-page refers to "divers
persons" as the source of the work, its authorship was contemporaneously
attributed

to

Marchamont Nedham.!" a journalist who was apparently

prepared to write in support of any cause if the price was right, or if cir110

HIS Highness Speech to the Parliament, Jan 1655, p 20

111 In Sighs for Righteousness

Case

IS

attributed

to Mercunus
U

r London,
1654, P: 24, the authorship of The State of the
Poluuus, the more than supposed author thereof" This was the

name of the newspaper wluch Nedham edited at the time, and was Ius pseudonym
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cumstances made it prudent. Undoubtedly the work paints a rosier picture
of the Instrument than the facts warranted, but this is not our main concern. We are interested rather in the justification that was put forward, and
the ideas upon which it was based.
The tract commenced with a justification of the Army, first in the execution of the King for his tyrannous ambitions, and second in dissolving the
Parliament, which contrary to their hopes had "wholly perverted the end
of Parliaments," largely by their "unlimited arbitrary decisions at Committees." 112 The recently proposed Biennial Bill would, if passed, not merely
have kept the supreme authority in Parliament constantly in session, but
would have offended against "the grand secret of liberty and good government" by placing in the same hands the supreme power of making laws
and of putting them into execution, "which placing the legislative and executive powers in the same persons, is a marvellous in-let of corruption
and tyranny."113 The secret of liberty is "the keeping of these two apart,
flowing in distinct channels, so that they may never meet in one (save upon
some transitory extraordinary occasion)."114The combination of these two
powers in a single person is tyranny enough, but the consequences are
abundantly more pernicious when they are in the hands of an assembly,
for such a multitude can more easily escape responsibility. The ancient
wisdom of the English had been to "temper" their government by placing
the supreme law-making power in the people in Parliament, and entrusting the execution of law, "with the mysteries of government," in the hands
of a single person and his council-"
Each of the two arms of government, the writer insisted, must be limited
to its proper sphere. The continuance of military government would have
been dangerous because it would have left both the instituting and executing of the law "to the arbitrary discretion of the souldier," who would be
apt to execute his own will in place of law, without check or control-" On
the other hand Parliament should not meddle in the executive sphere. It is
112

A True State of the Case of the Commonwealth,

Ibid., p. 10
114. Ibid.
113.
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contrary to the nature of Parliament, whose great work is to make laws,
to take upon itself the administration of law and jusrice-" "The ordinary
preventive physick in a state against growing maladies, is execution and
administration of law and justice, which must be left to its officers."n8 Parliaments were never intended to execute the law, "it being the peculiar task
of inferior courts." 119 In future the government would be managed by an
elected person, so that all power, both legislative and executive, will flow
from the community.v''
This, then, was no mere casual reference but a well-developed theory
of government. It did not have the finesse of Dallison's work of six years
before, but in part this is because it was a starker doctrine, closer in many
ways to our ideal type of the pure doctrine. The analysis is, it is true,

In

terms of two functions of government only, with little or no realization of
the importance of a judiciary independent of the executive. It was almost
completely stripped of the paraphernalia of mixed government; only in the
final paragraph of the fifty-two-page document is a passing appeal made to
the ancient theory. The author then in his final words returned to his main
theme, emphasizing in the clearest possible way the theory of government
upon which he relied: "And whereas in the present Constitution, the Legislative and Executive Powers are separated .... " However, no consideration
was given to the dual role the Council was to play in this Constitution, as
the adviser to the Protector in the exercise of the executive function. and
as the only control by Parliament over the Protector. This work came very
near indeed to a purely negative view of the constitutional checks necessary to prevent arbitrary rule. The complicated inter-relationships which
characterized the work of Montesquieu a century later were almost completely absent.
In 1656 Marchamont Nedham published The Excellencie of a Free State,
in which the same argument was developed in words that echo the True
State of the Case. This is a full-length work on government and the discussion of the separation of powers is no longer the central peg upon which
the book hangs, but is merely one of the principles upon which it says a
117 Ibid, p. 17
119· Ibid., p. 25.
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Thus, some thirty years before the publication of Locke's Second Treatise, the doctrine of the separation of powers had been evolved as a response
to the problems of the Civil War and the Commonwealth, and had, in its
seventeenth-century

formulation reached a high degree of development.

But the Protectorate failed and the Instrument of Government itself had
failed long before the end of the Protectorate, being replaced by a much
more monarchical constitution, the Humble Petition and Advice of 1657.
With the Restoration there was a return to the theory of mixed government as the basic constitutional pattern of England, but from then on the
docmne of the separation of powers could not be ignored; It had become a
part of the intellectual climate of Western constitutionalism. A few years
later John Locke's treatment of the "powers of government" must be seen
in the light of an assumption that his readers were well acquainted with
such a doctrine, rather than as if he were hesitantly presenting a new concept of government.
The doctrine of the separation of powers was well developed by the end
of the Protectorate, but it was a relatively unsophisticated doctrine, the bare
essentials without much appreciation of the complex inter-relationships of
a system of government the functions of which are divided up among several agencies. During the ensuing century it was to be combined with its
related theories to produce a much more complex theory of constitutionalism, but in the mid seventeenth century it suffered from the fact that
no real attempt was made to work out the arrangements needed to ensure
that deadlock did not result from the separation of functions in separate
hands. In this respect the doctrine reflected the realities of politics under
the Protectorate. The systems of influence or party, which made a set of
functionally divided institutions workable at a later date, could not operate
in the bitterly divided England of the period just before the Restoration.
It had been proved that neither a Protector nor a Parliament could govern alone, and that neither could develop the necessary relationships with
the other that would have made the system workable. The politics of deadlock, implicit in the pure doctrine of the separation of powers, made people
look to a version of the traditional system of government, but a version in
which the elements of the newer doctrine must have a place.
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the separation of powers was born and
developed in the particular circumstances of the Civil War and
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the Commonwealth, but with the Restoration, such an extreme
theory, which had no necessary place for a King with a share

in the legislative power, nor any place for a House of Lords, would of necessity have to be replaced with a view of the nature of government more
suited to the restored monarchy. The materials for such a refurbishing of
constitutional theory lay to hand. The old doctrine of mixed government,
temporarily cast aside, could be rehabilitated. But it could never again be
held in the simple undifferentiated version of the pre-Civil War era. The
battle between King and Parliament had resulted in two fundamentally important modifications of this doctrine. First, the King, although he still had
powerful and important prerogatives, must acknowledge the supremacy of
the law, and, therefore, of the legislature. It is true that he formed an essential part of the legislature, and could at least have a veto upon the proposed
laws to which he would have to conform, but the principle of legislative
supremacy was, by the end of the seventeenth century, a firmly established
fact of English government and of English political thought. The installa58
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of William and Mary was an impressive confirmation

the extent of the power of the legislature.

Furthermore,

of

it was a legislature

which clearly made and unmade the law of England, in spIte of the archaic
language

sometimes

used to describe its composition

and procedures.

ond, the basic ideas of the doctrine of the separation

Sec-

of powers (although,

of course, it was not known by that name) were part of the general currency of English political thought.

The "pure doctrine"

be rejected, but its main points were not forgotten.
into the constitutional
government,
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though
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and the separation

of powers. Poten-

these ideas might be, it was the achievement
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accepted theory of English government-the
stitution.

to

theory, which became a complex amalgam of mixed

legislative

tially contradictory

had, naturally,

This theory
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theory of the balanced con-

the eighteenth

formed the basis for the views Montesquieu

century

in England and

put forward in his chapter of

the Esprit des Loix on the English Constitution.
A major problem in the reconciliation
ment with the doctrine of the separation
initial formulations

during the Commonwealth

expressed in the vocabulary
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of the theory
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whereas the theory of mixed government,

cipally with the agencies of government,
into King, Lords, and Commons.

of mixed govern-
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division

which dealt prina threefold

drvision

Charles I in his Answer to the Nineteen
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be-

tween its parts, with control over the exercise of power, distinguishing

also

between the making of laws, and "the Government
which was entrusted
the importance
other

hand,
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to the King. At the same time Charles had stressed

of the "judicatorie

the development

power" of the House of Lords. On the

by the anti-royalists

which was independent

of a theory
functions

If the ancient theory of mixed government

be closely associated with some form of abstract functional
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of gov-

of the theory of mixed government
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ing and executing.

according to these laws"

was now to

differentiation,

were necessary. The gradual emergence
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judges as an independent branch of government merely complicated matters, for there was no place for them in the theory of mixed government,
and they constituted a fourth agency. Nevertheless, the idea of an autonomous "judiciary power" continued to develop on the basis of the discussions of the judicial functions of Parliament, and particularly of the Lords,
which had figured so large in the mid seventeenth century. It is the irony
of this period, therefore, that the emergence of separate judicial and executive "powers" was not associated very closely with the establishment
of the independence of the judges, formally achieved in

:1701

with the Act

of Settlement, but rather the judicial function came to be associated with
the House of Lords as a final court of appeal and as the court in which
impeachments should be tried. The requirements of the theory of mixed
government virtually demand this solution. The importance of this aspect
of the problem can be seen in the work of the Reverend George Lawson,
produced just as the Protectorate was dying.
Lawson's work is extremely important in the understanding of the way
in which the old twofold division of government functions was broken up
into three categories. It is a complicated story. The old view of the "executive power" was fundamentally a conception of the carrying of the law into
effect through the machinery of the courts, with the ruler at the head of
the system. Since Bodin there had been a clearer view of the fact that more
than this was involved in government, and clearly there was a pressure for a
reformulation of the "powers" of government. Lawson drew upon the idea
of a judicatory power in the Lords, upon the analogy of the judicial writs
that Sadler had used, and upon the idea of "government," the power of the
sword, which Dallison had developed, and which had, of course, a long history, reaching back to the medieval notion of gubernaculum. In 1.657 and
1.660 George Lawson published two important works on politics, in which
he developed the threefold division of the functions of government. "There
is a threefold power civil, or rather three degrees of that power. The first
is legislative. The second judicial. The third executive."! But Lawson acknowledged that the term "executive power" was used in two quite distinct
1.

An Exammatzon

of the PolItical Part of Mr. Hobbs hIS Letnathan, London, 1657, p 8.
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senses. He formulated two "acts of Majestic." These were legislation and
the execution of laws made? This was the traditional division of powers. But
then he distinguished the two senses of execution. The second act of Majesty, he said, "is not the execution of the Judges sentence, for that follows
as a distinct act of Jurisdiction." Execution understood as an act of Majesty
has a far wider connotation, reaching "all acts that tend to the execution
of the Lawes." As "Officers" and "Judgement" are essential to this, therefore the executive power comprehends both the right of appointing officers
and the "administration of justice."! The latter is the "Power of Jurisdiction," and this he sub-divided again into, first, "acts of Judgement, more
strictly so called," which are the hearing and decision of causes upon evidence, and, second, execution. The latter includes the infliction of penalties,
dispensations of judgement, suspension of execution, and pardons.' "From
all this it is evident," said Lawson, "that all Jura MajestatIs may be reduced
to the Legislative, Judicial and Executive Power, if we understand Judicial
and Executive in a larger sense, than they are commonly taken." 5 In his
earlier work, Lawson had elaborated on the need for an executive power
in this second sense. The supreme power to command presupposes three
things-understanding,

practical judgement, and an "executive power and

a coactive force" that would ensure the obedience of the subject to laws and
judgements made under them/ In all government there must be a sword,
which is "an outward coactive strength and force," for "Legislation, Judgement and Execution by the Sword, are the three essential acts of supreme
Power civil in the administration of the State."?
Thus Lawson had split up the old "executive power" into two, and had
given the name "executive" to that part of the functions of government
concerned with the carrying out of judgements, rather than the carrying
into effect of the law as a whole. He wrote of "execution by the sword" In
a way which conjures up a picture of the headman's axe. Thus he distin2 Pounca Sacra et
) Ibid., p. )9.
4· Ibid., p. 41
5 Ibid.
6. An Examination

CIVI/IS,

of ..

London, 1660,

Leviathan,

p. )8

P: 7·

7 Ibid, p. 8.
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guished between two ways of viewing punishment; either "as defined by
the judge on judicial evidence," or "as inflicted by the minister of execution."! This was the power of punishing of which Pufendorf wrote a few
years later in '1672, and which his French translator, Barbeyrac, rendered as

le pouvoir coactij" The term "coactive power," the power to coerce, which
both Lawson and Barbeyrac use, had long had currency in both France and
England. Lawson had developed, therefore, a new view of the functions of
government, closer to the present-day view than the older twofold division, but still a long way from our present conception of the executive
function, for he still saw it as essentially a step in the judicial procedure of
applying largely penal laws. He also foreshadowed the division of the internal and external functions of the Crown that Locke made although he did
not give them the status of separate "powers" of government. Like Locke,
however, he insisted that these two aspects of the executive power should
be in the same hands. "One and the same sword must protect from enemies without and unjust subjects within. For the sword of war and justice
are but one sword." 10
Lawson's views about the distribution of these functions among the
agencies of government show a rather strange inconsistency. In his Ex-

amination of ... Leviathan published in '1657 Lawson saw clearly the distinction between mixed government and a separation of functions among
distinct agencies of government. He rejected the idea of a mixed monarchy, although there might be a mixture in the exercise of the three powers
of government by which a monarch might be limited. It seemed

to

Lawson

to be irrational to place the legislative power in three co-ordinate parties,
each with a negative vote, for to do so would "retard all businesses." It is
much more "agreeable to the rules of reason" to place "the universal power
originally in the general assembly without any negative, the judicial in the
Lords, and the executive in the King."!' In his Politica Sacra et Civilis, how8. Ibid, p. 114

9. Le Droit de fa Nature et des Gens, VII, 4, translated
Vol

II, P

260

Pufendorf

lists a number

legislative power, the power of purnshmg.
10

11

An Examination of..
Ibid., pp 141-2

by

J

Barbeyrac,

of other parts of sovereignty,

and the judicial power, m that order.

Leviathan, p 8.'
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ever, published in 1660, Lawson stated the view that the proper constitution
of England was one in which the Jura Majestatis were not divided between
King, Lords, and Commons but rather one in which lithe personal Majesty
primary was in King, Peers and Commons joyntly: in the whole assembly as one body." 12 Lawson here emphasized that the legislative power was
jointly held by all three parts of the government, and portrayed this as the
mark of a free State." It is difficult to make any assumptions about the relation of this change of view to the political events of the time, because the
Politica, although published after the Examination

of ...

Leviathan, was

first written before the earlier published work, but may well have been revised for publication in 1660.14 Nevertheless, Lawson's work does provide
an important bridge between the ideas of the Civil War and Protectorate
and the theory of the balanced constitution of the eighteenth century. He
emphasized the supremacy of the legislative power-lithe
rule of all acts of administration"

15

foundation and

and all the major elements of that later

theory are to be found in these two works, though by no means fully related in the eighteenth-century fashion. Thus Lawson's main contribution
to the transition to the modern conception of government lay in the relationships between mixed government and the separation of powers; the
next step in the development towards the theory of the balanced constitution was the reconciliation of legislative supremacy with the ideas of the
separation of powers. This step was taken by John Locke.
In discussions of the origin of the doctrine of the separation of powers
the argument as to whether Locke or Montesquieu was the founder of the
doctrine has dominated the scene. It is clear, however, that neither of these
great thinkers can claim to be the source of the doctrine, although by incorporating it into their works in one form or another they placed the great
12.

1}.

Polutca, p 95
Ibid., p. 97.

14 See the Preface to the ExammatlOn of .
of the composition

Letnathan A H Maclean argues that the date

of Poluica must have been 1657, or, more probably, "a year or two earlier"

("George Lawson and John Locke," The Cambridge Histoncal Journal, Vol IX, No 1,1947) However, the work nught well have been revised

In or

Humble Pennon and Advice of 1657 on p 109.
15 Polittca, p 97·

after 1657 See, for example, the reference to the
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weight of their influence behind it, and so gave it a place in political theory
that otherwise it might not have attained. Part of the difficulty experienced in assessing the importance of the elements of the doctrine of the
separation of powers in Locke's work is that the antecedent thought upon
this subject has not been given its full weight. Mr. Peter Laslett in his recent Introduction to Locke's Treatises argues that Locke was not concerned
to put forward a theory of the defence of liberty by the placing of distinct functions in separate hands, and that Montesquieu and the American
Founding Fathers took him up in a sense he had not intended to convey,"
It is, of course, certainly true that Locke did not maintain the "pure doctrine" of the separation of powers, but combined it with other elements of
his theory that modify it very considerably. However, if we approach the
Second Treatise afresh, with the ideas of Hunton, The State of the Case,
Lawson, and others, in mind, the role of the elements of the doctrine, all
of which are to be found in Locke's work, will be more clearly seen, for it
is suggested that the ideas behind the doctrine are an essential part of his
thought, and that there is no reason to believe that the Founding Fathers
did not understand what he had to say.
The inter-relationship

of the "powers" of government may be consid-

ered to be one of the central considerations of Locke's theory. The crucial
middle chapters of the Second Treatise are taken up with a discussion of
this problem. Clearly the establishing of different categories of governmental authority and function is at the heart of what Locke has to say. He, like
Marsilius, was concerned to establish over-all popular control of government, and to subject the magistrate to the law. At the same time, like Marsilius, he recognized that the day-to-day concerns of government cannot
be dealt with efficiently by the people or their representatives. The demand
that the ruler must conform

to

known established laws, and that these laws

derive their authority from the consent of the people, leads inevitably to
the old division of functions, the making of law and its execution. Locke
found the origin of the legislative and executive authority in the powers
man had in the state of nature. The first of these was to do whatever he
16 Two Treatises of Government, ed. by P. Laslett, Cambridge, 1960, pp. 117-19
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thought fit for the preservation of himself and others within the limits of
the Law of Nature. This was the origin of the legislative powerP The second power man had in the state of nature was the power to punish crimes
committed against the Law of Nature. This was the origin of the executive
power," However, man's inability effectively to exercise these rights led
to the establishment of civil society. For the state of nature was deficient
in certain crucial respects. There was no established, settled, known law,
there was no known and indifferent judge with authority to determine differences according to the established law, and there was no "power to back
and support the sentence when right and to give it due execution."19 This
threefold division of legislation, judgement, and execution is in conception an exact parallel of the categories George Lawson had developed, but
for the most part in the earlier chapters of the Second Treatise Locke remained true to the older twofold division of functions and authority. Thus
when the inconveniences of the state of nature give rise to civil society,
said Locke, the legislative and executive powers are established: the former
when men give up the power of doing whatever they think fit for their own
preservation, to be regulated instead by the laws of the society; the latter
by their giving up their power to punish others, in order to create a power
to enforce these laws.20 Locke still saw the main function of the State as
essentially judicial; the function of the legislature was to "dispense Justice,"
and the State was, therefore, the judge which had been lacking in the state
of nature, so that, like earlier writers, Locke had an equivocal view of the
judicial function. He emphasized very strongly the need for independent,
impartial judges, and the distinction between giving judgement and the
execution of judgement is clearly seen; but when at a later stage he made
an all-inclusive statement about the "powers of government" he did not
formulate a separate judicial power alongside the legislative and executrve
powers, or, more accurately, he did not divide the functions of the enforcement of the law into two independent "powers" as Lawson had done.
17. Op. cit., IX, 128-9, and VII, paras 87-88
18. Ibid., IX, paras. 128 and 1)0
19 Ibid., IX, paras. 124-6
20 ibid, IX, paras. 1)0-1
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Locke's most important modification of the conception of the functions
of government lies in his attempt to divide up the "executive power" in a
different way, that is to take into account the different nature of the internal and external responsibilities of the government. The power of making
war and peace, and of entering into alliances, was the second mark of sovereignty, according to Bodin's formulation,"

and Lawson and Sidney had

both distinguished the sword of war from the sword of justice. Locke distinguished a third "power," the federative power, "which one may call natural,
because it is that which answers to the power every man naturally had before he entred into society."22 The federative power contains the "Power
of War and Peace, Leagues and Alliances, and all the Transactions, with all
Persons and Communities without the Commonwealth."23 Locke made it
quite clear that the distinction between the executive authority proper, and
that part of it which he labels "federative," is one of function only, for he
immediately insisted that though they "be really distinct in themselves, yet
they are hardly to be separated, and placed, at the same time, in the hands
of distinct Persons."24 Why then bother to make this distinction? The importance of what Locke has to say here has generally been overlooked, and
the failure, particularly on the part of Montesquieu, to take up this point,
has contributed greatly to the inadequacy of the classification of government functions. Locke was writing at a time when the supremacy of the
legislature over the policy of the government in internal affaIrs was being
established. The King must rule according to law. But Locke realized, as did
others before him, that the control of internal affairs, particularly taxation,
presented very different problems from those of external affairs. In matters
of war, and of treaties with foreign powers, it was not possible, and still is
not possible today, to subject the government to the sort of prior control
that is possible in domestic matters. As Locke put it, "Though this federative Power in the well or ill management of it be of great moment to the
commonwealth, yet it is much less capable to be directed by antecedent,
standing, positive Laws, than the Executive."2S Thomas Jefferson was later
Bookes, I, 10.
Ibid., XII, para 146.
25 Ibid, XII, para. 147

22.

21. SZX

2).

•

Second Treatise, XII, para. 145

24. Ibid., XII, para. 148.
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is not "executing,"
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ecutive Power in himself alone, there is no Judge to be found, no Appeal
lies open to anyone, who may fairly, and indifferently, and with Authority
decide."29 The very nature of limited government required that these two
functions and authorities should not be in one man's hands. Nor was it safe
to place both in the hands of a representative legislature. There must be
a separate executive power, for, Locke frequently insisted, the legislature
must only concern itself with the passing of general rules, and it should
not be constantly in session. "Constant frequent meetings of the Legislative, and long Continuations of their Assemblies ...

could not but be

burthensome to the People, and must necessarily in time produce more
dangerous inconveniences." 30 If the legislature does not limit itself to the
promulgation of standing laws, but assumes to itself the power to rule by
"extemporary Arbitrary Decrees," then the purpose of the creation of the
State, the ending of the situation in which everyone is "Judge, Interpreter
and Executioner" of the Law of Nature, is confounded." "In Governments,
where the Legislative is in one lasting Assembly always in being, or in one
Man, as in Absolute Monarchies, there is danger still, that they will think
themselves to have a distinct interest from the rest of the Community." 32
Locke had that distrust both of Kings and of legislatures which made him
unwilling to see power concentrated in the hands of either of them. For this
reason, as well as for reasons of efficiency and convenience, he concluded
that the legislative and executive powers should be in separate hands. "It
may be too great a temptation to humane frailty, apt to grasp at Power,
for the same Persons who have the power of making Laws, to have also in
their hands the power to execute them, whereby they may exempt themselves from Obedience to the Laws they make, and suit the Law, both in
its making and execution, to their own private advantage." 33There could
hardly be a clearer statement than this of the essence of the doctrine of the
separation of powers.
However, the main objection to seeing Locke as a proponent of the
doctrine, even in a modified form, is his emphatic assertion of legislative
29. lbid , VII, paras. 90-91.
31. Ibid., XI, para 136.
33. Ibid., XII, para. 143.

30. Ibid , XIII, para 156.
• 32. Ibid., XI, para. 138.
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"There can be but one supream power, which is the legislative,

to which all the rest are and must be subordinate."34
tent with the doctrine,

which not merely places the separate funcnons

The complete subordination

to another is surely inconsistent

in

status for the agencies of

distinct hands, but implies a certain co-ordinate
government?

Is this view consis-

of one agency of the government

with the doctrine. In fact Locke took great

pains to make it clear that no single agency of government
that the two main branches of the government,

is omnipotent,

the legislature

and the ex-

Part of the difficulty here arises simply from the ambiguity

of the term

ecutive, do have an autonomous

status.

"power," which Locke used in two senses in this context, and also because
he used "legislative"

both as an adjective and as a noun. When he insisted

upon the supremacy

of the legislative

power, Locke was clearly making

two distinct points. First, the legislative function

is prior to the executive,

and the latter must be exercised according to the rules which result from
the exercise of the former. This is, of course, an essential part of democratic
theory. The supremacy
separation

of the law is certainly

a part of the doctrine of the

of powers. Second, Locke was saying that there is a clear sense

in which the executive branch must be subordinate
what can give Laws to another,
this is perfectly consistent

to the legislature.

must needs be supenor

"For

to hIm."35 Again

with the doctrine; the executive must not make

laws, he must carry out the commands
as Locke goes. By legislative

of the legislature.

supremacy

But this is as far

he does not mean that the execu-

tive is a mere office-boy, to be completely

subordinated

to the legislature

in the exercise of his own functions. On the contrary the power of the legISlature is itself limited to the exercise of its own proper functions.
Locke, and his contemporaries,
power" is supreme,

argued

that although

even absolute, it is not arbitrary

and unhrruted.

listed four bounds to the extent of the legislative authority,
important
or supream
porary

of these for our purposes
authority,

arbitrary

is his assertion

the "legislative
Locke

and the most

that "the legislative,

cannot assume to its self a power to rule by extem-

decrees, but is bound to dispense JustIce, and decide the

34. Ibid , XIII, para 149.

35 Ibid , XIII, para 150
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rights of the subject by promulgated standing laws, and known authoris'd
Iudges."> This is exactly the objection to the activities of the Long Parliament that formed the basis of the distrust of legislatures in and after the
Civil War. The nature of the legislative authority is tied to settled procedures of legislation, and does not extend to "extemporary dictates and
undetermined resolutions." 37The legislative authority is the authority to

act in a particular way. Furthermore, Locke argued, those who wield this
authority should make only general rules, "They are to govern by promulgated establish'd Laws, not to be varied in particular cases."3SLocke stressed
the fact that the legislative power was delegated from the people, and developed what was later to become in the United States the doctrine that
the delegation of legislative power to non-legislative bodies is unconstitutional," Thus "legislative supremacy" for Locke was clearly very different
from the right of a legislature

to

do anything it wished in any way that it

wished.
The other side of the coin was the position of the executive agency.
Locke emphasized the independent autonomous elements in the position of
the executive. For this purpose he drew upon the same ideas that we found
in the work of Philip Hunton. To be sure Locke did not place a great deal
of emphasis upon the theory of mixed government. He acknowledged that
the community may "make compounded and mixed Forms of Government,
as they think good,"40 but for the most part his analysis was in terms of the
relationships between the legislature and the executive, with little reference
to the House of Lords. It was only when he discussed the "dissolution of
government" that he assumed a legislature composed of a single hereditary
person, an assembly of hereditary nobility, and an assembly of representatives, as a hypothetical framework for the system of government.'! Though
he placed relatively little emphasis upon mixed government, Locke, with
the restored monarchy in mind, gave a share in the exercise of the legislative function to the King, and it is here that he made use of Hunton's ideas
36 Ibid., XI, para 136

37 IbId., XI, para. 137·

38. Ibid , XI, para. 142.

• 39. Ibid., XI, para. 141.

40. Ibid., X, para 132

41. Ibid., XIX, para. 213
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in order to raise the executive branch from a position of subordination
status co-ordinate

with the representative

In some commonwealths,

to a

parts of the government.

says Locke, where the "Executive

is vested in

a single Person, who has also a share in the legislative; there that single
Person in a very tolerable sense may also be called Supream."

Not because

he has all the supreme power, "which

but because

"he has in him the Supream

IS

Execution,

trates derive all their several subordinate
is placed anywhere

that of Law-making,"

from whom all inferiour

Powers." 42 If the executive power

other than in a person who has a share of the legislanve

power, then the executive

is "visibly subordinate

and accountable

The supreme executive power can only be co-ordinate
ordination"

Magis-

to it."

("exempt from sub-

in Locke's words) if the person in whom that power is vested

has also a share of the legislative power.v In this way the Executrve must
agree to the laws to which he will have to conform, so that "he is no more
subordinate

than he himself shall think fit, which one may certainly

clude will be but very little."

44

can only be fully understood

in the light of the events which had preceded

the composition

This seemingly

rather tortured

con-

argument

of the Second Treatise and of the writings of Hunton

others who had grappled

with the problems

of reconcilmg

and

the "negative

voice" of the King with his being subject to the law and limited to carrying it out. Locke was emphasizing

that the King's primary

function

is to

execute the law, but that some way must be found of giving him a degree
of independence

that will place him on some level of equality with the two

Houses of Parliament,

and this his veto power will achieve. But Locke, like

the Founding

saw the role of the "Executive"

essentially
withhold

Fathers,

in this respect as

a negative one. The formal power of the King is to assent to, or
his assent from, legislation

tion of the co-ordinate

passed by the two Houses. His asser-

status of the executive branch did not stop there.

He devoted a chapter to the discussion of the prerogative
"the discretion

which constitutes

of him, that has the Executive Power."45 Legislators are not

able to foresee, and provide for, all the things necessary for the good of the
42 Ibid., XIII, para. 151

43 Ibid, XIII, para 152

44. Ibid.

45 Ibid, XIV, para 159
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community. There are many things for which the law can "by no means"
provide. Accidents may happen and strict adherence to the laws may do
harm. For all these reasons the executive has "the Power to act according to
discretion, for the publick good, without the prescription of the Law, and
sometimes even against it."46Only the flexibility that this discretion gives
enables the proper execution of the laws and provides for changing conditions. The prerogative is ultimately under the control of the legislature, but
it also includes a certain authority over the legislature, that is the right to
determine the precise time, duration, and meeting-place of Parliaments,"
Locke's theory of government, therefore, embodied the essential elements of the doctrine of the separation of powers, but it was not the pure
doctrine. The legislature, in its widest sense, included the person who had
the sole executive power. This did not mean, however, that there was a
"fusion of powers" in the system. The basic division of function was clear.
The King could not legislate, but only accede to legislation. The Parliament
supervised the execution of the law, but must not itself execute. This was
the basis of the theory of the balanced constitution, a theory which we
may label as a partial separation of functions, for there was a sharing of the
legislative authority, but a fundamental division of function between executive and legislature. The extent to which Locke may be described as "the
Father of the United States Constitution" should now be somewhat clearer.
Fundamentally this partial separation of functions is the theory upon which
the relationship between the President and Congress was established. The
legislative function was given to Congress, the executive function to the
President, but the President had a veto over legislation. Apart from the fact
that the President's veto could be overridden, the major difference between
the Americans and Locke on this point was that the Constitution gave the
President a share of the legislative function without his being in the legislature, whereas in England the position of the King as a member of the
legislative branch seemed to give a very different flavour to the relationship. But did it? If the King's legislative function was confined to a veto,
just as is the President's, then whether he was formally a member of the
46. Ibid., XlV, para. 160.

47. Ibid., XIV, para. 167.
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legislative branch or not is unimportant. What is much more important IS
the power of King or President to influence or coerce the legislature. But
neither Locke nor the Founding Fathers saw the executive as a "legislative
leader" who would actively make the law in this way. Locke strongly condemned corruption in elections, and the use by the executive of bribery to
ensure that legislators would support a particular point of VIew."To prepare
such an Assembly as this, and endeavour to set up the declared Abettors
of his own Will ... is certainly a great breach of trust .... "48 Nor should
we see Locke as a theorist of cabinet government, for when he was writing, the idea of "a single person" as the executive dominated men's minds.
True, the "single person," whether King or Protector, needed ministers and
advisers, and subordinate magistrates, but it mattered little whether or not
they were members of either House of Parliament, except in so far as the
practical needs of government required. It was the single person who was to
be subjected to control, not his subordinates, who were simply his instruments. The separation of persons did not much interest Locke, therefore,
because the ministers' membership of the legislature was not so Important
to him as their ability to control it by corrupt means. As the seventeenth
century closed and the eighteenth began, however, the building up of the
cabinet focused much more attention on this aspect of government; and
the complete exclusion of officeholders, enacted in the Act of Settlement
of 1-701, if it had not been later amended, would have created a system of
government in Britain not far removed from that which was later to be
established in France, under the Constitution of 1791, as a consequence of
deference to the idea of the separation of powers.
We have, then, already in Locke some of the major elements of the
theory of balanced government, the sharing of the legislative authority,
and the division of the functions of government. A major difference between Locke and the eighteenth-century

writers, both in England and later

in the United States, was his neglect of the judicial function. Locke did
not attribute, as Lawson had done, an autonomous judicial function to the
House of Lords. If we add this further dimension, plus a greater emphasis
48. Ibid, XIX, para

222
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upon mixed government than Locke had given, the theory of the balanced
constitution is almost complete; but this greater emphasis upon mixed government in eighteenth-century

theory is important, for it is true to say

that the doctrine of the separation of powers shows a much clearer influence in the work of Locke than it does in early eighteenth-century

writings

in England. In the latter the doctrine was subordinated to the theory of
mixed government, whereas John Locke's vocabulary and approach were
much nearer those of his contemporaries who had personally experienced
a system of government without King or House of Lords.
The relatively clear division of the functions of government that had
been evolved in the later seventeenth century became somewhat blurred
as the theory of the balanced constitution was established in the eighteenth. The strong emphasis upon the legislative and executive functions
which we find in the work of Locke and his predecessors was closely related to the seventeenth-century

need to set limits upon royal power, and

to a lesser extent upon the power of Parliament; but with the relatively

firm position achieved for the monarchy by the Revolution Settlement a
completely new situation arose. The dominant political theory was a conservative one, a concern to maintain the "perfect balance" which it was
believed had been achieved within the system of government. As Dean
Swift wrote in

1701:

"I see no other course to be taken in a settled state,

than a steady constant resolution in those, to whom the rest of the balance
is entrusted, never to give way so far to popular clamours, as to make the
least breach in the constitution."

49

As a result there was a tendency to place

the emphasis once again upon a list of the "parts of sovereignty" similar to those that had earlier been put forward by writers who were more
interested in enumerating the contents of sovereign power than in settling
limits to arbitrary rule. The fact is that a straightforward classification into
two or even three "powers" of government was inadequate for the theory
of the balanced constitution, for this was finnly based upon two propositions: first, that the legislative authority was shared between King, Lords,
49. Jonathan Swift, A Discourse of the Contests and Dissennons between the Nobles and Com-

mons,"

Athens and Rome, 1701, m Works, London, 1766, Vol. III, P: 52
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and Commons;

second, that each of these had, in the words of John Toland,

"their peculiar

Priviledges

and Prerogatives."

50

Thus there must be three

in addition to the legislative power.

distinct sets of "powers and priviledges"

The parts of the sovereign power were parcelled out, therefore,

among the

three branches

divided up

of government.

the powers of government,

Thus William Stephens in 1699

other than the legislative, giving the executive

power the power of making war and peace, and the power over the mint to
the King, the "last appeal" in all cases of law to the Lords, and the power
of raising money for the support of the government
In the first half of the eighteenth
ment was in the ascendency

the theory of mixed govern-

agaIn, more so, indeed, than ever before. But

it was no longer the undifferentiated
preceded

century

to the Commons.v

theory of mixed government

that had

the Civil War. The ideas behind the separation

of powers were

added to it so that each element of the mixed government

might wield an

independent

and co-ordinate

authonty

that gave It the ability to check the

exercise of power by the other branches. Thus the pnnciple of functionally
differentiated

agencies became an integral

anced constitution,
interrelationships

and the exact articulation

state, the limits of power deposited

is essential

the legislative

tions of government
particular

with each party ought to be ascerwas stated in 1701 by Sir Humphrey

in terms little different from those used by Charles I in 1642.53

this constitution

54

and the

52

of the constitution

The mixed constitution

power."

of then functions,

for "in order to preserve the balance In a mixed

tained, and generally known."
Mackworth

of the bal-

of the agencies and their members, became a major con-

cern of political writers;

This theory

part of the theory

to a happy and secure State, but In

authority

is shared, whilst the other func-

are divided so that there IS "a prudent

The three branches

of the supreme authority

distribution

of

must have "several

powers lodged in them," In order that each may prevent the en-

50 The Art of Governmg by Partys, London, 1701, p 31
51. A Letter to HIS Most Excellent MaJesty King WIlliam III, jrd edn , London, 1699, PP
52 SWIft, 0p. CIt., Vol III, p. 17
53. A Vmdlcatron of the RIghts of the Commons

54 Ibid, p. 2
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croachment of the others. The King must have the power of making war
and peace, of command of the forces, of the calling and dissolving of parliaments, and of the appointment of all officers, ecclesiastical, civil, and
military. The particular powers of the Commons are the levying of money
and the impeachment of Ministers, while the Lords are entrusted with the
"right of judicature." Thus within the umbrella of the legislative power the
three branches exercise separate powers that enable each of them to check
the others." Each of these branches must be "limited and bounded by one
another, in such a manner that one may not be allowed to encroach on the
other." This is the "infallible touchstone" of a happy constitution=
This was the basic pattern of the early-eighteenth-century

theory of

the constitution, and, in spite of a very poor prose style, Mackworth set it
forth faithfully. Discussions about the nature of the constitution took place
within this framework, which was itself rarely questioned. Bitter differences of opinion arose, based upon the political issues of the day, but the
arguments were couched in terms of the proper articulation of the parts
of this constitution, in terms of the details of its "proper" working, not of
its own adequacy, or inadequacy. The first half of the eighteenth century
in England was not a period of great political writers, and we must look
for these arguments about the constitution in the occasional pieces that
resulted from the clashes over particular issues of the day. These reveal
some of the problems of the theory of the balanced constitution, and of the
mechanisms it involved, which were reflected later in the practical working
of the Constitution of the United States.
The Peerage Bill of 1719 provoked perhaps the most interesting discussion of the nature of the balanced constitution and the role of the "partial
separation of functions" in this constitution. The Peerage Bill represented
an attempt by Whig leaders to "freeze" the size of the House of Lords
at 235 peers, and as they at the time controlled the House of Lords, so
to continue this control indefinitely. The royal prerogative to create new
peers was to be limited to the replacement of peerages which became ex55 Ibid., PP 2-). Mackwonh ISat pams to.resmct the use of the term, the "power of judicature," to the Lords' power to try impeachments.
56 Ibid, p. 4·
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failure of issue. In this way the Whig leaders, who feared

that the succession of the Prince of Wales to the throne would bring about
a new, and to them unfavourable,
tain control of the government;
Act also to preserve

attitude

m the monarchy,

hoped to re-

and perhaps by repealing the Septennial

the existing

House of Commons."

The proposal to

limit the size of the House of Lords involved a considerable
royal authority

and provoked

teers concerning
philosophy

a bitter altercation

between

change in the
nval pamphle-

the extent to which this was compatible with the over-all

of the British Constitution.

on the Peerage Bill was compatible

Each side claimed that its positron

with that constitution,

and indeed that

their view was the only one possible that would preserve the constitution.
We are thus presented

with an extensive discussion of the relationship

be-

tween King, Lords, and Commons."
The proponents

of the Bill argued that the proposed alteration

was nec-

essary in order to give to the House of Lords that degree of independence
of the monarch that would enable it to play its proper role as the moderator
of disputes between

the King and the Commons,

for the constitution

should the other two branches

role could only be safeguarded

and to act as a safeguard
unite against it. ThIS

if the Lords were to be free from the threat

of the creation of sufficient new peerages to swamp the existing majority.
The existence of this threat rendered It a subordinate
ment, not a co-ordinate
mixed government
threefold,

branch of the govern-

member as required both by the basic doctrine of

and by the constitutional

balance; for these required a

not a twofold, division of governmental

power if anyone

branch

was to have a casting vote in disputes. In defence of the Bill Addison wrote:

"It is necessary that these three branches should be entirely separate and
distinct from each other, so that no one of them may he too much under
the influence and controul of either of the collateral branches."

59

The oppo-

nents of the Bill, led by Sir Robert Walpole, argued, however, that although

57 See E. R. Turner, "The Peerage BIll of 1719," English Histortcal ReView, Vol 28, 191}, pp
24}-59
58 See the collection of pamphlets

In the

Bodleian library

8°,766
59 The Old Whig, No 1, London, 1719, p 2
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each of the branches must be independent of the others, nevertheless it
was essential that each branch should exercise a check to the power of the
others, if the balance were to be maintained. If the King had the Commons'
power to raise money, then the monarchy would be absolute. If the power
of dissolution were to be abolished, then the Commons would "devolve
into an ill-contrived democracy,"60 and if the prerogative of creating peers
were removed the Lords would become an unrestrained aristocracy. It was
pointed out also that those who supported the independence of the Lords
were not at the same time proposing a means by which the independence
of the Commons would be safeguarded from control through "influence."
Steele summed up the fundamental objection to the complete independence of the branches of the government: "The unhappy consequence that
must ensue would be that if any discord shou'd arise betwixt them, and
each remain inflexibly resolv'd, here the constitution would want a casting
power."61 Thus deadlock would ensue, and would result in the resolution
of the problem by violence, as no other means would be open.
It is not to be supposed that those who proposed the Peerage Bill really

believed in the perfect independence of all three branches of the government, for their plan depended upon their being able to control the House
of Commons through the system of influence; the discussion does reveal,
however, the two possible approaches to the element of the separation of
powers doctrine that we find embedded in this eighteenth-century view
of the constitution. Given separate branches of the government exercising
distinct but interlocking functions, or sharing in the exercise of a particular
function, should the independence-of-each-other

of these three branches

be as great as possible, or should care be taken to ensure that the independence of each, although real, should be limited by powers in the others
to prevent that independence from being allowed to wreck the operation
of government altogether? This dispute was a curtain-raiser for the different views about the doctrine of the separation of powers, which were to
characterize French and American attitudes later in the century. In the English political disputes of the first half of the eighteenth century the ideas
60 The Thoughts of a Member of the Lower House, etc, London, 1719,
61. The Plebian, No. II, London, 1719, p.

11.

p. 7.
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of the doctrine of the separation of powers were applied to the theory of
mixed government, and the result was a theory of checks and balances,
which was very different from the earlier theory of mixed government;
for In the latter the branches of the government were intended to share in
the exercise of its functions. In the new doctrine each branch, It is true,
was to share in the supreme legislative power, but each was also to have a
basis of its own distinctive functions that would gIve it independence, and
at the same time would give it the power to modify positively the attitudes
of the other branches of government. In England this theory was applied
to the institutions of a mixed monarchy, but it was quite capable of being
adapted at a later date to a different set of institutions in which a monarch
and a hereditary aristocracy played no part.
The great political issue of this period was, of course, the use of "influence" in politics, the bribery of electors and the corruptIOn of members of
the House of Commons in order to gain a majority favourable to the Ministry. This system of influence can be seen as the first of the links between
the executive and legislative branches that formed the basis of the newly
developing pattern of cabinet government. In an age when party allegiance
alone was not a reliable means of ensunng the support of members of parliament for government policies, the system of influence provided a useful
alternative. At the same time corruption can be seen as a means of subverting the balance of the constitution, of uniting powers that should be
divided, and reducing to subordination in practice a branch of the government which in theory was co-ordinate in power. The eighteenth century
was, therefore, both the age of the emergence of cabinet government, and
the age of place-bills, proposed in an attempt to maintain the division between parliament and the executive. The success of the British Constitution
can perhaps be attributed to the fact that In the end those who wanted to
control the Commons and those who wished the Commons to be free of
office-holders were both partially successful.
The greatest opponent of the system of corruption was Henry St. John,
Viscount Bolingbroke, who for many years defended his concept of the
balanced constitution against the "ministerial system" of Sir Robert Walpole. Bolingbroke was well acquainted with Montesquieu, and the latter
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undoubtedly gained much of his knowledge of the separation of powers
doctrine from Bolingbroke and his writings/" Walpole in his fight against
the Peerage Bill had argued that too much independence in the branches
of the government would create "a state of war, instead of a civil state,"63
and the later defenders of his own ministerial system argued that business
could not be carried on or a government subsist "by several powers absolutely distinct and absolutely independent."64 Bolingbroke reported the
VIews of his opponents that corruption was necessary to "oil the wheels of
government, and to render the Administration more smooth and easy."65
These men, he said, present the constitution in a ridiculous and contemptible light. For them the constitution is "no better than a jumble of incompatible powers, which would separate and fall to pieces of themselves"
without the cement of corruption= Bolingbroke's statement of the essence
of the constitution is remarkably clear."
A King of Great Britam is that supreme magistrate, who has a negative
voice in the legislature. He is entrusted with the executive power, and several other powers and privileges, which we call prerogative, are annex'd to
this trust. The two Houses of Parliament have their rights and privileges,
some of which are common to both; others particular to each. They prepare,
they pass bills, or they refuse to pass such as are sent to them. They address,
represent, advise, remonstrate. The supreme judicature resides in the Lords.
The Commons are the grand inquest of the nation; and to them it belongs to
judge of national expences, and to give supplies accordingly.

Bolingbroke emphasized that the division of powers between the three
branches was an essential element in this structure. If the King had the
legislative as well as the executive powers he would be absolute, and if
either of the Houses had both we should have an aristocracy or a democracy. "It is this division of power, these distinct privileges attributed to the
King, to the Lords and to the Commons which constitute a limited mon62. See R. Shackleton,

63.
64
65.
66
67.

Montesquleu: A Critical Biography, Oxford, 1961, pp 298-300
Some ReflectIOns upon a Pamphlet called the Old Whig, London, 1719, p. 16
The London Journal, 4 July 1730, quoted by Shackleton op. cit., p 299.
A Dissertation upon Parties, znd edn., London, 1735, p. 119·
Of the Constituiton of Great Bntam, m A Collection of Political Tracts, London, 1748, p. 251.
Remarks on the History of England, London, 1743, p 82.
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archy."68 Thus a partial sharing and a partial separation
government

of the functions of

among distinct bodies of persons was the fundamental

teristic of the English system of government.
defence of his view that the independence

charac-

Bolingbroke then presented a
of the parts of the government,

which is subverted

by the system of corruption,

with their "mutual

dependency."

was perfectly

compatible

The parts of the government

have each

the power to exercise some control over the others, and they are therefore
mutually

dependent.

be independent
IS a necessary

prerequisite

so then "mutual
constant

ThIS does not mean that they cannot and should not

of each other also. Indeed the independence
to their being interdependent,

dependency

dependency

of the branches

is that moment

for if It were not

changed

of one part" on the others."

into a particular,

Thus there would be no

balance at all.
Here then, set out with great clarity, is the Enghsh mid-eighteenthcentury

amalgam

separation

of mixed government,

of powers. Although

legislative

supremacy,

playing a subordinate

and the

role in this theory,

the ideas of the separatIOn of powers doctrine are essential to it. The drvision of the functions
neither
doctrine
thority

of government

the functions

among distinct agencies is there, but

nor the agencies

of the separation

follow the categories

of powers, and in one vital function

is shared, not divided. The idea of the separation

very important,

demanding

cies of government.
office-holders

of the pure

at least a partial separation

There were recurrent

and pensioners.

the au-

of persons is also
among the agen-

attempts to rid the Commons

In the Act of Settlement

of

provision was made

for the exclusion from the House of Commons of all office-holders,

which,

if it had not been repealed before coming into effect, would have made a
very considerable

difference to the British system of government.

of checks to the exercise of power, through
divided agencies of government

the opposition

The idea

of functionally

in distinct hands, is there, but it IS a much

more positive view of the necessary

checks to the exercise of power than

the pure doctrine envisaged.
From the point of view of the development

of the pure theory of the
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separation of powers, therefore, the first half of the eighteenth century
represented a retreat from the positions reached in the Civil War and in
the work of John Locke. The more revolutionary theory had been assimilated by, and subordinated to, the older theory of mixed government, and
the English attitude towards the Constitution was long to remain in this
mould. But of the two doctrines, the doctrine of the separation of powers
represented the thought of the future, the theory of mixed government
the thought of the past. The ascendency of the doctrine of the separation
of powers in America and on the continent of Europe was to come as the
result of the work of Montesquieu, and on the wave of new revolutions
which again swept away the assumptions underlying the theory of mixed
government, just as they had been swept away in England, for a time at
least, when Charles I laid his head upon the block.
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did not invent the doctrine of the separation

of powers, and that

much of what he had to say in Book XI Chapter 6 of the De 1'Esprit des Loix
was taken over from contemporary
Montesquieu,

it is true, contributed

English writers, and from John Locke.'
new ideas to the doctrine; he empha-

sized certain elements in it that had not previously
particularly
important

in relation to the judiciary, and he accorded the doctrine a more
position than did most previous writers. However, the influence
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The appearance of his great work was awaited with impatience, and, once
published, it quickly ran through several editions. When the work appeared
it was clearly not a piece of transient political propaganda, as had been
many of the writings we have so far surveyed-it

was the result of twenty

years of preparation, and was intended as a scientific study of government,
encompassing the whole length and breadth of history, and accounting for
all the factors affecting the political life of man. Montesquieu, in his Preface, made it clear what the work contained:" "I have laid down the first
principles, and have found that the particular cases follow naturally from
them; that the histories of all nations are only consequences of them; and
that every particular law is connected with another law, or depends on some
other of a more general extent." These principles are not drawn from the
writer's prejudices, but "from the nature of things." Montesquieu intends
to show the way in which the laws of each State are related to the nature
and principles of its form of government, to the climate, soil, and economy
of the country, and to its manners and customs.' Such a scientific approach
rules out the expression of personal likes and dislikes: "Every nation will
here find the reasons on which its maxims are founded." No absolute solutions are proposed, only the necessary relationships between the form of
government and the laws are exposed. This claim to scientific detachment
gives to Montesquieu's work a status that no political pamphleteer could
claim. The doctrine of the separation of powers is embedded in this examination of cause and effect in the political system. It is no longer an isolated
doctrine, taken up when political advantage makes it expedient, and put off
when no longer needed; it is part of the relationships of a particular type of
legal system; and furthermore, it is a necessary characteristic of that system which has political liberty as its direct aim. De l'Esprit des Loix was
hailed as the first systematic treatise on politics since Aristotle; not a desiccated, boring treatise for the expert alone, but rather as a work the brilliant
style of which made it an object of attention for all educated men. Indeed,
2
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remarked

that it was Montesquieu's

style alone which

a work so full of error,'

De l'Esprii des Loix was published in 1748, and so became available at
the beginning
America.

of a period of great change and development

Ideas which had blossomed

had been premature

and unrealistic

in Europe and

in the English Civil War, but

which

in terms of the then existing society,

could now find fertile ground in the British colonies of North America and
in France. Within
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about his
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ment, or did he believe in a mixed system, or was he a good republican?
Evidence for all these points of view can be found in his great work, and,
indeed, it was the very fact that the
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by reason, which never produced any great effect in the mind of man." 6 In
the realm of politics this is of the greatest consequence: "Constant experience shows us that every man invested with power is apt to abuse it, and
to carry his authority as far as it will gO."7However, this tendency towards
the abuse of power can be moderated by the constitution of the government and by the laws, for, although by no means a starry-eyed utopian,
Montesquieu, like the Greeks, believed that the nature of the State's constitution is of the greatest consequence. Thus Montesquieu commenced his
work with a description of the three different types of government, their
nature and their principles, for if he could establish these, then the laws
would "flow thence as from their source." 8 Let us look at the way in which
Montesquieu dealt WIth this problem of the control of power.
He defined three types of government: republican, monarchical, and
despotic. In the first the people is possessed of the supreme power; in a monarchy a single person governs by fixed and established laws; in a despotic
government a single person directs everything by his own will and caprice?
Republican government can be subdivided into aristocracy and democracy,
the former being a State in which the supreme power is in the hands of
a part of the people, not, as in a democracy, in the body of the people. In
a despotic government there can be no check to the power of the prince,
no limitations to safeguard the individual-the
idea of the separation of
powers in any form is foreign to despotic governments. In an aristocracy
also, though it be a moderate government, the legislative and executive
authority are in the same hands," However, in a democracy, Montesquieu
argued, the corruption of the government sets in when the people attempt
to govern directly and try "to debate for the senate, to execute for the
magistrate, and to decide for the judges."ll Montesquieu implied, then, that
some form of separation of powers is necessary to a democracy, but he did
not develop this point. The relevance of this to modern states is in any case
rather slight, as Montesquieu believed that democracy was only suitable
6. De l'Espni des
8. Ibid , I, ).
10

Ibid , II, ).

LOIX,

XIX, 27

7. Ibid., XI, 4·
9. Ibid , II, 1
11. Ibid., VIII,

86
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to small societies.P The most extended treatment he gives of institutional
checks to power, therefore, is to be found in his discussion of monarchy
and of the English Constitution. These two discussions, though obviously
connected in spirit, seem to be drawn from quite different sources, and to
depend upon different principles. Each system is praised for its virtues, but
it is difficult to say that Montesquieu clearly favoured one above the other.
Here we have the source of the confusions on this subject.
The different elements in Montesquieu's approach to the control of
power can be attributed to his two major sources of inspiration. On the
one hand the influence of English writers, especially Locke and Bolingbroke, is clear.P From the time of the Civil War onwards the volume of
translations of English works on politics, and of French commentaries on
England, had grown, until in the early eighteenth century it reached large
proportions. Dedieu points to the importance of the exiled Huguenot journalists, lauding the virtues of the Glorious Revolution, to the wrinngs of
anglophile Frenchmen, and to the work of historians who emphasized the
role of the English Parliament as a balance to the power of the Crown.P In
particular Rapin- Thoyras, in his Histoire d'Angleterre in 1717, emphasized
the importance of a balanced constitution and mixed government. Voltaire in 1734 published a French edition of his English Letters, in which he
wrote of the "melange dans Ie gouvernement dAngleterre, ce concert entre
les Communes, les Lords et Ie Roy."lS These, together with Montesquieu's
travels in England, his acquaintance with Bolingbroke, and his knowledge
of the writings in the Craftsman, the paper for which Bolingbroke wrote,"
are the sources of the main ideas to be found in his chapter on the English
Constitution.
There are other sources, nearer at home, however, for Montesquieu's

12 Ibid, VIII, 1.6
1.) On Locke see Dedieu, op Cit, Ch VI, on Bolmgbroke

see Robert Shackleton, "Montes-
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attitude towards monarchy. Here, as in his description of the English Constitution, Montesquieu was concerned with the control of arbitrary power,
but in a different way, and in a different context. As an aristocrat, and
president

a mortier

of the parlement of Bordeaux, he could look back upon

a long tradition of French resistance to the idea of despotism, not along
the lines of the English developments, but in terms of the power of the
parlements, and of the aristocracy and clergy of France as checks upon the
royal authority," Bodin, though asserting the indivisibility of the sovereign
power of the King, nevertheless had advocated that the parlements should
have the power of remonstrance and of enregistering royal enactments, so
that they might judge these in the light of justice and equity," The parlements had from time to time asserted their right to refuse to register royal
edicts, especially the parlement of Bordeaux, of which Montesquieu later
became a president

a mortierv

Boulainvilliers in 1727 had argued that all

the unhappiness of France was due to the way in which the nobility had declined in power, and it was in defence of a similar thesis that Montesquieu
approached the problem of the French monarchy." Thus when Montesquieu defined monarchy, as opposed to despotism, as a system in which
"intermediate,

subordinate, and dependent powers" played an essential

role, and named these intermediate powers as the nobility, the clergy, and
the parlements, he was following a well-trodden path in French thought.
It is Bodin, however, more than any other thinker, who would seem to
have provided the pattern for Montesquieu's idea of monarchy; and if this
is so, it is of great importance, for Bodin's views on sovereignty are bound
to colour the whole nature of the approach to the monarchical system."
Bodin had, it is true, been concerned to champion a strong monarchy, and
to stress the concentration of power in the hands of the monarch, but he
also stressed the difference between a tyranny and a "royal" or "legitimate"
17
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monarchy. The latter is one in which the king "yieldeth himself as obedient
unto the laws of nature as he desireth his subjects to be towards himselfe,
leaving unto every man his naturalllibertie,

and the proprietie

goods." 22He accorded a role in the government,

of his own

if only a subordinate

and the parlements. The pattern of Bodin's royal

one, to the States-General
monarchy

even

is very close to Montesquieu's

view of monarchy,

and there is

little evidence to suggest that the latter saw any real modification
structure

of this form of government

that would approximate

ration of powers." It is true that Montesquieu
erate government,"

in the

to a "sepa-

writes that to form a "mod-

which of course includes monarchy, it is "necessary to

combine the several powers; to regulate,

temper, and set them in motion;

to give, as it were, ballast to one, in order to enable it to counterpoise

the

other."23 However, it is difficult to place much weight upon this statement
as an indication
moderate

of Montesquieu's

government,

Montesquieu
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pendent intermediate powers" would be annihilated." The king's ministers
ought not to sit as judges, because they would lack the necessary detachment and coolness requisite to a judge.27There must be many "formalities"
in the legal process in a monarchy in order to leave the defendant all possible means of making his defence." and the judges must conform to the
law.29 In the monarchy, then, power is exercised in a controlled way, but
it is not the separation of powers in the sense in which we have used this
term, at any rate as far as the legislative and executive powers are concerned. There is considerable emphasis upon the role of the judges, but "the
prince is the source of all power," and he clearly exercises both the legislative and executive powers within the fundamental constitution."

The

checks upon the royal power operate as a result of the existence of the various orders of society through which that power must be channelled, but
these "intermediate powers" do not even include a body of representatives
of the people. The people's safeguard is in the principle of monarchy, honour, which, by definition, infuses the rule of the monarch over his people,"
This, then, is what Montesquieu seems to have considered best for France;
it is the ancestral constitution that had been for a time subverted, a constitution in which the King did not exercise a capricious and arbitrary power,
but not a constitution that can be described as embodying the separation
of powers. Indeed we must not be confused by the terminology Montesquieu uses. Undoubtedly today his "monarchy" would be described as a
despotism, if a benevolent one. His constitutional monarch was in the tradition of French, not English, thought. It certainly is not the monarchy that
the seventeenth-century constitutional battles produced in England. Even
Charles I could hardly have hoped that a King of England would exercise
the power Montesquieu accords his monarch."
26.
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When we turn from the description of the monarchy to the discussion of
the English Constitution we must first consider two difficulties. What were
Montesquieu's views on mixed government, and what form of government
did he believe England to have? Montesquieu's treatment of mixed government is characteristic of the problems of interpretation he presents. At
the beginning of his work, when enumerating the types of government,
he did not consider mixed government at all. There is no direct mention
of this idea which had been so important in English political thought for
centuries, and which had also figured

In

the work of Hotman and others in

France. Montesquieu writes of "moderate" governments, but these are the
uncorrupted forms of monarchy and republic. At one point he seems to be
saying that a mixed constitution is impossible, or at least that he knows of
none that exists/" Again the parallel with Bodin is striking. When Montesquieu turns in Book XI to his discussion of England, however, he adopts a
very different approach.
In this form of government the executive power should be In the hands
of a monarch, and the legislative power committed to the body of the
nobles and to that body which represents the people, "each having their assemblies and deliberations apart, each their separate views and interests." 34
This is the fundamental constitution of a free state: "The legislative body
being composed of two parts, they check one another by the mutual privilege of rejecting. They are both restrained by the executive power, as the
executive is by the legislative." Montesquieu immediately follows this sentence with a reference to "these three powers," by which he seems to mean
King, Lords, and Commons, not legislature, executive, and judiciary. This
is clearly a system of mixed government, and in the rest of Book XI Montesquieu refers to mixed systems in glowing terms, whether
was threatened

It
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to the Gothic constitutions of Europe, or to the harmony of power in the
government of Rome when it consisted of a mixture of monarchy, aristocracy, and democracy," How do we reconcile these references with the
earlier chapters of the work? One answer, perhaps, is simply to say that
they are irreconcilable and leave it at that. Montesquieu drew his inspiration from diverse sources and was unable to integrate all his ideas into a
single theoretical framework. It is hardly surprising that he failed to reconcile completely the two models of government that he drew from Bodin
and from Bolingbroke. A rather different approach is to view Montesquieu's descriptions of despotism, monarchy, and republic as "ideal types"
to which governments in practice would only imperfectly conform, so that
imperfect examples of actual governments might contain elements of more
than one type. There is some evidence that Montesquieu was thinking in
this way. For example he writes: "The nearer a government approaches
towards a republic, the more the manner of judging becomes settled and
fixed."36And in Book VIII, where he discusses the way in which the principles of the three forms of government can be corrupted, he clearly envisages that States can exist that only imperfectly conform to the principles
of these three forms. Again, reference to Bodin may help us here. Bodin
tells us that his three forms of commonwealth are "ideal types."37 He rejects altogether the idea of a mixed form of State, because of the logical
and practical impossibility of the division of the sovereign power; but he
distinguishes between forms of State and forms of government, allowing
that the form of government may differ from the form of State in which
it operates, so that a monarchy may, in reality, operate as an aristocracy
or democracy, and also that combinations of forms of government are possible.38Montesquieu seems to view England in this light. Thus he refers
to it as "a nation that may be justly called a republic, disguised under the
form of a monarchy'j" and again, he says that England "having been for35. Ibid., XI, 12
36 De l'Espru des Loix, VI, 3.
37 SIX Bookes, II, 1, P 183
38 Ibid., II, 12, pp. 199-200; and II, 7, pp 249-50
39 De l'Esprtt des Lorz, V, 19
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merly subject to an arbitrary power, on many occasions preserves the style
of it, in such a manner as to let us frequently see upon the foundation of a
free government the form of an absolute monarchy." 40
However, the problem is further complicated by the view that, in Book
XI, Chapter 6, Montesquieu was creating an ideal type of a "constitution
of liberty," with England as its source, but that he was not describing the
English Constitution as it actually existed. When Montesquieu wrote of
"England" here he was writing of an imaginary country, as in the Lettres persanes: "l'Angleterre

de Montesquieu

c'est l'Utopie, c'est un pays de

reve."41 Thus in certain respects Montesquieu's statements in this chapter
differ considerably from what he actually knew to be the case in England.
For example, he writes of the judiciary as if it contained no professional
judges, as if juries were judges of both fact and law. The reality of English
life was, as Montesquieu himself notes elsewhere, qUIte different from the
ideal situation depicted in XI, 6.42If, therefore, this chapter also constructs
an "ideal type," we must consider it on its merits, and not concern ourselves with the long controversy over the correctness of Montesquieu's
description of the early-eighteenth-century

constitution of England." But

how does this ideal type relate to his ideal types of monarchy, despotism,
and republic? Is it a fourth and quite distinct category, or a sub-category of
one of them? These questions are no doubt unanswerable, for they demand
from Montesquieu a consistency he does not have. We must accept these
inconsistencies, and make the best of them.
This, then, is the framework within which is set the famous chapter
on the English Constitution, which has had greater influence than any
other part of the De l'Esprit des Loix, the chapter which further evolves
the doctrine of the separation of powers. As with all the previous writers
we have surveyed, it is still not a "doctrine," nor does the term "separa40. Ibid, XIX,
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tion of powers" appear in the text, although Montesquieu does assert that
liberty is lost if the three powers are not "separated."

44

What does Montes-

quieu have to say about the separation of powers? A remarkable degree of
disagreement exists about what Montesquieu actually did say. Two broad
streams of interpretation of his thought since the latter part of the eighteenth century can be detected. One, largely associated with the continent
of Europe, and with jurists rather than political theorists, sees what we
have called "the pure doctrine of the separation of powers," a thoroughgoing separation of agencies, functions, and persons. The other, represented
principally by the Fathers of the American Constitution, French writers
such as Benjamin Constant, and in a rather different way the English commentators of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, has seen some form
of a partial separation of powers, that is the pure doctrine modified by a
system of checks and balances," Some writers go further and claim that
the term "separation of powers" as applied to Montesquieu's thought is an
exaggeration or misrepresentation, that he was concerned only with the
establishment of the "non-confusion" of powers,46 that he was trying to
establish only the juridical independence of the legislature and the government and not a separation of functions or persons," or that he demanded
only the "harmonious integration" of the powers of government." Let us
take each strand of the doctrine and of the idea of checks and balances in
order to assess what Montesquieu has to say in the De l'Esprit des Loix.
Montesquieu's approach to the definition of the functions of government
resembles a review of the history of the uses of these concepts. Chapter 6
of Book XI begins: "In every government there are three sorts of power,
the legislative; the executive in respect to things dependent on the law of
nations; and the executive in regard to matters that depend on the civillaw."
44 "II n'y a pOint encore de hberte sr la puissance de Juger n'est pas separee de la pUISsance
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This is clearly a restatement
except that Montesquieu

of Locke's division of government

does not use the term "federative

functions,
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executive power in regard to external affairs. He still uses the term "executive" to cover all internal

affairs, both governmental
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tions into legislative

and judicial: in other
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and earlier. Montesquieu
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century
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function of the magistrates
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establish the public secunty,

and provide against invasions. He now seems

to wish to confine the term "executive power" to foreign affairs, for he does
not make it at all clear that the power to "establish the public security" has
any internal
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read "executive
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Montesquieu
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represent
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from the royal power which had emerged in the early eighteenth
But this formulation

leaves out of account any "executive"

century.

acts other than

foreign affairs, for the judicial power is confined to disputes between the
prince and the individual,
far, then, managed

and between individuals. Montesquieu

to reconcile the seventeenth-century

the facts of eighteenth-century
the internal
However,

government;

has not so

vocabulary

the vital distinction

with

between

acts of the executive and the acts of the judiciary is obscured.
when he goes on to use these terms he drops both definitions

and uses them in a very much more modern way; the three powers are
now "that of enacting laws, that of executing the public resolutions,
trying the causes of individuals,"

and of

clearly including internal as well as exter-

nal affairs in the executive power. It 1S in this final sense that Montesquieu
discusses the relationships

between

the powers of government,

and it is,

of course, basically the modern use of these terms. The importance

49. Montesquieu

always uses "Ia puissance

de

suger," not "le
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transition in his use of words cannot be overemphasized. Not only does he
bridge the gap between early modern and later modern terminology, but
he also obscures one of the basic problems of a threefold definition of government functions. Locke and others had been bothered by the fact that
the "ruler" had two aspects to his function. He had to carry out the law
where it was clear and easily stated, principally in internal affairs, but he
had also to act in areas where the law could not be laid down in detail and
where his prerogative must remain almost wholly untrammelled, that is
to say largely in external affairs. Thus between them Locke and Montesquieu state at least four functions of government, not three: the legislative,
the executive, the "prerogative," and the judicial. To bring the two middle
ones together as "executive" obscures the fact that in large areas of government activity those responsible for day-to-day government decisions will
not be "executing the law," but exercising a very wide discretion. However,
the idea that there are three, and only three, functions of government, was
now established, except perhaps in the minds of those English lawyers who
had actively to define the prerogative powers of the Crown.
The most important aspect of Montesquieus treatment of the functions
of government is that he completes the transition from the old usage of
"executive" to a new "power of judging," distinct from the putting of the
law into effect, which becomes the new executive function. However, it
is in his treatment of the "power of judging" that Montesquieu's greatest innovatory importance lies. He treats the puissance de juger as on a
par, analytically, with the other two functions of government, and so fixes
quite firmly the trinity of legislative, executive, and judicial which is to
characterize modern thought. Vitally important also is the fact that he detaches this power from the aristocratic part of the legislature and vests it
unequivocally in the ordinary courts of the land, although the noble house
of the legislature is to have the role of a court of appeal. However, he still
does not give the courts the position they were soon to achieve in American thought; he does not accord the judicial branch an exactly equal status
with the legislative and executiv~ branches, although he clearly intends the
judiciary to be independent of the other two. He sees these two agencies as

MONTESQUIEU

permanent
monarch,

bodies of magistrates.v

which represent

real social forces, the

the nobility, and the people. The judiciary, however, "so terrible

to mankind,"

should not be annexed to any particular class (etat) or pro-

fession, and so becomes, in some sense, no social force at all- "en quelque

[aeon nulle" -representing

everyone and no one." The Judiciary, therefore,

is to be wholly independent

of the clash of interests

emphasis upon judicial independence

10

the State, and this

is extremely important

for the devel-

opment of the doctrine.
Montesquieu

devotes considerable

sition of the judiciary,
reflection

of his general

but his approach

to the nature and compo-

to this problem

is very much a

scheme, and does not bear much relation to the

actual practice in England.
the judicial function

attention

In Book VI he had developed

his ideas about

in the differing forms of State. In a despotic govern-

ment the caprice of the prince is the basis of the law, and judging will
be an arbitrary

process without

rules. In a monarchy,

however, the prince

rules according to the laws; these must be relatively stable and applied
cool, aloof fashion. The judges in a monarchy, therefore
is clearly thinking

of the parlements),

sional, and skilled in the reconciliation
the closer the form of government

10 a

(and Montesquieu

must be learned in the law, profesof potentially

conflicting rules. But

approaches that of a republic, the more

fixed and settled are the rules of law, and the more the judges must follow the letter of the law.52 In Rome, he avers, the judges had only to decide
matters

of fact, and then the punishment

was clearly to be found in the

laws. In England the jury gives its verdict on the facts and the judge pronounces the punishment
open his eyes."

53

inflicted by the law, "and for this he needs only to

In Book XI he describes a judicial system without profes-

sional judges. He rejects the idea of the judiciary

power being lodged in a

"standing senate," and affirms that it should be exercised by persons drawn

50 He Justifies tlus srabihry m the legislative and executive powers by declanng that "they are
not exercised on any pnvate subject."

51 Franz Neumann, op. Cit, p. lvui
52 De l'Espru des Lotx, VI, 3
53. Ibid.
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ad hoc basis for fixed periods of short dura-

from the people, on an

tion. In other words a system of juries, which would apparently

be judges

of both fact and law, because the laws would be so clear and explicit as to
require no professional
Two further
emphasis.

knowledge

in the judges.

aspects of Montesquieu's

First, his insistence

treatment

letter of the law is of great importance
tion. In England
"interpreted"

of the judiciary

in medieval

for later views of the judicial func-

times the judges were well aware that they

the law, and from time to time were aware that they were

making law through

"interpretation."

law was also recognized

The role of the judges in making the

in the seventeenth

century.

sists that to allow the judges to exercise discretion
that the private

laws uncertain,

and that people would then live in society "without

the nature

of moderating

of the proper

during

century

The judges

the Civil War in England,
obtained

exactly

must be "no more

the importance

from

in the nine-

until the rise of the

was a formidable
of judicial

view

of Lilburne

and it is perhaps

this notion. Its influence

school of jurisprudence,

for the individual.

the

the words of the law, mere passive beings,

and in the early part of the twentieth,

ond, he emphasizes

in-

render

either its force or rigour." This mechanical

the latter that Montesquieu

"sociological"

might

role of the judges can be found in the writings

and Harrington

teenth

of the judges

of their obligations."

than the mouth that pronounces
incapable

opinions

But Montesquieu

is to expose the people

to the danger

knowing

require

that in republics the judges must abide by the

one indeed.

procedures

Sec-

as a protection

The speedy decision of cases may be cheaper and easier,

but the set forms of justice with all their expense and delay, even the very
dangers of the judicial procedure,

are "the price that each subject pays for

his liberty." In despotic governments
moderate

governments

speed is the only consideration,

long inquiries

before a man is stripped

and many formalities

of his honour

or property,

sistence upon "due process," a phrase Montesquieu
again was current
the doctrine

in seventeenth-century

of constitutionalism,

forms such an important
By 1748, therefore,

but in

are necessary

or of his life. This indoes not use but which

England,

in the development

is of the essence

of

of which his thought

step.
he had formulated

the tripartite

division of govern-

MONTESQUIEU

ment functions

in a recognizably

had to take place in the ensuing
tion of these concepts,

is the announcing
functions

years in the exact connota-

the pattern

was now set. To legislate

is to put it into effect; the judicial

of what the law is by the settlement

exhaust all the "powers"

differentiated

of government,

of government-executive,
lytical separation

He also established
legislature,

had a "theory

of the separation

act can be put into one

that Mon-

of powers" in one sense or another

We must show that he maintained

should be exercised

by the appropriate

believed

So much for the ana-

But to demonstrate

we must go further.

furthermore

of disputes. These

the idea of three branches

and judiciary.

of agencies and functions.

power

and they can be clearly

from each other. Every government

or other of these categories.

tesquieu

two hundred

but basically

is to make the law; to execute

form. A good deal of change still

modern

that each function

agency of government,

that the personnel

and that he

of the three branches

should not

coincide. It will become quite clear at a later stage that he did not maintain
the pure doctrine

of the separation

ideas of mixed government
advocate

of powers, for he combined

with it the

and checks and balances; however,

that he did

that each agency should exercise, in the main, only its own func-

tions, is also perfectly

clear. He was quite explicit here:

When the legislative and executive powers are united in the same person,
or in the same body of magistrates, there can be no liberty .... Again, there
is no liberty, if the judiciary power be not separated from the legislative and
executive. Were it joined with the legislative, the life and liberty of the subject would be exposed to arbitrary control; for the judge would then be the
legislator. Were it joined to the executive power, the judge might behave
with violence and oppression. There would be an end to everything, were
the same man, or the same body, whether of the nobles or of the people,
to exercise those three powers, that of enacting laws, that of executing the
public resolutions, and of trying the causes of individuals.
The representative

body ought not to exercise the executive

function,

be-

cause it is not suited to it. The legislature

ought not to be able to arraign

the person

power,

legislature
meaning

entrusted

with the executive

into a body with arbitrary

for this would turn the

power. One cannot ignore the clear

of these words. Montesquieu

believed
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should be entrusted to distinct agencies of government,

which would be largely independent of each other in the exercise of these
functions. The problem of the extent to which each of these agencies should
be able to control the others will be considered later.
We have seen that even given the attribution

of distinct functions to

separate agencies there still arises the problem of personnel. Should the
personnel of the agencies be quite distinct, or should a degree of overlapping be allowed, or does it not matter at all? Montesquieu is less clear
on this point than on the other elements, although there are strong indications of his line of thought. When writing of monarchy he does not
envisage a separation of legislative and executive functions in practice, so
the question of personnel does not arise; however, he does express shock at
the idea that royal ministers should also sit as judges. There is, he says, a
sort of "contradiction" between the prince's council and the courts of judicature. The former requires a certain passion in the conduct of its affairs by
a few men who identify themselves with its business, whereas the courts
demand a certain" sang-froid"

and a measure of indifference on the part of

the judges." Once again we have this emphasis upon the impartiality of the
judiciary. In his discussion of the judiciary in Book XI, he is less explicit,
but the nature of the selection of the judges, or rather juries, is such that
the problem of whether or not they should simultaneously

be legislators,

or in the service of the king, hardly seems to arise. These ad hoc juries are
so impermanent that the problem of the overlapping of membership with
the more professional and permanent members of the other branches does
not arise.
The problem of the separation of the personnel of the legislative and
executive branches in the constitution of liberty was also very obliquely
dealt with by Montesquieu. He paid little attention to the servants of the
king, other than ministers, and so there was no great scope for discussions
of the extent to which they should be allowed to be legislators as well. He
did, however, echo the English writers who condemn corruption of legislators-the

English State will perish "when the legislative power shall be

54. De l'Esprit des Loix, VI, 6.
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more corrupt than the executive." However, one very important change
from the contemporary English theory that he made, concerning the composition of the executive and legislative branches, must be noted here. The
English writers saw the legislative power as held jointly by King, Lords,
and Commons, even though the King's role might be seen as only a negative one. This sharing of the legislative power was the foundation of their
theory of the balanced constitution, and it continued to be so even after
Montesquieu's work had received general acclaim as a eulogy of the English
Constitution. They therefore wrote of lithe King-in-Parliament." Montesquieu, however, looked at the problem in a slightly different way. He wrote
of the "legislative body" as composed of "two parts," with the executive
separated from them. He did give to the executive a veto power, which he
described as having a share in legislation (prendre part

a la legislation),

but

the emphasis of his usage is important. Whereas the English writers saw
the King as an essential part of the legislative branch itself, he saw the executive as a separate branch which has a part to play in the exercise of the
legislative function. The importance of this difference of emphasis becomes
clear when we compare the differing approaches of the English and American writers at the end of the eighteenth century. This would suggest, then,
that Montesquieu saw the King, "the person entrusted with the executive
power," as outside the legislature; if, therefore, the King really makes the
decisions, and provided that he cannot corrupt the legislature, it does not
matter whether or not his subordinates are members of the legislature or
not. This view is supported by the fact that Montesquieu argued that if the
executive power is not in the hands of a monarch, but is committed "to a
certain number of persons selected from the legislative body, there would
be an end then of liberty; by reason the two powers would be united, as the
same persons would sometimes possess, and would be always able to possess, a share in both." This would seem to be a reference to the ministerial
system in England, and to the view that if the monarch were no longer head
of the executive, or perhaps became a mere figurehead, with real power
in the hands of his ministers, then the concentration of power would be a
genuine danger. Those who accuse Montesquieu of being wholly unaware
of the contemporary development of cabinet government in England seem
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to overlook this passage. It should be borne In mind that when he wrote,

the King still exercised considerable power=-Montesquieu

looked forward

to a period when this would, perhaps, no longer be the case
He did not, therefore, work out In detail the problem of the overlapping
of the personnel

of the agencies of government,

Issue a general prohibition

and he certainly

did not

It IS strange that he made no direct reference to

the problem of place-bills. wluch had been so Important

In England

spmt of what he had to say seems clear enough; whenever

But the

It IS a questIOn

of the exercise of real power the agencies of government

should not come

under the control of a Single person or group of persons

"When the legis-

lanve and executive powers are united In the same person, or In the same
body of magistrates.

there can be no hberty"

Detailed analysis of Montes-

quieu's words should not be allowed to blind us to what he had to say
Having shown that all the elements of the pure doctnne

of the separa-

tion of powers are to be found, If not always clearly worked out, In Montesquieu's thought,

can we simply label him as a protagomst

of the pure doc-

trme? Clearly not, for he went further, and added to these Ideas the further
dimension
executive

of a theory of checks and balances between the legislanve
powers, drawn largely from the theory

and

of mixed government

He did not rely upon a concept of negative checks to the exercise of power,
checks dependent

upon the mere existence of potennallv

cies, charged WIth different funcnons

antagonistic

of government-again

agen-

he went fur-

ther, and advocated poslt!ve checks by placing powers of control over the
other branches

In the hands of each of them. Perhaps the first Important

pomt to note about hIS theory of checks and balances IS that In Book XI

It

does not Involve the judiciarv or "the power of judgmg" at all The judiciary
IS not gIVen any power over the other branches. Equally, ItS Independence
IS absolute, for It is not subject to control by the other branches, except that
the legislature

can be a supreme

court of appeal In order to rrungate the

sentence of the law. The courts, In other words, bemg merely the mouthpIece of the law, being en quelque [aeon nulle, and not representing

any

social force In the State, are not seen as a check, nor IS It necessary to check
them The difference between tlus VIew of judicial power and that of Chief
justice

Marshall

In Marbury

v Madzson, hfty-five
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interest although It IStrue that Montesquieu elsewhere saw the French parlements with their nghts of remonstrance
The relanonslups

as checks to the legislative power

between the executive and legislatrve branches, how-

ever, exhibit clearly the charactensncs

of the Idea of checks and balances

that we saw in the Enghsh theory of the balanced constitunon.

The execu-

nve ofhcer ought to have a share in the legislanve power by a veto over
legislanon.

but he ought not to have the power to enter posinvelv

the makmg of legislanon.

mto

The executive should have the power of callmg

and fixing the duration of meetmgs of the legislanve body In this way the
executive branch will be able to prevent the encroachments
lature on Its authorrtv, thus ensunng
despotic

The legislature

that the legislature

of the legis-

will not become

should not, however, have the right to stay (ar-

reter) the executive, but It should have the power to examme the manner
in wluch Its laws have been executed.
ammation,

the legislature

Whatever

the results of this ex-

should not be able to Judge the person, or the

conduct of the person, who executes

the law However,

the counsellors

upon whose advice unwise policies are adopted may be punished,
this purpose the power of Impeachment

must he

In

the legislature.

the Lower House accusing. and the Upper House judging
the fundamental

constitution

of the government

and for
WIth

"Here, then, IS

we are treatmg

of The

legislative body bemg composed of two parts, they check one another by
the mutual privilege of rejecting
tive power, as the executive

15

They are both restramed

by the legislanve " Montesquieu.

had great faith in the power of constitutions
of a State, was nevertheless
see the Importance

by the execu-

sulhcientlv

though he

to mould the public character

aware of sociological neceSSIty to

of havmg the essential parts of the State as representa-

rive of different mterests in society, and so he adapted the theory of mixed
government

to the underpmmng

of a system of divided powers, in order

that the varymg "passions and interests"

of the different classes of society

should ensure that no one man or group of men gamed arbitrarv

power

ThIS does not mean that he threw overboard the notion of the separatIOn of
powers

It still remamed as the ioundation

he frequently
attnbuted

reasserted,

of the consntunon

of hberrv, as

but certam qUIte specific and limited powers were

to the executive to enable It to control the legislature.
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the legislature to control the subordinate members of the execunve These
control mechamsms did not constitute a "fusion" of powers, they were
hnks between the branches of government, each restricted to the exercise
of Its appropnate function. The practical problems of these controls, the
extent to which they embodied an opportumty for co-ordination, or alternatively for deadlock, between the branches, was not yet clearly perceived.
although Montesquieu at a later stage devoted some time to a dISCUSSion
of the nature of party pOhtICSIn England, WIth Its diVISIOnof the legislative
and executive powers 55 Thus Montesquieu clearly did see a broad separation of functions among disnnct agenCIesof government, With a separatIOn
of personnel, to which was added the need for a set of poslt!ve checks to the
exercise of power by each of the two major, permanent, agencies of government to prevent them from abusing the power entrusted to them The
Ideas of Independence and Interdependence which Bolingbroke developed
are useful here for the understanding of this system Without a lugh degree of Independent power In the hands of each branch they cannot be said
to be Interdependent, for this reqUIres that neither shall be subordinate to
the other At the same time a degree of Interdependence does not destroy
the essential Independence of the branches
Montesquieu was aware of the problem of ensunng that a system of
government so mcely balanced should not result In complete deadlock, that
the three bodies, KIng, Lords, and Commons, by bemg poised In OppOSInon to each other should not produce merely a state of "repose or maction "
But he dismissed the problem by arguing that In the nature of things they
are forced to move (par Ie mouvement necessazre des chases), and forced to
move In concert The questIOn of whether he saw the State as an orgamc
umty in wluch the articulated parts formed a SIngle umt exercising the
sovereIgn power, or whether he destroyed the umty of sovereignty by dividmg It up Into parts which were to be distnbuted among qUIte distinct,
autonomous bodies. related to each other In a mecharusnc fashion only, IS
probably impossible to answer, because it ISdoubtful If he ever formulated
55 XIX, 27

MO]\'TESQVIEt:

the problem in either of these ways

56

He seems to have a umtary VIew of

the supreme power when he IS discussing hIS three forms of State in the
irunal books of De l'Esprit

des Loix, but there IS little clue to hIS attitude

in Book XI, Chapter 6. On the questlOn of legislanve supremacy

he seems,

though less explicitly, to hold much the same position that we attnbuted
above to John Locke. The legislative function IS logically pnor to the rest
in the sense that the execunve
puttmg

and JUdICIal hmcnons

are concerned with

the law into effect, but the Iegislanve branch must be hrruted in

ItS power to interfere

WIth the acts of the executive branch, otherwise the

former will be able to WIeld arbitrary
ever, emphasize the supremacy

power Montesquieu

does not, how-

of the law, or of the legislative function. to

anythmg like the extent Locke had done, and as a consequence there seems
to be a good deal more disagreement

between them on tlus pomt than was

probably the case.
What then did Monresquieu
century

English thought

the funcnons

add to seventeenth-

on the separatIon

of government

was much closer to modern usage than hIS

predecessors' - he was one of the hrst wnters

to use "executive"

ogmzably

modern sense in Juxtaposltlon

funcnons

HIS emphasis upon the judicial funcnon

of this hmction

and earlv-eighteenth-

of powers? Clearly hIS view of

WIth the legislanve

WIth the other funcnons

have seen) by no means altogether

new, was nevertheless
In

though

that time in England
It to

anced consntution
the consntution
legislative
way,

In

In
In

Although

dominate

(as we

of great Impor-

hIS thought greater

than that of earlier English writers. and greater than It was
did not allow

and judicial

and upon the equalitv

of government,

tance. The judiciary had a positlOn of independence

in a rec-

In

practIce at

he used the Idea of mixed government

hIS thought,

he

as had the writers on the bal-

England, consequently

he articulated

the elements of

a different way, and a clearer VIew of the separatlOn of

and executrve branches was now possible

fact, towards the transformation

He had gone a long

of the theory of rruxed govern-

56 Stark. ap cit . Ch L discusses this problem. arguing that Montesquieu
rather than a me chams tic concept at the State

had a serru-orgaruc
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ment from Its posItIon as a docrnne In ItSown nght Into a set of checks and
balances In a system of agencies separated on a functional baSIS.Perhaps
the most sigruhcant difference between Bolingbroke and Montesquieu IS
that the latter placed the Kmg outside the legislature In some ways, then,
Montesquieu moved back towards the emphasis that was placed dunng the
Protectorate upon separate and distinct powers; he was certainly closer to
the pure doctnne than his English contemporanes, but he did not go all the
way. He had a more realistic. more arnculated system, WIth an amalgam of
seventeenth- and eighteenth-century ideas woven into a new fabnc. Sometimes It IS difficult to know whether the changes he mtroduced into the
stream of political thought on consntunonahsm were wholly mtennonal.
or whether they resulted rather from lus method of writing We shall never
know - but It does not matter. The very defects of hIS style gave hnn an
mfluence wluch a more precIse and less mterestmg thmker would never
have achieved, but more Important than this IS the fact that by changmg
the emphasis that English writers of the precedmg half century had placed
upon legislative supremacy and the rruxed constitunon, he paved the way
for the doctnne of the separatIOn of powers to emerge agam as an autonomous theory of government ThIS theory was to develop in very different
ways in Britain, m America, and on the contment of Europe, but from this
time on, the doctrme of the separatIOn of powers was no longer an English
theory, It had become a universal cntenon of a constitutional government
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The Matchless Constitution
and Its Enemies

T
I TL

A
difierent

E

0 V ERa

century

after the outbreak

of the English CIvIl

War two major the ones of consntunonahsrn

had been devel-

oped, closely related to each other In their evolution and their
logic. yet capable of becoming the Intellectual weapons of two

schools of thought,

of government

bitterly divided on the "proper" constitution

The theory of the balanced consntunon

from the ancient theory

of mixed government,

of Its OppOSItIOn to the exercise of arbitrary

had been evolved

which held, as the baSIS

power, the belief that power

could only be checked by the creation of a system of government

In which

the three classes of SOCIety were rucely balanced agaInst each other
transformanon
balanced

of the theory of mixed government

constitution.

The

Into the theory of the

In wluch King. Lords, and Commons

operated

complex system of checks and balances upon each other, demanded,

a

how-

ever, a second theorem. This demand was met by the theory of the separanon of powers, WIth the assertion that the functions of government

could

be divided up among the parts of the system In such a way that each branch
could be lmuted to the exercise of ItS "proper Iuncnon."
was completed

and the balance

by allowing each branch a limited nght of interference

m
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the functions of the others m order to prevent the encroachment

of anyone

of them upon the function of any other. Thus the separatIOn of powers was
a subordinate

but essential element In the theory of the balanced constitu-

tion. This subordinate

theory was, however, capable of a life of ItS own, re-

JectIng the class basis of the theory of the balanced constitunon,
mg as a theory of consntunonalism
exclusively upon a functional

and emerg-

which, overtly at any rate, was based

approach to the dIVIsIOn of power, recogmz-

mg only the nght of the democratic

branch of government

m the making

of law, relegating the "ruler" to a purely executive role, and, in so far as the
anstocratic

element was recogmzed at all, assirrularing It to the judiciary

These two theories, the balanced

constitution

powers, formed

a pattern

years following

1640, lmked to each other In a cunous

mutual attraction

of constitunonal

and the separatIOn

theory

for the two hundred
relanonslup

a basis of separation,

assumed

but this neceSSIty Imposed upon the theory

balanced constitution the burden of maintairung

SUIted to the needs

of the nsmg middle class, which was attacking monarchic

and anstocratic

power, but WIshed to main tam hrruts to the exercise of government
even when the government

was dominated

by an elected legislature

power
Thus

towards a greater degree of democracy had the effect of stnp-

pmg away the monarchical
balanced constitution,
vour the proponents
to resist the onslaught

and anstocratic

elements

of the theory of the

leaving the separatIOn of powers as the only baSIS of

a theory of consntunonal

government

At each outbreak of democratic fer-

of the balanced constitution were faced WIth the need
of a theory they could not wholly reject, and to ar-

gue the merits of their complex theory of the consntution
nvely SImple and clear-cut theory of the separation
the evolution

of the

the source of ItS own de-

for the separatIOn of powers was eminently

movements

of

and repulsion. The separatIOn of powers was essential to

the balanced constitution. for the notion of a balance necessanly

struction,

of

of new forms of republican

against the rela-

of powers. Only when

and parliamentary

enabled the checks and balances of the balanced constitution
to governmental

government
to be applied

systems largely divested of class charactensncs

their franchise quahhcanons)

was this herce antagonism

It IS to be expected that the conflict between
108
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situation where the

from kmg and nobles,

the theory of the separatIOn of powers would

constitution,

means of consntunng

ITS

a revolunonarv

in wresting

and that m such a situation
supersede

In
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a system

and would be tested as a practical

of government

In the years followmg

1640 in England the first of these revolutionary
WIth the evolution and temporary

supremacy

confrontations

tron of powers over the theory of mixed government,
the establishment
sntunon

of the eighteenth-centurv

Over the next two hundred

potentially

revolutionarv

France, and Bntam

only to gIve way to

theory of the balanced con-

years four other revolunonarv

confrontations

The Amencan

took place

of the theory of the separa-

or

were to take place in America.

Revolution,

and the French Revolutions

of 1789 and 1848 show the pattern very dearly

In England the latent revo-

lution of the penod 1770 to 18)2 shows a similar pattern, and gIves a hmt
of what rrught have happened
out Of course the pattern
there are Important

m Bntam had a revolution

actually broken

IS not exactly repeated in these five situations.

differences due to the exact developments

in consntu-

nonal thought and the particular CIrcumstances of each event, but the same
fundamental

elements

of constitutional

thought

are present, and they are

related to each other m the same general Iasluon
tunonal

thought

The period of consti-

from 1640 to 1848 has within It, therefore,

umty, a umty based upon the development
same SOCIalgroups, chenshmg

an essential

in these three countnes

similar values, and, In particular.

of the
holding

the same VIew of the nature of political hbertv.
The eighteenth century ended in England, as
on the mixed and balanced consntunon
Plowden in 1794, had essentially
or Mackworth
dominant

It

had begun, WIth eulogies

Robert Nares in 1792, or FranCIS

the same consntunonal

theory as SWIft

in 17011 There IS a stabilitv. a changeless qualitv. about the

strands of English polmcal thought

in the eighteenth

century

which only serves, however, to mask the great changes that were takmg
place In 1701 the proponents
Ing a newly-established
1

R Nares, Pnnclpics

of the balanced constitution

were expound-

delicate balance, wluch could still be overthrown

of GOl'ef'lment

Deduced

Short HIstory of the Brittsh Empire, London,

1;"94

lOG

from Reaso'l

London

1-92

and F Plowden

4
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together

THE

a rearguard

narrowly

SEPARATION

OF

action against the onrushing

and French Revolutions.

with the popular clamour for parhamentary

challenge to the accepted doctnne
prove irresisnble.

constitution

reform, presented

of the Bnnsh Consntution

a

which would

the wonder IS that the theory of the balanced

retained Its appeal well into the mneteenth

upon a consntunonal

tide of "democ-

that term might be conceived at the end of the

century. The Impact of the Amencan

eventually

POWERS

but in :1794 their spmtual beneficia-

of Stuart absolutism;

nes were hghnng
eighteenth

AND

theory based upon a mixture

century

The attack

of monarchy,

aristoc-

racy, and democracy began in earnest in the :1770'S, and was strongly maintamed unnl the Reform Act brought

some respIte to the pohtical scene

The attack took several forms; the Idea of balance in polmcs was ridiculed
as a logical fallacy, as a false descnpnon
a sham theory
consntunon

of the English Constitution.

to lude the real monarchical

or anstocratic

nature of the

Over a century before, the theory of mixed government

failed to meet the demands

posed by the changmg

or as

conditions

had

of English

politics. and the theory of the separatIOn of powers had emerged as an alternative. for a nrne replacmg the older theory altogether
revolutionary

srtuation at the end of the eighteenth

rruxed and balanced government
for a constrtunon,

In the potennallv

century the theory of

was agam challenged as an adequate baSIS

and we rmght expect a similar resurgence

of the doctnne

of the separatIOn of powers, followmg the examples of Amenca and France.
There was mdeed a resurgence
among Englishmen

interested

of mterest

in the separation

in consnrunonal

provided the occasion in England for constitunon-rnakmg.
Important

the doctnne might have become

7

ItS mfluence

who knows how

But the revolution

was staved off; the theory of mixed government,
lenged, maintained

of powers

reform, and had revolution

although

in England

strongly chal-

nll well after the passage of the Reform

Act, and a smooth transition to a new theory of balance in a parliamentary
government

was developed

However, though unsuccessful,

the intellectual

challenge was a strong one, and in the pattern of English polmcal thought
from :1770 to :1830 we hnd the same interaction
ment and the separatIon of powers so important

between

mixed govern-

in Amenca and in France

The chapter on the Enghsh Constitution in Montesquieu's De l'Esprit
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reflected as its major source the writings of English thmkers

the balanced

consntution,

yet

phasis to the 1mportance

It

1S clear that Montesquieu

of the separatlon

on

gave an em-

of powers very different from

that of any major English writer smce Locke For most English thinkers
the separatlon
sntunonal

of powers was essentially

doctrine.

necessary

a subordinate

to the maintenance

of the three branches of the government-Kmg,
but less Important
ment mamtamed
Montesquieu

aspect of their con-

of hrruts to the power
Lords, and Commons-

than the over-all balance of the "powers" of governby the share each of them had in the legislative runction

stressed the separatIOn of powers, and placed that theory in

a pOSItIOn of equality WIth mixed government
Furthermore,

Montesquieu's

formulation

m hIS constitutional

differenr from that of Bolingbroke and hIS contemporarIes
liamentary

character he gave to the judicial hincnon

ISa considerable connnuity
the Enghsh Constitution,

Thus, although there
writers on

these changes of emphasis are extremely

"descnpnon"

med, does not correspond
late eighteenth century

m the extrapar-

between pre- and post-Montesquieu

tant m the texture of the late-eighteenth-century
Montesquieu's

theory

of the judicial power was very

consntunonal

of the English Constitunon.
WIth the constitution

were defendmg,

text, could be used as unqualified

ImporwrItmgs

If closely exam-

which the eulogists of the

but his words, taken out of con-

praIse of the exisnng constitution.

tesqUleu was flattered by a host of English imitators.

either as a source of mspiratIOn or SImply as a mme of matenal
most flagrant plagiarism

2

The most Important

Mon-

who used lus work

of Montesquieu's

for the
disciples

in England were Blackstone, de Lolme. and Paley All three eulogized the
English Constitution,
terpretatIOn,

provided the baSIS for different approaches to the "Matchless

Constitution."
diffenng

but each of them, by his differmg emphasis and in-

and consequently

each had a qUIte different influence upon

sections of polmcal thought

afterwards,

m the late eighteenth

century

and

both at home and abroad

Blackstone was not a very ongmal thinker, and hIS debt to Montesquieu.
other than in the held of the common law, has overshadowed
2 For a full dlSCUSSlOnof Montesquieus
glIsh

hIS own con-

Imitators see F T H Fletcher. .\1ontesqUleH

POiztICS Ir50-18ool, London. 19,9
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and

It

would certainly

stone's repetItlOns of Montesquieu,
that Blackstone's

exposltlon

POWERS

a pomt where he has been considered
"would be nauseanng

be tedious to enumerate

In polmcal thought

differed in no Important

of Montesquieu's

In the Commentaries

There were modihcanons

on the Laws of England,

which appeared in 1765-9, and as the Commentanes
In the Amencan

here Black-

or that those differences had no rela-

tion to later developments
thought

If It were

but It would be quIte wrong to suggest

of the constitution

respects from that of Montesquieu,

thontatrve

OF

of the master. This debt was Indeed great. It

has been said that Blackstone's plagiarism
not comic,"

SEPARATIOl'

were regarded as au-

colomes as well as in England,

It was often

through Blackstone's eyes that the colomsts saw the Montesquieu

It was Blackstone's task to assimilate as much of Montesquieu
sible and to domesticate

him: to acknowledge

of England,

of the separatlOn of powers WIth the dominant

concept of the balanced constitution
done before. Montesquieu

as pos-

the fact that the separatlOn

of powers was an essential part of the constitutional theory
but to effect a reconciliation

rheorv '

to

a greater degree than had ever been

himself never qUlte achieved this reconcihanon

As we have seen, the two the ones he SIde by SIde In hIS work, but they
are not really umted. However,

It

IS possible to draw from Montesquieu's

words the sense of what "he must have meant," and this Blackstone did HIS
emphasis upon mixed government

and ItS superiority

types was clear and unrrustakable,

he had none of Montesquieu's

nes WIth methodology-the

over the three SImple
difhcul-

Bntish system was SImply a happy exceptlOn

to the general rule that such a mixture could not exist.' He accepted unhesitanngly

Montesquieu's

VIew of the necessIty for the separatIOn of the

legislative and execunve powers," But Blackstone was aware of the potenrial conflict between

tlus Idea and the theory of mixed government,

and

he resolved It by stating clearly what was no doubt implicit in MontesqUIeu but never exphcitly revealed
3 Ibid, P

It IS necessary, said Blackstone, that the

121

4 See the essay on Blackstone

In

5 Commentaries,

2,

Intra,

Sect

Sir Ernest Barker's Essays on Government,

p

50

6 Ibid, I. 2, P lA6
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executive power should be a branch, but not the whole of the legislature
"The total umon of them, we have seen, would be productive
the total disjuncnon

of tyranny,

of them for the present would in the end produce the

same effects by causing that umon against which It seems to provide
legislatrve would soon become tvranrucal,

The

by makmg continual encroach-

ments and gradually assummg to Itself the nghts of the executive power"
Blackstone was expounding

7

here the Idea of a partial separatIOn of persons

and functions which for him was the basis of a balanced constitution,

and a

few years later, WIth some change of emphasis. basicallv the same doctrine
was used by Madison to explain the nature of the Federal Consntunon
the United States

8

of

It can perhaps hardly be claimed that Blackstone made

a great contnbunon

to polinca! theory

slightly from the quotation

from Bolmgbroke

But he has adapted the traditional
tesqUleu and has formulated

What he says differs only
given in an earlier chapter"

English theory to the language of Men-

more precisely than any of hIS predecessors

the essential kernel of this consntunonal
The most Important

here

"domesncanon"

theorv
of Montesquieu's

theory, however,

came in the sphere of the judicial power. We have seen that the independence of the Judges had been a matter of concern to Enghshmen

for well

over a century and a half before Blackstone, and that the idea of a separate
"judicial power" had begun in mid-seventeenth-century
ever, the early-eighteenth-century

wnters

on the constitunon

"power" in the House of Lords, as did Bolmgbroke
noned above It was left to Montesquieu
an independent
executive

When wntmg

placed this

to assert agam the Importance

of

and from the

had an equivocal view of the posltJon

Only when discussmg

ment did he see the judiciary

How-

in the quotatIOn men-

judicral power, separate from the legislature

alike. But Montesquieu

of the judiciary

England

hIS monarchical

form of govern-

as a standmg body of professional

of the English Constrrunon

he thought

Judges.

in terms of a re-

regime in which there would be no standmg judiciarv. only ad
hoc Junes. Blackstone gathered up the threads of Montesquieu's varymg

publican

statements

and hrmlv combined them into an aihrmanon
8 See ch 6 bela"
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for an Independent

judicial power, along the lines of that which actually

existed In England

The courts were "the grand deposrtories

damentallaws

of the kmgdom,"??

only for the parlements.

a phrase which Montesquieu

the Importance

the status and tenure conferred by the Act of Settlement
Judges, whereas Montesquieu
power" to descnbe

had used

In England the courts were staffed by professional

Judges learned in the law, and Blackstone emphasized

the French monarchy.

of the fun-

of

upon the English

had defended the venality of judicial office In

Finally, Blackstone roundly used the term "judicial

the hmction

of the JudlClary, whilst Montesquieu,

In

Book XI, Chapter 6, had used simply the term Ie pouvozr de juger, the power
of Judging, because the courts In his constitution
announce

of liberty had merely to

the law. Blackstone's Judges had behind them the whole weight

and majesty

of the common

made precedents,

law of England

developing

through

Judge-

and the function of the Judges was to decide "in all cases

of doubt"11 Thus Blackstone wove the judicial power Into something
ferent from, and greater than, Montesquieu's
also from the "judicanve

dif-

conceptIOn of It, and different

power" of his compatnots

of the early eighteenth

century. "In this distinct and separate existence of the Judicial power In a
pecuhar body of men, nominated

Indeed, but not removable

the Crown, consists one main preservative

at pleasure by

of the public liberty which can-

not subsist long In any state unless the adrmrustration

of common Justice

be in some degree separated both from the legislative and from the executive power."
In

12

Thus was the baSIS laid for the posItIon of the judicial power

the Constitution

of the United States, Blackstone was an essential link

between Montesquieu

and Chief justice Marshall, for although

advocate judicial review of legislation,

the American

he did not

view of the judiciarv

owes more to Blackstone than It does to Montesquieu
In other respects Blackstone followed Locke rather than Montesquieu
He emphasized

the supremacy

place upon the legislative
urged

of parliament

He discussed the royal prerogative

10

Commentarzes,

12

Ibid, I, ;-, p 269

L -;, p 26;-

In strong terms." but did not

power the lnruts which Locke has so strongly

11

at length, and seeming to con-

Ibid, Intra, p 69

13 Ibid, Intra,
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he roundly

With the executive power of government

equated the prerogatIve
but he

English Interpreta-

and gave new direction to aspects of English thought

which were to play an Important
opment.

of Montesquieu.

more than this. He made an essentially

non of Montesquieu,

EJ\EMIES

14

Blackstone, then, was a disciple and plagianst
was somethmg

ITS

part In Amencan

constitutional

devel-

Jean LoUIS de Lolme, on the other hand, In hIS Constitution

England, first published In French In
English system of government

cal" analysis, failed almost ennrelv
relatronships

between

1771,

gave an InterpretatIOn

which, by attemptIng

of

to the

a much more "logi-

to give an ImpreSSIOn of the Inter-

the parts of the machmery

of English government

De Lolme, a Genevan who made his home In England for many years, devoted a full-length

work to the subject of Montesquieu's

and IS credited With a greater influence

on the continent

SIngle chapter,
of Europe than

Montesquieu

himself " De Lolme, like Blackstone, eulogized the balanced

consntution.

but hiS emphasis was very different

non of the branches

of government

He stressed the separa-

much more than the EnglIsh wnters

He emphasized the need to restrain both legislature and executive. but, except for the royal negative over legislation, he did not stress the checks and
balances of the constrtunon: rather he relied, In an almost seventeenthcentury

sense, upon the diVISIOn of funcnons

argued that the division of the legislanve

hbertv

to the restraint

:1771,

realities of English politics than Montesquieu
earlier Blackstone had used a mechamcal
and Commons

where

to jusnfv a SIngle executive and the bi-

cameral system. But de Lolme was, In

further out of touch WIth the
had been twenty-three

years

analogy by likerung KIng, Lords,

to "three disnnct powers In mechanics"

pel the machme of government

He

of each of

This found an echo In the Uruted States Federal Convention,

James Wilson used this argument

16

branch Into three parts and the

umty of the executrve branch were essential
them

to safeguard

which "JOIntly Im-

In a direction different from what either.

14 Ibid . L 8, P 281
15 See the interesting work by Edith Ruff lean LoUIS de Lalme lind
sung El1glands

In

Histonsche

Studlen,

Vol 240, Berlin, 19}4, p +8

16 4th edn (1784), p 2:-5
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actmg by Itself would have done, but at the same time in a direction partakmg of each, and formed out of all,"

17

but de Lolme pushed the mechanistic

analogy to the pomt where deadlock-he
becomes a virtue."

uses the term "equrhbnum'i->

The beauty of the English system was that "the chance

that no changes WIll be made IS greatly mcreased
became the prereqUlsIte of political liberty
polrtics. If

It

"19

Complete stagnation

However, this VIew of English

could ever have had any validity. was now qUlte archaic If we

can forgive Montesquieu

for underestimatmg

the Importance

of the Kmg's

Ministers, there can be no excuse for de Lolme. As the editions of hIS work
came unheeding

off the press the turmoil of dISCUSSIOnin polincal hie cen-

tred on the cabinet and ItS role in English government
WIllIam Paley seemed to be equally unconcerned

WIth the role of the

cabinet, but he at least was anxIOUS to dISCUSSthe practice of the consntution rather than ItS "theory," mcludmg a frank dISCUSSIOnof the Importance of the system of influence
best eighteenth-centurv

statement

20

Paley, in ~785, presented

of the mixed and balanced constitution.

usmg all the emphasis upon judicial independence
legislanve

perhaps the

and the separatIOn of

and executive power wluch had become since Montesquieu

essential part of constitunonal

an

theory. At the same time he defended the

system of influence as a necessary part of the consntunonal
out which the deadlock implicit in the theories

scheme, WIth-

of Montesquieu

and de

Lolme would certamly have been realized. Paley drew upon the same argument that DaVId Hume had developed in hIS essay Of the Independency

of

Parliament. The potential power of the Commons, Hume said. was so great
that only by the use of mfluence could the Lower House be prevented from
becommg the only effective branch of the government
Paley, the very power of the House of Commons

For Hurne. and for

necessitated

a system of

patronage by wluch the Crown and the House of Lords could defend themselves, and so maintam a genumely mixed constitution

17 Commentanes,

19

Op CIt, P 1;-1
Ibid, P 214

20

The Prtnclples

18

L

2,

P 155

of Moral and Poutical Phzlosophy
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WIth the very existence of the monarchy

21

Paley'S defence of the status quo was not couched in terms of Its lustorical longevity or the sacred prescription

of tradinon.

but upon expediency

Those who advocated reform must bear the onus of provmg that the alternatives to the existing constitution

would contnbute

of public welfare and happiness
argument,

better to the sum total

Paley set out, clearly and in a reasoned

the case for seemg the balanced constitution

desirable system of government

as the best and most

that the mmd of man had so far devised.

Thus whilst the legalisnc mterpretatlOn

of Blackstone carried most weight

in America, and de Lolme's "logical" view of English government
fluential on the Connnent.
the balanced constitution

in England It was Paley'S pragmatic defence of
that formed the baSIS of the resistance to reform

Paley'S brand of reasoned conservatism
nents of reform

was in-

A remarkably

had great appeal for the oppo-

good example of this style IS provided by a

work of the Reverend D. M Peacock. In his Considerations

011

the Struc-

ture of the House of Commons of 1794 he skilfully wove mto a pattern the
fundamental

necessity of a separatIOn of powers, of a division of functions

between the branches of government,
between

those branches

and the need for reciprocal controls

The elements

of a mixed government,

must be "weighed out in their Just proportions
exactness, and worked up together
Should anyone

by the most skilful and delicate hand."

of these elements predominate

and if the branches

he said,

With the utmost nIcety and

were not properly

It would destroy the others,

combined

the mixture

would act

upon the political body like a VIOlent and destructive

pOlson Thus there

was required in the polincal system not a subordination

of the Commons,

but "a ruce proportion

of mfluence"

proper balance of power. However,

which would serve to maintain
the patterns

the

of perfect government

worked by Blackstone, Paley, and their followers, were met by a mountmg
tide of diSCUSSIOnin which the doctrine of the separation

of powers played

a larger and larger role.
In the sixty years from
in which the relationship
21

1770

there were three major areas of thought

of the separation

Ibrd , P 442
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constitutional theory was under discussion. FIrst, those who operated the
existing polmcal system, including those who favoured moderate
were involved in day-to-day

battles wherein

reform,

the theory of the separatIOn

of powers was used as a weapon with which political enerrues could be casngated.

For these people the theory was mostly a tactical weapon, to be

used as the movements
ate to particular

of the political battle-lines

made It seem appropn-

Issues m dispute. Second, there were those who, opposmg

a system based upon corrupt and unrepresentatIve

parliaments,

an attack upon the basis of the system, mixed government,
into a discussion of the separatlon
were those radical opponents

mounted

and were led

of powers as an alternative

ThIrd, there

of the existing system, and particularly

role of the cab met in It, who adopted a thoroughgomg

of the

version of the sepa-

ration of powers as the baSIS of their attack.
The support of the doctnne
gles of this penod

was invoked m many of the polmcal strug-

The expulsion of WIlkes by the House of Commons was

attacked by George Grenville in 1169 as an attempt by the House "to blend
the executive

and judicial powers of the state with the legislative."

Burke joined in the condemnation

and

of the role which the Crown was seen to

play in a judicial matter by means of legislanve

miluence."

BIll of 1788 was attacked as an attempt by the Commons
executive power." and the appomtment
to the Cabinet

22

The Regency

to take over the

of Lord Chief [ustice Ellenborough

in 1806 was opposed as a senous breach of the doctnne

25

The greatest issue of all, however, was the proper role of the cabinet under
the Constitution.
government

and the problems that this posed for the theory of rruxed

The system of patronage

and mfluence had, of course, long

been the object of bitter attacks as the means of breakmg down {he mdependence of the "popular"
subsumed

branch of the legislature, but now this Issue was

under the greater one of the part that Mrrusters should play in

the balanced constitution
this influence

and of the use they should be able to make of

The Idea of a cabinet responsible

22 The Speech of a RIght Honourable
2}

On the separatIOn of powers

24 Reilections
25 Annual

on the Formatton

In

Gentleman

, 1769,

to the Kmg but also deP

52

these disputes see Fletcher, op CIt, Ch VIII

of a Regency, London, 1788, pp IS-18

Register for 1806, PP 28-29
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support m Parliament
of an independent

Lords, and Commons. When, furthermore,

did not

trw of King.

the possibility was glimpsed of

a cabinet responsible to the King only in name, but really dependent
the support

of a faction in Parliament,

and its subordmate

the theory

dIVISIOnof functions was almost lost to view Burke in

the Present Discontents

charged the Mirustry WIth havmg abandoned

no longer effecnve fortress of prerogatIve
hament

possibility of controlling

to

act of government"

was in danger of disappeanng

for an independent

House of Commons

ItS "old office of control"

argued that Ministers

so robbing Parliament

the Crown, because Parliament

"to partake in every considerable

the

and of having entered Into Par-

to execute their whole programme,

Impeachment

upon

of mixed government

of any

was thereby made
The old "check" of

Burke emphasized

that would be able

to

the need

return agaIn

But when Burke in the same work himself

should be dependent

upon "party" support and not

merely on that of the King, he was developmg a doctnne which cut at the
roots of the "balanced

consntunon."

serted that he had consistently
The assertion

however much In later years he as-

defended It 26

by Charles James Fox m 1784 of the right of the Com-

mons to a negative on the choice of Mirusters was charactenzed
an attempt

to transfer

the execunve

power of the Crown

and in the same year George Rous used the authontv
to condemn

the notion of an executive

norrunanon

of Ministers

to

by PItt as

the House."

of Montesquieu

selected by the legislature."

by the Commons,

The

said Rous. would remove all

pOSSIbIlIty of holding Ministers responsible. for then "no accusers remained
to the guiltv"
"responsible
responsibility,

29

It IS mterestmg

government"

that what we have come now to term

was attacked in this penod as the antithesis

for If the "executive"

linked as to be jointlv responsible

and the "legislature"
for government

were so closely

acts, who was left to

26 For a diSCUSSiOn of this period see C P Courtnev.
,\jontesqlllcu and Burke
pp 78-82
27 Ibid, pp 121-2
28 G ROllS,A Candid lnoestigation
, London, 1;"84, pp 21-22
29 Ibid, P 6
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exercise the function of control? George Rous was one of the most consistent proponents in this penod of the separatlon of powers as an essential
element in the balanced consntunon. He used the doctnne to attack the
norrunation of Mirusters by the House, and to charactenze the Regency
Blll as an encroachment on the executive." in 1784 he attacked the "mIXture of executive government which corrupt Mirusters have introduced
into the House of Commons," 31 and later turned to a defence of the French
Constitution of 1791 as embodymg the total separatIOn of the legislative
and executive powers, compared WIth the "unnatural rruxture of executive
government" in England 32
The moderate reformers used the theory of the balanced constitution
as emphatically as the opponents of reform, argumg that the constitunonal balance had been destroyed by the exercise of influence over the
Commons. The only means of mamtairung the reality of the "glonous
tnphcitv" of the Constitunon was to assure the independence of the Commons Thus an appeal could be made to Blackstone's dictum that "when
the independence of one of the three branches of the Bnnsh legislature IS
lost, or becomes subservient to the other two, there would be an end of
the consntunon." against Paley's defence of a corrupt and unrepresentatlve
legislature 33 Those who Wished for reform WIthin the context of the mixed
constitution might be expected to use the separatIOn of powers as a weapon
to attack the status quo. In 1812 Walter Yate in hIS Polnicai and Histoncol
Arguments

In

Favour of Reiorm,"

whilst stressing that the three branches

of the legislature must operate in concord, insisted that the functions of
Crown and Parliament must be kept distinct." and emphasized the Importance of the separatIOn of powers as an essential pnnciple of free government 36 Indeed he went far towards stnppmg away the rruxed constitution
30 A Letter to The RIght Honourable

Edmund

31 The ClaIm of the House of Common,
32 A Letter to the RIght Honourable
33 See Defence

of the ConstItutIOn,

Burke, London, 1;'91, PP 93-95
,1784

,pp 96,99, and 103
Birrrungharn. 1822, pp

21

and ++-45, attributed

to Sir

Peter Payne
34 The Biographica!

DIctIOnary

of the LIVing Authors,

wntten by Captain Ashe, who sold the MS lor £300"
35 Ibid, P 85
36 Ibid . P "9
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and relying solely on the separatIOn of powers, when he asked

"What IS the necessity of a check on the power of the Commons
and Lords?"37 Provided that "the people of property

by King

are free and happy"

Yate saw the need only for "an adequate representanon

of the people, un-

checked and umnfluenced

by any thing, but the common interest. and that

they appoint responsible

men for the execution

constituted

annual parliaments

were

an executive more permanent

to

of the laws" If properly

be held he foresaw the possibihtv of

than in the existing system, for then the ex-

ecutive would be obliged to act according to JustICe and the public Interest
The "moderate"

proponent

38

of reform within the existing Consntunon

could easily slide Into a much more radical pOSitIOn "Friends of ReformFoes of Revolution"
transition

IS a slogan which has Within It the threat of an easy

to a completely

different

position If the alms of reformers

baulked. The defence of a perfectly balanced constitution
eulogy on the French Charte of
"the Commons

18}0,

are triumphant,

the premier, or first public rmruster," to the outnght
government

was based upon "the impossible

existing branches of the legislature"
demands

could slip from a

as a system of government

the peers subordinate,

39

are

In which

and the king only

assertion that British

theory

of three equal co-

There was therefore

rmphcit In the

for reform the threat of an all-out attack upon privilege which

would sweep away altogether

the old system. What the result might have

been IS suggested

In the wnnngs

anced consntunon

who openly rejected ItS baSIC assumption

of monarchy, anstocracy,
The outnght

of those radical opponents

of the balof a mixture

and democracy.

attack upon the baSIS of the balanced constitution

In

En-

gland burst out With the rejectIOn of the established theory of the consntunon In Amenca.

The upsurge of democratic

rejectIOn by the radicals of all monarchic
these radical opponents

feeling was reflected In the

or anstocratic

of mixed government

privilege

Many of

were also bitterly opposed

to the cabinet system, which they saw as the Instrument

of royal or aristo-

37 Ibid . P 242
38 Ibid . P 2)8
39 The Black Book An Exposttton

of Abuses tn Church and State, London,

P 625
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crane oppreSSIOn Tom Paine, In Common Sense, hrst published In Amenca
In :1776, launched the attack on mixed government
stitution

of England IS a union (If three

"To say that the Constitution

powers, reciprocally
no meanmg,

and the balanced con-

checking each other IS farcical: either the words have

or they are flat contradictions

"40

In practlce, wrote Paine, the

corrupt mfluence of the Crown had made England nearly as monarchical
as France or Spain In the first part of the RIghts of Man Pame turned hIS
attack from the KIng to the cabinet. "What is supposed to be the Kmg m a
mixed government,

IS the Cabmet " 41 The members of the cabmet, In their

dual capaCIty as members of parliament
In one capaCIty the measures

that they advise and carry out in another

The system could only be maintained
It

resolved mto a government

by corrupt means, so that eventually

by committee,

actors, the approvers, the jusnhers,
not responsible,

and servants of the Crown, JustIfy

"in which the advisers, the

the persons responsible and the persons

are the same persons."

The antagorusm

42

the cabmet system was so great that they preferred
to the theory

of balanced

government

of the radicals to

to appeal for support

of de Lolme or Blackstone rather

than accept the idea of a cabmet responsible to the Commons. Thus as late
as :1807 Cobbett and other wnters

m the PolItIcal Register

complete exclusion of ofhce-holders

from the Commons,

of Settlement

as a precedent,

a jusnhcanon."

demanded

the

quotIng the Act

and USIng the Idea of checks and balances as

for whilst the separatlOn of powers clearly played a role In

the theory of the balanced constitution, It seemed to them to have no place
at all m the evolving theory of mmisterial

If the radical reformers

responsibility

saw the English Constitution.

to parliament
In the words of

DaVId WIlliams, as "one of the most awkward

and unmanageable

which has ever been produced by human folly,"

44

fabncs

what did they Intend to

put m Its place? Paine, hIS energies bent upon slashing cnncism, was relatively little concerned WIth constructrve
40 Op

CIt,

Ideas, but for him, like most of the

edn of I8I9, p 8

41 Edn Of1819,P

107

42 Ibid
43 Polincal Register. 1807, Xi, 5I8, 558, 585, Xll. 587,990
44 Letters

on Pouucal LIberty, London, 1782, p 9
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others, the example of America. and, for a time at least, of France, was of
vita] Importance.

In hIS own words, "the Amencan

liberty what grammar IS to language
Parliament

"45

to reform Itself, turned

against the Idea of parliamentary

premacy and looked to a constitution
to popular

control

Constitutions were to

The radicals, despairing of gettIng

that would subordinate

su-

Parliament

Paine's grbe that Britain had no constitution led many

to assert that the real constitution, as opposed to the sham system of government

then operatIng,

could be found by reaching back to the Saxon

institutions of England that had flounshed before the Norman feudal yoke
had Imposed upon the people the crushing burden of anstocracy

Ierernv

on the other hand, was led to compose a Constitutional

Bentham,

Code,

from hrst principles. which would regulate the exercise of all power, and
which the legislature
The evolunon
the way

In

In

would be subject to control

of Bentham's

thought

IS of great Interest In illustranng

wluch the thought of English radicals might provide a parallel to

the consntunonal

developments

cal VIews underwent

of Amenca

and France Bentham's

polrn-

a good deal of change WIth the passage of the years,

and in hIS earlier work he was relatively little concerned WIth the problems
In I776 he, like Paine. attacked the dominant con-

of political orgaruzanon
sntunonal

theory, ndiculmg Blackstone's descnpnon

of government

WIth a "theorem"

of the English system

which proved that mixed government

must be all-weak, all-foolish. and all-knavish." and in the Book of Fallacies.
first published in I824, Bentham developed an attack upon the very notion
of a "balance" In polmcs

47

Although

Bentham

attacked the notion of the

balanced constitution, this did not mean that he accepted the doctrmc of
the separatIOn of powers as an alternative.

Both Ideas were subjected to

In the Fragment

he doubted that Black-

stone, or anyone else, had gIVen enough thought

to the terms legIslatIve

attack as mtellectually

unsound

power and execuiioe power, which they used so freely, and so vaguely."
and In the General VIew of a Complete Code of Laws, published In French
45
46
47
48

Rzghts of Man, Part l. edn of 1819, p 65
A Fragment on Government, in Works, ed bv John Bowring. Edinburgh 184' \
Works, Vol II, pp 445-7
Works, Vol L pp 278-9
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in 1802, Bentham cnncized the usually-adopted dIVISlOnsof government
functions as "in a state of confusion and disorder "49 In this work he made
the fundamental pomt that the usual distmction between the legislative
power and the judicial power, which defmed the former as concerned only
WIth generalmes and the latter only with particular acts, was a false one.
He developed a distmction between the two powers, largely based upon
their procedural charactensncs.'? but he preferred to create hISown classihcation of polmcal powers, seven of them, wluch he believed would remove
the confusions inherent in any attempt to apply the terminology of one
system of government when describing another, and so obviate "the torment of those who have had to gIve an account of a foreign constitution." 51
Bentham was also cnncal of any theoretical approach to the structure of
government that divided the powers of government in a way which would
make them separate and independent, for this would be to Introduce anarchy into a State There must always be an authontv, supenor to all others,
wluch "receives no law, but only gIves It, and which rernams master even
of the rules themselves which It Imposes upon Its manner of actmg "52
ThIS last phrase suggests a comrrutrnent

to an unquahhed

legislanve su-

premacy, yet elsewhere Bentham showed a considerable concern that any
exercise of governmental power should be subject to checks "To the welfare of the governed . It is highly conducive at least, If not
altogether
necessary, that In whatsoever hands power be lodged, checks to It, in some
shape or other, should, throughout the whole field of Its exercise. be applymg themselves."53 It IS in the Constitutional Code, published m 1827-.30,
that Bentham, for the first time, really faced the constitutional problems of
a representatIve democracy. In this work he clearly rejected parhamentary
supremacy, explicitly adoptmg the pnnciple of the French Constitution of
1791, which had been announced by Sieves. of a constituent
to

which the other authonties
49 Ibid,

VolIII,

of the State-les

autorttes constuuees=tn-

p "198

50 Ibid
5"1 Ibid,
52 Ibid,

VolIII, p "196
VolI, PP 570-1

53 The Elements

of the Art of Packing.

In

~Vorks,
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His basic pnnciple

was,

of powers, rather than the separation of equal powers

wluch the Constituent

Assembly adopted in France The legislative power

IS subordinate

to the supreme constitutive

IS subordinate

to the legislature.

to the Munster

ITS

power, the "supreme executive"

and the executive chief IS"superordinate"

of Justice, who heads the Judiciary

The most stnkmg

55

aspect of the Constitutional

Code IS the admiration

Bentham there expresses for the example which the United States has set
in the Constitution.

His work was based, of course, upon the essential

principle of the greatest

happiness

of the greatest

number,

but he easily

reconciled this philosophic principle WIth constant appeals to Amencan
penence,

by simply statmg that the Amencan

object the greatest

happiness

pnsmg,

that Bentham's

therefore,

the Federal Constitution,

of the greatest

Constitution

number."

56

"has for Its

It IS hardly sur-

scheme shows clearly the miluence

or that, m spIte of the hierarchical

pnnciple

adopted, some aspects of the separatIOn of powers, in particular
of the personnel

of government,

overriding authority

crept

of the constituent

lature was omOlcompetent.

10

ex-

10

of
he

respect

by the back door Except for the

power, the people, Bentham's legis-

He rejected Montesquieu's

theory of the sepa-

ration or dIVISIOn of power because "It IS destitute of all reference

to the

yet he praised the Federahst

greatest happmess of the greatest number",

5-

The funcnon of executive and judicial ofhcers was to carry out the orders of
the legislature.

and no more

be able to intervene

If they faded to do this the legislature would

in their affairs to ensure compliance

tham felt that the legislature

ought not to mtervene

58

However Ben-

in tlus way except

In

extreme and abnormal situations. and hIS legislators were required to make
an maugural declaration

that they would refrain from mterfering

necessitv" in the work of the subordinate
for, wrote Bentham,
casual and momentary

"nothing

departments

but disobedience.

54 Works, Vol IX, p 96
56 Ibid . Vol IX, P 9
58 Ibid , Vol IX, P 124

tardiness,

inaptitude.

want of time, on the part of subordinates.

ate, on the part of the Supreme Legislature.

or

can cre-

any such necessity as that of

55 Ibid
57 Ibid , Vol IX, P

125

"without

of the government.
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to Itself, m the whole or in part, bus mess belongmg

of their several departments."

to anyone

59

The dangers of legislanve mterference
nons were discussed by Bentham,

WIth executive and judicial func-

as we should expect, as matters

of ex-

pediency rather than pnnciple. Yet when he came to the relations between
legislature

and executive he rejected the parliamentary

of an arrangement
can Constitution
Mnuster

which was something

system in favour

of a hybnd between the Amen-

and the French Constitution

of 1791. The office of Pnme

he modelled upon that of the Amencan

President. in so far as the

latter, accordmg to Bentham, was "on purpose, and to a very WIse purpose,
placed at a perpetual distance from Congress."
Miruster

had no place in the legislature,

cate only by message

61

60

ThIS meant that the Pnme

WIth which he rrught commuru-

The other Ministers,

although they might SIt in the

legislative chamber and propose motions, could not vote
Bentham's

thought,

62

then, shows clearly the dilemma of the radical re-

former, who, havmg faced the need to replace the existmg
WIth a representatIve
Parliament

democracy, nevertheless

or a Convention

of 1792 Whatever

constitution

recoiled at the Idea of a Long
the theoretical

objections,

some form of separatiOn of powers becomes the only refuge. Bentham was
chary of gIVmg any real mdependence
poranes

in Amenca

dangers of government
"omnicompetent
One further

to Ius executive, but hrs contern-

and France, once havmg themselves
by convention,

experienced

the

were much less prepared to entrust

power" to the legislature.
strain of thought

powers remams

to be considered

which, reJectmg

all suggestion

looked back to pre-Norman
operated. ThIS attachment

in England regardmg

the separatiOn of

Tlus is that branch of radical thought
of the mixed and balanced

institutions

consntunon,

as they were presumed

to the Saxon Consntunon

IS rerruruscent

to have
of the

English Civil War, and we fmd m the advocates of this VIew a preference for
Harnngton

and Sadler over Montesquieu

government

organization

59 Ibrd . Vol IX, p 203
61 lbid . Vol IX, P 206

and Bolingbroke.

and a VIew of

more attuned to the simplicity of the Instrument
60 lbid . Vol IX, p 204
62 Ibid . Vol IX, p 316
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of the eighteenth-century

consti-

to "Saxon" principles was closely related to a belief
dIVISIOnof powers between the branches of govern-

ment. The author of An HIstorical

Essay on the EnglIsh Constitunon,

which

was published In 1771 and formed the baSIS of much of the radical attack In
England and Amenca upon aristocratic

and monarchical

three things were necessary for a Saxon government
a court of law, and a chief magistrate
The best exponents

power, argued that
- a court of council.

vested WIth the executive authonrv=

of this style were DaVId Williams and John Cartwnght.

DaVId WIlliams, a fnend of Franklm and of Bnssot, and founder of the
Royal LIterary Fund, published In 1782 hIS Letters on Politica!
which he looked back to the Saxon Consntunon
structure,
branches

though

defective In Important

of government

"beautiful

LIberty, In

In ItS general

parts," and insisted that all the

should be subject to popular control when they

their proper boundanes.r'
In 1789 there followed hIS Lectures
on Poiitical Prinaples. an extensive commentary on the De l'Esprlt des
LOIX 65 He was highly critical of Montesquieu's work, and In particular he

transgress

had a boundless
constitution,

contempt

for all the attnbutes

except for the separatIon

residue when the force of lus invective
balances of monarchy

and anstocracy

of the mixed and balanced

of powers, wluch remained

The Idea of a balance In a govern-

mental system, he said, IS "puerile and fantastical
several branches of government

are Independent

"66

the government

To suggest that the

IS to Invest them WIth a

trust which they are able to VIOlate With Impumty
constitute

The only remedy IS to

In such a way that all abuses of power can be

corrected by the people. The example of North Amenca
that "the Iormanon

as the

had melted away the checks and

of commonwealths

on deliberate

gIVes some hope

plans" may provide

6) Op Cit, P 29 However, at a later stage this author refers to aspects at the balanced consntunon With approval-see

pp

111-12

and

115

64 Op CIt . P 1;65 In the Preface, Williams states that he IS bemg provocative

in these lectures in order to

snrnulate lus students to diSCUSSIOn,but there IS no reason to believe that he "as not in tact stating

lus real Views, and merely attemptmg
his extreme posItIon
66 Op Cit, P 149

In

the Preface to aVOIdsome of the possible consequences at
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the remedy." Williams, like the author of the True State of the Case of the

Commonwealth

In

1654, saw the legislative and executive powers indepen-

dent of each other, yet with their power flowing directly from the people;
all checks and balances were stnpped
proval of Montesquieu's

away One of lus rare marks of ap-

work was reserved for that paragraph

of Book XL

Chapter 6 where the danger of drawing the executive from the legislanve
body is insisted upon/" In other respects the balanced constitution
tesqmeu was wholly rejected

The necesslty of subjecting the legislature to

any control by the executive was "an absurdity
" It was equally unnecessary

consrderation.r

superVlSlOn of the legislature

of Mon-

so gross as

to

deserve no

to subject the executive to the

"If the Instruments,

the servants of the pub-

lic offend, they are accountable, not to each other, for no fair account would
be obtained.

but to the commuruty."??

that perfect,

complete

over a hundred

separatlOn

Here we are presented

of powers wluch we faced in England

years before, a reJectlOn both of the balanced consntution

and of government

by an all-powerful

legislature.

the "most permclOus speCles of usurpatIon
commumty,
Williams's

main activities

for Wilhams

or tyranny"

or any part of It, could Interfere

legislative. or judicial offices of government
controversy,

agaIn with

at will with the executive.

71

were In the fi.elds of teaching

but Major John Cartwright

rejected as

the idea that the

and religious

was a very different

figure

For

forty years he was engaged In the forefront of the battle for parhamentary
reform,

earmng

himself the title "Father

If highly repetItlve,

of Reform." He was a proline,

writer, who devoted enormous

on the existing system of government.

energles to the attack

The doctnne

powers hgured largely In his work, and lus assertion

of the separatlOn of
that "the legislative

and executive power ought to be totally separate and distinct" was the basis
of his bitter attack on the cabinet system
cepted the theory of mixed government

In lus early work Cartwright

ac-

to the extent of allowing the sov-

ereign to assent to the laws, but he was insistent that the men who serve
the Crown and the men who serve the people ought
6;- Ibid , P 165

68 Ibid . PP 166-;-

69 Ibid . P 168

;-0 Ibid . P 169

;'1

Ibid . P

228

128
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said Cartwright,

this was

not the case In England, for there the legislative and executive functions
were umted In one set of hands. "We see the same men with the power
of creating

offices, and the power of hirruslung

salanes, with the power

of forming

schemes of expense, and the power of voting themselves

money; with the power of plungmg their country Into war whenever

the

It

may

suit their corrupt Views, and the power of granting themselves the supplies
Can Iacnon, In the lust of dorruruon want more7"73

How could de Lolme

or his editors bnng out further editions of his neatly divided constitunonal
system after such an expose by the major of Northamptonslure
Such a curse did not exist In Amenca
Ing to his theme. In those countnes
like harlequins,

or France, said Cartwright.

rrulina

7

warm-

men would not be found "skipping,

from the cabinet to the legislature,

from the legislature

to the cabinet, here in the shape of executive directors, there in the form
of popular deputies ...

one moment

IssUlng rash and InSldlOUSproclama-

nons to the people; and the next, as representatives
addresses and pronounCing

panegyncs

on their own performances"

1823, shortly before his death, Cartwnght
narchical and anstocratic
In

elements

In

favour of a "Saxon" constitution.

ordinate

to the constitution

English government

75

I

Such

IS

the government

doctnne

72 An Appeal

theory

of parliamentary

In

Amenca

and on the Continent,

was the separatIOn of powers
government

on the Sub/ect of the EnglIsh ConstItutIOn,

ConstltutlOn

Produced and Illustrated,

76 Ibid, P 228
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76

was under heavy attack dunng

Boston (Lines j, 179~,P 4'

London,

The

found no inspired sup-

73 Ibid, P 46
74 Ibid, P 51
75 The Engltsh

by

executed

of a Congress, executed by a Monroe"

this penod of English history, and, as
alternative

particularlv

most closely to the

of a WIttenagemote

The theory of the balanced constitution
its major rival constitutional

an elec-

and both sub-

of Amenca,

approximated

Saxon model "Such was the government
an Alfred

He was wholly

legislature.

to the legislature,

The governments

of Pennsylvama,

By

74

had come to reject all the mo-

With a unicameral

trve executive Without veto, subordinate
the hrst Constitution

of the people, movmg

182),

p
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porters in the country

AND

where

It

thirty years of the mneteenth
for the major advancements
King's Ministers
Although

THE

OF

was being developed,

century

POWERS

mdeed, in the first

It IS to France that we must look

of a theory of government

as an integral

which accepts the

part of a balanced constitutional

the doctnne of the separatwn

tual threat to the dominant

SEPARATIOI'

of powers represented

consnrunonal

system.

an mtellec-

ideologv, the political srtuation

never reached that boiling pomt where It might have become a matter of
practical politics, and the passage of the Reform Act in :1832 removed whatever threat there might have been; for, mterestmg

as the radical strain of

thought was in England m the years :1770 to :183°, the doctnne of the separation of powers could never hope to reach that peak of popular acceptance
and sigruhcance
Amenca,

that

It

aclueved first in the newly independent

and then in revolutionary

France.

13°

colomes of

SIX

The Doctrine in America

,

0

THE

29 J U N E

1 -;

76, twenty-eight

years after the pubh-

cation of the De l'Esprit des Loix, the "future form of government" for the State of Virgirua was proclaimed In convention
at WIllIamsburg

It began with the resounding

that the good people of Vrrgirua ordain that "The legislative,
and Judiciary

departments

declaration
executive

shall be separate and distinct. so that neither

exercise the powers properly belongmg

to the other. nor shall any person

exercise the powers of more than one of them at the same time, except that
the JustIces of the county courts shall be eligible to either House of Assembly" This declaration.

which the framers of the Consntution

considered to be the baSIS of their system of government,
most preCIse statement

of the doctnne

of Virginia

was the clearest,

which had at that time appeared

anywhere,

In the works of political theorists. or In the pronouncements

statesmen

All Its major elements were set out, but of greater Importance

IS the fact that In the Constitution
tunonal government

of Virginia

It

of

stood as a theory of consn-

In ItS own nght for the hrst time SInce the Instrument

of Government

over one hundred

the legislature

of Virgirua,

and twenty years earlier It IS true that

and of most other revolutionary

bicameral. that the dIVISIOnof hmcnons
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of the States was not always consistently

POWERS

followed through,

that In their practical operatIOn the early State governments

and

deviated con-

siderably from the spmt of the doctrine; but In Virgirua, and many other
States, It was the separatIon
nonal structure

of powers that formed the baSIS of the msntu-

of the government.

In the same year as Virgima did, Mary-

land and North Carolina made similar declarations
although

they were less thoroughgoing

in their Constitutions.

than the Virgimans,

Georgia followed SUIt. Clearly this IS an Important
opment of the doctnne

of the complexities

or IS some new statement

evolved? The expenence
tnne was an madequate

of the Protectorate

of msntunonal
suggested

theory to be
would this irn-

Amenca? The de-

of polmcal thought that led to the Federal Constitution

one of the most fascinanng

spectacles of the adaptation

tenals to the demands of an unprecedented
The general pattern of Amencan
parallels WIth English developments
until, as In England In the 1640'S,
of revolution.'

of Ideological ma-

in this period provides many

In the mid seventeenth

It

provides

situation that history can offer

thought

Idea of mixed and balanced government
fervour

of the bal-

that the pure doc-

baSIS for a system of government,

preSSIOn be confirmed by the expenen~e of revolutionary
velopment

In the devel-

of the separatIOn of powers. Is the "pure doctrine"

to emerge again and nd Itself altogether
anced constitution,

moment

and In 1777

dominated

century. The

the scene In Amenca

was swept away by the democratic

and the dommant

theory

of the mixed constitu-

non became totally Inadequate to cope WIth a situation in which resistance
to monarchical
situations

or aristocratic

power was the major characteristic

the demise of the established

period of government

by convention

constitution

In both

was followed by a

In wluch the revolutionary

legislature

absorbed all power Into its own hands, carrying out all the tasks of government through
1

It

IS

the medium of ItS comrmttees

As a result of the demand for

not Intended to adopt here a pOint of view In the complex dispute concermng the "demo-

cratic" or "non-dernocranc"
ations ol the distnbunon
mal sOCiety It

IS

character at the Amencan

It

does consider-

an Inescapable fact, however, for anyone who has read the literature of the period

that there was a democratic revolution
of the "democrat"

Revolution. involving as

of property, the extent of the franchise, and the power structure of coloIn Amencan

thought In the

1770'S

Although the aspirations

rarely extended as far as Simple maJonty rule, or umversal manhood suffrage,

there was a rejection of monarchical and anstocranc

1]2

pnnciples that had earlier been accepted

THE

a return to consntunonal
the Instrument

DOCTRIKE

government

of Government,

the separatIon

Il'.

AMERIC-\.

the revolunonarv

show an adherence

of powers, and a deterrrunation

royal or anstocranc
of "Restoration."

constitutions, like

to the basic Ideas of

to stnp away all vestiges of

power, but, as in England, there was
in wluch the more revolutionary

In

Amenca a kind

doctnne

was modified

by older Ideas about the balancmg and the lirmranon of power

govern-

In

ments. The parallel. however, must not be pushed too far In revolutionarv
Amenca the separatlOn of powers was ready to hand and well understood,
whereas

In

revolutionary

England It had had to be formed and fashlOned

for the hrst time When the Restoration
the new doctnne

by assirrulatmg

theory of the balanced constitunon,

came in England

In

but swamped

the Amenca of 1787 the doctnne of

of powers was modified, tempered,

the separatlon

It all

m a subordinate role, to the complex

It,

buttressed

even, by the

theory of checks and balances drawn from the older conceptlOn of English
constitutional
thoughts

theory, but It remained

Itself hrmlv in the centre of men's

as the essential baSIS of a free system of government
has raged around the extent to which the Amen-

A great controversy

can colonists and the Founding Fathers were mfluenced
in their adoption
government.
mfluence
treme

It

of the separatlOn

of powers as a fundamental

On the one hand Montesquieu

has been argued that the Amencan

whilst at the other ex-

colonial expenence

was such

never put pen to paper the results of their dehb-

erations would hardly have dIffered from the actual outcome
an extremely

of good

has been accorded a decisive

upon the Fathers of the Constitution."

that had Montesquieu

by Montesquieu

dIffIcult task to determme

3

It

often

IS

the "decisive influences" upon the

work of a smgle man, let alone to attnbute

to a single overridmg source the

results of the work and thought

of a large number of men, like those who

were engaged upon [ormulatmg

the State and Federal Constitutions

one further

reflects that the Federal Constrtunon

of compromIses
2

effected

P H Spurlm. Montesquleu

In

In

resulted

When

from a senes

the Convention

by the majorIty vote of State

Amerzca

Baton Rouge,

1~6o-1Sc°1.

1940

In

hIS

hrst chapter

Spurlin survevs the literature at this conrroversv
3 B F Wnght,

1933,P 171

Ir . "The Ongms of the Separation

of Powers in America." Econonllca

:-'1J\
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divided in opmlOn, and that these

were often very close, and fluctuated from day to day, It becomes

difhcult to talk in terms of a "decisive mfluence " In fact both of the extreme
VIews drastically

oversimplity

the actual course of events

Constitutional

thought in Amenca m the period leadmg up to the creation of the Federal
Constitution
thought,

reflects a number

and the pattern

of interwoven influences at work

of English msntunons.

inevitably

starting pomt for Amencan

development.

stitunonal

It was adapted to the Amencan

theory, although

was potentially

But the structure

at vanance WIth the SOCIalstructure

English

provided

of English conenvironment.

of the colomes. There

was some strain in adapting the English form of balanced constitution
that of the colomal government.
Importance

For though the former acknowledged

of monarch and hereditary

Governor, were far greater than the prerogatIve
the excessive weight attnbuted
fore, expressed
constitunon.

In

to
the

aristocracy, WIth their claim to the

exercise of power, the claims of the Crown, as represented
nee by the monarch in England

the

by the colomal

powers exercised in prac-

The growmg objections of the colomsts to
to the power of the governors were, there-

terms of the need to mamtam

"A small weight over,

In

a proper balance

In

the

either scale," a writer argued in the

Boston Gazette of 6 June 1.763, "might mdeed be easilv removed, but while
It remains It as effectually destroys the balance, as the largest
conflict deepened,

however, as had been the case

England, the theory of the balanced consntution
Irrelevant,

the intellectual

ammunition

government.

became more and more

by which the separatlOn of powers could be
than that of mixed government,

the mfluence of the latter author was, naturally

of the structure

enough in VIew

of hIS great work, felt and exercised on both SIdes of the

each SIde selecting those passages which best suited their cause

The actual outbreak of a revolution
democratic

seventeenth-century

Locke and Montesquieu provided

advanced as a principle more fundamental

argument,

As the

and the separatlOn of powers emerged again as the only avail-

able baSIS of a constitutional

although

In

rr

that leaned heavily upon the relatively

character of the Amencan

of government

wholly mappropnate,

way of life rendered

the old theory

and for a short penod the pure doc-

trine of the separatlOn of powers emerged in America. as
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before, and as It was shortly to do agam in France, and

was incorporated
revolunonary

DOCTRI]\;E

in varymg degrees into the msntutional

State governments

WIth the attainment

however, those leaders in Amenca
the purposes of the revolution.
anced government,

who had

of the

of independence.

allred with radical forces, for

turned back agam to the old Ideas of bal-

not embracing

the theory in Its entIrety, but graftmg

It on to the new baSIS of Amencan
new, and umquely Amencan,

structure

consnrunonal

combination

thought,

to provide a

of the separatlOn of powers and

checks and balances. These men were well aware that they faced problems
which were not to be neatly solved by appeal either to expenence
old constitutional

theory

They were, necessarily.

of their own positlOn as revolutionanes

or to the

caught up in the logic

who WIshed to mamtain

the best

of the old ways, so that they built within the general pattern of constitunonal thought

which they mherited.

but they specihcallv and consciously

rejected many elements of the old pattern. The remarkable achievement
the Amencans

was that they not only accepted and understood

tutional theory and expenence
this hentage and refashioned
and extraordmanly

that they were heirs to, but that they took
It, effectively and successfully, to meet a new

difhcult situation,

Until shortly before the Declaration
theory

of the Amencan

colomsts

of Independence

closely paralleled

country, WIth only those emendations
nons of colomal government
century
rather

pale reflection

that of the mother

In

the rrud seventeenth

battles of the English CIvIl War find a

in the polmcal

the time when Herle and Hunton
adapting the age-old theory

the constitutional

necessary to relate It to the condi-

Thus we find that

the great consntunonal

situation,

disputes 10 Massachusetts

were grapplmg

of rruxed government

the Elders of the Church

In

Massachusetts

justify democratic

of

to a rapidly changing
were faced WIth the
of the "Company

Bay" The Elders, however, far from us10g the theory to
practIces were concerned

fend the posltlon of the magistrates.

to use It as a weapon to de-

the Governor

pressures for a greater degree of democratic
of Massachusetts

At Just

WIth the problems

problem of adapting the same theory to the government
of Massachusetts

of

the consti-

control

and ASSIstants, agamst
In the General Court

the Governor and ASSIstants exercised a "negative voice."
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and when the Court was not m session they met to deal WIth the business
of government,

making

decisions over the whole range of affairs

1642 there was a continuous
and those deputies
considerable

battle between

the Governor

who felt that the magistrates

restraints

After

and Assistants

should be subjected

to

in the exercise of their power in the recesses of the

General Court, and at the same time an attack was mounted

on the "nega-

nve voice." The parallel WIth the course of events in England ISstnkmg
deputies claimed the nght to a contmuous
of, the acts of the magistrates.

The

partICIpatlOn in, and oversight

attacking all Idea of an autonomous

"stand-

ing council" free from the control of the Court. Governor John Wmthrop
clearly summed up the pomt at Issue. Some of the deputies. he wrote, demanded that "all authonty,

both legislative. consultatrve,

be exercised by the people in their body representanve
the Long Parliament

In 1644 the Elders of the Church

of those who resisted

under the Charter,
"magistratical]

an OpInIOn upon certain

stamp of approval upon the political

the current

democratic

said the Elders, a threefold

authoritie",

and consultatrve

excesses

There IS

power of government,

these three powers are "legislanve.

or

judicanve.

or directive of the pubhque affairs of the commonwealth,

for provislOn and protection."
freemen

delivered

of New England

questlOns which had been placed before them by the Gen-

eral Court, thus settmg a theological
theory

" 4 This claim. which

succeeded in making good for a while in England, was,

however, successfully resisted by the elected anstocracy
constitunonal

and judicial, must

(or their deputies)

5

The legislanve power IS gIven jomtlv to the

and to the Governor

and Assistants.

as also IS

the direcnve power As for the judicial power, however, this IS to be exercised by the magistrates
The government
anstocracy
although

only, except in cases of Impeachment

of Massachusetts

IS not a "pure anstocracy,

and appeal

but rmxt of an

and democracy," in respect of the powers of the General Court,
the actual adrrurustranon

of JustIce IS to be anstocranc

the General Court IS not sitnng the magistrates

6

When

have a power of constant

4 Winthrop's Journal, ed by James Savage, Boston, 1853, Vol II, P 282
5 The Records 0/ Massachusetts, Boston, 1853, Vol II, P 92
6 Ibid, Vol II, PP 92-93, and 95 See also the "Small Treatise" pnnted

the Massachusetts

Hlstoneal Societv, Vol 46,1913, PP 279-85
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magistrates
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between two

and action: In respect of "care" the power of the

was not hrruted, In respect of "action" they were accountable

the General Court

Thus In 1644 we hnd a theory of mixed government

with an essential degree of funcnonal differennanon
of the government,
the discretionarv

together

between the branches

with a recogmtIOn of the difference between

and "executive" dunes of magistrates

The Elders In Massachusetts

~

had evolved a consntunonal

paralleled the seventeenth-century

theory wluch

theory of the balanced constitunon

England, and again In 1679 they set forth In another consntunonal
the same combinanon

of rruxed government

Perhaps the most remarkable
the way

condmons foreshadowed

0

thought IS

of English political thought to Amencan

the eventual solution of the problems which faced

the framers of the Consntunon

over a centurv later for when the Elders

1679 insisted that the Charter of the Massachusetts
up a "distnbunon

OpinIOn

and the separatIOn of powers

aspect of this penod In Amencan

which this adaptation

In

In

In

Bay Company had set

of diffenng Interest of power and privilege between the

magistrates

and freemen, and the disnnct exercise of legislative and execu-

trve power,"

9

the anstocracy

they had

In

mind was an electn.e anstocracy

The dIVISIOnof functions between agenCIes of government
cise a mutual check upon each other although

both are elected, dIrectly or

indirectlv, by the same people, IS a umque Amencan
ern constitutional

contnbunon

was little reference

to the monarch,

In early Massachusetts

ment of royal government

In Massachusetts,

WIth the establish-

however, the theory In the

colomes fell more Into line WIth English thought,
century

and by the rruddle of the

the theory of the balanced consntunon

-; For a discussion of the complexmes

of iudrcral

adrrumstratron

In

9 Ibid, P

167

Papers,

In

Quarterly,
Puotications

seemed as im-

earlv Massachusetts

Mark de Wolle Howe and LoUISF Eaton, [r , "The Supreme ludicral Power
sachusetts Bay," :,'ew England

there

the role of the English King being

either assumed or Ignored as best SUIted the colomsts

8 Hutchinson

to mod-

theory.

In the dISCUSSIOnsof mixed government

eighteenth

who WIll exer-

In

Sept 194:of the Prince Societu, Albam

see

the Colonv of ;"'1a5-

186;, Vol III

pp

16--~
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established in Amenca

as It was in England. In 1717 John WIse

descnbed the English Constitution

as "an Ehsium," and the mixture which

It represented

as the fairest in the world." Jared Eliot in

"respective governments

17}8

pictured the

in the British Plantations"

as little models of that

happy rruxture to be found in British government,

in which each branch

whilst "havmg full power to do good" was checked and restrained by the
others

11

Conservatives,

like Cadwallader

Colden of New York, and the

future loyalist Joseph Galloway, saw in a rruxed monarchy
pattern of government,"
mons thanked
published

the best possible

and the New England clergy in their election ser-

God for mixed government."

in the Independent

Constitution as "mhrutely

In 1753 WIlham

Lrvmgston

Reflector a eulogy of the compound

the best,"

14

British

and even as late as 1772 the Bnnsh

system was lauded by Joseph Warren in hIS Boston massacre oration, while
at the same time he applied the terminology

of mixed government

ernor, Council, and House of Representatives
As relations

in Massachusetts."

WIth England detenorated,

the theory

ment as applied in England was first cnncized
non had so warped the Constitution
balanced

structure

as inapplicable

anstocracy

were untlunkable

to a country
16

of mixed govern-

on the grounds that corrup-

that It no longer represented

but was a disguised

altogether

to Gov-

tyranny,

and then was rejected

where hereditary

The publication

a truly

monarchy

of Fame's Common

and

Sense

in January 1776 heralded the rejectIOn of the old theory of constitutionalIsm and opened a period of intense constitutional

development

in which all

that was considered bad in the old forms would be discarded. and all that
was considered
ro A VindIcatIOn
11

good would be scrunruzed
of the Government

of New England

Churches,

Boston, 1;'1;'

GIve Cesar HIS Due, New London, 1738

12 L W Labaree. ConservatIsm
I}

and modified to SUIt the needs

In

Early Amerzcan

Alice M Baldwin. The New England

HIstory,

Ithaca, 1959, PP 1}1-2 and 136-;,

Clergy and the Amencar

Reuolution,

Durham, N C

1928, pp 8} and 175-6
el4 No XXXIII, New York, 12 July el75}, P 133
15 Pnnted in H Niles, Pnnclples
16 See Sul/zvan
Washmgton,

to Meshech

and Acts of the RevolutIon

In

Ware, 11 December 1775, Amencan

Amenca,

Baltimore, el822, P 5

Archzves,

184}, Series IV, Vol IV, 241-}, and To the People of North' Amenca

Types of Government,

ibid . Vol V, 180-3
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Amenca. The separatIon of powers lay readv to hand as

baSIS for this consntunonal

activity.

It has been suggested that It was one of the most cunous events in the
history of the Umted States that the colonists. after their bitter expenence
of divided powers in colomal governments,
ration of powers as a fundamental

should have turned to the sepa-

prmcrple of free government

of course, that the colomal governor

r

It IS true,

and the colomal assembly stood In

Opposltlon to each other as separate organs of the government

In continual

conflict, but It would be wrong to think that colomal governments

operated

in fact in a way which closely approximated

doctnne

to a thoroughgomg

of the separatIOn of powers, or that the colomsts at the time of the Reoo-

luuon associated the operatIOn of these governments
of government.

Undoubtedly

in the earlier penod

ment their view of the proper distribution
closely approximated

with such a theory
of colomal develop-

of the funcnons

of government

the English theory of the balanced consntunon.

but

as the tensions of the later colomal penod developed, that theory was broken down into ItS component
governments

parts, and the colomsts criticized the colomal

because they did not embody a thoroughgomg

separatIOn of

powers. By 1776 the separatIOn of powers was bemg advanced as the only
coherent constitutional

theory upon which an alternative

to colomal forms

could be based
There were a number of reasons why the colomsts could use the doctnne
of the separatIOn of powers to cnncize the colomal regimes. First, in those
royal colonies which shared a very sirrular structure
see that the colomal government
rruxed government

of government

we can

was far more in tune with the theory of

than with the pure separatIOn of powers A most Impor-

tant element in these governments

was the Governor's

formed the Upper House of the legislature
Crown, except in Massachusetts,

CounCIL which also

The CounCIL appointed by the

held office dunng pleasure, and became a

stable aristocratic element in colonial government

The Council advised the

Governor, was an essential part of the legislature.

and, with the Governor

at ItS head, acted as the supreme court of the colony. Although
17 Wnght,op

ell. p 1;-6
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could not be considered

mere creatures

of the Crown, for the Governor was forced to choose from among a small
circle of colomal gentry, who, hnked by farruly connections,
dommanon

mamramed

a

on those Councils which made them a rruruature replica of the

great connections

of the anstocracy

colomal Council. therefore,

in eighteenth-century

England

held a crucial posItIon between

and the Lower House of the legislature,
rather uneasy co-operatIon

but

It

18

The

the Governor

was usually m a spmt of

between Governor and Council that the colony

was ruled The Council shared every type of government

business, and so

played a strategic role in most decisions, It is not surpnsmg,
the Idea of rruxed government

charactenzed

groups in early-eighteenth-century

the thought

therefore,

that

of the dommant

America, for a thoroughgomg

doctnne

of the separatIOn of powers would hardly have been acceptable to those
"anstocranc"
ernment

families through

whose hands ran all the strands

busmess. Nor IS It surpnsing

that in the outbreak

fervour associated WIth the revolution
concept of the concentration
Amencans

there was an attack upon the whole

of power which these councils represented.

The second characteristic
revolutionary

of the colonial system, which in the eyes of

did not equate WIth a system of properly

rated powers, was common

to all the colorues. except

Rhode Island Colomal Amencans
of the balanced constitution

mfnngements

licanon

of De l'Esprit

mtellectual
sntunon

to exercise

and

of the pnn-

m men's minds. these
to destroy

that balance,

were couched more and more

of the separatIOn of powers, and after the pub-

des Loix the colomsts gamed a valuable source of

ammunition

In fact, complaints

was bemg perverted

governors

was dommant

wore on the complamts

in terms of the vocabulary

sepa-

Because in the earlier penod the

were often discussed as attempts

but as the century

Connecticut

saw contmual mfnngements

ciple in the actrvities of the governors.
theory

of gov-

of democratic

complamed

that the legislature's

undue mfluence

that the balance of the Con-

came from both SIdes of the fence The royal
control over fmance was used

in the executive

sphere. In 172.3 Governor

Shute was led to complain that the control exercised by the House of Rep-

18

Labaree, op

CIt,

pp

4
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over the salanes of Governor and Treasurer

had gIven to that House "the whole legislanve.

and In a good measure the

executive power of the provInce."IQ A sirrular complaint was made In 1754
by the Pnvy Council In regard
the most intelligent

to

New York." and Thomas Pownall. one of

of the royal governors, mdicted the colonial assemblies

for having endangered

"the freedom and nght efhciencv of the consntu-

non." wluch required that the executive and judicial ofncers of government
should be Independent

of the legislature

21

On their part the colorusts saw the legislature's
the only means of maintammg

control over supply as

their own Independence

powers of the Crown They complained

In the face of the

of the Improper exercise of power

In words wluch reflected more and more the doctnne
of powers

In 1744 the New Iersev House of Assembly

the appoIntment

protested

of the Chief [ustice to the Governor's

sistent WIth the freedom and pnvilege
separation

of the separation

of the people

22

against

Council as mconThe more that the

of powers was stressed as the tension rose In the colonies. the

more clear It became that this principle. If pushed far enough, resulted In
a denial of the theory of the balanced consntunon

ThIS tendency

clearly seen In the disputes which arose In Massachusetts
election of members
In particular

of the judiciarv

over the appoIntment

can be

concernIng

the

to the Council of the Province. and

of LIeutenant-Governor

Hutchinson

to

the office of Chief Justice James Otis was deeply Involved In this dispute.
which Involved charges and counter-charges
Otis lauded the Bntish Constitution
government

of personal Interest

In 1762

as perhaps the most perfect form of

of which human nature was capable, adding that

It

was a fun-

damental maxim In such a system that the legislative and executive powers
should be kept separate
over Hutchinson's

23

Two years later, however, after a bitter dispute

appoIntment,

separatIOn of powers
19 English Historicol

24

He now wrote passionatelv

Documents.

20

Ibid. P

21

The Admll1lstratlOn

22

Spurlin. op

2)

Boston Ga~ette

Otis emphasized

the Importance

of the need for a proper

Vol IX p 261

2;)

CIt.

of the Co/ames.

P

,0

11

Tan

24 The Rigrus of the Bntlsh

znd edn

1;,6,. p 4q
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Colol1lcS Asserted

and Proved. Boston 1;'64 p 4-
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balance between the executive and legislanve powers. Drawing upon Locke
and Vattel he saw these two powers as "a perpetual check and balance
to each other." USing seventeenth- rather than eighteenth-century terminology, OtIS argued that both the supreme legislature and the supreme executrve are limited In power. If the supreme executive errs, it IS"Informed"
by the supreme legislarure In parliament. If the supreme legislature errs, It
ISInformed by the supreme executive In the KIng's courts of law He developed one of the earliest Amencan pleas for what would today be called
judicial review, by claimmg that when Acts of Parliament offend against
natural equity the "executive courts" will adjudge such Acts void 25
The dispute In Massachusetts well Illustrates how the proponents of different interpretatIOns of the best system of government appealed to the
authority of Montesquieu, and how the two components of that author's
theory of the constitution of hberty were torn apart Those who were attacking plural office-holding in Massachusetts quoted lum. emphasizing
only those secnons where Montesquieu insisted upon the separatIon of
powers." The defenders of the colomal government also quoted him, but
used those passages where he supported the Idea of mixed government,
or where he emphasized the Interdependence of the branches of government In Apnl1762 a bIll to exclude the Judges of the Superror Court from
the legislature was narrowly defeated In the House of Representanves."
and there ensued a lively newspaper debate In wluch the nval tendencies
In the accepted constitutional doctnne came Into conflict Although the
argument was carried on withm the framework of accepted Bnnsh constitutional theory, the revolunonarv propensltJes of the separatIOn of powers
when pushed to extremes came very close to the surface The defence of the
colomal government In the Boston Euening-Post. signed by "L" interpreted
Montesquieu to mean that liberty was sufhcientlv safeguarded If a partial
separatIOn of the personnel of government was observed It was perfectly
acceptable for one person, or a small number of people, to be members of
25 Ibid . pp 41 and 47
26 ConSIderatIOns

on the Elecnon of Counsellors,

4-6
27 Boston Gazette,

26 Apr 1762

[Oxenbndge

Thacher"].

Boston, 1761, pp
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both the judicial and legislative branches, but It was essential that a ma-

Jorzty of the legislature should have no share in judicial office Similarlv in
relation to the legislanve

and executive powers Montesquieu

had meant

only that "the whole executive. and the whole legislative powers ought not

"J"

to be umted."28

developed

m 1763 an argument

later used by Madison to defend the proposed
whereas Madison mterpreted

Montesquieu

ration of the functIOns of government

very similar to that

Federal Consnrunon.

as propoundmg

but

a partial sepa-

in a system where the personnel

of

were kept strictly separate, the writer in the Boston EoeningPost was concerned only WIth the partial separatlon of persons

government

'T' appealed to the example of the British Constitution
Massachusetts

to follow, but hIS opponent

"TQ"

as a model for

m the Boston Gazette

pushed hIS insistence upon the separatIOn of powers dangerously
rejection of the Bnnsh pattern

Although

he was on occasion prepared to

admit that It was the degree of the concentration
mattered,

close to a

of ofhces and power that

"T.Q." tended to push the demand for the separatIOn of ofhces

to the pomt where no single member

of the judiciarv

same time a member of the legislature

In order to support this contention

he was prepared

to reject the authority

ought to be at the

of British precedents

cient JustificatIOn for the practices of the colomal adrrurustranon
argued that the colomal practlce of councillors
was analogous to the appomtment

as a sufh-

"J" had

also holding judicial office

of lord Chief Iusnces in England to be

peers of the realm, but "T.Q." insisted that the Bntish model was not applicable m Massachusetts
councillors

Peers were appointed by the sovereign, whereas

in the provmce were elected. DId

It

then follow that "because

the sovereIgn IS pleased to create a lord chief JustIce a peer of the realm,
IS expedient

It
Q

for the people of this provInce to make a Judge a councellor"/2

He explicitly rejected the Idea that what had happened
gland was necessarily

"constitutional"

practlce may sometimes

perIence, which supported
28 Boston Evenzng-Post.

It

had happened

"A

take place, which may interfere WIth and obstruct

the direct end of the consntunon

29 Boston Gazette.

SImply because

in the past in En-

the cornbmanon

Supplement.

6 Tune 1763

" The arguments,

2)

May 1;,6)

drawn from Brmsh ex-

of the offices of legislator and
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Judge "with regard to this province" therefore
lunonary

implications

are very clear.'?

of the way In which the eighteenth-century

En-

theory was being broken up Into Its component

parts

can be seen In the revolunonarv

period Itself In 1774 the Continental

Congress addressed the inhabitants

of Quebec, urgIng them to send dele-

gates to the next meetIng of the Congress
quotatIOns

POWERS

fell to the ground. The revo-

of this line of thought

Yet another indication
ghsh consntunonal

OF

from "the Immortal

The address contained extensive

Montesquieu,"

proVIng that the separa-

tion of powers was "the only effectual mode ever Invented

by the wit

men, to promote their freedom and prosperrtv." " Unfortunately
bec, the Congress continued,

enjoyed only the appearance

It

powers, for In fact all the powers of government
of a Miruster."

32

to Tom Paine. used the authority
the basis of the "beautiful

thonty

were moved "by the nods

of "the excellent

aristocracy.

system"

of the revolutionary

components

for Que-

of separated

Two years later the Tory author of Plam Truth, replying

fend the rmxture of monarchy,
bitterness

oC

of Montesquieu's

Montesquieu"

and democracy

of the English Constitution."

struggle the two potentially

to

de-

which formed
In the

contradictory

theory were being rudely torn apart HIS au-

was Invoked by those who WIshed to stnp the separatIOn of powers

of Its former aSSOCIatIOnWIth the Ideas of mixed government,

but either

they were very selective In therr use of quotatIOns, or they argued that In
the different CIrcumstances of the colonies. In which there was "a total absence of all nobles," Montesquieu

himself would have approved the more

extreme application of the principle of the separatIon of powers
Thus the more strongly
was asserted

that the pnnciple

as an argument

against British policy the more It became

clear to the colorusts that the colomal governments
prmciple
}O

}1

to a sufficient degree. The Governor

Ellen E Brennan tentatrvelv

Holding

In

!vlassachusetts.

Extracts

was not, of course, a true

idennfies "T Q" as Oxenbndge

from the Fates and Proceedings

of the Continental

Ibid . P 77

3} "Candidus." Plain Truth. Philadelplua. 1776, pp 2-4
34 Pennsylvania

did not embody this

Thacher

see Plural O(lice-

1,-60-1,-80. Chapel HIlL 1945

pp 74-76
}2

34

of the separatIOn of powers

Evening

Post, 91\'0\' 17;,6

Congress.

Pluladelplua.

1774-
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ofhcer " He did execute the decisions of the colonial legislature

but his power was much greater than tlus, He exercised royal prerogatIves,
and could attempt

to coerce the legislature

in the passage of legislation.

He played an essential

role

and had powers of prorogatIOn and dissolu-

non But hIS power was even greater than that of the Kmg m the balanced
constitution,

for he claimed to exercise powers over the government

the colony which no monarch

itself. As Jefferson observed in his Summary

VIew of the RIghts of Briusi:

America of 1774, the royal power, exercised through
allow laws of Amencan
sovereign

legislatures

had "modestly

of

claimed any longer to exercise m Bntam
the governors,

to

dis-

was actively exercised long after the

declmed the exercise of this power in that part

of hIS empIre called Great Britain." The great list of charges agamst the
Crown in the Declaration

of Independence

was, of course, an indictment

of the excessive powers of the royal governors
Thus the colomal Governor

as the colomsts saw them

could never see himself, nor be seen bv the

colonists. as a "mere executive" m relation to the colonial legislature
problems of htnng the Ideas of "legislation"

These

and "execution" to the colomal

situation can be clearly seen in RIchard Bland's The Colonel DIsmounted

1764.35 Thus although in the early eighteenth
balanced consnrution

century the acceptance of the

Implied an acceptance of a very modified doctnne of

the separatIon of powers, in the tradition

of Mackworth

or Bolingbroke. as

the century progressed the separatIOn of powers was emphasized
more, and became more ngid in conceptIOn
therefore,

of

the colonists' approach

to

more and

In the revolutionary

penod.

the office of Governor was to stnp

of all prerogatIves,

and to turn

were not recreating

the royal Governor, they were for the first nrne insn-

It

into a purely executive posItIon

It

They

tutmg an executive power in the proper sense of that term In this respect,
as in others, the Amencans

did not adopt the separation

tation of their colomal governments,
consntunonal

of powers in irru-

they retained only that part of the old

system which remained

when the attnbutes

of mixed gov-

ernment and of impenal rule were rejected
The transfer of power from the royal governments
35 Repnnted
Cambndge,

in

Pamphlets of the Amencan

Revolution,

;o.1a55 1965, pp U4-6

1-15

to the revolunonarv
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was achieved by the settmg up of Congresses

from royal hands, and ruled the colomes through

Safety, cornbirung

10

tem of government

that wrested
Committees

their hands all the powers of government

of

This sys-

by convention very quickly raised demands for a return

forms. It was at this penod of hIS career that John Adams,

to constitunonal

who was later to defend rruxed government

WIth such pass ion, bent hIS

main efforts to refunng the right of the legislature to exercise all the powers
of government

The new States soon set about the busmess of drawing up

their constitutions,

and

many of them the doctnne

10

of the separatIon

powers was declared to be the maJor cntenon

of consntunonal

The separatIOn of powers had agam emerged

10

tacks upon the constitutional

of a desirable form of government
lative, an executive

10

1775 WIth the statement

by government.

tyranny

can alone be checked and restramed

governor

should have a veto, a proposal

10

"36

human

In 1776 eight State constitutions
York completed

10

that few of his contemporanes
10

this letter upon the

were written,
10

10

1777 Georgia and New

revolt agamst New York as well

The Iollowmg year South Carolma revised her

of two years earlier,

10

1780 Massachusetts

sive contribution,

and

of 1776, brought

an end to the era of revolutionary

10

each of these
nature towards

out as a pIece for the times

theirs, and Vermont,

as Great Britain, joined
Constitunon

It

legis-

Adams proposed that the

were then prepared to accept, but It is hIS emphasis
separatlOn of powers which marks

"A

the whole of what

It IS by balancmg

powers agamst the other two, that the efforts

at-

Adams began hIS outhne

and a JudICIal power comprehend

IS meant and understood

government

response to democratic

theory of pnvilege

of

1784 New Hampshire,

made her Impres-

revising her Consntunon
State constitutions

Three years later the Federal Convention

had at ItS disposal the fund of ex-

penence which these State constitutions

had provided. The hrst two State

constitutions.
temporary

those of South Carolma and New Hampshire.

mstruments,

wntten

non was reached WIth Bntam. The Constitution
more than a copy of a colomal charter, although
}6 Letter to Richard Henry

were avowedly

to cover the period until an accommoda-

Lee, "5 Nov 1;'75,

In

of New Jersey was little
It

remamed

10

force until

Works, Boston, 1865, Vol IV, P 186
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of Virgrrua adopted on 29 June 1776, a few

days before that of New Jersey, we come to the revolutionary
tions based upon the separation

of powers

The constitutions

constituof Virgirua

and of five other States that fmished their labours in 1776 and early 1~"77
represent

the height of the revolutionarv

acceptance of the doctnne

separatlOn of powers. In many respects they differed considerably:
adoption of umcameral
servatism

or bicameral

of the franchise,

legislatures,

in the hberahtv

or m the expenments

doctnne

the

or con-

they made with such

devices as the indirect election of the Senate in Maryland,
non of a Council of Censors in Pennsylvania.

of the
In

or the msntu-

but they all adhered to the

of the separatlOn of powers, and they all rejected,

to

a greater or

lesser degree, the concept of checks and balances. With the Consnrunon
of New York in Apn11777

the reaction began against the extreme reJec-

tion of checks and balances, and this movement
Constitution

contmued until the Federal

set the seal upon a new and umquely Amencan

of separatlOn of powers and checks and balances
the old theory of mixed government

was discarded, and some, but by no

means all, of the control mechamsms
reintroduced

combinanon

In tlus the class baSIS of

of the balanced consntunon

to correct the obvious deficiencies of the early State constrtu-

nons. in which checks to the arbitrary
negative restraints

use of power had been limited to the

of the pure separatlOn of powers

It has been said that the separatlOn of powers was recogmzed
ciple in the early State constitutions,
merely,"

37

were

but that this recogrunon

in pnn-

"was verbal

and that m practice It meant little more than a prohibmon

on

plurahrv of ofhce. Even If the acceptance of the docrrme had been "lirmted"
to this aspect It would hardly have been a matter of little consequence. The
mamtenance

of a stnct prohibinon

and executive branches

upon dual membership

has no doubt been the most sigruhcant

the doctnne in forming the special character of Amencan
should by no means be underplayed
vaned considerably

of the legislative
aspect of

government,

and

In fact the early State constitunons

in the extent to which they embodied a stnct separa-

.37 E S Corwin. "The Progress or Consntunonal
ReVIew, Vol XXX, No .3,1925,

P 514

Theory. 1;-;--6 to 1;-8;-," Amencan

Historica!
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they all made great efforts In that direction. But

the separatlOn of powers meant more than that Before the personnel of the
branches of government

could be kept separate the governments

had to be

orgamzed along the lines of three disnnct and separate branches. This was
done by ensunng

that the execunve would have no part to play In legisla-

non. and by abolishmg the old Governor's

Council. wluch had had a fmger

In every pIe.
The functions

of the Council were distnbuted

State, and the legislature,
In the two unicameral
his prerogatIves,

between

a Council

of

where the Upper House exercised them, except

States

The Governor

and In the Consntunons

was stripped

of virtually

of Virgirua and Maryland

all

It was

provided that he "shall not, under any pretence, exercise any power or prerogatrve, by VIrtue of any law, statute or custom of England"
ernor was gIven no veto power, and the only remnant

30

The Gov-

of the prerogatIve

left to any of the executives was that of pardon or repneve,

and doubt was

expressed whether even this was a proper power for an executive to WIeld
The Governor,

President,

or executive

council became "executive"

In the

strictest sense of the word, merely to enforce the rules made by the legislature. It IS Indeed strange to argue, as has often been done, that because the
States did not provide for "strong executives." or kept the governors very
"weak," they did not really Intend
their constrtutions:

to

embody the separatlOn of powers In

for If one accepts the thoroughgoing

VIew of the sepa-

ration of powers the Idea of a "strong executive" IS a contradiction

In terms

Jefferson later insisted that the basic principle of the ~776 Constitution

of

Virgrrua was that no power could be exercised that was not defined by law,
and that no provislOn was made for CIrcumstances

where the law would

not apply. Indeed, he argued, the Consntunon refused even to admit that
such CIrcumstances
power In government

could anse

39

Thus was the problem of a discretionarv

swept aside, a problem which had deeply interested

John Locke, which Montesquieu

had largely obscured,

38 F N Thorpe, The Federal and State ConstItutIOns,

Washmgton,

and which. in the

1909 Vol \'11, pp 3816-;-

and Vol Ill, P 1696
39 ?>otes on the State at \'lrglntQ,
contention,

but

it

1;-81, pp 208-9

Corwin uses this source to support hts

wi]! be seen later that this is a rmsreading

of Jefferson
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democratic mood of the Amencan
The imphcanons

patnots, was declared no problem at all

of this view for the Amencan

hardly be exaggerated;

system of government

of the attempts

of a "chief executive"

which would fit Pennsylvania,

in the revolutionarv

penod

Although

concern of all men was the dispute With Great Bntain.
nal politics of the particular

of the

from State to State It would be

separatlOn of powers vaned considerably
ginia, and Connecticut

to change this conceptlOn of

However, the exact Importance

very difficult to frame generalizations

the doctnne

can

the history of the Presidency of the United States

IS, In large part, the history
the functions

AMERICA

States wluch mfluenced

the major

was the inter-

It

the extent to which

played a part in their efforts at consntunon-rnakmg

can be said, however, IS that the more "revolunonarv"

Vir-

What

the atmosphere,

the

more likely It was that ideas tendmg towards the pure separatlOn of powers
would be m evidence

In Pennsylvania

part in polmcal and consnrunonal
States,

It

was modihed

Connecticut

the pure doctnne

played a large

discussion, m Virgirua. as

and restrained

by attachment

In

most of the

to the old ways,

lunon, together

WIth the separatlOn of powers, did not really arnve until

1818, when the power of an oligarchy centred in the Council was ended
The most extreme expreSSlOn of the separatIOn of powers, emergmg
fact in ItS pure form, came in Pennsylvania,
often stated that the Constitution
separatIon
sntution.

In

the old colomal charter was not even replaced, and the revo-

and later in Vermont

of Pennsylvania

did not embody

40

In

It IS
the

of powers, whereas in fact It was the baSIS of the whole ConIt IS the failure to distmguish

clearly between the separatlOn of

powers on the one hand, and checks and balances on the other, which
leads to the confusion,

The founders

of the 1776 Consntunon

were bit-

terly opposed to any semblance of the checks and balances of the monarclue or aristocratic
the Amencan

constitution.

Pennsylvania

States in that the revolunonarv

thority of Great Britain was accompanied
a successful mternal
internal revolution.
40 On Connecticut
Conn. 1963

revolution

In

in 1776 was unique among
movement

agamst the au-

by, and was used as a cover for,

Pennsylvaman

government

Itself ThIS

whether It be seen as a regional or class movement,
see R

J

Purcell. ConnectIcut

In

TranSItIOn

as

1':-~-lf18 Middletown
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an attack upon Quaker influence in government,
small number of ingenious
revolutionary

situation

In Pennsylvania

OF

POWERS

or as a coup d'etat by a

men," provided in Pennsylvama

a democratic

unlike that of any other of the rebelling colomes

the doctnnes

which were propounded

by the radical revo-

were very close to those of the English CIvil War penod,

lunonanes

they rejected more wholc-heartedly
of mamtairung

than other Amencans

any suggestion

vestiges of the mixed and balanced constitution.

tack upon the English system of government
Philadelphia,

had a particular

and local writers took up WIth enthusiasm

and

Paine's atsuccess m

the Ideas which

had in earlier years in England been associated with extreme democracy
in 1776 drew upon the Historical Essay on the EnglIsh Con-

"Demophilus"

siiiuiion in order to praIse the "Saxon" form of government,

WIth which he

equated the separatlOn of powers.'? Both he and the author of some "hints"
to the constitution-makers

were insistent that the governor

cil should be "solely executive
accept the idea of a bicameral

"Demophilus,"

"43

legislature.

and Ins coun-

however, was prepared to

whereas the most extreme

ex-

presslOns of the pure doctnne of the separatlOn of powers came from those
who were prepared to tolerate only a umcameral
The revolunonarv

concept of the delegation

system
of power from the people

to their agents in the vanous branches of government
the Ideas of the balanced constitution.
independent

lS deeply opposed to

in which lmportant

elements were

of popular power, and able to check the representatlves

power. This idea of the direct delegation

of all power had been proclaimed

m the True State of the Case of the Commonwealth
nounced agam

In

revolunonarv

of that

Pennsylvama

In

of 1654, and It was an1776 In the Pennsuloarna

Journal of

22

be framed

which would gIVe "a clear and full descnpnon of the quantlty and

May 1776 it was argued that "a charter of delegation"

degree of power and authonry,
See the differmg mterpreranons

4l

syll'anza.
phia.

1;"60-1;';'6,

WIth wluch the SOCIetyvests the persons in01

1901,

C H Lincoln, The Rer'oiutlOnar)1

.\lo~'ement

and D Hawke 1~ the .'v1zdst of a Ret'oiutlOn,

III

Penl1-

Pluladel-

1961

42 The Cenume

p

Philadelphia.

should

Prznczples

of the Anczent

Saxon

or Englzsh Constztutzol1.

5

43 Ibid . PP 36-3;', and The Penl1syivanza

Evenzng

Post. l6 Iulv l;,;-6

Philadelphia. l;";"6
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trusted with the powers of the sOCIety, whether CIvIl or rrulitarv, legislanve.
executive or JudICIa!." It IS noticeable that the radicals did not, therefore,
advocate

complete

d'assemblee.

legislative

supremacy,

or a system

of gouoernement

The wnter in the Journal proposed that a "Committee

of In-

quiry " should be chosen every third year to ensure that no laws had been
passed wluch "mfrmged

upon the SOCIal Compact." ThIS msistence

that

all power flowed from, and was delegated by, the people, and that all the
branches of government

should be luruted in power, was echoed by the au-

thor of Four Letters on Interesttng
"No country
and It matters

Subiects pnnted in Philadelplua in 1776

can be called free wluch IS governed by an absolute power,
not whether

It be an absolute royal power or an absolute

legislative power, as the consequences

WIll be the same to the people"

H

Both the author of Four Letters and the wnter in the Journal were concerned WIth the disnncnon
government,
notion

between,

and the hrrutanon

of, the powers of

but the former was the more radical and thoroughgomg

of checkmg

power by dividing up the legislature

weight WIth It:' for to argue for a balance in the constitunon
the existence of diffenng
must be only one interest.

mterests

because of

in SOCIety IS wholly misplaced

and "that one to consist of every sort"

returned

to the stark simplicity

of the seventeenth-century

ernment

which saw only two powers of government,

The

"has but little
There
45

He

VIew of gov-

that of makmg the

law, and that of carrymg It out, "for the judicial power IS only a branch of
the executive.I " ThIS author also demanded a Provincial Iurv which would
enqUIre at intervals into the operatIOn of the branches of government
Perhaps the clearest rejection

of the system of mixed government

checks and balances came m a pIece entitled The Interest of America,

and
which

was published in the Pennsylvania

Packet of 1 July 177647 The author in-

sisted that the form of government

to

rupt mixtures

of earlier governments

be adopted must be new, not the corA "patched government,

of several parts," had been the disease of otherwise

consisnng

great systems such as

those of Rome or Britain At all costs they must aVOId"several branches of
44 Op CIt • P 19
46 Ibid. P 21

45 lbid . pp

19-20

4~ Repnnted from The \

til

Yorl. Journal
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legislature." The great absurdity of such governments was that one branch
of the legislature. havmg a negatIve on the others, should be the pnncipal
executive power m the State. The mixed and balanced consntution. therefore, offended agamst that maxim which the author stated exphcitly. "The
legislanve and executive power in every provmce, ought to be kept as distmct as possible." The same mJunctlOn was contamed in a broadside put
out by the revolunonarv Committee of Pnvates of Philadelphia SIgned,
among others, by James Cannon, who IScredited with a large share m the
authorship of the Constitution of 1776, the broadside developed agam the
ideas of the direct deleganon of power from the people, and the keeping of
the legislative and execunve authority "for ever separate "48
The Constitution of Pennsylvama of 1776 showed clearly this extreme
reJectlon of checks and balances, allied with the separatlOn of powers It
established a umcameral legislature. and a plural executive. the Supreme
Executive CounCIL directly elected by the people No member of the Assembly could be chosen for the CounCIL although a Jomt ballot of Assembly and Council was used to select the President and Vice-President from
among the twelve members of the Council In line with the seventeenthcentury mspiratlOn of the Constitunon. the judicial power was not elevated
to the same level. nor grven the same independence, as the "supreme" legrslative and "supreme" executive powers. A Council of Censors was established to review the workmg of the Constitution every seven years, and
to enqUIre "whether the legislative and executive branches of government
have performed their duty as guardians of the people, or assumed to themselves, or exercised other or greater powers than they are mntled to by the
constitution " If any doubt remams that this Constitution was mtended to
embody a thoroughgomg separatIon of powers, It
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dispersed by the de-

fence which was offered by Its radical proponents eight years later, when Its
operatIOn was bemg mvesngated by the Council of Censors An extremely
preCIse statement of Its pnnciples was given by "A.B" in the Pennsuloanza Gazette of 28 Apnl1784' ThIS plulosophy of government, which looks
back to that stram of constitutional thought to wluch Marchamont Ned48 To the Several Battaltons
phia. 26 Tune 1;,;,6

of M1l1tary Assocrators

tn the PrOl'tnce of Pcnnsyll'anra
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ham had gIven expreSSIOn in 1654, and wluch contains the elements
the stnct construcnorusr

view of the Federal Consntunon

stated with such felicrty and economy that
In a government

like ours, the authonnes

large are distributed
the supreme
tensed

It

of later vears.

delegated

by the tree men at

and lodged with three distinct branches, the legislanve.

executive.

and the JUdICIal Each strongly

marked and charac-

To the first belongs the nght to make and alter the general rules of
of these general rules, by itself. and the subordinate

state, chiefly nominated
but a subdivision

of the second, IS committed

by solemn and settled rules of proceeding
essential to free and equal government,
of right, exercises all authority,
belongs

to It,

not naturally

tribunals.

Two centunes
are summanzed

to

And If, In any case,

of a major

than barely to satisfy the words, and at the
sense

strand

of English and Amencan

be "clear in ItS pnnciples.
It was a theory

thought
of 1;"84

Committee

of

of Pennsvlvarua

to

accurate in Its form, consistent
that accepted no concessions

Idea of checks and balances
government

newspaper

by the Radical-dorrunated

the Council of Censors, wluch found the Constitution

of government

which properlv

one of these branches, which IS

in these words from a Pennsylvama

ThIS same theory was endorsed

sntunonal

and apphcacircumscnbed

within ItS resort, the power so misplaced should be construed

same time accord With common

anstocratic

properly

From this severance of power,

be clearly expressed

has assigned junsdrcuon

Strictly, and carried no further

"49

IS

we Infer, that each of these branches,

devolved by the commumty,

unless the contrary

the consutunon

the mterpretanon

cases, In standing

the exe-

ofhcers of the

by this body And to the third, which

non of the laws to controverted

parts

IS

cannot be bettered

the society, that IS to say the laws With the second IS entrusted
cunon

of

in ItS separate

to the monarchic-

It relied for the safeguards of con-

upon the allocation of abstractly defined functions

to distinct branches of government,

and upon the vigilance

of the people to maintain this dIVISIOnin practIce
The attachment

to the extreme

non of powers in revolutionary

version of the doctnne

democratic

situations

of the separa-

can be seen also m

the case of Vermont>? ThIS area, known until 1777 as the New Hamp49 Report

of the CommIttee

of the CounCIl of Censors

50 For the complicated consntutional situations
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shire Grants, was m revolt against the authority
Great Britain, usmg the same arguments
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of New York as well as

against dommation

as the United States were usmg against Bnnsh
of the Grants, opposmg the land-holdmg
attitudes

OF

tyranny.

by that State

The inhabitants

oligarchy of New York, took up

of extreme democracy, and when they adopted a Constitution

the State of Vermont

"1777 they based

In

bracing urucamerahsm,

universal

Council. an elected Governor

manhood

(contrary

recently adopted Constitution

proponents
century

and

an anstocranc

m the

system of government

51

VIew of the separatlOn of powers

of power by the people expressed in the VIews of the

of the Vermont

Constitution

in Opposltlon to the eighteenth-

Thomas Young, who proposed the

model of the Constitution of Pennsylvama
of the people as "the supreme
tanves as the "supreme
succmctly

delegated powers

elected

pattern),

of New York, which had embodied.

democrats,

Ideas of balanced government.

Vermont,"

em-

was in part a reaction against the

Thus we fmd the seventeenth-century
and the delegation

suffrage, a popularly

to the Pennsylvania

a Council of Censors. This Constitution
VIew of the Vermont

upon that of Pennsylvama,

It

for

constituent

delegate power,"
expressed

power" and of their represen52

and Ira Allen, the "Founder

the pnnciple

Their annpathy

53

to the people of Vermont, wrote

of a twofold

towards the nval constitutional

was well expressed at a later date by Samuel Williams,
mont, who in descnbmg
that "the secunty

separatlOn

the "American

of
of

theory

lustonan

of Ver-

system of government"

argued

of the people IS denved not from the ruce Ideal applica-

non of checks, ballances, and mechanical powers, among the different parts
of the government,

but from the responsibihtv,

part of the government,
The other Amencan

upon the people."

"The Tennessee

Southern

HIstory.

of "1796 A Product of the Old West"

Pouucal SCIence Quarterly.

Bradley. Vermont's

52 To the InhabItants

The Journal

53 Some .\l/scellaneous

Remarks

Philadelphia.

11

. Hartford.

"4 The ""atural and Clvd HIstory of vermont.

In

of

the First

Vol 39 1924

Appeal to the Candid and lmparual

of Vermont.

and Ver-

in their politics. did not go to the

\'01 IX. 1943. and Merton E Coulter. "Early Fronner Democracy

Kentucky Constitution."

,1 S R

Consnrunon

of each

54

States, not involved as were Pennsylvama

mont in such violent internal upheavals
Barnhart.

and dependence

World. Hartford. 1780. p

Apr 17:"7

1777. p

11

Walpole. New Hampshire
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by the Radical constitutions

theless, demands for a more democratic
crated with strong assertions
and an antipathy
structrons

of Mecklenburg

Radicals. although

of the doctnne
and Orange

statement

of the mstructrons

m 1776

theory as that of the Permsvlvarua
55

Indeed the in-

to Its delegates IS perhaps the clearest and most
of the separatIon

to be found anywhere

Although

of delegated

the ongrnal draft

advocated bicameralism. It IS noted that the people of

rejected this proposal, so leavmg a statement

Best Governors, which opposed bicameralism.
nve officer, without

of the doctnne

was developed in The People the

in Its purest form. A similar argument

pamphlet,

In North Carolrna the in-

to their representatlves

of the pure doctrine

powers of government

were asso-

of the separatIOn of powers

they had little chance of acceptance

structrons of Mecklenburg

Mecklenburg

of those States Never-

system of government

towards checks and balances

port:-ay much the same constitutional

effecnve

AMERICA

and suggested a "hrst execu-

anv concern in the legislature " 56 The author of this

however, proposed the adoption of an exceptIon to that "darling

principle of freedom"
them' he suggested
some Important

that those who make the laws should not execute

that the legislature

should act as a court of appeal "in

matters," on the grounds that rnterpretatron

a court was tantamount

to a legislanve act

of the law by

57

However, most of the States retamed some of the old ways, in partICUlar bicameralism.

and the separatIOn of powers was not adopted in a stark

or "pure" form. Nevertheless,

in 1776, the doctnne

of the separatIOn of

powers remamed the only coherent pnnciple of consntunonal

government

upon which to build a constitution which rejected monarchy

and anstoc-

racy The rationale of an Amencan
to

system of checks and balances had yet

be formulated.
The attempt to see government,

m John Adams's [ormulanon.

tem in which the whole IS comprehended

55 The Colonial

Records of J\'orth CarolIna,

Douglass, Rebels and Democrats,
56 Pnnted

In

57 Ibid, P 662

an executive.

Raleigh, 1890, \'01 )" pp 8;,oa-~-oh

See E P

Chapel Hill. '955, PP 12,-8

F Chase A HIstory

189i, Vol L P 660

by a legislature.

as a sys-

of Dartmouth

College

ed bv 1 K Lord, Cambndge, Mass
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and a judiciary, eXerCISing their proper functions. provided cnncal difhculties for the Americans,
Nothing

faced with the problem of Implementing

In the traditional

theones

of government

tlus view.

could provide Simple

answers to certain difficult problems. The first of these was the method of
appointing

the executive.

The fear of executive

States to provide for the election of governor,

tyranny

led most of the

or president.

by the legrs-

lature, In most cases for a term of only one year This IS perhaps the first
occasion In modern history that this problem had been faced, and ItS relanon to the separatlOn of powers IS not Immediately

apparent. The choice of

a Protector In 1654 was hardly a matter for discussion, and the Bntish Constitution had solved its problems of choosing an "executive" by leaving
the chances of heredity

It to

Yet If the executive was to be more than an errand

boy he must have some Independence
ObVlOUSthat the authontv

of the legislature, and It soon became

of tlus executive official depended in large part

on his method of appointment

The apparent need for Independence

on the

part of the executive suggested, moreover, that there was more to his function than the automatic
the Amencans

application

of law, so that at once the attention

of

was drawn to the questlOn of the nature of the "executive

office" and of Its attnbutes

A most Important

had been his veto, and mevitablv

power of the royal governor

dlSCUSSlOnrevolved around the extent to

which a legislative veto was proper to one whose funcnon

was Simply to

carry out the laws The other Side of the com was the power of Impeachment, which had once been a sigruhcant weapon In the hands of the Bnnsh
parliament.

and wluch Montesquieu

constitution

had considered an essential check to royal power, but was this

any longer necessary

and other theonsts

of the balanced

If, Instead of a king, there was now merely an ex-

ecuiioe officer? Almost the only concession to the balanced constitution
these early State consntunons

was the proVISion in some that the governor

could be Impeached, although
no longer holdmg the office
The other remnants

In

in Vrrgirua and Delaware only when he was

58

of the prerogative

_:;8 Thorpe, Vol VII, p 3818, and Vol L p 566
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power? The usual revolutionarv

was to give this task as far as possible to the legislature.
rrurushmg

the authority

of the governor

power

place this power in the hands of the governor
through patronage

a mere executive

di-

But what was the justihcanon

for seeing this as a part of the legislanve
opporturutv,

solution

so further

7

On the other hand, to

would be to gIve lum the

and influence. to make himself more than

official. and to aspIre perhaps to the power wluch the

Crown exercised in England through such dubIOUS means At a later stage,
in the Federal Convention.

the power to make treaties, and to declare war

and peace, were the subject of similar uncertamty
was vanously

It

argued that It was exclusively legislative, exclusivelv execu-

tive, or that It formed "a distinct department"
tasks of government
prehended

On the treaty power

but which did not

the new approach

of Its own

5"

These were the

which an earlier theory of the consntution

frt easily mto the over-simple categones of

The history of consntunonal

tween the Consntunon

had com-

doctnne in the decade be-

of Georgia and the Federal Consntunon

IS, in part

at least, the history of the search for a rationale for dealmg with the former
prerogatives

of the Crown

The structure

of these State constitutions

of 1776 and of Ceorgia

in

1777 certamly reflects more than a mere "verbal" acceptance of the separanon of powers Most of them, however, modified the Impact of the doctnne
in other ways, pnncipallv

by adopting

bicameral

strictmg the franchise. so that the full potennahties
divided powers were never realized,
governor

dependent

legislatures

and by re-

of a system of sharply

and by making the election of the

upon the legislature

they went a long way towards

amelioranng the worst dangers of an extreme separatIOn of powers However, the abstract dIVISIOnof the functions of government
"executive," and "JudICIaL" and their attribution

mto "legislative."

to three separate agenCIes,

does not solve the problem of the control of government
particular

It falls to solve the problem of restnctmg

mere announcement

power, and rn

the legrslature to the

of general rules As Corwin has pointed out, the State

59 Alexander Hamilton. Federahst. 1'\0 ;"5
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soon meddled in every type of government

that normally

reserved

POWERS

business, mcludmg

to the JudiCIary60 Contemporaries

this aspect of the operatlOn of the State governments,

also cnncized

noting the tendency

to the legislature." This fact, Important

for all power to gravitate

does not allow us to conclude, however, that the doctnne
of powers meant little or nothmg in this penod
that we reach the very core of the problem

as It IS,

of the separatlOn

On the contrary It IS here

raised by an acceptance

of a

version of the pure doctrine, almost unalloyed with any checks or balances
It was in the realization

of the shortcommgs

ItS own as a theory of government,
fmd a new and surer foundanon

that the Amencans
for a consntunonal

problem of placing lirruts on the legislanve
doctnne

unworkable.

by convention.

estabhshed

retreated

on

from It to

theory. For It was the

power that made this extreme

legislanve supremacy

by those who drew up consntunons

government

standing

In this penod the nature of the legislanve power was

in considerable dispute. Unrestrained
intended

of the doctrine.

constrtunonal

was clearly not

in order to put an end to

or who in Pennsylvama,

and later in Vermont,

councils for superVlSlOn of legislative

acts But

the exact nature of the hmits upon legislative power, and how to enforce
them, was not clear. It IS often stated that the revolutionary
nons embodied unrestrained
statement

State constitu-

legislatrve supremacy, but this IS too simple a

to cover such a complex situation

The VIew that Locke held of

this matter, discussed earlier, may be seen also as the baSIS of the American
VIew at this nme. That IS to say that the legislature

must be "supreme." in

the sense that Its decisions cannot be gainsaid. but the power of the legislature

15

not unhrruted,

Certamly

those who saw the separatlon

as a central pnnciple of government
lature was ommpotent
power, whereas

Only the

the legislature

of powers

did not accept the VIew that the legis-

people were able to exercise an unlnruted
was, in the words of the mstructions

Mecklenburg

County, North Carolina. to Its representatIves

nved mfenor

power," wluch was to be "restrained

of

in 1776, "a de-

in all future time from

60 Op cit . pp 5l4-l5
61 See Berqarrun Rush, ObservatIOns Upon the Present Government
delphia, l;-;-7, p 14, and lames Madison, Federalist, ]\;0 47
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in the form of government.v"

there were those who asserted that the legislature
even to change the constitution,
legislature

power

but they rarely, If ever, believed that the

had the power to undertake

was, by defminon,

Equally certamly

had unlirruted

the legislatroe

all the tasks of government,

for It

branch and not the embodiment

of all

power. As late as 1814 John Adams could wnte of "the summa potestatis.
the supreme power, the legislative power, the power from wluch there ISno
appeal but, to Heaven

"63

But tlus view was associated. of course, WIth

the idea of the legislative supremacy

of the Kmg-in-Parhament

and WIth Adams's scheme of checks and balances

m Britam.

Such a VIew, however,

was not acceptable to most Americans. who saw in the people a constituent
power, and in the legislature only a delegated power Thus, for example, we
fmd the two elements
law-making

of the Idea of legislative power, Its "supremacy"

together WIth its hrruted status under a constitution,

by the author of the Obseroanons

on Government

language, this author's terms seem
government

necessanly

to supenntend

to

be contradictorv

reqUIres a supreme

authontv

in

expressed

of 1;,8;, LIke Locke's
He writes that "All
lodged somewhere

and direct the operatIOns of every other part

now this

office belongs exclusively to the legislature " 64 Later, however. he wntes
that a consntution
ernment

ISthat ongmal compact "whereby a certain form of gov-

IS chalked out and established

themselves"

65

Writmg

argues that "had the boundanes
the government,

any expressIOn of "legislanve

were, for eighteenth-centurv

Englishmen.

supremacy"

the distance between

perfectly

Cit,

P 29

65 Ibid, P 46

Amen-

compatible.

the expressed intention

and the actual practICe of State legislatures

63 Works, Vol VI. p 460

would
and

must be seen in this light

62 Coloma I Records of North CarolIna, Vol X. p 870b
64 Op

of Rome he

of the powers lodged in dIfferent parts of

These statements

cans, as for seventeenth-century
Furthermore

except by the people

been chalked out WIth precision" these difhculnes

hardly have ansen

sntunons

unalterably,

of the dlffIcultJes of the government

of the Con-

must be seen not as a
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conscious rejectIOn of the doctnne by "Americans," but as the result of the

diffenng pressures upon pohncians called upon to act both as constitutionmakers and as members

of a legislature.

There was an inevitable

between the Ideas of a member of a consntunonal
this was also acting as a legislature.
constitution"

convention.

conflict

even when

thmkmg in the abstract about "the best

and subject to certam pressures

In

lus work

the same person as a legislator under that constitution,

and the Ideas of
concerned

m the

heat of the political battle WIth the gammg of a tactical advantage and subJect to much more immediate
The expenence
Constitution

and concrete considerations.

of Pennsylvania

Illustrates

of I776, which embodied

tlus pomt very well. The

the separatIon

of powers, repre-

sented the political theory of the Radicals who controlled

the government

for much of the time up to the election of the Council of Censors in I783.
When in control of the legislature the Radicals undoubtedly

used Its power

to interfere in matters wluch, m the spint of the separatIOn of powers, were
more appropnate

for executive or judicial action

the Republicans, who opposed the Consntunon,

In I783 and early I784
were in a maJonty

on the

Council of Censors, and they used their pOSItIOn to attempt to put forward
proposals for the amendment

of the Constitution.

proposals wluch would

have restored some of the old elements of the balanced consntution and so
effectively lirruted the power of the legislature

66

When the Radicals gamed

control of the Council of Censors in June I784, however,

they too used

their posItIon to pomt out the abuses of power by the legislature.
those abuses wluch had been comrrutted
were m control

After providing

which the consntutional
nevertheless

concluded

by the Republicans

mnumerable

examples

but only

when they

of the ease WIth

dIVISIOnof power could be VIOlated, the Radicals
that there was no need to alter the Constitution.

which was perfectly

sound; the fault lay in the behaviour

who had wrongfully

used their public ofhce Put the right men m power

and all WIll be well!

67

The duphcirv of the politician who WIll acknowledge

66 L H Meader, "The Council of Censors," The Pennsylvanza Maga:me,
1898, P 288
67 See R L Brunhouse,
1942,PP

of those men

The Counter-Revolutton
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and then act In violation

which consntunonal

structures

of them IS the

set out to contain. and the

of powers, like the theory of mixed government,

show the way, but the pure doctnne

of the separation

was Intended

of powers faded

to do this because, unlike the theory of mixed government,

which opposed

power with power, the pure separatIOn of powers depended upon an Intellectual disnncnon

between the functions

of government

for

ItS

sateguard

and upon elections for ItS sanction. Once this fact was clearly grasped, the
consntunonahsts
constitution

of Amenca

turned

to their expenence

of the balanced

for the solution to their problems

Early objections

to the form of these State governments

were often

couched In terms of the separatIOn of powers, argUIng that the legislanve.
executive, and judicial powers were not properly separated

In 1777, In hIS

Cbseroations on the Present Government of Pennsuuiania, Beruarrun Rush
used tlus argument/"

He acknowledged

that the Constitution

varna "seems" to have divided up the powers of government,

of Pennsylbut In fact

the executive and judicial branches, he wrote, have not been given the necessary Independence

of the legislature

exercise of their own Judgments

"69

that could ensure them "the free

He strongly urged a bicarneral legisla-

ture and would clearly have liked to see the governor with a veto, but his
argument

for the latter IS confused and difncult. because he did not relate

in any ObVIOUSway to hIS own cnncism
he did have a baSICunderstandmg

of the Constitution

the forms of government,"

oracle as to the principles,
the forms of government."fO
century

forrnulanon

and Montesquieu's

Nevertheless,

of the conflicting conceptIOns of govern-

ment at Issue. "It IS one thmg to understand
understand

It

Harnngton

the principles.

and another to

he said. and added, "Mr Locke ISan
and Montesquieu

are oracles as to

The difference between Locke's seventeenth-

of legislative and executive power, on the one hand,
complex eighteenth-century

constitution

of checks and

balances, on the other, was the focal POInt of the problems of Amencan
government

m this period

The separatIOn of powers had emerged in 1776 as the only VIable baSIS

68 Op

Cit

-P
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alone, as an Inadequate
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fmdmg Its most extreme

but from the very begmning

consntution-building

by the legislature.

SEPARATION

system of lirruted government,

expreSSIon In Pennsylvania,
of Amencan

THE

of the period

there were those who saw It, standmg

safeguard agamst the abuse of power, particularly

The author of A Frame of Government

nia 71 had in 1776 urged the desirability

power In three different

bodies"

for Pennsylva-

of "vesting the supreme legislanve

The proponents

of the pure doctnne

of

the separatIOn of powers were met with strong OpposItIOn in Pennsylvania
by those who "severely reprobated"
It

the Consntution

of that State because

did not contain the checks and balances necessary to a legrnmate

button of the powers of government
mtellectual

72

distn-

This dIVISIOnof opinIOn formed the

baSIS of the severe party battle between Radicals and Republi-

cans In the early years of Pennsylvanian

statehood.

In other States, where

the doctrme of the separatIOn of powers had not been so hercely adopted,
there were many who WIshed to ret am some of the checks and balances
of the Bnnsh

Constitution.

John Adams had proposed

that the governor

should be gIven a legislative veto, and Carter Braxton had proposed to VIrgmia a plan of government
pattern.

In 1776, however,

which was closely modelled
the revolutionary

als that seemed designed to remtroduce
into Amencan

situation

after the Bnnsh
precluded

monarchic or anstocratic

pohncal life The only authoritv

to wluch they could appeal

was the one that was being so bitterly opposed. Nevertheless
of the radicals m Pennsylvania,
erally to accumulate

proposelements

the excesses

and the tendency of State legislatures

power, and to exercise It In an arbitrary

gen-

way, soon

effected a change of heart. In New York In 1777 the new Constitution
showed a dehrute movement
State constitutions
balances

away from the extreme pOSItIOn of the earlier

towards some recognition

It was In the Massachusetts

the new philosophy

of the need for checks and

Constitution

of 1780, however, that

of a system of separated powers which depends upon

checks and balances for ItS effecnve operatIOn was hrst Implemented
71 An Essay of a Frame of Government

for PennsylvanIa,

1776, Preface
72 Alexander Graydon, MemOIrs of a Li!« ChIefly Passed

p

302

[John Dickinson
In

Pennsvlvania.

1
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Philadelphia.

Edinburgh.
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embodied the results of the Ideas of John Adams, and, more
perhaps, of the Essex Result.

In ~774 John Adams had condemned
chusetts as a tyranny

the royal government

founded upon the concentration

of Massa-

of legislanve.

ex-

ecutive, and judicial power In the hands of the royal oihcials, Bernard,
Hutchinson,

and Oliver."

and In ~775 he placed considerable

emphasis

upon the separatIon of powers In hIS projected form of government
ever, Adams was really Interested In mixed government,
In hIS Defence of the Constuutions

~787-8. Whether

of Government

How-

as became evident

of the U 111 ted States, of

or not Adams deserved Paine's later gibe that "hIS head

was as full of kings. queens and knaves as a pack of cards," hIS Dc{ellce
was certainly

a long, impassioned

plea for a mixture

of monarchy,

arts-

tocracy, and democracy. He even went so far as to say that the need for a
hereditary

monarchy

and anstocracy

edged In America." although

rrught some day have to be acknowl-

elsewhere he derued ever having supported

the Idea of hereditary power." However
towards mixed government

much Adams may have leaned

In ~776 or In ~780, there was, of course, no

chance of such VIews being accepted, otherwise than In the watered-down
form of a bicameral legislature

and a veto power for an elected governor

In 1776 even the latter was wholly unacceptable to hIS contemporanes,
although
It

the Convention

In Virgrrua had before

It

and

his plan, among others,

followed the lead of George Mason and adopted a scheme which showed

very little concession Indeed to mixed government

or checks and balances

By ~779-80, however, the reaction agaInst the earlier pattern had gone so
far that a directlv elected governor could be entrusted
as a check to the legislature

Adams drafted the Constitution of Massachu-

setts of 1780, and the tendency
the balanced constitution

towards the reapplicanon

IS clear, but the Convention

go as far as Adams WIshed, and ItS amendments
upon the separatlOn of powers

was not prepared to

The famous Article XXX of the Declara-

or a Hlstory of the Dlspute

unt]:

74 Works, Vol VI. p 6-;
7; See 1 T Adams, The Adams

of the Ideas of

placed greater emphasis

non of RIghts did not come from hIS pen It reads
73 ?\ovangius,

WIth a qualihed veto

FamIly, p 90

A merz ca,

In

\\orks

"In the government
Vol J\' pp 62-6;
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shall never exercise the

executive and judicial powers, or either of them, the executive shall never
exercise the legislative and judicial powers, or either of them; the judicial
shall never exercise the legislative and executive powers, or either of them,
to the end It may be a government
John Adams, by hIS consistent
constitution,

of laws and not of men"
adherence

76

to the theory of the balanced

must be credited WIth havmg played an Important

gIVmg direcnon

to the retreat from the pure doctnne

powers in Amenca.

part in

of the separatIOn of

In hIS early plans for State governments

he developed

the outlme of a system of separatIOn of powers and checks and balances
wluch was in fact later largely adopted as the solution to Amencan
lems of government."
Amencan
enamoured

prob-

But he was unable to develop a clear rationale for an

theory of consntunonahsrn
of the outdated

In hIS later work he proved far too

and Irrelevant theory of rmxed government

be the author of a truly Amencan

polmcal theory

no more. The task of developmg this theory was undertaken
setts before the Consntunon

to

He pointed the way, but
m Massachu-

of the Essex Result,

of 1:780 by the authors

by Thomas Jefferson in hIS Notes on the State of VIrgInIa in 1:781:,and in
the discussions concermng

the Federal Consntution

by James WIlson and

James Madison.
In 1:775 Massachusetts

had reverted to a form of government

based upon

the royal charter of 1:691:,m which the House of Representatives
a council of twenty-eight

members

that became the executive,

forming the Upper House of the legislature
bunal

ThIS system of concentrated

the practice of appomtmg

members

and the supreme

power was even further
of the legislature

elected
as well as

judicial trideveloped by

to offices of proht,

until one member held SIXoffices at one time." ThIS so offended the current
notions of constitutional
for a new constitution

government

that there was contmuous

As a result a constitution

was drafted

In

pressure
1:778 and

76 See Adams's Works, Vol Iv, p 230
77 See Works, Vol IV, pp 186-7, 196-200
78 A Nevins. The Amencan
1924, p 176

States Dunng and After the RevolutIOn, 1~;-'-1;-8q, New York,

THE

submitted

to the freemen,

DOCTRIl\E

but rejected,"

trend towards a more Independent
year before

11'\ AMERICA

The Governor

ThIS project exhibited

the same

executive as was shown In New York the

and LIeutenant-Governor

were to be directlv

elected, and the former was granted a lirrured power of prorogatIOn, but he
had no veto power, and both he and the LIeutenant-Governor

were mem-

bers of the Senate, each with a vote The replies from the towns of Massachusetts to this proposal show a wide vananon
Greenwich.

even demanding

SIngle-chamber

a system

In OpInIOn, one of them,

of convention

government

legislature WIthout a separate executive."

Essex County, however, was a most remarkable
of the Massachusetts

Constitution

by a

The return from

document,

the precursor

of 1780, and the hrst clear iormulauon

of the theory which was to become the baSIS of the Federal Constitution

It was the work of Theophilus

Parsons, then only twentv-eight

and later to become Chief [ustice of Massachusetts
preCISIOnthe Essex Result formulated

81

years old,

WIth great clantv and

the problem of governmental

zanon and indicated the lmes along which It must be solved

orgam-

Amenca

In

It

proclaimed the freedom and equalirv of all men as the startmg pomt of all
political diSCUSSIOn,reJectmg at the outset any system based upon the English pattern of mixed government
a conservative

However, the author of the Result was

who WIshed to res tram the exercise of government

and certainly

did not WIsh to set up an unlimited

of the old system of thought

democracy

was followed, therefore,

The pattern

to this extent

three qualities reqUISIte to an effecnve system of government
merated-a

power
the

were enu-

concern for the Interest of the whole, WIsdom, and dispatch-

and these were related to the need to combine democratic

and aristocratic

elements m the legislature WIth an efhcient executive power In Massachusetts at this time the anstocracy

was defmed as "the gentlemen

non. fortune and leisure." and although,
knowledged,
79 Pnnted
COI1StltutlOl1,
80

class dIVISIOnswere ac-

indeed welcomed, they were not the hereditarv
in !\llassachusetts,

Colony

to Commonwealth

Documel1ts

1;';-,'-1;,80 ed b:- R 1 Tavlor. Chapel HdL 1961 pp ;1-;~

Ibid, P

8"1 Result

therefore,

;'1

of the COl1l'el1tlOl1 of Delegates

, Newburv-port.

of educa-

;--b

1

OIl

class dIVISIOns
the Forr>1at1l1'1 of tht'
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theories of government

ThIS changed emphasis

upon class was an essential element In the transformation
mixed and balanced government

POWERS

Into the Amencan

of the theory of

theory of checks and

balances. It was the mapphcability of the British pattern of thought In this
respect wluch was repeatedly

emphasized

In the Federal Convennon.f

The Essex Result then turned to deal with the nature of the powers of
government

and their distnbution

systernancallv

The proposed constitution

of 1778 was

analysed. All those proVIsIOns were sought out and rejected

which placed powers In the wrong branch, or allowed one person
cise authority

in more than one department.

powers of government
funcnons

A ngorous

to exer-

separatIOn of the

was insisted upon. However, the rrgrd separatIOn of

In different hands was not Itself seen as a sufficient safeguard, and

the Result then applied the vocabulary

of the balanced constitunon

system of separated powers: "Each branch ISto be Independent,

to this

and further,

to be so balanced, and be able to exert such checks upon the others, as WIll
preserve It from a dependance

on, or a uruon WIth them

"~3

In practICe this

meant the direct election of an executive WIth effective means of checking
the legislature.

and WIth the power to appoInt hIS subordinates,

CIary qUIte independent

of the other two branches

phasis of the rrud-eighteenth-centurv
transformed.
monarchy,

Thus was the whole em-

theory of the balanced constitution

The Ideas and vocabulary
anstocracy,

and a JUdI-

that had formerly

been applied to

and democracy were hrmlv transferred

lative. executive, and judicial branches of government.

to the legIS-

Whereas m contem-

porary England the separatIOn of powers was a necessary, but subordinate.
element of a system In which three classes check and balance each other. In
Amenca

the checks and balances became a necessary, but subordinate.

ment of a system In which the functionally
can maintain

their mutual

Montesquieu

emerged

independence

in another

ele-

divided branches of government
The Ideas of Bolingbroke

gUlse, all hereditary

elements

and

stnpped

away, and applied unequivocablv to a democratic system of government
The Essex Result IS an indication
82 See for example Pmckneys

of one trend of thought,

remarks in the Convention

The Records

ventIOn of 1,;,8-;, ed by Max Farrand, New Haven, "937, Vol L P 398
8} Result,

p 2/
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setts. In 1781 Jefferson published his Notes all the State of Vzrgz11la, which
contain substantially

the same analysis of the msnrutional

purpose of the patnots
tem of government

m which the powers should be so divided and balanced

by the others

"84

separate and distmct departments

their legal lirruts. Without bemg checked
The Convention,
of government,

therefore, had established
so that no person might

be allowed to exercise the powers of more than one department
time. The Convention,

Judicial officers were dependent
dealing with "nghts

which could, merely

form, bind the other branches, even

which should have been left to judicial con-

or with "the direction

of government,

As a result the executive and

upon the leglslature,

by castmg ItS decisions m legislanve
troversy"

at the same

however, failed in ItS purpose because "no barner

was provided between the several powers"

though

The

in Virgrrua. he said, had been to create a new sys-

"as that no one could transcend
and restramed

problem

of the executive

"85

Thus "all the powers

legislative, executive. and judiciarv, result to the legislative

body." Jefferson evidenrly saw with great clanty that the apphcation

of the

principle of the separatlOn of powers could not, m Itself, achieve Its object,
It must, to be effecnve, be supplemented
of government,

by "barriers"

between the powers

and the erection of these barriers, although in a sense itself

a breach of the doctrine, was necessary to Its apphcation.
The same lesson that had been learnt in Massachusetts
was dnven home by the polincal battles m Pennsvlvarua

and Vrrgirua

which led to the

dilemma of the Radicals on the Council of Censors in 1784. Whilst defendmg the extreme
to considerable

example of a constitution

WIthout "barriers."

they went

lengths to provide the detailed proof of Its dangers

Republican opponents

Their

replied that WIthout checks and balances the legis-

lature would mevitably encroach upon the executive and judicial powers."
Other

State legislatures,

in purSUlt of polmcal

advantage,

contmued

to

exercise their power in a way wluch clearly showed that mere exhortation
to remain within their proper funcnon was not enough

It was against the

84 Op cit . P "9:;
55 Ibid . P 196
86 Journal at the CounClI of eemors
11

Feb and) Apr 1;84

Philadelphia. 1;,S)-4, p ", and Pennsviiania

Ga:ette
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with the separatIOn of powers that the Fed-

met In Philadelphia

Thus In revolutionary

SEPARATIOI'

In :1787

Amenca

there were those who adhered to the

pure doctrine of the separatIOn of powers, accepting no compromIses
the old constitutional

with

theory of checks and balances. But these were rela-

trvely few. At the other extreme there were those who wished to make the
absolute rrurumum

of change In the old constitution

to bnng It Into line

with new conditions. They accepted the Ideas of the separatIOn of powers,
but only If that doctrine were combined with a thoroughgoing
and balances comparable

to those of the Bntish system. John Adams ex-

emplihes this latter group
somewhere

set of checks

The vast maJonty

between these extremes.

of Americans,

however, fell

For many, bicameralism

was a sufh-

cient check added to the baSICseparatIOn of powers, but the vanous combinations of the two conceptIOns of government
Revolution

progressed,

As the

however, the extreme VIew of the pure separatIOn

of powers found fewer adherents,
tutional Convention

were very numerous

and by the time of the Federal Consti-

In Pluladelplua

some form of a constitution

of checks

and balances was inevitable. The questIOn was exactly how far It was necessary to go
By the time that the Convention

met, Important

secnons

of OpIniOn

among ItS members had already accepted the two central pOSItIOns of modern Amencan

consnrunonal

thought. The separation

time, In the words of a contemporary
ciple." or a "trite maxirn.T"

the legislature.
the relanonslup

within bounds

and especially

of government,

In the Convention

Madison clearly stated

these two ideas "If a consntunonal

between

pnn-

fervour, was considered an essential

weapon to keep all branches

tion of the departments
encroachments

"a hackneyed

Now, however, the Idea of checks and balances,

rejected at the height of revolutionary
consntunonal

of powers was by this

pamphleteer,

on paper were a sufficient secunty

discnrruna-

to each against

of the others, all further proVISIOns would Indeed be super-

fluous. But expenence

had taught us a distrust

It IS necessary to Introduce

of that secunty,

and that

such a balance of powers and Interests, as WIll

87 Remarks on the Proposed Plan of a Federal Government. by "Ansndes " Annapolis. <;,,88.
pp

<}

and 40
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contrary,
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In gIvmg a defensive power to each

they were not blendmg them together,

effective barners

on the

were thus erected in order to keep them sepa-

rate The two doctnnes, drawn from dIfferent sources, and as a result of the
very confhct with each other, were now to become interdependent.
bmed mto a single. essentially
framework

of pohncallife

Although

Amencan

com-

doctrine. which snll provides the

in the United States

these two principles

undoubtedly

gamed WIde acceptance,

there were many difficult problems to be solved by the Convention

lust

how strong were the checks to be, and what form should they take? If the
branches

of the government

were to be independent

of each other what

method of selection did this entail for the executive and judicial branches?
The possibihry

of a hereditary

executive

behaviour was barely mentioned

8g

or one appointed

dunng

good

The States offered two examples-elec-

tion by the legislature m most of the earher consntutions,

and direct popu-

lar election in the later ones. Election by the people offered the greatest
hope of an independent.

though responsible,

executive

However, the pos-

sibility of a real check to the exercise of power, where popular election was
the ultimate source of authonty
der Hamilton

"Gentlemen

in both branches, was doubted by Alexan-

say we need to be rescued from the democracy

But what are the means proposed? A democratic

assembly IS to be checked

by a democratic senate, and both these by a democratic chief magistrate
Hamilton's
sntution

increduliry

"go

might well have been [ustrhed had the Federal Con-

been applied to a nghtlv-krnt

homogeneous

commumty,

but

In

a

country of such diversity the differing modes of election. and the different
constituencies

of the three elected branches of the government,

have pro-

vided the baSIS for mternal checks to the exercise of power of considerable
strength and durability
The reaction from the doctnne
ItS own as a theory of government,
some form of the parhamentary
88 Records,

of the separatlOn of powers, standing on
rrught have led the Convention

towards

system wluch was then evolvmg in Brit-

Vol II. p 77

89 See the monon of Dr McClurg. Records, Vol II. P ,,6
90 Ibid . Vol I. P 3"0
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to move so far away from what

had now become the basis of their constitutional

doctnne.

It has indeed been argued that the Founding Fathers did not "reject"
parliamentary government,

because in 1787 it was, after all, still very im-

mature in England Itself, and the mfluence of Montesqmeu
was so great that their view of the Bnnsh Consntunon.
apparently

played no significant

and Blackstone

in which Mirusters

role, was wholly accepted by the Amen-

cans "As the idea never presented

itself," says Lord Bryce, "we cannot say

that It was rejected, nor cite the course they took as an expressIOn of their
Judgment against the system under which England and her colomes have so
far prospered."?'
understanding

However,

as has been pomted out above, in England the

of the role of the cabinet was far greater than the works of

Blackstone, de Lolrne. and Paley would suggest, and for the best mformed
men in the Federal Convention

there

lS

no reason to suppose a greater de-

gree of 19norance George Mason in his objections to the projected constitution complained that no council of state, or consntunonal
council, was provided for the President

body like a pnvy

The result rrught be, said Mason,

that a council of state would grow out of the pnncipal officers of the great
departments,

"the worst and most dangerous

council in a free country"92

of all ingredients

In reply, James Iredell remarked

that "everybody

knows that the whole movement

where a Council

lS

consulted

for such a
of England

of therr government,

at all, are directed by their Cabinet Council.

composed entirely of the pnncipal officers of the great departments."
best evidence. however, comes in the remarkable
vention by Gouverneur
the legislature
stitunonal

Morns

Morns

93

The

speech made in the Con-

Opposmg the selection of the executive by

showed a remarkable

farrulianty

WIth the real con-

issues in England at the nme, Much has been made, he said, of

the mtngues

which might be practised by the executive to get into office.

but what of the mtngues

in the legislature

to get him out of office? "Some

leader of party will always covet Ius seat, will perplex his adrrurustranon.
91 James Bryce, The American

Commonwealth,

92 The Ob,ectlOns of the Hon George Mason
1888, p 4
93 Answers to Mr Mason's Oblectzons

New York, >928, Vol I. pp 286-;,
, 1787, repnnted

, Newbern. 1;,88, repnnted

by P L Ford, New York,
m Ford, p >6
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nll he succeeds In supplanting

lum " This is

the way In which the KIng of England IS "got out," for the real KIng, said
Morns, IS the Minister

ThIS was the way Chatham achieved office, and Fox

was for pushmg the matter further still The passage of the India Bill would
almost have made the MInister KIng In form as well as In substance

"Our

President Will be the Brrnsh MInister, yet we are about to make him appointable by the Legislature

"94

A clearer analysis of the situation and of the

could hardly be looked for It ISan mteresnng

choice before the Convention

comment on the doctnne of the separanon
that

It

was bemg used In Amenca

the result,

It

of powers that at the same time

to attack the Idea of a cabinet (because

was feared, would be the dominance

of the legislature)

being attacked In England as a system designed for the domination

It

was

of the

legislature by the executive. The use of the doctnne In these ways was quite
consistent.

for the crucial difference

In

the two situations lay In the extent

of the franchise, and In the use of Influence, and, therefore, In the composinon of the groups which might be expected to control the legislature.
Their hatred of the corruptIOn and Influence In the Bntish legislature,
on which the Amencans

blamed much of the conflict between Parliament

and the colonies, led the members of the Convention
matically a complete separatIOn of the personnel
nve branches

to accept almost auto-

of legislative and execu-

A few voices were raised argUIng that the power to appoInt

legislators to olhce would be an Important

weapon

In

the hands of the ex-

ecunve. who might otherwise become a "mere phantom" of authoritv," but
the motion to make members

of the legislature

Incapable of holdmg office

was accepted, Madison noted, Without Opposltlon
nve tyranny

96

Yet the fear of legisla-

and the need for executive Independence

loomed so large In

the minds of the delegates that they were prepared to move towards the
partial restoration

of some of the former prerogatives

the early State constitutions

94 Records.

Vol II. p

"104

95 Abridgment

of the Debates

away Still. they were

the establish-

also illustrate how well the cabmet system was understood

ot

Congress

of the Debates of Congress.

96 Ibid . Vol 1. P 390

stnpped

The discussions in the hrst Congress concerning

ment of the Treasury Department
America Abridgment

had ruthlessly

of the Crown, which

New York.
\'01 II P 284

18,,-

\'01 1. pp

110-11

in
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about this, and adopted a half-way

The veto power was restored,

power to negotiate

POWERS

on almost all Issues.

but only a qualified veto, the appointing

power was gIVen to the President,
to confirm appointments

posmon

OF

but subject

unless otherwise

the power of the Senate

to

provided for by Congress, the

treaties was placed In the President's

hands, but conhr-

matron was required by the Senate; and the power to declare war remained
WIth the Congress. These were the aspects of government
not fit neatly Into the theory
vennon's

treatment

of the separatIon

of them can be seen, In part as the application

Idea of checks and balances, and In part as compromIses
uncertainty

business that did

of powers, and the Con-

about whether

of the

evolved from the

these were really executive or legislanve

func-

nons. The allocation of these powers was strongly criticized by those who
favoured

a more thoroughgoing

separatIOn

The President's

veto power

made him too much hke the English King to pass unchallenged,
role of the Senate In making appointments
mscent of the old colomal governor's

and the

and ratifving treaties was rerru-

council with all ItS overtones of ans-

tocratic power Thus Samuel Bryan attacked the proposed Constitution.

the

Idea of checks and balances, and John Adams, all in the same breath, quotIng Montesquieu

In support of the revolutionary

of powers as exemphhed
Ann-Federalist
alternative

attack upon the Constitution

It

lacked coherence

set of principles to oppose to the combination

powers and checks and balances proposed
doctnne

theory of the separatIOn

by the Constitution of Pennsylvama

9i

But the

and a clear

of separatIOn of

by the Convention

The pure

of the separatIOn of powers was no longer a VIable alternative,

had seemed to be In 1776 The expenence

of

It

as

In operatIOn had been a

major factor in making checks and balances acceptable again. Furthermore,
the opponents

of the Constitution

could not SImply propose a pure sepa-

ration of powers for the Federal Government,
governments,

even If they

did so for State

for It was by now clear that such a system of government

would probably lead

to

an extremely

they did not want. The suggestions
In the ConstItution

of monarchic or aristocratic

had to be refuted

97 To the People of Pennsvluama,
and F 0 Stone, Pennsylvanza

powerful central legislature.
by Its proponents

and this

tendencies

by emphasizing

by "Cennnel." Pluladelphia. 178;" reprinted in J B McMaster

and the Federal ConstztutIOn,

172

1;,S;'-1;-88,

Pluladelphia.
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that It did In fact embody the separatIon of powers, and that the checks and
balances were not In conflict WIth, but necessary to, the effective maintenance of a separatIon

of the powers of government

One of the most Important
the development

consequences

of consntunonal

judicial sphere. The Amencan

doctnne

of powers IS a necessary prereqmsite
theory through

of

of judicial rev lew bears a complex
Clearly some form of separatIOn

of judicial review The long evolution

In England,

the development

of Montesquieus

the medium of Blackstone's interpretation.

tance attached to judicial independence
are all essential

government

ideas between 1776 and 1;-,8;-,lay In the

relationship to the separatIOn of powers
of judicial Independence

for Amencan

and the Impor-

m the colomal penod

steps In the development

In

America.

of the power of the Amencan

courts However, the separatIOn of powers, In Itself, IS not a sufhcient baSIS
for the establishment

of a doctnne

of judicial review

Indeed, taken to Its

logical extreme, as In France after 1789, or by the Jeffersoman
In the United States, the separatIOn of powers IS mcompanble
that one branch can Interfere WIth the Iuncnons
of mvalidanng

Republicans
with the Idea

of another to the extent

ItS acts LIke the veto power, the establishment

review depended

upon the acceptance of the Idea of checks and balances

as essential barners

to the Improper exercise of power The Idea of judicial

review flows In part, of course, from the argument
of a constitution

of JudiCIal

that the mere existence

lays a duty upon the judiciarv not to enforce laws In con-

Ilict with It, but this IS a view which has not been accepted In all countries
With wntten

constitunons

It was not accepted In France, and even SWItzer-

land, with Its federal constitution,

has not adopted the Amencan

towards judicial power Thus although
historv of the evolution

we can find indications

attitude

In coloma!

of judicial review. as well as In the Council of Re-

VISIon In the New York Constitution

of 1;-';-';-'and

State courts, It IS In the Federal Convention.
ceptIOn of the relation between

In

the decisions of early

With ItS highly developed con-

the separatIOn of powers and checks and

balances, that we find the evidence of the belief that Judges must have
the power to check the legislature

by [muting

It

to Its proper funcnons

Here IS the solution to the problem of the use by the legislature
forms of legislanon"

of "the

to achieve Improper ends which had puzzled the early

CONSTITUTIONALISM

consntunonalists
legislature

AND

THE

Should the executrve veto be insufficient

and In the Federalist

The newly-forged

tunon.

POWERS

to restrain the

Amencan

for the purpose

IS most ImpreSSIVe 98
consntunonal

theory had now reached ItS

only the problem of developing

of obtaining

the ranhcation

of the Consti-

skilful exponents of the new doctnne were James

The two most

WIlson of Pennsvlvarua,

and Madison. WIlson, a delegate In the Conven-

non and later to become one of the hrst Justices of the Supreme
of the Umted States, conducted a herculean
non In the ranfymg

Convention

stone's doctrine of parliamentary

of government

reserved

HIS starting pOint was,

of the people. He rejected Black-

sovereIgnty

the Idea of a constitunon

the operatIOns of the legislature.

Court

defence of the new Constitu-

In Pennsylvama

as Indeed It had to be, the sovereIgnty
not understand

acts

of tlus VIew of judicial power In the

pracncal realization, and there remained
that theory

OF

then the courts would be able to declare unconsntunonal

void The evidence of the blossoming
Convention

SEPARATIOI\"

as outmoded.

The Bnnsh do

which hrruts and supenntends

ThIS was an Improvement

to the Americans."

In the SCIence

WIlson made It abundantly

clear that no mere copy of the Bnnsh pattern of government

was Intended

MIxed government

to the Umted

States, for

It

as practised In Britain was Inappropnate

was a system of government

different orders of men

"100

"SUIted

The Federal Convention

ment wluch In principle was "purely democratical."

to

an establishment

had created a governbut which applied that

pnnciple In different forms, thus obtaimng all the advantages
forms of government
WIlson believed

of

of the SImple

WIthout their disadvantages
that the legislature

other parts of government.

However,

must be restrained,

as must the

a simple separatIOn of powers was

not enough. There must be an actioe power over the legislature,

not merely

a passnie one.'?' The legislature would, therefore, be kept within ItS bounds
98 See for example Records, Vol L pp "38-9,
the arguments

In

ObservatIOns

on Government,

Vol II, P ;,8, and Federaiist

New York, "7S;', pp 2;',43-46

Jackson], The PolItIcal SItuatIOn of the UnIted States of AmerIca,
99 Commentanes
1792, p 38, repnnted
100

Ibid , P 4C

101

Ibid . P 5"

on the ConstItutIOn
In

of the United

McMaster and Stone, op

Cit

174

States,

No ;,8 See also
50 and [Jonathan

Worcester, Mass,
Philadelphia.

1-88,

repnnted

pp

181-)

London.
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both by the mternal check of bicameralism.
executive and judicial departments.
the courts

to

of the

The executive veto and the power of

invalidate legislation would ensure that the legislature heeded

the authonty
theoretical

and by the "interference"

of the people 102It remamed

statement

for Madison to complete the

of the proposed Constitution

m the Federaust,

Madi-

son, like Wilson, was concerned to refute the charges that the Consntunon
blended the powers of government
mg of Montesquieu,

too much It would be a misunderstand-

he wrote, to assert that the pnncrple of the separatIon

of powers did not allow of the blendmg of the powers of government
al1,103Montesquieu
partial agency

"did not mean that these departments

In,

at

ought to have no

or no control over the acts of each other" He meant no

more than this, "that where the whole power of one department

ISexercised

by the same hands which possess the whole power of another department,
the fundamental
penence

pnnciples of a free consntunon

of Virgirua and Pennsylvama

dehne precisely the boundanes
of government
departments

are subverted"

104The ex-

proved that It was not enough to

of the power of each of the departments

Such "parchment
be so far connected

barriers"

are not enough

"Unless these

and blended, as to pve to each a consti-

tunonal control over the others, the degree of separatIOn which the maxim
reqUIres, as essential to a free government,
mamtamed

The Amencans,

after a period of hesitation and expenment,

at a new iormulanon of the doctnne
back over the Revolution
century

can never m practIce be duly

"105

England

of consntunonalism.

to the theones

of eighteenth-

They had used the materials

thought and m their expenence

had arrived

which reached
and seventeenth-

they found m English

of English and colomal government,

never-

theless It was a new iormulanon. WIth a very dIfferent emphasis from that
of the theory

of the balanced

constitution

which had been their spnng-

board for a Jump mto the new world of Independence
The Federal Constitution

represented

and Madison over the pnnciples
constitunons
102

lbid . P

104

Ibid

had been built
52

a VIctory for the Ideas of WIlson

upon wluch the early revolutionarv

Those constitutions
10~

Federalist.

~o 4~

105

Federalist

~o 4~

175

State

had been deeply milu-

CONSTITVTIONALISM

AND

enced by the doctnne
real Intellectual
lanon

SEPARATION

OF

POWERS

of the separatIOn of powers, but there had been no

contribunon

made In Amenca

Into the msntunons

result of circumstances
thought.

THE

of revolutionary

to the doctrine,
governments

and of the existing tradition

its trans-

had been the

of English political

The 10glC of the situation had almost inevitably entailed that the

subtraction

of one of the two elements

In the eighteenth

century

of English consntunonal

would leave the other component,

theory

the separa-

non of powers, to stand upon its own feet as the basis of constitutional
doctnne.

The Federal Convention

eighteenth-century

In large part to the earlier

view of the proper construction

that vital shift of emphasis
constitution-maker

wluch Amencan

of a constitution,

conditions required

There was now a new bodv of constitutional
.f

that Justified and expounded
and maintained

had returned

the system of separated

with
of the

doctnne

powers buttressed

by the checks and balances built into the Constitution

It rrught be thought

that the ratification

tance of the new compromlse
States, would represent
powers In Amenca.

of the Constitution.

as the basis of the government

the end of the pure doctnne

the accep-

of the Umted

of the separation

of

Surely those who had argued that the separation

of

powers had not received its due from the men of Philadelplua

were silenced

by the success of the Federaust? Looking back at the success story of the
Constitution

and the weighty expreSSIOns of its philosophy

Marshall,

Kent, and Story,

sntunonal

theory of 1787 was overwhelming

It

In the work of

rrught well seem that the vlctory of the conand complete. Yet this would

be qulte the reverse of the truth. In the years following 1789 the pure doctnne of the separatIOn of powers was to battle yet again with the theory of
checks and balances, and to find in America its most complete and its most
ImpresslVe Intellectual
and most consistent

expreSSIOn. For a short time

expresslOn of the philosophy

It

became the highest

of Jeffersoman

Republi-

carusm, and nowhere else In the world were the ideas of the pure doctrine
of the separatIOn of powers to be glven the extended treatment

that they

received from John Taylor of Caroline.
Soon after the ratihcanon
against the ideas
the elements

It

embodied,

of the Consntunon

there was a reaction

and there developed a concerted attack upon

of balanced government

It

contained

The Jeffersomans

at-

THE

tacked the Constitution
remtroducnon

It

A

was the instrument

for the

of the Ideas of monarchy and anstocracy,

instead of bemg wholly fashioned anew upon Amencan

eyes, the operatIon

of these pnnciples

of the separatIon

and

borrowed from the despised English

from matenals

ciples The most "American"
government,

T R I 1'\ E I l\ A~! E RIC

on the grounds that

into Amenca

that It was constructed
Constitution

DOC

of powers

The attack upon the Consntunon

was undoubtedly,
In

a democratic

pnn-

In

their

system of

took the form of an attack

upon lohn Adams and lus Defence of the Ccnstitutions

of the Unued States,

for although

did not embody hIS

it was recogmzed

that the Constitution

VISIOnof a rruxed and balanced government,

nevertheless

It

was a pattern

wluch had been before the men of 1787 when they were veenng
from the true State Adams's work, extreme as
Ideal stalking-horse

It

was

In

for those who WIshed to attack the elements

theory of mixed and balanced government
Once more, therefore, the consntutional

to be found

away

parts, became the

In

of the

the Consnrution

debate revolved around the desire

of one party to stnp away the checks and balances of balanced government
and to rely upon a starkly pure doctnne of the separatlOn of powers
There was, however,

a considerable

change of emphasis between

this

dispute and the earlier ones which had occupied English and Amencan
wnters

in the eighteenth

century

In Amenca

at the end of the century

both SIdes accepted the separatlOn of powers as the
sntunon.

although

were Impatlent

at the extremes

baSIS

of a free con-

of both partIes there were those who

of all such constitutional

checks to the exercise of power

The pomt now at Issue was the extent to which. If at all. this separation

106

of

powers should be modihed by a system of checks and balances that owed
Its mspIratlon

to the balanced constitution

of eighteenth-cenrury

WIth all Its overtones of monarchic and anstocratic
glass version

of the debate then gomg on

secondary assumptions

of consnrunonal

In

power It was a looking-

England,

the pnmary

106 Fisher Ames descnbed consnrunonal
p

20;"

in France

In

checks as "cobweb tie- lor hons ' [quoted h Dav id H

of the Essex Iunto." \\'IilzanJ and ,\lary

L and at the other extreme Ioel Barlow "the Amencan

racv to be guarded agamst

and

theory having changed places As

the balanced constitution had recently been rejected outnght

FIscher, "The Myth

England,

QI<artCtI~ \ 01 XXI '-.0 2 Apr 1964
Iacobin ' sa" no dangers In democ-
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favour of the pure doctnne
mg that the opponents

THE

SEPARATION

of the separation

of the Constitution

barrassment

looked to France for arguments

of powers in that country

the hollow vIctory achieved
was in many respects an em-

rather than a help

An Important

early mterpretatiOn

of the Consntunon

in the Anti-Feder-

ahst vein was Sketches of the Principles of Government,
by Nathaniel

POWERS

of powers, It was not surpns-

with which to support their attack, although
by the separation

OF

Chipman.

published in 1793

This work, which Jefferson later recommended,

along with Locke and the Federalist,

as a means of gammg an understand-

mg of the principles of civil government,
ment of the VIews of the Philadelphia

was by no means a mere restateConvention.

Chipman,

who served

both on the Federal bench and as head of the Vermont judiciary, developed
hIS own View of constitutional
Constitution

principles and then applied them to the new

He placed great emphasis upon the necessity of a clear dehru-

non of the powers of the departments
them, and he Illustrated

of the government

the dangers of a system of "confusion

by reference to the operatIOn of the Mimstry
of how well the Americans

understood

rejected.'?" Chipman maintained
the government,

It

they had

strongly that none of the departments

of

should be allowed to encroach

opposed the aggrandizement

of the execu-

"ought not to have a negative, or any directing power

in the passmg of laws
mterpret

of powers"

in Bntain - another example

the system of government

mcludmg the legislature,

upon the others. He particularly
trve. statmg that

in order to limit

"108

the Constitution

As a Judge Chipman

looked to the judiciary

and so keep the "interests"

to

of the legislative and

executrve branches in uruson WIth the nghts and interests of the mdrvidual
citizens, but he did not mean by tlus that the judiciary

would have a veto

upon legislation. Rather he saw the roles of both executive and judiciary as
advisers m the process of legislation,

formmg them into a Council of Re-

VISIOnthat would "give mforrnanon

of all difhculnes,

WIll anse, either in the mterpretatIOn,

the application,

which they foresee
or the execution

of

the law" However, once havmg had their say, the executive and the Judges

107 Op Cit, Rutland, Vermont, "1793, pp "120-"1, and "125
108 Ibid . P "125

THE
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of the commumty
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that the legislators are "the sole Judges" of the interest
109

Having rejected the view that checks should be applied to the legislature in the exercise of Its legislative funcnon,

Chipman launched a strong

attack upon the theory of balanced government,
in a political system headed by a Governor

whether in a monarchy or

or President

To admit the ne-

cessity for such a balance, he wrote, was to admit that the laws of nature
"have Indulged

to certain classes of men different

rights," a proposltlon

wluch IS wholly inadmissible pO LIke his contemporanes
man believed that the theory
"a perpetual
republican

In France, Chip-

of balance was based upon the pnnciple

war of each against the other," which was incompatible
government

appropnate

111

to Amencan

of

With

He attacked Blackstone's

Commentaries

conditions.

that It was the only

and lamented

as

In-

treatise available to law students In the Umted States, The only parts of the
Commentaries

he could accept as being

ciples of junsprudence

accord With the umversal pnn-

were those denved from the democratic part of the

British system of mixed government
of the early State consntunons
Federal Constitution

In

112

Chipman looked back to the Ideas

and rejected the checks and balances of the

He had, however, no clear alternative

would take the place of those checks and balances as barners
encroachment

In

erecting barners

He

1781, but rejecting the

solution to the problem which the Federalists presented

as their means of

to the abuse of power To gam a clearer Idea of the de-

of the thought

of Ieffersoruan

Republicarusm

must turn away from Chipman to the thought
Although

to legislative

upon the functions of the other branches of government

stood on much the same ground as did Jefferson

velopment

to offer which

In

this respect we

of Jefferson himself

It IS dangerous to attempt to tie down Jefferson's thought Into

a Simple mould, If we look at the views he expressed over the years concermng the baSIC consntunonal

problem posed in his Notes on the State of

109 Ibid, pp 126-7 Chipman's Ideas about judicral

of Government, Burlington, 1833, PP 165a. 288 ff
110 Sketches of the Principles of Government.
p 128
111 Ibid, P 131

Clples

112 Ibid, P 237

179

review had altered bv 183_, See hIS Pnll-
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Vzrginza, we can see the changmg attitudes which he expressed towards the
system of checks and balances

We fmd, in fact, that after havmg accepted

the need for some form of a balanced system, Jefferson, towards the end
of hIS hfe, turned to the pure doctrine of the separatIOn of powers as the
foundanon

of hIS consntunona]

set forth the doctnne
the Constitution
legislative,

thought,

and, shortly before hIS death, he

in its most rigid form. Following on his crrncism of

of Virgirua for having failed to place barriers between the

executive. and judicial powers, and so allowmg the legislature

to absorb all the powers of government,
ment of a convention

Jefferson demanded

the establish-

which could "bind up the several branches of govern-

ment by certam laws, which. when they transgress,
nulhties " Thus It would be unnecessary

their acts shall become

for the people to stage frequent

rebellions In order to prevent legislanve usurpatIOn of power.P- In the followmg year Jefferson commenced
with a strong afhrmanon

lus proposed

of the separation

constitution

for Virgirua

of powers, but at the same time

he proposed the creation of a Council of ReVISIOnwhich would exercise a
veto over legislation,
of the legislature

and which would be overndden

by a two-thirds

vote

By 1787 Jefferson seems to have accepted the philosophy

of checks and balances even more whole-heartedly,
Madison about the proposed Federal Constitution,

for he then wrote to
saymg that he Irked the

negative gIven to the Executive "with a third of either house," although
would have preferred

the judiciary

to have been associated

cise of the veto, "or invested

with a similar and separate

enthusiasm

of powers had not weakened,

for the separatIon

at this time he expressed to John Adams hIS VIew that
ciple of a good government"115

It

WIth the exerpower."1l4 HIS
however, for

IS "the hrst pnn-

In 1809 Jefferson seemed still to see some

merit in the theory of checks and balances, Indeed he argued that
not taken far enough

In the Federal Constitution,

the checks upon the power of the Supreme
those upon the other branches
11~ The WrItmgs

he

implying

perhaps that

of Thomas Jefferson, ed by P L Ford, 1692-9, Vol III, P 23,

115 Ibid , Vol IV, p 454
116 Ibid . Vol IX, p 259

180

was

Court were not as effective as

116

114 Ibid . Vol IV, pp 475-6
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Jefferson seems to have tended towards

some version of the checks and balances theory as the only means of preventmg the abuse of power by the separated branches of the government,
and in particular
1816, however,

for preventmg

all power "resultmg to the legislature."

In

and in the years that followed, we fmd a qUIte different

pomt of VIew expressed in hIS letters

HIS antagonism

towards executive

power, and lus hatred of the aspiratIOns of the Supreme Court to "judicial
supremacy"

over the other branches of government,

now led him to reject

all notion of checks and balances,

In

government,

of each other, and all closely responsible

all qUIte independent

favour of three separate branches of

directly to the people, he thus came to accept the pure doctnne of the separation of powers as the only baSIS of a desirable constitution
to the problem of preventmg
ment upon the functions
had propounded

of another

of one branch of govern-

was the same as that which Sieves

In France some years earlier, If all the branches of govern-

ment were equally responsible
be equally independent
sovereign

the encroachment

directly to the people, they would at once

of each other and equally subordinate

power. There would therefore

ances Pure republicanism,
than In the complete

said Jefferson, can be measured In no other way
of constitunonalitv

to the people. Each department

must be, therefore,

of government

mitted to ItS action

"118

in the cases sub-

judicial review was "a very dangerous
coequal and co-sovereign

which had

withm them-

Jefferson had already, In 1815, developed tlus Idea at some length

In a letter to W H Torrance.P? and had acknowledged

the objection that

If each branch were ItS own Judge of the constrtunonalitv
then contradictions

would anse "and produce Inconvenience"

IIi' Letter to john Taylor. 28 May 1816. ibid . Vol X, P

_;0

1I8 Letter to judge Spencer Roane. 6 Sept 1819, ibid . Vol X. P 1.p
119

doctnne In-

WIth a true readmg of the Consntunon.

"Wisely made all the departments
"119

an appeal

must have "an equal nght to

decide for Itself what IS the meamng of the Constitution
deed," and incompanble

to the true

be no need for checks and bal-

control of the people over their organs of govern-

ment.t" The touchstone

selves

HIS answer

Letter to W,llzam

C [artns. 28 Sept 1820, ibid . Vol X. P 160

120 II June 1815, ibid . Vol IX, pp 51;-18

of

ItS

deCISIOns,

However, he
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of the public funcnonanes,

that "the prudence

POWERS

and the authorrty

of public opmlOn, will generally produce accommodation"

ThIS vlewpomt

had mdeed long been implicit in Jefferson's Republicarusm,

and he had ex-

pressed

It

as early as November

the begmnmg

1801 in his attack upon the Sedition Act at

of hIS hrst term in the Presidency.P'

opmlOn on this pomt had hardened

By 181.6, however, lus

mto a reliance upon somethmg

more

than the mere prudence of pubhc officials.
The only true corrective

for the abuse of constitunonal

power, said

Jefferson, IS the elective power of the people, and he followed the [ogre
of this statement

through

of the government,

to

Its inevitable conclusion, All the departments

legislanve,

elected and subject to frequent
porary Constitution

executive,

and judicial, must be popularly

electoral sanction. Crincizmg

the contem-

of Virgirua, Jefferson in 1816 pointed to the fact that

direct election did not govern the selection of Governor or Judges. "Where
then IS our repubhcarusm

to be found?" he asked, "Not in our Constitution

If the principle of re-

certainly, but merely in the spint of our people

"122

publicarusm

must be followed through

IS to be adopted in Virgirua. then

mllexiblv. with all government

It

officials subjected "to approbation

or reJec-

non at short intervals." In this way the three powers of government,
drawmg Its authonty

from the only depository

sOClety, might maintain
might long continue.

their mutual

but such would certamly

branch could assume the authority

of the ulnmate

mdependence.

of another

each

power of

Such a government

not be the case If anyone

123

Thus at the end of hIS life Jefferson came to accept that extreme VIew
of a constitutional

system of government

which Nedham had propounded

m 1654, with "all power flowmg m disnnct channels"
was fundamentally

the same philosophy

from the people

It

as Sieves had argued before the

National Assembly in 1789124 It was the complete rejection of checks and
balances, of the grantmg

12i

to legislature,

See the passage quoted by Adnenne

tion. New York, 1964,

p

executive, or judiciarv an indepen-

Koch. Jefferson

and MadIson

The Great Collabora-
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Letter to Samuel

12}

To [arcis. 28 Sept

124

See Ch 7 below

12 luly 1816. WrItIngs
ibid . Vol X, p i6i

Kercheval.
i820,

of Thomas

Jefferson

Vol X, p 39
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dence of the people, or a dependence
of rlus doctnne

IN
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upon each other. The extreme nature

was very clear to Jefferson, and he more than once for-

bad Samuel Kercheval to publish a letter in which

It

ISset out ias Although

publicly through hIS

Jefferson was reluctant

to acknowledge

the doctnne

letters, the philosophy

they contained

had been publiclv pronounced

Amenca

at considerable

"the philosopher

in

length by John Taylor, who has been described as

of Ieffersoruan

Republicarusm

" Indeed the coherence of

Jefferson's VIews in and after 1.81.6must surely be due, in part at least, to
the major work of John Taylor, An InqUIry

of the Government

mto the Prmaples

and PolICY

of the United States, which was published in 1.81.4and

which Jefferson first read two years later
John Taylor, of Caroline
a leader of the Jeffersoman
political theorist
Republicamsm
can match
petitrveness
lar author

County, Virgirua. Umted States Senator and
party, was in some ways the most ImpreSSIVe

that Amenca
In a systematIc

has produced. He presented
and coherent

the essence of

theory of politics which few

HIS style was loose and undisciplmed.

and the length and re-

of hIS works was hardly designed to make lum a truly popuYet If the irunal effort is made to overcome the barner

prose style, the ultimate

ImpresslOn IS one of great clanty and consIstency,

together WIth a certain charm. Taylor represented
tICSof the Jeffersoman

of hIS

all the major charactens-

pomt of view. He was an agranan,

to bankmg and hnancial Interests, the "aristocracy
as he called them. He believed passionately

bitterlv opposed

of paper and patronage"

m States' rights, and forcefully
It IS, however, hIS

argued the stnct construcnorust

VIew of the Consntunon,

attitude towards the separatIon

of powers and checks and balances which

most concerns us here, and
has been least appreciated.
prehensive

It

IS in tlus respect that Taylor'S achievement

for the InqUIry IS the most sustained and com-

defence of the extreme doctnne

of the separatIOn of powers to

be found in either English or French
Taylor'S InqUIry takes the form of an attack upon Iohn Adams and hIS
Defence of the Constttuttons of the United States, but It ISfar more than this
The InqUIry represents

125 Letter to Samuel

an attempt to dehne the baSICprinciples of govern-

Kercheval,

Vol X, pp 4~ and 319
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ment and to apply them cntically to the Constitution
It IS an attempt

to base a theory

rather than upon the arguments

of government

the nature of anstocracy,
Federalist posmon
the separation

of the United States
upon moral pnnciples,

from expediency

work of Adams and the Federalists. The InqUIry

that Taylor sees in the

begms with an analysis of

which Taylor believed to be central to the whole

As with earlier proponents

of the extreme

of powers, It was the role of the anstocracy

mixed government

POWERS

doctrine of

m a system of

that formed a central pomt of attack for Taylor. He ar-

gued that Adams based hIS whole theory upon the Idea that anstocracy

IS"a

work of nature," but this was to mistake the whole nature of government.
Government,
cal causes."

said Taylor, IS founded "in moral, and not in natural or phYSI126

The moral qualities of man bemg either good or evil, every

form of government
m ItS construction.
of governments
reveahng

must be founded in the moral pnnciple which prevails
The "numencal

into monarchy,

analysis," as he dubbed the classihcation

anstocracy,

the nature of government,

and democracy, IS Incapable of

whereas analysis accordmg to moral

pnnciples can do this, The acceptance of anstocracy
to the acceptance also of ItS evil characteristics.

as "natural" commits us

but in America there IS no

reason at all to assume that socIety must accept the aristocratic yoke Taylor
condemned

both the feudal anstocracy

and patronage"
outstnp

and the new anstocracy

of "paper

Neither IS inevitable or desirable The evils of the latter far

the evils of hereditary

landed power, for the new anstocracy

ne-

cessitates "an eternal and oppressIVe taxation" in order to supply It with the
wealth that feudal anstocrats

drew from their land

when in control of the government,

Such an anstocracy,

"divides a nation into two interests,

and cooks one in the modes most delICIOUSto the appetIte of the other"
Such IS the essential evil of every speCIes of bad government,
particular

for

It

127

places a

mterest In a favoured pOSItiOn over the general mterest.

Taylor thus summed
penod between

126 An Inqwry
~27 Ibid, P 5~

of those who in the

the English Civil War and the Revolution

the pure doctnne

icksburg, ~8~4, p 34

up all the major attitudes

of the separatIon

Into the Principles

of 1848 set up

of powers m Opposltlon to the Ideas

and PoliCY of the Government

of the Untted States, Freder-
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of the balanced constitution.
of State upon mtellectually
ment rather

and class distincnon

AMERICA

It represented

the constitution

of a new form

derived principles of the best form of govern-

than upon the acceptance

of the present lustoncallv

of society. It represented

mined power-structure
bunon

II\'

an attack upon pnvilege

in favour of a more democratic and egalitarian

of power. It was the belief

In

deter-

a constitutional

distri-

system constructed

upon rational, functional criteria, rather than upon appeals to tradition and
established modes of behaviour.

It was this that made the pure doctrme of

the separatIOn of powers dunng these two centunes
doctrine. At the end of the eighteenth
and Sieves in france represented

this philosophy

America John Taylor pushed It to Its hrruts
democratic.

or some mixture

by these categories
consnrunon,
alternative

and

the very baSIS of the balanced

by refusing to be drawn mto the age-old dispute about the
For Taylor there was no

should not build entirely anew upon the baSIS of her

own moral pnnciples.

The authors of the Federalist.

much attention

to "political

from monarchy,

anstocracy,

skeletons"

constructed

and democracy

he said. had paid too
with fragments

system of government

palace WIth materials taken from Indian cabins

democracy

to budd a

128

Taylor believed that all the old forms of government
Democracy

for an

To approach the problem of government

m the New World in this frame of mind was like attemptmg

stroyed in Amenca.

torn

These "rude almost savage

polincal fabrics" could hardly be expected to provide the materials

ernment,

arts-

He refused to be bound

forms of SImple or rmxed government.

reason why Amenca

American

In

of this he

must be monarclucal,

of these

He rejected, therefore,

in England

of government,

As a consequence

entirely rejected the VIew that all governments
tocranc,

such a revolutionarv

century John Cartwright

were to be de-

was to be replaced by representatIve

and the old class dIVISIOnsbetween

monarchy,

anstocracy,

govand

were to gIve way to "the dIVISIOn of power." Thus he explic-

itly replaced the theory of the mixed constitution

WIth the doctnne of the

separation

of powers, for he believed deeply that this was the major con-

sntunonal

battle wluch was to be fought in the New World, and that only

128 Ibid. Preface. PP

V-VI
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of the latter would a truly "Amencan"

ment be achieved. The Amencan

the Amencan

system of govern-

It replaced and excluded It "Instead of

balancing power, we divide It, and make
converted

POWERS

system of divided powers could not be

combined WIth rruxed government;
Adams

OF

It

maxim

responsible.v-"
"that legislanve.

In his VIew John
executive

and

judicial power shall be separate and distinct," into the Idea "of mdependent
orders of men and powers..

."130

Taylor saw very clearly the mconsis-

tencies between Adams's positlOn in the revolunonarv

atmosphere

when he had outlmed

and the attitude

a desirable State constitution,

adopted in the Defence
tution

of 1775
he

at the time of the makmg of the Federal Consn-

Taylor pointed out that in the earlier period, when the Idea of the

separatlOn of powers frgured more strongly in Adams's work, the latter had
appealed for support to the memory of Marchamont

Nedham. But a whole

volume of the Defence was devoted to an explicit attack upon Nedhams
principles

In hIS essay of 1775 Adams had deduced a form of government

from Nedharn's pnnciple
own libernes,"

that "the people were the best guardians

of their

whereas m the later work Adams based hIS constitutional

theory upon the prOpOSItIOn that the people are their own worst enerrues.-"
So Taylor summed
mans

up the difference

between

Adams and the lefferso-

"OUf policy divides power, and umtes the nation m one interest,

Mr Adams's divides a nation Into several interests and urutes power."l32
Havmg distmguished
nes which had dommated

very clearly between the two constitutional
Western political thought

and a half, takmg them to the extreme
contradictory

theo-

for the past century

positlOns where their potentially

nature was wholly realized, Taylor then applied this analvsis

to the Constitution

of the United States. Human nature bemg a mixture of

good and eVIL the WIse constitution,
trols the evil. Whenever

he said, preserves the good and con-

reason prevails. the good moral pnnciples

of the

division of power WIll be followed, but care must be taken to ensure that
the "elements of force and fraud," which charactenze
are not allowed to creep in. The consntunon
cer and department

only that portIOn of power necessary for the fulfrlment

129 Ibid . P 88

130 Ibid . P 185

s:n

132 Ibid P 428

131 Ibid . P

the theory of balance,

should bestow upon each offi-
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of his or Its proper function.

II':

and to ensure the dependence

upon the nation. The Federal Consntution
certain respects

AMERICA

of all of them

falls to observe this pnnciple In

The power of the Executive was Inflated by the Conven-

non beyond Its proper lrrruts. "The presidencv. gIlded WIth kingly powers,
has been tossed Into the constitution.

against the publtck sentiment.

and

gravely bound In didacnck fetters, hke those which In England and France
have become political old Junk"

133

GIven the logic of the Enghsh system,

In which all political power ISentrusted

to the government

Instead of being

retained by the nation, It IS natural to set off the parts of the government
against each other, and so to "mould" the executive power by computIng
the force necessary
Commons

to offset the numencal

Taylor saw, however,

preponderance

of Lords and

no need for such a system In America.

where all polmcal power was In the people, and where the executive ofhcer
therefore

required no royal powers or prerogatIves

was to make possible the re-creation
the granting

To grant them to him

of a monarchy

of these powers to the President.

age power, hIS rruhtary and diplomatic

He therefore

attacked

In particular his patron-

powers, and his power to appoInt

4

Judges.13

Taylor'S attack upon judicial review, like that of Jefferson, was partIcularly bitter It had been Intended, he said. that the people should be the only
source of constitutional

amendment,

to a power of construction
"Legislanve.

but the Constitution

and InterpretatlOn

was In fact open

not responsible to the people

executive and judicial powers shall be separate and distinct.

yet the judges can abolish or make law by precedent"
the judiciary IS to enforce the law, but, "admitting
Ing IS nearly equivalent

to a power of legislating,

of law be quIte Independent
pletely subservient

135

The proper role of

that a power of construwhy should construction

of sovereign WIlL when law Itself ISmade com-

to It?" Thus he took the pure separatlOn of powers to

ItS logical conclusion. as had already been done In France, and rejected the
validity of judrcial review of legislation
Taylor followed the separatIon
jecting the controlling
I33 Ibid . P I94
135 Ibid . P 203

of powers to Its ultimate

conclusion. re-

links and balances between the branches of govern-
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ment wluch had formed an essential part of the eighteenth-century
of balanced government,
Federal Constitution.

and which had been partly incorporated

He represented

the philosophy

theory
into the

of I776 rather than

that of I787, but he was, of course, well aware of those aspects of the
revolutionary

State governments

that had led the Americans,

mcludmg his

master Jefferson, to turn once agam to the model of the Bnnsh Constitunon for methods of controllmg

the exercise of power, and in particular the

power of the legislature. To these problems Taylor had two answers

On the

one hand there was the possibility of control through the electoral process,
which led him to assert that the only proper way of "exalting"
power into the status of a branch of the government
formable

to our pnnciple

and so responsible to the

the judicial

"which would be con-

of dIViSIOn" was to make the judiciary
people.136

elective

On the other hand, agamst the danger

of legislanve usurpatIOn he relied upon the federal system of government
The best restramt

upon legislatures,

he argued,

right of the general and state governments

"consists of the mutual

to examme

and controvert

be-

fore the pubhck each others' proceedmgs"137 The separatIOn of powers and
federalism

become, therefore,

philosophy

of the dIViSIOnof power. Power IS divided between government

and people, between

mterlocking

legislature,

State and Federal governments.P"
government

executive,

in a thoroughgoing

and Judiciary,

of its own actions.

power of the people. In I822 Taylor stated this

view unequivocally.

tatives are each an mdependent

"As the Senate and the House of Representnbunal

to Judge of Its own constitutional

powers, so the state and Federal governments
judge of their respective constitutional

are mdependent

tnbunals

to

powers. The same pnnciple IS appli-

cable to the legislative, executive and Judicial departments,
Federal"

and between

Every element of this divided system of

must be the sole Judge of the rightness

subject to the overndmg
extreme

elements

both state and

139

This fantastic

picture of a fragmented

136 Ibid . PP 209 and 217
137 Ibid , P 649
:1}8 Ibid . P 408
:1}9 Tyranny Unmasked

Washmgton, :1822, p 258

188

governmental

system has per-
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with which the Jeffersonian pnn-

haps as Its major virtue the consistency

ciples are worked out It IS an Ideology of consntunonahsm
the system of the Federalists

to

Yet In 1824, when John Taylor of Caroline

died, the same year, mcidentallv. as John Cartwnght
whom he much resembled,

to oppose

In England, a man

the baSIS of this battle of Ideas had alreadv

slipped away The Federalist theory of the Constitution,

defended by Mar-

shall, Kent, and Story, and the Jeffersoman theory as elaborated by Taylor,
were neither
philosophy

of them any longer able to sustain the role of a coherent
for a polmcal movement.

politics was breaking

these theones

shuffling and reshufflmg
by the expediencies

The emerging

pattern

up Into a number

of American

of segments,

them Into differmg patterns, determined

and

largely

of pohncal hfe rather than by "prmciples " The Ideas

did not disappear, they were split up and scattered

The sectional forces In

nineteenth-century

plulosophies hke these

Amencan

lIfe made coherent

very difhcult to maintain
Thus John C. Calhoun, who was In some ways the spmtual heir of Tefferson and Taylor, took the States' nghts

element

In their philosophy,

but

combined It WIth Ideas taken from the Federalists about the role of checks
and balances. Calhoun, In hIS deterrrunanon

especially by the Federal Government,
as consistently

and thoroughly

veto power of the President,

to hrrut the exercise of power,

employed the Idea of a veto power

as Taylor had rejected

and he so far forgot the principles of hIS youthful
praIse the Enghsh system of government
as representatIve

It

He defended the

and the review of legislanon

by the courts,

Republicarusm as to

for ItS balance between the KIng,

of the "tax consumers," and the Commons, as representa-

tive of the taxpayers, maintamed

In equilibnum

of Lords,"? Southern

for the Bnnsh system of government

evidenced

adrruranon

In a rather

different

non of the Confederate
the Federal Constitution,
pnncipal

executive

way In the discussions

States Although

was

on the Constitu-

It closely followed the pattern of

It did provide that the legislature could allow the

ofhcers to have seats In both Houses, although

were not to be members
"40 A DIsqUISItIOn

by the power of the House

of them

on Government,

they

ThIS provlslOn was never fully irnple-

Nev. York, 1854, PF 101-2
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did have other provlslOns that moved away

from the Idea of strictly separated

powers, notably the control which the

President exercised over appropnatlOns.

Alexander

sponsible for much of this Constitution,

Stephens, who was re-

would have preferred

to see the

British model, which he much admired. followed to the extent of the adoption of a fully-fledged

cabinet system

141

Another strand of the Jeffersoman philosophy was taken up with powerful effect by President Andrew Jackson. He echoed the VIews of Jefferson
and Taylor with regard to consntutional
the Judges has no more authority

mterpretatIon:

"The opmlOn of

over Congress than the opmlOn of Con-

gress has over the Judges, and on that pomt the President
of both."

142

sntunon.

which, in its stnct construction

Constitution,

IS

independent

In 1834 Jackson developed at some length a theory of the Conof the checks and balances of the

came very close to Taylor's extreme doctnne

tion of powers. After enumeratmg
the Constitution,

the checks specifically provided for in

Jackson continued:

three great departments

of the separa-

"WIth these exceptlOns each of the

ISindependent

of the others in its sphere of action.

and when It deviates from that sphere IS not responsible to the others further than It ISexpressly made so m the Consntunon,

In every other respect

each of them IS the co-equal of the other two, and all are the servants of
the American people.

."143

But "Kmg Andrew," although

eager to restnct

the powers of Congress or Supreme Court to check the President. used hIS
veto power to defy Congress and to make the presidency much more than a
mere executive office Under hIS mfluence the "executive" came to assume
the role of the representative
legislature.

of the sovereIgn people agamst an ohgarchic

and the veto power was transformed

native prerogative."

144

In the States the Jeffersoman
141 A Constttutionol

into "the people's tnbu-

philosophy

V,ew of the Late War Between

P 338
I42 Bank Veto Message 01 10 July 1833

In

Messages

was reflected
the States,

m the way in

Philadelphia,

1876, \'01 II.

and Papers of the Presidents,

ed bv

J

D

Richardson. New York. I897. Vol Ill, P U45
I43 The Protest of 15 Apr 1834. Messages
I44 LeVI Woodburv
New York. I928, p 257

In I84I,

. Vol Ill. p 1290

quoted by R G Gettel!. A Historv

of Amencan

Polttteal Thought.
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and judicial offices were made elective. and the way In

which constitutions

were submitted

for ranhcanon

to the people

people of the States could now control directly all the branches
ernment

and extract from each of them the responsibihty

canism demanded,
fragmented

but With the predictable

The

of gov-

which Republi-

result that responsibilitv

was

and the ability to act decisively was removed from these gov-

ernments.

At the same time that the agenCIes of State government

were

subjected to popular control by making them elective. they were subjected
also to a vanety

of consntunonal

checks to ensure snll further

that they

would not abuse their power. As FranCIS Newton Thorpe has expressed It,
an effort was made to protect the State from Its legislature,
ItS Judges, and ItS adrrurustranve

ItS governor,

ofhcials.!" This was yet another combina-

non of the Ideas of the separatIOn of powers and checks and balances, and
one which went much further In the diVISIOnand lmuranon
either of the two schools of constitutional

of power than

thought In '1787 would have con-

sidered reasonable, for It removed all semblance of the Independence
the earlier theones

had allowed to the parts of government.

which

The doctrine

of checks and balances had earlier been associated with the view that the
departments

of government

control. exerting

were, at least to some extent, free of popular

checks upon each other, whereas the true separation

powers had subjected the agenCIes of government
made them Independent
however,

rendered

the electorate

of government

In the States,

directly dependent

upon

and upon each other as well It gave nse to that strangula-

tron of effective government

action In the States that formed the focus of

much of the criticism of American government
constitutional

to popular control but

of each other The new philosophy

the branches

of

Ideas that had charactenzed

earlier age were cannibalized

the rdeological posItIons of an

and ceased to have any Ideological coherence

Thus the new Whig party, an anti-Jackson
sent the "revolutionary

In the Progressive era The

coalmon. claimed to repre-

theory of checks and balances" against the monar-

chical usurpatIOns of the President, They argued for legislative supremacy
over the executive, quite reversing the pOSitIOn of 1787, for those who were
145 F N Thorpe, A ConstttutlOnal
1898, Vol II, P 404

Htstory

of the Amcncan

People, 1~-t>-18,o, ~ew lark,
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fearful of mob rule placed their faith in legislatures rather than in a strong
executive. In 1847, in the Constitutional Convention m Ilhnois, Whigs opposed the veto power as a relic of Bntish monarchy, whilst Democrats argued that It was a necessary check to the power of ohgarcluc legislatures.l"
The period Immediately before the outbreak of the Civil War might be
said, therefore, to have seen a dismtegranon of the two theones of constitunonahsm which had charactenzed Anglo-American thought since 1641.
Both had been broken down and used as political weapons almost devoid
of ideological coherence. In this penod in Bntain, and to a lesser extent
in France, the dilemma of a continuing dispute between two constitutional
theories, both of which had a purely negative approach to the exercise of
power, was ended by the emergence of a theory of parliamentary government that stressed the co-operatlOn and interdependence of the legislanve
and executive powers. But there was little sign of a Similar development
in the Umted States Both of the earlier coherent approaches to government seemed to have lost their relevance, but nothmg else had emerged to
take their place. It was not until the Civil War had been fought and won
that the dissatisfaction, both with the extreme separation of powers and
with checks and balances, and also With the vanous combinations of the
two the ones that had been evolved at Federal and State level, grew into a
great roar of protest against the divisive assumptlOns of both the ones, and
msntunonal development and constitutional theory alike turned

to

a new

phase in which "harmony" came to be the dommant theme

146 The Constitunonal
4)8-9

Debates of 184;', ed by A ( (ole, Spnngheld.

1919, pp 409. 4)1,

I am indebted to C G Dillworth for drawing my attennon to these debates

SEVEN

The Doctrine in France

HE

T

PAT T ERN

of mixed government

powers m the seventeenth
flected the msntutional

and the separatIOn of

and eighteenth

developments

lems. The msntunonal

WIth which they formulated
development

closely re-

of England and America.

reacting to the problems those countnes

ideological matenals

centuries

faced, providing

the

solutions to those prob-

of France, however, had followed very

different lmes, drawing msplratIOn from a different set of Ideas about insntunons

These confhcnng

English and French approaches

structure

were reflected m the work of Montesquieu,

mtegrate

them into a smgle theoretical framework

quieu's attempt to provide a general description

to

consntunonal

who attempted
Although

to

Montes-

of systems of government

embracing both French and English thought was not altogether successful.
hIS great achievement
taming arbitrary

was to concentrate

power, and, by wntmg

those aspects of English government

eighteenth

century

and social conditions

attention

which were so adrmred in the early

rrught be applied elsewhere,
were

to

upon the means of con-

in general terms, to suggest that
If the reqUlsae physical

hand The latter part of the eighteenth

tury in France presents, therefore,

a strangely

193

cen-

confused plCture in relation
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On the one hand, he IS in many ways

more Important

in France than in England and Amenca,

a turning-point

in the whole approach to the problems of government

for he represents
and

their solution: on the other hand, the specific solutions he offers in his descnptlOn of the constitution

of liberty seem mappropnate

nons and the current of French thought.
In the

to French condi-

This dilemma is clearly portrayed

difhculnes his disciples faced in 1789, when the proposals they made,

based upon the mixed and balanced constitution,

were rejected as allen and

Irrelevant to the new France.
The separatlOn of powers, however, upon which Montesqmeu

had placed

so much stress, became an essential article of farth with the men of 1789,
so that, in a different way from that of Amenca,
mixed government

and of turnmg

the baSIS of a free constitution

the process of rejecting

instead to the separatlOn of powers as

was followed in France, with a vital differ-

ence In 1789 in France, both doctrines. the balanced constitution
separatlOn

of powers, were rejected or accepted as theoretical

which had had httle or no msntunonal

reality in pre-revolutionary

and the
principles
expen-

ence, whereas in Amenca the doctrines were regarded as the evolution of,
and the reformulation

of, a system of mstitutions

that had been operated,
It IS In this respect that

had become obsolete, and were to be modernized
the msntunonal

changes

In

France were truly revolutionary,

m a way that

those of Amenca were not.
Furthermore,

the role played by the separatlOn of powers was different

in France and Amenca.

In France the pure doctnne was held fiercely as an

exphcir ideological posltlOn, whereas
of the logic of the revolunonarv
sity of the pure doctnne
the political situation
quickly returned
tion of powers

In Amenca

situation

It

had been more a matter

than a conviction

which had dominated

enabled a resurgence

to modify the extremes

of the older Ideas, these had
of the doctnne

In France, however, the pure doctnne

powers took hold of men's mmds with an mtenslty,
paralleled in America. Part of the explanation
the complexity
explanation

and mtractability

of the separa-

of the separatIOn of
and a durability,

not

of this lies. as Will be seen, in

of the polmcal situation,

must be sought further back in the past,
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in which the men of 1789 came to look upon the separatlOn of powers as
a result of the development
nation of the mtenslty

of thought

the way in which the thought
that of Montesquieu,

after 1748 This part of the expla-

and perslstence

of the theory

must be sought in

of Jean-Jacques Rousseau was overlaid upon

modified

It, and

gave a new direction and force to the

theory of the separatIon of powers
It is difficult to exaggerate
particular

Rousseau's

lmportance

in determmmg

the

form that the separatlOn of powers took in France He was hrm-

self bitterly

cnncal

of the doctnne

developed It, and he was supremely
of the wnters

on the separation

rant Yet the form

In

in the form in which Montesquieu
unconcerned

with the problems most

of powers had considered vitallv lmpor-

which he cast lus theory, and the vocabulary he used,

when adapted to the needs of the more practical men of the late eighteenth
century, combined with that part of Montesquieu's

thought which seemed

to them to be relevant, produced a theory of the separatIon of powers very
different from that of England or Amenca

Rousseau's

central posltlon in

the Social Contract, first published in 1762, was that law can only emanate from the general will of the commumty;

the legislative power is the

will of the people, Tlus power cannot be alien-

exercise of the sovereign

ated or delegated; any attempt to create generally applicable rules from any
other source represents a usurpatIon
sult in law Rousseau's

emphatic

of popular soverelgnty

demal of the divisibihtv

was aimed at all those political theorists

and cannot reof soverelgnty

who in the past had divided up

the sovereign powers among different persons or branches of government
Such writers. he wrote, make of the soverelgn "a fanrasnc creature, composed of brts and pieces." Like a Japanese conjuror dismembering
of a child and reassemblmg

It

the body

by throwing It into the air. these wnters dis-

member the social body and reassemble the pleces "without

our knowmg

how"

was the cen-

1

For Rousseau the idea of the division of soverelgnty

tral fallacy of polincal thought,
In

wntmgs

on the State "Whenever

we are rrustaken
1

from which flowed most of the obscurities

SOCIal Contract,

,the
II, 11, P

2;'

nghts

we thmk we see soverelgnty

divided,

which are taken for parts of soverelgnty

Quotations are from Rousseau

kins. London, 1953
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Rousseau had, then, a boundless

contempt

for

and balance that invested the parts of the State

with an Independent

power to check each other It was this behef In the In-

divisible sovereIgnty

of the people, adopted in the Revolution,

the consntunonal
to

theory of Montesquieu

unacceptable,

that made

except In relation

the separatIon of powers In Its starkest form
Although

for Rousseau

sovereIgnty

were disnnguishable.

government

the funcnons

of

and It was here that he made hIS greatest

Impact upon later French thought.
nons of the legislative

was indivisible,

He developed

and executive

defini-

preCIse, abstract

powers, wluch have an Immediate

appeal far greater than the confused attempts

at dehrunon

made by Mon-

tesqUleu "Every free action IS the effect of two concurrent

causes, a moral

cause, or the WIll which determmes

the act; and a physical cause, or the

power which executes It." 3 In the political sphere this distmcnon
WIll

and force corresponds

executive

powers

to the difference

ThIS Intellectual

between

distinction

between

between

the legislanve

and

the parts of any

polmcal act was to dorrunate the mmd of Sieves and of other constitutionbuilders for many years, as a basis for dividing the functions

of govern-

ment, but it did not In Itself entail that the power to will and the power to
execute should be placed In separate branches

of government,

or In sepa-

rate groups of men On the contrary, It rrught well be argued, as later It was
In fact, that these faculties of willing and acting are Inseparable
seau himself explicitly demanded

their separatIOn

can belong only to the people, but by defirunon
cerned only WIth generalmes.

Yet Rous-

The legislative

power

this power can be con-

whereas the power to act can be concerned

only WIth particular cases The executive power cannot, therefore, be placed
in the hands of the sovereign, whose provInce IS the law, and whose acts
can consist only of laws It IS a mistake to identify the government

WIth

the sovereign, for wluch the former IS merely the agent or rruruster "
It IS necessary to pause here, however, and look very closely at Rousseau's usage. When he wrote of the "executive
clearly something
2

Ibid

4 Ibid, III,

very different from that of hIS contemporanes.
3 Ibid, III,

L

P

power" hIS meamng

60
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of the term was closer to that of Marsilrus than that of Locke or Montes-

execuiiue denoted the whole apparatus of "the govern-

qUIeu. Rousseau's

ment," that part of the State which puts the law mto effect Since the law
can only be made by the people, and Rousseau refused to allow the deleganon of this power to a representatIve

assembly, then any such assembly, If

one exists, IS part of the "executive " Thus a pure democracy was defmed by
Rousseau as a State in which the legislative and executive powers are
same hands, but an anstocracy

anstocratically consntuted,
tary aristocracy.'

whether

It

In

of mixed governments
ever, "sometimes

the
15

be a natural, an elecnve. or a heredi-

"In the distnbunon

of executive power." he wrote,

from the greater to the lesser number",

there IS an equal distnbunon.

this may occur

parts are in a condition of mutual dependence,

how-

when the

as in the gov-

ernment of England :" Thus Rousseau subsumed all of Montesquieu's
types of government
government,

In

which the execuitce power

ThIS becomes very clear when we examine hIS treatment

"there IS always a gradation
constituent

as a State

Ideal

under the label of "the executive power." All forms of

however constituted.

are subject to the overndmg

legIslatIve

power of the sovereign people ThIS was the Vital

pnnciple It was a matter

of expediency,

Just how the "executive"

and not of pnnciple,

should be orgamzed,

and whether

to determme

the branches of government

separated or not. The problems of msntunonal
vitally Important

orgamzation

should be

which seemed

to other theorists were of secondary Importance

to Rous-

seau In certain states, he Said, It might be desirable to drvide "the executive
power." "When the executive power IS not suihcientlv

dependent

upon the

legislative, in other words when the ratio of prince to sovereIgn IS greater
than the ratio of people to pnnce, this dispropornon
dividing the government,

must be remedied by

for then Its several parts have no less authorrtv

over the subjects, and their division reduces their total power as against the
sovereign

"?

Rousseau therefore

admitted

the principle of the separatIOn

of powers by the back dOOL but treated all the former dISCUSSIonsof this
problem as a matter of the orgamzatIOn of the "executive "
Rousseau, then, discussed the orgaruzanon
, Ibid . III,
;' Ibid

IV,

P

;'1,

III, v, PP :"3-;'4

6 Ibid, III,

19;-'

of the powers of government
VI\,
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at two levels; at the higher level he talked of the relations
legislative

and executive

between

of the execunve as he defined It. If we are to mterpret

structure

correctly, therefore,

the

powers, and at the lower level he discussed the

we must be careful to remember

Rousseau

that when the dIS-

CUSSIOnIS at the higher level, as It almost always IS, he IS not using words,
or conveymg
legislative

the same meamng,

as do other theonsts

and executive powers. Given hIS particular

who wnte of the
use of words, how-

ever, Rousseau had very dehrute views about the division of the funcnons
of government

and their separatIOn between

different bodies

It was this

which led him to reject democracy. "It IS not good for the makers of laws
to execute them, nor for the body of the people to turn Its attention from

general considerations
of anstocracy,

to particular

mcludmg

8

an elective anstocracy

as the best form of government,
ereIgn and governmental
executing

objects."

One of the major advantages
which Rousseau descnbed

was that It distinguished

powers," The government

between the sov-

has the sale duty of

the law, and the soverelgn people must not attempt

"If the sovereign tries to govern, or If the magistrate

to govern.

tnes to make laws, or

If the subjects refuse to obey, order lS succeeded by disorder, force and will
no longer act
into desponsm

10

concert, and the state being dissolved. falls thereby either

or anarchy"

Within Rousseau's
essential
nothmg

frame of reference

charactensnc

of an ordered

the separatIOn of powers IS an

system

of government,

to do WIth the separatIOn of the powers of government

an elected legislature
possibihtv
appropnate,
10

10

and a kmg, president,

of delegatmg

but It has
between

or cabinet. The rejectIOn of any

the legislative power made Rousseau's theory

10-

as It stands, to a great nation like France, and hIS use of terms

a way which Marsilius

contemporanes

would have understood,

but which few of his

could have accepted, made It unlikely that

It

would be used

as Rousseau intended It. However, the emphasis upon popular sovereIgnty
suited exactly the mood of revolutionary
10

1793 to adapt the structure

France, and attempts were made

of the State to hIS theory

by associating

the whole people with the making of law Most people in and after 1789,
8 lbid . III, IV, P ;""1
"10 Ibid . III, 1, P 61

9 Ibid . III, v, P 74
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however, accepted the neceSSIty of a representatIve
effective legislanve

assembly wielding the

power, for such an assembly was the only practicable

means of carryIng on the business of government
vocabulary

were taken over and adapted

qualities and reqUIrements

to

Rousseau's Ideas and hIS

a representatIve

of the "legislanve

system. The

and executive powers" were

applied to assembly and king. or assembly and directory. In a way very drlferent from that Intended In the SOCIal Contract. Indeed, when Rousseau
turned to the dISCUSSIonof more practical matters m the Considerations

the Government

on

of Poland, he lumself used the more normal vocabulary

and discussed the separatIOn of powers In the usual way. ThIS adaptation
of Rousseau's thought
consequences

to the representatIve

The extremely

system had, however, serious

abstract dehnmons

to the activities of ordinary

of hmcnons

were applied

legislatrve and executive bodies. the extreme

and ngid dIVISIOn which Rousseau insisted upon between

the legislanve

power, that ISthe body of the people. and the executive power, or the whole
machinery

of government,

corresponding
branches,

was applied to the elected legrslature

executive branch. There were to be no links between these

whose separate

the other acts ThIS
means something

15

iuncnons

are clear and preCIse, the one WIlls,

an extreme version of the separatIOn of powers that

very dIfferent from what Rousseau mtended

meant It as a rejection of anarchy-the
they must be governed. Applied
plete, thorough,

to

unrealizable
of government

the rruxed and balanced constitution.
Revolution.

and Its supremacy

Constitution would be qUIte unacceptable
thought

of the separatIon

of

form

when the attack upon anstocratic,

gIVen to Rousseau's

on a functional

IS a direct attack upon the Ideas of
at the time of the

and later upon monarchical

powers, was at ItS height. meant that Montesquieus

Montesquieu

system It means a com-

It IS the doctnne

powers In ItS purest, and most unworkable,
theory

He clearly

people cannot govern themselves,

a representatIve

separatIon of the branches of government

baSIS that IS imphcitly
Rousseau's

and Its

version of the English

However, in the interpretation

there was nothmg

inconsistent

WIth what

had to say about the separatIon of powers as such. Thus, once

agaIn, the attnbutes

of the mixed and balanced constitution

away, and the separatIOn of powers remained.
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theory as that was understood.

from Montesquieu
government,

and Rousseau,

is embodied

before the Revolution,
of Montesquieu

them

evolved a version of this combination

that much

of the Social Contract. The Abbe

1785. Over a period of some forty years he had developed

met such a short time after lus death

Assembly, which

The theme of Mably's work lS the

equahty of man, and a general feeling of dissatisfaction
11

of the ideas

It should be mentioned

ideas that were to become popular with the Constituent

privilege

WIth all hereditary

Yet Mably accepted the rruxed system of government

system that could be attained
was unattainable,
expenment.

ideas

to representatIve

in the work of Mably and Sieves, Mablv, well

and Rousseau, although

In

POWERS

ThIs process of mergmg

and adapting

of Mably's work predates the publication
de Mably died

OF

In

practIce

and that unrestrained

A representatIve

as the best

He believed that full equality

democracy would be a dangerous

Assembly was an essential part of this pat-

tern, so that Mably would seem, so far, to be a disciple of Montesquieu,

In

fact, however, Mably's ideas were very different. He rejected all the checks
and balances of the balanced
the branches of government.
of parliament

constitution,

and all posltlve links between

The royal power of prorogatIOn or dissolution

in England, or the use of a royal veto, were indefensible

cause they resulted in the subordmanon

power. The executive. said Mably, should have no part at all
of the legislative

power

12

In

on funcnonal

lmes, and for this rea-

son he rejected the example of the English Constitution,

There was no true

between the powers of the English government,

a disguised monarchy,

the exercise

In fact he believed in the necesslty for a stnct

division of the powers of government
equilibrium

be-

of the legislative to the executive

It

was really

for in the last analysis all power must result to the

Kmg. The Kmg could do many thmgs WIthout parliament:

parliament.

on

the contrary, could do nothmg without the King,"
Mably, then, retained

the idea of equihbnum

or balance in the consti-

tunon. but It was a different balance from that of Bohngbroke
11

Paul de Mellis, Le pnnClpe de la separatIOn des pOUVOlrsd'apres ['Abbe de Mably. Toulouse,

1907, PP 25 and 34
u Drozrs et deVOIrs du citoven, 1758, Oeuvres, Vol
1)

or Montes-

De l'etude de

t'nistotre,

1778,

Oeuvres, Vol

12,
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quieu, for Mably emphasized the balance between the legislative and executive branches rather than a balance of estates How did he reconcile this
with rmxed government?

To answer this questlOn

It

IS necessary

to look

at Mably's earlier works, in wluch he discussed the ancient consnrunons
of Greece and Rome, as he interpreted

them

He described these as rruxed

systems in which the different orders of society exercised separate and distinct functions

of government,

so that none could neglect their duties or

abuse their power," WIth modihcations
stituents of 1789. Although
constitution,

this was Just the VIew of the Con-

there was no place for an anstocracy

in the new

the King was to remain but only on the baSIS of a stnct sepa-

ration of the funcnons

of government

that of Phihp Hunton,
government

he attempted

to new condmons,

between a hereditary

Mably's theory IS rermruscent

to accommodate

and to emphasize

of

the theory of mixed

the iuncttonal

division

monarch and an elected Assembly, although It IStrue

that he also cnncized

the Constitution

of Pennsylvama

of 1776, because

the executive was not chosen from among the legislature. a measure, he
said, necessary to the attainment
Mably's

rejectIOn of the Montesquieu

tution IS mdicanve

of an Important

dunng the Revolution
admirers," but
spectrum

It

version of the balanced consn-

aspect of French thought

of absolute monarchy,

division of sovereign

the phvsiocrats.

power, or as an outnght

Revolution

and the
either as

sham

was taken as an mdicanon

The

that the

balance of powers in Britain did not result in pohncal hb-

erty," and the observation

of corruptlOn in English politics confirmed the

VIew that the system was a disguised monarchy
a truly rruxed system
'14 ObservatIOns

before and

did not lack Its paSSlOnate

alike rejected the balanced consntunon.

of the Amencan

much-vaunted

15

was under constant attack from all SIdes of the pohncal

The advocates

an impossible

between the two branches

The English Constitution

men of the Revolution,
outbreak

of harmony

The sense of outrage

sur les Roma1l1s, I751, Oeuvres,

or anstocracy

rather than

against anstocranc

power at

Vol 4, PP 280-1

15 Mellis. op CIt, pp 113-14
16 See E Carcassonne,

!vlontesquleu

et Ie problemc

de la comtltutlOl1

devant

fran\alsc

fran\alsf

au

xn /Ie

sleele, Pans, 1921' PP x-xn
1;' G Bonne. La constztutton

bntannzquc

parte, Pans, I932, PP I42 ff
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certain,

and the

was rejected along with It. In the

Assembly of 1789, however, the doctnne

of the separatIOn of

powers was held as an article of [aith by all except the few supporters
the ancien

of

regime. On all sides It was hailed as the essential baSIS of a

good constitution:

it was incorporated into the Declaration

of the RIghts of

Man as Article 16 The Assembly staged the most mtensrve discussion of
the doctnne

of all time, testing every aspect of the proposed

against this touchstone.
regarded

In a penod when abstract pnnciples

it had become part of the law of nature

each of the powers of government,

Assembly
Constitution

anstocracy

presented

18

WIth great ability, a version

doctnne. modified somewhat

concernmg

were hIghly

The lirruts to be set to

said Mourner. were sacred

The nght wmg of the Assembly presented,
of Montesquieu's

constitution

to meet the VIews of the

In the report of the Committee

on the

by Lally- Tollendal there was set out a system of

divided powers hnked by the checks and balances of the English Consntution Lally's presentation

was not merely a regurgitation

of Montesquieu,

but drew also upon Blackstone and de Lolme. and appeal for support was
also made to John Adams's

States. Although

Defence of the Constitutzons

the Idea of a hereditary

in favour of a Senate appointed

was rejected

for life by the King. Lally developed the

VIrtues of a system of perfect equilibnum,

in which the three branches of

the legislature would combine all the advantages
of government

of the Unzted

Second Chamber

WIthout then disadvantages.

of the three simple forms

The executive power umted in

the hands of the Kmg would have a veto to defend Itself against encroachments by the legislature.
granted

WIth the power of prorogatIOn

to the King and the power of Impeachment

the structure

of a free constitution

the balanced

consntunon

submitted

was completed

and dissolution

vested m the Senate
19

Thus the doctrine of

formed the basis of the hrst concrete proposal

to the Constituent

Assembly.

Lally's proposals were based upon the mid-eighteenth-century
non of English government
18 Archives parlementalres,

developed

1St Series, Vol 8,

p

19 Ibid, Vol 8, PP 514-22
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operation of English government

were simply to operate as checks to the

of one upon the other, their funcnon was purely negative.

A few VOIces were raised in the Assembly, however, to put a very different pomt of view about the arnculation
Theurer.

of the parts of the government.

in opposmg the exclusion of the King's ministers

from the As-

sembly, argued that to do this would be to establish as a consntutional
pnnciple that there should be a constant state of antipathy

and discordance

It was Mirabeau. however, who

between the executive and the legislature

20

put forward most strongly the argument

that although the powers of gov-

ernment must be separated,

they must also be lmked together, not merely

m order that they should check each other, but so that a high degree of cooperation and co-ordmation

between them might be aclueved

He rejected

the extremes of the doctnne of the separatIOn of powers in favour of a more
pragmatic
the "theory

approach to the structure

of government

An exact analysis of

of the three powers," he argued, would perhaps demonstrate

the facility with which the human mmd confuses words WIth thmgs, and
formulae WIth arguments."

It IS necessary to make the King's rmrusters re-

sponsible to the people through

their representatIves,

but this could only

be done effectively If rrurusters were in the assembly to be questioned.
could not evade responsibihtv.

In England, said Mirabeau,

not consider the presence of ministers in the parliament

and

the people did

as a danger, but as

an absolute necessity If they were to be subject to control The chief agents
of the executive must be in the legislature,
mformanon.

laws discussed with them Will be more easilv shaped, more

effecnve, and executed more faithfully
stall incidents between legislature
for troublesome

legislanve

wrote that the maintenance
ters and legislature
recognition

for they are a major source of

The rrurusters presence Will fore-

and executive, and Will obviate the need

comrrutrees."

In the Courier de Provence

of a direct, dally intercourse

was a necessitv " Mirabeau

of a form of parliamentary

between rrurus-

argued, therefore,

government

22

lbid . \'01 9, P ~o

21

Ibid Vol

2,

'\0
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along the lmes which.

a few years earlier, Burke and Fox had proposed in England
20 Ibid . Vol 29, PP 399-400
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was prepared

to

scheme proposed by Lally, nor the parliaThey were too afraid of royal dorrunanon,

too Jealous of their legislative power to wish to share It, and their main impreSSIOn of English politics, which formed the baSIS of both proposals, was
of its deep corruptIOn
the corrupt

They shared rather the VIews of one who rejected

English system, the Abbe Emmanuel

Sieves. Sieves' thought

was based upon a hatred of anstocracy

and privilege that led lum inevi-

tably to reject the balanced constitution.

He was as committed

to the Unity

of the sovereign power as was Rousseau. In hIS Qu'est-ce que Ie Tzers Etat?
published

January

In

1789 Sieyes had emphasized

the unity and sover-

eIgnty of the nation, from which all power IS denved, which establishes the
constitution

and determines

the funcnons

of the parts of the State

ThIS

The third estate is the nation: "Qu'est-ce

Unity precludes all privilege

que

le Tzers?" he asked, and gave the answer "Tour,"> A Single chamber IS the
only form of legislature
Sieves,

In

which can represent

1789 at least, saw the monarchy

Unity of the nation. and supported
WIth the simple bipolantv

this Unity. At the same time.
also as a marufestanon

It for tlus reason. Thus we are presented

of a Single-chamber

legislature

and a royal ex-

ecutrve. Sieyes started from the same view of popular sovereignty
seau, but hIS acceptance of the representatIve
to each other. He attnbuted

to the royal executive.

to the representatIve

the same charactensncs

dIfferent concepts in rrund, had attnbuted
government.

power by delegating

and their relalegislature,

to the sovereIgn people and the
a fourth "power" that

power. The nation exercises tlus

the legislanve power to the assembly and the execu-

tive power to the King Thus each of these has a "representative"
and they enJoy a certain equality of status
ItS proper funcnon and prevented
Sieves returned,

24

Op

CIt,

P

and

that Rousseau, WIth very

Sieves was able to do this by inventing

was solely in the nation, the constituent

as Rous-

pnnciple raised a number of

problems about the status of the branches of the government
nonships

of the

therefore,

Each power must be hrruted to

from interfering

WIth the other.

to a VIew of the legislative

14
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branches more m lme with that of Montesquieu

than of Rousseau, and bv

gIVing to each of these branches a certain equaliry of status as a delegate of
the people he introduced

something

of the Idea of an equihbnum.

rather

like that of Malby But Sieves' approach to the [uncnons of these branches
of the government,

and

to

the relationships

In common with the theorists
Rousseau's dehmnons
to the legislanve
Constituent

between

them, had nothing

of the balanced consntunon

of the functions of government,

and executive branches

He took over

attachmg them now

The body polinc. he said

Assembly, must be endowed with a power

to

In

the

will, and a power

to act; the former IS the legislanve power, the latter ISthe executive power,
and these must be kept as disnnct from each other, and as related to each
other, as they are in the human body." ThiS rigid dehmnon
funcnons

led Sieves to stnp away all semblance

and to reject all checks and balances

of government

of links between

A royal veto IS unacceptable

them,
because

the executive power has no nght to enter into the making of the law 16 In
England such a veto may be necessary because the English have failed to
distinguish

the constituent

ment could therefore
veto were not there

power, and the unhrrured

authoritv

of parlia-

be used to attack the pOSItIOn of the monarchy

If the

protect it In France, however, this situation

could

to

not arise. for the authontv

of the branches of government

being drawn di-

rectly from the people, they need not fear each other, and no checks to the
encroachment

of one branch upon another

powers of government

are needed

are divided WIth care, and are made Independent

each other, they are then in an equally advantageous
required.

Provided that the
posmon

of

No veto

15

nor the power to Withhold supplies. for If any part of the State

should exceed Its authorrtv

the people In Convennon

resume the power which It has delegated
In the revolutionary

condinons

of 1789 we are back once again

presence of that formula which Nedham had announced
of the commumty
meet The conditions

2, Arc/m'es

flOWing In distinct

channels,

1St Series. \ 01 8. P 2,9

26 Ibld, Vol 8, P 595

2;- Ibid . \'01 8. P 596

20;-

and

In

In

the

160;4, the power

so that they may never

of the two periods are also sirrular

pariementalrcs.

will Intervene

27

In

many respects
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AND
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we have the attack upon pnvilege.
person" to the execution
tween royal absolutism

SEPARATIO!'."

OF

the deterrrunanon

to limit the "single

of the law, the attempt to pick a middle path beand an excess of democratic government

time did Sieyes advocate an all-powerful
that the danger of arbitrary

legislature.

rule threatened

than from the elected representatIves

more from the royal power

of the people, but gouvernement

was unlike the English, however,

government

preceded the penod

of the separatIOn of powers

of convention

m France, and this government

when It did come, gave way agam in ~795 to another

vided powers, only then to succumb to the authontanan
Perhaps the most Important

The

in that the attach-

ment to the pure doctnne
government

For at no

He clearly believed

d'assemblee was far from hIS conceptIon of consntunonal
French Revolution

POWERS

by convention.

constitunon

of di-

rule of Bonaparte

difference between the Ideas of the two pen-

ods in relation to the separation

of powers was the dererrrunanon

to enforce stnctly the separatIOn of the personnel

m France

of government

between

Its branches. ThIS aspect of the doctrine. which had recently been so Important to the Amencan

constitution-makers,

It led

men of the Revolution.

dominated the minds of the

to the defeat of any attempt

at a parliamen-

tary system, and It persisted well into the penod of the Convention
The Constitution

of ~79~ began with a sweepmg abolition of all pnVI-

leges, orders of nobility, and feudal or other social distmcnons
claimed the mdrvisible, mahenable

sovereIgnty

It pro-

of the people, but hurnedly

added that the nation could only exercise ItS powers by delegation through
Its representatIves,

the National Assembly, the King, and the elected judi-

Clary The umcameral

Assembly was a permanent

body, elected every two

years, over which the Kmg had no power of dissolution

The Kmg could

not irunate

legislation,

but he was gIven a suspenSIve veto The Idea of

rrumstenal

responsibility

was rejected in favour of a process of Impeach-

ment before a National HIgh Court
were to be mcapable of appomtment

28

Members

of the National Assembly

to rrurustenal

office, or of acceptmg

any place or penSIOn m the gift of the executive, durmg their membership
of the Assembly and for two years afterwards.
28 See the dISCUSSIOnby L Duguit. "La separation

des pouvOlrs et IAssemblee

1789," Revue d'Economle Politioue. Vol 7, 189), pp 364-72
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ecutive branches were stnctly divided. although

rrurusters were allowed to

speak in the Assembly and to listen to the debates The Constitution
"the Judicial power" to a level of equality with the legislature
ecutive, the result, in Duguits

View, of the Amencan

response to political theones

29

example rather than a

The Assembly and the King were expressly

forbidden to exercise any judicial hmcnon.
be independent

raised

and the ex-

and the Judges were intended to

of the other two branches by virtue of their popular elec-

tron However, the stnct separatlOn of powers ruled out any possibility of
judicial review of legislative acts like that which resulted from the theory of
checks and balances in the United States. Indeed the Constituent
inserted in the Constitution
the courts were forbidden

a specific denial of the right of judicial review.
to interfere

power or to suspend the execution

WIth the exercise of the legislative

of the laws. Nor were they to enter-

tam acnons against ofhcials in respect of their adrrurustratrve
that the courts were prevented
adrmrustratrve.

from exerClsmg authoritv

as well as legislative,

baSIS for the vitally Important
cial and the adrmmstranve

Assemblv

actions

distmction

junsdicnons

acnvines. so

over executive or

Thus the Assembly lard the

in French law between the judiIn the Constituent

Assembly this

was Justrfled by the separatlOn of powers theory." but Its roots went back
to the practice of the ancIen regime."
The Constitution
of the doctnne

of ~79~was based, therefore, upon an extreme version

of the separatlOn of powers

In reality, of course, circum-

stances were such that there was very little likelihood of such a system of
government

succeeding. It assumed a degree of natural harmony

the branches of government

cal systems, but in the turmoil
slender indeed
and Amenca

of revolunonarv

In other revolunonarv
in the ~77o's,

between

which would be rare m the calmest of polin-

It

situations,

France Its chances were
In

England

had proved unworkable

of ~79~-2 in France were even less propitiouS

In

the

1650'S

The circumstances

The Assembly was deter-

mined to hrrut the power of the executive. and If this meant that It had to
do more than merely pronounce

general rules of behaviour.

29 Ibid, PP 571-3
30 Ibid, PP 601-3
31 See A de Tocqueville. L'anczen reg,me, Oxford. 1904, pp 60-62
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like the separatIOn of powers would not stop

King kept to the spmt of the Constitution

the outcome

It

Had the

might have been

less disastrous, but even before the acceptance of the Consntunon

hIS f11ght

to Varennes made It necessary for the Assembly to take over his authority,
and to become for a time the sole source of governmental
of the potential

power

32

In spIte

support he enjoyed In the new National Assembly of 1791

the King antagonized

the Assembly by almost immediately

his suspenSIve veto. Through

the medium

bly began to exercise an increasingly

making use of

of ItS committees

the Assem-

detailed control over the executive.

until the further use of the veto in May and July 1792 and the insurrection
of the 10 August brought
National Convention
authority

of divided power The

which assembled on the 20 September

In every sphere of government

of government
through

an end to any pretence

business, Itself directing

ItS committees.

and through

1792 exercised

acnon. dealing WIth every type
the everyday

the commissars

affairs of the State
It sent Into the prov-

inces or to the armies. The regime d'assemblee was an accomplished fact.
The deputies of the Nanonal Convention
supreme, unlimited
traordinary

found themselves

power over every type of government

importance

exercismg a

task, yet the ex-

which they attached to the Idea of the separation

of powers can be seen In the way they adhered to a formal separation
persons between the "executive" and the "legislature."

the argument

of
de-

1792 that the exercise of any function of public

creed on the 25 September
office was incompatible

The Convention

WIth membership

of the Convention

33

It rejected

that WIth the end of royal power there was no further need

for a feelmg of suspIClOn towards the executive, and that rrurusters might
therefore

now be chosen from the Convention.

members

of the Convention

to be appointed to office If they resigned their

seats, because of the possibilities
open up Lecointe-Puyraveau
from WIthin the Convention

}2

for corruptIOn that this practice would

carried the Convention

insisted that the most Important
make laws for the people.

argument

WIth him when he

against the choice of rmrusters

was that the deputies had been sent there to

If they removed a man from the Convention to

On this penod see P Basnd. Le gouvernement

33 ArchIves pariementaires.

It even refused to allow

1St

d'assemblee, Pans, 1956, pp 135 ff

Senes, Vol 52, p 128
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the executive. would not the people be able to sav "I have sent this citizen
to make the laws, not to execute them"?

34

In March 1793 Danton took much the same posmon that Mirabeau had
taken in 1789, askmg the Convention

to choose the members of the execu-

nve council from among ItS members

There was a great need, he said. for a

more direct day-to-day

a need for greater cohesion between

legislature

co-operation,

and executive. But agam he was met by the same arguments

La Revelliere-Lepaux

argued that If men of great ambrnon were chosen,

one day the Convention

rrught fmd Itself dissolved. and "these men,

In-

vested WIth both the legislative power and the executive power, will then
exercise the most formidable

dictatorship

ff

35

For all this formal concern

WIth the separatIOn of powers, the actual situation was very different The
"rrurusters" became little more than subordinate
submitted

every decision to the Convention

ofncrals. mere clerks who

and ItS committees

VIce was Ignored, often they were not even consulted
manonettes

in the hands of the deputies

Committee

of Public Safety, hrst under Danton

36

but

It

was a system

was enforced by Madame Cuillonne

In

and then under Robesto a system of parliamen-

37

acknowledged

rruttee of Public Safety Carnot. m urgIng the Convention
developed a theory of revolunonarv

34 Ibid . Vol
yo; Ibid . Vol

_,2,

60,

realitv and

posts, settIng up twelve executive

SIOns, each consisting of three members, closely subordinated

alleged, was an Instrument

of the

which "rrurusterial responsibility'

Fmally, on the 1 Apnl 1794 the Convention
abolished the SIX rrurustenal

They became mere

With the appomtment

pIerre, the system bore some faint resemblance
tary government,

Then ad-

government

of royal despotism.

cornrrus-

to the Com-

to take tlus step,

An executive council. he
intended to mamtam pnvl-

P 225
P 91

36 Basnd. Le gouvernernent

d·assemblee.

pp 153.1,8

3~ See the dISCUSSIOnof the Convention under the Committee or Public Satetv as a system
of parhamentarv government. bv B Mirkme-Cuerzevitch
Lc gouc'emc111ent paricmc1]talrc '<'II'
la Conventzon,

in Cahlers de la RevolutIOn

[rancatse.

No VI. 193~ pp 66 ft However

as Robert

VIllers has pointed out. neither Danton nor Robespierre exercised the power of dissolution which
characterizes

the claSSICsvstern of parharnentarv

executive some degree of autonomy
taire?" Revue du droit pubilque.

government.

"La Convennon

Apnl-June

19'"

and gIves to the parliarnentarv

pranqua-t-ei:e

P )86

le gouvernement

parlemen-
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lege and social distinctions,

how then could

representatIve

devoted to the prmciple of equality? "Govern-

government

It

become the instrument

of a

ment is nothing more, properly speaking. than the council of the people."38
The people's sovereignty
of government

must be guarded by dividing up the instruments

and restraining

the accumulation

them WIthin the closest hrruts. to prevent

of power, at the same nme the closest subordmanon

the active agents of government

to the National Assembly must be main-

rained." ThIS ISthe pure theory of gouvernement
rejection

of the separation

of

d'assemblee,

of powers or any other theory

the complete

which sets any

sort of lirrut to the power of the legislature.
Whilst engaged upon a practical exercise of power which showed little
concern for the spmt of the separatIon

of powers, the Convention

also busy with schemes for the re-establishment
ment. The year 1793 saw first the Girondm
introduced

by Condorcet.

mdividual

of constitutional

was

govern-

project for a new constitution

then a large number

of schemes presented

by

deputies, and fmally the project of June 1793, the Montagnard

scheme, which was accepted by the Convention

but never put into opera-

non. The

de facto acceptance of convention

however,

that the separatIOn of powers played no part in the thoughts

government

of the deputies when they turned to constirunon-makmg.
projects submitted

to the Convention

of their proposals

BOISSYd'Anglas, later

wnting

of the Constitunon

eIgnty demanded

to

Several of the
the cornerstone

play an Important

role in the

of 1795, rejected the Idea that popular sever-

a single channel of government

poiltlque."40 The exisnng structure
cumstances,

made the doctrine

did not mean,

action as "un blaspheme

of government,

necessary

In

the err-

was Itself evidence of the way in which a single all-powerful

Assembly could subject the people to the oppreSSIve acts of their own representatrves,

Daunou also strongly opposed the idea of a system of govern-

ment m which the Assembly could become mvolved in all the operations
of rrurusters, or exercise an immediate

mfluence over matters

38 Le Monzteur Unzverse/' No 194, reprinted Pans. 1841, Vol
39 Ibid, pp 115-16

40 ArchIves parlemenraires,

1St Series. Vol 62, p 288
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ecutive.v These men were as hrmly opposed as Sieves or Condorcet to the
notion of a balance of powers, "the resort of a people half-enslaved",
demanded

only a strict drvision of the powers of government

42

It

they
Inter-

IS

estmg to note that the project which most closely resembled gouternement

d'assemblee was apparently submitted by an Englishman. a "Mr J Smith."
who argued that the executive power should reside In the legislature. to be
delegated only to a legislanve

committee

In particular

CIrcumstances and

under specific and hrruted conditions."
Condorcet, in presentmg
cally denied any attempt
ernment.

to create an equihbnum

emphati-

of powers in the gov-

The new draft of the Declaration of the Rights of Man replaced

the reference
statement

the Cirondm plan to the Convention.

to the separatIOn of powers In the 1789 Declaration

that the lirruts of the "[onctions

publzques"

down by law.44 ThIS was plainly a further movement
tesqUleu posmon
the delegation

towards that of Rousseau

any suggestion

The rejectIOn of the Idea of

of an equihbnum
Said Condorcet,

between the legislature.

of "functions"

had

in 1791,45 and the Crrondin project removed
which had remained in the consntunonal

theory of Sieves and the Constituent
constitution,

away from the Men-

of "powers" in favour of the assignment

been proposed by Robespierre

by the

must be clearly laid

Assembly

The pnnciple

of the new

must be the UnIty of action and of pnnciple

the executive council, and the people The system

of balanced powers suggested

the existence of divisions within the State,

whereas in the French Republic there could be none." The prolect gave a
WIde authonty

to the Assembly. It had not only the funcnon

"laws," but also of enacting
WIde range of subjects

measures

of making

of "general adrmrustration"

over a

The principle of unity required that the agent en-

trusted With the execution of the laws should be subordinated

to the legis-

4Ci Ibid, Vol 62, p 358
42 Ibid, Vol 62, p 359
43 Ibid, Vol 62, P 573
44 Art 29

45 Archives parlementalres, CiS!Series. Vol 29, PP 326-;46 Plan de constItutIOn presente a la ConventIOn natlOnaic.
PP Ci85 and 20Ci
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lature, for the executive council might not will but only oversee (velller ).47
However,
creatures

Condorcet

did not wish the executrve

of the legislature.

council

to

be the mere

They must be forced to obey, but they must

also have a certain independence,

and

10

order to accomplish this the mem-

bers of the executive council were to be elected not by the legislature.
by the people whose officers they were
Thus, after strongly

de noun ClOg any attempt

anced powers, Condorcet

to erect a system of bal-

arnved at a position where the executive council

was directly elected by the people and was qUIte independent.
of the legislature.

Indeed, as Saint-just

origins.

of the people as a whole than

and nught easily have assumed a pOSItIOn of greater pres-

tige and Importance

in the eyes of the public." Nor could the executive be

said to be "responsible"
legislature

10 Its

pointed out, the executive council

would have been more directly representatlve
the legislature,

but

48

to the legislature

could accuse the executive,

in any straightforward
or any member

of

It,

sense The
and demand

their removal, but the hnal decision was to be taken by an elected "national
jury"

to be specially convoked to hear each case Hardly

means of parliamentary
the same sort of structure
Pennsylvama

control! Condorcet,

10

fact, was propos1Og much

that had been established by the Constitution

and he was grappling WIth the same fundamental

the end of the eighteenth

ThIS problem, common to all three countnes

at

century, was the difhcult one of fmdmg a rec-

between the desire for legislanve

and the desire to prevent

government

could the power of the legislature
from comrrurnng

supremacy

by convention

be "unhrmted'

the executive was gIven the independence.
legislature

problem that would have

and other English radicals had they become the Founding

Fathers of a constitution
oncihation

of

1.776, a Constitution to which he had gIVen much thought,

10

faced Bentham

an expeditious

individuals

on the one hand,
on the other

How

at the same time that

and the power, to prevent the
to pnson,

the army, engagmg and dismissing government

Issumg commands

to

servants, or the thousand

and one other things for winch It was not fitted? ThIS basic dilemma can be
47 Ibid, P
48 Ibid, P
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49 Archll'es parlementaires,

1St
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to find a compromIse between these

two posItIOns Paul Basnd has suggested

that Condorcet

of the case for gouvernement

explicit statement

was making an

d'assemblee, and the latter

certainly denies to the executive council the status of a true "power"
apart from the pOSItIOn which the Cirondm
council by Its direct election,
SIze that the legislature

Condorcet

project gave to the executive

It, that of surveillance

to

But

went out of hIS way to empha-

should be given only that funcnon

the executive which was "proper"

50

the creation of a national jury to Judge the shortcomings

In
5J

relation to

Furthermore,

of the executrve

of a possible abuse of power by til!'

removed all SuspICIOn, he maintained,

legislatures? Condorcet was In fact grappling WIth the problem of legislatIng Into a constitution

Rousseau's abstract notion that one set of people can

WIll, and another set can act, WIthout on the one hand making the latter
mere automata,
In

or on the other enabling them to Interpose their own WIlls

such a way as to defeat the intentions

which Rousseau had set, Condorcet

of the legislature

attempted

ThIS problem,

to solve by the introduc-

non of the "national Jury" as did the creators of the Council of Censors
Pennsylvama

earlier, and Sieves later by hIS "tune consntunonnatre."

cases It was hoped to avoid government
dIVISIOnof iuncnons,

by convention.

In

In all

to estabbsh a rigid

and to restnct the executive exclusivelv to the execu-

non of the laws The tragedy of all these attempts was that they were based
upon an unworkable

and untenable

dehrunon

of the functions

of govern-

ment, which assumed that decisions to act could be completely
from the putting

of those deCISIOns Into effect, and upon the belief that

the essennal discretionary
solely to maintain

powers of government

their arbitrary

The rejectIOn of the Cirondin
ceptance of the Montagnard

project by the Assembly,

Constitution

system bordenng

50 Basnd. 0p CIt, P -"08

Ibid . P

20;'

213

201

a further

of the executive. and towards a

on government

51 Plan de constitutton, Oeuvres, Vol XVIII. p

and the ac-

of 1793, represented

election of the executive council was rejected

52

had been used by kmgs

sway

move towards the complete subordmanon
consntunonal

separated

by convention
In

The direct

favour of elecnon by the
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In the fate of the "national jury"

The draft submitted by the Committee of

Public Safety had Included provision for a national Jury which would guarantee the cinzens against oppressIOn by the legislature
this respect It retained some of the plulosoplucal

or the executive. In

assumptIOns of the Giron-

din proJect. In the debate, however, Thuriot objected that It was ridiculous
to raise up an authonty

supenor

to the legislature

which the constitution

endowed WIth sovereign power, and the Committee's
Sechelles, was quick to acknowledge

that the national Jury mtroduced

germ of division Into the consntunonal
peared from the draft

53

Although

rapporteur, Heraulta

system. The national Jury disap-

the means of bnngmg

the executive to

account were left extremely vague It IS obvIOUSthat It was mtended to have
little prestIge, and less power. Nevertheless,
not prepared to accept for a constitution

gouvernement

the Convention

was seemmgly

a system which merely embodied

d'assemblee. In debate Barere successfully insisted that If the

choice of the executive council were made at the begmmng

of the life of

the Assembly, then the executive would SImply obey in a servile fashion
the men who had created It. The legislature
renew half the execunve
penod

should therefore,

of ofhce, and this proposal was accepted

group in the Assembly
constitution

he proposed,

council each year at the end of the Assembly's
54

Thus the most radical

was unable to obtam the mcorporatIOn

of an executive wluch had no independence

of any sort. The revolutionary

into the

of the legislature

system of Carnot could not be mcorporated

mto a constitution which was to last for all time. As BOISSY Said, "We are
In

the day of chaos which precedes the creation, but the Creator must not

restnct lumself to the orgaruzanon
After the expenence
the Convention
establishing
Constitution
one

In

turned

of chaos

of the revolunonary

"55

government,

agam, after the fall of Robespierre.

a constitutional

system of government.

of 1793 were no longer acceptable

and the Terror,
to

the task of

The extremes

which men of all pOints of VIew had, each in succession,

53 Archlt'es parlementaires.
54 Ibid, Vol 66, P 574
55 Ibid, Vol 62, p 288

1St
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effects of unlirruted power, m the hands of an absolute kmg or of the representatives

of a faction m the legislature

Their minds turned once agaIn

towards the Idea of checks to the exercise of power

50

They moved back

towards the notion of an equihbnum between executive and legislature

of

the sort that had prevailed In 1791, but they were still qUIte unprepared

to

consider a system of checks and balances on the English pattern
of the Convention,

could exercise unlimited
ships between
poignantly

The agony

faced With the need to create a system in wluch no one
power, yet aware of the problems of the relanon-

legislature

and executive In a system of divided powers, IS

expressed in the attempt which Sieves made to hnd a solution

to this dilemma.
The report of the Constitutional

Committee

presented by BOISSY d An-

glas was squarely based upon the absolute necessIty of preventIng the accumulation of the powers of government

In the same hands "Whenever

they

are found united. whenever they are confused, hbertv IS at an end, there IS
nothing but despotism."?

The legislature was to be prohibited

CISIng executive or judicial powers, either itself or through
executive. consisting of a DIrectory
the legislature.
Directory

from exer-

delegates. The

of five members, was to be chosen by

but not from among Its own members.

could only be removed by Impeachment

Members

of the

before the HIgh Court

of Justice Formal checks and balances were qUIte absent The attempt
one deputy, Ehrmann,
Consntunon

by

to propose a veto power copied from the Amencan

brought herce protests, and It clearly required a good deal of

courage on hIS part even to make the proposal." The movement
the establishment

towards

of checks to the exercise of legislanve power did result,

however, m the creation of a bicameral legislature
of the Committee's

Thibaudeau.

In defence

draft, argued that the dIVISIon of the legislanve power

was all that was necessary to main tam the necessary rapport between the
executive and legislatrve branches
AnCIens,

would have an interest in the maintenance

56 P Duvergier de Hauranne.
Vol

r. p

The Upper Chamber.

Htstotre du gouvernemcnt

338

57 Le Momteur
58 Ibid

i

Umversei,

]\;0

283, Vol 25, P 99

No 335, Vol 25, p 520

the Conseil des

of an ordered system

pariementalre

en France Pans,lR74,
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and would restrain the legislature where necessary, so that

there was no need for the executive to play any part in the makmg of law.
The constitution

made no provlsIOn at all for possible conflicts between

the two branches of government.

The same stnct separatIOn of the judicial

power from the other branches

of government

was established

as in the

Constitution of 1791
The Constitution of the year III
exercise in the pure doctnne

(22

August 1795) was, therefore, another

of the separation

of powers, with little ad-

vance over that of four years before, except in the modifications
to replace the Kmg by the Directorv.
exercise m consntunon-makmg
beyond the consntunonal
and to find a solunon

The most interesting

lS the attempt

neces5ary

aspect of this

which Sieves made to go

pattern he had helped to create m and after 1789,
to the problem

that Condorcet

him had grappled with." Sieves was unsuccessful
the Convention away from the pure doctnne
yet his ideas are mteresnng.
into which constitutional

in his attempt to lead

of the separation of powers,

because they illustrate
theory

and others before

perfectly the dilemma

had fallen in France by reJectmg abso-

lutely the theory of checks and balances. Sieves' use of language has been
described as "metaphusico-nebuleuse,"

difficult to glve

to

and his enormous

conceit makes

his presentatIOn the close thought that

It

deserves

It

He

was concerned, however, to reconcile three posltlons, First, the absolute necessIty of keepmg the Iuncnons of government

m separate hands

Second,

the need to prevent the abuse of power by any branch of the government.

Third, the need to ensure co-operatIOn between the branches of government without either destroymg
Montesquieu's

the separation of powers or resorting to

system of checks and balances

His reJectlon of the equihb-

num of checks and balances was hnal: It was nothmg more, he said. than
perpetual

civil war, whereas the aim of any constitution

a system of "organized

must be to create

umty"60 Sieves summed up the problem m a few
by P Basnd. Les
de iAn III, Pans, 1939 See also Basnd. Sieve»

59 Sieves' speeches before the Convention are reprinted wah a commentary

dlscours de Sleyes dans ies debats constltutlOnneis
et sa pensee, Pans, 1939
60 Les dzsCDurs de Sieves. p 26
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dIVISIOnalone IS anarcluc " 61 It IS neces-

sary to separate those parts of the system of government

that can be sepa-

rated, but at the same time to reunite those parts wluch must co-operate
government

is not to collapse altogether

nevertheless

sums up the whole problem of consntunonal

the end of the eighteenth

If

This adrruttedlv nebulous remark
government

at

century, and ISperhaps even more relevant at the

present time How can the exercise of power be checked WIthout destroymg the essennal

harmony

of the government?

this problem was, however,

still dommated

the nature of the functions of government.
the government

The function

that "The execu-

"62

Thus Rousseau's

of the "executive"

was still purely

of the legislature

to ItS proper func-

He WIshed to create, m fact, four elected representative

government
legislation

between

but Sieyes had a very much more complex approach to the

legislative power, and the hrrutanon
non

IS all thought

of

between wilhng and actmg was still. as It was in 1789, at the

baSIS of Sieves' thought.
mechamcal,

He made a disnnction

and the executioe. and then announced

tive power IS all action. the government
distinction

Sieves attempt to solve

by Rousseau's lormulanon

was one of these, WIth the power of irunanng
as well as supervIsmg

the executive

measures that the government

The tlurd was the legislature

proposals for

The second was the tnbu-

nat, the function of wluch was to criticize the government
to the legislature

bodies The

and to propose

had failed to put forward

Itself, which was to have no power to imnate

laws, confmmg Itself to makmg deCISIOnson the proposals subrrutted to It
by government

and irtbunat, The fourth was a consntunonal

would consider complaints

of unconsntunonal

jury. which

action agamst the legisla-

ture.63 ThIS, then, was Sieves' method of providing checks to the exercise
of power WIthout the use of the hated concept of "equihbnurn
nat and the government

" The tnbll-

would battle against each other, but this conflict

would provide no dangers because the legislature would act as an Impartial
Judge between them, without being able Itself to interfere in any way With
the executive. because It could not inmate action The consntunonal

21~

Jury
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ancmg of the powers of government,
undoubtedly

SEPARATION

under another

them much senous consideration:

rejectIOn of the bal-

Sieves had produced

too complex and too outlandish
nevertheless,

name."

Thibaudeau
nothmg

more

The proposals

for the Convention

were

to gIve

Sieves was grapplmg here

WIth dIffi.culues which would in future years be met WIth equally strange
solutions, in the form of adrrurustranve

tribunals, regulatory

and, in the ~96o's, the Enghsh equivalent of the tnbunat,
norruc Development
a consntunon

Council The Constitution

of stnctly

commissions,

the National Eco-

of ~795, however, remamed

separated powers, which m a very short time be-

came the stage for bitter conflicts between legislature
leading to a coup d'etat by a maJonty

and executive. soon

of the DIrectory,

setting France on

the road to the Empire of Napoleon Bonaparte
A companson
pure doctnne

the development

of the

of the separatIOn of powers m France and in Amenca

of the CIrcumstances surrounding

at the

end of the eighteenth

century

Illustrates

the mterestmg

relanonship

be-

tween Ideas and events In Amenca the pure doctnne emerged only bneflv,
as a result of the shattenng
of government

Impact of the break with traditional

and the consequent

The msntunonal

structure

rejectIOn of monarchy

of the pure doctrine in Amenca

of the logic of CIrcumstances
to the pure theory, although

rather than of an ideological
in Pennsylvama

forms

and anstocracy
was the result
commitment

there was a small-scale

re-

hearsal of the French situation, In France the CIrcumstances were also such
that the pure doctnne

fitted better than any other available constitutional

theory the aspIratIOns of the Revolution, but the influence of Rousseau and
hIS mterpreters
mtenslty

It

gave to that doctnne

a degree of mtellectual

never could have achieved in Amenca.

the particular

preCISIOn and

Thus, in part at least,

quality of the doctrine in France must be attributable

to the

Ideas of Rousseau, which had so much more of an Impact there than they
could have had in the Amencan

colonies, fed upon a diet of Montesquieu

and Blackstone. In a few years the doctnne of the separatIOn of powers was
64 Le l\lo11lteur

Unroersel.

No 33', Vol 25 p 4g8
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changed and modified In Amenca by the resurgence of the theory of checks
and balances, whereas In France this was not achieved until 1814, and even
then the separatIOn of powers was to burst forth agaIn In 1848 Clearly
the explanation

of this is that In Amenca the Revolution

cessful, monarchy
wealth and status

and aristocracy
10

rush of democratic
of a movement

was wholly suc-

were routed, and many of those men of

the commumty

who were

10

1776 caught up

10

the on-

fervour became In a few months or years the spearhead

to moderate

that democracy

There was no longer anyone

on the RIght to frght; the only danger was from the Left, and an excess
of democracy

could best be combated by remtroducmg

balanced powers

In France, however, the Revolution

never wholly successful,
anstocratic

be associated WIth It. The doctnne

remained,

therefore,

In France, as

10

of the separatIOn of powers

a very much weaker way

revolutionary

It

of consntunonal

In

some respects a dole-

theory, for the Consntution

of 1795 provided little practical advance over the Instrument
ment of 1653 or the Constitution
government

the msntunonal

Nevertheless,

of Pennsylvama
elaboration

of Govern-

of 1776. LIke them

of an unworkable

It

theory of

dunng this penod a few men In France realized

the baSIC problems of a democratIC representatIve
ner unparalleled

remained

theory

The penod of the Revolution In France presents

was a dead-end,

and

and the theory of checks and balances must

mevitably

ful VIew of the development

of

was never complete,

and could not be The threat of monarchic

privilege remained,

In England, a potentially

a constitution

In England or Amenca.

who wrote about consntunonal

government

In a man-

In England the energIes of those

matters were occupied With the problems

of the rruxed and balanced consntunon.

but few people were really try-

Ing to relate this constitutional

to the need for co-operatIOn

government

structure

other than by means of corruptIOn

umfred political system hardly considered

In

Those who looked for a

the problems of co-ordmanon

and control that It Involved, they concentrated

Instead upon attacking the

cabinet system, which was In fact to provide a solution to tlus problem.
In America the special CIrcumstances of a federal system of government,
and an expanding
attention

SOCIety based upon a frerce mdividuahsm,

concentrated

on the means of checking the exercise of government
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of the problem of obtammg

co-ordinated

action In France, however, there were a number of men who

saw the problem of obtairung both control and co-operatIon
to fashion the necessary msntunons
ways Mirabeau,

Danton,

and attempted

to achieve both ends. In their different

and Sieves all had a grasp of the deep dilemma

of modern consntunonal

systems, which was unsurpassed

porary world of thought

This fact IS well Illustrated

after 1814, French writers, In attemptIng
a system of parliamentary

government,

In the contem-

by the way In which.

to create an Intellectual
reached a very

basis for

high order of mod-

ern political theory.
In the evolution of parliamentary government
eral Constitution

In Bnrain, and of the Fed-

In America, the theory of rruxed government

played an

essential role In providing the baSIS for a system of separate and balanced
"powers" of government
government

In France before 1814, however, the Idea of mixed

had played a relanvely

and Mably had all championed
had had little mfluence.

rrunor role Horman.

Montesquieu,

the Idea, but their VIews, In this respect,

The consntunonahsm

based upon the role of the "intermediary

of the anCIen regime was

powers"

10

a "legal" monarchy,

but this was a very different concept from that of mixed government.
most Important

manifestation of the Idea had been the proposals put before

the Consntuent

Assembly

constitutionalism
had Jumped,

10

gomg through

by Lally- Tollendal In 1789, but this theory

of

had then been decisrvelv rejected, and the French nation
a few short years, from absolutism
any intermediate

necessitated

to democracy, without

stages. It would, of course, be rash

deed to suggest that the successful transmon
democracy

The

from absolunsm

a period of mixed government,

yet

true that France, as If she had made a false start, emerged
bns of Napoleon's
rruxed government,

Empire to grapple WIth the complexities

to

It

10-

modern

IS certainly

de-

from the

of a system of

leaving behmd. for a time, the deceptive simphcitv

of

absolute democracy or dictatorship
In 1814 the Charte of Louis XVIII ushered In a penod
ernment,

of mixed gov-

which had started out as an attempt to recreate a more hberal

version of the histone French Constitution,

but wluch In fact provided the

forum for a dISCUSSIOnof the nature and working
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of a quality far higher than that of most English thought

of the

penod. The role of the KIng's rrurusters was clearly faced and an attempt
made to ht It into the pattern
bly. The defeat of Napoleon
Bnnsh government

of government
brought

throughout

by King. peers, and assem-

WIth It a surge of adrruranon

Europe, but It would be wrong

that the authors of the Charte found their mspiratIOn

In

to

for

suggest

the English sys-

tem The Charte was granted by LOUISXVIII as an act of royal grace, not
as a contract
Chamber

by one branch of a balanced system of government."

of Deputies and the Chamber

The

of Peers were seen rather as con-

sultatrve assemblies which were to playa

part not too dissimilar from the

earlier role of the parlements=

the necessary safeguards

hbertv

of the individual

wrote Chateaubnand,

although

were provided by the Constitution

to the

The Cliartc,

was a treaty of peace signed between the two partIes

that divided France, the anczen regime and the Revolution

However,

m

practIce, the polmcal discourse of the whole period 1815 to 1848 revolved
around the roles of King. rrurusters, and Assembly m a context similar to
that of the disputes in England, and one in which the expenences
ghsh politics were used as evidence m support
another

The most Important

GUIZOr, and Benjarrun
theory of consntunonal
30, whilst Constant

theorists

Constant
monarchy

went further

of En-

of one pomt of VIew or

of the penod were Royer-Collard,

Royer-Collard

and Cuizot

developed

a

which was SUIted to the penod 1814-

a theory closely related
to the regime established by the Revolution of 1830
After 1814 Royer-Collard
century

and formulated

and GUlZOt reverted

to a rrud-eighteenth-

usage, when they referred to the "three powers" of government

they generally meant King. peers, and deputies. and clearly had m rrund a
system of mixed government.

But it

IS

very clear also that they did not see

this system, as had the English eulogists of mixed government,
of negative

checks and balances

The emphasis

In

then work was rather

upon the umty of action among the parts of government
of the concerted movement
Montesquieu

as a system
That problem

of the three branches of the legrslature. which

had brushed aside as bemg solved by the "necessary

65 ) Bonnefon, Le regIme parlementaire

sous la Restauranon

66 A B de Barante. La vIe politi que de M Royer-Collard,
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ment of things." had become the central concern of the theonsts

of the

Restored Monarchy

in France They accepted the separatlOn of powers as a

basis of government,

but a basis only, upon which must be built a system

of concours between the branches of the government

Royer-Collard

pre-

sented a theory of the Charte which rejected parliamentary

government,

seemg rrurusters SImply as secret aires du rots? In a penod

when rrurus-

tenal responsibihty
maJonty

to parliament

in the Chamber,

and who found LOUlS XVIII too liberal. Royer-

Collard argued that parliamentary
in the legislature

by the ultras who had a

was demanded
government

required

a stable maJonty

If It was to work effecnvely. but in France there was no

means of secunng the baSIS of a strong party system which would be able to
SUStam such majorities." He saw clearly that a system of parliamentarv
sponsibilitv

was incompatible

the day the government

WIth the Idea of rmxed government,

was at the discretion

of a maJonty

and that

of the Cham-

ber, then, to all intents and purposes a republic had been established
system of the Charte was, in hIS VIew, a mixed government
separatlOn of funcnons
independently

69

The

WIth a stnct

between

Kmg and parliament,

the Kmg governed

of the Chambers,

and their agreement

WIth hIS VIews was

only necessary for the passage of new laws and of the budget
Royer-Collard.

then, presented

in 1689, than of a parliamentary

70

a theory of mixed government

more rerruruscent of Philip Hunton
century

re-

which

15

in 1643, or of the English Consntution

system at the begmnmg

He insisted on the "harmony"

of the mneteenth

of the powers of government,

but

he did not suggest how this was to be achieved other than by a SImple exercise of self-restramt
deeper

by the legislature

In 1816, in Du gouoernement

Cuizor. however. took the analysis
representaui,

Idea that rrurusters should be dependent
a VICIOUSattempt

of a constitution

67 R Nesmes-Desmonets.

Les doctrines

68 Ibid
69 Ibid. P l73
;'1

Barante. Vol L p 216
Du gou1'ernement
representatl/.

pp

must be

politioues

l68-70

:'0

upon a parliamentary

to distort the whole structure

object and tendency

21-22
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he also rejected the
maJonty

of the constitution
to

create umty

de Royer-Collard.

71

as
The

In

the sys-

Montpellier.

1905. pp
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for this unity IS an overndmg

necessIty comparable to

that of the Unity of sOClety Itself. Cuizot mterpreted
history

in terms of a bitter conflict between

up to the Revolution
was progressively

English constitutional

the powers of government

of 1688, after that date Unity between these powers

established.

by their reciprocal penetratIOn,

unnl they

formed a smgle power, With mternal hrruts to be sure, but able to exercise
witlun these hrruts a plenitude of power Without danger to the government
or ItS adversanes." When a mixed government

has reached Its matunty,

said Cuizot, there IS a Unity of power, and a Unity of action, in which the
sovereign power, fundamentally

united although

divided m appearance,

subjected to certain conditions by the very nature of
non, wluch establishes within Itself hrruts

It

ItS

IS

mternal orgamza-

cannot exceed Without losmg

its force," There IS, therefore,

in tlus system, "a fUSIOnof powers," the only

possible pomt of equilibrium

for a mixed government,

essary tendency,
enfeebled,

or bemg assimilated

equally strengthened."
by the government's
of ItS acnvines.
government

74

It

IS Its nec-

entering

governing

by each other, all gam equally

into the Chambers,

through

through the maJonty

Legis-

things which do not represent per-

pomts of view If mdeed the Kmg were to

manent interests, only ephemeral
be faced With a stable maJonty

makmg them the centre

them and by them This did not mean

he wrote, are transient

in the Chambers

weaken, then either he must submit to
nons Fortunately

and are

This was to be achieved in France, as in England,

by the majonty, but government

lative maJontles,

because

and because in this way "the powers, far from hecommg

It

that he could not alter or

or abolish representatIve

msntu-

this situation did not anse because maJontles were shift-

mg, and the means of management

were available to the Kmg The govern-

ment must obtain a maJonty, but It had a thousand ways of domg so, ways
which, if its conduct were reasonable, and hrm. would ensure Its success
Du gouvernement
rrurustenal

by government
Ibid . P

IS a first-class

system as the peak of achievement

mixed government.

;'2

representant

26

;'4 Ibid . P 3~

attempt

to present

of the ancient

theory

75

the
of

The umty of the divided powers of the State ISachieved

influence

over a managed

parliament

:'3 lbid . P 29
;,_, Ibid . P 47
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English system in 1816 a "hisron of powers," just as Bagehot in 1867 also
saw "fUSIOn" rather than separatlon;

but for GUlZOt It was a fUSIOnwhich

allowed the Kmg to manage the deputies. whilst for Bagehot It was a fUSIOn
that subjected the executive to the control of parliament.
however,

Unlike Bagehot,

GUlZOt believed that a separatIOn of powers was the baSIS upon

which the built-in lirmts to the exercise of arbitrarv power depended, and,
indeed. in 1849, when political CIrcumstances had radically changed, he rewrote hIS thesis WIth a much greater emphasis upon the division of powers
of government."

and the funcnons

There IS no doubt that the most remarkable
was the work of Benjamin Constant,

achievement

of this penod

published m 1814 and 1815. Constant

accepted the need for a Kmg and a house of peers, and so was in some
sense a theonst

of rruxed government,

different from that of Royer-Collard

but hIS whole approach was qUIte
or Cuizot. Well to the Left of them

as he was in pohncs. It IS not surpnsmg
the separatlon

that the emphasis he placed upon

of powers was much greater, and hIS whole VIew of the rela-

non of rrurusters to the Kmg on the one hand, and to the legislature
other, was qUlte different

He argued that the responsibilitv

on the

of rrurusters to

the people through a majority in the assembly was an inescapable neceSSIty
in a consntutional
rmrusrenal

monarchy,

responsibility

but If this were so how could the principle of

be reconciled WIth the role of the Kmg and WIth

the separatIOn of powers? Constant
theory of constitutional
of these potentially

monarchy,

confhcnng

in fact a crucial turnmg-pOlnt
the old doctnnes
monarchy,

achieved this by developmg a modern
and by evolving a remarkable

elements

The work of Constant

in msntunonal

of mixed government

in which the monarch

represents

theory, a turmng

away from

to a new theory of constitutional

assumes a new and completely

role from that assigned to lum in the balanced
and balances of the constitution

synthesis

remained,

constitution

different

The checks

but they were applied now not

as checks between classes, but as checks and balances between the legislanve. executive. and judicial branches of government.
of James Madison to the separatlon
76 De la der>Jocratte en France,

It

15

as If the approach

of powers and checks and balances in

Pans, 1849, PP 109-19
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were being systematically

applied to a hereditary

constitutional monarchy In a democracy, but WIth this difference. that Constant had as great a respect for harmony
as all his contemporanes,

m the operatIOn of government

and so he combined

with the opera non of the rrurustenal

system

this Madisornan
It lS remarkable

ideas that Blackstone had advanced in rrud-eighteenth-century
and which were adapted by the Amencans
without

to see the

England,

to a revolunonarv

government

by a Frenchman

to be applied

Kmg or Lords, being reinterpreted

to a system

doctrine

In which the Kmg was no longer an equal and active branch

of the legislature

vested with the executive power, but was a constitunonal

monarch, above POlItlCS,and separated from legislarure and executive alike
Constant

defmed four powers of government-the

executive power in

the hands of the rrurusters, the legislative power In the representative
sernbhes, the judicial power In the courts, and
of the King. Constant,

therefore,

made a sharp disnncnon

royal power and the execunve power; this distinction.
to Clermont- Tonnere dunng

all political orgaruzation

77

the Revolution.

A consntutional

as-

Ie pOUVOlr royal in the hands
between

the

which he attnbuted

was, he believed. the key to

monarchy has the great advan-

tage of creanng a "neutral power" In the hands of the King; this power IS
to be used to maintain
ernment

harmony

between the other three branches of gov-

The legislative. executive. and judicial powers need to co-operate,

each taking part In Its own way in the general operatIOns of government,
but If Instead they are at cross purposes then the King must step In to restore harmony.

The means of doing tlus lies In the King's prerogatIves

of

veto, of dissolution, of dismissal of rrurusters, and of pardon These prerogatives cannot be placed in the hands of one of the potential contestants,

but

must remain In the hands of one who has an Interest only In mamtairung
an equihbnum

between the powers of government

need to separate the powers of government,
can argument

78

Wlule msisnng on the

Constant reiterated the Amen-

that separatlon Itself was not enough, barriers must be placed

between them, In particular

77 Col/ectlOn complete

des Currages

to prevent the legislature

de .\1 Benlamll1 de Constant,

78 Ibid . Vol L pp 14-1;"
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power." but at the same time he stressed the necessity of linking the legislature and the executive by allowmg rrurusters to be members of the legislature "By reurunng

mdrviduals. whilst still distmguishmg

ruous government

IS constituted,

Constant's

powers, a harrno-

instead of creatmg two armed camps

theory of constitutional

monarchy

"80

combmed those elements

of constitutional theory which Sieves had attempted

to reconcile: the sepa-

ration of powers, effective barners to the abuse of power, and a harmonious
and unified exerctse of government
adapting

authority.

He did this. however,

that very same theory of balance and equihbnum

had so vehemently

rejected. Constant

He realized that separatIOn was as Important

as co-operatIOn,

and he em-

of rrurusters to legislators

It

should be very

that the number of rrurusters seated in the Chamber should

never exceed one percent of the total memberslup
subordmate

was rather more subtle

rrurusters might become part of the legislature

is essential that the proportion
small-mdeed

wluch Sieves

did not wnte of a "hisron" of powers,

as Bagehot was later to do, lus view of government
phasized that although

by

officials were to be deputies.

be the representative

81

If all the rrurusters and

the Chamber

would no longer

of the people, but would constitute

a royal council.

ThIS subtle system of division, and co-operatIOn,

checks and lmks. is the

forerunner

government,

of the claSSICtheory of parliamentary

theory which clearly shows the mfluence of Its parentage
balanced government

and the separation

gave further

which were Jomed but not

system. A few years later lean-Derus

expresslOn to the essence of this theory

powers of government,

in the theories of

of powers The system was to be a

ruce balance between executive and legislature,
fused by the rrnrustenal

and It IS a

Laruumais

The two sovereIgn

legislatrve and executive, he wrote, must never be

united in the same person or body of persons, bemg designed to balance
and to superVIse each other, but their separatIOn must never be absolute
Thus the partial

separatIOn

of legislative

Blackstone made the cornerstone
mg It to Kmg and Parliament,
power of the President
:"9 Ibid . Vol L P 25
81 Ibid . \'01 L P 90

and executive

82

powers, which

of the balanced constitution when apply-

and wluch Madison used to JustIfy the veto

of the United States, was apphed to the rmrusters
80 Ibid . Vol L P 9~
8~ Oeurres. Pans, 18,2 \'01
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democracy. The Ideas and vocabulary

the theory of balanced government

of

became the basis of a balance of legis-

lature and executive in a system in which Kmg and nobles found a place,
but It was essentially a modern system, wherem the hereditarv
the constitution

were no longer the equal and essennal powers of govern-

ment that they once had been It IS Important
separatIon

elements of

of powers m this embryomc

ment, for, although

It was recogmzed

to emphasize the role of the

theory

of parlramentary

govern-

the nmeteenth

century

throughout

as the baSIS of the balance of power established

in the parhamentary

sys-

tem, this pomt was to be confused and obscured when Bagehot made hIS
mdrscnrrunate

attack upon the Ideas of mixed government

and the separa-

tion of powers alike
The years 1814-48 in France were a penod
government

shadmg mto parhamentary

of pohtical thought,

but, although

when the Idea of mixed

government

the transition

dommated

the held

from the government

of

Louis XVIII and Charles X to the July Monarchy

of Louis-Plulrppe

flected this changmg

true that by 1848 the

pattern,

existing system of government

It was unfortunately

re-

was corrupt, was based upon an extremely

narrow franchise, and hardly measured up, in the eyes of most Frenchmen,
to the benefits that a system of "equilibrium"

was supposed to bnng

The

demands for reform, together WIth the deeper SOCIalunrest that was developmg, led once agam to a revolutionary
of monarchy,
rejected

and the attnbutes

In earlier revolutionarv

situation

In

which the trappmgs

of the system of rruxed government,

situations of this sort smce the mid seven-

teenth century, where the mixed and balanced consntunon
attack, the doctnne
pOSItIOn to

nil the

were

had been under

of the separatIOn of powers surged up mto a dommant
vacuum left by the rejected theory of government,

and

in 1848 the same pattern was repeated, except that on this occasion an attempt was made to combme the system of rrurustenal
consntunon

responsibility

WIth a

wluch in other respects was patterned

upon the pure doctrine

of the separatIOn of powers. It IS hardly surpnsmg

that this last flirtanon

WIth the pure doctnne
France-m

ended in the same way as others had ended in

absolutism

There had been contmual

attacks upon the system of contrepoids,

or

CONSTITUTIONALISM

equilibrium.
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of the monarchy,"
law

and, dunng the 1830'S,

Pans, Pellegrino

In

POWERS

Rossi had empha-

sized the Importance

of the separation

that the Constituent

Assembly of the Second Republic turned to the sepa-

of powers.= so It IShardly surpnsmg

ration of powers with almost as much faith as the Constituents
The Consntunon

of 1848 proclaimed

the hrst condition

that "the separanon

of a free government,"

in the Assembly that the maJonty

of 1789.

of powers was

and It IS clear from the debates

of deputies saw

It

as the only possible

basis of a system without King or nobles, which would yet aVOIdthe ghastly
spectre of the Convention.

The Constitution

as it stands on paper embodies

a stnct dIvISIOn of power between a urucameral
elected President
constitution
solution.

legislature

and a popularly

Once agam all the checks and balances of the balanced

were swept away. The President had no veto, no power of dis-

On the other hand the attempt

Left to subordmate
of the separatIon

by felIx Pyat on the extreme

the executive to the Assembly

of powers altogether

and deny the validity

was strongly rejected." The propos-

als of Paneu and Grevy to create a purely parharnentarv
also refused. In an impassioned

speech Lamartme

supported

executive were
the Idea of a

President directly elected by popular vote. Those who WIshed to allow the
legislature to choose the executive. he thundered,
their logical conclusion- "do not merely confound
lanve and executive
yourselves

should take their Ideas to
In

yourselves

the legis-

powers, take also the judicial power, and then call

by your correct name, the Terror."86 The fear of the Convennon

was enough to ensure the defeat of Grevy's proposal by 643 votes to 158.
Yet there was a great deal of confusion in the mmds of the deputies on
the proper structure
terminology

of the government

Lamartine,

for all his use of the

of the separatIOn of powers to defeat a proposal of which he

disapproved, did not really support the Ideas behmd the doctnne. Elsewhere
he spoke of the dIVISIOn of functions

rather than the diVISIOn of powers,

83 P Basnd. Doctrines et InstItutIOns polztlques de la Seconde Republlque,

Pans, 1945, Vol I,

P 183
La separatIOn des pOUVOlrs, Pans, 1880, PP 250-1
85 Compte rendu des seances de I 'Assembler Nationale. Pans, 1850, Vol IV, p 6:;1
86 Ibid , Vol IV, p 679

84 E Fuzier-Herrnan.
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an elected presidency
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opposed attempts to ex-

Indeed, hve months after hIS defence of

he told the Assembly that there was only one power

and this would be enfeebled by attempts to separate It Into

two." Lamartine,

whom de Tocqueville labelled the most insincere of men,

no doubt modihed hIS views to SUIt hIS ambitions. but de Tocquevrl]e himself contnbuted

to the confusion

As one of the pnncipal
very lukewarm
to Introduce

over the structure

of the government

authors of the Consntunon.

he supported,

way, the direct election of the President. but he wished also

a system of rrurustenal

responsibilitv

to the Assembly

would have made the President a mere consntunonal
fended tlus strange combination.
to re-emerge

If In a

fIgure-head

which In a somewhat

that

He de-

different gUIse was

In the course of the life of the FIfth Republic. as a completely

new system of government

Till 1848, said Tocqueville. there had been two

distinct systems of constitutional
do no wrong,

government,

but hIS rrumsters

In the one the King could

were responsible.

In the other, as In the

Umted States, the chief of the executive was himself directly responsible.
but could "act freely." In the new Consntunon

a responsible President had

beside lum a council of rrurusters equally responsible
could do nothing,

without

whom he

and who could reduce him to the Impotence

of a con-

monarch." It seems rather unlikely that the National Assembly

sntunonal

accepted this remarkable

scheme, which one member descnbed

ster with two heads, In the spmt de Tocqueville

Intended,

as a mon-

although

true that after the election of LOUIs-Napoleon to the presidencv

It

IS

the As-

sembly refused to exclude rrurusters from membership In the legislature
because the Constitution,

In Billaults

words, was Intended to obtain all the

advantages

of a republic and a constitutional

republicans

In the new Assembly

monarchy " The maJonty of

of 1849, overawed by the popular VIC-

tory of LOUIs-Napoleon, and out of deference to the separatIOn of powers,
tolerated

a mInonty

Mirustrv,

and when the mInonty

Jonty the President showed hIS Independence
87 A de Lamartine. La France Parlementaire,
88 Compte rendu, Vol IV, p 653
89 Ibid , Vol VIII, P 545
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they had not been defeated in the Assembly."

historian. de Cassagnac, descnbmg
responsibility,

The Revolution

to

The Bonaparnst

the ending of the system of rrurusterial

said. "The Constitution

sponsible: France wanted him

POWERS

wished to make the President re-

govern."91

of 1848 brought

an end to a period of development

in polincal theory which had extended

over two hundred

years from the

outbreak

of the English CIvIl War. ThIS penod was one in which the two

theones

of consntunonalisrn

game The proponents

Left, the exercise of arbitrary

or an all-powerful

whenever

exploded into revolution. for
ration of powers could claim
For two hundred

and the separatlon
of nval theones
theory
theory

to

reached a pomt where It

such an extreme situanon only the sepabe an adequate theoretical

but the runeteenth

change in this situation
consntunon

government

In England

10

the held

century

was to

and France the

was to be transformed

into a theory

in which most of the elements

of the older

and anstocracy

of the

became in England merely "the digruhed parts" of the consti-

or in France were wholly transformed

into a republican

the Umted States the theory of the balanced constitunon
formed into something umquely
rules of development.

ration of powers continued
government.

Amencan,

was, therefore,

had been transin the theory of

largely suppressed,

to be an essential ingredient

The pure doctnne

garb. In

which was to follow Its own

The element of mixed government

the balanced constitution
Western

basis for a free

years the theories of balanced government

were retained, but in wluch the monarchy

old theory
tunon.

10

pnvilege

of constitutionalism.

of the balanced

of parhamentarv

power by either

of powers were the only senous contenders

see a fundamental

of ex-

assembly. Yet they became bitterlv divided

the attack upon hereditary

consntunon

and difficult

of both theories had rejected the absolutism

treme Right and extreme
a monarch

had played out a complicated

but the sepa-

in the structure

of

had fmally been rejected as un-

workable in favour of more complex systems, which borrowed heavily also
from the theory of balanced government.
90 C Seignobos. Histone

de France ccntemporaine,

91 A G de Cassagnac, Histone

Pans, 1921, Vol 6, PP 13" and 14;;

de la charte du ROl Louis-Phiuppe
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of the rejectIOn of the pure doctrme of the separation

not to be found solely, however, m this development
theories of government.

The Revolution of 1848 m france had

revealed new SOCIaland polincal movements
the environment

m which consntunonal

fore the Revolution

the publication

of new

that were to change drasncallv

theory must operate The year be-

by Marx and Engels of the Communist

Ivuintiesto indicated the course that political thought would now be taking.
With less and less emphasis upon legal and consntunonal
and more attention

gIVen

to

forms, and more

the SOCIaland econorruc factors m political lIfe

In the two hundred years before :1848 the concept of polmcal hbertv which
had dommated

pohncal thought

for freedom from restraint,
of government

was essennally

and particularly

a neganve

action. "LIberty IS a nght of domg whatever

mit" said Montesquieu.

and the desire

restramts

the laws per-

gam control of the makmg of

to

those laws, and to ensure that no one, mcludmg
the government

one, a desire

from the arbitrary

each of the elements

of

Itself, could exceed the rules laid down by law, was the

dnvmg force behmd the whole movement
separatIOn of powers in all its vanenes

that produced the theory of the

dunng this penod. But the Revolu-

non of :1848 ushered in a new view of polincal hbertv of a more posltlve
kind: the nght to work, Louis Blanc's conception
the State

to

of a fundamental

provide ItS citizens with the means of hvehhood.

duty of

which was

taken up so fiercely by the people of Pans in :1848, gave a completely new
tWISt to the notion of "a free constitution
was no longer enough

Freedom from restraint

alone

The Idea that the State should concern Itself with

creatmg the environment
velop a full life (whatever
more the thought

/I

in which ItS people would be free to live and dethat might mean) came to dommate

of the nineteenth

and twenneth

centunes.

more and
Such a phi-

losophy of freedom had, however, little in common WIth the motives of
the pure doctnne
was essentially

of the separatIOn of powers, the whole concern of which

negative in Its conceptIOn of a consntunonal

provIslOn for

libertv The pure doctnne was, in conceptIOn, more laissez-iaire
ItS nval theory

of the balanced constitution,

sured that, in the long run, the pure doctnne

even than

and It was this fact that enwould be rejected in favour
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of constitutional
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theories which contamed strong elements of the theory of

the balanced constitution,

elements

which could be turned to provide co-

operatlve linke between the parts of government
After 1848, then, the history

of institutional

rather than mere checks.
thought

was to become

more and more concerned with the problem of creating a government

ma-

chine for an age of collectivism, and the theory of the separatIOn of powers
came under fierce attack, as a barrier

to the development

of an efficient

machme of this sort. The next step in the history of the doctnne
fore to examme the cnncisms

IS

there-

and attacks to which it, and the msntunonal

structures

that incorporated

twentieth

centuries, before we may turn to a consideration

It, were to be subjected in the mneteenth

theory still plays today in Western thought

2]2

and institutions.

and

of the role the

EIGHT

The Rise and Fall
of Parliamentary Government

E

W

H A V ESE

America

E N

that In the consntutional

thought

and France up to the rrud nineteenth

the separatIOn of powers provided
natrve to some vanant

basis for a system of hrruted government.

the only real alter-

of the balanced constitution

In Bntain. how-

ever, the situation was rather different. In spIte of the enthusiasm
radicals for French and American

theory

a senous alternative

to

It was a distant threat, but no more

Its major role was as a secondary

consntunonal

of certain

models, the pure separatlOn of powers

of the Protectorate,

some form of a balanced consntunon
than that

as a

The only other possibilmes were

autocracy or a system of unchecked legislative dorrunanon.

was not, after the experIment

of

century

hypothesis

in the dominant

We hnd. in fact, that at the end of the eighteenth

century the old theory of balanced government

merged almost Impercep-

tibly Into a new theory of balance The theory of rruxed government
way to the theory of parliamentary

government,

but the essennal

In the necessIty of balance In a system of limited government
ThIS new theory drew upon both of the older consntunonal
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the old concepts of checks and balances and refashiorung

the

analysis of the separatlOn of powers to SUIt the new balance

The central theme of this new theory was that of "harmony";
harmony,

to "ensure

in place of collision, between the vanous powers of the state," as

Lord Durham wrote in 1838,1 was the aim of wnters on politics in the first
half of the runeteenth
re-echoed

in the lrterature

equilibnum
antiquated

century, and Durham's

between

formulatlOn

was echoed and

of the time. The old View of government

conflictmg

forces was now outdated,

View of class government.

as an

the relic of an

The checks and balances of the consti-

tution remained. but now they were to be applied as a means of acluevmg a
balance between government
elected representatives
still an Important

and parliament

reformulation

by the

of the middle class The separatlOn of powers was

element

In

attammg

the system of mixed government,
were necessanly

in a system dominated

modified

to

this balance, as It had been under

but Its functional

SUItthe new conditions

and personal elements
Indeed this process of

often took the form of an attack upon extreme versions of

the separatIOn of powers, and, therefore, upon French and Amencan
dents. Taken to extremes,

prece-

as in the case of Bagehot, this was represented

as a complete rejectIOn of the doctrine. but for the most part the theonsts
of parliamentary

government

part ItS precepts played
theory of government

In

had a more subtle and complex View of the

English consntunonal

that seemed at last

to

theory

The result was a

have solved the problems of

umty and control which had perplexed political wnters for centunes.

com-

bmmg all the desirable qualines of limited and balanced government

WIth

all the reqUIrements

of harmony

the State that modern conditions
mentary

government

and co-operatlOn
demanded

between

the parts of

Indeed the theory of parha-

so dazzled observers that It has remained to this day

the Ideal of foreign consntunonalists,

long after It has ceased to operate

In

Its home country. Yet this system was m fact based upon a set of polmcal
conditions
relatively

of such delicacy, and of such a umque quality, that It required
little change

In

the party system to put an end

to

It

In

and It is doubtful If It has ever been successfully copied elsewhere

1 The Report

and Despatches

of the Earl of Durham.
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Walter

Two obsolete doctnnes
thought,

GOVER]\;ME!\'T

Bagehot

had hitherto

laid claim
dominated

to

a twofold

English consn-

he wrote; these were the theory of mixed government

and the theory of the separatIOn of powers He defmed the latter as the belief that in England the legislative, executive, and judicial powers are "quite
drvided-s-rhat

each IS entrusted

to a separate person or set of persons-

that no one of these can at all interfere With the work of the other
was the consntunonal

"?

This

theory he set out to discredit, and It IS of course the

extreme doctrine of the separatIOn of powers. In Its place Bagehot defmed
the essential pnnciple

of English government

m an equally extreme form,

It was, he said, the "fUSIOn" of the legislative

and executive powers

The

central element in tlus fused system was the cabinet. the role of wluch in
parliamentarv

government

no one had described

have been too easily accepted, and therefore
presented,

that he

of cabinet government

and exaggerated.

It IS true that Bagehots

have been over-mfluennal

was more compellmg and better written

than earlier diSCUSSIOnsof Bnnsh government,

but It was also rrusleading

Not only was Ius claim to origmahtv

ment of the central pnnciples
unlustorical

the false alternatives

of the complete separatIOn or the complete fUSIOnof powers m

British government,
description

These claims of Bagehot

of the Constitution

false, but lus treat-

reveal a distorted

and

approach to the subject he claimed to lay bare for the first time

An exarrunanon

of Bagehots

mg of the development
by his particular

claims IS an essential step in the understand-

of English consntunonal

brand of journahsrn

thought.

for It reveals that

Bagehot helped to destroy the very

system he WIshed so strongly to defend
It ISa remarkable

fact that very few people had characterized

the Consti-

tution in the way that Bagehot claimed was the generally accepted view of
Bnnsh government

The two theories Bagehot mentioned

bmed into a smgle theory

of the balanced consntunon

had been com-

in the eighteenth

century, and this precluded acceptance of the naive VIew of the separatIOn
of powers that Bagehot intended

to destroy. It IS true, as we have seen,

that certain radical cnncs of the Consntution

2

The English ConstItutIOn,

London, edn at 1964, p 59

proposed

the pure separatIOn
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of the Bnnsh system, but certamly

none of them for a moment thought that the existing system embodied this
theory; they complained

bitterly that It did not. As for the role of the cabi-

net as a link between the legislative and executive powers, It was Just this
aspect of Bntish government
wright,

for example, the loudest complaints

that the doctnne

If the crrtics of the Constitution

infnnged.
century

that called forth, in the work of John Cartat the end of the eighteenth

were well aware of the Importance

the exponents

was bemg

of the cabinet. so also were

Consntunon, The role of the

of the mid-mneteenth-century

cabmet was set forth in works well before Bagehot's that could hardly have
been called aoant-garde. Thus a political dictionary published in 1845 gIves
a perfectly

reasonable

mons.' An elementary

account of the cabinet and Its relation to the Commanual on the Constitution

of 1859 gIVes a concise

pIcture of the role of the cabinet, "to which all the duties of the executive government
of members

are confided

. It consists (generally without

of the houses of parliament

exception)

of the same political VIews, and

of the party at the time prevalent in the House of Commons"

4

Even one of

a little senes entitled "The FIrst Class Readers" could gIve in 1864 a reasonable statement

of the nature of the cabinet

wrote, SIr George Cornewall LeWIS anticipated
by refernng

5

Two years before Bagehot

his most oft-quoted

phrase,

to the Idea of an executive which was "a standmg committee

of the supreme legislature.?>
More Important

than this refusal to acknowledge

standmg of cabmet government,
resentation

of the theory

however, was Bagehot's complete misrep-

of the Consntunon

hrst SIxty years of the mneteenth

the general under-

century

as It had developed

The consnrunonal

in the

theory that

he sets up, only to knock down again, does violence to the VIews of Fox,
Burke, and Paine, but It IS little short of ludicrous
rrud-runeteenth-century

VIew of British government.

as a statement

of the

It IS true that one

popular work did embody these naive VIews, the work of Lord Brougham,
3 Poiitica] DIctIOnary. London. 1845. Vol L pp 440-1
4 DaVId Rowland. A Manual of the EnglIsh ConstItutIOn. London. 1859, PP 436 ff

J S Laurie. Sketches of the Englzsh ConstItutIOn. London. 1864. PP 6}-66
6 A DIalogue on the Best Form of Government. London. 1863. P 90

5
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and It IS difficult to aVOId the feeling that when Bagehot referred slightingly to lithe hterarv theory"

of the Constitution,

It was Brougham's

and lus alone, that Bagehot had In mind The mixed constitution

work,
and the

separatlOn of powers were Indeed the main props of Brougham's treatise on
Bnnsh government,

published In the 1840'S and reissued In a more popu-

lar form In 1860 But lus work IS incredibly anachrorusnc. and to take
7

representatIve

of Brrnsh wntIng on the Constitunon

It

as

at that date would be

wholly misleading. The fact IS that from the very beginning of the century,
even well before the passage of the Reform Act, over which Brougham
presided as Lord Chancellor, there had been a connnuous
mulanon

of the eighteenth-century

process of refor-

theory of balanced government,

had resulted In a subtle theory of parhamentarv

which

government

The Ideas of Fox and Burke, the attacks upon the cabinet system by
Paine, Williams. and Cartwright.

and the running

histllade maintained

Cobbett In the Poutical Register, had focussed attention
irrucal to the theory of the balanced constitution.
In

by

upon the Idea. in-

that the cabinet combined

one set of hands both legislative and executive power The outnght

fenders of the status quo chose to Ignore these charges and

de-

to

fall back

upon an idealized version of the mixed and balanced consnrunon

such as

that defended at the time of the Reform BIll But this posmon was already
being abandoned

In the early nineteenth

century

In

favour of a new ap-

proach to the Consntunon

George III's demand that a binding declaration

be made by the Grenville

Mirustrv

on the Catholic emanCIpatIOn Issue

led to a herce discussion of the nature of rrurusterial responsibilitv
bett attacked the cabinet system and the relations
and the Commons,

between

Cob-

the ministry

reneWing the radical demand for an extensive

place-

bill, and for the exclusion of rrurusters from the House." The reply made
to Cobbett

In

the Edznburgh

upon the eighteenth-century

Reineio of July 1807 was not based, however,
theory of the Constitution.

took to explain the English system of government
not according to outdated

tton,

In

rather It under-

reahsnc terms, and

Ideas The system of the balanced constitution.

';' Henry Brougham. Poiinca! Phdosophy. , vols . London, 1842-" and The Bntlsh
London. 1860
8 Polmcal Register, 180;-. Vol XL pp 1086-;- and 180;-
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the reviewer argued, had been based upon the existence of three orders of
sOClety, and these orders still existed and were essential parts of the system of government,

but they now exercised their power in a dIf:erent way

The three orders of sOClety had ongmally
privileges,

which they "exercised

separately

with very little concert, and sometimes
however, the business of government
operose." and some expedient
tates of the government

possessed disnnct funcnons
and successively,

frequently

with considerable hosnhty " q Now,
had become "more complicated

and

had to be found in order that the three es-

should be able to work together with greater sym-

pathy and more mutual contact. The principle of "harmony"
dommant

and

was now the

one in the Bnnsh system of government

How was this harmony

achieved

exists," the author continued.

7

"The balance of the constitution

"m a great degree

the House of Commons;

In

and that assembly possesses nearly the whole legislative authontv
balance insuie the Commons

and members who were dependent

well as independent

members.

the State was thus prevented

support, as

conflict of the three parts of

or at least ameliorated,

old system into "one regulatmg

over "government

upon aristocratic

The potential

of their elements," thus convertmg
of resolvmg

" lO This

was achieved by virtue of the fact that in that

body were to be found rrurusters with their mfluence
members,"

now

by this "early rruxture

the sudden and successive checks of the

and graduated

conflicts in the Commons

pressure

"11

By this means

Itself the balance of the Consntu-

non. in danger of bemg lost because of the growmg power of the Lower
House,

was preserved

by bemg transferred

into that assembly

12

Thus,

many years before Bagehot wrote, the crmcisms of the idea of mixed government,

which. for example, Bentham

the reformulation

cal conditions. The Idea of government
recogmzed

600,

to

refers to the author as "Mr Jeffrey,"

10 EdInburgh Revlcw, p 41-"
11 Ibid
12 Ibid . P 414

I

180;',

by

meet new polm-

by King, Lords, and Commons was

by many as merely the formal theory of the Constitution.

9 EdInburgh Revlcw, Vol X, No XX, July
P

was making. were recogmzed

of the Idea of balanced government

p

411

"A B"

e Francis Ieftrev

In

the

the Poluica! Register. Vol XII.
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realrty was very different. This was recognized by Thomas Erskine
when he wrote of the entirely
date, whereby

the executive

new character
government

council":" and James Mill

"popular

In

of the Consntunon

IS In

fact a sustained

of the Consntution
the two funcnons

lus Essay on Government

argument

of "governing"

plored. No crude dehrution

for the view that the old theory
lust as

In

the new system was being ex-

of the separatIOn of powers, such as Bagehots.
so complex and so dehcatelv

bal-

ThiS concern WIth the relation of the separatIOn of powers to the

new theory can be clearly seen

Government

and Constitution,

In

the Essay on the HIstory of the EnglIsh

which Lord Iohn Russell published

Lord John Russell believed that the highest stage
civilization

and the perfection

of government

the development

In

of

which had for ItS aim the Union of liberty WIth order The

and value of dlffenng

relation to the proportIOns

to produce harmony
In

In 1821

of CIVIlsOCIety was achieved by a system
systems of government
In

are to be measured

which these two qualities are combined

The function of the modern English system of government
tion,

altogether

was bemg reassessed and reformulated,

would do for a system of government

In

the

rejected

and "the control of government"

so the role of the separatIOn of powers

ment

In

must be replaced by one the baSIS of which would be

the idea of balanced government

anced

at that

was carried on entirelv

the old classification of mixed and Simple forms of government
The Essay

In 181;'

between

the hitherto

order that they might act "without

This was achieved

In

prnng

14

was, therefore,

parts of the Constitu-

disturbance

or convulsion."

practIce by the system of rrumsterial

and by the mutual checks that Crown and Parliament

15

responsibihtv,

exerted upon each

other. But how could this system be reconciled WIth the prmciple of the
separatIOn of powers insisted upon by earlier writers, asked Lord Iohn In
fact, he answered,

the three powers never had been, and never could be

completely separated WIth the exceptIOn of the judicial power, whose funcnon was merely to apply general rules to particular cases." As for the other
two powers, best styled dehberanve
13 Armata, 1817, Vol I, P 6;15

Ibid, pp 94 and

162

and executive.

In

every constitution

14 Op ell and cdn . 182< Preface, p .",
16 Ibid, pp 14~ and 1,;--9
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and acted upon each otherP

in his lectures at University

A few years later

College, London, crmcrzed

the Idea

that the legislative and executive powers were exercised separately
Bntish system of government,
disnnguished.

or indeed that they could even be precisely

as "too palpably false to endure a moment's

It IS in the work of an almost unknown
best represented

the stage of consntunonal

the eighteenth-century
teenth-century
Park inaugurated

examination

author, however,
thought

"18

that we fmd

transitional

theory of balanced government

between

and the mid-runeIn 1831 Professor

J J.

a course on the theory and practlCe of the Constitution

at

theory of parliamentary

King's College, London

government.

The following year four of the lectures from this

course were published under the title of The Dogmas

of

the Ccnstitution.

These lectures provide not only a survey of the development
nonal thought

in the

of constitu-

at the time of the Reform Bill, but they also suggest a pos-

sible source of Bagehot's

Englrsh Constitution

The lectures were published

some ten years before Bagehot took up hIS studies at Uruversitv

College,

London. Both the method and some of the content of Park's lectures are so
close to those of Bagehot's essays that it IS difficult to aVOIdthe
this is no mere comcidence.

feeling that

Park began with the assertion that for the past

one hundred and fi.fty years there had been two constitunons in existence,
the one in substance, the other only in form. The pnnciples
tution,

of the Consti-

according to Blackstone and Paley, were the division between

the

legislative and executive powers, and the balance of Kmg, Lords, and Commons. But these were principles

in form only. The real Constitution

one m which the former preroganve

was

powers of the Crown had come to be

exercised and carried on in the House of Commons, "and thence in the face
of the country,"

which has come "to take a part, and exercise a voice. m

every act of the cabinet." The supreme power, formerly
in the three coequal elements

settled in the Commons,

of Crown, anstocracy,

supposed to reside

and commonalty,

and the three elements bemg represented

had

in that

House, their battles have been fought out there Thus when we turn, said
Park, from the theory
I;'

Ibid . P

of the Constitution

to the facts, a totally different

151

18 The Province of [urisprudence

Determined, London, 1954, p 235
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state of affairs IS found. Instead of a "chance-medley
ernment"

there IS a

or fortUItous gov-

highly orgamzed system "which IS not fully descnbed

In any book that I have ever met with " In fact a revolution

had gone on

"SIlently and insensibly"

before the very eyes of chroniclers and Vmenan

professors

19

years before Bagehot wrote, hIS argument

presented

In the very same form by Professor Park Nor was Park's attack

Over tlurtv

limited to the principle of mixed government

was

As Bagehot was later to do,

he next turned hIS attention to the separatIOn of powers
The revolution

that had taken place In the Bnnsh

ment, said Park, consisted In the fact that apparently
government

"either the executive

has merged Into the legislative. or the legislative has merged

Into the executive "20 We hnd, he contmued.
istration

system of govern-

that no sooner IS an adrrun-

formed upon the baSIS of maJonty support In Parliament

takes upon Itself not merely the executrve government,
agement, control, and direcnon
Before the Revolution

of government

those under the direct control of the legislature.
of English government

of government

such as taxation and the
SInce the Revolution.

had been to subject all the

to the direct control of the legislature.

usmg the balance of power unthin the Commons,
crane element from mterfermg
warnIng

of the dangers

ernment,

to prevent

too much In the government

of urutmg

had some force when the law-making
when the Constitution

but also the man-

had been divided into

making of law, and those not so directly controlled.
funcnons

It

of the whole mass of pohncal legislation c!

the funcnons

however, the pnnciple

than

the legislanve

the demoBlackstone's

and executive

power was an irresponsible

provides for the responsibility

and "power IS effectually countervailed."

but, by

powers
one, but

of the parts of gov-

then the questIOn of the

dIVISIOnor union of powers and functions becomes merely a matter of expediency and efficiency

It would be absurd, therefore,

to

deny the advan-

tages of uruon "out of servile obedience to an unproved and ill-considered
dogma."22 Park's view of the Constitution
19 The Dogmas
20

Ibid , P

21

Ibid . P 39

of the ConstltutIOn,

41

22 Ibid PP 98, and 115-16

before the passage of the Reform

London, 18u, pp ;--i', :12-", and _,8
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between the power of the government

which the structure

of representatlon

would upset this delicate balance. By 1832 this constitutional
had started as a Wlug attack upon the traditional
century
reform

Constitution,

sntution

had become

of the franchise."

was inevitable

VIew of the eighteenth-

the standpoint of Tory resistance to

Once the Reform Act was passed, however,
to mfluence thought

Con-

from a theory

based upon a rruxture of King, Lords, and Com-

mons to a new theory of balance in a system of parliamentary
from the old, was, therefore,

central Idea of constitutional

thought

government

theory wluch had been in-

The vital element of the new consntunonal
hented

It

about the Bnnsh system of

for it was a necessary stage in the development

of balanced government

It

theory, which

that this more vmle VIew of the runeteenth-centurv

would continue

government,

ensured

The danger in the Reform BIll, in his eyes was that

the idea of balance

ThIS was also the

after 1832, and, Just as in Park's case,

there was a determined

effort to resist the Idea of the pure separatIOn of

powers as mappropnate

to British government.

The lack of enthusiasm

in

middle classes for the doctnne of the separatlOn of powers may

the Bntish

well have been due to the fact that even before 1832 they realized that the
extension of the franchise would gIve to them the control of all of the funcnons of government,
Furthermore,

so that there was no need for a revolunonarv

after 1832 the Idea of the separanon

of powers was asso-

crated m their minds WIth umversal suffrage on the Amencan
tamly there was an outpounng
States system of government
harmony
extreme

of the Bnnsh
doctnne

of compansons
which emphasized

system. Nevertheless,

of the separation

derogatory
although

and, therefore,

powers and functions

continued

to be an Important

What were reformulated,

power and funcnon.

2}

and Just how they were

See Corinne Comstock

Weston, Englzsh

to the Umted

they rejected the

the role of a separatlOn of

however,
to

was not that of Montesquieu,

"5.;b-18p, London, 1965, PP 250-1

Cer-

of powers, the strong emphasis upon

remained.

this reformulation

pattern

the virtues of the greater

balanced government
nona] thought

theory

Constitut.onal

element in constituwere the concepts of

be separated

The model for

but that of lames MIll
Theory

,111.1

the House

of Lords,
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The spectre of the extreme democracy of the Uruted States was, therefore, lmked with the discredinng
powers. Bagehot's
considerable

companson

number

with the United States was the latest of a
necessary

of Brmsh government

contmually

separatIon

compared with Amencan

the Bnnsh cabinet svstem With

whereas m Amenca the unseemly and

collision between the legislature

tale,24 and, he argued, the separation

and the executive tells Its own

of powers had some rather surpnsIng

results. In a remarkable antICipatIOn of the argument
son was to use forty years later, AIken mamtamed
tem resulted in the "absorption"

wluch Woodrow WIlthat the Amencan

government

the realm were so adrrurably adjusted that, paradoxically,
executive had influence in the legislature,
in harmony

difference m emphasis between

the estates of

Just because the

and the people could influence

the House of Commons,

wntes of the "mergmg"

sys-

of the executive powers by the legislature,

whereas in the English system of parhamentarv

were able to act together

was

work together With fewer abuses, With more

effect, and WIth greater harmony,"

the executive through

government

of powers, P F Aiken wrote that In Bntam "the

executive and the legislature
dangerous

for this exercise. and the greater

stressed. In 1842, companng

the Amencan

Ideas of the separatlOn of

of such discourses. In 1835 de Tocqueville had pro-

vided much of the matenal
harmony

of extreme

WIthout

the two parts of the State
absorbmg each orher

Aiken and Park IS a significant

>

The

one Park

of the executive and legislative powers In England,

Just as Bagehot was later to wnte of "fUSIOn"; but Aiken concluded that the
main characteristic

of the British system was that executive and legislature,

though closely lmked and interdependent,

were not absorbed, merged, or

fused It was, in fact, Just this charactertsnc
mterdependent

and closely lmked parts of the government

to the rrud-runeteenrh-century
By the mid nineteenth
jeered any notion

24 A Comparative

theory of parliamentary

century

of an extreme

balance of parliamentary

London,1842,PP

of the balanced autonomy

that was central
government

the wnters

on the Consntunon

separation

of powers, In favour of the

government

View of the ConstitutIOns

of

But this balance required
of Great BntaIn

94,105

25 Ibid, P 108
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nonal separatIOn of powers also There was here no crude theory
fusion of all power in one set of hands
this line of constitutional

thought

of the

Perhaps the best Iormulanon

is Earl Grey's Paruameruaru

of

Govern-

ment, published in 1858. Grey rejected Blackstone's legalistic VIew of the
Constitution,

replacing a with a descnption

of the system of rrurustenal

re-

It IS true that the executive power and the power to formulate

sponsibihty.

and rrutiate legislanon were umted in the same hands, he wrote, but both
these powers were lirmted. The executive was limited because a must respect the law, but equally parliament was limited because of the authority
that rmrusters

of the Crown exercised over the House of Commons.

fact that rrumsters
the legislature
hmctions.

were responsible

could interfere

to the Commons

directly with the management

A system of parliamentary

that of the Long Parliament."

government

system of government

bore no resemblance

to

of the Crown

and, should this posmon

change, the

would become at once weak, capncIOUS, and tyran-

meal There would be all the disadvantages
out the checks to the exercise of arbitrary
that system."

of executive

rrurusters were the servants

and not of the House of Commons,

The

did not mean that

The particular

of American

government

power wluch were

to

WIth-

be found in

VIrtues of the English system of government,

he believed, were due to "the peculiar character

of our system of repre-

sentation,

which has adrrutted the democratIC element

Commons

without

allowing a to become predommant."

those who valued parliamentary

government

into the House of
The great fear of

was, therefore,

that the ex-

tension of the franchise would destroy the delicate balance of the system,
and substitute a thoroughgomg
The theory of parliamentary
stitutional

thought,

democracy WIthout restraints to Its power
government

reached a high pomt in con-

for It claimed. wah some justihcanon.

that balance of separatIOn and umty, of harmony
nation. of control and collaboration,

and hmcnonal

dIfferen-

wluch had been sought for ever since

the inadequacies of the nval theones
balanced constitution

to have attained

of the separatIOn of powers and the

had been perceived at the end of the eighteenth

26 Pariiamentarv Government

cen-

considered With Reference to a Reform of Parliament, London,

1858, PP 4, 8-9
2;' Ibid . P 94

244
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tury. The balance of power between cabinet and parliament
a differentlatlOn
although

of funcnons.

and upon a disnncnon

rrurusters were also members

small, as Constant

depended upon

also of personnel.

of parliament

for

their numbers were

had insisted they must be, and they were swamped by

the large proportlOn of the legislature wluch had no ofhcial place or interest. The functional

baSIS of the system, however, was verv different from

that which had charactenzed
Montesquieu

categones

not qUIte, Irrelevant.

the earlier the ones of the Consnrution

of legislanon

and execution

The theory of parliamentarv

upon the two funcnons of "governing"

The

became almost, but

government

was based

and "the control of government"

John Stuart MIll saw It the problem was to achieve a compromise

As

between

popular control and efficiency ThIS could only be achieved by "separating
the functions which guarantee
the other; by disjoinnng

the one from those which essennallv reqUIre

the office of control and criticism from the actual

conduct of affairs."28 Thus the two parts of the government
main distinct and to limit themselves

were to re-

each to ItS proper funcnon.

although

rernarrung closely lmked We see here agam the difference between the Enghsh view of parliamentary
view of gouvernement
IS supreme, but It

15

supremacy

and, for example, the Montagnard

d'assemblee. From a legal pomt of view Parliament

the "Kmg-rn-Parliament." and not the House of Com-

mons, wluch enJoys this supremacy
conceived of a legislature

Neither

Locke nor John Stuart MIll

that would deal WIth every matter of govern-

ment busmess Itself. The King-in-Parliament

as a legal conceptlOn consists

of two parts, the Crown and the Houses of Parliament
this means, in fact, government

and Commons

tive powers of the Crown, in particular

In modern terms

respectively

The preroga-

the power of dissolution.

trans-

ferred mto the hands of rmrusters. meant that thev~ would not be absorbed
by the legislature,

but would balance

It, retammg

an autonomous

posltJon,

but subject to removal If they failed to carry the House With them
This delicate balance depended entirely, however, upon the operatIOn of
mternal restraints.

the rrurusters must not attempt to use their powers to

coerce the Commons,

and the Commons

28 Represent atnie Government

must not attempt to control the

Oxford, '948, P '74
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directly, The breaking of these restramts

would soon

lead to a very different system. It was realized that this balance depended,
therefore,

upon a particular

type of party system. Too little party dISCl-

pline and coherence, and there would be nothing to prevent the meddlmg
of a faction-ridden

legislature

in the day-to-day

busmess of government,

an approach towards that spectre of the Long Parliament
haunted

English constitutional

thought.

On the other hand, If partles be-

came too powerful and too cohesive the ordmary
ture would be subordinated
weakness of governments

to

which had long

the cabmet

members

of the legisla-

Thus Earl Grey attnbuted

the

m the 1850'S to the declme of party feelmg smce

the Reform Act, because most of the Important

public questIOns that had

divided the pames had been settled. He looked for stronger party cohesion as the only means by wluch the autonomy
be maintained." However,

ganons."

could

there were those who saw the dangers of in-

creased party disciplme for the mdependence
Commons

of the government

of members

of the House of

The crucial problem was how "to define the hrruts of party obh30

The "parties" under dISCUSSIOnhere, were, of course, essentially

parliamentary

partles. Few could have foreseen the results of the mtroduc-

non of the caucus system and the development

of mass polincal partIes

It

was this reliance of the system of parhamentarv

government

preClse, and rare, combination

and party allegiance that

made It so short-lived,

and so

of independence

difficult to mutate.

Walter Bagehor's Eng/Ish Constiiution,
in The Fortnzghtly,

hrst published in 1865 as essays

and as a book two years later, has undoubtedly

great mfluence over the course of constitutional
century

That this book IS still. a century

most oft-quoted

upon a very

thought

dunng

after ItS publication.

had

the past

perhaps the

work on the cabmet system ISqUIte remarkable,

in VIew of

the extent to which the practICe of Bnnsh politics has changed dunng that
penod

No doubt the explanation

style IS so much supenor

of this contmued

Crossman pointed out in 1964, It IS the journahsnc
which has made them so consistently
29 Parliamentary
30 Homersham

Government.

populanty

IS that hIS

to that of more academic works As Mr RIchard

pp

popular

quahtv of these essays

But If one of the defects of

100-1

Cox, The InstItutIOns of the Englrsh Government,

London

1863,

p

256
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IS to exaggerate the pomts the wnter WIshes

to make, then this ISin fact Just the major defect of Bagehot's famous book
The author WIshed to dnve home a pomt, and In order to do tlus he misrepresented the theory he was attacking. and he exaggerated

his conclusions,

so as to make as clear and as great a gulf as possible between
pOSitIOns. But It IS not merely Bagehots
against. He was wntmg

journahsm

the two

that we have to guard

With a very strong political purpose m rrund. and

although tlus gives to lus work a vehemence and a conviction which others
lack, It also gives It a misleading character
to fnghten,

hIS middle-class

be the effects of extending
1872, "exceedingly

Bagehot Wished to warn, mdeed

readers, by pOIntmg out to them what would
the franchise.

He was, as he himself said in

afraid of the Ignorant multitude."

31

The Amencan

Civil

War, seen in England so much in terms of a battle between the democratic
North and the anstocranc
wholesome

South, had, in Earl Grey's words, Increased "the

dread" of an extreme

alteration

In

the English Constitunon

3~

If the franchise were to be extended so that the lower classes gamed control of the Commons,

what check would there be to their power

and Forster were accused of wishmg to introduce
of government
legislature

into England

or "Caesansm

the Amencan

7

Bnght
pattern

The result would be either an uncontrollable

" For, as a wnter

in The Quarterly

Retneu: of

January 1866 pointed out, "The feeble and pliable executive of England IS
wholly unsuited

to such an electoral body A government

that Yields and

must yield to the slightest WIsh of the House of Commons IS only possible
as long as that House of Commons IS the organ of an educated rrunontv " 33
This was the point of view to wluch Bagehot was determined
utmost support

He Wished to make

It

to give his

as clear as possible to hIS readers

that the reform of 1832 had not, as some had argued It would, restored
the balance of the Constitution,

It had confirmed. In fact, that there were

no longer any checks or balances In the system. Whoever

controlled

Commons

was dead, and

had absolute power

The balanced consnrunon

the middle class should have no IllUSIOnsabout It
}1

Op

}2

ParlIamentary

Cit,

P

281

Government,

new edn , 186 .. , Preface, p vn

33 Quarterly Rel)Jew, Vol 119, No >,,7, jan 1866, PP 2;"8-g
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factual realism, disnnguish
of English government.
that had been wntten

as It actually worked in the hands of an
Nor did he, in spite of all his claims to

clearly between

the legal and practical aspects

As a result he presented

a pIcture of the English

Ignonng

on Bntish government

It exists in all the books," was erroneously

of the Consntunon,

"as

of the legislative

and ex-

In fact, wrote Bagehot, the efficient secret of the English

of government

of the legislanve
doctnne

the prevlOus sixty

based upon the two principles

and the entire separanon

of rruxed government

almost everythmg

dunng

years, Bagehot affirmed that the "literary theory"

system

to the exercise

difficulty. He did not disnnguish

which was mangled and exaggerated

ecunve powers

POWERS

and how it might work in the hands of the represen-

rrunonry,

tanves of the Ignorant

system

OF

to stress the absence of restraints

of power led Bagehot into considerable
clearly between

SEPARATION

IS "the close union, the nearly complete

and executive powers

Thus he represented

fusion"

the extreme

of the separatlOn of powers as the accepted theory of the Consti-

tunon, and then replaced It WIth an equally extreme pnnciple, the fusion of
powers. In order to make this pomt Bagehot used the companson

WIth the

Umted States, and quickly proved that Bntain did not have the same system of completely
as the presidential

separate personnel

for the two branches of government

system. The difference

lay in the role of the cabinet.

this "new word," said Bagehot, with sublime disregard of the writings
English polincs from Paine to Grey The demonstration

on

that the complete

separatlOn of powers in all ItS aspects did not exist in Bntam was, of course,
readily established.
government

but this did not necessanly

were "fused." These alternatives

as If they represented

the only possibilities

mean that the powers of
were presented

But, as we have seen, VIrtu-

ally the whole historv of English consnrunonahsm
by the recogrunon
government,

by Bagehot

has been charactenzed

of the need for a partzal separatlOn of the personnel

and a partzal separatlOn of the funcnons

of government

of

Such

subtleties did not exist for Bagehot, however
Naturally enough this extreme VIew of the "pnnciple"
ment

of British govern-

did not square very well WIth the facts of Its operatlOn in the

1860'S,

and this led Bagehot into very dIffIcult waters. On the same page as he
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wntes of the fusion of powers, he uses expreSSIOns qUIte incompatible
that Idea Thus lus famous metaphor

of the cabinet as "a hyphen

with

which

JOinS, a buckle that fastens" the two parts of the State, IS Itself somewhat
different from the Idea of fusion, and elsewhere he writes of the necessitv
of "the constant co-operation" of the two parts of the government-a
different

matter

Indeed 134 HIS most remarkable

In the following passage. "The chief committee
power of dissolving the predominant
at a CrISISis the supreme legislature.
an absorption

very

misuse of words comes
of the legislarure

part of that legislature=

has the

that which

The English system, therefore,

IS not

of the executive power by the legislative power, It IS a fUSIOn

of the tWO."35ThIs might be seen as an attempt

to combine

the Ideas of

Park and AIken, so close IS the language to that used by the earlier writers.
but as a pIece of logic It IS very difficult to follow How does the conclusion follow from the premiss? The fact that the cabinet has the power to
dissolve the Commons

surely does not prove that they are fused. but that

they are not Indeed It seems that Bagehot was trapped by hIS own use of
language

His descnpnon

of the cabinet as a committee

with power to de-

stroy ItS parent body did not lead him, as one rrught expect, to discard the
Idea of a committee.

which IS ennrelv inapproprIate

more strongly upon the Idea of a fUSIOnof powers
found In this statement
sovereIgnty,

here. but to insist even
A similar confusion

"The regulator. as I venture to call it. of our smgle

IS the power of dissolving the otherwise

confided to the cluef executive
fUSIOn In Bagehot's

"36

sovereign

chamber

Here we are close to the root of the con-

work. The legal Idea of sovereIgnty

to the Kmg-m-Parhament.

15

can be attached

of which one part, the government,

can use Its

power to dissolve the other, the Commons, and appeal, as Bagehot says, to
the next Parliament

But the Commons alone IS certamly not sovereign m

the legal sense. In the polmca] sense, If the term "sovereigntv " can usefully
be applied In this connection.
eIgn, but the electorate,

agam It IS not the Commons

which Judges between

case of a difference of opInIon that ends In a dissolunon.
34 The Englzsh ConstitutIOn, London, 1964, pp 68 and ;'2
35 Ibid, P 69
36 IbId P 221
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must be satisfied with a cabinet If It IS to continue

office, but to attnbute

"sovereignty"

the powers the rrurusters
electorate

THE

to the Commons

In

IS to misunderstand

exercise on the one hand, and the role of the

on the other. Bagehot, in fact, adopted a VIew of legislative sov-

ereIgnty or supremacy

of gouvernement

more hke that of the proponents

d'assemblee than any earlier VIew of legislatrve supremacy

m England, a

fact which helps to explain why his Ideas were so well received In extreme
republican

circles in France in the early years of the Tlurd Republic

When Bagehot turned to the description
tary government

of the workmg of parhamen-

he dropped hIS preconceived

framework

of a "fUSIOn" of

powers, and wrote In terms of the balance between government
hament

which earlier wnters

determmed

had stressed. The fate of the government

by the debate in parliament,

It

has the power of destroying

It

can dissolve. It IS a creature,

its creators."

but not one of a fUSIOn of powers, rather
dependence

IS

he wrote, but, on the other hand,

"either the cabmet legislates and acts, or else
but

and par-

of two arms of government,

37

A perfect description,

of a subtle division and intereach WIth ItS proper function

to

perform. Indeed Bagehot summed up the posmon perfectly when he wrote
"The whole hfe of English politics is the action and reaction between
Mrrustry and the Parliament
Bagehot's
HIS

" 38

Influence upon the study of English politics has been great

emphasis

upon the need to concern

mg of government,
to the tendency

and not WIth Irrelevant

structure

ourselves

WIth the real work-

"pnnciples."

of modern students of Bnnsh government

upon the day-to-day
over-all

the

working of msntunons

of the Constitution.

came almost exclusively

has contnbuted
to concentrate

WIthout relatmg them to the

Constitutional

considerations

the domam of the lawyers, somethmg

never formerly been true in England

Furthermore,

be-

that had

hIS charactenzanon

of

the fUSIOn of power In England seemed to become more and more relevant as the details of the system he claimed to descnbe changed out of all
recognition.
parliament

The growth of mass polmcal partIes and of party disciplme in
created a situation

in which the fUSIOnof power seemed much
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more of a reality than It ever was
Acts. The concept of concentrated

GOVERNMEl'T

the period between the two Reform

In

power that he supplied suited adrrurablv
of which he had most wished to

the needs of that society, the emergence

prevent. Of course, the Idea of a balanced government
mght. Sidgwick descnbed

the British system of government

the essential balance between government
to the electorate."

mentary

and legislature.

in terms of

with an appeal

and Bryce wrote of "the exqUISIte equipoise" of parlia-

government

40

In more recent years L 5 Amery relied upon tlus

concept for lus analysis of Bnnsh
maintained

did not die over-

government."

and Herbert

Mornson

that It was the existence of a balance between cabinet and par-

hament wluch distinguished

the Bnnsh system of government

of the Third and Fourth Republics

42

But the trend of thought

them. It was Bagehot who was read, and
SUIt the mood of the age,
Commons

in

from that
was against

still IS read, and who seemed to

spIte of the fact that the predommance

over the cabinet as he described It, has,

In

day observers, been replaced by the predominance

of the

the VIew of present-

of the cabinet over the

Commons, or indeed of the Pnrne Miruster over both
English constitutional
extraordmanly
liamentarv
function

thought over the past century has, therefore, been

fragmented

government

The functional

concepts of the theory of par-

have not been jernsoned.

of the Commons

for we snll think of the

as that of exerCIsmg control over the govern-

ment, and discussion turns upon the way in which tlus can best be achieved.
If at all. Yet the Idea of a

balance between government

almost entirely disappeared
them, dissolution

to play the role envisaged

government

The mechanisms

and rrurustenal

and parliament

has

of this balance as Grey saw

responsibilitv,

have almost wholly ceased

for them m the classical theory of parhamentary

The tacit acceptance of Bagehors

VIew of a fUSIOnof powers

has not, however, entirelv replaced the funcnonal

categones

upon which

the doctrme of the separatIOn of powers was based Both that theory, and
the theory of the balanced constitution.

had been created upon a functional

39 Elements of Poluics. znd edn , London, 189~, p 436
40 The AmerIcan Commonwealth,

znd edn , London, 1890, Vol l. P z Sr

4" Thoughts on the Constitution, London, "94;', PP "5-"6
42 Government and Pariiament, jrd edn , London, 1964, P
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analysis of the acts of government, which classified them Into legislation
and execution, the making of laws and the puttIng of these laws Into effect.
The Idea of a rule of law was, as we have seen, closely bound up with
this functional VIew of government acts. The theory of parliamentarv government had a different functional baSIS,whilst Bagehot suggested that
there was really no sigrnhcanr funcnonal disnnction to be made These two
functional analyses of the eighteenth century and the nineteenth century
did not, of course, coincide The Idea of "government" and of "execution"
are radically different Yet the categones of "government" and "control"
could not wholly supersede the old categones of "legislanon" and "execunon." For the former related only to a theory of government, whereas the
latter had, In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, been part of both a
theory of government and a theory of law. The insistence that the executive
should obey the legislature was the mstitunonal expreSSIOnof the demand
that the law was supreme, over KIng, Protector, Governor, and President
alike. ThISview of the supremacy of the law did not come to an end WIththe
nse of the theory of parliamentary government, and Indeed It was strongly
reasserted by DIcey at the end of the nineteenth century. The proponents
of parliamentary government did not for a moment assert that the government was no longer subject to the restraints of the law, It was subject to the
law, although It played a decisive role In the process of legislation. and In
the general business of government, which bore no relation to the Idea of a
"mere execunve " The new categones overlaid and ran parallel to the old
It IStrue that the Idea of a "mere executive" power had never been fully
accepted In England. The KIng's prerogative, the discrenonarv powers of
the Crown, had never been lost SIght of In the theory of the balanced consntunon. In the way in which the French and the Amencans had, for a time
at least, assumed that discretionary powers were unnecessary In a constitutional government. Nevertheless the insistence upon the supremacy of
the law, and relegation of the royal power over legislation to a qUIescent
"negative vOICe,"had made the application of the term "executive power"
to the KIng and hISrrunisters seem not too Inappropnate In the nineteenth
century, however, the explicit recogrunon of the role of the government
In formulating. mmanng. and Indeed secunng the passage of legislation,
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as a descnpnon of the role of

That we still use the term today IS mdicanve

of

the extent to which we attach a dual role to the same body of persons
The continued
continued

vitality of the principle of the rule of law implied also a

adherence

behind the separatIOn of

to the ideas which had lam

Twenty years after Bagehots articles had been published in The
Fortnzghtly A. V DICey restated the baSIS of the English theory of consnru-

powers

nonahsrn

WIth unprecedented

any concessions.

vigour. expounding

in a way which would have been acceptable to the most

fervent ann-royalist

of the seventeenth

century

For DIcey the absolute su-

premacy of the regular law excluded arbitrarv
WIde discretionary

authority

rule, prerogatIve,

on the part of government

advocate of the separatIOn of powers, indeed he
tnne

himself Yet once agam

to the dreaded droit admtrustratti.

Law of the Constitution

DICey was no

fired a few shots at the doc-

the doctnne which gave birth

Nevertheless,

the whole burden of the

was that the makmg of law, and the carrymg out

of the law, were disnnct and separate functions.
out the law must be subordinated

and that those who carry

to those who make It On the one hand

the executrve rrught act only WIth the authorrrv

of the law, on the other,

rmght not exercise direct executive power, or even appomt the

ofhcials of the execunve government
this meant

10

44

DIcey did not fully explore what

sons, but If the subordmanon
that legislators

among different per-

terms of the separatIOn of functions

of the executive to the law was the keynote

of hIS work, it would be to reduce this pnnciple

to nonsense

to assume

and executives were identical. that the powers of govern-

ment were "fused." Not unnaturally,
of the separatIOn of powers

10

therefore,

the twentieth

WIth lawyers rather than WIth students
preferred

43

or even

was the extreme doctnne that was under at-

It

tack, the doctnne "as applied by Frenchmen,"

Parharnent

the rule of law without

an attachment
century

to the Ideas

has been associated

of pohtics. whilst the latter have

a pomt of VIew denved rather from an amalgam of the Ideas of

Grey and Bagehot. At certain po mts these VIews have come radically mto

conflict. and the areas

10

which these pomts of VIew did not overlap have

43 The Law of the ConslltutlOn,
44

Ibid . P

8th edn . London, "93", p 198
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made by Lord

Hewart m the New Despotism, and expressed also in a more balanced way
by C. K. Allen, were met, before the Second World War, with strong assertions of the need for co-ordinated,

decisive government

action. Since the

War, however, there has been a change of tone Lawyers are no longer so
lustmg for power, nor are students

of

politics so unheeding

apt to thmk in terms of bureaucrats

of the dangers which anse from the characteristics

of

modern government.

There IS some recognition

today that there IS virtue

in both the theory of law and the theory of government

How to reconcile

them IS the great problem.
At the end of the runeteenth

century

DIcey seemed to run along parallellmes.
ernment,

the Ideas of Grey, Bagehot, and
The theory of parliamentary

WIth ItS balance between government

of the legislanve

ecutrve to the law were all qUIte cheerfully
government
of government

between

was achieved through

differmg hincnonal

the pnnciple

of rrurusterial

to be knitted together,
to be brought

and the

into a workmg

in the development

of pohcv. but If the

was subject to the control of parliament,

and the executive to

could be established between the

two roles of the rrurusters of the Crown. Mirusterial responsibilrtv.
polmcal, was thus the crux of the English system of government
a reality the whole edifice of constitutionalism

tamed; should

It

At the end of the nineteenth
held responsible

to Parliament

ecunve" alike seemed reasonable
paSSIve instrument

legal and
WhIlst

could be main-

cease to be a workable concept the process of dismtegra-

non between the legal basis and the operatIOn of government

isters

respon-

must act according to the law, the "govern-

the control of the courts, then a harmony

It remained

of Bnnsh

the theory of law and the theory

concepts they embodied

The "executive"

must exercise leadership

government

of the ex-

accepted as pnnciples

sibilitv. ThIS Idea enabled the two theones

ment"

the fUSIOn

They were in fact all capable of bemg reconciled to a consider-

able extent. The reconciliation

relanonship.

and parliament.

and executive powers, and the subordination

gov-

century

the VIew that rrurusters could be

for the actions of "government"

and "ex-

enough. The CIVIl Service was seen as a

of the WIll of Parliament

The tasks of government

would begm

under the supervIsIOn of rrun-

were still relatively
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assumed to fit, without too much dlfficulty, into the categones
policy or adrrurustranon

The development

either of

of new tasks of government,

however, which consisted of acnve intervention

in the econorruc and social

hie of the country, presented a very different picture The difference between "government"

and "executive" became even more marked

It was no

longer possible to restrict the discretion of government

by insisting upon

the adherence

"Delegated

to detailed rules laid down by Parliament

lanon" and "adrrurustrative

legis-

justice" were the mevitable accompamments

the expanded role of government

in soclety. Furthermore,

of

the "executive"

could no longer be seen to be composed of responsible rrurusters who decided "policy" and civil servants who earned
government

It out

The new demands upon

had called into existence an extensive. complex bureaucracy,

within which lmportant

decisions were taken by anonymous

The extreme cntics of these new developments
responsible

government

civil servants

suggested that a nommally

could, by Its control over the legislanve

process,

obtain for the so-called executrve power the nght to draw up ItS own rules
and even to free Itself from the control of the courts by excludmg their
junsdicnon.

The potential

power of the government,

they suggested,

being used to destroy the rule of law. More lmportant,
factors was the character of the twentieth-centurv

perhaps, than these

party system

links which had been forged between the government
Parliament

The close

and the maJonty in

seemed to destroy all idea of balance between cabinet and legis-

lature, and even to throw doubt upon the possibilitv
of government
liamentarv

was

business. The assumptlOn

government

responsibility

had been destroyed,

was therefore

was questioned

of a general control

underlymg

thrown m doubt

the system of par-

and the realirv of rrurusterial
Once this essential principle

the whole edifice began to show cracks.

In 1929 the Committee

on Mirusters'

Powers was appointed.

WIth the

task of rebuilding the bndge between the two concepts of the Constitunon.
wluch had come to be represented
rrurustrators,
ence instructed
of mimsters

on the one hand by politicians and ad-

and on the other by lawyers The Committee's

terms of refer-

It to consider the powers exercised by or under the direction

of the Crown by way of delegated legislanon

and judicial or

quasr-judicial decision, and to report what safeguards were desirable or nee-
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principles of the sovereignty

of the law There was, therefore,

the remarkable

admission

of Parha-

explicit in these

that It was conceivable that

could operate m a

the decisions of responsible rrurusters, or of their servants,

way which offended the rule of law. There was a recognition,

therefore, that

the rule of law must mean something more than the mere formal sanction
of some legal authontv

for every act of government,

that rrurusters or CIvIl servants
the less sophisticated

for no one suggested

had been acting Illegally.

The attempt

of

of DIcey's critics to equate the rule of law with mere

legality trusses the pomt that the supremacy of the law in English thought
since the seventeenth

century has included. and must include. certain Ideas

about the articulation

and separatIOn of the functions

of government,

well as "due process" The evidence and report of the Committee
isters' Powers Illustrate
the Constitution

the difficulty they had in reconciling

with the needs of modern government,

much better served by the categones
ernment

than those inherited

The argument

on Min-

this VIew of

wluch seemed so

of the theory of parhamentary

the way in which the ministers

of powers was being destroyed

by

and CIVIlservants were usurping the Iunc-

tions of the legislature and the courts was met by the Comrruttee
very Important,

gov-

from the theory of the separatIon of powers.

that the separation

the counter-argument

as

that the doctnne

of the separation

had never been completely

WIth

of powers, whilst

accepted in England, and that

some deviation from ItS precepts was perfectly safe, acceptable, and indeed
essential

The Committee

in ItS Report stated. "The separatIOn of powers

1Smerely a rule of polincal wisdom. and must g1ve way where sound reasons of public pohcy so require."

45

The delegation of legislatrve and judicial

power to the executive was a necessary feature of modern government
so had to be tolerated,

but

It

by the necessary safeguards

With true Bnnsh pragmatIsm

concluded that the granting

of judicial powers

tnbunal

"should be regarded

each case,":" although
45 Report of the Commzttee
46 Ibid . PP 115-16

and

must be kept withm bounds and surrounded

as exceptional

to

the Committee

a rruruster or rrurustenal

and reqmnng

justihcanon

in

of course they could not suggest what would be reon MZnlsters'

Powers, Cmd 4060,1932, P '1_'
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Nevertheless,

the Committee

was qUIte

denrute In Its adherence to the rule of law, and stated Its belief that It was
"ObVIOUS"that the separatIOn of powers IS prima
ople by which Parliament

when legislanng

the cntena

pnn-

should allocate the executive

and JUdICIal tasks Involved In Its legislanve plan
fore, to deterrrune

[acie the guiding

for distmguishing

47

The problem was, therebetween

adrrurustranve

and Judicial deCISIOns
Thus the Committee
the funcnons

became embroiled

of government

draw preCIse boundaries,
this difficulty. Nevertheless,
cessitate dehrunons,

and numerous

rations, W.

The representatIves

J.

a discussion of the nature of

examples were CIted

to

Illustrate

strove to hnd them The problems

by the Iollowmg excerpt from the minutes
of the ASSOCIatIOnof MUnICIpal Corpo-

Board and SIr WIlham Hart, were dISCUSSIngWIth members

of the Committee

whether or not rrurusters should be required

to

glye the

grounds for their deCISIOnfollowing a public enqUIry.
SIr Wm. Holdsworth
Still I suppose a department where It has been given
judicial powers and has been exercising those JUdICIalpowers does decide
tlungs on principle. and would It not be a help to the pubhc to know what
the principle was 7
W ]. Board: These are not judicial deCISIOns,they are adrrurustranve There
may be certain times when they may have the appearance of a judicial deCISIon,but we thmk they are of the nature, and should be of the nature of
adrrurustratrve decrees and should be treated as such, they are not therefore
comparable WIth what takes place in the Law Courts
SIr Wm Holdsworth
When you say "adrrurustranve deCISIOns"you mean
they must apply their mmds to them and decide them Justly?
W J. Board. Certamly
SIr Wm Holdsworth. I do not see why. the fact that they. are adrrurustranve should be a reason why no reasons should be given They are decisions
whether adrrurustratrve or judicial

47 Ibid . P 92

to

the upholding of the rule of law seemed to ne-

and the Committee

they faced are well Illustrated
of evidence
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Everyone agreed that It was impossible
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Professor Laski: May I put It another way? The result may be adnurustranve,
but surely the process IS judicial?
SIr Leslie Scott· Or to put It In another way still. If the Issue ISa justiciable
Issue, either because the facts are disputed or because the law applicable IS
disputed, that ISessennally a matter for judicial decision
SIr Wm Hart·

I agree

48

From tlus confusion the Committee
cntenon.

Admirustranve

the application

of

retreated to a simple, If indefensible.

deCISIOns, they concluded,

were concerned

with

policy and therefore Involved the exercise of a wide dIS-

crenon. whereas judicial decisions SImply applied hxed rules of law Quasijudicial decisions were, therefore,
rrurustratrve

In the Committee's

deCISIOns which had some element

that they Involved disputes

Such disputes.

by rules of law, and so remained

ad-

of a judicial character

however,

adrrurustrative

to be determined by the minister's

VIew, essentially

In

were not regulated

In character,

and were

free choice." ThIS device enabled the

Comrruttee to solve ItS problem. Iusnciable Issues, except In exceptional CIrcumstances,

should be left to the courts, adrrurustratrve

decisions to the executive.
junsdicuon

Mirusters

and quasi-judicial

should be subject to the appellate

of the HIgh Court in regard to judicial decisions. and subject

to the control of Parhament
quasi-judicial

and public OpInIOn In the exercise of their

and adrrurustratrve

and political, remained
Solicitor, SIr Maunce
from the pnnciple

functions

Mirustenal

the keystone of the Constitution.

responsibility.

As the Treasury-

Gwyer, had warned the Committee.

of rmrusterial

responsibility

legal

any departure

would Imply the adoption

of a new theory of government."
The most ardent antagonist
who

of the Committee's

published hIS [ustice and Admirustratvoe

mittee was appointed,

48 Committee

Law shortly before the Com-

gave evidence before them, and In later edmons of

the book took Issue WIth their Report
adrrurustratrve

VIew was W A Robson,

Robson flatly rejected attacks upon

law and Justlce ongInatIng
on Mimsters'

Powers, Mznutes

to MISS S Conwill tor having drawn my attennon
49 Report. PP 74 and 81
50 ,\lznutes of Evzdence. Vol II, P 6

from the doctnne

of EVIdence. 1932. Vol II.
to this dISCUSSIOn

of the separap

26; I am Indebted
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non of powers. The doctrine, he said. was an "antique and nckety chanot
so long the favounte
tionallaw

vehicle of wnters

on polincal SCIence and constitu-

for the conveyance of fallacious Ideas"

years before, Robson demonstrated
been completely

51

LIke A F Pollard some

that the separatIOn of powers had never

accepted in England, and that admirustranve

and judicial

funcnons have been mmgled in the same offices smce the beginning
glish historv

HIS objections to the doctnne went much deeper than those

of the Committee
of governmental
Committee

of En-

who had accepted It as a general guide to the distnbunon
functions. Furthermore,

drew between

he objected to the disnncnon

the

law and policv. which. as we have seen, really

stems from the dual character of English constitunonal

thought

The root of Robson's attack upon the separatIOn of powers was hIS antagorusrn to the Ideas associated
law The implicit commitment

WIth DIcey's formulation

of the rule of

to some form of separatIOn of powers In

DIcey's work was the baSIS of hIS rejectIOn of droit administranl,
baSIS also of the claim of the ordinary
power

Robson, however,

adrrurustrative

courts, sirrular to those

fore, directed at a docrnne
ought not to be entrusted
judicial mstitutions.
mind."

courts to a monopoly

was Interested
In

In

the creation

and the
of judicial

of a system of

France, and his attack was, there-

wluch was used to argue that judicial powers
to adrmrustrators

The most Important

Robson believed. was the development

aspect of

of the "JudICIal

If a similar state of mind were to be cultivated In the minds of ad-

mirustrators

who have to deal WIth judicial problems, then "we need spill

no tears of regret because they do not bear the msntunonal
of the former courts of law"

characterisncs

5:

Robson's attack upon the VIews of Dicey, and upon the conclusions
the Donoughmore

Committee.

separatIOn of powers

In

might be taken as the final attack upon the

Bntain. and a rejectIOn of It

the power of the judiciary to settle judicial matters

In

ItS last stronghold,

Yet there IS something

of a paradox in this posmon, wluch illustrates how the values implicit
doctnne have survived mto the twentieth
the doctnne

51 [ustice and Admmistratn-e

Law, znd edn

In

the

century, and how the precepts of

have doggedly refused to die As WIth Duguir

52 Ibid . P 34

of

london,

194;'

p

14

In

France and
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Goodnow in America. Robson's rejection of the extreme VIew of the separanon of powers was only one side of his argument.

He was forced to hghr

on two fronts at the same time. Whilst attacking the vested interests of the
ordmary

courts in the exclusive exercise of judrcial power, his attachment

to the Idea that there IS a proper sphere of action for adrrunistranve
forced him to adhere to the basic funcnonal
had enunciated.
functions

concepts which Montesquieu

He rejected the VIew that the dehnmon

was logically Impossible;

It

courts

of government

was only the msntutional

amcula-

non of these functions that he WIshed to challenge. And even then, like the
Amencan

opponents

of the extreme separatIOn of powers, he did not rel-

Ish the Idea of a smgle man bemg policeman,

prosecutor,

and Judge on the

same Issue "The exercise of judicial functions by adrrurustrative
be rationalised

and disciplined only by the introduction

nonal reforms and procedural
legislatrve, admirustranve.

safeguards."

bodies can

of specific msntu-

When It IS necessary to confer

and judicial powers on a single department,

he

wrote, It IS always possible and desirable to separate these functions within
the department."

It IS a remarkable

fact that after the great weight of cnncism

been poured upon the Montesquieu
ment they snll remained.
SIOn about the structure
If one abandons
they are

to

categones

that had

of the functions of govern-

in the 1930's and 1940'S, the basis of the discusof government

the Montesquieu

The SImple fact, of course, IS that

functions

the concept of the supremacy

altogether,

closely related as

of law, one IS left without

critena for the orderly conduct of government

business. Day-to-day

any
expe-

diency becomes the only guide for action, and few people would be prepared to admit that expediency
and powers of government.
these categones

alone should determme

The uncomfortable

the orgaruzanon

fact remains. however, that

have failed to provide the detailed guidance

enable us to allocate the functions
that IS immediately

of government

properly,

that would
i.e. in a way

seen to be efncient. and at the same time to safeguard

the values inherent in the separatlon

of powers. The attempt of the English

53 Ibid, PP 333 and 473
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courts to apply these categones

has led, In the OpinIOn of one aurhorirv. to

a pOsltlon "riddled with ambiguities
on Muusters'

GOVER:-;MENT

"54

The conclusions of the Committee

Powers were of little help in deterrmrung

of government

powers. It IS srgruhcanr that when the Franks Committee

on Adrmrustrative
of the ground

Tnbunals came nearly thirty years later to retread some

covered by the Donoughmore

be drawn Into the discussion
functions

Franks Committee

of great Importance,

them to be useful was an empmcal
mvolved

55

of powers between

The only approach that seemed to

which Ignored the problem of the

one,

The difference between the approach of the

two Committees IS perhaps symptomatIc

of the more sceptical approach to

pohncal principles which had evolved dunng the mterverung
and also reflects, possibly, the chairmanship
pher over the deliberations
The "separation

the

that they had been unable to

for the practical allocation
tribunals

of govern-

drawn bv the earher classihcanon

in their Report regretted

rrumsters and adrrunistranve

they refused to

of the functions

were consntunonallv

fix upon a vahd pnnciple

general principles

Committee

of the nature

ment. Whilst notmg that the distmcnons
of government

the later allocation

rhirrv years.

of an Oxford-tramed

philoso-

of the later one

of powers"

remains.

therefore,

a central problem

In

the English polmcal system, for the problem of the controlled exercise of
power IS still. and probably always WIll be, the crmcal aspect of a system
of government

which hopes to combine efficiencv and the greatest possible

exercise of personal freedom. The baSICproblem remains. in spIte of all the
changes smce the seventeenth

century. If our system IS to remain essen-

tIallya system of government

by "law" then some form of control must be

exercised over the agents of government

If we abandon this philosophy of

law how do we prevent mere expediencv

from degeneratmg

government?

Not the arbitrary

but the arbitrariness
possessmg,

of a great machine staffed by well-inrennoned

28-}0

men,

of neceSSIty, a hrruted range of VISlOn, and a hrruted abilirv

54 S A de Smith. [udicial
55 Report

mto arbitrarv

rule of a Charles L a Cromwell. or a Hitler,

of the Committee

Rer/fw

of Adm/lllstratlI'"

011 Admmistratn:e

4CtlOll. London. 19,9 p 29

Tribunai»

und Enq1<lnes

Cmd

21~

19'-
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decisions will lead. The frag-

thought

In Bntain. and the reJectIOn, for good

reasons, of older polrncal theones,

WIthout their being replaced by any

comprehensive

of our system of government

VIew of the structure

values It IS Intended to safeguard,
of expediency

may blow

and the

leaves us to dnft before whatever

WInd
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From the Third Republic to the Fifth

HE

T

C 0 ~ NEe

T ION

between

the doctnne

of powers and the theory of parharnentarv

devel-

oped in the prevIOUS chapter, was a close and rather paradoxical
one. The theory of parhamentarv

government,

cessor the theory of the balanced consntunon.
concermng

of the separatIOn
government,

the dIvISIOn of the functions

but the categones

It

developed

like ItS prede-

required

a set of concepts

of government

among Its parts,

for tlus purpose were potentially

flIct WIth those which formed the baSIS of legal theory
pended upon a VIew of the nature of government

in con-

As the latter de-

closely connected WIth

the doctnne

of the separatIon of powers, there was a continuing

love-hate

relanonship

between the elements of these theones

the rune-

teenth

century

and the first half of the twentieth.

throughout

When the delicately

balanced party system which alone gave some semblance of coherence to
these VIews was destroyed,

the potennally

conflIctmg elements of consti-

tunonal thought were brought into open battle The historv of France since
the fall

of Louis-Napoleon

shows the same baSIC conflict between

vanous elements of constitutional

these

thought, but in a more extreme and in a

more complex form Basically the last century has seen the same attempt
made in France as in Bntam to graft the Ideas of parliamentarv

2bJ

govern-
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ment onto the concepts of the rule of law and the separation of powers But
there were maJor differences m the French historv of this attempt.
In the first place, the ideal of a balanced system of government has remained consistently as the aim of French constitutionalists from the time
of the adoption of parliamentary government to the creation of the Fifth
Repubhc, whereas in England the concept of balance has gradually dropped
out of View, it has remained in France the only smgle consntunonal ideal
which had any hope of gaimng Wide acceptance This ideal has persisted
in spIte of the fact, or perhaps because of the fact, that Frenchmen have
shown little enthusiasm for puttmg it into practIce when pursumg their
own pohncal goals. The discrepancy between theory and practice has been
perhaps more sigruhcant in France than in either the Umted States or Bntam during this penod. The history of parliamentary government in France
thus raises crucial questIOns concermng the value of constrtunonal structures, and the condrnons in which they can or cannot achieve the arms of
those who create them Secondly, of course, the role of the party system
in the operatIOn of balanced or hrruted government is lughhghted in the
French expenence. In Bntam the rare and peculiar conditions necessary for
a system of parliamentary government Yielded gradually to the new pohtics of mass parties in a way which allowed the contmuance of a two-party
system. In France these fundamental conditions have never existed The
doctnne of the separatIOn of powers played an important role m this situanon. where constitutional Ideals and political practIce were so far removed
from each other As in England, the extreme form of the doctnne was attacked as far too rigid for a system of balanced parhamentary government,
but the doctnne, which had been so Important in French historv since 1789,
stayed very close to the surface of French thought. The desire to maintam
a balance between the executive and legislative branches of government
contmually led Frenchmen to emphasize the Importance of a separatIOn of
the functions of government and a dIVIsIOnof power. The failure to maintam such a balance in practICe led critics of the regime to reformulate the
doctnne and to reassert It agamst the attempts to concentrate power in the
legislature The apparent impossibility of attainmg governmental stability
by means of a parliamentary constitution in France fmally led these critics
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THE

THIRD

to doubt the compatibilrrv
to

REPCBLIC

of parliamentary

control power by constitutional

TO

THE

FIfTH

government

WIth an attempt

methods.

The history of France from 1789 to 1958 may be seen as a long-drawnout corollary

to the developments

1776 to 1787. In revolutionary

In

the United States in the years from

Amenca the extreme doctnne

of the sepa-

ration of powers soon led m practice to legislative dorrunanon

over State

executive officials. and the Idea of checks and balances was remtroduced
into Amencan

consntunonal

thought as a means of mamtammg

between the two "political" powers of the government.
treme doctnne
tatorship.'

a balance

In France the ex-

of the separatIOn of powers also resulted in "legislanve

but then gave way

to

autocracy

Dissansfacnon

dIC-

with the results

of the extreme separatIOn of powers led to an emphasis upon the umty of
power in a system of balanced government,

but over the penod of the hIS-

tory of the Third and Fourth Republics It seemed that this balance would
only be mamtained

If a greater degree of separatIOn of functions and per-

sonnel could be Implemented
represented

in France The FIfth Republic Consnrunon

an attempt to realize this cornbmanon

of separatIOn of powers

and checks and balances, but in a form which leads one to doubt the sincenty of the Founders' professions that they WIshed to attam a true balance
between the powers of government
The revolutionary

tradition

in France had embodied an outright

non of the theory of the balance or equilibnum

contrepoids

of powers; the theory of

was seen as the last resort of a people half enslaved by mon-

archy or anstocracy

The herce attachment

as the only alternatrve

to

theory of consntunonal

last great expresslOn in the consntunonal
lie. Yet the Constitution
and grudgmg

between

he, however,

had found Its

of the Second Republic had shown an Important
tradition

and rrurustenal

the separatIOn of powers
government

debates of the Second Repub-

deviation from the stnct revolutionary
compromIse
responsibility

established

and government,

There had been a vague
the separation

WIth the establishment

a new era in French consntunonal

of a balance or equilibnum
Parliament

reJec-

between iegislature

of powers

of the Third Repub-

theory

began

and executive. or between

became the keynote of consntunonal

SIOnm the penods when the Consntunons

The Idea
dISCUS-

of the ThIrd, Fourth, and FIfth

CONSTITUTIONALISM

AND

Republics were bemg created
something

THE

SEPARATIO"

OF

Even those who were blatantly

hoping for

other than a true balance of powers were obliged to defend their

proposals through

the vocabulary

of the equilibrium

theory

sion to the ancient idea of the balanced constitution,
mentary

POWERS

government,

This conver-

in the form of parha-

whilst to some extent reflectmg the mfluence of the

English example, was in fact the outcome of French expenence
SIVe expenments

In extremism

which attempted

to aVOId the rrusiortunes

the elements
Napoleon,

of government

with succes-

The only possible path was a middle way
of either extreme by balancing

against each other. The expenence

followed by that of the Pans Commune,

of lOUlS-

presented

once agam

the lessons of French history

since 1789 The twin spectres of Caesansm

and the Convention

the birth of the Tlurd Republic

But already

In the last decade of the Second Empire the almost inevitable

form of the

haunted

It must be some form of

ensuing regime had been foreseen and forecast
balanced government

In 1861 the duc de Broglie had wntten

"The only

choice which remains for the fnends of hbertv IS that between

a republic

bordenng

upon a constitutional

monarchy

bordenng

upon a republic

other monarchy

monarchy,

and a constitutional

any other republic IS the Convention.

IS the Emplre."l

In 1868 Prevost-Paradol,

In

any

La France

Nouvelle, stated a very similar pomt of VIew.
At the time of the creation
separation

of the Thud

Republic the doctnne

of powers snll exercised a considerable

Ducrocq used It to analyse the msntutions

of the

Influence. In the 1860'S

of the Second Empire. and In

1869 Eugene Poitou afhrmed that the principle was no longer open to debate,

It

was, he wrote, everywhere

seen as the pnme condition of liberty"

FIve years after the Republic came Into existence Fuzier- Herman
which had now reached

claimed

the doctnne

as a French invention

Constitution

Its deiirutrve form. He quoted from the works of con tempo-

ranes to Illustrate the wide acceptance It enjoyed.'

Ie gouvernement

compaTe,

of the

that drew up

de la France, 1870

2 La Ilberte cIvzie et Ie pouvoIr
3 E Fuzier-Herman.

the new

Yet the doctnne

separatlOn of powers did not play the role in the Assembly
> \'ues sur

In

admInIstratIf

La SeparatIOn

en France, Pans, >869,

des pOUVOIrs d'apres

Pans, >880, PP 290-1, and 588-93

l'hIstoIre

p

20

et Ie dro-: constItutIOnnel
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of the Third Republic that It had played

assemblies. It was pnncipallv

earlier consntunonal
adrrurustranve

THIRD

In

connection

with the

of the Consezi d'Etat that Its arguments

junsdicuon

In

were

deployed.' DISCUSSIOnwas now dominated by the problem of how to create
a balance between executive and legislature. and, above all. by the problem
of the constitunon

of the executive power This latter Issue so dormnared

men's minds, and the feelmg It created was so Intense, that It IS difficult
to give to the work of the Assembly any coherent ideological pattern
Constitution

of 1875 was not designed as a great architectural

It was rather, said the histonan
master-builder

Hanotaux.

and plasterer's

the Idea of an equilibnum
of the power of government

ernment

5

Nevertheless,

executive and legislature,

the shanng

subject to the control of the electorate,

the one thread that ran through
the extreme republicans

monument,

a building In the design of wluch

labourer ahke had had a hand

between

The

the debates

Neither the monarchists

was
nor

could hope for, or Indeed propose, a form of gov-

far divorced from that which duc VICtor de Broghe had foreseen

In 1861 Thus de Ventavon,

the rapporteur

of the Commission

des Trente,

when he put to the Assembly the proposals which would govern the penod
of Macmahon's

presidency, even before the form of a republic had been de-

cided upon, insisted that the President's

proposed power of dissolution was

to ensure that the country rrught Judge between the legislative and executrve powers

6

The laws of 1875 represented,

balanced system of government,

on paper at least, a carefully

In which the power of dissolution was off-

set by the need to obtain the approval of the Senate for ItS use, together
WIth rmnistenal

responsibihtv

to Parliament

The separatIOn of powers In ItS extreme
the role In the Constitunon
earlier constitutional

thought

form did not. therefore,

play

of the Third Republic that had charactenzed
In France, although

Its Influence remained

so strong that, In the early years of the Republic. rrurusters refrained from
eXerCISIng their vote In the Chamber, even when defeat rrught result from
their abstention

Yet there was, of course, implicit in this scheme of linked

4 Journal Offine/' 19-20 February 18;-2, pp 1196-;- and 1216
5 G Hanotaux

Histone

de la France contemporamc

6 Journal Ol/'icIel, 22 Jan 18;'5, p 56,

i18-1-hIOOi

Pans, \'01 III PP

:;22-,
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yet divided powers of government,
a partial separatIOn of powers
whatever

SEPARATION

OF

a strong attachment

For the Constitution

its practical operatIon,

emphancallv

POWERS

to the notion of

of the Third Republic,

did not embody .:t [usion of

powers. Thus those Jurists, like Leon Duguit. who expounded
tution as a properly balanced system of parliamentary
forced to develop a complex and somewhat

the Consti-

government

ambivalent

attitude

were

towards

the separatIOn of powers. Their problem was more difhcult than that which
DICey had faced in England,
Rousseauist

for in France the liberal attachment

view of the generality

of the law remained very strong indeed,

and this idea, closely related both in history
categories

to the

and logic to the hmcnonal

of the separatIOn of powers, forced liberal Junsts to mamtam

lnruts to the "proper"

funcnons

of each of the branches of government,

at

the same time that they were attackmg the extreme doctnne of the separation of powers in defence of the parhamentary

mcompanbihty

between

regime. Thus the potential

the theory of government

which has charactenzed

Bnnsh thought

and the theory of law,

durmg the past century, has been

still more acutely felt in France.
A further complication

arose from the need to JUStIfy and expound the

French system of administrative

law, which we have seen was closely re-

lated, after the Revolution, to the extreme
powers

One major JustIficatIon

courts was the doctnne
mterfenng

that the judiciary

in the functions

doctnne

of the separatIOn of

of the existence of special adrrurustratrve
should not have the power of

of the adrrurustranon.

on the other hand, had used the doctnne
attack the system of adrrurustranve

De Broglie and Poitou.

of the separation

of powers to

courts, argumg that they enabled the

executive to wield judicial power Thus the French Junsts of the Third Republic conducted a complicated

operatlOn on the doctnne

of the separatlon

of powers. They rejected the stnct separatlOn of persons and functions implicit in the histoncal

doctnne,

at the same time developmg

a complex

and detailed body of ideas concernIng the mtrmsic nature of the functions
of government

and their articulation.

WIth much greater complexity

and

legahsnc fervour, the same battle was fought that Grey, Bagehot, and Dicey
had engaged in. with the difference that the less sophisticated

English treat-

ment of these problems had enabled much of the controversy

to be glossed

FROM

THE

THIRD

REPCBLIC

TO

THE

FIFTH

over In rather vague formulae, whereas In France the divisive elements In
consntunonal

theory were made much more explicir, and battle lines were

formed which still today playa
cal thought
seemingly

sigruhcanr part In French legal and pohn-

Much of this diSCUSSIOnwas legalistic

In

the extreme,

quite and to anyone concerned WIth the understanding

operatlon of working pohtrcal systems
this strand of French legal thought
modern consntunonahst.

Nevertheless,

and

of the

the broad outlines of

help to demonstrate

the dilemma of the

for these French Junsts attempted

to reduce to

preCIse legal formulae the concepts which they believed to be at the very
heart of Western consntunonahsrn

If we cannot today accept their forrnu-

lanon of the structure

of government,

and funcnons

neither can we wholly

reject the assumptIOns upon which they were based The jurists of the Third
Republic Included a number
Haunou,

of disnnguished

names, such as Esmein and

but two who tower above the rest, and who represent

strands of thought,

the major

are Leon DUgUIt and Raymond Carre de Malberg

When DUgUIt and other French Junsts came to consider the nature of the
Consntunon

of the Third Republic they found to hand a useful reservoir

of legal Ideas which had been developed
period. and which.
served to Illuminate
the eighteenth
hincnons

In

Germany

over a considerable

spite of the rather different aim of German writers,

their own problems

century

In

It was In Germany

that the abstract Rousseauist

had found ItS most extreme expreSSIOn

In

view of government
the work of Immanuel

Kant, The three powers In the State, Kant had written
compared

to the three proposltlons

In

at the end of

In

1796, may be

a practical syllogism

the major

premiSS, the legislanve power, lays down the universal law as an act of will.
the minor premiSS, the executive power, IS the making of a command

ap-

plicable to an action according to the law, and the conclusion. the judicial
power, contains the sentence
under consideration
this logical extreme

7

or Judgement

In

the particular

Having pushed the Idea of government

funcnons

case
to

Kant insisted that each function should be exercised

only by the proper branch of government,
ordinate

of nght

and that each "power" was co-

with the others, "as so many moral persons", at the same time

-; The Phz/osophu

of Law, ed bv W Hastie

Edinburgh

1~8- PP 16;-6

CONSTITUTIONALISM

each was subordinate
of another;
authority

AND

THE

SEPARATION

OF

to the others, in that none could usurp the funcnons

each power was based upon Its own pnnciple.
through

POWERS

a particular

mamtammg

person.' Kant's formulanon

of the separatIOn of powers was therefore

as "pure" and as ngid as It was

possible to be, but this extreme Iormulanon of French revolutionary
tnne was hardly likelv to suit the condmons
century. Far from becoming

of Germany

doc-

in the nineteenth

the basis of German thought,

lanon was rather the startmg-pomt

Its

of the doctnne

Kant's formu-

for the German school of legal theory

which set out to discredit the Idea of the separatIOn of powers and to formulate In ItS place a theory of constitutional
The German concept of constitutional

monarchy
monarchy,

by Prussian writers, had little in common
monarchy

WIth the Idea of constitutional

In modern Bntam, or indeed WIth that Idea as

by Benjanun
monarch

Constant

in early-mneteenth-century

could not be a mere hgure-head,

to arbitrate

restraints.

the development
an alternanve

Constitutional

he represented

monarchy

to

It,

was not seen as a stage In

attack upon the doctnne

Britain

The impulse of the German

of powers was, therefore,

absolutist theories for centuries, and wluch had formerly

English liberal theonsts

were emphasizing

and Austin was developing

At the same time that

the need for harmony

the theory

In gov-

of IndIVISIble sovereIgn

power, German legal theorists were also emphasizing

8 Ibid . P

that

of the essential umty of State power which

been evoked by the theory of mixed government.

to

from enlighr-

than to the system of government

of the separatIon

same horror of the destruction

ernment,

but as

ThIS conceptIon was closer to that of the (harte of

or runeteenth-century

had charactenzed

government,

a system in Its own nght, a development

1814, or to Tudor or Stuart government,
in eighteenth-

the actrve

subject to certain con-

towards a system of parhamentary

ened authontanarusm?

was developed

or SImply exercise the right

between the powers of government,

sntunonal

It

France. The Prussian

exercise of the unified power of the State, although

In order

evolved in particular

the umty of the State

mamtam the power and posmon of the Prussian king Von Moh!

1;'0

9 Otto Hintze. Staat und \'erfassung,

znd edn , 1962, P )65
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TO
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attacked the separatlOn of powers as logicallv false, and leading
to the destruction

of the State and to anarchy

10

Bluntschh

as almost childish." The theonsts

Kant's svllogism

In

practlce

charactenzed

of the Prussian State,

and later of the German Empire, were concerned to reject the Idea that the
sovereign could be a mere executive ofbeer, but they were also concerned
to provide the judicial framework

of a constitutional,

tem of government.

they were well aware of the Importance

Furthermore,

of the bureaucracy,
therefore

and were interested

adapted the ancient

"formal"

m settmg hrruts to ItS power. They

Idea of the generahtv

of the law in order

authorities

and the "material"

These cnteria, evolved

conceptions

of government

In

terms of the

functions.

taken up and further developed by the JuriSts of the Third Republic
Paradoxically
monarchist

enough,

Germany,

these two charactensncs

were
12

of the legal theory

of

the emphasis upon the umty of the State, and the

means of disnnguislung
authorines.

sys-

for delirrutmg the proper spheres of the legrsla-

to evolve preCIse cntena
nve and adrrurustrative

not an arbitrary,

the proper spheres of legislative and adrmrustranve

SUIted very well the needs of hberal French JuriStS expounding

the consntunonal

law of a republican

system of government

With these

tools the State could achieve ItS alms without

the possibihtv

irnphcrt

but there would be proce-

In

earlier theones

of constitutionalism,

of deadlock

dural hrruts to the exercise of power, With each act of government
out in a controlled
consntunonal

way However, to these baSIC principles of the German

monarchy

there had to be added another

from an entirely different source-the
rrud-runeteenth-cenrury
attempt

to combine

earned

English theory of parharnentarv
these disparate

element,

drawn

concept of "balance" central to the
government

The

concepts of law and government

was

made above all by Leon Duguit
In 189.3 Duguit attacked the "absolute separatIOn of powers" as an artihcial theory, contrary to sciennhc observation
"10

P

R von Mohl, Ole Geschichte

lind Literatur

of the facts, and based upon
Erlangen,

der Staatsu'15scnsc!zaften

18))

\

01 I

Z;'}

n Allgemezne

Staatsienre.

r z R Carre de Malberg.
z8o-}

Stuttgart. 18;-:; Vol L p +89
Contribunon a la throne general, de / eta

I,

Pam,

1922,

Vol I pp
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a theoretical

AND
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OF

POWERS

error.P He argued that any distinction between

State will, and the puttmg
functions

THE

of these acts into effect was rrustaken

of the State required

thus necessitated

acts of the
All the

acts of will for their implementation,

"a manifestation

of the personality

any function to be exercised the co-operatIOn

and

of the state" Thus for

of all the organs of govern-

ment was necessary, because they were all essential parts of this corporate
personality.

Parliamentary

form for a representatIve
ration and solidarity

government

pohncal

democracy because It was based upon the collabo-

of the powers of government,

non. In the parliamentarv
the accomplishment

was the most satisfactory

not upon their separa-

regime all the organs of the State partlClpate

of each function."

separatIon of powers, but he rejected also the absorption

of all power in one

set of hands. For Duguit the separatIOn of powers meant the distribution
the hmcnons

in

Thus Duguit rejected the absolute
of

of the State among Its vanous parts in a way wluch enabled

them to co-operate,

whilst dealing principally

only with matters

within

their proper sphere. ThIS conceptIOn, he argued, was the direct OpposIte of
that of the separatIon

of powers as

was, for It was the tradition
Duguit was evolvmg

It

was applied in

of Montesquieu

1791.15

And mdeed

Thus for Duguit the umty of State power did not ne-

cessitate the accumulation of rhis power in one set of hands
be some means of ensunng
of government
hbnum
mfluence

There must

that all power was not absorbed by one branch

A parliamentary

only when government
16

regime reached ItS proper pomt of eqUland parliament

were equal in prestIge and

ThIS balance had only really been achieved in France, he as-

serted, dunng the July Monarchy
the Constitution

of LOUlS-Plulippe

had been "deformed,"

In the Third Republic

and the equihbnum

the dorrunant posmon attamed by parhament

destroyed,

Any ngid separatIOn of persons and functions

was ruled out by Dum constant and

1) "La separation des pouvOlrs et lAssemblee Nanonale de 1;,89," Revue d'Eccnomie
Vol ;', 1893, pp 99, and u6 ff
14 Ibid, P 99
15 Tralte de drozt constltutzonne/,

znd edn , Pans, 1921-3, Vol II, P 536

16 Ibid. Vol II, pp 639-40
Ibid . Vol II, pp 650 and 658
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by

over the governmentY

guits VIew of a balance between the organs of government

1;'

It

rather than of Sieves which

Polltlque

FROM

THE

mnrnate collaboranon
separatlon

THIRD

TO

THE

with each other, although

of administrative

Independence

REPCBLIC

he did envisage the stnct

and judicial offices, and the greatest possible

If, however, all power was not to "result

for the judiciary

to the legislature,"

in jefferson's

(the other extreme

which the balanced constitution

lie was Intended

FIFTH

phrase, or to be usurped by a Bonaparte
of the Third Repub-

to aVOId), then there must be some funcnonal

basis for

the juridical division of powers between the organs of government
what other Junstlc prmciple could the accumulation
It was, therefore,
tinction between
funcnons

quite logical for Duguit

ernment

of power be resisted

conceptions

of government

by Iellmek and Laband m Germany
of government

classifies each gov-

act purely according to the organ of government
Thus any action of the legislature

content. The matenal

7

to adapt to tlus end the dis-

the formal and the matenal

wluch had been elaborated

The formal conceptlOn of the hmcnons
emanated

Upon

IS "legislative."

conceptlOn of government

[unctions.

from wluch

It

whatever

ItS

however, the

vahdity of which Duguit strongly defended, insists that the acts of government must be Identified,

not accordmg to the process by which they are

evolved, but by their content,
cntenon

for distmguishmg

accordmg to their "mtrmsic nature"

H·

between the legislanve and other funcnons

The
IS,

once again, the Idea of the generalirv of law Only an abstract rule stated in
general terms, and no other act of government,
A decision given on a particular.
matenal

sense, although

concrete mstance cannot be "a law" in the

If It emanates from the legislature

the formal sense, from the matenal
the circumstances,

can claim the status of law

an adrrurustratrve

pomt of view

It

or a judicial act

gested that the law passed by parliament

It IS "a law" in

WIll be, accordmg to
10

Thus Duguit sug-

in the Dreyfus case was an "execs

de pouuoir" because It concerned only an mdividual " The generaliry of the
law becomes therefore the key to the understanding
of the hmctions

of government

sanction "fa generaliu:
18

Ibid . 1St edn , Vol L pp

of the mtrmsic nature

It IS ItS generality

that gives to law Its

est fa raIson d'etre meme de la len
nO-l

19 Ibid . Vol I, P 135
20

Ibid . 1921-7 edn . Vol L p

21

.'vlanuel de droit consritutionnei.

196

ath edn Pans

lQ23,

pp

Q4-Q,

"21

CONSTITt.:TIONALISM

The "principle
charactensnc

AND

of legahty"

remained

of the constitutional

and the matenal

aspects

THE

SEPARATIOr-;

essential.

State. He did not Imagme that the formal

of government

acts would

applicable rules, It WIll "legislate,"

ruzed cntenon

POWERS

for Duguit the central,

always, coincide. The executive will sometimes
generally

OF

by which such srtuanons

always

or should

exercise the power to make
but the existence of a recog-

can be evaluated

would enable a

check to be kept upon the extent to which the principle

of legalitv was

bemg adhered to The greater the confusion
government,

of the matenal

the more the system of government

embodied

Duguit

and abuse of power.

insisted that tlus set of constitutional

in the constrtutional

of

was likely to move away

from a posmon of balance towards the accumulation
Yet although

funcnons

concepts was

law of the Third Republic, he did not, of

course, believe that the French system of government

represented

in prac-

nee the Ideal of balance to which he aspired, It was not a system of government

in which an equilibnum

discerned. The discrepancy

of powers and funcnons

could easily be

between the theory of law, in Its fullest sense,

and the practice of "parharnentary

government"

was only too clear

It was Carre de Malberg who seized upon the idealistic elements
DUgUlt'S consntutional

in

theory and insisted that there must be a thorough-

gomg realism in the analysis of law and State. He moved still further away
from the theory

of the separatlOn

status which Dugmt had attnbuted

of powers, reJectmg
to government

the co-ordinate

and parliament

Carre

de Malberg might be seen as the Walter Bagehot of French junsprudence.
for he insisted upon the umty

of State power orgamzed

under the direcnon of the legislature

of the Third Republic. whereas Duguits
the latter would have
characterization
premacy

cabinet as a committee

Carre de Malberg's

of the French legislature

closer to the truth.
tary government

had reflected

the way in which

liked the Republic to operate. Whereas Bagehots

of the Bnnsh

was highly rrusleadmg.

hierarchically

HIS legal theory reflected the practlce

of the legislature

rather sirrular view of the su-

over the government

was very much

The Third Republic was not a system of parhamen-

as understood

system of gouvernement

by Earl Grey or Leon Duguit. nor was It a

d'assemblee; rather It was a system half-way be-

tween these two, a system of government

274

by delegation. The Chamber did

FROM

THE

THIRD

REPL'BLIC

not Itself govern, but the government

TO

THE

FIFTH

had no real prerogatlves,

It

was not

the equal of the Chamber, and the latter could and did Interfere with the
day-to-day

affairs of government

The Constitution

22

of the Tlurd Republic provided no safeguard for the

"principle of legality," said Malberg.
non safeguarded

any more than the British Consntu-

the rule of law Thus he rejected the whole "material"

VIew of government

hmcnons

as quite baseless. There was no cntenon

be found In French law for the division of the functions

to

of government

according to their content. To attempt to establish such a distinction

was

to confuse the tasks of the State WIth Its [uncnons. The SCience of Junsprudence

was not concerned

with the nature of the ends to which State

action 15directed, but only with Its jundical effects Legal acts of very diiferent kinds may be employed to achieve the same ends

23

There was thus

only one tenable VIew of the nature of the functions of government

under

French law, and that was the 50-called "formal" view The legislature

had

the full. free, autonomous

ofh-

power to act, and all other governmental

cers exercised their powers, however WIde or narrow, In accordance WIth
this legislative

authority.

There was no objective distinction

to be made

between the powers of the legislature and the executive or the adrmrustranon: It was entirely a matter for parliament
ThIS unflinching

assertion

berg to reject any [ormulanon
weak as that of Duguit,

ernment

government

which was Intended

to suggest the co-ordinate

and, of course, to reject the Idea of
and gov-

There must be In every State, he argued, a Single, umque source

Itself In a number

or agencies of government,
the dorrunation

Nevertheless,
contnbute

Vol

l,

therefore

a number

a fa theorie generale

of distmct

all these different forms of action.
to a common end, the assurance of

of a Single and mdivisible WIll The "separation

22 G Burdeau. Trazte de Sczence Poiuiaue.
Contrtbution

indivisible, but which could manifest

of forms, necessitating

agencies of government

24 Ibid

led Carre de Mal-

WIth ItS balance between parharnent

of power, which was by dehrution

2}

H

of the separatlOn of powers, even one as

status of the organs of government,
parhamentary

to decide

of legislative supremacy

of powers"

Pans 195;", vol I\', P _,,1, and \'o! \ PP ;"4'-4
Pans 1922 Vol l, P 204

de lctat,

P 361
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POWERS

can therefore mean at most only the expedient dIVISIOnof the work of government

In a way that will ensure the predominance

a hierarchical
parliament

fashion. A hierarchy

of government

of this WIlL that IS In
powers through

can obtain complete obedience from executive, adrrurustranve.

or judicial ofhcers

15

the only logical, acceptable structure

The posItIons represented

by Duguit

of government."

and Carre de Malberg are illus-

tratrve, In Junstlc terms, of the two main strands of thought
throughout

which

French historv

sented the aspiration
berg acknowledged

from 1875 to the present

wluch run

day. Duguit

to balanced and limited government,

repre-

Carre de Mal-

the fact that there were no hrruts to the power of parlia-

ment and no Internal checks to ItS exercise Malberg did not present a crude
VIew of the "fUSIOn" of powers, but for him there could be no equahtv
their relationships.

only a subordination

of one to the other These conflict-

mg prmcrples of balance and hierarchy
constrtutionahsts
prudence

In the twentieth

In

constitute

century

the dilemma

of French

The realism of Malberg's Juns-

did not lead, however, to the eclipse of the OppOSIng VIeWpOInt

The disadvantages

of the system of government

by delegation from parlia-

ment led to continual demands for some remtroducnon
balance, and the ideas which led to the Consntunon
were an attempt to combine. In a somewhat

of the principle of
of the FIfth Republic

uneasy alliance, the principles

of Duguit and Carre de Malberg
The work of Carre de Malberg represents

a low POInt In the prestige of

the theory of the separatIOn of powers in French thought,

yet within a few

years the SIgns of a resurgence

were already evident

balanced system of government

remained strong, and although

some years before the Importance

The aspIratIOns for a
It

was to be

of the separatIOn of powers to this bal-

ance was given much weight, nevertheless

the groundwork

was lard In the

latter part of the life of the Tlurd Republic. and also during the Occupation.
In the thought

gIVen to the future

nons of the Resistance

Consntunon

The tendency

which was feared In the governmental
even those who had no sympathy

of France by some sec-

towards gouvernement
instability

of the Third Republic, led

at all for the doctnne

25 Ibid . Vol I, pp 346-;-, and Vol II, pp 24 and

I1.-\-22

d'ossemblee,

of the separatIOn

FROM
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REPt:BLIC

TO

of powers to explore the means of restonng
the relationships

between government

THE

FIFTH

a degree of equihbrium

and parliament

Into

Thus Leon Blum In

1918 was far from proposmg any degree of separatIOn of legislature

from

executive. arguing that the two must be Inter-dependent,

penetratmg

another;

strengthened

nevertheless

he wished to see the government

one
to

make It the master of the Chamber, not m a despotic sense, but rather In
the sense of a school-master
dictate."

or ballet-master

who would lead rather than

He wished to see the establishment

government

and parliament,

of an equilibnum

between

but not by the use of consntunonal

rules so

much as by the operatIOn of tnal and error The problem of escapmg from
the system of government
In the Consntunon.

by delegation without a fundamental

however, is well Illustrated

change

by tlus line of argument

Those proposed solutions of the problems of the Third Republic that emphasized the need to change the electoral and party systems concentrated

behainour without changes

upon the need to change polincal
tunonal

structure.

It amounted

responsible behaviour

In

consti-

to httle more than the request for more

on the part of polmcians and voters alike However,

the delicare conditions

required

for an effective balance between govern-

ment and legislature in a parliamentary
such appeals to good behaviour

system could hardly be created by

It was the rccogrunon of this fact In later

years, dunng the hfe of the Fourth Republic. that led to the reassessment
of the role of constitutional

rules in order to attain this balance

In the 1930's an appraisal of this kmd was

In

fact made by Andre Tar-

dieu LIke Blum, Tardieu WIshed to create a balance between government
and parhament.

but he placed more faith

In

consntunonal

reVISIOn as a

means of achieving this aim He deplored the influence of Bagehot, whose
Ideas had been taken up by Gambetta

and Ferry, and who had reduced

the status of the cabmet to that of the mere delegate of the parliamentary majority-?

The consequence

power by the legislature
trammelled

had been the absorption

of the executive

The remedy was to gIVe to the executive an un-

power of dissolution,

and to Impose consntutional

26 Leon Blum, La reiorme gouvernementale,

znd edn

27 A Tardieu. La reiorme de l'etat. Pans, 1934, P 29

Pans, 1936, PP

1,0

hrrutanons

and 164
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POWERS

Its legislative

power " The

Ideas of Andre Tardieu and Rene Capitant In the 1930'S are closely related
to the work of MIchel Debre In the following two decades."

the

Occupation

Debre took part In discussions

government

for France, and the role of the separatIOn of powers, as a means

of countenng

left-wing

tendencies

concermng

Dunng

towards

the future form of

some form of gouuernement

d'assemblee, became more evident. In 1942-3, In the clandestme press, the
"absolute confusion of powers" was blamed for the defects In the Third Republic system of government

The way In wluch deputies fought for IT.In-

isterial office was a major cause of governmental

instability

power was the mere delegate of the legislature

that had Itself conducted

the adrrurustranon

of the country, all because rrurusters were chosen from

WIthin the Assembly."

The legislature,

this author asserted,

croached upon the sphere of the judiciary. and had therefore
the concentration

The executive

of all power In their hands

had also enaccomplished

In future the President

of

France should be obliged to choose lus rrumsters from outside the legislature, a requirement
legislative

demanded by the "absolute necessity" of separatIng the

and executive

powers."

It IS Important

to note, however,

that

the Connie General d'Etudes of the Resistance In 1944 stressed that "parliamentary

government"

provided the only available pattern for the future

government

of France, emphasizing.

a separatIon

of the responsibilities

however, that this system necessItated
of executive and legislature

32

WIth the

example of the VIchy regime before their eyes, a system of government
based upon a strong executive seemed to provide little encouragement
pattern for France to follow, and therefore,
role of the separatIon

as a

for the time being at least, the

of powers was seen as the means of acluevmg that

balance in the system of parliamentary

government

that the Tlurd Repub-

lie had so singularly failed to attain
28 Ibid . PP 2':) and 44-46,

Fran\a!se

de SCIence Politioue.

also N WahL "Au" ongmes de la nouvelle Consnrunon

" Revu"

Vol IX, No a. 1959, PP 59-6l

29 See WahL op CIt, PP 49 and 60-6l
30 M Blocg-Mascart,

Chroniques

de la Resistance,

)1

Ibid . PP u8-9

)2

H MIchel and B Mirkme-Cuetzevitch.

Pans, 19'>4, P 29l

Pans, 1945, P

Les Idees poutiques

12+

et sociales

de la Resistance

FROM

The resurgent
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Interest In the separatlOn of powers as an Instrument

the forging of a true system of parharnentarv
little expression In the Constituent

government

Assemblies of the Fourth Republic The

experience of the Vichy regtme, together With the dominant
by the Communists
Independent

The extreme

favoured a powerful, almost unchecked single-chamber
most stnkmg

fact about the consntunonal

Assembly

Left

Yet the

debates of the Fourth Republic

posmon given to the Idea of balanced government

all Sides In spite of the "unbalanced"
tion, the arguments

posltlon held

and Socialists, ensured that there would be no strong

executive power In the new Constitution

IS the predominant

for

found, however,

nature of their proposed

by

Constitu-

of the Left, as presented by Pierre Cot, the rapporteur-

general of the Committee on the Consrrtunon. were based upon the necessiry of creating a balanced constitution. an equihbnum between legislanve
and executive

powers

The Constituent

markable spectacle of the spokesman
vocabulary

Assembly

should be able, In very diffenng
the same arguments

which had been so decisivelv re-

That Lally- Tollendal and PIerre Cot

CIrcumstances It IS true, to unlize much

to very different ends, IS an extreme illustranon

difficultIes that face the constitutionalist

In

any way from the

that has been attached to the theory of equilibrium

ern France, rather It was an acknowledgment

jeered In the referendum

In mod-

that no other consntunonal

theory was acceptable to the great body of Frenchmen
as a victorv for constitunonahsm

of the

That PIerre Cot was arguIng very

much WIth hIS tongue In hIS cheek does not detract
Importance

to the re-

of the extreme Left employing the

of the balanced consntunon

jeered at the time of the Revolution

was treated

It might be seen

that the first draft Consnrunon

was re-

of May 1946, and that the rnam argument

used

against the proposals put forward by the Left was that they did not In fact
embody that balanced system of government

upon wluch they claimed to

be based
Naturally
exhibited

enough, the attachment

which the left-WIng partIes publicly

to the Idea of balance did not extend also to the separatIOn of

powers Indeed, COt took the opportUnIty
doctnne

The revolutionary

was now necessary

of launching an attack upon the

theory was no longer relevant,

to think In terms of collaboration

he argued

between

It

organs of

CONSTITUTIONALISM

government

entrusted

AND

THE

SEPARATION

with different functions

33

OF

POWERS

The "old theory

of the

separatIOn of powers," said Cot, must be seen simply as a special case of
the pnnciple

of the division of labour

set It up as a dogma, would be to

To Isolate this special case, and to

fail to recognize that It was no longer

relevant to the problems of a democracy

Instead there must be established

a system of "contrepoids et d'equshbre" which would ensure the continUIty
and the" souplesse du pouooir."

of government

34

Thus was the revolution-

ary tradition completely reversed, the doctnnes of Sieves replaced by those
of Mirabeau

as the consntutional

trend of bourgeois constitutional

theory of the Left. The full Irony of the
thought

Since the mid runeteenth

was realized on that day In the French Constituent
tranon

of power In the parliamentary

Assembly

The concen-

Assembly, WIth only those Internal

checks that could be provided by the party system, previously
mneteenth-century

century

the baSIS of

liberal democracy, was now the arm of a left Wing that

scented power. Pierre Cot's arguments

were also those of Duguit. but Cot

knew that the type of party system which alone could provide the balanced
government
surprising.

he professed to desire did not, and could not, exist It IS hardly
perhaps, that the expenence

of the Fourth Republic. in ItS in-

ceptIOn and In ItS operatIOn, led those who feared the power of the Left to
turn away from the reliance upon a system of government

which placed all

the onus of achieving a balance upon the working of the party system, back
towards a more stnctly constitutional

approach to the balance of power.

It was hotly demed by PIerre Cot that the left-Wing draft Consntunon embodied a system of gouuernement
upon this draft, In particular
that gouvernement

d'assemblee. but the attack made

by the M.R.P., was based upon the assertion

d'assemblee

was implicit.

If not explicit.

In

the pro-

posed Consntunon." The generally accepted assumptIOn of the need for a
balance between
Committee's

executive

publzcazns independents,
of separated

and legislature

was not In fact realized In the

proposals, It was alleged PIerre Courant, speaking for the

re-

was as strongly opposed as PIerre Cot to a regime

powers, but, he argued, the checks and balances WIth

33 Journal OrTiclel. 19 Apr 1946, p 1622
34 Ibid . P 1620

35 Journal OrTiclel. 1946, pp 1624,1633
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constrtutionalists

TO

notion

Every effort must be made by the

Assembly to attain that "perfect equilibnum"
the Improper exercise of power." It was left
num The system of parliamentary

FIFTH

had replaced this outmoded

were absent In the draft Consntunon.

a separatIOn of powers, In modern

THE

which alone could prevent

to

Rene Capitant to argue that

form, was necessary
government,

to this equihb-

he insisted, was a modern

version of the separatIOn of powers, but It required an effective. powerful
executive If It was to be realized In practICe
The theory of equihbnum
argument

formed also the baSIS of Paul Coste-Floret's

when he Introduced

sembly, although

r

the second draft Consntunon

It was hrtle different

which his party had attacked

Into the As-

in effect from the earlier draft,

as embodymg

a system of gouoernemcnt

d'assemblee. Coste-Floret rejected both the "absolute" separatIOn of powers
which charactenzed

a presidential

system of government,

fUSIOn of powers" which gouoernement
extent he implied

an adherence

and the "con-

d'assemblee represented

to the pnncrple

To this

of a partial separatIOn

of powers, quoting Dugurt In support of his view of a harmonious
ruzation

of the organs of government,

differennanon

and the collaboration

merely to denounce gouoernement
not enough

built upon the pnnciple

of the functions

of the State."

ernment

establish the balance between

that parhamentary

amendments

30

government

But
IS

of the Third Republic

had shown, was to fmd a way of avoiding government
to

of "the

d'assemblee and to pralse "harmony"

The critical problem, as the expenence

the Assembly, and

orga-

by delegation
parliament

from

and gov-

In the strict sense implied

embodied in the second draft Constitution

The

were not sufficient

to achieve tlus aim, and the Fourth Republic. hke the Third, never achieved
that balance which the constitution-makers
The Constitutions

seemed to pnze so highly.

of the Third and Fourth Republics represented,

fore, a complete change In the consntunonal
separatIOn of powers formmg
rejected, and the theory

the backbone

theory of republicanism
of the earlier tradition

thereThe
was

of balance took ItS place However, Just as the

)6 Ibid . P 16)0
37 Ibid . PP 1669-71
38 Journal O(ficlel, 1946, Document 350, p 29,
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of powers, so ftercely mamtamed
In

practIce

In

POWERS

theory, had not been ad-

the First and Second Republics. so

Fourth Republics the theory of equilibnum,
the constitutional

In

OF

the Third and

In

which had loomed so large

debates at their inception, did not matenahze

In

in practIce.

Indeed, by a strange irony of history, the practICe of the Third and Fourth
Republics came close to realizmg

the SpIrit, If not the letter, of the doc-

tnnes of the separatIOn of powers that the Consntuent
fiercely repudiated,

For the system of government

Assemblies

by delegation

Assembly lies half-way between that model of gouvernement
In

which the Assembly

the ideal of parliamentary
a mere executive.
by delegation

Itself wields all the powers of government,
government,

and

in which the cabinet IS more than

havmg the power to initiate and secure the passage of

from the Assembly

bly, but It IS not
governments
government

of It. The deputies

and parliament:

In

the Thud and Fourth Republics held

rather a distrust

not commlS, as the mimsters
In the

between
towards,

of the partIes

of the ThIrd and Fourth Republics were

had been under the Convention, but they

posmon of the "mere executives" of the pure doctnne of

the separatIOn of powers. The companson
close. There the Governor

Its power, treatmg

of, and a hostility

which set it apart even from the members

that composed It. The governments
were almost

the cabinet IS drawn from the Assem-

at arm's length. There was no close collaboration

the government,

15

d'assemblee,

and the acceptance of its policies. In the system of government

legislation

1.776

had so

from the

WIth the Amencan

was elected by a legislature

lum as an "executive"

In

the narrowest

States after
Jealous of

sense In both

SItuations there were no real hrruts to the power of the legislature.
could, and did, "meddle"

in matters

better left to executive

officers. The Third and Fourth Republics experienced

which

and judicial

all the disadvantages

of a system of separated powers under Constitutions set up under the banners of "harmony"

and "balance," whilst those who WIshed

this situation mcreasmglv

emphasized the Importance

powers as a means of attammg

balanced government.

In

escape from

of the separatIOn of
Just as Jefferson in

hIS Notes on the State of Virginza had called for "barriers"
of power,

to

to the exercise

the form of checks and balances that would make the separa-

non of powers a reality. so now the cnncs of the Fourth Republic called for

FROM

THE

THIRD

a more formal adherence

RErL'BLIC

TO

to the separation

system of balanced government
dunng

FIFTH

of powers m order to make the

a reahrv

The demand for more effecnve barners
had been expressed

THE

to the power of the legislature

the hfe of the Third Republic and dunng the

German occupatIOn, but the most powerful,

If somewhat

vague, expres-

sion of this pomt of VIew came from General de Gaulle In June 1946 at
Bayeux, before the discussion

of the second draft Consntunon

The Im-

portance of some degree of separatIOn of powers to the system of balance
or equilibnum

was clearly stated by the General

principle reqUIre that the public powers=
should be clearly separated
eral connnued.

legislanve,

and strongly balanced"

"Both experIence

executive, judicial-e

If, however, the Gen-

the execunve were to be drawn from the legislature.

would result that confusion of powers
nothing more than an assemblage
cohesion be maintained

In which

of delegates

In government

and

government

there

soon becomes

How long could UnIty and

If the executive power originated

from the power which It IS supposed to balance ' " Thus the two Ideas of the
separatlon
ship

In

and balance of powers, which had had such a complex relation-

the history of French thought, were reunited again by de Gaulle, as

they had been reunited

In

the thoughts of the Founding Fathers at Philadel-

phi a ThIS camp anson between the two situations IS by no means a fanciful
one, for the consntunonal

problems of the United States and France are

much more closely related than they seem at hrst SIght. Yet already there
were disturbing

elements

in the General's VISIOn In addition to balancing

the legislative and executive powers he envisaged the creation of a power
of arbitration,

above the connngencies

of day-to-day

POhtICS,which would

not be denved from the polmcal parties but be Independent

of them

This

might mean no more than the creation of an office similar to that of the
constitutional

monarch

In the thought

of Benjamin

Constant,

or It rmght

be something

rather different, WIth a posItIve, active role in government

Experience was to show wluch of these roles the President In such a Republic would perform
By the rrud 1950'S the possibility of the creation of some form of presl-

39 L'annee poutiaue, 1946, Pans, 194-, pp

sr-8
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ruled out in 1946, was being widely discussed.

Maunce

engaged in the discussion of a form of "neo-parhamentarisrn"

which a popularly

in

elected pnme rruruster would work alongside a parlia-

ment subject to automatic

dissolution

if it should reject his proposals."

A

public opinion poll taken m the spnng of 1956 showed a maJonty in favour
of the direct election of the prime rruruster at the same time as the election
of deputies

41

It was MIchel Debre. however, who developed most explic-

itly the combination

of the separatiOn of powers and balanced government

that seemed most likely to create those conditions of stability and the controlled exercise of power which the party system had failed to provide in
the context of the Constitution

of the Fourth Republic

the separatIOn of the powers of government

Of the necessIty of

Debre was m no doubt, only

in this way could the abuse of power be avoided."

But Debres

attitude

to

the separatIOn of powers was by no means naive. He was not an advocate
of the absolute separatIOn of powers; rather he wished to integrate this Idea
into a philosophy

of rrud-twenneth-centurv

all the criticisms

that had been made against the pure doctnne

government

been conceived m an earher age. Debre attempted
dIfferent strands of consntunonal
control of power, especially

maintenance

He was as concerned with the
had been,

which had infused the work of DUgUIt

thought;

hnallv. he was as concerned

of the umty of the State power, and therefore

rution of a degree of hierarclucal

as It had

to combme three rather

legislative power, as Montesquieu

the Idea of balance and harmony
was also central to Debres

thought.

which recogmzed

orgaruzanon

for the

of the recog-

of the parts of the State, as

had been Carre de Malberg.
Debre asserted the necessity of the dIVIsIOn of power in the democratic
State in terms which are almost a paraphrase
of power in a democracy,
concentrated

of Montesquieu

he wrote, required that authonty

in one set of hands. No man, no government,

The division
should not be
no assembly

may freely dispose of the destmy of the nation, nor of a smgle citizen
40 See J Ceorgel. Crztlques

et reiorme

des constItutIOns

de la Republioue, Pans, 1959

41 Le Club Jean Mouhn, L'Eta: et Ie Cltoyen, Pans, 1961, PP 348-9
42 M Debre. La Republique

et son

POUVOtr,

43 M Debre. Ces princes qtll nous gouvernent

Pans, 1950, p 80
, Pans, 1957, P 20
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THIRD

Some form of separation
srte of the democratic

TO

THE

of powers was, therefore,

FIFTH

an essential prereqUI-

State However, there was a paradox at the heart of

the idea of the separation
problem of democracy

REPCBLIC

of powers, a paradox which reflected the central

It was necessary to divide the authonrv

of govern-

ment, yet such dIvISIOn carried Within It the grave nsk of the irresponsible
exercise of power. The umty of State power was essential to the stabihrv
of the State and ItS effective operatlOn. There must be, therefore, above the
separate and specialized parts of the State, an authorrtv
sure the coherence of government
In a system of separated powers

which would en-

acts, and offset the weaknesses Inherent
44

This emphasis upon division and umty,

wluch recalls the thought of Sieves and Constant, enabled Debre to cnncize
the Fourth Republic, both on the ground that the powers of government
were "confused"

in one set of hands, and also on the ground that "power"

was too divided. too broken up to enable the government
effectively. A satisfactory
nons, he argued: first.
up WIth "clanty"

It

system of government

to be carried on

must satisfy two condi-

must allow the tasks of government

between

must allow the government,

to be divided

the dIfferent organs of government,

second, It

wrongly termed "the executive." to attain a

degree of stabihtv and cohesion

The Fourth Republic failed on both counts

All power was concentrated

in the Assembly, which intervened

In all fields of government

action. so that the first condition was not met

improperlv

At the same time the Assembly was divided Into iacnonal groups, so that
power was fragmented

and destroyed,

and thus the second condition was

not met either. "There was confusion where there should have been clanty,
dispersion of power where there should have been unitv " 45
The solution to the problem of division and umty was not to be found,
said Debre,
described

In

government
Integrated;

the system of the Fourth Republic. wluch he maccurately

as gouvernement

d'assemblee, nor

In

a system of presidennal

In the former the powers of government
In

disintegrated.

are confused and dis-

the latter they are too ngldly separated and therefore equally
The only alternative

ration of powers, in a parliamentary
44 La Repub!Jque et son

POUVOlr,

was

to

be found In a system of collabo-

regime properly so called Thus Debre

pp ,8 and 81

45 Ces princes qUI nous gouuernent. pp 2)-24,29
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government

which had

for nearly a century. In defendmg

the Consn-

of the FIfth Republic Debre claimed to be establishing

for the hrst

time a true parliamentary

system." M. [anot, representmg

before the Constitutional

Consultative

hed" parliamenrarv regime

47

Yet It

theory that tlus was a completely

15

Committee.

the government

referred to

It

as a "pun-

difficult to accept at rts face value the

sincere attempt to create a balanced sys-

tem of the sort that Duguit had WIshed to see. The Idea of a parliamentary

regime m which the members of the cabmet are forbidden to be members
of the legislature.

although

they remam responsible to that legislature.

IS a

little difficult to grasp. ThIS separatlOn of personnel was necessary, accordmg to M [anot, to avoid the temptatlon,
the

to which deputies succumbed

Third and Fourth Republics, of defeatmg the government

of office. The separatlOn

of cabmet and parliament

m

m the hope

rrught be accepted as

a means of gIvmg the former a degree of Independence

of the latter, but,

taken together WIth the introduction

and of the devices

of the referendum,

wluch favoured the passage of the budget and of government

legislation.

It would seem designed to create a degree of executive dommance
rable to that of modern British government,

a cabmet in a system of balanced parliamentary
Constitution

have called It an Orleamst

and parliamentary

government."

ment of Parliament.'?

compa-

rather than to the posmon of
government

regime."

a mixture

Critics of the
of presidential

or a system mtended to lead

More recent developments

to

the efface-

m the actual operatlOn of

the FIfth Republic have led to charges that, far from creating a system of
balanced government,
government

the regime has been turned Into a system of direct

which has by-passed parliament

The Constitution

of the FIfth Republic also mcorporated

ment of the mneteenth-century
the Idea of balanced government,
46 "La Nouvelle Constitution."
4;- Corrute Consultanf

turned It Into somethmg

Revue franqalse

Consnrunonnel.

CIt,

another

liberal VIew of constitunonahsm,

Travaux

de sCIence politique.
preparatoires

p 44
48 M Duverger, Revue [rancaise de sCIence politique,
49 Ceorgel. op

altogether
ele-

but, like

very different In

March 1959, pp 8-10

de la ConstItutIOn

Pans, 1960,

1959, p 103

Vol II, pp 120-1

50 M Duverger. instttutions

politioues et droit consntutionnel,
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5th edn , Pans, 1960, p 688
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spirit and In practtee The material conception of government
charactenzed

pared to accept the thoroughgomg

doctrine of parliamentary

Carre de Malberg

for distinguishing

A set of cntena

tion of Parliament
Incorporated

functions had

the work of Duguit and of those Junsts who were not pre-

from the rule-making

Into the Consntution

the law-makmg

func-

powers of the government

was

of the FIfth Republic, so settmg up for

the first time a specific. If obscure, consntunonal
VIew of government

supremacy of

basis for the "material"

functions. There was now a cntenon

for deciding what

was, and what was not, a valid legislative act, and a Consntunonal

Council

to apply It. Yet this was the old liberal VIew of the matenal VIew of government functions

stood upon ItS head It was true that Duguit had believed

that Parliament

could exceed ItS proper powers, as in the Dreyfus case, but

hIS cntenon

of the vahdity

of law had been ItS generahry.

whereas now

the express purpose of making explicit the hrruts of the "legislatrve power"
was to gIve to the government
sphere of competence

the power

to

make general rules In Its own

On behalf of the government,

Ianot blamed the pure

doctnne of the separatIOn of powers as It had operated, he said. under the
Third and Fourth Republics, for the system of gouuernement
wluch had then emerged

powers which broke away from the old categones
the government

d'assemblee

What was needed now was a new dIVISIOn of
and which would allow

to make general rules WIthout the sanction of Parliament

The complex history of consntunonal

Ideas from the Tlurd Republic

51

to

the FIfth poses some very acute problems for the student of consntution-

ahsrn It Illustrates how the same theoretical arguments

can be turned to

very dIfferent uses, and how WIde the gap often IS between expressed aims
and actual behaviour

The Ideal of balanced government

theme of constitutional
approximated

government

which has been the

since 1875 has never been even closely

m practICe Either the Assembly has treated the government

as a mere delegate,

looking upon It as a comrruttee

the true sense of that phrase, or the realizanon
has been the result of the desire

to

dorrunate the legislature

to balance It, or to accept the techniques

5" Trar'aux preparatoires.

p 4S

of the legislature

of a strengthened

of direct democracy

m

executive
rather than
rather than
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accept the difhculnes of governing through the representative Assembly.
This dispanty between theory and practIce raises some important quesnons, If the concept of a balanced consntunon ISused more as a means of
placmg one's political opponents at a disadvantage than to effect a genuine
balance, what weight can we place upon such constitutional arguments or
constrtutional devices? Equally Important has been the questIOn raised by
the expenence of the Third and Fourth Republics concermng the relationship between systems of parliamentary government and consntunonahsm.
Towards the end of the Fourth Republic Georges Burdeau pointed out that
It was impossible to create a true parliamentary system by consntunonal
fiat. The baSISof such a system was the party structure, not legal rules,
and this necessary party structure could not be created by legislanon 52 The
same pomt has been made more recently in publications of the Club Jean
Moulm. The Idea of a "constitution" comes therefore to be directly assocrated WIth a presidential system of government It IS impossible. said the
Bulletzn du Club Jean Moulzn in 1962, to "decree parliamentary government," whereas It ISpossible to create and establish a presidential system by
consntunonal edict. A parliamentary system, the Bulletzn continued. ISnot
a body of legal rules, It ISa "collection of structures," a set of given lustorical and sociological facts. In the last analysis there exist no parliamentary
constitutions. only parliamentary structures. Thus a country can provide
Itself With a presidential constitution m order to realize a democratIC system of government when history and SOCIOlogyrefuse It the conditions
necessary for a parliamentary reglme.53 These insights into the practIce and
problems of consnrunonahsm presented by the historv of France would
have to be gIven full weight in any attempt to remodel consntunonahsm
for the twentieth century.

52 G Burdeau, Traue de SCIence politiaue. Vol V, p ;-45
53 Bulletin
iourd'hui. Pans,

du Club Jean A1oulzn,
196},

pp

1\0

)1,

jum-juiller

112-1}
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theory of the Uruted States down

to the CIvIl War was dommated
the two doctnnes

by the mteraction

between

of the separatIOn of powers and checks and

balances, forrrung a complex pattern

of OpposItIOn and Inter-

action, until they both dissolved Into a number of tactical political pOSItIons
WIth little coherence or conSIstency. The confused pIcture of constitutional
thought

presented

which neither

m the 1840'S and 1850'S IS mdicanve

of these old theories

of consntunonahsrn

of the extent to
any longer POS-

sessed the ideological fire of an earlier age Both represented
VIew fast becommg

Inadequate

pomts of

m the face of the tasks of government

In

the modern world. Yet at the end of the CIVIl War the formal Constitunon of the United States still embodied that combmanon

of the separatIOn

of powers and checks and balances which the men of 1787 had devised.
and indeed It still does so today

It seemed, therefore,

of the Union over the Confederacy

was a conhrrnanon

that the triumph
of the constitu-

nonal system not only against the threat of secession. but m Its entIrety
When Cooley

published hIS Constitutional

of the Founding

l.imitauons

In 1868 the work

Fathers seemed more secure against attack than at any
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dispersed in 1787. More Important,

tution, with Its elaborate barners

the Consti-

to the exercise of effective governmental

power, suited very well the alms of that group of flounshmg

big-business

men who were to dominate polmcs in the latter part of the nineteenth
tury, giving to it the character of the age of the tycoon
this philosophv

of government

in an mdustnal

in 1918, when in the child-labour
unconstitunonal

the attempt

age was reached, perhaps,

case the Supreme

Court mvahdated

in Amencan

long, intense period of cnncism
nonal theory,

political thought,

the CIVIl War did
for It ushered in a

and attack upon the established

of an unprecedented

politicians, journalists.

as

by Congress to hrrut the hours of work for

children in factones to eight hours a day. Nevertheless,
mark a turnmg-pomt

cen-

The high pomt of

ferocity. conducted

constrtu-

alike by practical

and academics

The growth of the trusts and the concentration

of econorruc power, the

wealth and political mfluence of a few men, and the nature of politics in
what Lippmann has called the twenty dangerous and hurruliating
tween the death of Lincoln and the nse of Grover Cleveland,

years becalled into

existence an ImpreSSIve protest, a demand for reform that built up through
the Granger, Greenback,
SIVIsm. ThIS was another
and privilege
seventeenth

and Populist movements

which had charactenzed
century,

to its climax in Progres-

of those great democratic

but now

It

the modern

revolts against power
world since the mid

was a revolt with a different ideological

Impulse. It was no longer an attack upon oppressive arbitrary
the form of demands for freedom from government

rule taking

action. but a demand

for government to act to deal WIth pressmg economic and social problems
It was an attack upon a constrtunonal system that allowed these problems
to be shelved, or indeed required
on earlier occasions. this democratic

them to be shelved
onslaught

of checks and balances wluch entrenched

Thus although,

as

was directed at the system

privilege. it was no longer based

upon the nval princrple of the pure separatIOn of powers, on the contrary

It

was directed equally agamst that doctrine, in its extreme form at any rate,
as one of the factors making for an meffectual
ernment

Changing

attitudes

and weak system of gov-

towards the nature of freedom and the role

AND

PROGRESSIVISM

of government

in society demanded

JectIOn of the over-simplified

POLITICAL

SCIENCE

a new approach and a consequent

theories

of earlier liberal consntunonahsts.

The need now was for a system of government
SIOn to the growmg demands for government
urutv of the "powers" of government

re-

that would gIve expres-

action, a system in which the

would be as Important

a consider-

atron as their separatIOn. As early as :1864 George H Pendleton mtroduced
into Congress the first of a long lme of bills which proposed a closer relanonslup between the Congress and the Adrrurustranon,'

and only fourteen

years after the end of the CIVIl War the young Woodrow Wilson wrote hIS
essay proposmg the adoption of cabinet government
The attack upon the dominant
nineteenth

and the begmnmg

With both barrels

consntunonal

m Amenca

2

theory at the end of the

of the twentieth

century

hred. therefore,

The attack upon pnvilege. and upon those consntunonal

checks and balances which, by denying majorIty rule, protected
had sornethmg
tunon

of the flavour of the [effersoruan

of a century

earlier

They embodied

over all the agenCIes of government

privilege.

attacks upon the Consn-

demands

for popular control

not very different from those of

Iohn

Taylor of Caroline. for they rejected entirelv the concept of independent
branches of government
called the Amencan

rucelv balanced against each other Franklin PIerce

Consntunon

be found in any country

"the most undemocratic

in the world today

1/

3

instrument

A Constitution

to

contairung

so many checks and balances, he wrote, was a constant temptatIOn to both
President and Congress to usurp power.' T. Allen Smith thundered
the monarchic

and aristocratic

elements

in the Consntunon,

the legislatrve role of the judiciary" These undemocratic
replaced by an easier amending
nve. the referendum,

against

and agamst

features should be

process and by the adoption of the mina-

and the recall. Such devices would make

It

possible

for the people to mamtam their control over all the officers of government,
1 See Stephen

Horn. The Cabl11ct and Congress. :-\e\\ lark. 1960. for a tull discussion of the

historv of these proposals
2 "Cabinet Government

-' Federal UsurpatlOn.

In

the United States." lnternattonai

Ne\\ York. 1908,

p

389

4 Ibid . P 6
0;

The Spint of AmeTlcan

Government.

New York. 190;'

RerIfU'. August 18;'9
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legislative. executive, and judicial alike. as Theodore Roosevelt proclaimed
to the Convention

of the National Progressive Party m :191:2.6

This aspect of the demand
fore, constitute

a demand

a straightforward

for consntunonal

for the replacement

reform

of checks and balances by

system of legislarive supremacy

suspect in Progressive

eyes than executive

for the problems of modern

government

did not, there-

Legislatures

were more

officers, and the best solution
was seen to be the strengthen-

mg of executive power at State and Federal levels Practical polmcians
Robert La Follette were more concerned
all branches of government

to establish popular control over

than to Unite them. Thus most of the plans for

the reform of State government
trve by the legislature,

did not propose the election of the execu-

they intended that more power should be conferred

upon the executive to control and coerce the legislature
of the branches of government
sembled, therefore,

and subjecting

the old [effersoruan

was intended

The separatlon

tradition, but they had in reality a
philosophy

of rruru-

for the popular control of the agencies of government

to ensure that they acted harmoniously

of government,

7

them to popular control re-

different aim They did not embody the Ieffersoruan
mal government,

like

not that they should be prevented

other lme of attack upon exisnng

consntunonal

to achieve the aims

from acting at all The
thought

was, therefore,

upon the "negative" aspects of the separatlOn of powers.
The demand for "harmony"

between

the parts of the government

was

now heard as often, and as strongly, in the penod between the Civil War
and the FIrst World War as It had been in Bntam in the early nineteenth
century

It was argued that the social and economic problems of modern

SOCIety required

concerted

action by responsible

governmental

authori-

ties, whereas the separatlOn of powers made concerted action impossible,
and blurred

responsibility

to the pomt where It disappeared

The nature and consequences

of a system of separated

jected to crincal analysis like that of Henry
Growth

of Amencan

altogether.

powers were sub-

Jones Ford in hIS Rise and

Poittics of :1898. A number

of influences

the nature of these analyses. The Bnnsh system of parhamentary
6 Pnnted 10 G H Payne, The BIrth of the New Party, I9I2, p 24I
7 See Alben M Kales, Unpopular Government
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merit, as described by Bagehot and later by Bryce, provided a new pattern
of government

as an alternatrve

to the two stale philosophies

and balances and the pure separatIOn of powers

of checks

The parliamentarv

sys-

tem, as these writers depicted It, did not suffer from the disadvantages
cabinet government

of

of the sort that the Founding Fathers had rejected In

1787, and the reformers at the turn of the century were lookmg for a very
different performance
eighteenth-century

from their government

conservatives

from that expected by the

who created the Uruted States Consntu-

tion. The Bnnsh system could be portrayed as a more modern, democratic.
and effectrve system of government
a century

than the Federal Constitution.

before had been able to claim supenonty

over the rejected Bntish model

Nevertheless,

cans who were prepared wholeheartedly
parliamentary

and cabinet government

many respects Incompatible

to accept the Bnnsh
In Its entIrety

pattern

Indeed,

Progressive consntunonal

It

upon msntutional
Continental

of

was

In

and

theories

of this Influence, therefore, lay more In ItS embodiment

essential qualmes of co-ordmanon

The
of the

and coherence than In any direct effect

development

European Influence was also of great Importance

when French and German scholarship
particular

all these respects

there were very few Amen-

WIth the measures of direct government

popular election that charactenzed
Importance

In

wluch

the Connnental

was much adrrured

concern WIth adrrurustranve

In

at a time

Amenca

In

law seemed rele-

vant at a time when a need was felt for new msntunonal

developments,

and

when there was a grOWIng Interest In CIvIl Service reform and the problems
of bureaucracy

The development

non through commissions,

of new patterns

States, and then In the form of the Interstate

Commerce

to a questIOnIng of the old triad of governmental
ness of the Importance

of government

of polmcal

theories. which had concentrated
examinanon

of government.

CommISSIOn, led

powers

older consntutional

almost exclusively upon the formal legal

All these factors led, therefore,

of older consntunonal

A new aware-

partIes, and the role of the polmcal

"boss" In the Umted States, led people to re-evaluate
institutions

regula-

first In England and In the mdividual Amencan

dogmas, and so

to

to a searching

a questIOning of the

separatIOn of powers In retrospect the over-all ImpreSSIon of these new ap-

CONSTITUTIONALISM

AND

THE

proaches to the problems of government
an outnght

rejectIOn of the doctnne

Waldo, that Amencan

reformers

SEPARATION

OF

POWERS

seems, at hrst glance, to represent

Yet the assertion, by Professor DWIght

showed an "almost complete lack of sym-

pathy" for the pnnciple of the separatIOn of powers, is rather rrusleadmg." A
close examination
son, Herbert

of the work of the giants of this period. Woodrow WIl-

Croly. and Frank Goodnow,

they represent

an undiscnrrnnatmg

does not support

the VIew that

rejectIon of the doctnne

ration of powers and the values It set out to protect
attacked the pure doctrine as mtellectually

indefensible

of the sepa-

These men certainly
and practically un-

workable, as well they might, but their work can also be seen as a paSSIOnate attempt

to remterpret

an earlier consntunonahsm

many of ItS values by mcorporatmg
losophy of government.

in order to protect

them mto a realisnc and modern phi-

These men, each in his own way, were seeking for

unthin the great stream of Western consntunonalism.

of which

the separatIOn of powers and ItS related Ideas had for centunes

formed an

solutions

essential part None of these men was a proponent
a smgle man, or of a representatIve
inevitablv. therefore,

of absolunsrn.

either of

assembly, or of a polincal party Almost

their work becomes a reformulation

of that problem

of dIVISIOnand UnIty which has perplexed Western thinkers whenever
difficulties of a controlled
The thought

exercise of power have been contemplated

of Woodrow

WIlson Illustrates very well the complexities

of that strand of Amencan

thought

non for the English system

of government

by Bagehot's

descnption

the

that was mfluenced

by an adrrura-

WIlson was deeply affected

of the English Constitution.

and he used Bage-

hot's method and followed hIS analysis closely Nevertheless

he had rather

different aims from those which had inspired the English wnter. and hIS interpretatIOn

of the English political system was, in the end, rather different

from Bagehot's; It was, indeed, a more balanced assessment
of parliamentary

government

scribe the parliamentary

system as a "fUSIOn of powers," for hIS intention

in appealmg to the model of English government
gramme

of legislanve

of the working

than that of his master. WIlson did not de-

supremacy

8 0 Waldo, The Admnustratnre

was not

but to strengthen

State, New lark 1948, p 105

to

further a pro-

the executive power,
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Congress

opinIOn had been lost Although

shone through,

and Executive,

which

HIS admiration

for English government

rather than as a pattern to

Wilson ended lus career, of course, as a practical expo-

nent of a strong Presidency as an alternative

to parliamentarv

government,

and as the best means of provrding leadership in the Amencan
In his Congressional

Government

Bagehot. of disnnguishmg

between

a "hterarv

theory"

of the Constitu-

non and ItS actual operatIOn in practICe The Constitution
had embodied

lmutanons

The result of this transformation

establish "a scheme of congressional

non of Parliament

and controlling
power,

IS

branches

"It
/I

barners

"9

He applied Bagehots

Congress, Wilson wrote, had entered

takmg into ItS own hands all the sub-

"10

predommant

over ItS

So far then, Wilson paralleled Bagehot
Both writers believed that the con-

to the exercise of power

In

destroyed, and a scheme of legislanve ommpotence
effective power was concentrated

descnp-

Will enqUIre into evervthmg. settle

and had emerged

in his method and in lus conclusions
sntunonal

had been to

force, the centre and source of all motive

into the details of adrrurustranon.
"so-called co-ordinate

of the Constitution

Congress

to the Congress

powers of government,

and the

of power had been set at

supremacy," in which "unquestionablv

everything. meddle m everything
stantial

That Con-

had been over-ndden

schemes of balance and distnbunon

and of all regulative

of 1787, he

rather than the reality

a system of checks and balances, but m practice

all the rnceties of consntunonal

the pre-dominant

system

Wilson adopted the same device as

wrote, is now the form of government

nought

still

but he used Its example as an indication of the values which

be closely followed

Founders'

his

in the United States, in his later works

should infuse a modern system of government

stitution

In

in 1879, and agam in 1884, he advocated

the adoption of cabinet government
he was much more hesitant.

SCIEl"CE

their countnes
established

m the representatIve

had been
In

which all

assembly Yet there

IS a strange paradox here In 1865 Bagehot had used the Amencan

pat-

tern of separated powers to Illustrate the complete absence of checks to the
9 Congresstonal Government
10

Ibid . PP 49 and 53

11885L Nev. York, 19.,6 PP 28 and"
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power of the House of Commons
Woodrow

SEPARATION

legislature.

OF POWERS

Britain; twenty years later, however,

of English parliamentary

of a desirable alternative

the Amencan

ernment

In

Wilson used the pattern

as an illustratron
In

THE

government

to the concentration

of all power

Why should Wilson admire a system of gov-

which, according to his teacher Bagehot, embodied a "fUSIOn" of

the legislanve and executive powers?
The answer IS that WIlson did not accept the general description
parliamentary

system with which Bagehot commenced

stituiion: rather he followed the description of the system

In

operatIOn that

Bagehot gave when describing the balance of power between
Parliament.

WIlson, that IS to say, concentrated
British government

their functions."!'

non of the paradox. The American
separated

shaky at-

as "a device for bnngmg the

executive and legislative branches mto harmony
or confusmg

of the

m general terms The result was

that Woodrow Wilson saw cabmet government
umtmg

Cabmet and

upon the elements

system found in Earl Grey's work, rather than upon Bagehots
tempts to charactenze

of the

The Englzsh Con-

and co-operatIOn WIthout

Here then was WIlson's explana-

system,

which IS formally a system of

and balanced powers, actually results in the concentration

confusion of all powers m Congress, the system of cabinet government
means of ensunng
co-ordinated
in Amenca

that the functions of government

The "hard and fast lme" separatmg
was intended,

The parcelling-out
therefore

is a

are kept separate but

executive and legislature

WIlson argued, to ensure the independence

each branch of government,

and

of

but it had resulted mstead in their isolation 1"

of power in the Consntunon

enabled Congress to meddle

In

led to irresponsibility,

and

matters better left to the execu-

nve. On the one hand, the exclusion of the executive from all participation
in the work of the legislature
emergency,
rendered

led to a distressing

paralysis in moments

of

due to the lack of effecnve leadership: and on the other hand,

meffecnve

the attempts

of Congress to exercise control over the

departments.P
In his later work WIlson made this pomt even clearer

The attempt

to

establish checks and balances in the Umted States had failed, he wrote, beI1

I)

Ibid . P 92
Ibid . PP 179 and 185-6
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cause the system of separated powers had resulted in an impossible attempt
to restnct the President

to mere executive hincnons

Congress had been In-

vested WIth the power of "governIng," whereas the real ongIn and purpose
of representative

assemblies had been to "consult" WIth the government

order to appnse It of public 0pImon
tween the Enghsh and Amencan
become part of the government,

14

legislatures

It

grand assize, or session of the nation.
ernment
bills

dIfference be-

was that the Congress had

while In England Parharnent

IS still. as

apart from It. "Parliament

Thus the sigruhcant

was ongma!!y
to cnncize

It IS not a council to adrrumster

In

had remained

Intended to be, the

and control the Gov-

It It does not onginare

the duties of the rrurusters are not merely executive

Its own

the rrurusters

are the Government."15
Wilson's view of the defects of the Consntunon

closely paralleled the

views Jefferson had expressed in the Notes on the State of VzrgzlJla The
attempt

to separate

had resulted

the powers of government

to the legislature.

had faded, and all power

But whereas Jefferson, and other men In

the period before the formation

of the Constitution.

balances to provide the barriers

necessary agamst abuse of power by the

legislature,

WIlson believed that these checks and balances had also failed

to control the exercise of power

ernment

looked to checks and

Iuncnons, he thought

of "government"

Instead he looked to a new VIew of govm terms of the parliamentarv

and "the control

legislative-executive

formulanon.

of government,"
Nevertheless

son harked back to the old dialogue between
and rruxed government
government,

than the old

for a moment

even WIl-

the separatIOn of powers

The analysis of any successful

system

of self-

he wrote, would show that Its only effectual checks consist in

a mixture of elements, in a combmanon
cal principles

"The Bnnsh

unrnonarclucal.
WIlson's

rather

functions

government

the Amencan

of seemmgly

contradictory

IS perfect In proportIOn

pohnas

safe In proportlOn as It IS undernocranc

attack upon the separatIOn of powers was, therefore,
He criticized the extreme

more subtle than Bagehots.
14 Constuunonal

Government

In

the United States, Ne« lark,

16 CongressIOnal Government,

p

154

15 Ibid . P 84

It 15

" 10
much

separatIOn of the

190b PP 14-1,

dnd ,4
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in the Umted States, and the belief that the func-

could be kept m watertight

to develop a more sophisticated

separatlon

the last analysis he rejected Bagehot's

compartments,

and articulation

wluch he saw in the system of parliamentary
mentary

OF

and cabinet government.

oversrmplihed

system In favour of a combination

in France. The insistence that the concentration

advocate the adoption of cabinet government,

were domg

of power was not the aim
of 1899 Bradford did not
but argued the necessIty of

a strong executive. which would have the funcnon
non and subrruttmg

ton proposals to allow members
used the pattern

of formulatmg

legisla-

It to Congress for approval; in other words, he wrote,

"the veto should be applied the other way"

17

He supported

the Pendle-

of the cabinet to speak In Congress, and

of the German

that the head of government

Empire. WIth the difference.

would be a popularly

Illustrate

the desirable relanonslups

members

of the cabinet. and the legislature

of course,

elected President.

18

For Bradford the danger of

system was that the absolute and unchecked

order the legislature

to

between the head of the government,
power of Con-

gress had reduced the executive to becommg the "blmd instrument"
by restonng

and

IS to be found even more clearly in the work of Carnahel

Bradford. In The Lesson of Popular Government

the Amencan

In

VIews of the parha-

of the virtues of harmony

balance, in much the same way as many of his contemporanes
of reformers

in order

of functions.

of any

rmght choose to give." ThIS danger could only be met

the balance of power between

the branches

The keynote of lus work, he wrote, was to further

of government

"the effective separa-

tion of the executive and legislatrve power," and to prevent the absorption
of all power by the legislature

20

Bradford clearly stated the view that the

"proper" separatIOn of the legislative and executive funcnons
achieved through

an attack upon the particular

powers of government

embodied In the Consntution

Bradford was Interested
nons of government;

method

could only be

of separatmg

the

Neither WIlson nor

in a crude attack upon the separatIOn of the func-

on the contrary, they showed a deep concern for the

values the doctrme of the separatIOn of powers had embodied, which could
I;' New York 1899, Vol I P }62

19 Ibrd . Vol II, P 349

18 Ibid . \'01 II, P 354
Ibid . \ 01 II, P ;-8
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by a balanced system of government

pattern of legislative dorrunanon
There were, therefore,

in place of the

that they abhorred

In the penod before the First World War, two

major objectives in the Progressive attack upon the Constrtunon.
effort was directed at an attempt
of government

to ensure the responsibility

to the people through

addition an Intellectual

the mechamsms

assault on the Consntunon

The main
of the parts

of direct control, In

by VVIlson and others

stressed the need to achieve an effective. harmoruous

relationslup

between

the branches of government.

These two arms of democracy

and harmony

were by no means mutually

exclusive. they were shared In varyIng de-

grees by all the reformist elements, but they embodied different approaches
to msntunonal
harmony

solutions which were to a large degree incompanble

of purpose

In

a system of parliamentary

from the direct responsibility

of the government

whereas the use of the irunatrve.

referendum,

government

The

resulted

to the elected legislature.
and recall. and the direct

election of executive and judicial officials as well as members of the legiSlature, did not combme easily WIth the principles

of the parliamentary

system. The most ImpreSSIve attempt to draw together and Integrate these
vanous strands of Progressive constitutional
Croly, journahsr

doctnne was made by Herbert

and, for a time. confidant of Theodore Roosevelt

concern for popular

control and effective. co-ordinated

Crolv's

government,

re-

sulted In a subtle and sensitive approach to the problems of constitutionalIsm. The role of the separatlOn of powers

In

a modern consntunonal

was one of hIS major concerns In hIS Progressioe Democracy

of 1915 In this

work he was at paIns to refute the charges that Progressivism
trerrust attack upon constitutionalism
conscious reformulation
Amencan

State

was an ex-

Itself, and this led him to attempt

of the doctnne

of the separatlOn of powers

In

a
the

context.

WIth that Amencan

gemus for hnding ever new combinations

Ideas of Jefferson and Hamilton,

Herbert

of the

Croly had a VISlOnof a govern-

ment closely subjected to popular control. which would follow a posltIve
national pohcy for the solution of pressmg econorruc and SOCIalproblems.
Croly looked for direct popular control of the organs of government,
would be separated

and functionally

which

distinct, and in this respect his view
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was little different from that of Jefferson or Taylor, although
ments of popular control were to be different
as the Jeffersomans
endowed

had done, any theory

the branches

Croly rejected outright, Just

Jeffersomamsm

WIth an independence both of the

of government

plulosophv

ThIS philosophy

mdrviduahsm,

that the doctnne

HIS was a

opposed to the particularism

stood for. He understood

system,

the Federal Consntunon,
the people themselves

very well that a separatIOn of
must form the baSIS of any

began WIth an analysis of the historv of

attnbutmg

ItS fragmented
mcludmg

to the all-

the fear of the power of

the exercise of popular power by subjecting It to ngid.

effecnve lnrutanons,

and by dividing the government

agamst Itself. The

the power of the people in his VIew was to accept

frankly the danger of VIOlence, and to reorganize

government

structure

The Founders, Croly argued, had evaded the prob-

proper way to ranonahze

"21

WIll be developed

the State so that "popular

from witlun rather

than Imposed from

Thus Croly rejected that philosophy which gave the agencies of
an independence

yet he certainly

ahsm necessarily

allowmg them to restram

or evade popular

did not reject constitutionalism

remains." he wrote, "but the constitutions

"Consntunonare mtrusted

frankly to the people instead of the people to the constitunons
progressIVe democracy
functions

in

of all

did not result in stagnation.

pervaSIve fear of power m Amenca,

reasonableness

opponent

but he looked for a formula which would ensure

Crolys Progressroe Democracy

lem of ranonalizmg

of

led him to an attack upon the extreme

but he was no crude, outnght

that tlus necessary separation

control.

rejected

and in Its m-

role for government.

among the agencies of government

consntutional

WIthout

of a

of the separatIOn of powers, and to demand umty and harmony

the system of government,
functions

upon the necessIty

Yet Croly vehemently

to extreme

limited, negative,

of strong national government,

the Jeffersomans
doctnne

of government

in Its attachment

sistence upon a stnctly

which

of checks and balances

people and of each other, and he was insistent
separatIOn of the functions

the mstru-

" 22 Thus

did not mean that the people would assume all the

of government,

nor that they would dispense WIth orderly pro-

21

Progress we Democracy. New York.

22

Ibid . P

1915.

PP )8. and

225
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would cease to be progressive

departed for long from the use of essentially
srve concentration

SCIENCE

In

case

It

orderly methods; and exces-

of power in the hands of the electorate

dangerous to order as would any similar concentration

rrught be as

m the hands of the

execunve or the legislature.t "
Croly's belief in popular control did not lead him to an assertion of legiSlanve supremacy

Indeed he Judged the traditional

Amencan

SuspICIOn of

legislanve assemblies to have been fully justified by the record of hisrorv
Their "meagre powers of self-control"
WIth complete legal authonty
lative omnIpotence,
of government.

made It impossible to entrust them

over the property and Iives of citizens

The power of that many-headed

must be divided. Popular sovereIgnty

There must be, there-

of these distributed

and It IS here that we reach the crux of Crolvs
non The Constitution

cnncism

of the powers It had divided. although

co-operatIOn was as necessary and desirable as their separatIOn
Thus Crolv, the twentieth-centurv
and balances of the Federalist

geruus, such as a GOthIC cathedral",

The Federalist edifice of the Consnmasterpiece

of artihcial constructive

on the other hand he saw the effects of

as havmg reduced State governments

an mdiscnrmnate

Both these philosophies

24

and the pure separatIOn of powers of the

tunon he likened to "some elaborate
the [effersoruan philosophy

their

Progressive. rejected ahke the checks

later Jeffersonian crItICS of Federalism

clogged the movements

powers,

of the Consntu-

provided for the separatIOn of powers, but It did not

provide for the co-operatIOn

of Iiquid clay..

for the

not for the purpose of ItS

but for the purpose of Its moralization

fore, proper provISIOn for the co-ordinanon

form

monarch, "King Demos,"

bnngs With It the necessity

dIVIsIOn of power, but the power IS distnbuted.
emasculation.

LegiS-

Croly believed. was far from a truly democratic

"to a bed

mass of snckv matter, which merely

of every living body entangled
were designed to rob government

pOSItIVeaction and were both, therefore,

unacceptable

In

Its midst

"25

of the power of
Yet Croly was by

no means happy With the character of the popular Progressive movement,
for he saw that the instruments

of direct government

23 Ibid . P 226
25 Ibid . P 248
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too much mclmed towards the "democratic"
pole of the reform movement
phy of the early nineteenth
hrst glance these instruments
government

OF

POWERS

rather than the "harmonious"

In this they reflected too much the plulosocentury,

instead of that of the twentieth

At

might seem to make for the emanClpatIOn of

from the bondage of the rigid constitution of checks and bal-

ances, but, said Croly, they rmght from another pomt of view merely add
one fmal comprehensive
which had formerly
ponents

check to the network of personal and legal checks

reduced the States to stagnation

of direct government,

The extreme pro-

26

he wrote, had the same automanc

their system that the Fathers had had

faith in

the checks and balances of the

10

Constitution, they devote little attention to the problem of creatmg a more
powerful

and efhcient mechamsm

of legislation

and adrmrustration

then, is the central prmciple of Croly's Progressivism:
establishing

he did not WIsh, by

popular control of the executive and the legislature,

m either of them the will and power to act effectlvely

Here,

to destroy

On the contrary,

he

WIshed to rem force both of them, to build up their power, but to render
responsible to the people

It

27

In this desire to build up both the executive

and legislative

powers,

and to render them directly responsible to the people, Croly was therefore
faced with a reformulation,

not a re)ectlOn, of the separatlOn of powers

In all three of the principal

departments

are essential Iuncnons

to be performed

of government,

that must be delegated to selected

men, under conditions which make both for eihciencv
vidual mdependence

and self-respect

he wrote, there
and for their mdi-

The Founding Fathers had been qUIte

jusnfied m keepmg the powers of government

distinct. and

In

seekmg to

balance one agamst the other, but they had been rmstaken in the methods
they adopted for preservmg
democratic

or readjusnng

the balance

The division of the

polincal system into three parts had the twofold role of provid-

mg for the necessary specialization

of the functions of government,

enablmg the people to perform the Iuncnon
them. The people must themselves

of recreatmg

retain the responsibihtv

an ultimate uruty "

JO.2

and of

a umty between
of mamtammg
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control, and umty without

we have a formulanon

of the problem of gov-

ernment almost exactly in the terms Sieves had used m 1795, but now Infused WIth all the urgency engendered
mdustnal

by the needs of a twentieth-century

Crolys answer to the msntunonal

democracy

problem was that

both the legislative and adrrurusrranve branches of government

should be

"aggrandIzed"

m a way that would lead neither to legislanve nor executive

ommpotence.

The plan which most closely approximated

this aim, at the

State level at any rate, was, In hIS View, that proposed by the People's Power
League In Oregon.

This plan concentrated

cal Ieadership. together

the power of effective polin-

WIth the responsibihrv

the passage of legislation,

In the Governor

of formulatmg

This popularly

would have the nght to Sit In the Single legislative

and aiding

elected official

assembly, to vote, to

Introduce bills and to advocate them on the floor of the House, although
he would not possess a veto Thus, said Croly. the adrrurustranon
deed become the government
same time the legislature

would In-

"in the English sense of the word."?" At the

would be reformed by a number of remarkable

measures that would make It an effective balance to the great power of the
Governor, who would himself be subject to recall Thus Herbert

Crolv, m

the most subtle and ImpreSSIve of the Progressive attacks upon the existmg
constitutional

structure,

reformulated

the Idea of the separatiOn of powers

In order to create a "genuine" balance between an executive and a legislature subject to popular control, and to reformulate
an attempt to bnng the doctnne
come to represent.

their hmctrons.

up to date and to avoid the sterilitv

He sought for an alternative

It was
It

had

to earlier consntunonal

theories, but he was well aware of the values these older theones of government had embodied,

and he WIshed to perpetuate

committed to the negative view of government
companied

by which they had been ac-

He summed up hIS view of the structure

way "Government

of government

in this

has been divided up mto parts, because no one man or

group of men can be safely Intrusted
government

them without becoming

functions,

With the exercise of comprehensive

but withm the limits of a necessary

29 Ibid . P 295
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may be permissible

and useful."

30

Thus towards the end of that great upsurge of criticism which was the Progressive movement
connnuing

ItS most fluent representatIve

recogmzed

content of Western consntutionahsm,

to articulate the parts of government
Both Woodrow

in a system of controlled power.

WIlson In his Congressional

Croly In Progressnie

the essential

and the problem of how
Government

and Herbert

Democracy had been largely concerned with a critique

of the separatIOn of powers that focused upon the allocation
nons of government

among its vanous

parts. Another

of the func-

strand of thought

was directed, however, specifically at the threefold formulation
nons of government,

and this eventually

of the concept of government

led to questiomng

of the functhe usefulness

functions Itself. ThIS was the trend of thought

associated WIth the growth of the study of public administration.
Wilson played a sigruhcant
also, although
Frank

J.

development

the name most associated WIth the movement

Goodnow

emergence

role in this aspect of Intellectual

Woodrow

A number

of Influences

IS that of

can be seen at work In the

of this concern WIth public adrrurustration

as a separate branch

of study. Interest In the French and German writers of the late mneteenth
century had focused, In Amenca,
and practice. Woodrow

upon the literature

of adrrurustrative

WIlson pointed. m 1887, to PruSSIa as the coun-

try In which adrrurustranon

had been studied and "nearly perfected"

emphasis In German thought upon the twofold distinction
istration (Verwaltung)
French formulation

and government

31

The

between adrrun-

iRegierungi, and the corresponding

by Ducrocq and Duguit. provided a ready alternatrve

to the division of functions established by Montesquieu,

paIgn In Amenca

law

Second, the cam-

to end corruptIOn In the public services evolved Into a

demand that these services should be "taken out of polmcs " The Progressive demand for the strengthemng

of the executrve branch of government,

that It should cease to be a "mere executive" and should become a government In the English sense, associated WIth, if not dommant
pohcv-rnakmg.

)0
)1

strengthened

Ibid . pp )64-5
"The Study of Adrmrusrranon."

In, the field of

the feelmg that only the elected members

Political SCIence Quarterly,

Tune 188;, p

204
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should be Involved In policy decisions. leaving appointed

officIals to put these decisions Into effect with imparnal.
FInally, the hesitant

development

provided reformers

with an Instrument

efficient method of government
the normal procedures

of government

control free from all the disadvantages

of government

In

188;-- Woodrow WIl-

writers. and upon the polmcal

demands for CIVIl Service reform In America.

istranon.

of

action

son drew upon the experIence of Continental

Continental

commissions

which they claimed could be an

In an article on "The Study of Adrrurustranon"

adrrurustranon

expert efhcrencv

regulatory

to

suggest that the study of

should be developed in the Umted States, building upon the

experIence, but adapted to the dIfferent environment

WIlson wrote, IS "a held of business," removed

Admm-

from the hurry

and stnfe of politics, a part of polincal hfe only m the sense in which machmery IS a part of the manufactured
adrrurustration.

but having set them

product
It

32

POhtICS sets the tasks for

should not be allowed to meddle

WIth the carryIng out of those tasks, polmcs should not be able to "rnarupulate the offices" of adrrurustranon,

WIlson argued that, as adrmrustranon

was apart from politics. apart even from consntunonal
Constitution-makers

had rightlv Ignored this sphere of government,

cermng themselves
the Presidency,

law, the Federal

only WIth the "political" branches, WIth Congress and
WIth hIS VIeWpOint In Congresstonal

Thus, consistently

Government, he demed the existence of a strict funcnonal
tween the legislature

the baSIS of a new and potentially
doxically, he employed

rigid functional

the same cntenon

tmcnon he was rejecnng=

the generalitv

he wrote, "IS detailed and svstemanc

cit .

P

209

And, paraof hincnons

century to make the dis-

of law "Public adrrurustranon."

execution

The opponent

had merely shifted the spectrum

between the

for the disnncnon

of public law Every par-

of general law IS an act of adrmrustranon

was a strange metamorphosis.

Op

disnncnon

agents of government

in this sense as had been used In the eighteenth

32

division be-

and the "chief executive." but at the same time he laid

polincal branches and the adrrurustratrve

ticular application

con-

"33

Here, then,

of the separatlOn of powers

a little. and the old Ideas were bemg ap-
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plied In a shghtly different way, In a slightly different context, but to very
similar ends, to keep the exercrse of power In ItS "proper" sphere, and operating through

the "proper" channels.

The insistence that adrrumstranon
that there are therefore

Ires outside the sphere of politics, and

two distmct fields of actIvIty, the laying down of

broad plans of action, and the execution
provided the baSIS for a new functional
nineteenth-century
dominant

psychological

theories,

and was consistent

trends of polmcal thought at the end of the century

conceptIOn of the
thought

of the plans by adrrurustrators.

dIVISIOn ThIS Idea htted well Into
The Idealist

will of the State and Its expreSSIOn tinged much of the

on adrrurustration

perts and comrrussions
of the people's

WIth the

will

"34

in this period

Robert La Follette descnbed

as "simply the executive or adrrurustratrve

branch

WIlson himself was by no means SImple-minded

this pOint. He acknowledged

that the adrrurustrator

hIS work

between the State WIll and ItS realization

behind the whole structure

of thought

In

Nevertheaction. lay

m this period of the development

of "public adrrumstranon." and

It

Goodnow, the most mlluennal

of the early wnters

wnte that the adrrurustratrve

on

had a WIll of hIS own,

at least In the choice of the means of accomphshmg
less, the distinction.

ex-

can be clearly seen In the work of Frank
Thus Goodnow

could

system had been utilized wrongly by polm-

Clans for their own ends, In order to "Influence the expreSSIOn of the state
WIlL and sometimes

to

cause the formal expreSSIOn of the state

at vanance WIth the real state
The pohncal
naturally

funcnons

of the State, said Goodnow,

operatIOns and the actions of self-conscious

WIlL that IS politics, or in the execution
European

to

Prcgressioc

New York, I900, P 43

)6 Ibid . P 9
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The actrvities

the expreSSIOn of Its
In

upon which this disnncnon
of the judicial function,

suming It under the general heading of adrmrustration
34 Quoted by Russell B Nve. MIdwestern

to the mental

of that WIlL adrrurustranon

thought

was based, Goodnow rejected the autonomy

Po/tIlCS and Admtn1stratlOn,

be

group themselves

personalines."

of the State consist either In operatIOns necessary

3'

to

will." 35

under two heads, "which are equally applicable

line WIth the Continental

will

PO/ltICS

sub-

Thus there was a

East Lansing.

19<;1,

p

202
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functions.

a duahry rather than

the tnad of powers whrch had been evolved dunng the eighteenth
Yet there were of course VItal dIfferences between
of polincs and adrrunistranon
legislation

and execution

century

this new formulation

and the early modern

disnncnon

between

"Politics" was a much WIder concept than "the

legislative power," embracing the need for leadership

In

the formulanon

of

policy, for secunng the passage of legislation, and for the oversight of execution. The dualism between a legislating people and a ruler who executes
did not ht Goodnow's

twenneth-centurv

Indeed he attacked the categones

conceptIOn of government.

of the old doctnne

and

of the separation

of

powers wluch embodied It LIke Woodrow WIlson, he was concerned WIth
the maintenance

of a harmony

between the parts of government,

the Idea of a sharp division between
gress was repugnant

the functions

so that

of President and Con-

to him. He was also aware that, however preCIse and

rigid the analvnca] disnncnon

between the funcnons

of government.

It IS

impossible to be so preCIse about the practical dIVISIOnof these functions
between the agencies of government."
Goodnow's

soplusncation

the functions
broiled

In

of government

In the treatment
did not prevent

of the disnncnon

the difficulties which flow from the attempt

between polincs and adrrurustranon
lectual distinctions

between

him from becoming
to

em-

draw preCIse lines

He did not WIsh merely to draw Intel-

but also to apply them to pracncal polincal lrfe He was

concerned to ensure that, although

"polincs" should oversee the execution

of the State Will. and therefore exercise some control over "adrrurustration,"
the former should not exceed the hrruts necessary to ensure the attainment
of ItS legiumate

purposes. To ensure this the adrrurustrator

the same degree of Independence
Involved an attempt
msntunonal

that Judges have enjoyed

to distmguish

terms as well as

In

the "proper"

the conceptual

must be gIven
38

ThIS clearly

area of adrmrustranon
held of government

In

func-

nons. In fact to establish a form of separatIOn of powers, and It IS here that
Goodnow's

language becomes confused and confusing

fined adrrumstranon

Earlier he had de-

as "the execution of the state will." but at thrs POInt he

38 Ibid . PP 26, 38, and 45
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the adrrurustrative function and the executive

function. TIll recently, he wntes, these two have been confused. The execunve funcnon

must,

In

the nature of things, be subordinated

but this is not true of an "administratrve
as "an authority
distmctly

discharging

of an executive

authoritv."

Goodnow

which he now defmed

that part of the function of adrrurustranon
character

39

/I

The confusion

reflects a deeper difficulty, for Goodnow's
administration

to politics,

of vocabulary

the areas of government

here

distmcnon between polmcs and

had broken down almost as soon as he attempted
attempted

not

to escape from this

to use It.

difficulty by further dehrung

action which should be kept out of polmcs as fields

of aCtiVIty of a semi-scientific, quasi-judicial. and quasi-business or commercial character. These areas, together
preserving

with "the funcnon

and developing the governmental

tected from the improper

intervention

of establishmg.

organization,"

should be pro-

of the political branches. Thus in

effect Goodnow had shifted the emphasis

of the theory

of the separatlOn

of powers from a concern with the division of power between the legislature and executive, to an attempt to define distinct spheres for the political
and adrrumstranve

impossible to draw stnct boundanes
he nevertheless
not surpnsmg,
istranon

Whilst adrrutnng that It was

branches of government

between the hincnons

of government

therefore,

that many Amencan

ignored Goodnow's

creation of an adrrurustranve

mtellectual

students

reservations.

of public adrrunand set about the

machine wluch was to be expert, imparnal.

and out of the reach of the pohncal branches of government
which later evolved concermng
commissions

It IS

wished to Isolate these two areas from one another

The disputes

the nature of the independent

well illustrate the problems implicit m Goodnow's

regulatory
ideas,

The crmques of the separatlOn of powers generated by the reform movement in America had focused both upon the structure
and upon the conceptual
a third area

In

baSIS of the Montesquieu

which tlus period saw a change

studied aspect of polmcal theory

In

of legal institutions

doctrine. but there was

the treatment

of this long-

There was now a new awareness

role of polmcal partIes and their lmpact upon the institutional
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this awareness which helps to explain some of the more paradoxical as-

pects of the attack upon the separatIOn of powers by men who were deeply
concerned

with insntunonal

controls

over the exercise of power. Those

reformers who were less concerned about the problem of harmony
ernment

nevertheless

JOIned

In

In gov-

the attack upon the separatIOn of powers

They did so because they believed that such an attack was an essential prereqUIsIte to the restoration

of the desired balance In the American

system

It was the ngid separatIOn of powers, they argued, that had

of government

given rise to the powerful State and local party machines, that had resulted
In

the emergence

Sible power

In

of the "bosses" who exercised an unrestrained.

the polincal system

broken then a new msntunonal

Irrespon-

If the power of the bosses was to be

pattern must be adopted, the party must

be recogmzed as a part of the governmental

system and subjected to popu-

lar control, or else the centre of polmcal power must be located elsewhere
In

the system.
The formal separatIOn of the powers of government

had led, In their

VIew, to a political system which was so complex, and so irresponsible.
It had necessitated

the growth of strong polmcal machines

that which had been so carefully distributed
organization.

wrote Henry Jones Ford,

to

by consntunonal

that

kmt together
fiat Party

IS

the "connective tissue" which en-

folds the separate organs of government

and enables popular sovereIgnty

to exercise a uruhed control over them

40

Both WIlson and Goodnow made

the same point But the nature of the system of separated powers gave rise
to

the peculiar American

party system In which power was concentrated

In the hands of men who stood outside the formal governmental
ture "A decentralized
extra-legal

legal government

government,"

the machmerv

of government

40 The Rise and Growth of Amencan
In

The fragmentation

of elective offices. and the complication
It, nor apportIon responsibilirv

action or macnon, The consequence

41 Unpopular Government

1914.41

of

reached the po int where even the very mtel-

ligent elector could neither understand
government

has been replaced by a centralized

wrote Albert Kales In

of legal power, the prohferanon

struc-

was the rise of the "po-

Polnu:s P 215

the United

States, Chicago. 1914, p 2-'
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litocrat." the expert In politics who could "advise" the voter, and who could
most effectivelv operate the machmery of government from a pomt outside It: the political boss. Both Ford and Goodnow argued that with all its
faults the Amencan party system played an essentia] role m government
by counteractmg the divisive effects of the extreme separation of powers.v
Nevertheless, Goodnow felt that the recognition that party ISan essennal
organ of the political system necessitated that it should be mtegrated mto
the legal structure of the State, and made responsible by means of pnmary
elections

43

On the other hand Woodrow WIlson WIshed to make legisla-

tures and executives the real bodies politic. and therefore to do away WIth
the neceSSItyfor such powerful pohncal orgaruzanons.v The proper articulanon of the parts of government, the proper "separation of powers," was
thus bound up with the nature and characterisncs of the party system
The half-century between the ClVlIWar and the FIrst World War WItnessed an extensive and elevated diSCUSSIOn
of constitutional theory in the
Umted States, of a quality and an mtenslty which bears companson WIth
the period of the great debate between Federalists and Jeffersomans. Emphasis upon reformist thought should not lead us to forget the numerous

defenders of the status quo, of whom Lowell, Snow, and President NICholas
Murray Butler should be mentioned." The vanous crrncisrns that Inspired
the attack upon the Constitution were grven coherence by their aSSOCIation WIth an active political movement which deeply influenced Amencan
life. but when, at the end of the War, Progressivism ceased to play this
Important role, the coherence of the ideological attack upon accepted consntunonal theory vamshed with It Cnncism of the separanon of powers
contmued unabated, of course, and the vanous strands of earlier reformist
thought contmued to exert considerable mfluence. But there was a dismtegranon in the coherence of these attacks wluch was comparable to the
fragmentmg of constitutional thought followmg I825
42 Ford,op cit . pp 301-2, Goodnow, op
43 Op cit . P 134
44 ConstItutIOnal Government

In

45 See E R LeWIS, A HIstory

of AmerICan

World War, New York, "937, PP

4;'1

CIt,

P 106

the Unzted States, p 221
Pouucal
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The coherence of the attack upon consnrunonal
a number

of reasons

The strong presidencies

doctnne dirmrushed for
of Woodrow

WIlson and

Franklin Roosevelt changed the msnrunonal

balance of power decisivelv in

favour of the presidency,

of that office could no longer

and the functions

be depicted as "merely execunve " The President now exercised the role of
legislative leadership In domestic affairs as well as a greatly expanded role
in foreign affairs and defence. The Progressive complaint of legislative ommpotence was, therefore,
of "harmony"

between

hardly appropnate
legislature

and executive was not so easily solved

by the "aggrandizement"

of the Presidency

gration

of government

of the branches

the Kefauver and Fulbnght

any longer, but the problem

resolutions.

The demands for greater mte-

contmued,

in Congress

and m the literature

through
through

a

constant stream of proposals, rangmg from the full acceptance of the parhamentarv

system, or the insntution

of a legislanve-execunve

council. to

the complex scheme recently put forward by Professor Herman Finer." At
a more practical level the attempt
the legislanve

and execunve

to Improve the co-ordination

branches

begmrung with the Reorgaruzanon
machinery

for channelling

was concentrated

between

upon measures,

Act of 1939, wluch would provide the

Information

to the President. and would enable

him to supervIse efficiently relations with Congress and the internal structure of the Adrrurustration

The demand, mostly m academic circles. for a

more responsible party system, also reflected the connnumg
the abihty of the Amencan

polmcal orgaruzanon

concern about

to sansfv the needs gen-

erated by the msntutional structure
The complexity

of the insntunonal

changes In the post-war

flectmg both the success and the failure of Progressive
parued by a recogmnon
adrrurustranon

that the Ideas behind the development

were over-SImple

cntrcized the baSIS of Goodnow's
by 1933 the enthusiasm

As early as 1908 Arthur
polrncs-adrrurustranon

for Goodnow's

wane It was, however, the expenence

F Bentley had

dichotomy."

Chicago. 1960

Chicago. 1908

]11

public
and

commissions

estab-

the problem of the separatIOn of

Crrszs and Regenerauon,

47 A F Bentley, The Process of Government,

of

was already on the

of the regulatory

lished under the New Deal that brought
46 H Finer, The Presidencv

formulation

era, re-

Ideas, was accom-
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powers to the surface agam. The comrrussions
less fourth branch" of government
of legislature,

executive.

of admirustranon
as combmmg

Landis defended the "adrrurustratrve
with the problems of an industnal

process" against all these charges. It
system of government

Clency and responsibility

outmoded

to deal

sOClety that called the adrmrustrative

process into bemg, he argued. It enabled the government

organization

more dishar-

They were also cnncized

executive, and judicial powers. In 1938 James M

was the mability of the normal tnpartite

balanced constitution.

triad

much of the area

control, contnbuted

system of government

legislanve.

the consntunonal

and, by puttmg

outside the President's

mony to the Amencan

POWERS

were attacked as a "head-

that destroyed

and judiciary,

OF

whilst mamtairung

The commission

to aclueve efh-

the traditional

Anglo-Saxon

form was an mdustnal

adopted to meet the needs of an industnal
political divisions of Montesquieu

had

pattern

of

society when the

faIled.48

The adrmrustra-

trve process required a broad grant of power of the sort normally exercised
by the whole government
However,

machine. which.

the traditional

attachment

10

one body gave nse to considerable

svmpathetic to the commissions

It

had replaced

to the Ideas of the separatIOn of

powers was very strong. The concentration
10

a sense,

of differing types of authority

mIsgIvmgs

demanded

Even those who were

an "mternal

separatIOn of pow-

ers" which would divide those officials who exercised
from those who prosecuted
non. In 1937 the President's
WIshed to Incorporate
General's Committee
of hmcnon

or those who exercised the rule-making
Committee

on Adrrurustratrve

all but the judicial hmcnons

Into the general structure

judicial functions

of the executive

func-

Management

of the comrrussions

departments

49

The Attorney-

In 1941. however, looked rather towards a separatIOn

within the agencies, and the Adrmmstranve

1946 largely achieved this. The development

Procedure Act of

of the "adrrurustrative

pro-

cess," therefore, made nerther the values nor the problems of the separatIOn
of powers disappear. In one respect

It

the arena of presidential-congressional
mISSIOns themselves,
48 The Admlnlstratn'e

In another

merely moved the dISCUSSIOnfrom
relations into the arena of the com-

respect It made the dIVISIve problems

Process. New Haven, 1938, PP 1,11,13,

49 Report. p 41
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bodies mainly served to direct atten-

to fuse pohcy-formmg

and pohcv-execunng

functions In the same hands."
Thus the varIOUS strands of thought

of the Progressive era came to be

rather frayed WIth the passage of time In so far as the Progressive attack
upon the separatIOn of powers had been an honest attempt to reformulate
It for the modern
intellectual

age, this doctrine

atmosphere.

aspects, remained,

also suffered from the change In the

The burden of the Progressive attack the negative

but the constructive

little further Impact Nevertheless,

attempts

at a reformulation

had

the greatest threat to the reformulation

of the doctrine came not so much from a direct attack upon It as from the
developments
a reformulation

In the study of
Irrelevant

polmcs Itself, which seemed to make such

through

the Impact of behaviounsrn

study of politics and adrrurustranon

The consequences

upon the

of this change In

the approach of students of politics may be summed up as a change from an
Interest In "function" to an Interest In "process" The old arguments
the number of government

functions.

or their dehrunon.

relevant. ThIS was a much more fundamental
threat to the doctnne,

about

now seemed Ir-

challenge than any earlier

for It struck at the VItal concepts upon which It

was founded. The change of Interest can be likened

to

French JUrIsts about the "formal" and the "material"
ment. The whole concept that the particular

the dispute between
functions of govern-

content of a deCISIOnmade It

either legislative. executive, or judicial In nature was rejected In favour of
the study of the actual processes of government
exploring

as the only questIOn worth

Luther Gulick expressed this view very clearly "Whether

an act

IS executive or legrslanve or judicial In character, IS purely an insntunonal
concept, and grows out of the practical dIVISIOnof work which happens to
exist at a gIVen time, It does not anse from the nature of the thmg done"
Culick rejected both the Montesquieu
50 "Polmcs and Adrmrustranon."

In

and Goodnow

The Future of Goc'crnmcnt

formulanons
111

the Umted

51

of the

State«, ed b\

J D White, Chicago, I942, p I46
5" "Politics. Adrrurustranon
Sept "93', p 62

and the 'New Deal 'Annals

of the Ammcan

Academv, Vol 169
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or a "non-pohncal"

of the act Itself, he declared, "but

of that act in relation to social psychology."

of the tasks of government

52

Thus

was a matter for practical poli-

tics and not to be settled by abstract arguments
WIth the VIgour of the behaviounst

act

about function

Pursued

this pomt of View seemed to leave little

room for the Ideas or the ideals of the separauon

of powers

That doctnne

had concentrated

upon the more formal aspects of government,

now the attention

of students was focused upon "social forces." The study

of the pressure-group

characterized

can SWItch ItS attention

this approach, for the pressure-group

from legislature

to "public opmion." from cabmet

rruruster to the press, from the courts to the political party
case-study

lar incident or decision in all ItS rarruficanons.
The study of adrrurustration.

now approached Its matenal
government

in "situanonal

that "informal

more Important

legal or formal, mformal or

terms," each umque incident in

organization"

charts

as, or

53

at the academic level at any rate, had now reached a

pomt in the United States comparable
France in relation to consntunonal
In all three countnes

to that reached in both Bntam and

theones

like the separatlOn of powers

the VIew was bemg aired that only the day-to-

day problems of government

were worth mvesnganon.

of pohncal and constrtutiona]

theorists

systems

causes, WIth

could be as Important

than, that to be found on the organization

Polrncal thought,

a particu-

freed from Its earlier orthodoxy,

bemg seen as the result of a set of cnss-crossmg

the reahzanon

desirable

Surularly the

was a natural outcome of this approach, considenng

extralegal

whereas

of government

to

that the attempts

make general statements

were either Irrelevant

about

or incapable

of

giving any clear and useful guidance in practical terms. Yet we have seen
that in both Britain and France, however
seem, It led to very senous

problems,

Ideas which lay at the very foundation

level-headed

for It came into conflict WIth the
of Western

constitutionalism,

52 Ibid
53 G A Shipman. "The Policv Process An Emerging Perspective."
terly. Vol XII. No

2,

June 1959, p 541
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way, the theory of government

which Justified

came Into conflict with the Ideas behind the rule

of law. In the United States the nature of the Consntunon.
Important

role which the Supreme

Court continued

and the VItally

to play In Amencan

political life, rmght seem to have ensured that the problems confronting
Bntam and France

In

this respect did not arise. although

own dramatic confrontations:
ent constitutional

but fundamentally,

structure,

of the Supreme Court

functions of the departments

the way In which In Amenca
The history of the attempts

of government

Illustrate
and

the Court has made to cope WIth the sepaof government

further proof of the difficulty, the impossibihtv
of the functions

Story accepted the Montesquieu
can constitutional

deal WIth the prob-

refused to become Irrelevant

ration of powers between the departments
dehrunons

to

also the problems of consntunonahsrn

the separatlOn of powers stubbornly

Montesquieu

had Its

a very similar problem had to be faced In the

Umted States The attempts
lem of the "proper"

Amenca

In spIte of Its very differ-

must be seen as

perhaps, of applvmg the

of government.

formulation

In 1816 Iusnce

of functions as part of Amen-

law,54 and from time to time this general posmon

has

been reaffirmed,

but the practical problems of applvmg these cntena

soon recognized

In 1825 Chief rUSHCeMarshall poinred to the difficulties

Involved

In

the delegation

mulated a self-denvmg

were

of power from one branch to another and for-

ordinance

against "unnecessary"

judicial enqUlry

Into tlus problem." The dIfficulty was also stressed In the Watkins case of
184256 It

15

In the twentieth

hard up against
of government

century,

the problems

however, that the Court has come

of the boundanes

The Court mvalidated

between

the National

Industrial

Act, In part because In Its VIew the Congress had attempted
rule-making

power on the President

ally unfettered"

50

the functions
Recovery
to bestow a

WIde In scope that It was "VIrtU-

Congress, the Chief Justice declared, was not permitted

to

transfer ItS "essential legislative functions," although the need for the dele-

:;4 Martzn
55 IVayman
~,6 Watkzns

v Hunter's
\ Southard

Lessee, 1 Wheat
10 Wheat

v the Lessee of Holman,

}04 11816), }29

1 118251,4:;
16 Pet 2,110421,60-61
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ganon of power to deal with a host of details had long been sanctioned
the Court."
impossible
tinguish

Yet apart from the Schechter

been

for the Court to fmd a formula which would enable It to dis-

"essential"

from "messennal"

grant of wide, virtually
been sanctioned

legislative

have retreated

Furthermore,

hcnons

cntena

authorines

"58

cornrrussions

Amencan

maze of "quasi-legislanve"

powers, but in the oplmon

Montesquieu

In practIce the
has

the Court has approved the combmation

into the semantic

merely "convement

powers

undefmed powers to adrrurustranve

all three types of function in the regulatory
judicial"

decision It has apparently

by

of one authonty

of

courts

and "quasi-

at least, these are

The fact is that any real attempt to apply the

would have prevented

the government

from meetmg

the demands put upon It in an efficient and effective fashion
[udicial application
seem, therefore,
seem irrelevant

of the doctnne

of the separatlOn of powers would

to have succumbed
elsewhere

to apply the doctnne many

to the same forces as have made It

It has not been possible for the Supreme Court
consistent way, but It would be qUlte wrong to

suggest that the Court has abandoned
m the Amencan
tempted

constitutional

the doctrme as an essential element

system. In recent years the Court has at-

to set limits to the power of congressional

to exceed a proper legislanve

committees

wluch try

role, and in 1952, in the steel-seizure

case,

the Court reasserted the basic pnnciple WIth lmpresslve force Denymg the
power of the President to seize the steel mills by Executive Order the opmion of the Court delivered by [ustice Black stated. "In the framework
our Consntution.

the President's

executed refutes the idea that he is a lawmaker"
curnng

59

[ustice Frankfurter,

con-

in the Court's opmlOn noted that It had been fasluonable in earlier

years to fmd the system of checks and balances obstructive
ernment.
-too

of

power to see that the laws are faithfullv

to effective gov-

"It was easy," he contmued, "to ridicule that system as outmoded

easy. The expenence

through which the world has passed in our own

day has made vivid the realization

that the Framers of our Consntunon

were not mexpenenced

"The dangers of the concentration

docrnnaires

57 Schechter \' US, 295 US 495 (i9351, 529
58 F E Cooper. Administratnie AgenCIes and the Court" Ann Arbor. i9'",
59 Youngstown

Sheet and Tube Co \' Saicver

343 US _;;"9 (19521. 58;"
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abuse of power, though less in the United States than elsewhere, were still
great. Although
thorines

expenence

had shown that the content of the three au-

was not to be denved

implicit

In the

established

up the Court's

analvsis." the restricnons

separatIOn of powers were real. and a pnce worth paying for

the safeguards they provide
hbnum

from "abstract

60

Warmng that what was at stake was the eqUl-

by the constitutional

philosophy

under our Constitution

system, [ustice Iackson summed

of government

"The actual art of governing

does not and cannot conform to judicial dehrutions

of the power of any of Its branches
smgle Articles torn from context

based upon Isolated clauses or even

WhIle the Consntunon

the better to secure hberrv. It also contemplates

It enJoms upon Its

grate the dispersed powers into a workable government
branches separateness
judicial recogrunon

but interdependence.

boundanes-does
the day-to-day

autonomy

of these two apparently

over-all rule of consntunonahsm

but reciprocitv " 01

conflicnng

posmons=-the

and the difficulty of drawmg

detailed

great credit to the Supreme Court This body, faced with
problems of government,

must make those practical com-

promises wluch CIrcumstances seem to demand
student to say about this dilemma
inter-war

diffuses power

that practice will mte-

7

As we have seen, the answer, m the

period. seemed to be "Nothmg"

evolving trends of thought
no means constitute

have somewhat

a reafhrrnanon

But what has the acaderruc

However, in recent years two
changed this picture

of older consnrunonal

They by

theories, at any

rate in the old forms, but they do indicate the contmumg

strength

Ideas, and of old concepts, and the diffICulty of abandoning

them

In the hrst place, the concept of equilibrrurn
role

In

of old

has come to playa leadmg

diSCUSSIOnsabout the nature of the polmcal system. This ancient

concept of balance, which has been the key to discussions about the lirmtation of power since the time of Plato, remains, With all irs disadvantages,
the most fruitful concept for the understanding
cratic systems of government.
the balancing

and mvesnganon

of demo-

It IS, of course, no longer Simply a matter of

of the parts of government

agamst one another

The Idea IS

used in relation to the balancing out of SOCIalforces, of parties and groups
60 Ibid . at pp _'93,610, and 613
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attributes

that the

the theory of the mixed and balanced constitution,

for the

of the democratic

VIrtues and capabilities

Ideal leaves no room for the VIew that particular

attach to particular

classes. Nevertheless

that power must be checked and balanced, by the pluralism
interests

In

of conflicting

a diverse sOCiety If by norhmg else, remains a hrrn Idea which

the consntunonahst
Second,

the Idea

In

of the present day can grasp.

recent years a reappraisal

of the concept of function In poh-

tics has been taking place. The mere mvesngation
pens," although

a Vitally Important

of "what actually hap-

part of polmcal study, can never tell us

very much about polmcal systems without some framework
hang this mformanon.

upon which

to

The theoretical

tool which has seemed most useful

to those polmcal SCientists Interested

In the comparatIVe study of polin-

cal systems IS the sociologists'
There has been, therefore,
much more sophisncated
ers who wrote

techmque

a resurgence

of structural-functional

analysis

of interest In "funcnon,"

way than that of the eighteenth-century

about the Iuncnons of government.

Governments

but In a
thinkfulfil

deep SOCIalfunctions Without which sOCIety would no longer su bsist. Thus
polmcal institutions

have a role to play In SOCIalintegration,

lating to the maintenance

of stability, the stranhcation

Interests, and In relation to SOCIalcornmurucation.
This IS the SOCIologists' concept of function,
to do with the categones

functions re-

and articulation

of

and many other things

and It may seem to have little

of the separatlOn of powers. Yet In the work of

those polmcal scientists who are most sociologically inclined we hnd a contmuIty WIth older Ideas, which suggests that the gap between Montesquieu
and modern SOCIology IS not so great after all.
Structural-functional

analysis IS the techmque used In the work entitled

The Poluics of the Developing

Areas, edited by Gabnel Almond and James

Coleman. The main theme of this study IS the evolution

of a framework

that WIll enable differmg political systems to be set alongside each other,
through

the use of analytical tools productive

Cabnel

Almond

tent

to

of meaningful

compansons

chooses as the most useful Index of companson

which the structures

the ex-

In these varying polincal systems have become

JIB
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they perform." It IS. of course. the

over the centuries concernmg

and means of the speciahzanon

of funcnon

mg. Indeed. the history of Western consntutionalism
emergmg specializanon

of government

funcnons

concerned only with the formal structures
pohncal system

the proper extent

that we have been surveyIS

the history of the

Almond. however. IS not

of the "constrtution" or of the

The time IS long past when a student of politics could be

content with the study only of legislatures, executives. and judicianes
concerned With

all the polmcal structures

Similarly, the concept of funcnon
the old Montesquieu

to

be found in a political system

he employs IS much Wider in scope than

triad of "powers" He distinguishes

nons=-polrncal

socialization

and recruitment.

est aggregation,

and political commurucanon

political system must perform

The "output"

are the old categones

functions

four "mput " func-

interest articulation,

mter-

- which the structures

of the

funcnons.

tative decisions are taken. he labels the rule-making.
and the rule-adjudicanon

He IS

by which authonthe rule-application.

These last three. as he readily admits.

of the separation

of powers. WIth the labels changed

in order "to free them of their structural

overtones."63 The advantage

of

this change of vocabulary IS that It avoids the semantIC difhculnes in which
we become mvolved when we dISCUSSthe extent to which courts legislate
or administer,

or the way in which adrrurustrators

pomts out, a great achievement

of the literature

legislate

of polincs in tlus century

has been to make plain the fact that the legislature

IS not the only rule-

makmg body in the polmcal system, but that executives
courts make rules. that bureaucrats
specific to a particular

structure,

adjudicate

As Almond

make rules, that

Particular funcnons

each polincal or governmental

are not
structure

may perform a number of functions
We have seen, however, that the central pnnciple of the pure doctnne of
the separation of powers was that government
be specific to particular

structures

functions could, and should,

on a one-to-one

baSIS, the legislative

funcnon should be exercised only by the legislature, the executive funcnon

62 Op

CIt.

Pnnceton.

1960, p

11
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should be exercised by the executive, and the judicial hmcnon

only by the

Judges. It was the impossibihtv

of acluevmg this in practIce which. above

all else, made the pure doctnne

of the separatIon

of powers an unreward-

mg doctrme to hold But relatively few people have held to the doctnne

in

that form; certamly not for long once they were in a posmon of responSIblhty for the mamtenance

of government.

The more successful varieties of

the doctrine of the separatIOn of powers have endured because they were
grafted with the theory of balanced government,

or one of Its denvanves,

produce what Almond calls "the mulnfuncnonalitv
ThIS change in vocabulary

formulanon,

functions

Montesquieu

mto sub-categories.

and authorization

which agam are not specific to a particular
of modihed

of political StruCtUH'S."

makes for clantv. and the analysis can be fur-

thered by dividing the three governmental
such as the initiation,

to

classifications

structure

of rules, functions
But this use of a set

does not in itself comrrut Almond

and Coleman, or other polmcal scientists who make use of It, to the POSInons which theonsts

of the separatIOn of powers have adopted in the past,

for this IS merely a set of analyncal categones
connotation.
ernment

WIth no necessary normative

However, m so far as a general dISCUSSIOnof systems of gov-

IS not, and cannot be, "mere descnpnon."

about "stages of development,"

or appraisals

tems produce, and the values they promote,

but entails Judgements

of the results political systhen the dISCUSSIOnmevitably

takes on a normative

content. Indeed, the mterestmg,

about this particular,

ultra-modern

It

IS so clearly in the mam stream of Western

represented

constitutional

by the doctrine of the separatlOn of powers

and Coleman, in very different language,
of consntutionahsm
The companson

undertook

as

not in method, to that
era

of the pohncal systems of ASia,

WIth Western pohncal systems leads inevitablv

to a search for the disnnguishmg

charactensnc

and the placmg of the non-Western
work that makes clear the extent to
the Western

thought,

In fact, Almond

durmg the Progressive

wluch they undertake

Afnca, and Latm Amenca

fact

are engaged in a reformulation

very similar in spmt, although

which their compatnots

to

and fascmatmg,

dISCUSSIOnby political SCIentists is that

democracies

of "modern

systems of government

democracies."
in a frame-

which they do, or do not, approXImate

for Almond

]20
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such as legislatures,

which charactenzes

the

system, together With the "peculiar pattern of boundbetween

the sub-systems

of the polity. and between

the pohty and the sOClety. In very different, and more preClse, language
Almond

is statmg

of the partial

the pnnciple

separatIon

panded to take m a Wider range of political phenomena,
has been stated agam and agam over the centunes
IS

peculiar

structural

to modern

polincal

ecutives, bureaucracies,

to the democratic

rule-application

by controlled bureaucracies

to which the non-Western
model

IS

made through

structures

Judgements

IS

or the executive "over-participates"
more these systems approximate

democracy-a
In

agreement.

The assessment of the extent

proposltlon

to the democratic
the extent

involved in the rule-making

Iuncnon.

functions,

that

the rule-adjudication

to the democratic

there IS m the performance

The

model the less "over-

of governmental

of funcnon

funcnon

funcnons

60

equated WIth modern

IS

WIth which Montesquieu

would have been fully

Almond and Coleman spread their net much more WIdely

than did Montesquieu,
No. 47 of the Federalist,
was puttmg

65

and

IS

In

level of specificity

by specific

about the extent to which particular

in government

to which, for example, the army

Thus a "proper"

model. he says, as-

pnmanly by parliaments,

political systems approximate

"over-participate"

parncipanon"

of the polincal

and polmcal functions are performed
IS

In

the extent to which they

model The democratic

for example, that rule-making

"64

takes this aspect of

He sets out the characteristics

sumes that governmental

groups,

tendmg to perform a regu-

systems under review, in order to demonstrate

structures,

political ex-

witlun the political system as a whole

chapter of the book James Coleman

the analysis even further

"What

It,

high degree of

of legislatures,

With each structure

latory role for that funcnon

approximate

As he puts

the relanvelv

IS

IS true, as It

courts, electoral systems, parties, interest

media of commumcanon)
the concluding

systems

(I e the emergence

differentiatIOn

of powers, exIt

or even James Madison.
explained

but when Madison,

hIS mterpretatIon

of Montesquieu

In

he

exactly the same general pomt as his two modern Amencan
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the two levels of analysis. It is the

wluch are so stnkmg,
IS,

OF

In

rather than the dissirru-

the further

elaboration

of this

of an old position that we must look for a modern theory

of consntunonahsm
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Political Theory, Constitutionalism, and
the Behavioural Approach

HE

T

T WEN

TIE T H

century ISan age of cYnICISmand sceptICIsm

It IS argued that polincal

as far as polmcal theory IS concerned
"theory"

IS In fact little more than the expressIOn of OpInIOn or

prejudice. or, to put

another way, IS the expreSSIOn of an

It In

Ideology which IS not amenable to proof or disproof
antithesis

of political theory

In

the stnctly

come to be known as "the behavioural
two approaches to political phenomena
irreconcilable.

Any attempt,

constitutionalism
arguments

In

therefore,

the rrud twentieth

The sceptIC sees the

empirical studies wluch have

approach"

At the extreme,

are seen as wholly unrelated

these
and

to assess the relevance of Ideas of
century

must take account of the

of the behaviounst. and attempt to place such Ideas In a mean-

ingful context, for the attacks which have been made upon the separatIOn
of powers over the past century
cntIque of

ItS

have not been concerned

merely with a

concepts, but have been associated with the nse of the be-

havioural school and ItS philosoplucal
rected towards the very foundanons

forbears, whose attack has been diupon which consnrutional

the ones of

the past have been based ThIS IS hardly surprISIng. A theory which has at
times claimed the status of a law of nature, or which has announced

323
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versal prerequisites of good government, must expect to come under attack
when, for many people, the hallmark of a meaningful proposltlon comes to
be the extent to wluch It can be sciennhcally tested Clearly the relevance
of this cntenon to theories of government like the separation of powers
must be explored.
Although at times raised to higher metaphysical levels, the discussion
of the separatlOn of powers, and related theories of lurured government,
has usually been earned on m empmcal terms The evidence that has been
summoned in then defence has been the expenence of history, the assumed
knowledge of human nature, or the workmgs of contemporary systems of
government Yet gIven the kind of knowledge we can have about lustory.
human nature, and politics, exactly what would constitute "proof" or "dISproof" of theones IS open to considerable doubt. Proposmons concermng
the nature of governmental organization. as broad as those made by proponents of the separatIOn of powers, present a rather dIfferent problem of
empirical venh catron from that of a proposltlon about votmg behaviour in
Greenwich or Elrrura at a particular pomt of nme Can the same cntena be
applied to both types of proposition? In general, political theonsts would
pomt out that theones of constitutionalism are made up of a number of
different types of prOpOSItIOn,not all of which could be subjected to the
same ngorous treatment as studies of votmg behaviour Their antagonists
argue that If this ISthe case, then nothmg "sciennhc," and, therefore, they
Imply, nothing of value, can result from this type of theory.
The behavioural attack upon political theory has been accompamed by
a related, but separate, attack upon the Idea that "constrtutions" play an
Important role in the operatIOn of the political system. The behaviounsts
concern WIth "social forces," and his emphasis upon the real stuff of politICS,seem to lead him to the view that the behaviour wluch he sees
sole content of politics ISnot many significant way affected by the
ture of constitutional rules, but ISwholly determmed by economic.
class, and other factors. This IS not SImply an attack upon an outdated

as the
strucracial.
legal-

Ism in the study of politics He IS not concerned SImply to pomt out that
the formal structure of a "constitution" may be a very poor indicator of the
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actual operatlOn of a political system
constituttons

The re)ectlOn of the sigruhcance

of

goes far beyond this, to encompass much of what would nor-

mally be called political "mstirunons

" We shall examine In some detail the

most distinguished work of this sort, Robert A Dahl's Preface to Demo-

cratzc Theory, In which the denrunon of "consntunonal"
"prescribed rules mtluencing

the leginmate

ods of control among government
formalism.

ofhcials " ThIS IS no mere attack upon

accepted as legmmate

among

"by

officials the wntten

If there ISone; decisions of a tnbunal accepted as authontatrve

on constitutional
Theones

IS gIven as the
types, and meth-

for Dahl Includes all those rules which may be prescnbed

a vanety of authonties
Constitution,

distribunon.

InterpretatlOn,

of consntunonahsm

capable of ngorous

respected commentanes

and the like"

are attacked, therefore,

both as being in-

proof and because they deal with insigruhcant

1

factors

in polincal life They are further subjected to attack because of their overt
normative

content

ThIS objection.

however, WIll not detain us for long

One may disagree with the recommendations

of the consnrunonalist

on

the grounds that one does not share hIS values, or that one does not accept
the logic of hIS arguments,

but of the Importance

polincal and consntunonal

of the views of writers on

theory In the past, and of their role

to shape the patterns of history. there can surely be little doubt
It has been pointed out by J, CRees
necessIty formulated

such general statements

that political theories. which are of

In

relation to specific cases' Rees has

In all of Its members"

the above statement,

nevertheless

theories. for, as we have seen,

Although

of

of all the capaCi-

the theories of Iirruted

It

relevance than could be claimed for

Rees s objections do Impinge upon these
has been found to be Virtually impossible

A Preface to Democrallc Theor~ Chicago. 19,11 p 1"
Poutica! Studvc« 196.,
The Lirrutanons ot Pohncal Theon',' PolitIcal ~tudlc, 19'4

1 Robert A Dahl,

See J Plamenatz, "The Use of Polmcal Theon,"

3 J CRees,'

mind

such as the separatIOn of powers, have claimed much greater

preclslOn and much more empirical

2

In

as that of SIr Ernest Barker that the purpose

the State IS to promote "the highest possible development
government,

helpmg

However,

In very general terms, cannot be used to deduce un-

equivocal courses of action

ties of personality

In
2
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In practice to deduce from the doctnne of the separatIOn of powers any precise cntena

for allocating the tasks of government

to Its vanous branches,

even though Junsts have stnven to give such preCIse 0peratlve interpretanons to these concepts.
Although

It may be true of consnrunonal

nes m general,

that It IS impossible

to unambiguous

statements

about particular

by any means prove that such theones
guidmg-lines

propositions

practical Issues, this does not

have no value. They can provide

within which the solution of pracncal Issues must be found,

they help to create an Intellectual
of action WIll be excluded,
Ing alternatives
values

theories. as of political thee-

to move from general

atmosphere

even though

In which certain courses

the choice between

IS not precisely determined,

the remain-

they make self-conscious

the

which are to be gIven pnonty, and the choice of a means of further-

Ing these values

Such theories

have the same relation to political action

as rrulrtarv strategy has to tactics, The strategy which has been laid down
will rarely gIve the tactician an unequivocal
In a particular

situation.

WIth the ultimate

course of action to be followed

but he does have to reconcile hIS tactical deCISIOns

arms which have been set for him by the strategist. The

mere fact that there are a number
which seem to be broadly consistent

of tactical courses open to him. all of
WIth the over-all strategy

lowed, does not mean that there IS no relationship
tactics. Thus political theonsts

between

to be fol-

strategy

and

can set the alms, can rule out certain courses

of action, can set certain lirmts, but like the nulrtarv strategist

they WIll be

the more successful the more they keep In mind the hard facts of the terram they survey
The attack upon "consntunons"

as sigruhcant

elements

in pohncal

may be illustrated by the work of three WIdely separated authors-

life

WIlham

Penn, SIr LeWISNarruer, and Robert A Dahl It IS not suggested that these
men are fully representatlve

of "the behavioural

approach",

the extreme nature of their expreSSIOn of "behaviourism"
useful as a baSIS for diSCUSSlOnof the Importance
tures. The traditional

or msntunonal

at times been subjected to extreme
gIven place to a recognition

indeed. It IS

that makes them

of constitutional

struc-

approach to the study of polmcs has
cnncism.

but In recent years this has

that both msntunonal
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approach

4

Nevertheless,

these three writers

provide us WIth the three main characteristics of the extreme approachthe emphasis upon "human

nature"

to the exclusion

the underlymg assumptIOn

government,

"groups" that provides the Independent

of the mechamcs

that It IS the relative power of
vanables

of the political system

upon which all other factors depend, and the consequent
tutional structures

of

belief that InStI-

can have little or no sigruhcant effect upon the outcome

of polincal situations.
theory and Its sigruh-

We might begm our diSCUSSIOnof consntunonal
cance by considering
wnnng

the views of an early "behaviounst."

WIlham Penn,

In :1682. Penn was himself engaged In drawing up a form of gov-

ernment for the proVInce which had been granted to him the prevIOUS year
by Charles II, yet he took the opportumty

Government

in the Preface to lus Frame of

of the Province of Pennsylvanza

cisrn about the value of constitutional

to express an extreme scepti-

restraints

upon political action

He

frames or models" of gov-

dispensed

With any diSCUSSIOnof "particular

ernmenr

"There IS hardly one frame of government,"

he wrote, "so

III

designed by ItS first founders, that in good hands will not do well enough,
and story tells us the best m
For Penn governments

III ones, can do nothing that IS great or good"

were machines that, like clocks, work according to

"the motion that men gIve them"
and the government

Thus he concluded, "Let men be good,

cannot be bad; If It be

be bad, let the government

III they Will cure It But If men

be never so good, they will endeavour

to warp

and spoil It to their turn "
It IS mteresting

to hnd this POInt of view expressed by a seventeenth-

century Englishman
sntunonal

pnnciples,

of government

so soon after so much blood had been shed over confor It represents

In the mid twentieth

tant. all that matters

IS the character

a popular view of the Bnnsh system
century=

pnnoples are ummpor-

of those who run the government

However, such a view leads to a dilemma which was characterisnc
government

of Pennsylvama

In the eighteenth

problem of British government
4 See the essay bv E M Kirkpatrick.
Politics. Urbana. I962

In this century
In

of the

century, and IS perhaps the
That IS, one either places

A Rannev led l. Essays

on the Benainoro!

Study
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one's trust in the goodness of "the people," or, if this VIew IS considered too
mgenuous,

one IS led to a reliance upon government

by an elue, which. be-

cause of ItS internal moral code, can be trusted to govern justly and well
However, when the elIte begins to crumble, and IS replaced, the values that
rmght have been protected
protection

by a habit of constitutional

thought

fmd no

in a SOCIetywhich has been taught to despise consnrunonahsm

The basic madequacy
simplificanon

of Penn's VIew of polincal

systems

IS Its over-

Societies are not composed solely of "good" men or of "Ill"

men, but are complex collections of human bemgs most of whom are both
"good" and "bad," If such SImple terms can convey very much of the fme
shades of morahty

to be found throughout

essential pomt about constitutions

15

the political hfe of SOCIety.The

not that they could restrain a SOCIety

full of bad men, but that they may channel polmcal behaviour
directions

rather than others, that the ordmary

citizen WIll not be subject

to the whims of good or bad men, but will have some certamty
nal continuities of action when the personnel
aSpIratIOn towards a government

in certain

of government

of essen-

changes The

of laws and not of men IS mherently

capable of being realized, but a government

in-

of men subject to the restraints

of certain rules is not
WIlham Penn's over-simple

view of the relation between human nature

and "frames of government"

ISnot, of course, the posltlon adopted by mod-

ern academic behaviourists,

but their attitudes

may be equally extreme

The emphasis upon "social forces" may be taken to the pomt where "government"

seems to disappear

altogether.

might be seen as the hrst flowering
proach, has provided

SIr LeWIS Narruer, whose work

of the present-day

us WIth as extreme

view as It IS possible to Imagme
forms, and shape results

to

behavioural ap-

an expressIOn of this pomt of

LIve forces, Narruer wrote, break through

SUItreqUIrements

"Were It decided that the 61-5

heaviest men in the country should constitute the House of Commons, the
vanous interests and partIes could be trusted to obtain their proportIOnate
weight m it." 5 ThIS IS so extreme that merely to state It IS for It to be seen
to be absurd. Narruer could hardly have

:; England m the Age of the Amencan

believed that the failure to pass the

RevolutIOn, and edn , London, 1961. p 3
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Reform Acts would have made no dIfference
actually taken in Parhament

to

the deCISIOns which were

in the rrud and late nineteenth

century

What

then was the battle over the Reform Acts about? Whv should the "hve
WIth such a tnvial matter as the franchise

forces" have bothered

the failure to reform Parliament

would have led eventually

like those that took place in other European
Narruer 's viewpomt

revolutions

countries.

7

Surely

to revolutions

yet If we accept

would never occur, for they would serve

no useful purpose. "LIve forces" would mevitablv

attain their proportIOn-

ate weights. LOUISXVI would have been transformed

into the President of

the Republic WIthout all that messy business of the Revolution.

and

J

Czar

of RUSSIawould now be the guiding SpIrIt of RUSSIan econorruc plannmg
Yet revolutions

do occur, and they occur because the nature of the polincal

maclunerv, the composItIOn of the parts of government,

the accepted rules

by which power IS allocated, do make a very great difference to the content of government

deCISIOns,and to the outcome of pohncal situations

capture the machmery

of government

To

and to turn It to their own ends IS

the aim of revolutionaries.

and

Narruer, and the Amencan

behaviounsts. lived. or live. in a SOCIetywhere

revolutions

It

IS, for them, a battle worth fIghtmg

have long ceased to occur, and have assumed

therefore

the stabihty provided by the polincal system was ummportant.

But

that

whereas in

reality It was the polmcal system which was the whole context for their behavioural studies

It ISunlikelv that their pomt of view would be shared m

those ages, or in those parts of the world, where the machmerv

of govern-

ment did not allow the free mterplav of the groups who form the SOCIety
Thus the baSIC mistake of the Narrucr posmon

IS the assumptlOn

that

there are absolute "proportionate weights" for the various partIes and interests in SOCIety, wluch exist mdependently

of the nature of the

polmcal sys-

tem, or of the channels through which they must seek expressIOn But what
are these absolutes, and how does one measure them? ThIS IS to seek a philosopher's stone of "power" that IS surely chimerical
seen and evaluated

SOCIalforces must be

unthm a particular set of relanonships.

without which

they cannot have existence or meamng. Perhaps only

In a

ary penod can there be a situanon

the exercise of naked

m which. through

truly revolution-

force, a true "absolute" can be seen to emerge, and then only momentanly
J2q
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of a party or group

degree upon the msntunonal

patterns

wluch It must operate, the extent to which It has freedom of ma-

noeuvre,

and the influence It has upon the decision-making

process. One

can see, for example, that the "weight" of the French Communist

Party In

French politics since 1945 has been affected deeply by the nature of the
regime, by the electoral law, and by the extent to which
to have a direct influence

It

was allowed

upon the way in wluch government

were taken. But how would one arnve at a statement

decisions

of Its "true" weight

in these years? A discussion of ItS political role, except In the context of
changmg

regimes and electoral machinery, would be meaningless

other hand, the history

of the Thud and Fourth Republics Illustrates

hrruts upon what can be achieved If one attempts
partIes and groups by tmkenng
complex inter-relanonship

On the

to alter the behaviour

WIth the mstitunonal

of groups and structures

of polmcal studies, but Narruer Virtually dismisses

the
of

It IS this

machmery

which IS the very stuff
It

altogether

There IS clearly a sense in which political behainour IS the sale, exclusive
content of the study of polmcs-e there IS nothing else to study Structures,
msntunons

are patterns

of behaviour

Ideas, like art, can be studied

their own sake, but the student of politics

Will be interested

In them only

in so far as theyo have affected, or will be hkelv~ to affect, the behaviour
men in SOCIety.Equally, matenal

for
of

thmgs will concern the student of politics

only in so far as they are objects of political action. The stones and mortar of the Palace of Wesrmmster

or of the Capitol are of polincal Interest

only in so far as they mspIre awe or revulsion in those who make political
deCISIOns in their VICInIty. The pIeces of paper which CIrculate in government offices in Paris, Washington. or London have no pohncal Importance
except for the reactions of men and women to the mscnptIOns upon them
Money, steel, land, are not In themselves

subjects of polincal study, but

only in their effects upon pohncal behaviour.
cern of the econorrust. the metallurgist,
all behaviourists

Political mstitunons

otherwise

they are the con-

or the agriculturahst

Thus we are

are not tangible structures

of steel

or wood, or even of papers held together

by red tape, although

tenals are incidental to these mstitunons

The orb and the sceptre, the seal
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of the Umted States, the flag or the ballot-box

are all merely the outward

symbols of the thmgs men believe in or mampulate
A political structure then

IS

behaviour. but

It

IS not random behaviour.

It

has a pattern. Furthermore,

It IS patterned behaviour

and consIstency, behaviour

which follows certam rules whether explicit or

implicit

To emphasize the Importance

bihty in the patterns
constitutionahsm
attitudes

of a peculiar stabilitv

of these rules, and the need for sta-

of behaviour they regulate,

IS an essential aspect of

This IS not to equate consntunonalisrn

in politics,

It

IS merely the recogrunon

of order in a political system

The satisfaction

WIth conservative

of the basic reqmrement

of the vaned wants of man-

kind entails a sOClety in which the future IS relatively predictable. in which
plans can be made and brought
nomic wants IS dependent

to fruinon

Just as the fulfilment

upon a stable economic orgaruzanon

of ecothat

will

enable the seed wluch IS planted to become bread upon the table, so all our
political needs, which mclude the economic ones, reqmre a stable polmcal
orgaruzanon

for their sansfacnon

therefore of predictability,
matenal

Anarchy, the absence of all rules, and

IS the frustranon

and spiritual satisfactions.

which are the ultimate
psychopath

of any hope of attammg

those

including that of SImply staymg alive.

alms of all polrncal action In anarchy none but the

gams satisfaction

The continued satisfaction

of wants, and the

expectation of future satisfactions. demands a stable, rule-governed
of pohncal orgaruzation

pattern

of behaviour

Order and the political system, therefore,

are synonymous

But polin-

cal systems can take many forms, and the values they embody can vary
WIdely, so that the type of future satisfactions
The arbitrary

they hold out can also differ,

rule of a despot may be preferable to the war of all against all.

but once man is protected

from the unpredictable

behaviour

of hIS fellow

subjects, he begins to look for further stability and predictability.

that IS to

say in the behaviour

of know-

of hIS governors

He demands the secunty

mg how decisions WIll be reached, who WIll be consulted,
which WIll be employed,

the composltIon

of the bodies that WIll decide.

ThIS IS not, and cannot be, a matter of the expediency
or the casual outcome of whatever

the procedures

of group mteracnon.

"live forces" happen to be predommant

at a particular pomt of time It must be a process subject to rules, as VItal as,
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different m character from, the laws wluch govern one's relations

WIth one's neighbour.

This is a "constitution,"

much wider than any wntten

consntunonal

by lawyers. It is the secondary
determine

and Its scope

of course,

15,

law as It IS usually developed

layer of rules in a polmcal system, which

how things shall be done, how decisions are to be made

6

Just as

anarchy ISthe antithesis of the legal system, so are despotism and totahtarramsm the antithesis of the consntunonal

State, for they represent an "orga-

mzed anarchy" at the secondary level, unpredictable
The expression

of the behavioural

rruer glVen earlier. errs, therefore,

and uncontrolled.

approach in the quotatIOn from Na-

in underestimating

the reqUlrement

of

order in the political system, and in taking for granted the institutionalized
order of consntunonal

States like Britain and the Umted States

Behav-

upon what actually happens unihin the ordered sys-

IOUnstS concentrate

tem provided by the constitution,

Ignonng

the long-term

stabilities which

are the context of, and the prereqUlSIte for, such behaviour

They tend to

Ignore the restramts

that the reqUIrement of order places upon the polincal

situation

pomt of time. It

at anyone

lizes msntunons

or structures,

15

this set of restraints

which sets the hrruts WIthin which the "live

forces" or the "social forces" must operate
methods of mvestigation

behavioural

by these structures
temptmg

The student

Indeed,

It

IS difficult

to

see how

could handle the problems presented

of votmg behaviour.

to answer the questIOn why the electorate

way at a particular

wluch crystal-

for example, in atvoted in a particular

election. has developed very refined tools of mvesnga-

tion to deal WIth tlus narrowly

of why an individual

defined problem. But to answer the questIOn

voter chose candidate

X rather than candidate

very different from trymg to answer the questIOn of how

It

Y

15

came to be that

the choice was between X and Y in the hrst place, and not a choice between
completely

different alternatives.

Such a problem can only be dealt WIth

by usmg the whole range of techmques
devotion

to certam techmques

available We should not allow our

to rule out vitally Important

problems

of

political enqUlry.
Robert A Dahl has presented

us, in hIS Preface to Democratic

Theory,

6 ThIS IS an extension, to the polmcal system as a whole, of the terms which Professor H L A
Hart has used

In

regard to the legal system See The Concept of Law, Oxford, 1961
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with a less extreme view of the behavioural

approach than Narruers.

and

one which, because he uses James Madison's thought as a startmg-pomt

for

his analysis. deals explicitly with the doctrine of the separatlOn of powers
Dahl's main pomt IS that "the hrst and crucia] vanables to which political
scientists must direct their attention
we have seen, Dahl's dehrution
he does not attempt

are social and not consntunonal

of "constitutional"

15

"- As

a Iarrlv wide one, but

to deal with the general structure

of political institu-

nons. except in so far as he discusses the Idea of the separatlOn of powers
Political institunons

in general seem to hang m a hmbo between "social"

and "constitutional"

factors,

Dahl takes as his startmg-pomt

a theory that he labels" Madisoruan."

the central thesis of wluch IS that there must be a consntunonal
non of powers If the tyranny
averted

Dahl reassembles

ninons and hypotheses,

Madison's statements

that, If unrestrained

ItS

central hypotheses

non for the establishment
that the accumulation

and maintenance

of a non-tvranrucal

or elective, must be avoided
of consntunonal

S

Dahl's attack

factors are not entirely Irrelevant,

compared with the non-consntutional

directed to

to

compared

which rrunorrnes

he concludes that "If contheir sigruhcance

IS tnvial as

"q

this pomt of view depends very much upon

the level at which the discussion
"paper consntunons"

IS

false," and to provmg that the

from oppreSSIOn by governments

The problem of sustammg

IS

rules in general IS tnvial

with that of SOCIalforces Thus in discussing the extent
sntunonal

republic

and judiciarv. m

of one, a few, or many, and whether hereditary,

showmg that this posmon IS "demonstrably

are protected

or group

over others, and therefore that the first condi-

of all powers, legislative, executive

the same hands, whether

relative Importance

of deh-

The principal hvpothesis

by external checks, any given individual

of mdividuals Will tyranmze

self-appomtive.

to form a number

in order to present the theory in a more coherent

form, and to be able to test
IS

separa-

of the one, the few, or the many IS to be

IS

conducted

are in themselves

If Dahl meant merely that

ummp0rtant,

we could easilv ac-

cept this pomt, but clearly he means much more than this Yet the "proof"
- Op

cit .

P S}

9 ;1 Preface to DemocratIC

~ Ibid, F'P .. -11 Fedciau-i
Tneoru. p

n_,

'\(l ..-
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posmon which Dahl offers IS a very

dubious one. So far as Madison IS dealmg WIth "constitutionally
authontv."

the only empmcal

disrruss hIS hvpothesis

prescnbed

evidence wluch Dahl produces, m order to

as invalid. IS to argue that parhamentarv

"like that of Great Bntain."

which are certamly

non-tvranrucal.

prove that Madison's first condition for avoiding tyranny

IS

systems
readilv

unnecessary

to

achieve that aim But Dahl does not dISCUSSthe Bnnsh example to prove,
that m Bntam all power, legislanve.

as he must do to sustam hIS argument,
executive, and judicial IS accumulated

m one set of hands He seems merely

to assume that this IS the case, but this IS a complicated
hardly be treated a priori. Again.

It

matter which can

IS very much a matter of levels of dis-

CUSSlOn.At a later stage It WIll be suggested that the practical operation
Bntish government
of power through
stitutionally

of

today does suggest doubts about undue concentration
the medium of the party system, but at the level of con-

prescnbed

authority,

at which Dahl conducts hIS discussion.

IS by no means clear that all power IS accumulated

It

in this way m Bntam

Dahl cannot mean to equate the Idea of the separatlOn of powers with the
explicit example provided by the Constitution
tamly Madison had no such Idea, and

It

of the Umted States

IS Madison's

then there could be no argument,
preventlOn

of tyranny

of the separatlOn of powers

for clearly this IS not essential to the

But Madison never asserted this. Indeed, he used

the Brrnsh Constitution
m support

of those days as an authonty

of his argument

of hands must be avoided

that the accumulation

to which to appeal

of all power in one set

Dahl, however, seems imphcitlv

hot's VIew that in Britain all the powers of government
not push the empincal

of the

If Dahl were thmkmg m

doctrine that Dahl uses as a baSIS of discussion
terms only of the preCIse American formulation

formulation

Cer-

to adopt Bage-

are fused, and does

approach to the pomt of mvestigatmg

the validitv

of this proposmon
It IS by no means clear that the constitutional
fers so fundamentally

there IS not in Bntam

States Constitution

of power dif-

in Bntam and the United States as Dahl suggests

Thus If we thmk m terms of the personnel
although

allocation

of the branches of government,

the complete

separatlOn

of the Umted

there certamly IS not a complete fusion of the person-
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Indeed, in spite of recent government

legislatlOn which increased the numbers of mirusters in the House of Commons, there are ngrd rules preventmg
of the legislature,
Chancellor

and to mamtam

civil servants from bemg members

a separate judiciary except for the Lord

and the Lords of Appeal

Bntish government

If Dahl has in mmd the legislanve

different If these rules did not exist
supremacy

of the "Kmg-m-Parliament,"

tlus concept also must be treated

with care. As we have seen, legislanve
dictatorship

would be very

supremacy

has never meant the

of one man or of either of the Houses of Parliament.

except

perhaps dunng Tudor times. or in the reign of the Long Parliament.

neither

of them very good precedents

for modern Bnnsh government

nonally the "Kmg-m-Parhament"

Constitu-

IS composed of a number of parts, and

there has always been a distribution

of power among them Thus even in

the United States a legal sovereign power exists, which. however qUlescent
It has been over the years,
the King-m- Parliament
accumulated

10

IS

clothed WIth an authoritv

equal to that of

All power, legislative, executive. and judiciarv. IS

into the hands of this "body," although

It IS certamly a great

deal more difficult to orgamze effectively than the constituent
British constitutional

parts of the

structure

ThIS, of course, IS a lughlv formal legalisnc argument,

which may, or

may not, have relevance to polmcal reahrv, but It does pomt to the conclusion that a useful companson

of the British and Amencan

polmcal systems

in this respect must be based upon a close analysis of the workmg of polincal mstitunons

and the party systems of the two countnes,

upon superficial compansons

of their legal structure

SIder at a later stage the relanonship
In

these countnes

than

between the legal divisions of power

and the operatIon of their party systems, and the extent

to which the one may exercise restraints
tamly not possible

rather

We shall have to con-

to

upon the other, but It IS cer-

dISCUSSthe sigruhcance

of some form of "separation

of powers" in Bntam without such an mvesnganon
Thus far, then, the main objections to Dahl's analysis are that he does
10

Two-thirds

the States,

In

01 both Houses of Congress

together with three-quarters

all matters other than equal representatlOn

aftected by any alteration must consent

In

the Senate,

In

of the legislatures at
which case the States
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of powers clearly enough, nor does he apply em-

pineal ngour in his "disproof" of Madison's hypothesis
through

Dahl's cnncisms

of Madisoruarusm.

But we must follow

because they reveal some of

the most significant problems of constitutional

theory and the behavioural

approach.
Dahl represents

"Madisoruarusm"

abstract constitutional

as If it were a concern merely for an

doctnne of the separatlOn of powers which would of

Itself obviate tyranmcal

tendencies

In government.

much too aware of the Importance

But Madison was In fact

of "SOCIalforces" to argue In this fash-

ion. Indeed, Madison. In the Federalist Nos. 47-5:1, from wluch Dahl draws
hIS "Madisoruan"
the Importance

hypotheses,

was not so much concerned

of the separatlon

with asserting

of powers, as with InSIstIng upon the fact

that It must be modihed and buttressed

with checks and balances reflect-

mg SOCIalfactors These papers from the Federalts:
to the campaIgn agamst a dependence

were the great climax

upon "parchment

barriers"

to the

exercise of power, which had begun at the very moment when the revolutlOnary State constitutions

were being wntten.

and with a good deal of ernpmcal

Madison argued forcefully,

evidence from the experience

sylvama and Virgirua, In support of the view that constrtunonal
buttressed

by msnrunonahzed

realitv, would be worthless
the separation

structures

He was m fact attackmg that pure doctnne

of powers which Dahl attributes

tremes as Dahl does Constitutional
in Madison's

rules not

of real power, related to SOCIal
of

to him. and attacks In hIS

turn. But, of course, Madison does not push the argument
worthless

of Penn-

rules without

to the same ex-

effecnve sanctions are

eyes, but when they are fashioned so as to corre-

spond to the SOCIalbaSIS of the polmcal situation.

they can and do make a

considerable difference to the way In wluch governments

operate, and the

effect they In turn can have upon SOCIalforces
Thus although
msntunons

Madison was wrong In detail about the way m wluch the

of the new government

run about the importance

would work, he was nght

of the institutional structure

nellmg polmcal activity In certain directions.

Theory. p 14
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as a means of chan-

He did not "deduce" checks

and balances from the separatlOn of powers as Dahl suggests."
n Preface to DemocratIC

In

he modified
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the doctrine with Ideas drawn from the balanced consnrunon
with its keen appreCIatIOn of the role that insntunonal
perform

In

of powers

a heterogeneous
In

SOCIety The apphcanon

the revolunonarv

State constitutions

of Bntam,

structures

of the pure separatIOn
had failed. because It

depended purely upon an abstract formula for Its effectIveness
Madison argued, although

could

each branch of government

Therefore,

ought really to be

Invested With "a will of ItS own," and should ideallv draw Its authoritv direct from the people, through channels having no cornmurucanon whatever
WIth One another, this

In

practICe would provide certain dirhculnes.

ncular WIth regard to the judiciary

In par-

A better scheme would be for the legis-

lature to be divided, WIth different modes of election for the two Houses,
and for the separately elected President to be Invested WIth a veto power 1:
ThIS structure

must be related to the dIVISIOnof power between the Federal

and State governments,

and to the breaking-up

of the electorate Into many

"Interests and classes of citizens " It IS diihcult to see how

It

can be asserted

that this constitutional

system has been of little sigruhcance In the develop-

ment of the Amencan

pohty In the lIght of Amencan historv It IS a brave

man indeed who can assert that It would not have mattered

very much If

the President had not been gIVen a veto, or If the Supreme Court had been
forbidden. as were the French courts In

I;"9I,

to mvalidare legIslatIOn

Thus Dahl questIOns whether the separatIon of powers can provide effecnve external checks upon the tvranrucal impulses of officials: loss of status,
respect, prestIge, or fnendslup would be ineffective. he argues, the monetary motive IS ruled out, and coercive action against officials would hardly
be m questIOn

13

What sanctions would there bel Madison, however, saw

the problem more clearly "Ambition

must be made to counteract

arnbi-

non." he wrote." and this must surely be seen as the key to the antagomsms
between President and Congress, between Senate and House of Representatives, between

Congress and the bureaucracy,

these and the Supreme

Court. Ambition.

power, to serve the people, to make money, or
been the connnumg
12

Federalist,

~o

_,1

L;

Federalzst.

]\;0

5~

and even between

whether
to

It

all of

be SImply to WIeld

make historv. this has

dividing force that has operated through

the various
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channels which the Founding fathers provided, In order that no matter how
tall one man's ambitions

became, there would always be an msntutional

baSIS upon which other ambitious

men could oppose him. At times one

feels that Dahl believes these institutionally-supported
been all too successful in directions
mam argument
sigruhcant.

ambitions

of which he disapproves,"

to have

whilst his

IS directed towards showing that they could not have been

But If It

IS

his intention

to argue agaInst the results produced

by the Amencan

system of government,

general argument

that the nature of the system does not really matter.

We arrrve. therefore,

then this IS inconsistent

at the central Issue between Dahl and Madison->

whether a particular type of constitutional
site of a non-rvranrucal

republic

view a crucial problem

of the Madisoruan

Madison

structure IS,or ISnot, a prereqUl-

The dehrunon

of "tyranny"

argument

that the validity of hypotheses

nihcant

empmcal

IS an "Ideology"

and important

16

of tyranny"

tests He concludes, therefore,

rather than a "political theory," a sIg-

ideology, wluch has played, and Will contmue

play, a role in polincs, but which has no contnbunon
science

to this concept, so

which relate to "the prevention

cannot be established by ngorous

IS In Dahl's

As he pomts out,

does not give a precise and specihc meamng

that Madisoruarusm

With his

Yet surely the mabihtv

that Will be operationally

to

to make to pohtical

to make precise a dehrunon

of tyranny

effecnve does not dispose of the problem WIth

which Madison was concerned.

The concept of tyranny,

or the rather less

dramatic Idea of "the abuse of power," may not be susceptible of very precise dehrunon:

yet of the lustorical fact of the existence of tyranny or abuse

of power there can hardly be much doubt The existence of tyranny cannot
be demed because we are unable to say preciselv where It begins and where
It ends. It IS a fact, of course, that there can be no absolute dehrution
these terms, for they are relative to the particular
lar culture being considered

of

penod and the partIcu-

There are Inescapable value-Judgements

and we must accept that a discussion of constitunonahsm

here,

can begin only

by pomtIng to certam specific examples of societies which are asserted to
15

See tor example

mg the unproperned
16

Op

CIt,

pp

hIS

remarks p

81,

op

Cit,

about the role of checks and balances in depnv-

masses ot polmcal equality
}0-)1
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and to attempt to elucidate their major characterisncs

This, In fact, was the procedure

Madison

followed, and, It will be con-

tended, IS the only one that can be followed
Thus the insistence

of the behavioural

approach upon what ItS propo-

nents consider to be stnct empirical verihcation
the most Important
consideration

questions

himself rarely appreciates the extent to

If stnctly applied. would prolubit lum from diSCUSS-

mg even those things he considers appropnate
theoretical

the POInt where

to

of the study of polmcs are excluded from

Yet the behaviounst

which his own cntena,

IS taken

demands of the behaviounst

for mvesnganon

For the

for preClSIOn and empmcal

cation are not always reflected In his statements

venh-

about the real world ThiS

IS simply a result of the fact that It IS impossible to subject the diSCUSSIOn
of political systems to the cntena
espouses

of venhabrlitv

ThIS point cannot be Illustrated

which the behaviounst

more effectIvely than by an ex-

arrunation of Dahl's work Itself
He POInts out that In some nations powerful

rrunonties

have not re-

framed from the excessive exercise of power, whereas in others they have
reframed

He argues that "whether

or not powerful

rrunonnes

or mass-

based dicta tonal leaders have reframed from establishmg tyranny
not related to the presence or absence of consntunonal
ers Many vanables
separation

are Involved In such a situatton,

of powers cannot be established

does not attempt

to give any empmcal

bnef attempt to repan this deficiency

In

the problems of the stnct behavioural
We can formulate
powers theonst

ISclearly

separatlOn of powbut the constitutional

as one of them." Again Dahl

evidence for tlus assertion.
hIS argument WIll help

to

but a

Illustrate

approach

two hypotheses

that the doctrinaire

separatIOn of

rrught adopt, and consider the problems of testing them,

leavmg aside for the moment

the problems of dehmnon

They are as fol-

lows

(1) No non-tyrannical

republic can exist WIthout a constitunonal

tIOn of powers.
(n] Any republic whIch has a constituiional
tyranny.

J3q

separa-

separation of powers WIll aVOId

CONSTITL'TIONALISM

AI'D

Now these hypotheses
approve-they
pineal

are stnctly

evidence

SEPARATIOl'

OF

POWERS

have one char act ens tIC of which Dahl should
empmcal

Fmd anyone

and capable of bemg falsified by em-

example

which there IS no constitutional
anyone

THE

of a non-tvranrucal

in

of powers and (1) IS false. Find

separatIon

example of a republic with a consntunonal

which lapsed mto tyranny,

republic

separatIon

of powers

and (11) 1S false We have already referred

to

Dahl's attempt to disprove (11 by a simple reference to Great Bntam. Such
a disproof does not work, yet It rrught well be that If history were scoured
such an example might be found-m
States, or in the town-meetmgs
admitted

the ancient world WIth small Clty-

of New England, If local government

here for discussion, In such small face-to-face

qmrements

of political organization

modern nation-States.

are

be

societies the re-

likely to be different from those of

Such a conclusion would hardly be surpnsmg.

main pomt IS that proposItIOn (i) could m principle be shown

to

The

be false

Proposition (11) 1Sa much easier nut to crack There must be many States
that embodied some form of separatIOn of powers-not
Amencan

power, by almost any dehrution
the Kingdom of Italy-all
of separanon
branches

necessanly

on the

rnodel= wluch have later succumbed to tyranny, or the abuse of
The Welmar Republic, Republican Spain.

had constitutions

that incorporated

some form

of functions among distinct. though not completely separate,

of government

South Amenca

tions much closer to the Amencan
stem the advance of tyranny

provides examples of consntu-

wluch have not been able to

pattern

There IS, therefore,

a wealth of evidence to

dispose of (11)
A more subtle hypothesis,

(ni) A consututional

however, would be as follows

separation

of powers

IS

an Important

taznzng certazn types of politico] systems

factor zn mall1-

in iohicl: abuses of power arc

checked.
This 1S, in fact, the antithesis

of the assernon

Dahl makes that the sepa-

ration of powers is "clearly not related" to the questIOn of tyranny.
to establish either hypothesis,
complexity

Certamly

(m) or Dahl's, presents

problems

neither can be asserted as self-evident.

and

Now

of great
It

15im-

possible to test either of them in the stnct terms which Dahl himself advo-
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of non-tyranmcal
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can be exammed only by lookmg at the examples

pohncal systems which exist, and attempting

to form a

Judgement about their operatIOn Thus we can consider the role of the separation of powers in the history of the Umted States, but to do so we must
employ a whole range of histoncal

and philosoplucal

mg ourselves WIth modes of thought,
"ideological." Indeed Dahl's proposltlon
of an "Ideology"

techniques.

concern-

indeed. which Dahl rejects as merely
IS, in his own terms, an expressIOn

and not a conclusion of polmcal SCIence, for he IS assert-

mg that the separatIOn of powers IS not a slgnzficant

varzable

In

the Unzted

States, and this IS a propOSitIOn It would be impossible to substantiate
through stnct empmcal "tests" To apply his own stnct cntena to the proof
of this statement

he would have to compare the Umted States WIth a SOCIety

like the Umted States

In

every respect over the past two centunes.

that in the latter all powers were accumulated
show that, as regards tyranny
cant differences between

In

one set of hands, and

This hrrutanon

to

or the abuse of power, there were no sigruh-

the two societies

The rmpossibihrv

this procedure indicates the lmuts of the behavioural
be accepted

except

upon the nature of proof

In

of adopting

approach

history and

In

polmcs.

polincs must

There is no way round It This does not mean that stnct em-

pineal verihcation

should not be applied wherever

possible, nor that the

exam mat ion of proposltlons,

like that which Dahl contends for, should be

conducted as a metaphysical

enqUIry, and WIthout the closest possible ref-

erence to all known facts. It Simply means that If we Wish to consider the
most mteresnng.
cannot afford
vesnganon

to

and the most Important,
restnct

propOSItIOnS about polmcs we

ourselves to techmques

that Will allow of the m-

only of matters of secondary Importance

That Dahl himself is really aware of this can be seen by a companson
the later chapters of the work
very different methods
government

In

of

questIOn WIth Its earlier ones He adopts

when developmg

from those he Wishes

to

his own views about Amencan

apply

to

Madison's

thought

Thus

after a close CntICISm of the separatIOn of powers doctrine. as applied by
Madison, Dahl ends by acknowledgmg
"polyarchv"

IS charactenzed

that there IS a sense

by a separatIOn of powers

of the need for a "more or less representative

341
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wluch every

He talks in terms

body to legmrruze baSIC deer-
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sions by some process of assent," of a need for bureaucracies
experts,

of the need for "a specialized

bureaucracy"

upon appeals from decisions of bureaucratic
flIcts among mdrviduals,
reaucratic,

of permanent

to pass Judgements

officials and to adjudicate con-

and of the need for leaders to co-ordmate

judicial, and legislative decisions

17

bu-

Dahl suggests that this IS a

matter of the division of labour, but this, of course, IS only partly true The
division of labour reqUIres specialization,

but not necessanly

of this preCIse

type. Indeed the extent to which Western SOCIetyhas followed the dictates
of the division of labour is Itself an expressIOn of a value-judgement,
we follow ItS prescnptron

we are pursumg

for If

a value, i.e efhciencv measured

in terms of output or techmcal effectiveness. But this type of efhciencv can
be, and has been, sacnfrced If other values predommate

Totalitanarusm

and theocracy, each in ItS own way, sacnhce technical efhciencv in order to
aclueve other arms. The dIVIsIOn of labour has been emphasized

in Western

societies because of the values we place upon techmcal effrclency, and also
because, happily. the reqUIrements

of the dIVIsIOn of labour have tended to

match fairly well the other reqUIrements
ness" or "JustIce" has been considered
expediency

of policy-makers.

of these SOCIetIes Yet where "fairmore Important

than speed or the

complex time-consurrung

been evolved m an attempt to give pnonty

procedures

have

to the desired values

In fact the whole section where Dahl develops tlus pomt IS shot through
WIth the values and concepts of the wnters

who have related democracy

and the separatIOn of powers down through
clearly a Madisoruan.
similar constitutions,"
tunonal

variable"

the centunes

He notes indeed that all polyarchies
but hIS conclusion

IS even more hrruted

Dahl IS very
have "srnkmglv

IS that this means "the constithan would be thought

at first

glance." Others rrught consider this to be a highly sigruhcanr correlation
The fundamental

error of all three of our "behaviounsts."

WIlham Penn,

Sir LeWIS Narruer, and Robert A. DahL IS that they draw a false dichotomy
between

"constrtutions"

forces and constitutional

and "social forces"

that SOCIal

are qUIte distinct

entities. IS a result

of, and a reaction agamst, the legalism and formahsm

which once dorm-

1;"

structures

ThIS suggestion.
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nated the study of polmcs. But
of "pohncal msntutions"
or

IS

subject of study for political scientists, but IS

it "social forces"? Merely to pose the questIOn IS to

reveal ItS absurdity. Of course,
lem anses from the attempt
of "Independent,"

leaves the whole questIon of the nature

In an awkward limbo The Congress of the United

States IS surely an important
It "constitunon"

It

COKSTITt:TIONALISM

It

IS neither. but

gIVe a specIOus mathematical

neatness

to

of polincs to one set

variables. In a way that will

what IS In fact an enormously

Yet the inter-relanonslups

once again by taking an illustration
cussion of "polyarchv,"

Involves both The prob-

to reduce the matenal

and one set of "dependent,"

complex situation,

It

of this matenal

can be seen

from Dahl's own work

Dahl hvpothesizes

that polyarchy

In his dis-

IS a funcnon

of

the consensus on the norms which are ItS dehrunonal

charactensncs,

further that the extent of this consensus IS dependent

upon the extent of

SOCIaltraimng In these norms. The concluding hypothesis
a funcnon of the total SOCIaltraining
of "SOCIaltraining"
literature,

IS

all the norms" Now Dahl conceives

"and the like." Yet SOCialtrairung In most SOCieties,

and not least in Amenca,
the above-mentioned

may also be carned on by governments,

media of SOCIaltraining

tent consciously or unconsciously
of the country

IS "Polyarchy

as carried on by the family, schools, churches, clubs,

newspapers,

the constitutional

In

and

and all

may to a considerable

ex-

direct their acnvines towards trammg m

rules, and In the operatIOn of the polincal msntunons.
concerned

"SOCIal training"

able" which gives nse to a particular

IS not an "Independent

consntunonal

structure,

vanIS Itself

It

the result of the lustorical evolution of the pohncal system and knowledge
of ItS operatIOn
to "consensus"

Dahl acknowledges
and "social-trairung."

this "hen-egg"

relationship

but still doggedly removes consntu-

nonal factors from the realm of "sigruhcant van abies
The role of "constitutions"

"lq

and of the study of "consntunons"

much more complex and much more Important
suggest

of the role of constitutions

J4J

IS, then,

than the behaviounsts

But do not let us seem to be clairrung too much

cept the view that much of the Madisoruan
understanding

in regard

We must ac-

approach IS Inadequate
and pohtical institutions

to an
In the

CONSTlTl.:TIONALISM

twentieth

AND

century, although

of the eighteenth-century
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not for the reasons Dahl gIves The concepts

theorists

were too crude to cope with the com-

plexity of modern government.
Furthermore
untenable

we have accepted that what was labelled (u) above was an

hypothesis,

and that (I) was unlikely to be true If applied to all

societies at all times. There clearly are hrruts to what constitutional
can achieve, however

broadly we conceive of constitunonahsm.

Jowett criticized Plato and Anstotle

for havmg entertamed

rules

In 1892

a dream of a

mixed State which would escape the evils and secure the advantages
both anstocracy
the legislator's

and democracy

of

Such a creation he believed was beyond

art "No system of checks and balances, such as Plato has

devised in the Laws, could have given eqUipOIse and stabilirv to an ancient state, any more than the skill of the legislator could have withstood
the tide of democracy

in England or France dunng the last hundred years,

or have gIven hfe to India or Chma"
this sense of the great movements
Consntutions,
withstand

20

of "social forces" in

of social life can hardly be questioned

or polmcal systems, are not Iron-clad structures

the transformation

based, resulting

In

or Ideological developments

such situations constitutions

or ummportant

The Constitution

ferent structure

from that of 1789, but

are msigrnhcant

It

IS still a Constitution.

In

creatmg the present

of the Umted States

Jowett's objection was an aversion to consntunon-building.
and It Illustrates

the difference between

rather than

an abstract con-

on paper, and the operatIon of a set of polincal mstitunons

has been evolvmg slowly over centunes.
provides a ventable

storehouse

nons. offenng an opportumty

Even so, we do live

of pohncal expenence

In

which

an age that

with new constrtu-

to study the CIrcumstances m wluch they can

and cannot have a srgruficant effect. Jowett's reference

20

possessmg

contmUity with that of the earlier age, and It would be very

pohncal structure

sntunon

But

of the Umted States IS today a very dif-

difficult to prove that It had had a negligible part

to constitutions,

wluch can

of the social assumptIOns on which they are

from great technological

this IS not to say that even

a recogmzable

The pnmacy

The Dwlogues 01 Plato 3rd edn . Oxford

1892,
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of great Interest, for seventy years later we do find a constrtunonal democracy

In

existence In India. although

not very certain

It IS one the stability of which IS snll

The life that has been given to India must surely

be due to the history of the development

of constitutionalism

In

In that coun-

try during the present century. The study of polincs must, therefore,
largely consist of the exarrunanon
pohncal institutions,

of the ways In which consntunonal

and the social forces and movements

part
very
and

In a particular

society. Interact with each other; of the lirruts upon the extent to which
stable constitutional

modes of behaviour can be developed and rnaintamed.

and of the effects they can have In moulding behaviour
have to adopt all the techmques

To do this we shall

of study which are relevant to the solu-

non of such complex problems, but however much we learn about pohncs
In this way we shall never, and can never, have hnal and completely "venbed" answers to any of these questIOns .
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centuries

the dommant
of Western

ImpressIOn left by this survey of three

constitutional

rruddle of the twentieth

a number of different traditions.

kmt these vaned strands into a coherent

onciling theory of constitutional
governments,

the complexity

pattern,

to denve a uruhed rec-

Some prevaihng

modern

students

of their aims, demand

systems of thought

of government

IS

that the relevance of

intended

Yet their own work, as we have tried to show, betrays
of discussion

detachment,

Locke, of Montesquieu,
For the Iuncnonal
with their mnrnate

conceived "soas a fresh start
the impossibilirv

on a subject as purpOSIve as the pur-

SUIt of polmcal alms. Then value-patterns
the superficial

new tech-

are doubted, and certam

have adopted a narrowly

ennfic" approach to the study of politics which
of reJectmg centuries

mtellectual

at It. The demands made upon

mques, new procedures, new forms it ISnot surpnsmg
older theories and tradmonal

IS that we of the

without bemg able ourselves to

government.

modes, indeed. are hostile to any attempt
modern

thought

century live in an age which has mhented

and aspIratIOns show through

and they reveal themselves

as the children of

and of Madison.
categones

of the doctnne of the separatlOn of powers

relanonship

to the rule of law, the concept of balance

MODEL
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which was the essential

OF

element
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of theories

of hrmted government,

the central Ideas of representatlOn

and responsibility

of parliamentary

these continue

government-all

of our mtellectual
ate government,
of State-an

apparatus.

underlvmg
to

and

theones

be Important

parts

We still appreCIate the Ideal of a moder-

one which Will aVOId the extremes

of any "Simple" form

Ideal to which the ancient world first gave expresslOn. The

demand for freedom from arbitrary

rule, which dommated

the men of the post-Renaissance

era,

century

towards a "harmonious"

middle-class

aspiration

IS

also our demand

condrnons of uruversal suffrage, transmuted
search for co-ordinated
The persistence
our constitutional

The nineteenthpohtv IS, 10 the

IOta an mcreasmglv

insistent

and efhcient government

of these values=-justice.
thmkmg

functional and structural

"democracy,"

efhciencv-c m

does not, of course, demonstrate

that the old

conceptlOns, which earlier wnters found sanslac-

tory, are still adequate to explain modern government
msntunonal

the minds of

development

New trends

of advanced Western countnes

dred years are somewhat

10

difficult to fit into the older categones,

concepts have to be found

10

the

the last hunand new

Account must be taken of the concept of pro-

cess, which has so illumined modern sociological thought, and which can
now be put alongside the older concepts of hmcnon
These, then, are the three elements
to develop: to approach

of the model which It IS proposed

the constitutional

lated view-po mts of function, structure,
interdependent.

mutually

to certain value-patterns,
nonahry lies

10

In the history

mteracnng.

and structure

system

and how they are intimately

of constitutional

of funcnon.

structure,

and process

theory the most persistently

It IS the baSIS of the Idea of a government

10

used con-

Greek political thought,

of laws, and

most used tool of analysis for purposes of articulating
It

related

and to emphasize that the character of consntu-

this mter-penetratlOn

cept has been that of function. It finds ItS roots

ment Yet

from these three re-

and process, to show how they are

It

has been the

the parts of govern-

has been subjected to a vast amount of cnncism.

and by many

wnters has been rejected as a useless concept Perhaps the most senous aspect of these criticisms IS that they stnke at the baSIS of the rule of law, not
merely

10

the sense of the particular

formulanon

that Dicey developed. but

CONSTITUTIONALISM

AND

in the sense in which a pnmary
consntutional

rule-making

POWERS

IS the baSIS of any

thus reqUIres considerable

of the powers of government

largely in terms of the legislative,

These abstract concepts emerged

thought

Of

function

of government

The long discussion

conducted
nons

SEPARATIO!\

theory.

The nature of the "functions"
clanhcation.

THE

executive, and judicial func-

after a long period m wluch men

mamly in terms of the "tasks" wluch government

such as conductmg

has been

war and diplomacy, and mamtammg

had to perform,
order. The emer-

gence of the Idea of legislative and executive powers, or funcnons,

had in

Itself httle to do WIth an analysis of the essenna] nature of government,
was concerned more with the desire. by dehrrutmg certam funcnonal
to be able to restnct the ruler to a particular

aspect of government

to exercise limits on hIS power. This "purposive"
classihcanon

of government

IS Important,

for It makes the diSCUSSIonof

analysis much more than SImply an attempt

mevitablv

carnes a normative

Let us, for a moment,

connotation

at descnption:

rather

to some form of consntunonal

accept the traditional

government

tnad of "government

we shall thmk in terms of the funcnons

than the government,

for the problem

lanonship

between

ThIS emphasis
of government,

government

of the control of govern-

Areas. Almond attempts to mcorporate

rather than upon the machm-

into the functional
the "input"

"output"

and recruitment.

tion, and polincal commurucation

analysis

in The PolItICS of the Deoelopmg
concepts devel-

the rather different type of functional

He distinguishes

cal system from the governmental
political sociahzanon

necessitates

and CItIZenS implied in the earlier usage

that of Gabnel Almond

of the sociologist

thought

alone, IS a char act ens tIC of a recent functional

oped by political theonsts

analysis

rather than a COncern merely With the re-

upon the political system,

ery of government

func-

of the poluical system

ment action which lies at the heart of constitutional
an over-all VIew of function,

It

as well. The very use of these

tions" in order to consider the problems of adoptmg a hmcnonal
However,

areas,
and so

qualitv of the tradmonal

functional

terms assumes a commitment

It

functions

analysis

of the pohti-

functions. The former include

interest

articulation

and aggrega-

The latter consist of the rule-rnakmg.

MODEL
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to particular

structures

This usage helps

fact that the structures

"muln-funcnonal,"

to

of government

to nd

of government

these terms instead of the more Iarruhar legislanve.

nve. and judicial categones
emphasized

COl'.'STITt:TlOl'.'ALISM

and rule-adjudicanon hmcnons.! Almond attempts

these concepts of their attachment
by adopnng

OF

execu-

make clear the oftenare, In Almond's

term,

That IS to say that rules are made by CIVIlservants and

by Judges as well as by legislatures,
as by "the executive",

rules are applied by the courts as well

and Judgements

are made by CIVilservants and rrun-

isters as well as by judges Thus the purposive nature of the older concepts
IS removed

and the scientific generality

systems of government
earlier centunes
by legislatures
tensnc

IS established

persist strongly, and the insistence upon rules being made
remains for Almond and Coleman a disnnguishing

of democratIC polmcal systems

government

15

regulated

the ordenng

The fact that a particular

charactask of

by "legislation" rather than by some other pro-

cedure reflects the deterrrunanon
government

of these tools for the analvsis of
Yet, as we have seen, the values of

that certain values shall predominate

In

It IS In fact the procedures

of

of society rather than others
which are "purposive,"

for they are chosen or rejected to per-

form certain tasks because of the values they embody

It IS this connection

between functions. procedures, and values which we must explore
The pure doctnne of the separatlOn of powers implied that the functions
of government
ernment
another

could be

uniquely divided up between the branches of gov-

In such a way that no branch need ever exercise the lunction

of

In practIce such a division of function has never been aclueved. nor

Indeed IS It desirable that It should be, for It would Involve a disjuncture

1I1

the actions of government

of

the threefold

which would be Intolerable

conceptIon of government

ther than pomtmg out that
can be suggested

It

funcnons

But the cnncism

can be taken much fur-

has never been wholly achieved In practICe It

that the "mulnfuncnonahtv

" of political structures

can,

and perhaps must, be carried to the POInt where any attempt at a dIVISIon
of functions IS quite impossible.
1

G A Almond

and

J

5 Coleman,

The Poutic: of the Deieioptng Areas, Princeton,

16-17
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Let us take two examples, the first from the courts A Judge when dealmg WIth a case, at any rate in a common-law
to

a particular

instance,

15

"judging"

country, IS applymg the law

or determmmg

the nature of the rule

to be applied, and is at the same time creating a precedent to be followed by
other courts

of necessitv, exercises all three funcnons,

He, therefore,

cannot be prevented

from doing

50

If he

15

to perform

and

the tasks which he

IS

set To take a more extreme case, let us consider the work of the adrrurustrator. The most extreme theonsts

of the polrcv-adrrurustration

dichotornv

suggest that the civil servant merely exercises a technical skill which IS directed towards the execution

of rules laid down for lum by the political

branches of the government

Thus they thmk in terms of an "adrrurustra-

trve function." But m fact civil servants, without

any intention

of abusing

their powers, inevitably make rules, mterpret them, and apply them Nor
this lirruted to the formal cases of delegated legislation,
junsdicnon.
Judge,

It

which have received

seems to be inherent

perform. The administration

much attention

50

15

or adrrumstranve

As in the case of the

in the tasks which the adrmmstrator
of any complex governmental

must

programme

m-

valves the takmg of many decisions at all stages of ItS operatlOn, many
of wluch WIll become precedents

for later adrrurustranve

"rules," though not always formulated
other CIVIlservants,
department,

decisions

These

as such WIll govern the decisions of

and will be applied to the clients of the government

the public, who are affected by ItS decisions

ThIS situation

anses from the fact that statutes or other policy decisions can never present
a ngid plan to be followed exactly by civil servants, who must be allowed
a certain discretion, often very WIde, m the adrmrustranon
programmes

Furthermore,

of consistent.

patterned

ates the rules and precedents
not be "authoritative"

adrrurustranve

behaviour,

action demand"

and the adrrurustranve

of government
a high degree
mach me gener-

which WIll ensure this conSIstency They WIll

in the sense in which a court rulmg IS authoritative.

for they could in pnnciple

be mvalidated

by JudlClal review Yet as far as

the ordinary cinzen IS concerned they WIll for the most part represent "the
law" Often these rules WIll be matters
adjudicate.

and the overwhelmmg

on

maJonty

the courts
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which a court would refuse to
WIll never be brought

before
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of the hmcnonal

stemmed

categones

of the separatIOn of

from the naive VIew that there were distinct

actions of willing and execution that could be Isolated and kept

In

separate

mIght possibly be applied to extremely

compartments

Such a distmcnon

SImple actions

A decision to open the door, and then openIng It, might

be treated in this way. But most operatIOns of government
complex, requiring

are much too

a whole stream of deCISIOns to be taken, such that

It

IS impossible to divide them up Into acts of will and acts of execution

In

the same way the later distmcnon between "policy" and "adrrumstranon."
which was Intended

to replace the legislanve-execunve

drchotornv.

also

breaks down. An Important

deCISIOn about "pohcv " WIll often be the cli-

max of much adrrumstratrve

activIty, rather than the rrunanon

of It 2

Thus If we pursue the analysis to ItS hrruts we see that the exclusive allocation of rule-making,

rule-applicanon.

organs of government

IS not only inconvenient.

possible

or rule-adjudicanon

to particular

It IS probably

quite im-

Every act of every ofhcial. except perhaps the most routine

and

tnvial operatIOns, embodies all three types of actIvIty The policeman
the beat creates precedents
vIClmty; he determines

on

In his actions. even If only for the people In hIS

In which cases he WIll apply the rules, and when he

does apply them his deCISIOnIS subject to appeal. but when he decides not
to apply the rules, as he Interprets

them, hIS Interpretation

Will usually be

final. Thus within hIS sphere of competence he WIll make rules by Interpretation of other rules, and apply them Such a view might seem to put an end
to funcnonal

analysis of the kind which has In the past been the baSIS of at-

tempts to conhne parts of the government

to specified types of behaviour

Can we then save the Idea of functionahsm
traditionally

been used In the analysis of

In the sense In which

polmcal systems

which we might use ISthat of a hierarchy or structure

If we accept that Judges and adrrurustrators
be subordinated

2

It

has

The hrst Idea

of rules, so that even

must also make rules these will

to those made by the legislature

tension of the Idea of law which has for centunes
the concept of consnrunonahsrn:

7

ThIS IS, of course, the exbeen the sheet-anchor

of

the Idea of a hierarchy of norms that WIll

In this diSCUSSIOnI am greatly Indebted to an unpublished

Andrew Dunsire of the University of York
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enable each of the decisions of an official to be tested against a higher rule
This ultimate

rule-making

to a body representatIve

authonty

In

a democratic

system

of the people, or to a constitution

IS

entrusted

ultimately

Ject to popular control. The history of Western consntunonahsm
the history of the constant pressure to maintain

the ultimate

sub-

has been
authority

of

"the legislature."
However, there are considerable
tial element

difficulties WIth this seemingly

of the theory of the constitutional

must be arranged In a luerarclucal

State To argue that rules

fashion so that they can be tested sug-

gests an abihtv always to apply the logical cnteria
matenal

of government

essen-

of deduction

to the

decisions It can easily be shown from the matenal

of JudiClal opinIOns that the discretion In the hands of a Judge to place one
interpretation

rather than another upon the relanonship

and "subordinate"

between "higher"

decisions IS often very great indeed. Yet the very fabnc

of the constitutional

State would seem to depend upon the willmgness

courts to undertake

and to operate successfully this "semi-logical"

of

proce-

dure. The success of the Supreme Court of the United States in exerClsmg
this discretion

has been considerable.

and in spite of the lughlv-charged

polmcal character of many of ItS decisions it has retained the ability and the
prestige to enable

11

to perform this funcnon.

In the held of administrative

law, In which so many of these decisions fall, the Consezl d'Etat In France
has been equally successful
governmental

In Bntam,

however, one of the most marked

trends has been the continued

decline of judicial power-a

refusal on the part of the Judges to exercise this discretion
to acqUIesce In governmental
attempts

and adrrumstranve

at defending privilege against government

not followed the line the Amencan

and a readiness

acts Discredited

In their

action, the courts have

courts took In the same Situation, and

become the defenders of "the individual," or "the people," agamst a government which might be representing

Interests

Part of this failure has undoubtedly

been a failure of nerve, but partly also

It IS

due to the operation

rather than the community

of party pohncs. wluch has mcreasmglv

ened the Judges with the use of the rule-making
they attempted

to restrain adrrurustratrve

threat-

power of Parliament

If

actions There have been a num-

ber of Instances Since the Second World War where decisions of the courts
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which went against the adrmmstranon
liament, sometimes

have been quickly reversed by Par-

with incredible rapidity

The case of the War Damage

Act of 1965 m Bntain 1San extreme one, for it had retroactive
so offended agamst the basic rule of consntutionahsrn.

effect, and

the predictabilitv

of

Thus even If we accept "the rule of law" in the sense of a hierarchy

of

action
rules which can ulnrnately
tunonal authonty,

be tested agamst the fmal statutory

or consti-

we have to face the fact that this may become merely a

matter of form. The outward forms of legality are retained, but they may
be manipulated

by the party leaders in a way which makes a mockery of

them The twentieth-century

concern with the solution of practical prob-

lems can be taken to the pomt where the desire to deal with particular
issues overndes

all consideration

of the way in wluch these issues are dealt

with, Yet so long as the procedures

for changmg

the law, or for makmg

new laws, retam their vitality, and represent a genume check upon the bureaucracy and 1tS pohtical chiefs, the dangers of the abuse of power in this
way are rmrurruzed
Thus, although

dangers exist.

it

would be wrong to argue that at tile

present time all powers in Bntam are accumulated in the same hands There
are two reasons for takmg this view The first lies in the nature of the Ultipower It 1Sobvious that neither m France, in the Umted

mate rule-making

States, nor in Bntam does "the legislature"
a rule-making.
Parliament"

or legislative

power

law. "Legislative
of the assembled

supremacy"

departments

with the "upper" house, actively make

1Sguarded, but the "legislature."

representatIves

The overwhelmmg

proportlOn of legislanon

and 1Spresented

Presidential

to Parliament

course, developed

to

are prepared

legislanon

m the sense

of the people, does not wnte

the House with only rrunor amendments

measures

of course, the "Kmg-m-

legislates in the formal sense, but the House of Commons does

not, either alone or in combination

towards

any longer exclusioelv exercise

In Bntam,

1Swntten

by rrurusters and accepted by

it

although

has

by the Adrrurustranon,

session of Congress may exercise 1tS prerogatives
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In the Umted States the trend

1S also marked,

the same extent that

the laws

in

Bntam

and although

it

has not, of
Most major
a parncular

and substantially

amend
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proposals, It seems to be true that constant
over a number

of years will gradually

Opposltlon. We are perhaps entenng

difference between

the Bnnsh

IS that in Bntam consultation

wear

a penod when the

and Amencan

systems of

about proposed legislation takes

place almost exclusrvelv before Its mtroduction mto Parliament, whereas
Amenca

In

It still takes place WIthin Congress. But the ultimate result IS still

that the major irunatrve for, and the largest share in the frammg of, legislanon IS in the hands of civil servants,

rmnisters.

and presidents

or their

advisors. In FIfth Republic France the need for rules to be made other than
in the "legislature" has been recogmzed
rule-making

by the grantmg of a constitutional

power to the government

But have we really descnbed how rules are made in Bntam? What does

rule-making

mean? Are rules made by the person who drafts them, by the

body which formally
draftsmen

approves them, or by the leaders who instruct

and who orgamze the approvmg

body? The answer in Britain

today IS, surely, that the rules are made by all three elements
cess. We should not forget that rrurusters and civil servants
bodies of men, differently
tenure,

composed, differently

recruited,

WIth different skills, and with dIfferent mterests

Important

decisions taken by government

possibly hope to gIVe their attention

the

in the pro-

are different

WIth a dIfferent
The number

of

IS so great that rrurusters cannot

to, or even to understand,

all of them

There IS also a dIVISIOnof power and of mterest between mimsters and the
members

of Parliament

the House of Commons

who compose the legislature

If the functions

were truly formal. If It were a rubber-stamp,

It could hardly be said to share m rule-making,

But this

15

of

then

surely not yet

the case The existence of an Opposltlon party in the House of Commons,
and its role of making a constant appeal, WIth the next election in rrund.
to the public, Imposes upon the government

measures

In

Parliament

the necessity of defending

not as a mere formalirv

Its

but as a genume attempt

to convmce; not to convince the Opposition - that could hardly be hoped
for-

but to convmce interested

the electorate,
Thus, although

groups, the more perceptIve

and, most Important
governments

at all. ItS own supporters

elements

in

in the House

do not expect, and very rarely meet, defeat
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they do not do so largely because the palm cal prob-

lems have been Ironed out as far as IS possible
the introduction

of legislation.

departments,

the government

10

10

10

the consultanons.

the party, with interested
Itself, and

a few cases

10

or between the Pnme Miruster and a few close colleagues
complex process of consultation
stitutional

before

groups,
10

10

the

the cabinet.

Yet this whole

IS dependent

upon the structure

and con-

powers of the House of Commons

It IS the ultimate

realitv of

that body which Imposes this whole process upon the government
because It no longer makes laws, for

not decry that msntution
great restraints

upon the way

portant part of ItS structure
profit (pnncrpallv

10

It

Let us
Imposes

wluch they are drafted. Not the least Im-

IS the rule which excludes holders of offices-of-

CIVilservants)

from membership

of the House

To take

this pomt to extremes, It would be a very different system of government
If all members of the House were mirusters or civil servants, then truly the
function

of the House

It IS this consideration
rmrusters

10

regard to rule-making

10

the House of Commons

nons and interests,

There IS thus a real sense

the number

10

helping to ensure a two-party

tradi-

which the rmrusters. the

share the rule-makmg

power,

function

into

of party among the civil servants, and by
system

10

the Commons,

power of a single political party or

of the rule-making

of

groups, and It IS legal rules which, by help-

to rrururruze the Importance

the ultimate

10

this IS a body of men which IS, by law, differentiated

three distinct but overlappmg
109

increase

irurrucal to our consntunonal

CIVilservants, and the House of Commons
furthermore,

would be purely formal

that makes the further

ItS

place lirruts upon

leaders

10

the exercise

It IS 10 this sense that a "partial separatlOn of

powers" IS still the central principle of the Bnnsh system of government
today This should not lead to complacency, for, as Will be argued later, It IS
the balance between these elements which should concern us
Thus there are rules,
baSIS for a functional

10

this case formal legal rules, which ensure some

view of the rule-making

power

formal rules, however, need support, for, as we have seen,
to ensure the primacy

ments of the government

of the formal rule-making
make rules

10

10

Britain

It ISvery

function

difficult

when all ele-

one sense or another. In Bntam this

support has been provided by a second set of informal. extra-legal
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the Judges, and also among ministers,

there has been a conscrous attempt to maintain

a distmcnon

they have been taught to regard as their own pnmary
pnmary

functions of other ofhcials, although

that they exercised subordinate
gredient of their pnmary

rule-making

making function

functior-s and the

they might agree, If pressed,
functions

of statutes,

they will normally

to

between what

as an essential in-

function. Thus Judges would argue that their

mam function IS the interpretation
volves rule-making

POWERS

that of Parliament.

and that although

attempt

to

subordmate

this inthis rule-

CIvIl servants could apply policies in

such a way that the reverse effect ISproduced from that which was intended
by Parliament.

but It IS normally

actrvrties to the statutory
acknowledgment

that a certam "hmcnon"

essential ingredient

IS their pnmary

their
the

concern, IS an

in the attitudes of rrumsters, judges, and adrmrustrators

m the constitutional
concerned,

assumed that they will subordmate

intent. Thus professional loyalty, or mtegnty,

State. Certam rules of behaviour. tnternal to the group

are as essential as the external rules Imposed by law. The "in-

ternal" rules are not, of course, mternal in the sense that they are secret, or
that they are known only to the group concerned
more

likely

to

persIst If they are

On the contrary, they are

publicly upheld as a "code of behaviour"

which distinguishes the group from the common herd The exemphhcanon
of this attitude is to be found in the office of Lord Chancellor

in Britain

ThIS office IS often quoted to prove that there ISno separatIOn of powers in
Bntam, because this ofhcial performs functions in the legislative. executive.
and judicial branches of government
argument,

for the Lord Chancellor

less illustrate the Importance

This lS not, however,

a very strong

holds a umque ofhce It does neverthe-

of mternal rules, for tlus man, when actmg as

a Judge, IS expected to show impartiahty,

and that expectation

is enforced

by the attitudes of the members of the legal profession, who would quickly
denounce any attempt to use the office for purely party ends. Again, there
is no fUSIOn of power here, for the "mternal"
Chancellor

are dependent

Jonty of the members

of

upon hIS posltlon

restramts

in a profession

which operate outSIde the government

In the United States the more rigid applicanon
however Imperfectly,

upon the Lord
the vast mamachme

of rules to attempt,

to maintam a distinction between

those who make,
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those who apply, and those who mterpret the rules, has produced considerable difhcultv
Amencans

in the workmg

of that system of government,

are today ImpatIent

with the restramts

and many

It Imposes

In Bntam

the partial separatIOn of the personnel

of government

and buttressed

rules which govern the behaviour

of pohncians

by the sets of mternal

and othcials. ThIS companson

fmd the externalized

rules over-restrictive

example of what can be aclueved without
even the behaviounsts
of behaviour

has been rem forced

IS mterestmg

Americans

tend to look to Bntam
such rigid rules

who
as an

But do they,

among them, realize how vital these internal codes

are, and how far they have in the past depended

upon the

elinst character of British public life? Without the formal restramts of the
Constitution

would Amenca

so, a set of mternal
truly run by an

have developed, or mdeed has she yet done

checks? Amenca

elne except perhaps dunng the years Immediately followin 1789 It was the democratic

mg the adoption of the Constitution
of Amencan

has never been a sOCIety which was

Madison and lus fnends in the Convention
VIew, between

There was a difference, in their

an eute With certam standards and a democrancallv

tamed oligarchy

main-

On the other hand, those who in Bntain deny the Impor-

tance of constitutional
sigruhcant

nature

sOCIety, when compared WIth that of Europe, that concerned

rules, or mtemalized

codes of conduct, forget how

these have been in a country which has always been governed

by an elite. If Britain IS movmg mto a more democratic
the old eute which dommated

age, one m which

CIVilservice. judiciarv. and rrurustenal

nons alike. IS commg to the end of ItS penod of dommance,

POSI-

It may well be

that the assumptIOn that rules can be further slackened Will prove a danger
The main pomt of this companson

15

behaviour may be in part alternatives
The usefulness

that formal rules and internal codes of
and in part necessary counterparts

of iuncnonal analysis in these terms,

It

IS suggested,

that only by this means can the realitv. in some form, of a government
law be mamtamed
hincnons

Once the external and internal restraints

theless, this does not Imply the outright
or of Almond

developed above IS considerablv

by

of the Idea of

and the rules they Imply have gone, what else remams

ganes of Montesquieu

IS

7

acceptance of the [uncnonal
The Idea of a rule-making

Nevercate-

iunction

different from the older Idea of the legis-
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[atrve power. But dissatisfaction with the old tnad of "powers" goes further
than tlus In the first place we suggest that there are two levels of the funcnons of the polincal system, the pnmary
that at the pnmary

and the secondary.'

furthermore

level there are four, not three, basic governmental

nons, There ISa pnmary

func-

level of functions, which IS concerned with the re-

lations between the government

and cinzens or other governments

there IS a second level wluch IS a matter
the parts of government

of the Internal

Then

relationships

of

These two levels are by no means discrete. and

would be difhcult to delineate their boundanes

It

In practIce Yet for analvti-

cal purposes It IS clear that there IS, for example, a considerable

difference

between a legislature concernIng Itself WIth a law for hcensmg dogs and the
same legislature

engaged In creating an Independent

judicial system

The

forms of legislation may be the same, but the realities are very different
At the pnmary
embodied

level there would seem to be four major iuncnons

tn the working

making. a discretionarv

of Western

systems over the centunes - rule-

function, rule-apphcation.

and rule-interpretation

The Importance

of rules, and, therefore,

a consntunonal

State has been sufhciently

stressed above, but It must be

made clear that In the most constrtunonal

of States there must be a dIS-

cretIOnary
threefold

funcnon

which IS largely

formulanon

prerogatIve

of the funcnons

or discretionarv

the extreme theory

of the separatIon
unrealistic

century and the twentieth.
the prerogatIve

[uncnon.

free of pre-determmed
of government

rules

to

The

left no room for the

powers, and in the historical

strongly asserted that no discrenon
was an extremely

of the rule-making

apphcanon

of

of powers the "rule of law" was so

could be left to governments

view of government
Today In democratic

But this

both In the eighteenth
Bntain the Importance

of

powers of the Crown, especiallv In the helds of loreign af-

tarrs and defence, control of aliens, and Internal order, IS still recogmzed
That these powers, exercised by rrurusters. often provoke the most heated
controversy.

IS a reflection of the fact that such powers are not, and cannot

easily be, subjected to pnor rules Of the Consntution
Jefferson said

It

was not conceived that any power could be exercised that

3 ThIS terrrunologv
Hart

of Virgirua of 1776

agam IS taken over trorn the rather difterenr usage at Professor H L 1\
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was not subject to law, and the President of the United States was gIven no
"prerogatives"

In the Federal Constitution

cerned with the punty

of the funcnonal

when In office soon acknowledged

Yet Jefferson, himself so con-

division of governmental

the Importance

power,

of a reserve of discre-

nonary power. The President of the United States has, over the years, developed powers, particularly

In the field of foreign affairs, which make him

far more than an official who proposes and executes laws, and the courts
have been either unable or unwilling to check the evolution of this powerful
discretionary

authonty

The acknowledgement

that such a funcnon

gives added weight to the diSCUSSlOnof control In consntunonal
Almond

uses the term rule-adiudication,

exists

systems

Instead of the older iudicia!

power, and this IS a most valuable step away from the confusions rmphcit In
the older term, but he does not expand on the nature of this hmction,
Implies that, except for ItS structural

connotation

It IS co-extensive

earlier usage. However, the confusions which have surrounded

and

with the

this concept

In the past need to be explored and If possible cleared away. The history of
this questlOn has consisted of a constant dialogue about whether

the judi-

cial power is a distinct and separate power or whether It forms a part of the
executrve power On the one hand It has been argued that the judiciary ap-

piles the law equally with CIvIl servants, but through a different procedure
On the other hand

It

has been argued that the distmcnve

function

of the

Judges IS that they decide disputes. whereas CIvil servants SImply "adrruruster." Thus Montesquieu

wrote of "the power of Judgmg " The longevitv of

this dispute IS explained by the fact that, although

both SIdes of the argu-

ment seem to have some validity, the language used

In

the discussion has

never been clear enough to reconcile the two pOints of VIew
There are two elements here-the

functional element and the structural

If we study the work of the courts we can see that m the general sense
they are applying the rules made by the legislature
the same time, by the creation of precedents

or by other courts At

they also make rules, which

m normal CIrcumstances they consider to be subordinate

to, or consequent

upon, other broader rules They do, of course, settle disputes, but this really
IS a task of government,

as IS that of purushmg

cnrmnals, an end product,

such as making roads or fighting wars Thus we can say that the courts
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apply the law, but they do so in a special way, through a special procedure
The msntunon of a JUry which determmes matters of fact ISa specific procedural way of safeguardmg certam values in the application cf the law,
for these Judgements of fact could be deterrnmed by a clerk

In

an adrrun-

istranve office; but the matters under consideration are thought to be so
Important to the individuals concerned that there must be a special procedure to determme them The Idea of a "dispute," which IS often said to
charactenze the exercise of [udicial power, IShardly very Important Many
of the "disputes" which come before the courts are not really disputes at
all, but are arranged to look hke disputes In order that the JudlClalprocedure may be applied to them. On the other hand, many matters wluch are
decided in adrmrustranve offices are Just as much disputes between partIes
as are the matters decided in court, or at least could be formulated in tlus
way There has thus been a contmuous siftmg-out over the course of history of matters which It ISconsidered should be decided by one procedure
rather than another. The gradual evolution of the King's "courts" can be
seen as the movement from the posmon where all busmess was dealt WIth
in a judicial fashion to one mvolvmg a "division of labour" and "specializanon." but not a specialization concerned merely with "eihciencv "-rather
one concerned wah placing emphasis upon different values
Thus far, then, It seems that the courts do mdeed merely perform the
rule-applicanon function, but in a different way from admirustrators However, this 1Sto ignore an essential aspect of the history of judicial machmery in Western consntunonahsm. The courts also perform the function of
stanng authOritatIVely what the law IS Whenever the meanmg of a rule IS
called in question the Judge must make a binding mterpretatIOn of It. Interpretation 1San essential step m the application of any rule It is performed
also by policemen. prosecutors, and civil servants at every stage of their
work Each of them interprets the law and then applies It as he understands
It, although these two stages WIll not always be consciously distinguished
from each other. The difference between these mterpretatIOns and those of
the judge, however, 1Sthe authoritative quality of the judicial mterpretanon. whereas those of other officials, although usually accepted as valid.
are in principle subject to review The Importance of this disnncnon can-
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not be lost sight of m the consntunonal

system of government,

we are prepared to allow the adrrurustraror
meamng of the law, some independent
interpretations

he places upon It,

for unless

to have the last word on the

check must be mamtamed

upon the

If we were to lose sight of this fact we

should indeed live m a sOCIety m which the bureaucrat,

however benevo-

lent, had the last word
The judicial procedure, therefore, encompasses the application of the law
m two major ways which are different from that of the CI\'Il Service-the
facts are ascertamed
thorrtanve

by a special procedure, the law

announced

15

In an au-

way, and, of course, a SIngle Judge may be entrusted

these functions when a Jury IS not considered necessary
Independence

of the judiciarv. therefore,

that they perform a judicial iuncnon.
hcult to give a precise meamng
Judge IS that In performing

The reason for the

and mcidentallv

of Junes,

an expreSSIOn to which

The argument

his function

With both

It

15

not

IS very dii-

for the Independence

of rule-mterpretation

of the

he should

not be subject to pressure that would cause him to vary the meanIng of the
rules to SUIt the views of the persons affected by them, and that m ascertaming "facts" he Will not be Influenced by considerations
It is an essential element In the maintenance

of expediencv

of that stabihtv and predict-

ability of the rules which IS the core of consntunonalism
We may therefore sum up the pnmary
making. a discretionary
mterpretatlOn,

iuncnon,

funcnons of government

rule-apphcanon.

These functions are not closely tied to particular

in the consntunonal

State, but the history of consntunonal

the history of the attempt,

often hesitant and vague,

ment In such a way that a particular

structure

tant, but not exclusive, role In the performance
has been, therefore,
ture and iuncnon

as rule-

and authontanve

to

rule-

structures

development

articulate

IS

govern-

plays a dorrunant or Imporof a given function

There

a conscious and deliberate attempt to articulate struc-

m a way which would reflect certain values In the opera-

tion of government

Although

It

IS impossible to develop a thoroughgomg

separatIOn of functions of the kind that the pure doctnne of the separatIon
of powers demanded

(and If It were possible It would be undesirablej.

does not mean that there IS no Importance
mary or dominant

this

In the attempt to assIgn the pn-

concern WIth the performance

of a particular

iuncnon
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The whole historv of the

of the separatIOn of powers and Its related constitutional

theories

IS mdicative of the fact that neither a complete separatIOn nor a complete
fUSIOn of the functions
used to Implement

of government,

these hmcnons,

nor of the procedures

which are

IS acceptable to men who WIsh to see

an effecnve yet controlled use of the power of governments
At the secondary
sntutional

level the functions

of the political system

State are even more different

categones. At tlus level attennon
ments, control and co-ordinanon

Men have concerned

the former, since the begmmng
great emphasis

10

of recorded

the separatIOn of

and checks and balances, was devised in

order to ensure the discharge of this function
fenng emphases

WIth

was placed upon the control

and the whole panoply of mixed government,

powers, the balanced constitution,

require-

themselves

history
function.

the con-

funcnonal

has focused upon two funcnonal

these concepts, parncularly
In earlier centunes

10

from the tradinonal

However.

there were dif-

the approach made to the problem. The theory of the

balanced consntunon

and Its denvanves

embodied

the concept of the m-

ternal checks to power obtamed by balancing the parts of the government
agamst each other, whilst the more democratic expreSSIOn of the pure separation of powers looked for the external control of the vanous parts of the
government

by the people

It was considered

ment to weaken it, and to ensure fairness
ItS parts to direct popular control
philosophies

10

necessary

to divide govern-

ItS operatIOn, but

to

subject all

There were many combinations

of balance and of popular control. and the vocabulary

was sometimes

transferred

over to the other, but they represented

of these
of one
the two

logical extremes of the approaches to this problem
Yet why should there be a problem of control in the mass democracies
of the mid twentieth

century? Does not the establishment

of umversal suf-

frage, and of free elections. remove the need for these elaborate Ideas about
the control of government?

It would certamly seem that the electoral sys-

tem should be a pnme means of control
of the first Importance,

10

such a State, and clearly It IS

but ISIt an adequate, a sufficient means of control?

There are, of course, certain techmcal

dehciencies

in particular

electoral

systems, such as the fact that the party gammg the most votes in a Bntish
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elecnon may quite easilv lose that election. but presumably

these are mat-

ters which could qUIte easily be put nght If the machmery

were properly

adjusted. Such problems aside, however, It IS rare for even the most democrane of thmkers
system

to place hIS faith

In

Thus in Britain the argument,

gOing system of proportional
one of the values, although
taken into consideration
stable government,
be represented

In

a thoroughly

democratic

representation
an extremely

that "democracy"

15

Important

and this would be endangered
their mhrute

vanety

15

only

one, which must be

There IS also a need for strong,

have a degree of independence

electoral

of all partIes, against a thorough-

effecnve.

and

If "the people" were to

Furthermore

governments

must

of popular control. they must be gIven the

chance to exercise leadership rather than, merely passively, to follow pubhe opmIOn Thus elections must not be too frequent,
must be tailored to fit the needs of governments
governments

cannot be fully representative.

umty and effectiveness

the electoral system

as well as of electors, and

for this would destroy their

It becomes ObVIOUS,therefore,

that the electoral

system IS not, and cannot be, the sale means of control in a democratic
system

It IS a spasmodic.

of government,

although

and a rather crude, mechamsm

for the control

obviously ItS over-all psvchological

Impact upon

politicians and officials IS enormous
Are these deficiencies
structure

in the electoral system counterbalanced

of polmcal partles and pressure-groups

also representatlve,

7

they exercise an influence upon the government

the deCISIOns It takes They are the lmk between
cannot govern directly. and the government,
channel of control

by the

These orgaruzanons

an essential
choices m a

Itself cannot be expected to do. They

are a means by which popular VIews about the aims of government
gathered

and registered

The organizational

apparatus

ture IS an essential part of the polincal system, for

It 15

gible way WIthout the channels of commurucation

are

of the party strucdifficult to see how

the necessary choices that must be made could be formulated
government

and

the people, who clearly

and therefore

They serve to select leaders and formulate

way which the electoral machmery

are

in an mtelh-

between electorate and

wluch the partIes provide Palm cal partIes, therefore, in a mass

SOCIety, are an essential part of the machinery

JbJ

of government

and a pre-
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for not havmg a

fully "efficient" electoral system lS the obverse of the argument

for havmg

an effective party system.
Yet,

like the electoral system, the party system lS by no means a per-

fect instrument
good reasons

for the control of government.

and for bad, can and does distort the expreSSlOn of elec-

toral opmlOn, for example by preventmg
gerrymandering.
system

But by comparison

lS an extremely

neutral

orgaruzanons

the proliieranon

of parties, or by

with the party system the electoral

instrument

parties are not merely channels through
co-ordinated

The electoral system, for

of popular

control

Political

which opmlOns are expressed and

into simplified choices between men and ideas They are also
through

which individuals

and groups hope to change opm-

ion, to use popular support for their own ends, to create situations.
wield power rather than to control its exercise

Political parnes, by their

very nature, not only lmk electorate and government,
electorate

and the government,

they get between the

and they use the authontv

to attain sectional alms The studies of leadership
cal partles demonstrate

or to

of government

and oligarchy in pohn-

that political partles are not neutral instruments

control, and that at the extremes

of

they can be most effecnve instruments

for the abuse of power rather than rts control

They must, therefore, them-

selves be subjected to control, as indeed has been the case in this century
WIth the vanous laws relatmg to party fmances, and to pnmary
The argument

for interest

that for partles. Through
perform

their representative

control

function.

lS basically the same as
and mformanve

of their

membership and alms makes them very suspect as an instrument

of con-

Nor has It been demonstrated

but the sectional

roles they

nature

trol

an essential

or pressure-groups

elecnons

that, although

a particular

party or

group may be only a partial and biased channel for the expresslOn of opmion, the sum of party and group mteracnons
which all POlntS of view and all interests
hypothesis,

produces an equihbnum

are glven adequate weights

which lS the basis of the behaviounst

cratic government,

philosophy

of which their rejectIOn of the signihcance

in
Thls

of demoof political

institutions is taken to be a corollary, lS based upon a number of implicit
assumptlOns which cannot be examined at this pomt; suffice It to say that
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It does not seem to the present wnter that they make out a case, or that
can be shown that the resulting
upon insntunonal

IS

It

not in large part dependent

controls

There are other Important
control functions

equilibrium

structures in the modern State which perform

The press, in the widest sense, radio. and television. are,

like partIes and groups, essential to the dissemination

of information

and

the collation and expressIOn of opmlOn The influence they exert over the

Iormulanon of government
growmg Importance
of this instrument

deCISIOnsIS undoubtedlv

of control

nature

It IS not, and cannot be, a wholly represen-

If publicly-owned.

tative or neutral channel

may become the organs of particular
government,

a matter of great and

Yet agam, however, we have the two-edged

If pnvately-owned,

the media of communication

partIes or groups who dominate

the

these media will never be merely

the

channels for the expressIOn of opmlOn, but '.','111be used by groups or mdividuals to shape that opmlOn Here too there will. in a free sOCIety, be in
operatIOn a system of counrervaihng
strongly representatIve
OppOSIng section

power, in which the existence of one

section of communication

But agam, the mequalines

power, will ensure that the representatIve

calls into existence an

of wealth, and orgaruzanonal

character of these media IS by no

means perfect
Thus the argument

that the advent of uruversal suffrage has removed

the necessIty for control of governmental

agenCIes IS certainlv not accept-

able There have grown Up new and powerful
ernment,

but like the earlier mechanisms

instruments.

but orgaruzanons

means of controllmg

of control they are not neutral

which must themselves

trol Indeed, there can never be a "neutral"

gov-

be subject to con-

control system, for we must

never lose SIght of the fact that these "controls" are not pIeces of machmery
In the mechanical sense The mechanical analogy IS a dangerous one They
are all, WIthout exceptIOn, patterns

of behaviour,

they are all procedures

operated by human beings. and they can never be neutral
analysis. IS the jusnhcation
government

of the Idea of balance, of settmg organizanons.

agenCIes, and groups agamst each other to provide a means

of preventmg
controller

ThIS, In the last

the control mechanism

Control of government

from takmg over and becoming

the

can never be a one-wav channel. for this
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WIll always mean that one group of persons wil] gam control over others
We can echo Madison here' "If men were angels, no government

would be

If angels were to govern men, neither external nor internal con-

necessary

trols on government
recognized

would be necessary"

4

in this century, WIth movements

degree of governmental

ThIS fact has been mcreasmgly
bemg instituted

to establish a

control over political parties, pressure-groups,

and

the media of commumcation
The function

of control.

of balance, whether
chinery, between
trol themselves.

therefore,

this balance

government

reqUIres in some Iasluon a notion

expressed witlun the government

IS

and people, or between

ma-

the media of con-

The histone notion of balance cannot be JettIsoned at the

present stage of development
the earlier theones

of human insntunons

We must reformulate

so that they no longer seek a balance merely between

executive. legislature.

and JudICIary, but so that they encompass also those

essentral parts of modern

government,

polincal partles, pressure

groups.

press, radio. and television
Thus the histone problem of the control of government
of the transformation
aristocratic
suffrage

of the forms of government

remains, in spIte

from monarchical

or

or mixed systems to the modern systems based upon uruversal

Yet It would clearly be impossible to leave our analvsis of govern-

ment functions

at this pomt unless we Ignored the whole development

political theory since the early runereenth
of the political system there IS another

ol

century. At the secondary level

function,

that of co-ordmation

It

might be thought that this funcnon could be subsumed under control. as It
IS in fact the iuncnon

of ensunng

that the government

nve, coherent way towards the achievement
By mtegratmg

this conception

works in an effec-

of the goals set It by SOCIety

into that of control we rrughr nd the latter

concept of Its negative qualities, and forge a new concept of control WIth
posltlve aims in VIew. It would be very dIffIcult, probably impossible.

to

prove either that there was, or that there ought to be. only one secondary
function

in the modern

Western

political system, that of "positive con-

trol." rather than the two hmctions
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these alternative

Iormulauons

15

a value

either places great emphasis upon, and perhaps fears, the

towards the abuse of power in polmcal man, and seeks to check

It, or one believes that the divisive elements
elmunated.

either by "totahtanan"

in sOCiety can gradually

methods or by arnvmg

the consensus sOCIety in which brotherly

be

at a version of

love rules all WIthout bemg un-

duly peSSImIStiC the former VIew of human nature IS the one which seems
to the present wnter

to be nearer the truth, and therefore the twin concepts

of control and co-ordination.

with their potennallv

conihcting

alms, seem

more useful than a rather forced VIew of the umty of purpose m SOCIety
Furthermore,

the funcnon

cern of government
attammg

of co-ordination

might be descnbed

with new alms has made this the essential iuncnon

mechanisms

to mere tools for the attainment

those they were ongmally

of ends other than

intended to serve ThIS funcnon has largely been

performed by political partIes, and by those specialized mechanisms
have grown up in this century-the
great Importance
government

of this funcnon

and Its relation

and secretanat

The

to the nature of modern

will be taken up agam at a later stage

The very success of tlus adaptation
emphasize

wluch

Execunve Office of the President. the

modern cabinet system in Brrtain. WIth Its committees

the Importance

of the structure

of a funcnon

SOCIaLand international

helps to pomt-up

the problem of control as distinct

For the VIew, associated

WIth wnters

of government

which IS supremely

the technological.

Important

unity among the parts of government,
the electoral machmery.

government,

but the combination

been "assembled"

to
in

context of modern government
from co-ordination

of the Progressive

era, that in the

last analysis It IS the "people" who must exercise the iuncnon

gramme

for

the ends of modern SOCIety, and has often reduced the pnmary

funcnonal

through

as the

function of the polincal system par excellence. The con-

twentieth-century

IS wholly unrealisnc

of ensunng
The "people,"

may set the general pattern

of alms for

of alms wluch thev choose will have

for them by a polincal party, and even this party pro-

will normally have relatively little coherence, nor will It gIve a

clear pIcture of the way in which the tasks of the government
fitted. together

In Bntain. where party programmes

WIll hr. or be

are relativelv

coher-
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ent and are intended to offer the voters a co-ordinated set of programmes,
governments,

whether

Labour or Conservative, have made clear that the

actual pattern of government

action IS a matter for their decision and not

that of the party or ItS members as such.
The diffenng balance that ISstruck between the functions of control and
co-ordination

constitutes

the essential difference between

and Bntish systems of government

today

the Amencan

At this pomt of time, in spIte

of the pressmg problems of the modern world, It seems inconceivable
Americans

would ever tolerate

that degree of contmuously

that

co-ordinated

action that the Bnnsh system today makes possible, or that they would relmquish the control processes that have been gIven up m Bntam

ThIS IS

not merely a matter of lustory, It IS in large part the reflection of the fact
that Amencans

still do not have an instinctive

IS still only self-consciously

Amenca

trust of other Amencans

a nation; one part of the country

IS

still unsure of what another part will do, and still has mterests which disnnguish

It

sharply from the others Undoubtedly,

as Amencan

self-confidence

as a nation increases, there WIll be a greater demand for co-ordination,
consequently

a lesser emphasis upon control. In Bntain the danger

the emphasis upon co-ordination

and
15

that

WIll be taken to the pomt where effecnve

control disappears altogether.
Thus again we return

to

the Idea of balance, a balance between the func-

tions of control and co-ordination.

It 15 important that particular structures

should combme

of both functions,

structure

the performance

and that no smgle

should be solely responsible for one or the other of them. It IS im-

possible to state any absolute values for either of these, or to set unchangmg boundanes

between them, only to say that they must be "in balance"

and that neither should ever eclipse the other, unless and until that VIew of
the brotherhood
ThIS functional

of man of which we wrote earlier becomes a reality.
analysis has represented

an attempt to draw out the implications
and institutions

function

of Western constitunonal

It Illustrates the complex interaction

nons m the history of constitutionalism
ruzanonal

both an attempt to descnbe and
thought

of purpOSIve mten-

with the cold hard facts of orga-

needs Thus the desire to establish the pnmacy of a rule-making
comes up agamst, but

15

not wholly defeated
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a wide discretion

In

certain areas Furthermore,

functional analysis we have presented here, Important
understanding

the over-all character

of Western

though

It

systems of government,

does not, pnma [acie, have very much to say about actual mstitunons
structures.

There are innmanons.

the

may be for

no more. Clearly a monohthic

or

structure

ISruled out, for the Idea of balance, and the very concepts of control and coordination,

in the sense used here, would be meamngless

suggests that there should be a number of structures,

But If the analvsis
It

does not say how

many, and It certainly does not suggest that each structure
only a smgle function,

insistence upon the necessity of the performance
by each structure

Let us turn, therefore,

look at the orgaruzanonal
their evolution.
In general
stitutions

structure

of more than one funcnon

from the analvsis of function to
and

for further clues to the solution of our central problem

It

would be correct to characterize

three great branches or departments
here to JustIfy tlus statement
It

It IS the

of modern Western democracies.

to the end of the nineteenth

hcanons of

should perform

for the one thread which runs throughout

Furthermore,

this development

in-

It would be Impossible

of government

in detail. or to make all the necessary qualiin the present century this evolution seems to

have ceased, or, rather, institutional
more complex pattern

the historv of Western

century as a gradual evolution Into

development

It IS sometimes

has taken on a new and

argued, by Dahl for example, that

was really a matter of division of labour and had nothing

to do with the separatIOn of powers, and certainlv

the division of labour

has had a great deal to do With It It has been found that certain things
can be done more efhctenrly in certain ways - but what does "efhcienrlv"
mean In this context? We have no SIngle cnterion.
itabilitv, that the economist

such as output, or prof-

can apply to this concept. DIVISIOn of labour

has In fact very complex roots when applied to the development
msntutions.

of political

It always begs the questIOn "division for what?" and although

the answer Involves certain techmcal questions of how things may be done
most expeditiously,
this. In particular
development

or more cheaply, It Involves a great deal more than

the recogrunon

of the Importance

of certam ralues In the

of Western polincal mstitunons

Let us begm by lookmg at the buildmg-blocks

JbO

of orgaruzation.

In order
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to suggest some of the factors involved in this institutional
and ItS relation to function
two elements - hierarchy

Any orgaruzanonal

structure

development
IS composed

of

and collegium. At the extreme there IS the con-

cept of a perfect hierarchy, best tvpihed In practice, perhaps, by the rrulitarv
orgaruzation

of a regiment.

At the other extreme

body, In which. apart from a presiding
honzontal

in character,

there IS the collegiate

officer, the organization

and perfectly

democratic

IS wholly

Perhaps the govermng

body of an Oxford College IS a good example of tlus type of orgaruzanon.
and so IS the prototype

Western

course, these extremes
bmanon

and collegiate

Nevertheless,

orgaruzational

structure,

that the potennalines
embodying

In practice, of

for expenment

are almost

exist as the poles of
charactensncs.

which

of very different value-patterns

has as Its major charactensncs

umty, and expedition,

are a com-

WIth so many possible

very diffenng

to the furthenng

structure

chain of command,

elements,

these two basic structures

in turn lend themselves
The luerarchical

assembly

are rarely realized: most organizations

of luerarchical

van ants and combinations
limitless.

parliamentary

an authoritative

whereas the collegiate structure

involves lengthy debate, divided views which may prevent the taking of deClSIOns,and leads almost inevitably to compromise
teristics are, of course, the characterisncs
types" of hierarchy

and collegium:

solutions

These charac-

one might attnbute

undoubtedly

to the "Ideal

collegiate authorrnes

on occasion act speedily and effectively, whereas hierarchies
nee become Incapable of producing
attnbutes

treme the luerarchical

structure

in their pure state may be

the two structures,

types, embody very different possibilines
for the head of the hierarchy,

agam m their pnstme

of representatIOn

At the one ex-

ISwholly devoid of representative
orgamzatronallv

aired. all Interests can be given their due weight
patterns,

and In organizational

structure

These charactensncs

of

the aspiratlOn towards

The most spectacular

these Ideas, drvine nght versus parhamentarv
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all arguments

come to represent differing value-

terms to represent

different ways of taking decisions

content,

at least, IS a complete des-

pot, whilst at the other extreme all views can be represented,
the two poles of orgaruzanonal

can In prac-

an effective decision: but these are the

which the two types of orgaruzation

expected to display. Furthermore,

do

confrontations

supremacy,

totahtariarusm

of
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democracy,

and lustorical sigruhcance.
nevertheless

OF

two organizational

Involve issues of the greatest ideological

but It IS also true that at a less spectacular,

very Important

systems of government
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level, the day-to-day

operatIons

but

of Western

can be seen m terms of the tensions between these

types, the contmual

choice between

the values of the

one and the values of the other, the attempt to combine the speed and efflciency of the hierarchy

WIth the mforrnanon

and consent which are to be

obtamed from the collegium.
There IS thus a built-in
nonal structure

tension between

which, however

removed. This "tension"

they are modihed.

IS the orgaruzational

ment, and It forms the natural
hang functional

evolution

be seen, therefore,
patterns

baSIS of control In governto

distmcnons
of the great branches

of government

can

both as the evolvmg conflict between differmg value-

in the way

In

which deCISIOns are taken, and as a result of the

evolving conceptIOns of funcnons
If these functional

can never be wholly

and ObVIOUSpeg on which to attempt

and procedural

The progressive

these two types of orgamza-

of government.

That IS to say that, even

classifications, WIth their connection With the Idea of the

rule of law, had not developed,

a conflict between the making of effective

deCISIOns,by one man or by many men, is built In to the nature of human
orgaruzanonal

structure.

In fact, these two factors seem to a consider-

able extent to comcide-c- that IS to say the collegiate organization
makmg of general rules seem a priori to be closely correlated,

and the

and the luer-

arclucal orgaruzanon

and the applicanon

each other

most Western theorists have agreed, no matter how

Certainly

of law seem to be well SUIted to

sharply they have disagreed on other subjects, that all deCISIOnsshould not
be made by a smgle man whose word IS law, and that all the tasks of government

should not be performed

revolunonary
of possibihnes,

by a representative

penods these extremes

Except m

so that there must, in some sense, be a funcnonal

SIOnat the root of government

orgaruzanon,

It IS this connection,

difficult It may be to make It preCIse, between
hmcnons,

assembly

have been excluded from the range

orgaruzanonal

divi-

however
structure,

and values, that gives to the separatIOn of powers or rather to Its

central theme, that indestructible

quality we found throughout

ItS history
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It is a crucial relationship. to which we contmually
complex

the polmcal

how mtncate

and governmental

return,

machmery

POWERS

no matter how

becomes,

no matter

It is here that we reach the abiding

the tasks of government.

core of truth in the Idea of the separatIOn of powers, and we can understand
also why, throughout

the history of Western

thought,

the present day, there has been the continual tendency
that there are only two funcnons
correspond
ture

of government,

so neatly with the "natural"

In fact each of these structures

task, but a number of them

to

for wnters to insist

functions which seem to

tendencies

of orgaruzanonal

came to perform

Thus the "legislature"

non of powers theory WIth the "Iegislanve

from Marsilius

struc-

not one overndmg

IS associated in separa-

power," but Its representatIve

nature ensured that It would in fact be associated WIth all those tasks, such
as control of hnance, administrative
deliberation

upon matters

oversight,

redress of gnevances,

of general sigruhcance

and

even if legislation

was

not involved. which seemed relevant to a body WIth this particular representative structure
represents

rather than another. The older term "parhament"

The structure

of judicial orgaruzanon,

very neatly into the simple functional
to

better

the nature of this body than the more modern "legislature

see all actions of government

"

however, has never seemed to ht
classihcation

of those who WIshed

in terms of a SImple psvchological

theory

of willmg and acting, for this left no room for the complexines

of JudICial

orgaruzanon.

of the Im-

The judicial system ISm fact the clearest mdicanon

pact of purpOSIve procedures upon organizational
SIOn of the determination
tasks

or speed in the performance

It represents

values of different types of organization
Historically.
government

of certain types

the conscious effort to combine the
in order to achieve particular alms

English institutions have never approximated

either of the extreme

It ISthe expres-

to ensure that certain values are gIven pnonty

at the expense of expediency
of governmental

structure.

poles of orgaruzanonal

structure,

on the one hand, and the Long Parliament

very closely to
although

on the other, have

perhaps come fairly close. They have always been a combination
types of orgamzation-the

of the two

Kmg in Council, the Kmg m Parhamenr=

the tension between those hierarclucal

Tudor

and

and collegiate principles has been a

great theme of Brmsh consntutional lusrory Although

this clash of the two
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basic orgaruzanonal

types has been a dominant

nonal development,

perhaps the most InterestIng,

developments

and the most successful,

have been the attempts to create new structures

bined the advantages
extremes.

note of Western consntu-

(and of course the disadvantages

The evolution

of the judicial system,

which com-

also) of both the

with Its combmanon

of

the Kmg's Judge and a people's Jury, was considered by many English and
Amencan

wnters

most Important
the individual

up to the end of the eighteenth
institunonal

development

The parliamentary

that safeguarded

of harmony

of a harmomous

In

and Long Parliament
the nineteenth

Its delicate balance, and ItS Internal
fmal answer to the centunes

the hbertv of
relationship

opposed prmciples formerly embodied In the

Ideal types of absolute monarchy
class proponents

as perhaps the

system, In ItS rrud-runeteenth-centurv

heyday, was seen as the great achievement
between the two potentially

century

For the middle-

century tlus system, WIth

compensating

mechamsms,

of stnfe between two apparently

was the

incompatible

forms of organization
The late nineteenth
ever, the destrucnon
for harmony

century

and the present century

of this dream of perfect balance and perfect harmony,

suggested

an equal, not a subordinate,

the parts of the system The mid twentieth
ItS own answer

to

have seen, how-

relationship

between

century has attempted to evolve

this ever present tension, replacing that harmony

system of parliamentary

government

WIth new forms. To understand

we must look bnefly at the mam trends of government

of the
this

orgaruzanon

In the

century has seen the re-emergence

of the

past eighty years
In the first place the twentieth
luerarchical

pnnciple

to a dommant

posmon

10

government

organization

In Bntain, hrst the cabinet rose from a posmon of rough equality WIth the
House of Commons till It led and dorrunated It, and then the growth of the
power of the Pnme Miruster lifted lum up far above hIS cabinet colleagues
10

power and prestIge. At the extreme this has been labelled "government

by Pnme Minister,"

and It has been argued that the cabinet as an msntu-

tion has joined the monarchy and the House of Lords as a "digruhed" rather
than an "efficient" part of the Constitution,

The English system ISnow por-

trayed as the Pnme Miruster. supported by a few close associates. directing

3:-3
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Parliament. and through

and sub-comrruttees

the whole luerarchv

mamtaming

machine: an elective monarchy,
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of

a grasp upon the ad-

In fact ThIS, no doubt, IS an

The lirruts upon the Prime Mirusters power clearly vary

exaggeration

very much according to CIrcumstances,

and the usual exemplihcanons

of

hIS great power are drawn from the field of foreign affairs and defence
rather than from domestic pohncs, where he has much less freedom of manoeuvre. Still, the general plCture ISnevertheless
nance of the hierarchical

for emphasis upon co-ordmanon
and relatively purposeful

noted earlier, and for the speed, despatch,

actIvIty of a smgle man rather than a committee

or assembly The delicate mechanisms
parliamentary
struments.

government

Mirusterial

one of the groWing dorm-

pnnciple. ThIS IS the result of the greater demand

of the nineteenth-century

have been transformed

responsibility

theory of

Into very different in-

IS now little more than a formal pnn-

ciple used by rmrusters to deter parharnentarv

interference in their affairs.

and the power of dissolution

has become SImply a tactical weapon in the

hands of the Pnme Munster

to enable him to choose as favourable

as possible to fight an election The enormous

growth of presidential

in this century in the United States, and the Constitution
public in France, reflect the same tendencies.
at work, although

a date
power

of the FIfth Re-

wah the same baSIC forces

the dIfferent political structures

of those countrres have

modified the methods adopted and the detail of their application
At the same time that this emergence

of the hierarclucal

the major force for imnanon and co-ordmanon
contradictory.

development

the structure

of government

tance of the luerarchical
most marked

was in process There was a fragmentation

of

In an attempt to combat the groWing Impor-

pnnciple, an attempt to modify ItS force. ThIS was

commissions

of the inde-

took a large area of adrrurustranon

the direct control of the President,
pensation

as

was takmg place, another.

in the United States, where the development

pendent regulatory

orgarnzanon

out of

and thus provided some form of com-

against hIS growing power. The WIde use of these Independent

or serru-mdependent

agencies in the United States Illustrates the emphasis

placed upon the control function in that country.
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to the relative decline of Congressional

in Great Britain we fmd some tendencies
ration -m

the serru-independent

for example-the

towards this type of fragmen-

status of the National Assistance

emphasis upon the co-ordmanon

strong that the fragrnenranon

power Although

of structure

funcnon

Board

has been so

we fmd in the United States has

not occurred to the same extent
The growmg

dommance

of the hierarchical

structure

rather different reaction m Bntam. Instead of attemptmg
hierarchy by Imposmg external checks upon
mg tendency

to build in mternal

m fact a new combmanon

restraints

It,

has met With a
to frustrate

the

there has been an mcreas-

upon ItS action. and to create

of the hierarchical

and collegiate forms which

might achieve some of the same ends that were implicit in parliarnenrarv
government,

Without the dispersion

that the irunanve

of rule-making

early part of the century

of effective decision-making

power in the legislature

power

implied, In the

the relative decline in the importance

of Parlia-

ment led to proposals which suggested the creation of some form of corporatIve parliament

in which interests

would be represented

rather than

geographic areas. This formal proposal never gamed acceptance in Britain.
but much of its spmt has been realized in other ways In the hrst place,
the hierarchy

of rrurusters and civil servants was encrusted with an enor-

mous outgrowth
mformanon

interested

parties before important

become one of the new "conventions"

In 1962 this attempt

to democratize

portant

The problem

step further.

programmes

committees,

which provided

and expressed opmlOns of interest groups The practIce of for-

mally consulting
has virtually

of advisory and consultative

decisions are taken
of the Constitution

the adrrurustranon
of obtammg

that planned to mamtam

restraints

advanced an Im-

consent for government
upon wages, salaries. and

pnces led to the creation of the National Economic Development
which was a formal attempt
tive orgaruzanons
the government's

to mtegrate

and procedures,

This type of development

and representa-

so that at least part of the control of

policy that it refused

trusted to a body representatIve

adrrurustranve

Council,

to surrender

to Parliament

was en-

of only certain sections of the commumty

has gone even further m France, where the plan-
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nmg machmery encompasses a much wider consultative apparatus Indeed,
M. Mendes-France has proposed this as a pattern for the evolution of a
modern structure of government for France.
Thus there has been an attempt to infuse the adrrurustranon with representative structures, and to find some sort of balance between expeditious
government and representative control unthin a smgle structure. At the
same time there has also been an attempt to mfuse the judicial values
of fairness and due process into the adrrurustranve procedure. Thus the
growth of adrnmistrative tnbunals. and the use of "quasi-judicial" procedures, represents an attempt to give due weight to the interests of the
individual. without destroymg the speed and effectiveness of government
action. There has, therefore, been a twofold attempt to dilute the hierarclucal form rather than to exert an external check upon

It,

by bmldmg

collegiate organizations and judicial procedures mto the very structure of
admmistration Itself. This ISa reilecnon of the contmumg desire for the performance of an effective control function, but It also represents a deterrrunation to mamtain the advantages of the luerarchical form of orgarnzanon
It IS doubtful, however, If these attempts could be said to be successful. The dissatisfaction with the way in which the control funcnon ISbemg
performed has produced the Council on Tnbunals to attempt to give some
independent supervlslOn of admirustratrve Jusnce, has led to demands for
the reform of Parliament to make control of the adrmrustranon more effectrve, and to the proposals for a Parliamentary Commissioner to investigate

gnevances There has thus been a resurgence of demands for more effecnve
external checks to be applied to the hierarchy of rrurusters and civil servants, and a SuspIcIOnthat bodies, which are representative of outside mterests, but which work for long penods with the hierarchy, become identified
with It in the mmds of the ordinary people, and perhaps in their own mmds
as well. There IS the awful fact that a decision which you have helped to
make must m part at least be defended by you, and It becomes, in the eyes
of other people, your responsibility. This fact has always been recogmzed
by parliamentary Opposltlons, who have consistently refused to accept any
responsibility for, or even to enter into pnvate discussions on, government
pohcy. The need for an external check of some description seems contmu-
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ally to emerge from these srtuations. It ISthis fact which, above all else, suggests the need for a Parliament

with effectIve control functions

Parliament

has given up any attempt to irunate or even amend rules which are to be
made. It must, therefore, control the means by which government

IScarned

on. Only in this way can an external check be applied We should not allow
one-sided appeals to the out-dated

vocabulary

to prevent this: to talk of interference

of the separation

of powers

in executive functions by Parhament

IStoday the most cymcal use of terms that no longer have any real meamng
The final way of lookmg at our matenal is summed up in the term "process" ThIS IS a term which has as many meamngs
study of pObtICSas has "function,'

5

and undoubtedly

In

It

to give the Impression of being modern and up-to-date

the hterature

of the

ISoften used Simply
It has value

In

the

sense that It stresses a concern with the whole complex of political activity
rather than with merely formal elements,
come to take on the connotanon

In

for the term "insntunon"

has

the study of politics. unlike SOCIOlogy,

of a set of lifeless forms, with perhaps little relevance to what actually goes
on

In

the hurly-burly

of everyday polincs, The term process can, however,

be helpful in ways other than merely demonstratmg
tudes In particular

it can pomt attention

our up-to-date

to the Importance

atti-

of the dvnarruc

elements m the study of polmcs A F Bentley used process Simply to mean
that m politics all IS movement,

all IS flux

6

It IS true that the polincal

system IS in a constant state of change, nothmg ever stands still, patterns
never repeat themselves

exactly Yet, as has been argued above, this does

not mean that there IS no stabilitv

In

pohtical hfe. for the polincal

tem and the Idea of order are inseparable
no possibility

of foreseemg

sys-

If all were flux, there would be

the outcomes of political actions, no baSIS for

rational behaviour= m fact. no politics
Thus, If the concept of process means anythmg

in POhtICS, It does not

mean that all is flux It can help to focus our attention.

however, upon the

problem of how events move from pomt A to pomt B, of how the situanon at the end of a penod of time IS different from, but clearly related to,
the situation
5 See the

at the begmmng

dISCUSSIOn

by \tV Harrison

of the penod
Poltticat Studies.

6 See Norman Iacobson A P S R , Mar '964, P '5

_-

3

,

I

We have to take into account
Oct 1958, P 24)
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when discussing the nature of pohtical mstrtutions, thus

or structures,

are patterns of behaviour

that persIst over time,

but they are never exactly the same after the passage of time \Vhat makes
them recognizable

as mstitunons

IS the fact that they show a basic stabihtv

which allows them to adapt to changmg

and contmUlty,

without losmg their identity. At any particular

CIrcumstances

pomt of time we must con-

cern ourselves with how people are behaving in relation to past patterns of
behaviour,

and take note of their expectatlOn of how other people will be-

have in the future. At any point of time the rules explicit or implicit in past
patterns of behaviour will be mfluencmg people to continue broadly as they
have done in the past, but there WIll also be an mhrute number
nons in behaviour

from past patterns, many of them rrunor and ephemeral.

some of them important
be a constant potential

for future patterns of behaviour
for change, wluch will normally

which can over a long penod alter the general structure

There will thus
be margmal,

It

becomes in fact coextensive

comes redundant

but

very considerably

If we think of this whole complex of pohncal behaviour
process,

of varia-

as the political

WIth politics. "Process" really be-

However, in so far as we divide up the study of the polm-

cal system into a number

of areas, the Idea of the legislative process does

convey something of the combination of stable, contmumg

actIvIty which

forms the core of the operatIOns of a legislature together with the mnumerable ephemeral polmcal acts of those interested in the particular events that
are ItS concern. The stable mstitunonal

pattern WIll operate, must operate,

in terms of a set of rules irnphcit in the behaviour of those who are involved
m It, or which may be made explicit in a set of formal constitutional
legal rules, or explained by observers as "conventions"
formal. wntten
in the situation
wntten
onstrated

or mfluencmg,

so that they are

the behaviour

of the actors

In this case, they will be modified. or superseded,

codes of behaviour

the unfortunate

or usages The more

rules may, of course, become out-of-date,

no longer in practlCe regulating,

more relevant

or

by un-

to what actually happens

It IS

tendency of revisiorusts in lustorv or politics, havmg dem-

that the old wntten

rules or unwntten

conventions

no longer

have relevance to the practlCe of a pohncal msntution, to assume that such
rules never were Important,

and that no such rules are Important

today
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in fact IS that a new set of rules. different

from, but usually dearly related to, the older set, IS now m operatlOn
In this WIde sense, therefore,

there must be a procedure

of every polmcal process. Procedure,
rules, IS the disnllanon

at the heart

which ISJust another name for these

of the msntutional

pattern;

not an unchanging.

rigrd set of rules, but rather a flexible body of precepts wluch contam the
proVIsIOn for their own amendment.

VIewed in this light the polincal sys-

tem WIll reveal many processes and their related procedures-certamly

not

merely the three, legislative, executive. and JudICIaL of the earlier wnters
There WIll be a polincal party process, and an electoral process There WIll
be a tendency to create new procedures to meet new needs, Just as the gradual evolution of three distmct procedures in earlier centunes
changmg aspirations
velopment

of the peoples of England and France, and as the de-

of such new procedures

commissions,

or adrrurustrative

as those of the independent

tribunals.

lems and the desire for their solution
about the trmity

reflected the

of legislatrve,

regulatory

reflected newly emergmg

prob-

There IS nothing sacred, or divme.

executive.

theory. It is a matter of the procedures

and judicial powers in earher

wluch are felt to be necessary

to

meet current needs
We have seen, however,
IS no jusnhcanon

"powers" of government,
nculanon

that although

lustorically

and logically there

for the VIew that there must be three and only three
there IS a remarkable

of the parts of the constitutional

stability in the general ar-

State and of the procedures they

adopt It IS here that we may begm to see some of the mter-relanonslups
between function,

orgaruzanon.

In the hrst place the funcnona]

and procedure
characterisncs

of the consntunonal

State

exercise great influence upon the number of different procedures adopted
The constant pressure to ensure that the rules govermng behaviour
plicrt and formalized.
consequences

so that each person IS aware, so far as possible, of the

of hIS actions. that IS to say the ancient demand that people

shall be governed,

in Locke's phrase, by "promulgated

to be vaned in particular
of a luerarchical
a procedure

are ex-

establish'd laws, not

cases," WIll inevitably tend towards the creation

system of rules, WIth a smgle fmal source of authonty

and

for testing their legality. The demands for a balance between
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the co-ordination and control hmcnons will mevirablv lead to a hrruted
number of structures and procedures, but a number greater than one Thus
we frnd continual attempts, throughout the twentieth century In Britain
and the United States, to keep the evolving structures of government In a
pattern which Willensure that they are co-ordinated and subject to control.
The reports of the varIOUScommissions of enqUlry Into government orgaruzanon In these countnes Illustrate the pressures which operate to bnng
about the consolidation of these structures Into a Single hierarchical structure, subject to the control of representative institunons. With only those
exceptIOns considered necessary because of the values they represent. On
the one hand, no means of checking the exercise of power WIthout some
form of external restraint has yet been evolved, on the other hand, the
pressure In the modern state towards a set of co-ordinated harmomous
government policies is such that the integrative tendencies Will always be
at work The nature of the basic forms of organization, hierarchy, and collegrum Will also tend always towards two or more, but not many more,
orgamzations and procedures There are characterisncs of those two forms
which make them SUItableto certain tasks and to certain modes of proceedmg As we have seen, the most interesting and sigruhcant developments
have been m terms of the attempt to create new combmanons from these
basic forms, yet the orgamzatronal pressures that tend to polarize msntunons remain very great.
Second, It cannot be too strongly stressed that procedures, the rules governing behaviour. reflect certain value-patterns The way In which things
are done makes a very great difference Men could be condemned to death,
and In some countnes are, by an adrrnrustratrve procedure. Roads could be
built by a collegium determining by vote, after discussion. where every
stroke of the pick should be made. The judicial method mvolvmg open
discussion and an adversary procedure before a Jury could be used to determine Important questIOns of foreign policy and diplomacy The results
of allocating these tasks of government to be decided In this way would
undoubtedly be disastrous. The present-day procedures In Bntain and the
Umted States, and the matters decided by them, have not been evolved
380
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by chance, they represent the collectrve Judgement

of centuries concerning

the way in which certam thmgs should be decided This IS not an argument
agamst all innovation,

but

It

should lead us to enqUire Into, and to examine

the values which these procedures embody, and to look very closely at new
procedures, and at the allocation of tasks to them, in order to be sure what
we are domg
Thus procedures,

wluch form the heart and core of every polmcal pro-

cess, may be seen as the msntunonal
of particular

societies

expreSSIOn of the value-patterns

These value-patterns

are extremely

complex, but

broadly speaking the evolution m modern times of three major procedures
of government

reflected the Importance

in the Western

attached to three dommant

World - efficiencv, democracy,

values

and JustIce Over the past

hundred years, however, a new value emerged wluch could not be subordmated to these-SOCial

Justice It IS the concern with social justice which

above all else has disrupted

the earher tnad of government

funcnons

agencies. and has added a new dimension

to modern

government

resulted in the creation of new structures,

and the evolution

cedures, but Its implications

go beyond the mere multiplicanon
for, with all the difhculnes

tiona] classihcanon
presented
ernment

of government

that dommated

in detail, the broad correlation
function

WIth three structures

efficiency, democracy,

flict that gave the fundamental
Thus functional

values implicit in procedures
nonal doctrme
of the wntmg

the years 1640-1848

of the three concepts of gov-

was a reality

The three values of

and controlled,

It

was this con-

Impulse to the concept of the separatIOn

mtentions.

orgaruzanonal

structure,

and the

combmed to gIve a meanmg to this consntu-

There was a lOgICbehind the apparent illogicalitv of much
about the separatIOn of powers

The growmg

Importance

of SOCIalJustice, however, threatened

stroy this logic, ThIS new value cut across the other three
It could not result SImply m the construction
procedures

of values,

which the func-

and Justice did. of course, come into sharp conflict,

but this conflict could be institutionalized
of powers

It has

of new pro-

structures,

and procedures,

and

to form a new fourfold

In

to de-

new ways, and

of new structures

and new

separatIOn of powers, although

the
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fragmenranon of government structure which took place In the twentieth
century reflected In part an attempt to do this. To a considerable extent this
was due to the fact that the alms of social justice had to be achieved largely
through the same machinery wluch In earlier ages had been concerned
almost exclusively with maintaining order, conducting war, and diplomacy.
or deahng WIth the mirumum routine needs of socIety. But also it was because the achievement of social JustIce meant more than the distnbunon of
new goods and services: It meant also the control of the economy to ensure
full employment, the attempt to secure the Incomes of farmers and wageearners, the control of monopolies, the maintenance of a certain level of
public expenditure, the control of the balance of payments, and so forth
The measures needed to achieve these alms cut across the older values,
In parncular they entrenched upon democratic controls and judicial procedures, and they demanded far more co-ordination of government action
than In the past
Indeed, it could be argued that this new value had not been added to the
earlier ones, but had become the value, an overndmg factor which did not
have to be articulated with the others, but superseded them, to the extent
that they could be accommodated to It, they would survive. but no further The rise of the modern mass-based polmcal party is closely connected
with this emphasis upon the value of SOCIalJustICe In fact the twentiethcentury political party ISthe structure through which this value has been
realized, Just as in an earher age the representatIve assembly was the structure through which democracy was realized. By performing, above all else,
the function of cc-ordmanon. by USing the pnmary functions as mere
tools, with little concern for the ends they had been fashioned to pursue,
and by ensuring the creation of new co-ordmatmg instruments of government to further their alms, political partIes have become governmental
structures par excellence. Of course, the other structures of government
also perform this functron= thev are no less mulnfuncnonal m this respect
than mothers - yet It has become the pnme Iuncnon of the polincal party
Thus the analysis of the correlation of value, iuncnon. and structure remains complete, but the pIcture has changed because this value is seen as
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supenor to the others, because the main purpose of rhis new structure
co-ordinate

the older structures,

ISto

and therefore to some extent to subordi-

nate them. The political party process has come to encompass the electoral.
legislative. and executive processes, and mdeed the judicial process as well
The nse of this new value and the structures

which ensure Its realization

must mean that any facile VIew of "the separatIon of powers" IS dead
It IS natural

that the emphasis upon one value, social JustIce, and the

Iuncnons and the structures
when the realization
become so intense

It entails, should haw been so great in a penod

of the shortcommgs

We have WItnessed a revolunonarv

and there has been a consequent
and Its insntunonal
revolutions
lunonary

of earlier ages in tlus respect had
In

attitudes.

expreSSIOn, of the kind which has accompanied

The overndmg
situations

change

extreme emphasis upon the new value,

Importance

attached to "democracy"

at the end of the eighteenth

emphasis upon the power of representative

earlier
in revo-

century led to an extreme

assemblies. only to gl\'e way to

a compromIse between the old and the new when the dangers were seen of
erectmg a smgle cntenon.

a smgle value, to this dommatmg

posmon

In the mid 1960'S It cannot be Said that SOCIalJustice has been accomplished completely

in Bnram or the Umted States, any more than It could

be said that democracy
nineteenth
teenth

had been completely

century, or JustIce completely

achieved at the end of the

achieved at the end of the eigh-

Yet we have perhaps come to the pomt where we must pause, and

turn agam, as earlier ages have turned,

to the reconcihation

values WIth the old, to questIOn whether
can be allowed to exclude others
to be dommated

for long by one overnding

number of satisfactions,
to extremes.

Human

usually potentially

A system of government

of the new

one value, however Important,
bemgs are much too complex
consideration.
contradictory

they demand a
ones, If pursued

which IS to meet these demands,

which will respond to a variety of values and their funcnonal
tural reqUirements,

must attempt

and struc-

to reconcile the old structures

and pro-

cedures WIth new ones. Control will be Important

alongside the funcnon

of co-ordmanon,

diffenng

to mamtain

nature of government,

a balance between

the primary

funcnons

VIews of the

will be considered

Impor-
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tant in order to gIve expreSSIOn to older values that we cannot relmquish:
even the old concept of the separation
important

where it

IS

will be
Itself, but as a means of main-

of persons

seen, not as an end

In

tammg this balance. The task of the rwenneth-century
to place these values in perspective,
by which they can be reconciled

In

government

political theonst

and to suggest the institutional

IS

means

THIRTEEN

Epilogue: The Separation of Powers and
the Administrative State

of Powers and Politico! Theory

The Separation

W
dominant

HE:-.I

THE

1967

It

5 T

edmon of this book was published In

was extreme Iv unfashionable

analysis of an msntunonal
lmutanon

intellectual

streams of thought,

FIR

theory

The historv
concerned

of the power of government

and

With the

clashed with the

trends of the time There were then three powerful
all of which. from very different standpoints,

were hos-

tile to the Idea that there could be a coherent tradition of political thought
about the msntutional
to say about the way

structure
In

of government

which government

that had something

useful

Impacted upon the Iibertv of

the citizen.
The hrst. Marxism.
dorrunanon

saw pohncal msntunons

of the proletanat

by the bourgeoisie.

econorruc relations

of production,

which

capitalist countnes

In

different

effect upon polinca! outcomes

the diffenng

as the Instruments

of the

a mere reflection of the
details of the structure

of

could have no more than a trrvial

Thirtv years on, this line of thought

little to tell us about the study of polmcs

The utopIan assumptIOns

has
of
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about human nature, so far from the realism of Montes-

qUleu or Madison, can provide no VIable basis for political analysis
There were, however, two other Intellectual
nantly American,

the other predominantly

dismissive of consnrunonal
at ItS high watermark

theory

Behaviourism

and IS dealt With at some length

Essentially behaviourism

propounded

In

a demand for empincal

was then

Chapter

11

verihcation

to realize. But the problems which had

been the concern of theonsts

powers and other institutional

one predomi-

Bnnsh. In ongIn, each equally

or msntunonal

In terms which were impossible
for centunes

tendencies,

dealing With the separatIOn of

safeguards

some respects more acute The mabilitv

did not go away and became
of behaviounsts

In

to address these

problems effectively has now become fully apparent
The other attack came from the work of those whom, for want of a better
term, I shall descnbe
see how theones
propositions

as the sceptICs. The sceptICs found

impossible

to

could be framed In a manner which could generate valid

across space and time. On the one hand, Peter Winch attacked

the concept of SOCIalSCIence as a comparative
Quentin

It

Skinner demed the very possibility

study.' On the other hand,
of wntmg

tory of a concept such as the separatIOn of powers

2

a meaningful

his-

Skinner went so far as to

say that "It must be a mistake even to try either to wrrte Intellectual biographies concentratmg

on the works of a gIVen writer, or to write histories of

Ideas tracing the morphology
of study

are necessanly

of a given concept over time. Both these types

misconceived."

3

He argued that "the classic texts

are concerned With their own qUIte alien problems
to tlus View, It was impossible for us to understand

"4

Because, according

properly the meamng of

texts from earlier penods of history, he concluded that "any statement
IS Inescapably

the embodiment

of a particular

intention.

occasion, addressed to the solution of a particular

on a particular

problem, and thus spe-

CInCto ItS situation In a way that It can only be naive to try to transcend"
1 Peter Winch, The Idea of a Soczal SCIence and Its Relatzon to PhIlosophy
2

Quentin Skinner, "Meaning and Understanding

Vol VIII, No

1,

1969 See also John Dunn, review

01

in the Historv

Ibid . P 52
; lbid . P 50

4
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London, 1958

Ideas," HIstory and Theory,

The Meanzng of the SeparatIOn of Powers, b~

William B Gwyn, The HIstorIcal Journal, 196;" PP 472-4
3 Skinner, op cit , P 48

01
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STATE

Ten years later Skmner had abandoned this untenable lme of argument
In a book on the history of polmcal thought
to wnte a history

he wrote, "I have thus tned

centred less on the claSSICtexts and more on the hIS-

tory of Ideologies, my aim bemg to construct a general framework

within

which the writmgs of the more promment

"6

Importance

theonsts

can be situated

The

of the mistake made by Skmner in hIS earlier work IS that he

misunderstood

the essential

contmUlty of human

thought,

the extent to

which one wnter builds upon the work of another, even If only by reactmg
agamst It. It IS Impossible to draw hard and fast diVISIOnsbetween pen ods
of thought and to put them into watertight

compartments

Earlier thinkers

were not a senes of different speCIes, they were human, as we are The contextual details were different, to be sure, a fact we must always be aware
of, but the problems, the concerns, and the dilemmas were essentially

the

same as those we face today.
These attacks upon a tradition

of thought

stretchmg

back to Aristotle

were perhaps doomed to fail, but the reason that the theory of the separation of powers remams

sigruhcant.

addresses is as salient now as

It

however,

IS because the problem

was in the seventeenth

or eighteenth

tury Far from ItS central Issue havmg changed fundamentally,

cen-

the nature

of the pohncal problem that concerned earlier wnters on the separatlon
powers has remamed
ernment

It

of

exactly the same. how to control the power of gov-

The nse of the adrrurustranve

tive power of legislatures,

state, the weakening

and the problem of democratic

control-

are the new concerns, but they are variations on an old theme
of the separatIon

of powers IS an empmcal

m a hvpothencal

sense "If you Wish to safeguard

object of this Epilogue must therefore

theory

of the effecthese

The theory

It embodies values, but
liberrv, then

" The

be to ask where pohtical thought

stands today m relation to the theory of the separatIOn of powers We shall
survey the mam areas of mterest

that have evolved over the past thirtv

years in Bntam and the United States and then attempt to draw together
the threads of the argument

mto a credible theory of political msntunons

consonant WIth the model developed in Chapter

6 Quentm Skinner.
Cambndge.

19;-8. p

Xl

The FoundatlOns

of \lodern

1.2,

above

Poiitica! Thought.

\ 01

1.
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The United States

In both the Uruted States and Great Bntam the concern with the practical
problems of the articulation

of government

and liberties of the individual
and academic literature

and Its Impact upon the rights

have been promment

themes in public hfe

alike over the past thirty years

Since the I97o's

the problem of the separatlOn of powers has exercised the Amencan
more than at any nme in their history
wide vanety

courts

This concern was evidenced

in a

of fields, and the issues involved were not trivial: they went

to the heart of the problems of modern government

The output of books

and articles on the separatlOn of powers dunng tlus penod bears witness to
the Importance

attached to the Issues that are at stake?

The court order requmng

President

NIxon to produce the Watergate

tapes m evidence raised in a stark form the questlOn of the extent to which
the Chief Executive was entitled to the privilege of conhdennahtv
Court accepted, some would say invented,"
WIthhold mformanon
damental

from Congress,

to the operatlon

the right of the President

holdmg this privilege

of Government

and mextncably

could not "prevail over the fundamental

process of law in the fair admirustranon
ordered the tapes

to

to

to be "funrooted in the

separatlOn of powers under the Constitunon " 9 Nevertheless,
conhdennaliry

for hrs

WIth his advisers. In United States v. NIxon the Supreme

commurucanons

the claim of

demands

of due

of cnrmnal jusnce " 10 The Court

be produced, and the resignation

of the President be-

came inevitable.
Another

decision of the Court,

more wide-rangmg.

mvahdated

less dramatic

perhaps

but potentially

the use of the "legislative

veto," a device

which had been developed to enable Congress to control the way in wluch
the Adrrurustranon

carried out the laws which the Congress had enacted.

By I98) Congress had inserted nearly two hundred
statutes,

legislative vetoes into

making It possible to stnke down specific actions of the execu-

-; See the section of the Bibhography

on Modern Amencan

Constitutional

Law and Theory

pp 436-40 below
S Plulip B Kurland, Watergate

and the ConstitutIOn,

Chicago. 19;-8, p 34

9 United States v !'.'zxon, 418 US 68} (1974), at p 708
10 Ibid , P 713 See also ",'Ixon v Admimstrator
of General Service> 4JJ US 425 (19771
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tive branch. When legislation

AKD

ADMI!\ISTR<\TIVE

was passed delegatmg

nve. provl5lons were included in the legislanon

5T<\TE

power to the execu-

which allowed vetoes by

one House of Congress, by both Houses, by a congressional
or even by a committee
or Independent
rrurustranve

committee.

chair of decisions made by execunve departments

agencies." In this way Congress could Intervene In the ad-

process to reverse deCISIOns of which Congress, or in reality

some congressmen

In the Chadha Case, In 1983P

or senators, disapproved

the Court considered the constitunonalitv . of a legislanve veto exercised bv.
the House of Representatives reversing a decision of the Attorney General,
which would have allowed Chadha, a student whose VIsa had expired, to
remain

In

the Umted States

the Court declanng
Constitution

The Chief Justice, delrvermg the opmIOn of

the legislative

veto unconsnrunonal.

argued that the

had erected checks to the exercise of power by each branch

of government,

and that "to preserve those checks, and mamtain

the sepa-

ration of powers, the carefully defined limits on the power of each Branch
must not be eroded"
making further

13

Although

this case did not prevent Congress from

use of the legislative veto."

It

did raise vitallv Important

Issues to which we will return
In 1985 Congress passed the Gramm-Rudman-Hollmgs
anced Budget and Emergency

Control Act The intention

Act, the Balof the Act was to

reduce the federal budget deficit to zero in the fiscal year 1991 Part of the
process of achieving this aim was

to

gIve

to

the Comptroller

GeneraL an

official appointed by the President WIth the approval of the Senate but removable only by a Jomt resolution
of reportmg

to the President

ol Congress or Impeachment,

the duty

his conclusions on the measures necessarv to

give effect to the legislanon

The Supreme

Court, in considering

the va-

lIdIty of this legislation. based ItS decision on the doctnne of the separatIOn
of powers. "That this system

of division and separatlOn of powers pro-

duces conflicts, confusion, and discordance at times
H

K A KIrwan, "The Use and Abuse of Power

Powers," The Annals of the Amencan
'i

z immlgratlOn

15

The Supreme

inherent.

was

Court and Separation

and ,\'aturall:atlOn Sere'lce v Chadha 46: L S '119(19b,

1993

It

(1t

Academy, \'01 53-,199;, P -~

13 Ibid , pp 95;,-8
14 Louis Fisher, "The Legislanve Veto lnvahdared It SUf\I\e,:
lems, Vol 56, No 4, autumn

but
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to assure full, VIgOroUS,and open debate on the

great Issues affecting the people and to provide avenues for the operation
of checks on the exercise of governmental
the Act charged the Comptroller

power"

General, an

Congress, WIth making "executive"

15

The Cour: found that

officer subject to removal by

deCISIOns, and that therefore

gress "In effect has retained control over the execution
Intruded

Into the executive

such intrusion."

function

The Constitution

does not permIt

16

As a reaction to RIchard NIxon's dismissal of Watergate
cutor Archibald

Cox, Congress

The Act provided

Counsel to Investigate
tive branch

17

Special Prose-

passed the EthICS In Government

1978, which was Intended to hrrut the President's
nganons

the Con-

of the Act and has

control over such mves-

for the judicial appointment

alleged misdeeds of seruor members

of Independent
of the execu-

It had been argued before the Court that the Act mlnnged

upon the separatIOn of powers, because the function of prosecution.
essentially

Act of

executive In nature, should not be entrusted

degree of Independence

of the President. The Court rejected tlus VIew and

upheld the consntutionahtv

of the Act. The dissent of justice Scalia In this

case, however, and in MIstretta

v. U 5. demands further exarrunanon

The questIOn of the CIrcumstances
he bodies for redress, and therefore
the regulatory

being

to an officer WIth a

in which individuals

Involve the courts In the detail of

process, provided another

to appeal to the docrnne

18

can sue pub-

occasion for the Supreme

Court

of the separatIOn of powers. In 1984 the Court

refused standing to sue to a group of parents of black children who complamed that tax exemptIOns granted by the IRS to racially discrrrrunatorv
pnvate

schools impaired

desegregated

19

their abiliry to have public schools in their area

The Court argued that

the Government has traditionally been granted the Widest latitude In the
"dispatch of Its own Internal affairs
" That pnnciple. grounded as It IS In
IS Bowsher v Synar, 478 U S 7~4 (~986 L at p 722

~6 Ibid . P 734
~7 K 1 Harriger. "Separation
SCIence Quarterly,

01 Powers and the Polmcs of Independent

Vol 109, No 2, summer ~994

~8 MOrrison v Olson, 108 S Ct 259:' (~988) See below. p 402
~9 Alien v Wnght,

468 U ~ 737 (1984)

Counsels," Poutica!
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the Idea of separatIOn of powers, counsels against recognIZIng standing
case brought,

not to enforce specific legal obhganons

a direct harm, but to seek a restructuring

of the apparatus established

Executive Branch to fulfill ItS legal duties The Consntunon.
to the Executive

Iudicial

Branch, and not to the

Care that the Laws be faithfullv executed

Professor Sunstem

has remarked

expertise
SIght

Branch, the duty to "take

"20

about both government

in executive functions."

the belief that administrative

by the

after all. assIgns

that the Court's attitude in tlus case re-

flects "a form of judicial skepticism
and court entanglement

In a

whose VIOlatIOn works

regulation,

and political accountabihrv,

regulation

ThIS sceptICIsm hes "in

21

grounded

as

IS mcompatible

It

IS in rechnocranc

with

judicial

over-

"22

In a number

of other cases the federal courts have used the separatIOn

of powers to resolve Issues before them

the consntunonalitv

of the Sen-

tencmg Reform Act of 1984,23 the use by the President of advisory comrruttees." mcludmg hIS WIfe's membership
of the courts in international
Supreme

Court's

law

mvahdation

26

of one of them." the jurisdiction

and extradition

cases." and in 1995 the

of a section of a federal statute which re-

qmred the courts to reopen certam cases on wluch

final Judgements had

already been made."
Clearly the Supreme Court has pursued ItS own agenda in trymg to rec20 Ibid, at p ;,61
21 Cass R Sunstem. "Standing and the Pnvanzanon
Vol 88, No 6, October 1988, pp 1460-1

of Public Law," Columbia

See also C T Spngman,

Separation of Powers and Deference to Congressional Findings
vemty

of Chicago

In

the Standings AnalYSIS," UnI-

LaU' ReView, Vol 59, No 4, 1992

22 Sunstem. op
23 Mistretta

LmL' Re,'leU',

"Standing on Firmer Ground-

CIt,

v US,

24 PubiJc Citizen

P 1461
109 S Ct 64~ 11989)

v US

Department

01 [ustice

491 C S 440119891

25 ASsocJatlOn of American PhYSICians and Surgeons v CI1I1ton, 99;' F ad 89b 10 C Cir 199,1
See T S Bybee, "Advising the President
Separanon
of Powers and the Federal Adv isorv C ornrruttee Act," Yale LaU' [ournal, Vol 104, No 1, Oct 1994
26 Fliartlga
Law Linganon."
2;' Ahmad

v Peiia-lrala,

6)0 F ad 8;,6 12d Cir 19801 See H H Koh, "Transnanonal

Yale LaU' lournal,
v Wigen

28 Plaut v Spendthrift

Vol 100,!\0

726 F Supp 389 (EOI\')
Farm, Inc,

Public

8,1991, PP 2362-8
19891

115 S Ct 144- 119951 See also Frankiin

\

112 S Ct 2;-6;-11992), Toubv v United States, ,00 C S 160119911, and \jetropoiJtan
Airports AuthOrity \' Cltl:el1S for the Abatemel1t of /"Ilrcraft ;>'01,<" Inc 119911

-'91

\jassQch,/setts,
\\'ush1l1gtol1
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oncile the problems of the modern State with Its VIew of the mtentions of
the Founding Fathers. But whether

one agrees with the Court's deCISIOns

in individual cases, the over-all problem rernams: the balance between the
control that each branch of government
degree of co-ordination
of government

29

exercises over the others and the

among them necessary

to the effective operation

The almost fevensh activity of the Amencan

recent years in attemptmg

judiciary

In

to draw tlus Ime reflects, m part at least, the

polmcal reality of "gridlock." the fact that in only six of the tlurty years
from 1969 to 1998 will the presidency

and a majority

of both Houses of

Congress have been in the hands of the same polmca] party Although
sigruhcance

of party allegiance in the Amencan

system of government

the
IS

not as great as in European states, this record of split control of the executive and legislanve branches, culmmatmg

m the capture of both Houses by

the Republicans in 1994 and the contmuanon
reflect an Important
tion of powers
significant

30

consequence

of this situation

of the Amencan

powers existed both before and after this watershed
or credited. WIth the whole responsibihtv
ment" It IS clearly a very sigruhcant
For some tlus disjunction
Founders'

prescnptIOn

of "the structural
administer

It cannot be blamed,

IS SImply the desirable

However,

"32

realization

for others

31

of our government

tracmg in detail the outworn controversy

to propose,

It

)0

of the JudiCIary

of the

IS the cause

legislate

and

over the proposals that have been
government,

29 For a very different view of the "balance" between the branches of government
Cumberland,

as

There IS little pomt in re-

States to adopt parharnentarv

Rossum, Congress zonal Control

of

factor.

a balanced program for govermng

made for the United

separation

form of "coalmon govern-

of "weak government,"

mabilitv

became so

for this srtuation.

which facilitates this Amencan

1996, does

version of the separa-

The preCIse reasons why drvided government

after 1968 are not clear, and as the consntunonal

the mechamsm

In

The Article III Optzon,

but we
see Ralph

Center for Iudicial Studies

Va, 1988

David McKay, "Review Arncle

DIVided and Governed? Recent Research on DIVided Gov-

ernment in the United States," Bruisr: Journal
)1 James Q Wilson, "Does the Separation

of Political

SCience, Vol 24, No 4, 1994

of Powers Still Work?" The Pubtu: Interest,

winter 1987, P 4)
)2 Lloyd N Cutler. "To Form a Government,"

392

Foreign Af(azrs,

fall 198o, pp 126-;,

Vol 86
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for the United States of divided gov-

the British model of parliamentarv

-

government

IS bv

no means the sole version on offer,34 It IS the one which has been promoted
since Woodrow Wilson advocated

It In

1879 The attractions

minster model," however, have to be rudged
the last decade of the twentieth

In

-

of the "West-

terms of Its performance

In

century, and It ISto this Issue we now turn

Government by Party in Britain
above, the argument

was developed that, although

Britain

did not have the kind of separation

In Chapter

of power~ that the Founding

Fathers

adopted

12,

the Uruted States, nevertheless

In

the branches

were not "fused" and there were still Important
Today much of that argument

of government

boundanes

between them

still stands, but a number of factors have

further eroded the values which he behind the doctnne
of powers and which have therefore

of the separatlOn

led to the emasculation

of the checks

and balances that still, even after the Second World War, had some sigmhcance. In the rrud-runeteenth
tween Parliament
Parliamentary

century

and Government

government

trol over the government

It was possible to see a balance be-

such that neither dominated

meant that the legislature

could restrain the excesses of the House

of Commons by the threat of dissolution.
Immediately

were defeated

In

In the period from 1832 to 1868,

the House of Commons

or obtained a dissolution

enSUing election

could exercise con-

by the use of the vote of confidence, or the vote

of censure, and the government
eight governments

the other

or failed to Win the confidence

election. Even when a government

and resigned

and then were either beaten

In

the

of the House after the

had a nominal maJonty

In

the House,

the bonds of party were too weak to enable It to discrpline Its "supporters"
If they dishked the party's
ernment,

operatmg

33 See M

J

policies

Within the framework

C Vile, "Presidennal

Prospect for Presidentiai-Coneressional

and Parharnentarv

Go,'ermnent

34 William B Gwyn, "The Separation
merit."

In

This was a balanced system of govof a very hrrured franchise and
S\ stems'

DC,

1986

Albert l.epawskv led l. The

at Powers and Modern Forms at Democranc

Robert A Coldwm and Art Kaufman reds I SrparatlOn

Washmgton,

In

Berkelev 19-l,f Pou'cr,-[Joc;

Govern-

It Stll! ~\'llrP
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executive powers it represented
polincal condinons
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snll dominated

It was the model of parhamentarv

became so admired in other countnes,

by a land-

government

which

but the "balance" of legislanve and

rested upon a very special set of social and

which were soon to change

The extensions

of the franchise

of cabinet government

1.867 and 1.884 ushered

In

which the executive,

In

enIng of party ties, began to dominate
of a government

SEPARATION

defeat

nonty government

was

In
In

a period

because of the strength-

the legislature,

the House of Commons

and the hkelihood
(except when a rru-

office) grew smaller and smaller." The nse of the

Labour Party, WIth ItS strong ideological

baSIS, accelerated

cies, and WIth the Labour victory of 1.945, Parliament
for set battles between

In

Government

and Opposition.

these tenden-

became the forum
m which. because of

the tight discipline exercised by the party leaders, there was no real possibihty that the legislature,
government

as such, would have a role to play Whilst a

with even a slender maJonty

in office decisron-rnakmg

was not carried on in the legislature

sions were made in government
offices of cabinet ministers.
ister, ,The legislarure

m the House of Commons

Policv deci-

m cabinet committees.

in the

and above all in the office of the Pnme Min-

retained

posed upon the government

departments,

was

ItS Importance,

because Its procedures

the necessity of presentmg

and defendmg

ImIts

measures in public. Dunng the legislative process, however, no more than
marginal

changes in government

because the government

proposals were made, and then usually

had become aware of faults in Its own drafting or

changed ItS mind on some pomt of detail on which Its own party members
felt particularly

strongly. The justihcanon

of the system depended on the

concept of the united party, sustained by an ideology and a sense of loyalty
to

ItS principles

If a united party had a maJonty m the Commons, the fact

that the Opposition

could make little or no difference to pohcy outcomes

did not of Itself destroy the concept of rule by the maJonty

of the legisla-

ture. The major parties conruved, and still do connive. in the maintenance
35 Since 1895 no government
forced to reSign by losing a vote

With an over-all malonty
In

the House

394
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was assumed that each would get Its turn, and none

wanted to spoil Its future exercise of power. In reality there have always
been internal party divisions on policy. wluch are resolved by discussion or
by the threat of the exercise of party discipline. or both In fact

It

IS within

the rulmg party that deCISIOnsare taken, by the party, and not by the legislature. ThIS then IS the system of "government
subject to certain restraints.

m particular

by party," which although

the concern WIth the outcome of

the next electron, can no longer be descnbed, by any stretch of the imagination. as "parliamentary

government"

Under the pnme rrurustership

36

of John Major government

by party took

a new tWISt which effectIvely made the workings of the system qUIte apparent. Under prevIOUS regimes. both Conservative
tunonal

and Labour, the consti-

myths of the system, rrurusterial responsibihtv

responsibility

of government

"accountabihrv

to Parliament.

" of government,

had been sedulously

ever, the long pen ad of ofhce of the Conservative
the looser style of leadership
the locus of decision-taking

and the collective

wluch were the baSIS of the
mamtamed

How-

Party, since 1979, and

of Iohn Major made It very apparent

was well outside Parliament.

that

Mr Major's per-

cerved weakness compared WIth lus predecessor, Margaret Thatcher, wellpublicised differences

withm his cabinet, and the mtensihcation

SIOns within the Conservative
emergence

Party over European mtegranon

of a large group of dissidents in the Conservative

of dIVIled to the

parliamen-

tary party who were prepared to challenge Major's leadership to the pomt
of vonng against him in the House of Commons,

provided that they did

not actually bnng down the Government
Faced WIth defeat on a number of Issues the Government
that It did not consider resignation
even on an Important

necessary If defeated in the Commons,

matter of pohcy The Government

If defeated on a formal vote of confidence

37

In

would resIgn only

Thus party dissidents felt rela-

36 The House of Lords can exercise a check upon governments
caused the government

made It clear

and In a number

to change Its pohcv. but the extent to which governments

policv rather than over-ruling

of cases

accept changes

the Lords depends In the last resort on the Internal pohncs of the

government part\' In the Commons
3~ ThIS arnrude IS perfectly compatible

WIth the 1\ en

flexible

I

conventions

of the Bnnsh
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nvelv free to harass their leaders m the Commons,
over policy. votmg agamst government

openly hghtmg battles

measures, gomg

threats to bnng down the Government,

POWERS

to

the bnnk with

but drawmg back at tne last mo-

ment.
In 1995 Bntam was subjected to the ultimate
non of government

by party. The Pnme

expresslOn of the opera-

Munster,

beset by Europhobe

rebels, both in the cabmet and more generally in the parliamentary
continually

threatening

mands, resigned as leader of hIS party and stood for re-election
a means of reassertmg

hIS authonty

of a contest between

two candidates

trve Party, one of whom happened
Kingdom

as leader, as

There followed the amazmg spectacle
for the leadership

of the Conserva-

to be the Pnme Munster

That one political party, by its mternal

cal manoeuvenng,

party,

to destroy him If he did not accede to their de-

should determme

government

of the Umted

discussions

and polin-

policy on vital national

issues and decide who should hold the highest office in the land, while the
rest of the country stood by powerless to intervene.
of "parhamentary
tnumph

government"

John Major won the contest, a personal

for him perhaps, but a death-knell

tary government

was surely a travesty

for any concept of parliamen-

in Britain, for, if he had lost, the country would have had

a new Pnme Miruster and a new set of policies, without a general election.
as a result of a decision of the maJonty
Parliament,

of the majority

party, and without

as such, havmg had any say in the outcome."

It has now become clear that the myths which sustain
tional theory of governmental

accountability

the greatest obstacle to genume accountability
isterial responsibility,
trve to the legislature,

the reqUirement

Cambridge. "947, p

In

are in fact

The formal theory of rrun-

of the accountability

of the execuimpossible

WIll treat as a matter of sufhcienr Importance to demand
a questIOn for the Government" SIr Ivor lennmgs. CabInet

)8I

)8 SImilar palace revolutions occurred
son and

to the electorate

in practlCe makes real accountability

Consntunon
"What the Government
reslgnatlon or dissolunon IS,pnmanly,
Government,

the constitu-

In

1976 when James Callaghan succeeded Harold WJ!-

1990 when John Major replaced Margaret Thatcher

Prime Mirusters had taken place without reference to Parliament
but that was before the Conservative

Formerly appointments
or without

Party moved to elecnons for ItS Leader and

the role of the monarch was still seen as sigruhcanr

In

01 new

a general election

the choice of Pnme Mrruster

In

an age when
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that crincisrn of the process of adrrurustranon

of the government,

Therefore

alleged rnaladrmrustratron.
on in the adrrurustranve

mirusters

of the rrurusters, and of their

resist any kind of mvestigatlOn

they maintam

a pall of secrecy over what goes

suppressed

they defend the indefensible

IS made worse by the need of the maJonty

House to support

the government,

The Select Committee

1996 "A Mirusters
of his rrurustenal
fellow Members

so that informed

IS further

on the Public Service recogmzed this in

survival in hIS Job depends pnmanlv
colleagues-particularly

of Parliament

partv in the

cnncisrn

on the sansfacnon

the Pnme Mrruster-c and of hIS

so long as hIS rrurustenal

and party col-

leagues are prepared to defend hIm, the chances of obtammg
are minimal"

of

machine. and because they are rechrucallv respon-

Sible for all that goes on in their departments,
The situation

STATE

his removal

39

To some extent this situation
ment has in part pnvansed

has changed

recent years The govern-

In

the adrrurustrative

refuses to accept responsibility

machine.

and as a result

for errors, as in the case of the Home Sec-

retary and the Pnson Service Agency WIthout adequate controls over the
pnvatised

functions,

responsibihnes
responsible,

however, and WIthout clear boundaries

between the

of rrurusters and agency heads, the rruruster IS still seen as

and indeed It remains open for rrurusters to intervene

SUItSthem to do so The secrecy and impenetrabilitv
be clearly attnbuted

of government

can therefore

the applicanon

of the separatIOn of powers in Bntain

the absence of formal "responsible
in fact, has made investigation

government,"

and cnticism

when It

of the Bnnsh system
to the hrruted extent of
In the Uruted States

the separatIOn of powers,

of the adrmrustranon

much

easier and more acceptable, makmg It possible to pass the Freedom of Information

Act and to have regulatory

The complete

authorines

failure of parhamentary

machme in Britain IS witnessed
tors and "ombudsmen"

WIth teeth

control over the adrrurustratrve

by the amazmg

that has charactenzed

proliferation

of regula-

the past tlnrtv

years. The

39 Select Cornrrurtee on the Pubhc Service. House of Commons
and Responsibility.

Second Report. 1996. p "(\ 1
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m the creation
comrmssions,

give the ImpresslOn that the Interests of consumers

of a senes of

in an attempt

to

were bemg protected

These bodies Include the Director General of Telecommurucations,

the DI-

rector General of Gas Supply, the DIrector General of Water Supply, the
Director General of Electricity
Ing, and the Ombudsman
IS the Parliamentary
vice Comrrussioner,
Adrrurustration
Authority,

Supply, the Director General of fair Trad-

for Legal Services

Commissioner
the Northern

for Adrrurustranon,

Ireland Parliamentarv

and Commissioner

the Independent

for Complaints.

Comrmssion

ern Ireland, the Broadcast Complaints
Registrar,

In the pubhc sector there
the Health
Commissioner

Ombudsman,

for Police Complaints
Comrmssion.

knowledgment

among others. Nothing

of the mabrlitv of Parhament

machine than this plethora of Independent
ernment's

acceptance

In North-

the Data Protection
Ombudsman,

could be a clearer ac-

to control the adrrurustranve

regulatory

of this fact for the purposes

officials. but the govof public relations

not lead them to set up an effective control over adrrurustranve
The powers of the ombudsmen,
hc sector, are Inadequate

did

agencies

at any rate those who deal with the pub-

They have httle power to enforce their decisions.

and their work IS effectively advisory rather than regulatory.
dicator of the failure of the traditional
appoIntment

for

the Police Complamts

the Council on Tribunals, the Local Government

the Pnsons

Ser-

of extra-parliamentary

mecharusms
committees.

Another

In-

of control has been the
chaired by seruor Judges,

to look mto standards of public life (the Nolan Comrmttee).

and arms sales

to Iraq (the Scott Committee)
Furthermore

In Bntam we have recently seen a most extraordmarv

use of the executive
Contracting
I

power over the legislature.

In the Deregulation

Out Act of 1994, In the words of one commentator,

rrusand
"Part

. conferred upon Mirusters a power to suspend any proVISIOn of an Act

of Parliament

If they were of the opInIOn that the effect of the prOVISIOn

In question was to Impose a burden affectmg any person in the carryIng
on of any trade. Part II of the Act provided for the transfer of statutory
functions

from the Mimsters

to which they were entrusted

to pnvate sec-
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question"

40

ThIS was

of legislative power, It was an abdication of the power of

the legislature

ThIS dorrunanon

coming increasingly

of government

by party, however, IS be-

out of step WIth trends In

public OpInIOn which reflect

a looserung of old party allegiances and a greater Independence

of electoral

behaviour

The Administrative
The modern world IS charactenzed
descnbed

State

by the development

as the "adrrurustrative state" Bureaucracy

of what has been

has been WIth us, of

course, for more than two hundred years, but the modern adrrurustranve
state exhibits such complexity of structures and such a proliferanon
that the earlier conceptIOn of an "executive"

of rules

consisting of a body of CIVIl

servants putting Into effect, under the direction of mirusters. the commands
of the legislature

is no longer tenable

leaders and bureaucrats

The disnncnon

has simultaneously

fused. Sharper because the adrrurustratrve
of ItS own

-It

at any pOint

In

IS only marginally

pohncal

state has taken on an autonomy

under the control of ItS political masters

time A large proportJon

by eXIsting legislation

between

become sharper and more con-

of a country's

so that even a government

budget
determined

IS

committed

on change

can achieve very little In the short run, and the complexity of the rules goverrung econorruc and SOCIallife IS such that even small changes can produce
qUIte unexpected
norrunallv

results

Thus the so-called executive, the polincal leaders

responsible to the legislature for the conduct of government,

may In practIce have little real control over the government
fact

machine, a

which IS only too obvIOUSIf we examine the attempts wluch have been

made to develop new procedures
confusion

for the control of the adrrurustranon.

The

anses because the political leaders spend a great deal of their

time attempting

to manage the adrrurustrative

machinery

for which they

are ostensibly responsible but which they are mvanably unable to control
40 Mark Freedland. "Pnvansmg

Carltona Part II of the Deregulanon

Act 1994." Publu: Law. spnng 1995. p 21
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CONSTITUTIONALISM

AND

THE

SEPARATION

The reahty of the working of government
traditional

theory

and functions

of the separatlon

of government

term "executive"

provides a difhculty

of the democratic state: the legismachine, and the JudICIary The

long ago lost Its onginal connotation,

cal leaders at the head of the state machinery,
tion and mination

for the

Into three, for, In effect, there are now four

the administrative

cabinet In a parliamentary

POWERS

of powers, which divides the powers

major sections of the political institutions
lature, the government,

OF

because the polm-

whether the presidency

or a

system, became deeply Involved In the formula-

of pohcy and legislation as well as their implementation

Now the label "executive" IS even less appropnate,

because It IS the adrrun-

istratrve machine, Influenced but not controlled by the polmcal leaderslup,
which carries the laws Into effect It would be less confusing If we were able
to drop the term "executive"

altogether,

am, where the term "government"

a solution relatively

IS normally

For analytical purposes, however,

factory to aVOId USing the term "executive."
Equally the term "government"

It

15

embedded In

would be more sans-

and we WIll attempt

is ambiguous,

difficult

used, but a very

solution In the Umted States, where the "Executive Power"
the Constitution.

easy In Bnt-

to do so

and we WIll therefore desig-

nate the polincal leaderslup as the "pohcy branch."
The logic of the present situation.
now four branches of government,

therefore,

cesses, and to provide the control mechamsms
abuse of power by any of them

IS to accept that there are

each with ItS own structures
necessary

to

and pro-

prevent

Thus the attempt by the Supreme

of the Umted States to define only three branches of government
distribute

hmcnons

among them IS an impossible task, parncularly,

WIll argue, when their functional
the questIOn of the appropnate

analysis IS Inadequate.

It IS mcreasmgly
State

IS

istranve

Court
and to
as we

Tins leaves open

methods by which to control each branch,

but does not, of course, Imply that anyone
exclusively entrusted

the

branch of government

can be

WIth only one funcnon
clear that the problem of adrmrustenng

the modern

made more and more difficult by the assumptIOn that the adrrunmachine should be under the direct control of the "government,"

the policv branch. Polincians
machinery,

are In general

and Indeed, by their meddling

400

Incompetent

to control that

in the day-to-day

workmg

of
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they create enormous problems, reactIng

pressures of the moment.

In Bntam the uncertaInty

in this way, in such fields as education.

transport,

to

the polmcal

and confusion caused

and health, are only too

ObVlOUSAlmost weekly changes in pohcy Imposed by weak and meffectual rrurusters leave the adrrurustranve
past years uruversmes,

machine in chaos On I\' too often In

schools, or hospitals have not been told the size of

then annual budget unnl the hnancial year IS already well advanced, because the policy branch could not resolve Its internal conflicts,
In this respect the earlier advocates of adrmrustranve
correct.'? Unless the adrrurustrative

hkely eventuahty=
adrmrustranon.

state

IS

autonomy

were

abolished altogether-an

un-

m some sense pohncs Will have to be taken out of

This does not mean, however. that the adrrurustranve

chme should be left to get on With the Job uncontrolled,

ma-

as some of those

It means that effecnve methods of control must be

wnters would suggest

established to safeguard the nghts of the mdividual to prevent the abuse of
power by adrmrustrators.

as much as by the legislature or the policv branch

[udicial Review and the Admimstranve
The Failure of legislatures
tration

has led, both

the judicianes

In

to

to

exercise adequate controls over the adrmrus-

the Uruted States and

Britain. to attempts

by

state and the

of Powers," among other thmgs. lead Gary Law-

argue that the processes of judicia] review since 1789 have created

a situation

In

which "one cannot have allegiance both to the adrrurustra-

nve state and to the Constitution."
state over the Consntunon
lernanc

In

to fill this gap The nse of the adrrurustranve

"Death of the Separation
son

State

If one then chooses the adrmmstratrve

"all consntutional

What IS left of the Consntunon

provlslOns, however interesting

It

discourse IS rendered

after eXCISlOnof ItS structural

may be as a matter of normative

cal theory, Simply ISnot the Constitution."

prob-

42

It

IS

polin-

not exactly clear what the

practical results would be of acceptmg this "origmalist " VIew, which pre-

41 See PP )04-8 above
42 Gary Lawson, "The RIse and RIse at the Adrruruvtratrv eState'
Vol 107, "994, P u53

Harc'<lrd

Lau:

RCI'lc,,:
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sumably would return the Amencan
In

SEPARATIOK

particularly

POWERS

system of government

1789, but it does lead one to consider the way

Court has attempted

OF

In

to Its posltlon

which the Supreme

to deal with the problem of the separatlOn of powers,

over the past thirty years.

Professor WIlham Gwyn has set out very clearly the major ideological
nft between the [ustices In the cases that came before the Supreme Court
In the Reagan era.43 On the one hand, the "formalIsts"
would WIsh to hrrut
each branch of government
Constitution

On the other hand, the "hmcnonalists"

View, examining

posmon,

take a more flexible

each situation where one branch IS accused of having in-

truded on the "primary
classrhcanon

to the exercise of a "power" gIven to It by the

function"

of another branch

IS that the so-called

have to attempt

to

formalists.

In

One problem of this

order to maintain

define the nature of the "legislative power,"

the "executive power," and the "judicial power" The ambiguity
"power"

leads them

nal functIOn

In

fact Into a dependence

of a particular

arch-formalist,

executive

and prosecutIon

15

executive

power must be under the control of the President

"powers" or functions

functIOn,"44 and that "all purely

the punty

In fact problems met by the Supreme

N·j5

It IS not

of the power In questIOn.

Court In attemptIng

of government

the essen-

Thus justice Scalia. the

mvestiganon

of crimes

revealed how we are to determine

of the term

on esrabhshing

branch of government.

declares that "governmental
a qumtessennally

their

to define the

reflect very closely the chaonc dIS-

cussion of this subject by the Committee

on Mirusters' Powers In Bntam

In the 1930'S. It was clear many years ago that attempts to allocate partICUlar hmcnons
IS

precisely to particular

possible to dehne four abstract

functIOn, rule-applicanon.

branches of government

funcnons=

rule-makmg.

and rule-adjudicanon

46 -

must fail It

a discretionarv

but qUIte impossible

to allocate them exclusively to dIfferent branches of government,
all human behaviour

Involves all four funcnons

43 Wilham B Gwyn, "The Indeterminacy
George Washington
44

to some degree A partial

of the Separation of Powers and the Federal Courts,"

Law ReView, Vol 57, No 3, >989 PP 4;'4-5

Dissenting opinIOn

In

because

Mornson \ Olson,

ClO8 S Ct 2597 119Sf, I at P :62;-

45 Ibid, P 264>
46 See above PP J,S-9
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of this dilemma comes from Jesse Choper, who argues that the

federal judiciary

ought not to "decide consntunonal

questIOns concernIng

the respectIve powers of Congress and the President ins-a-ins one another,"
but that the determination

of these Issues should be left to "the interplay

of the national polmcal process"
the post-war

47

While this VIew would make many of

Issues that have come before the Supreme Court

of the separatIOn of powers non-justiciable.
problem of the role of the judiciary
which is concerned
mdividual

the area

In

It would snll leave in place the

in regulatmg

the adrrurustratrve

more WIth the Impact of adrrurustranve

state,

action upon

rights and liberties than WIth the grand Issues of "legislative-

executive relanons " Certainly those who advocate judicial restraint
putes between government

in dIS-

and legislature have lOgICon their SIde, If for no

other reason than that no sound functional baSIS can be found for making
decisions

In

tlus area. In the absence of any other effective control over

the adrrurustrative

machme, however, the role of the courts in defendmg

individual rights must remain. It IS therefore very Important

to distinguish

between actions of "the policy branch" and actions of the "adrmrustranon."
If tlus control IS to be exercised effecnvelv
In Britain the role of the Judiciary

has also been changmg.

edmon of this work included a rather harsh Judgement
CIary and ItS "failure of nerve." Traditionally
extremely
mythology

The first

on the Brrnsh judi-

the Brinsh courts have been

tolerant of the power of the "executive." reflectmg the dominant
of a government's

executing

ment and aware that a government

the WIll of a sovereIgn

WIth a secure parliamentary

ParliamaJonty

could quickly reverse any decisions of the courts which were distasteful

to

It In recent years, however,

of

there has been a change m the attitude

the courts to the power of government

and adrmrustranve

deCISIOnstaken

under ItS auspIces The earlier reJectlOn of the Idea of a body of adrrurustratrve law has gIVen way to an acceptance of the need for a set of rules which

47 Jesse H Choper. [udiaa! ReVIew and the Nanonal Poltucol Process A Functional ReconsideratIOn of the Role of the Supreme Court, Chicago. 1980, p 26} See also Gwyn, op cit , pp 504-5
For an extended dISCUSSIOnof this aspect of the problem see Thomas W Merrill. "The Consntunonal Pnnciple of the Separation
especially pages 226-9

of Powers," The Supreme

Court ReVIew,

1901,

Chicago. 1992,
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the exercise of adrrnrustratrve

OF

POWERS

power In part this change can be

traced to the Influence of the European Convention

on Human RIghts and

to the fact that the Treaty of Rome has become part of English law.
An English Judge has declared that "we have now a developed set of distinct public law pnnciples
of pnvate

which are of general application.

law and comparable

Court IS now "exercising
to review administrative

Independent

to those In civil JunsdlCtIOns."

action."49 He continued,

where already, in upholding

to

take

case [1969J

a stand. The example that springs to mind IS the Anisminzc
Comrrussion's

power

"There are ... SItuations

the rule of law, the courts have had

A C 147 In that case even the statement
Foreign Compensation

The HIgh

48

a qUIte separate junsdicnon its inherent

In an Act of Parliament

decision 'shall not be called In ques-

tion in any court of law' did not succeed in excluding the junsdicnon
the Court

Since that case Parliament

2

that the

has not again mounted

of

such a chal-

lenge to the reviewing power of the HIgh Court There has been, and I am
confident there will continue to be, mutual respect for each other's roles
Another

Judge has said, "Thus, save as regards the Queen

there IS in principle always jurisdiction
of public bodies."

In

"50

Parliament,

In the court to review the decisions

51

ThIS assertion of judicial power has been felt In a number of ways. The
courts have been ready to declare acts of rrurusters, usually
actions of civil servants

In

under the cover of formal rrurustenal

realrtv the
powers, to

be illegal, and not simply on the grounds that these acts are ultra vIres but
also that the courts exert a power of judicial review over adrrnrustranve
acts which "even the sovereIgn Parliament

cannot abolish."

52

48 Lord Woolf of Barnes, "Droit Pubhc=- English Style," Pubiu: Law, spnng 1995, p 57
49 Ibid
50 Ibid,

P

69

51 Sir John Laws, "Law and Democracy," Publtc Law, spnng 1995, p 72
52 Sir Wilham Wade and Chnstopher

Forsyth, Administrative

p 737 See also Richard Gordon, "The New Sovereigns)"
1995,P 529

Law. 7th edn , Oxford, 1994

New Law Journal. Vol 145, Apr 14,
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The Theory of Constitutionalism
Two main conclusions

flow from the argument

far, conclusions

50

which

can be stated in a way which ISvalid both for Britain and the United States
(with a small a), which

FIrst, there exists an entity, the "adrrurustranon"
can be distmguished

from the "policy branch." In practice the adrrurustra-

non already has a great deal of autonomy,

IS only margmally

under the

control of the policy branch, and could be more efficient If the existing. unsanslactorv

lmk WIth "the government"

were to be mcdihed

Second, the

present controls operated by the judiciary and the ombudsmen

over the ad-

rrurustration

are inadequate

to safeguard the rights of the mdividual

There

needs, therefore,

to be a new approach to the way government

lated, and this

turn entails a qUIte different approach to the mechamsms

In

15

arncu-

by wluch control IS exercised over the adrrurustration
The traditional
hmcnons

theory of the separation

of government

between

of powers sought to divide the

three branches

keep the personnel of the three branches separate
this arrangement
of the theory

to control abuses by government

by graftmg

mixed consntution
nonal structure

on

to

of eighteenth-century

Justice, were Just as Important
am, and the msntunonal

Britam
In

government.

Although

Bnnsh government

this mstituof the United

and twentieth-century

of Bntish government

the operatIons

many commentators

embodies

Although

from the

to safeguard, democracy, ethciencv. and

shows, the influence of these values, particularly
ncular processes charactenze

led to the rnodihcanon

the Consntunon

m nineteenth-

structure

and to

The evident mabihtv of

It checks and balances denved

was explicitly embodied

States, the values It was mtended

of government

Bnr-

showed, and still

in the way

In

of the diifenng

which par-

branches

of

have rejected the Idea that

a separatlOn of powers, none would argue

that laws should be made by CIVIlservants, that members

of the govern-

ment should have the power to commit people to pnson at WIlL or that the
House of Commons
day-to-day

or ItS committees

baSIS The development

cal parties that threatened
branches of government

should run the Health Service on a

dunng the twentieth

century of pohn-

the degree to which in reality the functions and
were separated was not an overt attack upon the

CONSTI1L'TIONALISM

AND

historic values they embodied,

THE

SEPARATION

OF

POWERS

except by a small group of now discredited

Ideologues who rejected the whole basis of the system, but rather was a response to the introduction
demand new structures
machmery

of a fourth value, social Justice, which seemed to
and a new emphasis upon the co-ordinanon

of government,

consequence

of the

instead of the earher emphasis on control. The

was the nse of the adrrumstranve

state and the attack by Its

champions upon the separatlOn of powers, an attack which as we have seen
still charactenzes

those who yearn after an integrated,

cohesive theory of

adrrumstranon
Before begmnmg
tail,

It

to develop the implications

of these conclusions in de-

would be as well to set out the general background

approach to the

view which I am adoptmg. First, the past fifty years have, to a considerable
extent, been charactenzed
human nature

by an OptimiStiC, not to say utopian,

On the Left, the assumption

view of

was that the abolition of prop-

erty, and therefore the end of capitalism, would usher in a penod in which,
in the words of Karl Marx, cornmurust
one to "do one thmg today and another
mg,

sOCIety would make It possible for
tomorrow,

to hunt in the morn-

fish in the afternoon, rear cattle in the evening, cnncize after dinner.

Just as I have a mmd. Without ever becommg
herd or cnnc
government
universal

"53

hunter,

On the RIght, extreme libertarians

were abolished. the unrestrained

harmony.

fisherman,

shep-

seem to believe that If

free market would produce a

Others seem to beheve that If the administrators,

experts, were given free rem, Without interference

the

by polincians or Judges,

total efhciencv would be achieved There ISno empirical evidence for any of
these assertions, all of which derive presumably
the inevitability

of the progress of man. In fact, the evidence suggests that

human bemgs are charactenzed

by ambition. by the desire for power, and

by the search after ever greater sansfacnon
be capable of Improvement,
are perfectible,

of wants. Human

sheer foolishness

on the assumption

of the perfecnbilitv

The world has not progressed

)3 The German Ideology, quoted

beings may

but even If we make the assumptIOn that they

we are so far from realrzmg such a condmon

political structures

p 42

from the Victorian behef in

In

that to base
of man IS Just

very greatly since Tames

Ench Fromm, ,'vlarx's Concept of .\lan, Nev. York 1961,
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Madison wrote, "in every polincal institution.

a power

STATE

to

advance the pub-

lie happiness involves a discretion which may be nusapplied and abused"
Whether

54

human nature IS perfectible IS an almost Irrelevant consideration.

We can agree that human nature IS capable of bemg improved - Bntain IS
a better society today than It was in the MIddle Ages-

but a glance at the

CIrcumstances of the world today IS evidence enough that
lot more than the abolition of property

It

would take a

to produce utopIa. GIven this as-

sumptIOn of the frailty of human nature, It IS surely wise to assume that
those who hold power in government
not necessanly

WIll be hkely to abuse that power,

to the extent of a HItler or a Stahn. although

there are ex-

amples in the world today not far removed from those horrors, but

In

a

thousand different ways."
Second, institutions
hshed. rule-governed
ized patterns

do make a difference

If there were no msntunonal-

patterns of behaviour

of behaviour.

Insnrunons are well-estab-

there would be no predictability,

all would be

random, the true war of all against all Institutions are not irrelevancies

as

would have us believe. It makes a great deal of

Marxists and behaviounsts

difference to the mdividual accused of a cnme whether

he IS tned m pub-

lie. in court before a Jury, rather than in secret by a member of the secunty
police.
Third, If we need to guard constantly
we must heed the admonition
The recent history

of Bnnsh

rruld perhaps in companson
theless in the legislature

against the abuse of power, then

of Montesquieu

to oppose power with power

politics, WIth Its revelations
with many other countnes

and in the government,

conhrms

of corruptIOn,

but there neverthe contmumg

necessity for control mechamsms.
Fourth, It is Important

to emphasize that a commitment

to consntution-

54 Federalist, No 41
55 Any theory of polmcs must begm with a discussion of human nature The "public choice"
school of political science has entered into the discussion of the separatIon at powers See G Brennan and A Hamlin. "A ReVISIOnIstVIew of the Separation of Powers," Journal of Theoretical
IIcs, Vol 6, No 3, lulv 1994 The assumptlOns on

which

Poii-

the) base their analvsis are so far removed

from reality as to make their conclusions of hrruted value An attempt to overcome these lirrutanons IS the development

of models based on more complex assumptIOns

W H Meckling. "The Nature of Man," Journal

01

Applied

Corporate

FInance

See M C Jensen and
Vol -, No 2,1994
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alism does not consist in trymg to increase the power of that particular part
of the government

machine or that political party or movement,

wluch for

the time being is followmg policies of which one happens to approve. The
switch of conservative

support to a strong presidency

era IS an example of tlus kind of rrusjudgernent.

during the Reagan

based on the assumption

that the presidency would remain under Republican control mdehrutelv
Thatcherite

governments

nonal attitudes

in Bntain pursued policies which cast off tradi-

towards those consntunonal

the power of government."

conventions

Thus they saw Fnednch

intended to hrrut

Hayek simply as an

economic guru but did not share hIS respect for constitutional
Consntunonahsm

IS not a matter of selzmg a short-term

pnnciples."

advantage,

It

IS

a belief in the need to establish and support those values in the political
system which provide for stability and to maintain

the procedures

protect the liberty of the mdrvidual in a democratic

society. Thus It is Im-

portant that opponents

of the adrrurustranve

whrch

state should not assume that

can be abolished

There ISno way to predict how large, or how Important,

the adrrurustranon

WIll be in five or fifty years' time: It may be larger, or

It

may be smaller, but It WIll be there The prionty, therefore,

It

IS to control It.

Equally, it should be accepted that the abuse of power can be perceived
to anse from the actions of any branch of government-the
the legislature,

the bureaucracy,

nal power to commit American
proval, from Theodore

pohcy branch,

or the judiciary. The exercise of presidentroops abroad without

congressional

ap-

Roosevelt to Richard NIxon, resulted in passage of

the War Powers Act of 1973. In recent years decisions of the Umted States
Supreme

Court have called forth many proposals

to

curb Its power." and

the recent challenges that the Bnnsh judiciary has made to the power of
both the pohcy branch and the bureaucracy

have irunated

charges of [udi-

cial usurpatIOn.
56 See Cusmo Graham and Tony Prosser (eds ), Walvmg the Rules

The ConstItutIOn

Under

Thatcherzsm. Milton Keynes, "1988
57 F A Hayek, Law. Legislation and LIberty, London, "1989 See also Graham and Prosser,
op cit , pp "17-"18, and Richard Bellamy, "'Dethromng

Pohncs'

In the

land, Va , "1988

Thought of F A Hayek," Bntlsh Journal

Liberalism. Consntunonahsm

of PolztIcal

and

SCIence, Vol 24, No 4, "1994
58 See Ralph Rossum, CongressIOnal Control of the JudICIary The Arncle III Optzan, Cumber-

Democracy
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however, to recogmze the need for co-ordmanon

as for control over government.

The theory of the separatIon

of powers and checks and balances emphasizes
demand for co-ordination

the element of control

The

must be met largely through the mechamsms

polincs - the political partIes and pressure-groups

-

In

of

other words through

the interaction of the legislature and the policv branch

The Control

of the Admmistranue

There have been two major developments
tems of Amenca
of government

in the nature of the polincal sys-

and Britain in the twentieth
has undergone

State

fundamental

century

FIrst, the structure

change' adrrurustranve

struc-

tures have developed to the extent that their Impact upon the hfe of the
ordinary cmzen IS more sigruhcant,
the actions of the tradmonal

and potennallv

tnad of governmental

more oppreSSIve, than
powers

The adrrurus-

tranon SItS Iike a great cuckoo in the nest, elbowing out the histone actors
In

the drama of government.

separation-of-powers

But this does not mvalidate the analysis of the

theonst.

It means that the analysis has to be brought

up to date and applied to the new situation
behind the doctnne

The concern which always lay

of the separatIOn of powers

IS

still valid. namely, the

concern to protect the individual against the overbearing
ment. Both models we have exammed have
of the adrmrustrative

state:

In

power of govern-

failed to cope WIth the problem

Bntam the system of adrrurustranve

ment goes largely unchecked because of the pretence of rrurustenal

governrespon-

sibihrv, m the Uruted States the separation of powers has allowed a greater
degree of control over the adrrurustranon,

but "divided government"

cause of deep concern to many political scientists,

and

It

IS a

IS asserted, the

cause of public disquiet about the system of government
Second, in the latter half of the twentieth

century

another

fundamen-

tal change in the political systems of America and Bntam has been takmg
place, a change which IS gathenng

pace in the last decade of the century

There has been a decline in the Importance

of Ideology in pOhtICSand con-

sequently in the relevance of party organization
ment It IS true that there was a resurgence

to the conduct of govern-

of Ideology in the

1980'5

at the
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and Reaganism

dommated

the headlines - but at the level of the electorate there has been a steady declme in the strength

of party Identification,

has been the phenomenal

development

What IS needed therefore
Ideologies

Students

IS

public adrrurustranon

votmg.
appropriate

to

more concerned WIth outcomes than WIth

and government

of admimstranve

of split-ticket

IS an analysts of government

an era in which the electorate
party

and in the Uruted States there

structures

which reflect this concern

theory have bewailed the fact that "American

has been unable to develop a satisfymg and enduring

conceptIOn of democratIC adrmrustration,"

59

and have blamed this on the

separanon

of powers, which built conflictmg

sets of values Into the con-

sntunonal

system, which pervade the adrmrustrative

could not be synthesized

machme. and which

Without "VIOlating values deeply ingrained In the

Umted States political culture."60 It should not be assumed that the fact that
these values, democracy, efhciency, and justice. are deeply mgramed ISneeessanly dvshmctional.

even though they contmually

conflict. These values

are there for good reasons, and they conflict because in practical situations
It ISrarely possible to hold that one or another of them IS an absolute which
must be mamtamed

at all costs. Certamly one would not see adrrurustranve

efhciencv as an absolute which would override in all circumstances
sideranons

of Jusnce. We have, therefore,

to devise means, as best we can,

which Will reconcile these values Within a Viable msntunonal
In the hrst half of the twentieth
for a system of government
istranon

61

These wnters

nte theory

century adrmrustranve

framework

theorists argued

based on two funcnons=-pohcy

were generally

of the separatIOn of powers.v

the con-

and adrrun-

hostile to the traditional

tnpar-

The polincs-adrmrustration

chotomy does not work, because it IS founded on an Inadequate
59 Robert S Kravchuk. "Liberahsrn and the American Adrrurustranve

di-

hmctional

State," Public Admlnt'-

Vol ,2, No 4, Iulv/Aug "992, P 374
60 DaVId H Rosenbloom, 'Public Adrrurustranve Theory and the Separation ot Powers," Pub-

tration

Ret'lew

lIC AdminIstratIon

ReVIew, Vol 43, May/June

6:1 See pp 304-8
62

:1983, p 2:19

above

See Laurence J O'Toole, "Doctrines and Developments

Admimstranon

DIchotomy, and the RIse of the Adrrurustranve

;'Iew, Vol 4;', Jan jFeb 198;" pp 1;'-19

Separation 01 Powers, the PolincsState," Pubuc AdmInIstratIOn

Re-
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analysis. but some of the Ideas these wnters

STATE

developed Illuminate

sibilines of an adrrurustranve

machine which would be relatively

constant political Interference

but subject to external controls

termon here, therefore,
comprehensive

to attempt to synthesize

the posfree of

It IS the In-

these Ideas Into a more

analysis of the polmcal system In the hght of the nature of

politics today.
As we have seen, there are four abstract functions
effecnvelv four branches of government,
branch and the adrrurustranon.

two of these, the policv

In the modern State we need a more

effective control over the administrative
of "accountabihtv."

machine,

and the ending of the

as we now understand

towards this end. The autonomy

It, would contnbute

of the adrrurustranon

should be recog-

nized, but at the same time It should be subject to effective control
adrnirustration

and

are still closely linked In terms of law,

even If the reahtv is rather different
pretence

although

of government

needs to be Independent

The

to the extent that It IS gIven a task

to do and must carry It out The policv branch should not be able to gIve
direct mstrucnons

to the adrrurustration

nor be responsible for the appoint-

ment, promotlOn, or dismissal of Its members

What ISbeing proposed here

IS a further extension of the process which was begun m Bntam by the socalled Next Steps Report of :1988, produced by the Efhciencv Urut of the
Cabinet Ofhce." The Report asserted that the responsibihnes
ment at the top of government
ment ministers

departments

were even prepared

skills to manage their departments

for manage-

were unclear, a few govern-

to admit that they did not have the

64

Some top CIVIlservants spent 90 per-

cent of their time dealing WIth pohcy and "po lin cal support tasks" and only
10

percent managmg

their orgaruzanons

The Report recommended

agenCIes should be established "to carry out the execunve funcnons
ernment

WIthin a policy and resources framework

that

of gov-

set by a department"

The Report made an attempt to deal WIth the questlOn of the accountability
6) ImproVIng

Management

The Efficiency Urut. HMSQ,
and AdmInlstratwe
64 ImproVIng

In

Government

London,

Law, arth edn . London,
Management

In

The ,\ext

Steps

Report

to the Pnme

Minister,

1988 See E C S V\'ade and A W Bradlev. Constitunonol
199), pp 294-_'

Government,

op Cit, P 2,

65 Ibid, P 9
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remain fully and clearly accountable for
departments
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but it could not break away from the ac-

cepted theory of the Constitunon:
ernment

SEPARATION

operatlOns must also rest WIth Mirusters.v=

ulnmate

accountabilrtv

Nevertheless

could be established

agencies could have delegated authonty
of their agenCles. "There is nothing

should

policy, For agenCles wlucl. are gov-

or parts of departments

the Report hoped that a convention

that Mirusters

the authors

for
of

so that heads of

from Mirusters for the 0peratlOn

new m the suggestion

should not be held answerable for many day-to-day

that Mirusters

decisions involving the

public and public services" This deliberate blurrmg of the Issue of accountability in order to pay hp-service

to

the doctnne

of rrurustenal

bility, typical of much of the way in which the unwntten
stitunon"

now operates, was further

compounded

Margaret Thatcher, when she mtroduced

responsI-

British "Con-

by the Pnme Miruster,

the Report to the House of Com-

mons. She assured the House that "there WIll be no change in the arrangements for accountability

Mrrusters WIll continue to account to Parliament

for all the work of their Departments,

including the work of the agencies."67

The Efficiency Urut, however, which was attemptmg

to drive forward the

agency concept, returned

to the task of reducing the interference

ters in the admirustratrve

process. The terms of reference of a study set up

in :1990 to assess the progress of the "Next Steps" uutiative
"Mirusters

and Departments

proclaimed that

should to the greatest extent practicable stand

back and leave Agency managers free to manage. Intervention.
unplanned,

in the day-to-day

of minis-

managements

planned or

of Agencies should be excep-

nonal and positively JustIfied in each case."?" The study group concluded
that "Chief Executives are directly accountable
contractual'

relationslup.

responsibilities

In any such relationship

to a Miruster
It IS

in a 'quasi-

important

that the

of both SIdes are clearly defmed and both are in a posltlon

to deliver their side of the bargain." Thus a typical Brmsh compromIse was
66 Ibid, P 17
6;, Hansard, 18 Feb 1988, Col 1151
68 MakIng the Most of Next Steps The Management of MInisters' Departments and Their
Executive AgenCies, Report to the Prime Minister. The Efficiency Unit, HMSQ, 1991, P )0
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the issues at stake The rruruster remained accountable to

but It was hoped that the rruruster would behave reasonably and

Parliament.
not Interfere
shattered

OF

In

the day-to-day

adrrurustranon

of agenCIes
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ThIS hope was

In October 1995 when the Home Secretary dismissed the Direc-

tor General of the Pnson Services Agency for his failure to adrruruster the
Prison Service efhciently, ThIS dismissal occurred amidst accusations that
the rmruster had Intervened

In the day-to-day

operatIOns of the Agency,

Without being prepared to accept responsibilirv

for the failure of ItS actions

Thus we have arnved
accept full responsibility

at a pOint where either the government
for every action of the adrrurustranon.

trivial. which IS unrealistic,

or It must be detached

must

however

altogether

from ItS

and unworkable

True we

must accept that It would not be possible for the adrrumstranon

to carry

operatIOn. The middle ground

IS unacceptable

out its tasks WIthout eXerCISing Judgement
tICS"

would charactenze

zanon

and discretion and that "poh-

ItS operatIOn Just as It does

In

any large organI-

For that reason It IS VItal that the adrrurustration

should be subject

to effectrve checks The policy branch would be required to report to the
legislature

about how the adrrurustranon

was workmg and to propose re-

forms or policy changes. The adrmrustration

would report to the legislature

annually and would be subject to all the normal procedures
finance, and the committees

of the legislature

non, This process of committee
effecnve

In

for control of

would scrunruze

scrutinY could certainly

Its opera-

be much more

Brrtain than It IS at present, because cornrruttee inVestIgatIOns

would no longer be seen as direct crincism of rrurusters The pohcv branch
would make recommendations
and In adrrurustrative

to the legislature

procedures,

both for changes in pohcv

and the adrrurustranon

would be subject

to review by the courts, as suggested below.
The sphere of the "admirustration"
ernment

would exclude those acnvines of gov-

where what I have called the discrenonary

It would be impossible to Include all the activines
the framework

funcnon

IS dominant

of government

WIthin

here proposed. Foreign affairs, defence, and the macroeco-
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nomic control of the economy necessitate
be subject to the restraints
regulation

OF

government

which are necessary

POWERS

acnon which cannot

In the fields of domestic

and social policy, and these actrvities would remain under the

direct control of the policy branch
There are two problems

with this approach.

If pohcy-makers

are di-

vorced from those who will have to put the policies Into effect the results
WIll be unreahsnc

and uninformed

by the reqUIrements

of implementa-

non. and when these policies result In failure, the electorate WIll not know
whom to blame. But accountability

IS already unsansiactorv

10

both the

United States and Bntam, in spIte of the dIffering extent to which the separation of powers IS embodied

In their respectIve

institutional

structures

In the United States the President blames Congress for falling to legislate
hIS programmes,

and Congress blames the President

ment legislation
of government

effectively. In Bntain,

for failing to Imple-

as we have seen, the close alhance

mirusters and government

members of the House of Com-

mons makes effecnve control impossible

Thus what IS required IS a clear

and open procedure
be unambiguously

for taking policy deCISIOns so that responsibility
allocated

branch" consults the "administration"
Its VIews In wrrnng. and

IS

can

For this reason it IS essential that the "policy
before proposing legislation. obtains

required to publish them WIth all draft legisla-

tion. It would be a mark of the existence of a mature

SOCIety that policy

deCISIOns, other than those affecting foreign affairs and defence, should be
taken only after public scrutinY of all the considerations
Ing the opInIOns of those adrrurustrators
Implementation

Involved, mclud-

who would be charged WIth the

of the pohcy and who would have the Independence

that

would evoke an honest opinIOn.
The second problem hes

10

the apparent

assumptIOn that the adrrurus-

trative machine does not have pohcy alms of Its own and Will faithfully implement the pohcies laid down by the legislature. Thus although the checks
to the abuse of power by the adrrurustranon
at a general level, If individual

set out above are Important

nghts are to be safeguarded
One solution

there must be

a much more detailed case-by-case

control

to the problem

would be to follow the contmental

system of adrmrustratrve

courts, the

model of the French Conseil d'Etat, which IS quite separate from the gen-
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The danger, however, would be that such a court would seem

totally allen to the Common

Law tradition

Both the Bnnsh and American
the kmd of public law
prudence

AKD

Another

solunon

courts have shown a readiness

IS possible
to

develop

wluch could fill the gap left in our system of [uns-

At present adrrurustratrve

cases come piecemeal to the Umted

States Federal District Court, or to the English HIgh Court, are subject to
all the corresponding

problems of delay and expense and are dealt WIth by

Judges who are not specialists

m adrrurustrative

law Yet our systems of

courts already include specialist dIVISIOns,which because of their diifenng
subject matenal

have diffenng

to set up an Adrmrustranve
rrurustration's
remedies

procedures

DIVISIOnWIth the tasks of overseemg

the ad-

activities. heanng complaints from the public. and providing

It ought not to operate through

charactenzes

It would be perfectly possible

the adversary

system, which

our current judicial system, and It could have very dIfferent

methods of gathering

evidence. acceptmg documents

and wntten

subrrus-

sions where possible. The DIVISIOn could in fact learn a great deal from
the procedures

of the Conseil d'Etat but still be mtegrated

into the body of

the judicial system. Appeals could he to the Common Law courts, but the
grounds

of appeal. particularly

hrruted to Important

by the adrrumstranon.

It IS not possible to allocate particular
branch of government
the Consntunon

could be severely

questIOns of law
functions

(and in the Umted States this

exclusively
15

to each

not merely because

makes specific exceptIOns to the overall distribution

of

power), but It IS possible to say that there IS a funcnon wluch IS more appropnate

to a particular

particular

procedures,

procedure,

and therefore

to attempt

to restrict

to make one function

each branch to
the dommant

concern of that branch. In a sense this IS the aim of those who have espoused the "hincnonahst"
but they have attempted

tendency on the Supreme Court in recent years,
to achieve

It

without

settmg out a clear baSIS for

their deCISIOns
Thus we can accept that the rule-making
degree by all branches of government

;"0

See pp 258-9 above

iunctton

IS exercised m some

but nevertheless

assert that the legis-
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lature should be concerned
that the rules

It makes

adrrurustranon
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only with rule-making
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of a general kmd and

should be binding on both the policy branch and the

and subject to being over-ruled

by the judiciary only on the

grounds of their havmg offended agamst certam basic consnrunonal
ciples, That the legislative branch should restnct Its rule-makmg
rules, not dealmg with specific individuals,
of Law, a major tenet of consntunonahsm

pnn-

to general

IS an essential part of the Rule
for 350 years Thus those legis-

lative vetoes of the United States Congress which, as in the Chadha Case,
dealt with specific individuals
dealt with particular

should have been invalidated

cases. The Supreme

Court invalidated

because they
the legislative

veto on the grounds that one part of the legislature was exerCIsmg a "legislanve function"

which should have been exercised only by both Houses

and with the approval of the President. On the contrary,
of Representatives

what the House

did in exercising a "veto" over the grantmg

of resident

status to Chadha was to engage in rule-apphcanon.
opmlOn in Chadha made tlus pomt

[ustice Powell in lns concurnng
clearly, although

he thought

rule-adjudication.
tory

the use of the veto in this case constituted

"On its face, the House's action appears clearly judica-

The House did not enact a general rule ....

type of decision that traditionally

quoted John Marshall m Fletcher v. Peck, "It
legislature to prescnbe

It thus undertook

has been left to other branches
IS

the

"71

He

the peculiar provmce of the

general rules for the government

of soclety, the ap-

plicanon of those rules to individuals in society would seem to be the duty
of other departments
hibinon

"72

Powell made reference to the consntunonal

on BIlls of Attainder and quoted

United States v Brown, to the

effect that the separatlOn of powers was mtended

as a safeguard

"trial by legislature.r " In other words this was an inappropriate
for makmg such a decision
lS the consideration

agamst

procedure

This surely is the basis of the Rule of Law. It

which led to the rejection

limited power of the Long Parliament
state legislatures

pro-

of the exercise of the un-

and of the Amencan

revolutionary

There can be no Rule of Law If the legislature

71 Chadha, op CIt, at pp 964-5
72 Fletcher v Peck, 6 Cranch 87 (1810), P 136
73 Chadha, op CIt, at p 962

mtervenes
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as in the Chadha Case

tage an individual.
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Conclusion
Compared

with the parliamentary

system the weakness of the Amencan

version of the separatIOn of powers hes in ItS apparent
hver a satisfactory

degree of co-ordmanon

mabihty

between the legislative branch

and the policy branch, even to the extent that government
edge of collapse, as in 1995. The Amencan

to de-

can be on the

system does, however, provide

the pOSSIbIlIty of an effective control over the policy branch and the adrrurustration,

which the Westmmster

has SIgnally failed to achieve
government

model of parharnenrarv

government

The problem at the centre of constitutional

today, as has been for the past 350 years, IS how to achieve

a balance between
the branches

co-ordmanon

of government

and control in the relationships

among

which WIll safeguard indrvidual freedom but

which WIll also ensure that government

can deliver to ItS citizens those

essential services without which modern socIety cannot survive
A major function of the legislative branch ISto exercise control over the
pohcy branch and the adrrnrustranon.
hampered by the partisanship

The effectiveness

of this control IS

of members of the legislature. a partisanship

which IS artificial, not reflectmg the needs or attitudes of the electorate at
large. Separating the policy branch from the mam body of the admirustratrve machme would tend to dirrurush the effect of partisanship

in the

legislature's

would

attitudes towards the adrmrustration

decrease very considerably
governments

the SIze of the overblown ranks of the present

m Britain, where almost one-third

bers of the House of Commons
Crown. The growth
government

In

in the number

of art

1,

of members

sec 9, at the Consntunon.

NIxon \ AdmInistrator

lanon under consideration.

of the government
of the Commons

the Bill at Attainder prohibiuon.

of General Services The Court distinguished

The Presidential

in the

of the growth of the adwas

the legis-

Recordings and Materials Act at 19~4' !rom a Bil! at

Attainder, arguing that the Act did not inflict a "legislanve purushrnent " on Mr !\Ixon
2777 (197;'), pp 280,-11

mem-

may hold an office of profit under the

has, of course, been a consequence

74 The Importance
fully discussed

This arrangement

'1- S Ct
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of the governmg
to second-rate
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the need to fmd such a large proportIon

party m the Commons

to run the adrrunistranon

has led

people being put into posts for which they do nor have the

necessary competence.

To return many of these people to the back benches

would reduce the government's

power of patronage and would therefore be

hkely to increase the independence

of government

The problems faced by an mcommg President,

back-bench

members

when control of the presI-

dency changes from one party to another, involving the filling of thousands
of posItIOns, would also be alleviated by separatmg
consequently

off,

making more posts mto civil-service positions,

To luve off a major part of the adrrurustranon
of political leaders would transform
ment" and the Amencan
day-to-day

the adrrunistranon

"Adrrurustration."

rounnes of the administrative

eral ill-equipped

from the direct control

the character of the Bnnsh "Govern-

It would remove from them the
machme. wluch they are in gen-

to superVIse, and allow them to concentrate

vital funcnons wluch only the "pohcy branch" can perform
legislatrve policy and the forrnulanon

upon those

the plannmg of

and implementation

of policy con-

cernmg foreign affairs, defence, and macroeconomics
Another
workmg

major

through

co-ordination

responsibility

may be seen at two levels-the

legislative and administranve
the co-ordination
rrurustranon

of the policy branch
over-all

The problem
co-ordination

pohcy, for example, through

of drvided government

of strengthening

this from occurnng

Divided government

voting or an "accidental"

of the ad-

attention on the phein the eyes of

the party system in order to prevent
may be the result of purpOSIve

result of the separatIOn of powers

In

a penod of

weak party government

75

the WIll of the maJonty:

as long as the people want (divided government),

;'5 James L Sundquist. "Needed

"Purposeful

of

the policies of the presidency

and on the desirability.

some commentators,

of

the budget, or

of the activities of the different departments

The problem of co-ordmatmg

and the Congress has in recent years concentrated
nomenon

IS co-ordmation.

the party system and pressure-groups

votmg advocates put their faith in

A Polincal Theory for the New Era of Coalition Government

in the United States," Polincal SCIence Quarterly,

Vol 10" 1988, P 52;'
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but in the opmIOn of Its cnncs the problems of the Amencan

system are not always the product of divided government

"The separanon

of powers operatmg in an age of weak partIes IS as likely a culpnt
The root cause of the weakness of Amencan
of the electorate

diversitv in the electorate,

political parnes IS the mcreas-

Amenca

son has been the all-embracing
until the VIetnam expenence
tive Arnencaruzanon

viously operated. The resultmg

ernment

It

which from the time of Jeffer-

Ideology of the Umted States

It was not

the processes of SOCIalIzatIOn that had prefragmentation

has made coalmon govern-

ISunlikely that such deeply embedded SOCIalfactors

by tmkenng

everywhere

SOCIetyhas replaced

that It became impossible to Impose this POSI-

through

ment inevitable. and

mcreasmg

excluded from the polmcal process

electoral forces. The multi-cultural

the old system of pOSltlve Amencaruzanon.

can be overcome

has expenenced

of a number of dIfferent kinds. since the Second

World War Ethnic groups previously
are now Important

But If

to ask why the polincal partIes are so weak

this IS the case It IS Important
mg fragrnentanon

"77

WIth the electoral system

reflects potentially

irreconcilable

why should It be different in the Umted States

7

Coalmon

gov-

conflicts in sOCIety,

A parliamentary

system

WIth weak partIes would be no better The great benefit that the Constitunon has gIven to the Umted States IS stability. and this becomes even more
Important
Unless

in an era when the electorate

divided government

likely, then the less coherent

IS mcreasmgly

can be ehrrunated.

the partIes are, the better

President and Congress must live together
coherent

and ideological

be The "great" penods

fragmented

wluch seems very unIn the long run

by compromIse,

and the more

the partIes become, the more difficult this will
of umted control, such as the New Deal period.

actually worked only because party umty was not complete, allowmg the
President

to find support where he could. To adopt the system of a qua-

druple separation
WIth a fragmented
of government

of powers advocated

here should make

easier to hve

polincal system and at the same time keep the powers

from abusing their pOSItIOn

There are two dangers in gIvmg the adrrurustranon
76 McKay. op

It

Cit,

P 533

a greater

degree

CONSTITUTIONALISM

of autonomy
termon

AND

SEPARATION

First, the danger that pressure-groups

to the adrrumstratrve

present."

THE

meeting together

come the unelected
the adrrunistranon,

to co-ordinate

government

offset If the legislature,

would turn their at-

machme to an even greater

The second is that the "directors-general"

departments,

OF POWERS

extent than at

of the adrmrustranve

their operations,

would be-

of the country. These dangers could be

freed from the sense of parnsanship

exercised a genume

in relation to

control over that adrmrustranon

and would be able to work more closely and effectively with the President
Equally, the convergence

of the political parties that is taking place in Bnt-

ain in the second half of the 1990's offers the possibility
government

in which genume accountability

mately to the electorate,

of a system of

to the legislature,

may make the control of government

reality than has been the case since the rise of the adrrumstratrve

78 See Terry M Moe and Scott A Wilson, "Presidents
Contemporary

Problems, Vol 57, No

2,

1994, P 7

420

and ultimore of a
state.

and the Pohncs 01 Structure," Law and
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